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PREFACE. 

ASSAMESE is the language usually spoken by the entire popu- 

Yation of the Brahmaputra Valley, and in most cases it is the only 
medium of intercourse with the bordering Hill Tribes. ‘There is 

nothing to show that the Assamese race and their language have 

not existed in this Valley from time immemorial; and it is surpri- 

sing that, during the change of rulers, the oppression and misrule 

to which they have been subjected, there are so few traces of any 

material change in their language. The Ahoms, a branch of the 

great Shan or Tai race, conquered Assam at an early period, and 

governed it for many hundred years, until it passed into the hands 

of the present Government; bat scarcely a trace of their language 

is found in the present dialect of the Assamese. The Burmese, 

the Mohammedans, and powerful Cachari Tribes have in turn waged 

war upon Assam without affecting the language. This may serve to 

show the love of a people for their own tongue, and that if we would 

confer upon them the blessings of science and the true Religion, 

the most direct and successful medium is their own vernacular. 

Unfortunately au impression has prevailed that Assamese and 

Bengali are identical or nearly so. Hence all the Schools, Courts, 

and official business of every kind are conducted in Bengali. ‘This 

has greatly retarded the cause of education and general progress 

among the masses. ‘I'hey have no inclination to abandon their own 
for a foreign dialect. The higher classes, seeing their own language 
ignored, strive to obtain a sufficient knowledge of Bengali to fill 

Government offices; but they mever feel at home {in the language. 

In the family and social circle, nothing but the vernacular is spoken. 

Were Government now to abandon the country, Assamese would 

supersede all other dialects simply because it is the language of 

the masses. 

That eminent linguist Max Muller tells us, that “there is hardly 

a language that in some sense may not be called a mixed language. 

No nation or Tribe was ever so completely isolated as not to ad- 

mit a certain number of foreign words.” Again, ‘It matters not 
how many words may be derived in common from another language, 
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it does not prove the identity of any<two dialects. It is to the 

grammar that we must look, to decide their identity. ” 

Now in regard to the supposed identity of Assamese and. Bengali, 

let it be borne in imind that wherever Hindaism goes, it takes its 

sacred language, the Sanscrit, along with it. In all the dialects of 

India, spoken ‘by Hindoos, religious and scientific terms ‘aré mostly 

of Sanscrit origin, modified more or less by’ the peculiarities’ of 

each dialect. But the grammars’ of these dialects are different; 

hence they are distinct languages, notwithstanding they have .many 

words in common. So in the case before us: Both Assamese and 

Bengali borrow. largely from the Sanscrit, but the grammars are 

quite different, as will be readily seen by comparing “them together. 

It might as well be said that French and Italian are one language, 

because both ‘are sprung from the Latin, as that. Bengal and As- 

saiese are one, because they borrow in common from the Sanscrit. 

After thirty years familiar acquaintance with the people, I am 

fully persuaded that it is a mistake to ignore their language. Tt 

ought rather to be cultivated. If suitable encouragement were given, 

the educated Assamese would soon supply vernacular School Books , 

and a new impulse in favor of education would manifest itself among 

the masses. In no other way can education ever be Sgbooiguiagy 

among them. ‘ 

In regard to the present work, it is the first Dictionary of the 

language ever published, and has necessarily been a difficult task. 
In the fourteen thousand words here collected, will be found many 
in daily use by the people, that no Bengali scholar will understand. 
Many of these words have been written as they dropped from the 
lips of the people. While I have this endeavored to give the spo- 
ken language, I have also inserted the more cummon Sanserit words 
that are used in the Puthis, and therefore known to the people. 

These words are also used in our School Books, and Scripture Trans- 

lations. But it should be borne in mind that they are often used 

in Assamese, with a modified meaning, and a different pronuncia- 

tion. A few words are used with a slight difference of form and pro- 

nunciation, “These have been placed together as one word, and 

coupled by ‘a ‘bracket. “English definitions have’ been simplified and 
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varied as much as space will allow, fur the sake of those who are 

learning English. As the language has hitherto had no standard, 

and has been used vaguely, | am aware that this first edition, like 

all other first attempts of the kind, must be. left more or less im- 

perfect. No word however has been allowed to pass without care- 

fulvexamination; and when doubts have existed, the oldest and best 

informed of the people have been consulted. 

fam greatly indebted to the Rev. Dr. Brown, for a valuable 
list’ of words, and definitions. partly given, all in. the vernacular. 

‘The Rev. Mr. Whiting also. printed a list of words as far as the 

letter #, without definitions, 

“I'he system of Orthography adopted in this work, is that of Judu- 

ram Borua, a learned Assamese Pundit, which it is believed much 

better correspouds with the actual pronunciation of the people than 

any other system met with. (See “Introduction to Brown’s Gram- 

matical Notices,” Page 1X. ) - 

Suggestions from every quarter for the improvement of the work 

will be thaukfully received, and borue in mind in the revision for 

a second Edition. 

For the liberal contributions received, 1 beg to return many thanks. 

Should health and meaus permit, a second Volume, the corresponding 

English and Assamese, will follow. 

ris M. Bronson. 

Nowgong, Aug. 12th 1867. 
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HBA SiS Tivag wtes fae sife sta atrafa cicz festa 
f faa ais acHIfSs ARSs, cos Beata Sim af cace aa faye, 
41ST Stl VS AGA VST AH, aca FAAS Hal, a atal facwhH Sia 
fRaiye wy SAS apis catwicse | Bite at Bo HAS Fata 
HATA cra Ttcp | ice WicaN Lal HSH aE CHA GF GE, HF 
aba cott afacn 1 cosfantas sini wife afee anfer aa ota 
waifsa; foxy ana whs Sisfas cH al ASAE State ofan sinte 
al ata ashe, afer ate cat oi area city Ba G2 ACE, 
Wat Wis AANA TACT Aicaq Alta GE HAD AA Sa cHHs ez W- 
ate Ban; ttt sate actel az aaA 1 Vis Wala sas 
4% an Baafer nena afea catats, cosfeates woinm w- 
nig Ae facna ware ate, «ata site faw aif sta ata, 
TAACIST ABCA SAT G'S SAW He GAs ceaAlq Ba; 
Bey Bigte sofa qe sect fasta Borsa fafacs cq yrace 
facais stm face; ats fas exifa ool fafara afee mifeca, B1d1- 
fata to, ote zetia woiaal qcuics faa? otafa iit fafa 
fafaaia Giate | tsife aay frag ow fap, <#if GTS 
caferial cafeaial fay aofial adie frente aiy sin aca; fay 
Scnia we afagia cote acs, Ye ecm fan aife stAice BU- 
ary see 1 at wie ate o° fas «oe aa, fay Gafaal sal 

garg ae ciiva fafsate aye TSS ace Ace Sia Aico, 
Wise widttacei faa 1 

MSG, at CRAG Gaia fafacs fas utfa Stal Bou ofa atest | 
“ce cai wife sas sini wfy faa aiioa; fou afer Usa 
wai tacs; 42 sca wista ot cafe aifa cate Haag fan sifa 
Sinise Gay ofae sica; facnate fe nacn Braife etaice AA 

sta fawn fafaco, cogfaaite «ace jatacoca cat atita famte 

wa? wpiam Sace aa facsena ofa oifsica craw sta fawn 
ZR, SiS BH BI winte Box wis Hacatce qives te BIS , 
Foc Ata wes wfexta arse quisfar 1 acae Baatfa 

Cmts sofas sini fafeata B51 acz, Mis Was GTM G- 
cee 2qife sin fafeata ax aie Bice 1 HaCAICA UHsiae 
farce aoa Staite oF Ady afexta ante ofacei 1 Baty 
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s8eee Wx Cea Wa AH Gico, Bis ae asfam we Baai- 
fe, ot He Saicq fim eal Voy Ver afss, Ue A Grad 
ARE Vafocrt, Wis GAS Wat Val AH cHidts, ste We far 
TACB; Bewl cBical Betta Howe alfetca, Ba Acres Bal cance 
tace fasig eal wa; cos Bais fa UK om?, afes nocA Ts 
CF AAPA, Aas SAA Le Trisig xian; Ble aadiz sicais 
SIS AXCHIMA SAl Hla | 

Fae GS GTM Sirs, at ofee FI Siem Weea say 
wtcot She 

fam astts Gtotz, . ST TAT | 

FA dvHd BA TA 3% Hin t 
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ASSAMESE ALPHABET. 

o (ora) > af t oi ( ai) 

1 a (a) ea re <i 6 

a i 8 ct ou 

u a a ong 

¢ e 

k G d < b- 

kh B dh S bh 

g q m 

gh S t ae 
ny a th a te r 

s(ch) @& d a I 

<q dh a w 

n a. n F s, h 

t mw Pp zg h 

th = ph 

COMPOUND FORMS. 

& kt, 7 gn, %* ngk, @ ns, § nj, 

%§ nth, % nd, y tn, BZtm @ tr, 

@% ddh, wdm, #% dbh, a dw, @ nt, 

SG ntuy nth, ™ nd, 4 ndr, gw ndru, 

% nb, q nm, A ns, @ pt, a pn, 

“ bd, & bhru, = mp, y mb, % mbh, 

3 st, % sth, % sk, BS st, @ str, 

= sth, A sn, wrt sp, WZ sw; We sm, 

@ ru, @ hu, ® dru, = hm, 
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DICTION ARY, 

ASSAMESE AND ENGLISH. 

Bs 

&, The first vowel in the Alphabet. In Assamese the sound 

fluctuates between long and short 0, as in the two syllables of 

the word morrow. It is inherent in every consonant; but the 

mark (_) placed underneath suppresses the vowel sound. Native 

writers denote the long sound of &, by a circumflex, as aa 

black; %&a buffalo. Before a vowel S becomes Ba. As a prefix 
it is equivalent to un, no, not. 

SB Bre, inter}. Bioasys Ta ATS, a particle expressing surprise. 

BAA, s. ST, Cea, W, a share, division, piece. 

wvfH, s. Sift, Stra staf, a partner, a sharer. 

Gea, a. Bteal, sel wz catea, factix, dumb, having’ an 

impediment in the speech; s. a dunce, a stupid fellow. 

tei, a. tistasa, fea fam; os defer atfs, marked; tattooed; 

. s. a hill tribe of Assam. 

wiz tei, a. ata zafam, Sirs fre, of diverse colours, striped. 

Sfsem, a. Sts fem, Sai, HPS wala foa, marked, striped, 
tattooed. 

adi, a. Cia, FG, enough, sufficient. 

SHG, s. Hai cate, Afar, ae wai, Seri fet Twi, the act of 
putting in order, mending, repairing. 

Bai, a. Tl, Te Pats cet Sal, aterm used in counting by fours. 

Be, interj. 2H BH As, an exclamation of anger or eicnee 

Sfan, a. Bre ez, stringy, fibrous. JP 

apn, a. TaAceRA asd, wife asa, not Fak not’ trimmed. 

Bar, a. cee fee an, faa uta atfeai, a without 

disgust or aversion. 
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Basa, a. aida cacarsi, cose, not cruel or unfeeling, not harsh, 

: insipid or disagreeable to the ear, mild, soft. 

wafia, a. Bix cucaren, gy, for, |e, soft, easy to do, not 
abstruse. 

BWSCS, a. CHR alsfen, Bfsai, yea, free from any thing thas 

occasions anxiety, at ease, without an enemy. 

wauifaa, a. Seta BRIN, T Sa cri CATH, unspeakable, 

beyond expression. 

THEI, s. AE AMT] SAl, fase, TASAN, improper talk, obscene lan- 

guage, misconduct, injustice. 

Gea, s. Bap ateieai, we, sincerity, frankness, honesty. 

Tex, a. AAA, CAs, cvita, asiba, without hypocrisy, sincere, 

frank, honest, open-hearted. 

sara, a: ASH, faa, Ae, not agitated, quiet, unmoved. 

seer, a. fara, ofa xa, frrafasia, unmerciful, unpitying, hard- 

hearted. 

BEI, s. FSAI, Pent, a bad action, wickedness. 

gaia, a. seifien, cotta sine cate ctcaten, fit for nothing,, 
worthless, useless. 

waa, a abu, wennfam, aH, We, single, alone, only. 

WEAE, 5. fAchin, Woe CURIS, YX, purity, immaculateness.. 

Daas, a. OB ARH, faa fa, aim atefeai, spotless, untarnished, 

without blemish, Sainlens 

aaanaTl, a. AT ASfeui, alone. | 

Baca, ad. at AR caicatMite, separately, singly, by one’s self. 

VSIA, Ss. GIA, BAS, Wii7, a misfortune, adversity, evil. 

Beaty, ad. ays, wiofys, fafa, @jeiz, svete, suddenly, 

abruptly, unexpectedly. 

Safe ASA, S. SiR ea, IES *{@a, ancestors, forefathers, pro- 

genitors. 

SHS, a. WBBlad, Weiss, Wey, useless, without cause. 

SSI, a. OF CUCHTS, afaata Biba, difficult, perplexing, intricate. 

waite, a. MG] SI CHAT CAICRIS, PAA unserviceable, 

useless, worthless. 

TRA, a BWA ALS, Cea, Az, without cause or reason, 

fruitless, in vain. } 
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Seer, s. BAfSs Fax, WHS SA, an improper work or action, 

wickedness, wrong. 

Wee Sift, a. Vee, SY SH Bet AHA, CVA SiN TH Ca 
cate, worthless, useless, stupid. 

SSA, a SHI, Sta Ya caicaren, wWhrafrs cam, premature, 
out of season. 

worm figs, s. Baas wal, Stezracy faryy cate, premiature 
death, early or accidental death. 

wufava, a. Baan, Asta Aeal, unpublished, unpromulgated. 

ufefe, a. sai fea, wate, waytfy, without renown, infamous. 

wfafer, a, ye, Ste afoul, fey, genuine, real, unalloyed, pure. 

aga, a. Said, YX, cola, sincere, honest, guileless. 

OSA, s. CEs Aal, CES, a boy under the age of puberty. 

wana, s. tree coef, cecefa, a girl under the age of 

puberty. 

USA, a. Bx, AB, deficient, wanting, insufficient. 

wefaa, a. wate, fo wfem, aa afer, of low caste, unprivi- 

leged, untitled, ignoble. 

war, a. caterer, carat, afrafrs, want of order, irregularity. 
Sheu, a. watt catcaten, Borsta ama, unthankful, ungrateful. 
ufeon, s. fara, wtefss, fara, hardheartedness, unmercifulness. 

when, s. Wet, Beay, inaction, improper action, irreligion. 

Bcwte, a. wH% aBfem, Fa, dispassionate, placid, tranquil; s. the 

restraint of anger, dispassionateness, calmness. 

BFA, s. Het AF, BatizA, the absence of distress, fatigue or difii- 

culty, well being. 

HH, ad. Aca, SH SH, Ft caterers, with facility, easily. 
wee, s. wtgait, aa wifra ne wrest, a childish whim, 

fancy, caprice. 

BUS, a. CHCHRH, Sit ASA, AEs FAlSs, asia wei, whole, 
unbroken, undivided, continuous. 

TUBA, s. FAIS, Repesta Ul, Ais], the non removal of a difficulty 

or evil, whole, unbroken, non refutation, continuity. 
Baia, a. wale Acre czaetha, catcatren, not fit for food, forbidden 

food, not eatable. 

BAAS, s. Ral caps wala, the payment of an unjust demand. 
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atgay, s. cttea aAai aif atcaten, the act of separating the 

several clusters of a bunch of fruit. 

afas, .s. wfao, cosa, fas wiqz, a low untidy slovenly 

person. ; 

wfa, a. fafitcatsn, Ma, saferta, AD, not lean, fat, fleshy. 

afaai, a. ife eeei, having fruit in clusters. 

apn, s. ATS, coices Bets, every thing, the world; a. whole, entire. 

Swe, a. WF caicaten, wfaata, sefegierm, unwasting, im- 

perishable, undecaying, everlasting. 

Swe Woe, a. atfenta, Arai, unfailing, inexhaustable. 

GUS, 2. VAAN, Aq CAUCAIM5 Bitz STSa, undamaged, unbroken, 

unbruised. s. sun-dried rice. 

GUIs, s. dal oresifa, gatfa, a virgin. 

sug, a. sare, aufefea, catered, unable, insufficient, impotent. 

Baya, s. Bieta, a letter of the alphabet, a type. 

GATS, s. SH, BIS, wats, disrepute, dishonor. 

Bays, a. Ate HM Cal, Cet ASAI, unforgiving, implacable. 

SAInsA, s. teva avr facHa, a complete army, consisting of L09, 

350 foot, 65,640 horse, 21,870 chariots, and 21,870 elephants. 

Baty, a. fraiHz, af, destitute of a refuge, without remedy, lost 

to all hope of final happiness. 

wstfea otf, s. wateta Atel, helper of the helpless. 

Wstaat,2 a. Borat, the cate, Rea, afaa, uncounted, incal- 

os culable, innumerable, countless. 

say, a. fats atsfen, SABA, cACHAt a, without conception 

hint or suspicion. 

BAIT, a. ST cara, afeaq ~sitd€, impassable, impenetrable, 

impracticable, beyond conception. 

VAT, s. SA ANIA car, Bette afer eerste 
qa @ai, unlawful cohabitation, incest. 

Sig ata, a. Beta faeta, wa ba, 2 fH we, this way and that 

way, wavering, unsettled, unsteady, this and that.- 

BAIS, s. Sita Sis, “fat da, a species of sandal wood. 

wot, a. sti catcaten, fazezaifa, not proud, not arrogant. 

Sis, «. Fer, yA, StH ast, ill-formed, mis-shapen, ugly. 
SHS, a. Herta a faate Hie, not despicable, irreproachable. 
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wate, a. BS stfaa, ca wm, 2a aya, Wiese, very deep, pro- 

found, fathomless. 

sist] foisi, s. Bist #15, first or last, sooner or later. 

wr at, s. Births <a, aie cee <a, aie) BacTSM, hindrauce, 

obstruction, the act of hedging up a way. 

wfste 2fatm, s. ace zace TF ds wiz sai, emulation, 

rivalry, evasion, subterfuge. 

SIA, a. a Ase, fave, bad, useless, worthless. 

CISA a. Ie GA aPfam, cits al, Saafan, Tesh, 
not discipled, not obeying a priest, or the rules of the 

Hindoo religion. 

waaaa, a. bata ATA, Seaifst, ungrateful, unthankful. 

BeTiba, 4. CA CHA FAL AMIS CATS, unseen, unheard of, 

not under the cognizance of the senses. 

wey, s. gz, wusfa, eotaa, zfs, fire; any violent passion or emotion, 

as kam ogni, prem ogni, krudh ogni. 

wig sa, s. fsfanit, et aiafa, a.spark of fire. 

afyomt, s. cq ay, SF ataq aca Boi, Gis, irascibility, 
quick tempered, hasty. 

afyéa, s. afr, wfyets, ze, a fiery dart, a thunderbolt. 
SYS, s. cena FEE Ae, gia, wa, a sacrificial pit, a fiery 

furnace, hell. 

BfqcwIn s. Maca wfwACa AHA |S zi fwH, the southeastern point 
of the compass. 

ufqata, s. FFq Bier, the heat of fire. 
wiyat, a. aia fafoa, water, Beat, like fire, fiery, high tempered, 

passionate. 

wine, s. 9tq facia ais, a fame, a tongue of fire, a 
blaze. 

SNS, @. Asal, Tos, unknown. 

waits, a. fae cH wifanta cAIcatey, destitute of relations, 

wits, not related to. 

SOTA, s. sta fea, facdi«, gel aaa, iguptant, want of 
arf staat, knowledge. 

Bathe, a. *fe ee aA wat faccix, ae —s 
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Sat, so ST, 1%, aistife, Za, the point, the top, head, front, peak 

or pinnacle, a preliminary; a. first, preliminary. 

aria, a. Aalst, Viet Ape, first in’ place, first in order of prece- 

dence whether in a good or bad sense; s. a Jeader. 

SHS, a. AA aAnfaia, aAfeate Axfeai, unacceptable, unworthy to 

be received or believed. 

WPA, s. AUDI, CARTS Sell, As, the non occurrence of an event, 

the non accumulation of property; a. unusual, not happening. 

WMS, a. La, VfsHs, Tz, 4S, SAA, very great, monstrous, 

enormous, frightful. 

sfua, s. faa ate, Safsai A Asal, without antipathy or disgust, 

without abhorrence or aversion. | 

SICUTa, a. Farm, ate ait atefeai, not gloomy, cheerful, lively. 

scarfs, \ s. Ut alrsfan, Sf aifs facaa, without a house or 

saute, fixed habitation, a class of wandering mendicants. 

Se, a. aia CAIcCaTSM, sa CATCATS, inodorous, destitute of smell. 

We, s. Arty, stati fans, a numerical figure, the science of 

arithmetic. 

wfas, a. foa fem, ste faa, marked, paged. 

We, s. HTS, tafe, BA Stes CBIR, a sprout, a seed bud, a germ. 

WEA, s. THTER, AAtr, sists, an elephant goad, an iron hook 

used ih driving elephants. 

Wey, s. BS ofa wife Hfane Bist, amember of the body, a limb,a part. 

GH AWH, s. BS fa wile AS <q Hla ASCH Sis, the body 

and its members, the whole ‘body. ) 

Bye, a. whey, acel ashen, facaten, wife fof cater, having 
nothing, stripped of every thing, emaciated, dilapidated. 

sfyata, s. Afeoi, fra a afaq af ate cite, a promise, 

agreement, engagement. 

wiReTy, s. ot BS ceFA! Sai, a distortion of the body. 

SSS, a. be Ae, AH SN CHA, SATS, without a royal umbrella, 

2. e. without a king or ruler. 

SIbHIE, s. aye Canal, FA wafa, Aik BIB, vertigo, giddiness. 

Sofgy, a. Maas, winfas, astonishing, surprising, sudden. 

SBE, s. SAM, Via, Stifat, cRei, incredulity, disregard. 

BoA a. AA OA ASA, FA, WA, immovable, torpid, fixed. 
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SBA, zq APyfeca Sale, «fa, wealthy, rich, opulent, affluent. 

Spla tind $. ABfen, FAA caA, GW HIM Asai, not to 
‘be found, without trace or vestige. 

wiby, a. fsfea attfam, fares, faq fh, not. pierced, faultless, 

irreproachable. 

afsa, s. for CARI, Sida BF 2 atqz, without sign or ves- 
tige, a sfrange place or person. 

sfpate, s. featfe criceren, a stranger. 
ufsaa, s. 5%) A Sa, A SA, carelessness, indifference, without 

reflection. 

BSA, a. AA A UB, fAcsGi, BI sia AlBfea!, unconscious, 
void of reflection, senseless, inanimate. 

SbF BLEH, a. A BI, fHjaxes ATCATM, CAA CALPIAI, undivided, 
incessant. 

BUSS, s Mente Zl SAA A Sal, CRM without exertion, inac- 
tion, trifling. | 

wet, a. fsfac cateai, unconquerable, invincible. 

Sura, s. ZX Ae, a large serpent, (the boa constrictor.) 

SECT, a. ACS A Bal, WHMN, cortdsts, stupid, ignorant, s. a dunce. 

SETA, a. HSA ASA, Sela Atefea, without endeavor, at ease. 

Sawa, ad. SHR, ALCH, WZHIcT, easily, with facility, without effort. 

OHA WI, a. cait a gang Glen carcars, foafefe, not subject 

to the infirmities of age or death, immortal. 
ween, a. facdix, zeal, foolish. 
wsrrss, a. ctcetio, fafasaite corre, aca® core, obtained with- 

out asking, unrequested, unsought. 

SST, a. AHH, HG BA CACaTS, unproduced, unborn, having 
no caste. 

SHAM, a BTS AA, SH HA CAM CAML CaM, unlike the’ 
original, deteriorated, of bad origin, bad. 

SHS AP, s. Axig A, CAICEIS CATIA AF, a chief enemy, an 

enemy that has no equal. 

Bae, a. STS oA artfen, fea atfen, Sheet caste, belonging 

to another caste. 

SHA, a SA aH aaa, facz5a aes, acteil of reason, irrational, 

unreasonable. 
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SA, 3. Yk Sat al YHA eye aly, YS qotea cae, 
the name of an ancient notoriously wicked brahmin; 

applied also to persons notoridtsly wicked. 

SS, s. CCAS catcette, Stet afe catcsten, the ding” of a 
thing regardless of consequences, a rash imprudent action. 

sfeniih, a. Sfecase Wye, not inquisitive, rash, imprudent. 
afea ortufe, ds. Heat Wye, wire, fase, a quarrelsome litigious 
staat, j person; a. discordant. 

afea, s. feet caicaten, cada wfsa, not in tatters, indigestion. 

Sate, a. wira, WEWT, SAISy, illogical, inconsistent improbable. 

SES, a. WR CRHIG, ten thousand. 

SEIT, a BATS, ASS, CAMA, unworthy, unfit, incompetent. 

SHS, s. HATS faa, sare, feats CASTS, without subsistence, 

or competence. 

scaiai, s. fee atte, Siig ae arg, name of a sacred city. 

wef, s. wisfa, yz aes chia, AS cHid,-the hands joined 

together with the palms upward; as much as can be held 

with the hands so joined. 

abpifaa, s. afe ua, 201 a facaca AG, an edifice of brick or stone. 

SBP, a. SUBS, SI Cad SCaTst, eq ace cate, not deficient, 

full measure. 

afte, a. fae, waect, wipe, not exact, uncertain. 

wite fais, a. ste $e caicatsr, Bids, not in order, not exact, 

nothing in place, nothing in readiness. 

wbfam, a. “sfaai, eaten, satestfasi, one sided, aslant. 

sibacs, s. fefa cafia Tacs, CR4 tHcy, the whole inside of 

the mouth and throat. 

we, s. Ofa, fou, fox, an egg. 

BWA, s. WS, Wye wifwa Sa, a testicle. 

SS, pron. Sita, GSMA, ACSS, THY, so much, so many, so great. 

wee, ad. tata naz, wcsifue, fasa, so many, so great, so much. 

weal, ad. aces, Bata, feed, Fa, so many, so much. 

Seyi, a. Ate ze, Digs ap qa, obstreperous, audacious, impudent. 

suite, s. ufspta Say Bcaiv’, ces Aa, audacity, impudence, 

turbulence. . . 
aoa, ad. Byix, Bata aya, Bixee A BAA, S80 much or so little. 
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Seq oat, a. avtefan, faa, ace ica aot, fase, 
wasted away, emaciated, thin, gaunt. 

Qtqr, s. Ulsan, fAsortz, ofa =a cATSal, impassableness, without 

the means of getting through a difficulty, irremediableness, 

Gem, a. SH catcere, wette, effete facam, bottomless, in Hindoo 
cosmography the first of the infernal spheres or worlds. 

Soe laa, a. 4afa, weak, feeble. 

wis, ad. afea, wheat, very, exceedingly. 

airs oat, ad. fact vee, afsadi, very little, very few. 

Safest, a. waxed, ASS, tina wt, large bodied, gigantic, . huge. 

Sfseq, s. Ulysse, avaa, Pag! SHI, Ais] ATA, transgression, 

the passing a prescribed boundary, disobedience. 

wiste, ad. wfeate, zee, ATES, greatly, exceedingly, excessively. 

iss, a. care, te carer, past, gone, by-gone. ’ 

wifsfer, s. wee, statis, afetfs, a guest, a stranger, 
ase cit, s. Grafs cate, hospitality. 
Sent, a. Aqets, Tala, TEA, much, excessive; ad. exceedingly. 

wfeara, s. efx, Tate coP pat, dysentery, violent purging. 
SQA, a. Saal Slaa carerai, BM, unequalled, unsurpassed. 

Bes, ad. afeat, cate, very, excessive, much. 

Qysia, s. aati, wife, Waaiter, violence, oppression, lawlessness. 

Bsa, a. mare aye wcateryoppressive, overbearing, dissolute. 

ABM, a. By Bsa, Berets ore, very good, excellent.” 
aa, ad. Bats, ot BFS here, in this place. 
arait, a. fafifs cticare, cette acaren, unsatisfied. 
BUS, con. Wis, BLS, ISS, Wt Bef, also, and, moreover. 
Serax, ad. Scatta, fas cafata, ofsat, now, a short time. 

waa, ad. were Bosca, a little before, previous. 

BeUars, ad. fay sexs, a little afterwards, bye and bye. © 
Gegaq, s. Bio. “from, at, @o, tata Beet, calamity, distress. 

Bega, ad. TFAl, ATSA, fen, otherwise, or, else. 

aga, a, faq at, fase, fy eal, unsteady, tremulous. 
ara, s. otfe card CHM wae Ate, the last of the four Veds. 

waiia stetifa, a. fect *feca, length and breadth. © 
afar, s. fate artfem, wets statfh, without’ a fixed abode, a 

stranger, 2 guest. 
» 
ot 
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afl, a, SSA, Alda, unsteady, giddy, volatile. 

afaa wfaa, a. ota fas afer, chim cicatet, disarranged, 
mot in order. 3 

WHS, d. SOR; FSS, f2az, WU A Ai, unfailing, inexhaustible. 

Brsi, a aifaaitesi, fafa, not given in marriage, ungiven. 

SHIA, Ss. WA, BMS AUS, AAA Al MA ASAI, the not sub- 

duing an enemy, not subjecting taming or restraiing; 

a. unsubdued. 

wufana, } s. GLAU, ABS Asi, disappearance; a. hidden, out 

GHA, of sight. 
srtfss, ad. sat, faaxnca, certainly, doubtless, of course. 

anifa, a. Wa AS, HAAR CHICAS, not benevolent, not liberal. 

winfs, s. ty Dita wa farcia cevia Niwa aig, the mother of 

the inferior gods. 

oy, ad. Sie, aifea fra, to day. 

suri, ad. aifetace, withes, afeaitace, to this day, as-yet, still, 

wariety,. ad. aifaca vial, “featcd. via), from to-day. 

SAS, a. GLA, Sia, Sie, unseen; s. fate, destiny. 

ST, a. AAA, HB, JAB, invisible. 
wafafez, a. yiea set, Adit, Way, ACEI, without a second, 

pnrivaled, having no equal. 

SES, a. Spas, Scat AS clicatei, supernatural, marvelous. 

Sez, ad. FA, Beeisia, ate, beneath, below, down. 

SIMs MTA, s. SATA Al, AACS WHA, a falling, falling into hell. 

au, a. fas, ona, calces, “Ae, vile, base, mean, wicked. 

Beg, s. SA S¥, the lower lip. , 

WAT, s. tet, Wels, cla, wickedness, irreligion, sin. 

ava, a. axe, fas, Raita, wicked, ungodly, sinfal. 

Sey, a. fACoS ca, (ACES, very vile, low, contemptible. 

wie, a. HAR, RBA, AHS, more, abundant, much. 

wfeate, ad. HqRte, eXits, Agate, abundantly, plentifully. 

Sheee, conj. facuHs, Satter, Gelb, moreover, in addition to. 

siveia, s. wferife, state, ftfaae, AS, lord, owner, possessor. 

afuatfa, s. Taife, aaa alaaira, a eae the head of a 

Hindoo religious establishment. 

afeataly, s. taifefa, fetfagwra, wife of the ay 
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wfenasl, os. BS craw, a guardian deity. 

wiqinsy, s. wy wg, By ile wa fester shea an inferior 

deity, a demi-god. 

WA, a. ZA CATS, Vio TA, SH CAM, aaj to, dependent. 
wfens, s. AS, Ta aH, wis, ratte, Lord, sovereign, king, owner. 
wea, s. YS SANE Wiesicw wal fen, a preliminary ceremony 

on festive occasions. 

wfeaie, s. atetfeatm, Lord of the m— King of kings. 

Ben, ad. afomy CUA AIAS, QF Swtawy, at present, now, lately. 
aceite, S. CRA CHM, ACSIA cHTSMN, descent, the going to hell. 

SETTT, a. Wars HTS, descending, sinking. 
Sceye, s. Data ste, a downcast look, a ‘looking down. 
Gest, s. Waa Stet, the lower part. 

Scary, a. TA Wa, Ares, downcast, of sad countenance, bashful. 

aces, a. catceren, sais, unwashed, unclean. 
Sete, s. ae, Bye wat AwAL, impatience, not restraining 

one’s self. 

Saya, s. HH, Hy Wie caren, reading, repeating a lesson, study. 
weirs, s. fReys, eo, oceten ofes, a teacher, an instructor. 

Weg, s. Sid, Stet, Be, a chapter, division, section. TPs 

GE, s. SI, Wa, Weta, bpiled rice, food in general. 

Say, a. Wefea, Str ors, without body; kam deu, the Indian Cupid. 
WAS, a. We ae, Sewn, adfsaie oa, fw, Gers Tita APF, eter- 

nal, endless; s. the name of a fabulous serpent with a 

thousand heads on whieh the world is supposed to rest. 

WAS Se, s. SAS, AWS, eternal ages, eternity. 

wat, ad. Bye ics, HIST, WawcA, afterwards, succeeding. 

wanaie, a. “fH cere, fraerarie, not guilty, faultless. | 
TALES, a. AMI, Ura AAAS, incessant, perpetual, constant 

Sait, a AAR, Cem TAH, ceive catcarsn, Pov, glib, roan 
of speech: . 

BALCS, a. Halea, ca2il, fend, fawn, ae unin vain. 

Sam, #98, aft, aie, fire. | 
Sal, part. ats ta aa, safer, brought ; s. one anna. 
BUMS, ad. Tats cacorren, Ferre asa, cual, not filly 

informed, doing any thing’ ignorantly or at venture. 

+ a 

a ws" eS. “e, 
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Gases. Cex Viste, fafs Mipte aa, improper conduct, not 
according to rule. 

Saisif<e, a. fafs Bisiz aT, Ralbiia, lawless, contrary to usage. 

Baie, 2. <ivta caicara, fade, unprotected, orphan, helpless. 

Sate, ad. PAqiHete, Wafeame, helplessly, forlornly. 
Wain, Ss. SAT A. SA, HItaa, Sx, disrespect, inattention, 

incivility, impoliteness, irreverence. 

waite, a. Gift aizfem, without beginning, from eternity. 

Haig ate, s. Baise AoA, ots aq aie, the creation ofthe universe; 

a Hindoo shaster that. treats of the creation. 

sel fami, s. Faq ita, the act of taking away and bringing back. 

wares, s. aqua ARs, wae Dal, a drought, want of. rain. 

‘wage, a. wfifea, afuete aisfem, without an owner. master 

or leader, unclaimed. 

Sara, s. oifeaT cricatei, ease, facility, readiness. 

WATCH, . ad. HAG, ACAB, ya ASTi~S, WrAcA, easily, with facility, 

without difficulty. 

waifa, a. a car, ae @qi,. injured, damaged, destroyed. 

WAS, Ss Biss Hicate, Welga, unnecessary, needless. » 

Waziz, s. Male caicatts, <s, Acaia, abstinence from food, fasting. 

waaiaife, a ACHiiAa, Sozith, abstaining from food. 

safape, a... Bea wiz, Sdtzg, uncertain, doubtful, unsettled. 

SPAS, s. B51 Ale, Na riers, Ses, disrelish, aversion, reluctance. 

wfais, s. fafea wea A 22, Ufafse, immorality, injustice. 

Glas, a. Hae Asli, wzcsfeg, Gayle, temporary, transitory, 

unsubstantial. . 

Sfaius, a. fafas caicais,; not despised, not censured. 

Salafuy, a. fan. slacq ceiny caicate, not despicable, not 

mE irreproachable. 

afatys, a. Sidtas, aice asi, wakeful, Sha sleepless. 

afta, a. faa viz, famea, fafancs caicarst, irregular, without 

rule or order... 7 

sofas, a. faafis citcaten, fate asa, not emulated. not deter- 

Ws indefinite. 

winatfad, a. Bag Ai Alefem, TS abr aime bnepekable 
unutterable, indescribable. © 
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afate, aouafam, face aed, He $a xs}, without order, 

unsettled, unregulated. 

wfas?, s. HzH, SF athe, boldness, courage, fearlessness. 

aiap, a waist, unxfawm, weet, undesired, ominous, evil. 

ampaife, a. wesife, ofa svete, occasioning evil to another. 

By. prefix. Yerst facna, used only in composition, it msually con- 

veys the idea of following, agreeing, according to. 

USA, a. AL, Aiafa, coinciding, acting in concert with, assisting. 

Wiel; Ss. BA, BcBia vial facdita, succession, order, a series, 

Bqwey, ad. BCI Hey, orderly, successively. 

ayers, ad. wawl?, etasg SICH, Waca, perpetually, continually. 

VAiTs, a. HSS CHM, RE CHS Sal, gone after another, 

DLAI, s. ATS PIS caret, ATS caren, a following after, the 

waaysrifs, act of a woman burning herself on, the funeral pile 

of her husband, a follower, a Sutice. 

Gps, s. Sha, Teer, wig, mercy, grace, favour. 
Sqoq, s. Bacal, ATS, an attendant, a page. 

qsy, a. Sat A Ast, BMH, improper, unfit, unsuitable. 

Api, s. Gils, fariw, repentance, regret, remorse. 

wqrmifa, a Borate Aca, AAT AICATA, unprofitable, not 

helpful. , 

Sq, « weer, Bhs Tex, facsieia, unequalled, unsurpassed, 

incomparable. 

BAR, s SCT ATS cxTVl FO, a substance in which medicine 
is taken. 

GSS, s. HZ, AIA CATH, SA TH, an inference, experimental 
knowledge. 

aT, a. Gas, fase, zfra, acetate, wits intoxicated, 

aquea,, } beside one’s self. - . 

aqTs, |. s 3. FIPS, AicAA, BTS, consent, permission, divest 

aqua, s. Gfea aratart fast sal, wa «ai Geil, an inference, 

a hypothesis, a supposition, a guess. 

ATNAS,, a Tat BA, WH, SA Sei, poabl, inferable, 

| .. supposable, 

ATS, 4. aig, yu, faisn, faraiscai, resembling,  dalitiiie. 

similar, a little less, inferior. 
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SARRABAG s. fasai, fasig, Scaten, TH Ais, search, investiga- 

tion, enquiry, scrutiny. 

arAaica, ad. fafoaite, Bice, according to, like, 

aquig, s. aeq AT Bstfes far, the nasal character (A). 

wae, a. feed, fe, ARS, many, mach, abundant. — 

SATS, a. CUS HIBIAE Gai, brought, causing to be brought. 

WTS, s. Uda, GH, Sq Wal, an end, a limit, death. 

TESA, s. Ta, Wea, fos, fanz, the heart, mind, the inner part. 

TUYA, s. feza wa, fous caibifa, a zenana, an inner apartment. 

GSS, a. AAG, Wcatei, GT qe, deadly, mortal; s. Jom, the 

fabulous king of death, 

SESH, s. CAH Sia, Waa |i, the end, the time of death. 

GWEq, s. Wa, BSihse, "a, fant, caceiat, the mind; a. distant, differ- 

ent, unlike. : 

SNSIT, ad. Breas, HAS, zw, Aidta, subsequently, afterwards. 

WS Bafe, a. Siva Siete, fete, fast caren, mutually 
separated, disunited. 

Hees, s. Sten, sett, the sky, the firmament. 

See, s. Aisteta caters cate featsibai ai, a-headland, a cape. 
SVISHT, a. Tt BITS, knowing the heart. 

Wea, s. SAI, RIAS cAI, a disappearance, a vanishing. 

WR, a. SPS, MAUS ASI, BIAS, disappeared, vanished. 

STS, s. $f, @ing Waste, an ear-ornament. 

Bist, a. GR, last, ulterior. 

MOS fer, s. wiz wei we wile sata was, coefien, funeral 
obsequies, offerings to the manes of deceased ancestors. 

TE, a. Gell, SAA, fein, blind, sightless. 

et & 
WHS, s. Hale, aq aAisfaai, darkness, gloom; a. dark. 

DHS, 's Heel cacHal cath DB, ata * site, a dark deep 
well or pit. 

WHA, a. Bae, een, Sal, blind. 

ware af, s. Sorte, afe, ad, oa, Toy, a means, way or chance 

of doing a thing, a crevice, a flaw in one’s conduct. 

UH, s. SR, Se wife cette YO, boiled rice, food in general. 

aqea, s. fafasia Boz, subsistence, maintenance, a living. 
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SayAi, s. Ma fas cottrtfaq aly, a godess, the Hindoo Cees, 

SH AMA, s. CVPM Aas Sfeica BE we, a Hindoo ceremony 
on giving a child boiled rice for the first trne. . 

Way, pron. Sia, 7a, FEA, cacast, another, different, caher,: 

wae, s. fea ste, facate, cacast, the contrary, the reverse. 
Sars, s. aie cater, Wxayx, Basta, injustice, wrong. 

a, prefix. Beorme, Wael 2 cea, contrary to, to take from, bad. 

Bey, s. FSET, FASAT, a mean action, improper conduct. 

wAaig, s. afa, ca oa, farm, injury, detriment, loss. _ 

aoatfe, a aifa acain, aiapaifa, injurious, detrimental, 

wy, a. facatd, Wey, caist fare Gi 2%, inimical, hostile, 

hurtful, producing disease... 

BVHMS, s. SAA BSA], ASATS Taa, murder a tragical or sudden death. 

SA, s. SF, yaiz, disgrace, dishouor, infamy. 

Big, s. SiSziv, Bai, @*¢, a wrong road, an eyil course. 

Wy HI, +s. ST fore cars ante, an apparition, a ghost, hobgoblin. 

wean, s. fastte cata faa, weit, eas, a false accusation, libel. 

wazife, » s. zim fag ti, a false accuser, a defamer. 
WHA, 2 

wsifea, a. Syfs, Ay, impure, unclean, unholy, 

Baye, s. GBAA a5 Sai, MA TH SSSA, prodigality, waste- 
fulness, profuse expenditure. 

wus, s. wares, fea, stifa, dishonor, indignity, insult, pes 
worfxys, s. GSA Taq, an untimely death, 

BHA, s. UIT, CH, HS CHIN Sag, a fault, guilt, sin. 

weaite, a. 4fH, astfan, sift, guilty, criminal, faulty, sinful. 
warfast, s. ufoatfe, fafsal vee, a stranger; a. unacquainted. 

Brfayy, a. SAV, Hx cae atfem, Taz, unlimited, mea- 
sureless, immoderate, excessive. 

wrifeeig, s. fel carceren, afata, not pas not aneprey 

unclean, vague. 

Wer, a, FRBATA, WES SB, preternatural, strange, distorted. 

WHAT, a. Az, motte 3%, Bz, unlearned, ignorant. 

Rea, s. sate faa, eee we faa, a plundering, a purloining. 
I, s. ew, BHA, a hindrance, a misfortune, a calamity, 

an accident, an evil. | 
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waorthe, a. ath afea capeal, watha, unable to read, ignorant. 

SHte, a. Qos, Aatfxai, unfit for, unworthy of, incapable. 

waz, a. ate arsforl, Bam, shoreless, boundless. 

ants, a. ots a frat cticaten, unskilled, incompetent. 

woide, a. acel oy afaq cifeal afefea, incapacitated, en- 

feebled, weak. 

GAAS, acai AA A ea, Bit A yal, not cherishing, not 

maintaining, disobedient. 

wry, conj. Ris, VirSs, aati , and, also, moreover. 

SAAS, a. %4 Alefer, without offspring, childless. 

BIS, 

afafaa, a. AErea caicaran, ata @faa a at, not worthy of 

reverence or respect. 

aya, a. BARAae, Mie, not full, incomplete, unaccomplished, 

unfulfilled. 

ad, a, SICH ART, PAA, oR aeRR safe tex, unheard 

of, unprecedented, excellent, uncommon, remarkable. 

wCA4ITI, Ss. ap COIS, %T eal, WH, expectation, waiting for, hope. 

wcogel, s. wnoufa, ui conn, wie ainfa, Uoicwfe, a female 
demi-god; the fabled dancers and courtezans of heaven. 

GASH, a. ASIA Ucar, A awl, FAS, Ase, ee unpub- 
lished, secret, unrevealed, hidden. 

worn, s. fafets, Wor, Virin Ste clicarsn, well-being, safety. 

Gana, s. Arta a feaste cticatst, without proof, of doubtful 

authority. 

wasifas, a. Wife aw ACAI, SAS, vii proof, untrue, 
BANAT, : ~ improbable. 

SAUH, s. yt AT fom, acaz, Yor, without effort, ease; ad. easily. 

SACI, s. HisATS CATA, AA, without necessity; a. unnecessary. 

MATA, a. fafSz, WCbSA, without life, inanimate. 

afats, s. faig wife, wcas cicatert, want of love. 

SAD, a. Taq cei ashen, Sa caicritsn, unamiable, not beloved. 

BCAfes, a. TS; ABTA Gtttaren, unrevealed, not made known. 

seni wefa, ad. wibal otofa, catcesi cacets, > soi to and 
fro, throwing this way and that. 

SES, a BASIN, IFS, without trace, knowledge, or intimation. 
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Sz, $s Wace, Vaiwa, disregard, contempt, despite 

BabA, s. HEIST, aIUtay Sal, SAA, scurrilous or profane Janguage. 

San, Ss. wfen Gticats, awa, St cAICAIV, not under control. 

unsubjugated, insubordinate. 

SLs, a. al Ze; Gate,’ Waxes, worthless, unsubstantial, unreal, 

wate, a. farts, aia, fassz, mute, speechless, unable to reply. 
SABI, 8. CM WS, BSB TiS, Saba, obscene language, obscenity. 

aap, a. av crcaren, wears, fara, pathless, a wrong way, 

an evil course of conduct. 
Bae, a. Se AAA, TiS Asa ATA, wetl, stubborn, disobedient. 

Wt, a. WBlaA, aa, BRIF, Aes, causeless, to no purpose. 

Uae, «a Za aifa sfacaga, waa, Ra rns. no 

skill at work, worthless, useless. 

Uiewa, s. Ft COM cacan atefer, the absence of trouble or evil. 

wfasia, s. Salt, state fasta Asal, injustice, wrong. 
SASH, 5. OW CBR CAICRTS, Cla caeeat, wher caiceten, 

union, connection of parts, continuity. 

wafaay, a. a wt, Bsa cacata, unknown, invisible. 

wfafe, a. fefe a age feotfas, comitfe, anlawful, illegal. 
afeat, s. ADS Care, BWraa, imperishableness, indestructibility. 
wafaahH, a. Gre, Kuyt, Hohe sferm, indestructible, imperishable. 

wrtaifas s. fexi catceren oan, Sife#, an unmarried man, a bachelor. 
ufanifeu, s. fam a acaren oratie, wife Recess, a maid, 

yy a spinster, a Virgin. 

wfaczsa, a. facasal a Bai, inconsiderate, thoughtless, careless. 

ufacaal, s. facesal a oa, afer atfe catcoren, want of consid 
eration, discrimination or investigation. 

ufeacy, ad. fata, astcat, ayifocy, quickly, without delay. 

wfacnH, a. Stor, Aietaa, like, similar; s. similarity, resemblance. 

wfaqiy, s. wiefe aitfen, fafeceten, without cessation or rest. 

wfaain, s. faay AB, SHB, x Sse, unbelief, incredulity, distrust, 
afeatH, a. Sass, AWS ATA, incredulous, unbelieving, unfaithful. 

afar, s. Saeata, A ele, catceten, absence, non-existence. 

SES, a. SHASTA A Sal, BATe, stupid, inconsiderate; s. stupidity. 
MRA, a. SATS, Sei TAA, Wtf, unwilling, dogged, obstinate. 
zie, a. fackix, WHeM, dull, foolish, stupid, ignorant. 

3 
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Was, a. wees, shay, latent, invisible, imperceptible. 

DAARl4, . a. HATA A GEi, out of use, obsolete. 

WA, a. we cttara qesoun, ungiminishable, undeclinable. 

Slajef, a. Hi, tat «al, Ate cRIw, efficacious; effectual, infallible. 

sfaty, 4. fats a fafaete. bez fea, without occupation or 

means of living. 

WSs, s. OF aS feu, the thanias of fear; a. secure, fearless. - 
TEr.Sai, _s. TAG TS, Betsy Wei, filthy obscene conversation. 

WSs, a. SAAT, TS cofllFse a ga, not discipled. 
SES, 4. Sieigt,, Teta, 24as coly. Bie A Gal, not 
TGS, ¢ devoted. to, destitute: of piety, irreligious. 

BHA, a. wate Cliceisi, not eaten; s. forbidden food. 

Rota, a A on fafsoi, was GAICRIS, ARTS Ui, unbroken, 

whole, entire, unexpended, ‘perpetual. 

oy, a. CEx, aise, Hits; evil, bad; common, of low rank. 

SSIS, = s. ap fa, WISAA, CAITR, lack, destitution, want, defi- 

ciency, failure. 

SSW, s. anal, aaa, qeora, ill-fortune, adversity. 

SSISA,..a. Tia, Ss, Vwi, unfit unworthy. 
wissia, Ss. RIA] SAI, TA Sites atarz are Zi, an incantation 

_.. to injure. or destroy. 

wissifa, s.. 2a Bay Way, winties Qtatfx, a person who de- 
stroys by incantation. 

sifsqia, s. Haq Wt CoH Sal fet, ANT ATR, BIg, a ides 

of words and their, meanings, a dictionary. 

wiga, 4 Aca CARTS, ATS, not separated, alike. 

wfsais, s. SAS, TAC B51, VSAis7, scope, design; object, inten- 

_tion; the moral of a fable. 

fies s. Bicwiate <q. dia wal, WRaia, faqaty, pride, self- 
| esteem, the sullen resentment of an affront. ~ 

sists, 3 $. aifeats, TAZ 351, inclination, earnest desire, taste; relish. 

afsain, s. Bb CATR, STA, TA CHT, a wish, desire, lust. 

wfextfh,. a. 351 Steii, desirous, covetovs, sensual. 

afeine, .» s. Whe a, Adit ce fAcHiGA Sai, <i FIT, 
UTSAeAS, : the induction into a kingly-or priestly office; installation. 

Wise, a. Beery, wa rst, Zifes;, wished for, desired, 
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SSH, a. CECT CUICAT SM, 4c%, alike, s. oneness, similarity, identity. 

Sayer, a. wtafes, we, Fees, inward, internal, within. 

Weyits, s. Mreas, wrefs, a guest, a visitor. 
WSA, s. AAS Ao Sa, HVS, Aiea, habit, sages gee “seb 
wart, a. warn afe etcetey, studious, practicing. 

‘owt, s. ze, afro Catal, Area, abundance, prosperity, plenty. 
BUHA, $. Wem, BSIAT, WTS, disaster, calamity, an evil omen. 

uyafan, a. wtefem, Bret Bas, hurtful, injurious, calamitous, 

wan, @. wiz fea, ABT, TT, free from illusion, ’ real, abe . 

wrmAfe, s. yatt ata, ef, a place of true happiness, heaven. . 
Bie yt, s. airs yt, MIT wrt, true happiness. ~ 

euz, a. ceferte a xa, forfate, wfexta facr, radii im- 
mortal, permanent; s. the name of a dictionary. 

Say, s. ae fers gfe, Vay yay SlaH, ATA, APTA, im- 
* mortality, eternal life; @. eternal, unending. . 

wmzi, s. ofa cde sts, the name of a'tree and its | fruit. 
wratete, &. Paria, Paz astz, the residence of Indra. 

SIH SI, s. aTeOTER, ay Sai, re — dishonor. ~ 

corset, s. ware, WHET, disrespect; a. dishonorable, mean. 
SM, s. COAL CATA SITET STH, SY SATe aly, edge of the new moofk. 

SUS, a. Wate, wtfee carerai, silent, speechless. 
Via, s. SIH, Wit Was a oT, dishonor, want of respect. 

SITY, a. Ta Tee Gees, not worthy of respect or’ regard. 

Sarge, s. fase, fra feadate ats, not human; a term of abuse. 
Sus, s. BS, TAMA ciceter, not consenting to, dissentient. 
Ser, s. wre fa, cam m1 fsfe, Yaad of the'bew mem change 

of the moon. 

cafes «safe at5a ag, 8 species of tee. | 
wfam, s. SxS, Fr, nectar, the water of life: - oe 
wire, a. fra carceten, fesut fasfe, discordant, at variance, differing. 
wfzea, os. fer cucaten, fafzen, ccerren, rane disun- 

~ “ion, discord, the not obtaining. 

$ SYS, AT Har a ale fast aca cota sich a thing 
such an one, a ‘certain one. ; 3ese 

s. Bigs, Toi, Sosifs, violence, wickedness, mischief. 
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ayes, a. tata, not stupid, wise. 

aya, a. qa fan alafew!, wetea, fai, destitute of root or 

RAS, origin, without foundation, groundless, false. 

BY, a. KIA efawi, <a yeu, iS CIA, priceless, invaluable, excellent. 

BCFA, s. TAS, TAs, non-liberation, non-removal. 

STS, $s. MISTI Wigia, “eis, sie catetw <i Bea, nectar, food - 

of the gods, the five sweets, viz. honey, sugar, milk, curds 

| and ghee; any thing supremely excellent. 

STIS, s. Afae AD Bis Sia aba aig, name of atree and its fruit. 

sfufs, s. ata atta, catel facna, an oblong drinking vessel. 

areal, s. cattatta, yafiZ O@& atx, one of the names of Doorga.. 

RUA, s Wy ast, aq WS Wig was ana caiens, fafa 
BS, a sais =3, the three days in the month of Akar 

believed by the Hindoos to be unclean. 

Baa, s. Ifs, yee Boq wie afta sts, motion, the sun’s course 

north or south of the equator. 

waquye, a. tafxal, tatfe aA aeei, without a keeper or master. 

wafayrs, a. A <a, SAH, not preserved, not. kept or restrained. 

Sg, s. athe, Sivfa utafa, a forest, a wilderness, a thicket. 

Sal, a. wife cats, scat qu, suspended, hanged; s, the act 

, of suspending or hanging. 

Bas, a. Zh) Alefewl, Bog, without a king or sins $s. an 

interregnum. 

Sih, , @& Aa asfem sz, ALAA, BAT, aawia, without inhab- 

Bae, itants, without subjects, a desolate place. 

uafa, s. ax, Tafa, an enemy. 

wfan uf, s. atfat afy «a, feam faafn, aieitatide: rivalry. 

sfgeql, s. afaal, ata, religious offerings. 

afafoa, a. satsifa, fafs agai, not conformed to rule or custom. 

asfs, s. afl, ota catcettat, faa, disrelish, disgust, aversion. 

Wea, s. RIE Ataf4, qu, a9 Za, the dawn, the sun, Aurora, the 

sun’s charioteer ; a. the red or purple color of the dawn. 

SECAIRF, aise, ca cay feal ANz, faces “a, the dawn. 
RSBis, s. sat facaa, aay aicn yfaa wtsita ats, the name 

of a star; in mythology the wife of Bohistho muni who 

is said to have been turned into a star. 

av 
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ecaifa, a. fats, we afaa, not diseased, healthy. 

wd, 5. “aia Sista, GA zi, the act of presenting | an oblation. 

Sul, s. yata vita facaa, a sacrificial vessel. 

Ga, 7 a: Bi, YR, Cis, Aiaxal, respect, honor, worship. 

apa, § 
BER, s. Wisa, Ua, *feAVa AIS, earnings, gain; a. acquired. 

asics, s. abafeiba, y2d ATS, obtained by one’s own labour. 

GHA, s. HtZ THA as Ya, “fae os, name of one of the sons of 
Pandoo, famous in the story of the Mahabharat; name of a tree. 

wef, s. da 2%, caid, wiSeiiz, orea, wealth, meaning, purport. 

ada, s. ota’, facara, Bal S21, a prayer, a petition, a request. 

uvifea, a. oxta, faufa, poor, needy, destitute. 

aan, s. wa fasta, wef al, the investigation of a meaning. 

adaa, a. «fa, safe, rich, wealthy. 
wats, ad. facans, Atgas, namely, that is to say. 

wdtaz, s. Say wef, another meaning. 

wufe, a. «fa, etickaiaif, xifaata, rich; s. a petitionér, a beggar. 

ace, ad, wiaca, fafics, ceyce, about, for the sake of. 

ax, a. Se, atafefa, Amica, asta, half, a. moiety. 
RLS, s. CHlat Witwzifa, a half moon, a crescent. 

ad aif, s. gata ails, aifeat, midnight, half the night, 
ada, s. aici afaet, Ste, half of the body, a wile. 
aces, a, Ricks, LBA, BAD, half, the half of any thing. 
wa, s. caret? feat, ostt faa, aneia oxi, teat Sal, the act 

of making over, surrendering, or dedicating an oblation. 

acia’,) 5. fanl, wtafet cate, given, dedicated, 
a7, 
wifofs, a. wa sal, calcKial, idem. 
aA, a. Ke cBiie, a hundred million. 

eh s. catst facan, the hemorrhoids or piles. 

Bx, afiz. Rt, SAYS, implying liability, subjection. 

wea ste, s. fafe ate, a kind of pulse. =~ 

Sa, a. Scat, FSA, WAS. innumerable, countless, many, maeb. 

Bate a Bathe, qe, ecw a SA, aA, stupid, lazy, good 
for nothing. 

QA, s. Hise, we ay aie saa, a ial an ornament. 
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Safes, a. ofa, wnsig fora wel, AcHte ‘stcaten, adorned, ; 
ornamented, decorated. 

SA, a. See, fag acefasia, a few,<a little, a rey: 

SAT VISTA; a Set Oo, Bafa, a very few, a very) little. 

BaAncs, ad. aint Sica, Teg “acts, soon, shortly, in a little while. 

SAF CY, a. Tat AR, Sarge, timid, fearful. ~ 
SAAS, Ya. Bay cea Val, "Ig faa ats, short lived, a term 
STA, § of abuse. 

aarzim, a evefania, wiafem, few, a little: 

Say, ad. Sra, SiAe,’ ARTS, under the protection of; by the 

assistance of. 

Wd, a. UWba, Aba cticaten, fae, fixed, stable, unchangeable. 

Sale, a. mis ateea, hater, cgail, unprofitable, useless, in vain. 

ufaa 2far, a dzatet oxi, fae wifes, fersS!, crazy; delirious, 

out of one’s wit, beside one’s self. 

Scat, a. AA wWw|, fase; KAS Was, innumerable, very many- 

Sta sta; ad. Satata faints, this way and that way, to and fro. 

scales, ad. satba citcein, sofas, unpopular, not current, not 

according to common usage. Pus! ? 2 : 

Bcal scm, a. wfaz, adstez, fase, going ‘this’ way and that 

way, con fuged. , 

Wiss, s. SH Cal, TSS <¢ai, an ‘incarnation, assuming a form. 

wafer, a. BMeeia cate, cata, incarnate, descended as a deity 

; to assume an earthly form. 

SMzgeia, s. Ta fem, Sit os, Well, attention, care, regard. 

wen2, s. feats, wate, fears, rest, leisure, opportunity, spare time. 

Sea, s. GS, ex eal, aTifs, extinction, end, decline. 

azae, a. wacnn, wit aa, zife ei, left, remaining. 

Sz, s. Aaa, wife, a residue, remainder, remnant, a 

SEACH, ad. FHICb, Ties, finally, at last, last of all. — . 

way, a. fast, wert, Fe wei, certain; ad. certainly, to be sure. 

Bsa, s. WH, APS, Feta, condition, situation, state, plight. — 

Setar, S. ec Sai, Vals Sai, BATT , Si of ‘authority, 

Ss “contempt, disrespect. 

BSI, a. STs, the eighth. 

SBR, : él wey faa, fore feo, the eighth of a lunar day. 

a 
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SHS, a. LABIBLS, <BDi CAH, reduced to the last extremity. , 

Sty, 8 . afana Sis WH, the eight principal members of the 

body on which the Hindoos make. religious marks, viz, the 

two hands, the eyes, the breast, the forehead, the throat 

and the middle of the back. 

kg Aq, s. W3a5 Sal, fausn fw a1 prostration, touching 

the ground with eight parts of the man, viz. the. hands, 

feet, thighs, breast, eyes, head, words and mind. ia 

GH, interj. Fut CATS IIE, ce Sa, aie are, an exclamation of 

distress, sorrow or regret. 

GANT, } a. Set, Baa, fase, unnumbered, innumerable, 
SHAT, many. 

ware, s. s. Rea, BA aang, weakness, want of power; a. powerless, weak. 

GAPS, 4, ARS ACI, afar, BAGS, inconsistent, incongruous. 

wafsal, a BZS cArMl, Acs As, unclean, impure. 

BAS, a. AR carceis cay, farm, bad, mean, evil. | 
GABA, s. TAs, cacaetl, FAS, ATP feet, without trace or intimation. 

BAM, s. HANA, AW A Bai, unbelief, incredulity, distrust. 
waaay, a. afeath, feunaste, incredulous, unbelieving, faith- 

_..... less, treacherous. 

RAR,,.4 . porte, cautfa, Fefa, not virtuous, nanan; $s. a licen- 

_ lions. woman, 

urTy, a. fapi, Baer, untrue, false, feigned. es 
ABT, s. fasfam, 451 catcarat, a liar; a. untruthful. FOS 

SHES, a. feyB, caeta, displeased, dissatisfied. 

ecko: a. afsrn, ¥Farg, sad, sorrowful, displeased. 

SACSIA, s. Cale, eBta, fanz, sorrow, saduess, grief, displeasure. 

GAS, a. FSA HAT caTCRTeN, ain, afen, anata, wild, 
barbarous, savage, uncivilized. 

Baya, a. @y cate, fafe carcaai, incomplete, unfulfilled. 

RASS, 2. 84 AiSal, afS Aisles, Ate, improbable, inconsistent. 
unreasonable, strange, odd, uncommon, extraotdinary. : 

TAST, 5. SAGE, Way a Sai, a neglect, an affront, an indignity. 
BAYS, a. QUfs, Gee, reluctant, averse, unconsenting. ) 
BAWT, $s. QUA, BAH, HEY A Fai, a dishonor, an indignity, 

an affront, incivilify. 

ae 
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wagfaal, @ Ala cAtcatTS!, Se Cautatee Adal, Hsafssi, with- 

out a priest or religious teacher, undiscipled. | 

SAAT, s. Ia cicats, UHBlq A Tatty ingratitude, unthankfulness. 

SAA, a Aaa cacais, VABIZ A Tai, ungrateful, unthankful. 

GAA, s. AWS, CHS AA, impatience, non-endurance. 

wsnsfar, a. afea cataal, cee a Sal, unendurable, unbearable. 

GATatTS, a. cal CRal, Beato, frst, not present, behind one’s back. 

wnigd, s. Satya, Fats a eel, disregard, disesteem. 

BATS, a. auf, Ge “if, unrighteous, immoral, bad. 

DAT, a CATHMA', FBI, RA, impossible, impracticable. 

GATT, s. Azx, B14 1S, TAs, unhappiness, discomfort, restlessness. 

wAiz, a. Ale atsfea', fareH, unsubstantial, worthless. 

arate, a farea, wade, ae, fruitless, in vain, ineffectual. 

wWAtIdia, a. Ta fates, Gta a Cel, ATA caiczta, not vigilant, 

careless, unwary. 

wfas, a. fafe crtzial, Bait, Banifae, unaccomplished, 
uncompleted, unsubstantiated. | 

SAT, \ a. HEA, AA CUCRTSM, SISTH CHA, unequaled, unparal- 

SSA, leled; s. the country of Assam. 

SARIS, s. GBA, Wise, out of season; a. untimely, inopportune. 

CATS, s. ATR A Aotl, HT a atei, the want of connection, or 

agreement; want of relation to; without fitness or propriety. 

wrnnd, , a. afefen, soriae, SUS, incompetent, unable, incapable. 

emaeet} 
WaT, a WAT, wal qi, uneven, undulating. 

Safin, 72a. Sisix cafam, belonging to Assam, Assamese. 
Spi, 5 
<afa, a a. Nom, wala, weifefis, unbounded, unlimited, endless. 

wii, 5 3 
wire, a. SBR, Gisia TSA, impolite, unpolished, vulgar, rude. 

SANT, s. HA, CoH, suffering, affliction, distress. 

ways, a. qashia, afer, unhappy, sad, uncomfortable. 

Syfs, «. weifaq, $a, Wea, ceremonially impure, unclean. 
SAC, a wa aa, Ste feat, SAP Uzi, incorrect, inaccurate, alloy- 

ed, insincere. ; 

BAS, « aaaian, far, unpropitious, bad, evil. | 
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SAA, Ss. farata, Farm, wae Ar cafwza cataai, malice, hate, envy. 

SA, s. TW HiAs, a fabulous race of demons or evil spirits ; 

fig. a very wicked person. 

wayqefa, a. aftata cam, SCAT, STAs, sale ill-favored, sinsightly. 
CATS, s. Qe BA, GIS A Sai, a species of flower, free from grief. 

SCASA, s. WCAHS, cafaata com, the want of elegance or beauty. 

AS, a HS Aaa, Ayia, cafaata ceai, ill-favored, i 

inelegant, uncomely. 

Scatzin, a. Ata arsfeui, crcaei, tasteless, insipid. 

Gas, s. SAR BS Tete FR, the ceremonial uncleanness of 

birth and death. 

Saifen, a. agqfs cere, 581A, unclean, impure, (ceremonially. ) 

GB, s. Tle CHS, FH, the setting, of the heavenly, bodies. 

wafafa, s. 4B WTx cHTe HAS, the fabled western mountains 

Sioa, behind which the sun sets. 

Sy, s. a, @eifa wile wi foxT By, a weapon, an edge tool, 
a. missile, arms. 

Se AH, s. Fea Bie, arms, weapons of war, armor. offensive 
and defensive. 

SATs, s. HIT cara, the blow of a weapon. 

wae, a. wir, sary fafem, transitory, temporary, fleeting. 
Six, s. Sta, a bone. 

afxa, a. Bfta, 584, AISA, unstable, wavering, unsettled. 

SAM, s. Bsei, WIAA, c&al, distrust, disregard, the treating any 

thing with contempt as. incredible. 

TH, s. FFX HA, SFA CM, CATS, a tear. 
SHS, a FAA, AHS ASS, unheard of. 

THAME, 8. FET CMM Scare, boa wife caren, phir tears, weeping. 

SH, s. Cota, a horse. 

SHFet, s. SES 5, a species of tree; the Ahant. 

wacae, s. catalzfa fam By, the offering of a horse in sacrifice, 

ofufa, s. Ufa, aret®s aera aan axe, a mare; in Hindoo 
mythology the first of the twenty seven stellar mansions. 

ara site, s. Haute cau, rae facaa, the fabulous physicians 

of heaven; twin gods said to be begotten of Humyo the 

sun, and his wife Honjoya in the shape of a mare. 

1 

_ 
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Bz, inter. GA, FA CeHI<T IS, an exclamation of pain or 

displeasure. 

weeta, s. 14, Bicotiaice SIF ae gia etl, pride, self esteem, 

egotism, self-conceit. 

WLeifa, a. az, Tava, era, aft proud, haughty, © scornful, 

disdainful, self conceited. © 

wan, s. Gite facan, Be afew Bickine awe, the Assamese race. 

wafea, ad. ant, wzfeeta atzfea, continually, day and nicht, 

without cessation. 

Beh s. Bitz esi, coming, approach. 

Sal CSTR, s. Tal TAA, coming and going. 

wre, s. HA, Ae, a serpent, a snake. 

BRAS, a. WHBta A Scars, farm A SA, not injurious, harm- 

less, inoffensive. 

wafaani, s. faaotatz, harmlessness. 

wafes, a. facaiz, HA Ste, against, inimical,’ opposed to. 

wfaea, s. AIAe cea, BifexX, opium, the poppy, said to have 

sprung from the venom that fell from Maha-Deu's serpents. 

wfateal, s. Hee CED, the hood of a serpent. 

sais, ad. Sis BRACA, Wz Cg, very zealously, by 

every means. 

witatata, ad. faa aif, fata aifea, by day and by night. 
wacaia, a. cocate, fart weer alsfeui, simple, foolish, shal- 

low in intellect, aimless, haphazard. 

Sy 
Si DA CAS cod wiv iste 4B eco facet, (1) the proper 
sound of this vowel is that of @ in father, but it is often shortened 

and has the sound of @ in America, especially when vunaccented, 

as in the word S{ibt®, all. It never has the broad sound of a in 

hall, so common in Bengali. When joined to a consonant it is express- 

ed by the symbol, (1) placed on the right hand. As a prefix, it is 

equivalent to even to, up to. 

B12, s. Tie, es, GraRa Ate, HF goat <I LAS Cais, mother, 
a term of affection, the small pox. 

SUPE, inter}. "UZ TG; ASAT Se Az fia, an exclamation 

of suffering or of sudden alarm. 
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witeefe, s. mata tals, with, Safa, AEs, aqueen, a king's 
consort. 

Saiss sy, s. wiceta urefaata fecaisi, address of any respect-. 
able woman among the Ahoms. 

wuz, s. facawe qqcuce 1S’, a term of affection used in addressing 

daughters, 

artcre, s. tate fe, 44 cares featfa, cocae CHAS TS, a term 
used in addressing the daughters of the king, also the 

daughters of all respectable people, affectionate address. 

BtuwsU, s. Sy nse fray, =IF5, a respectable woman. 

site, s. Brefa, sz, aefwa, a part, a particular quarter or side. 
ote vita, s. aifes dai ofan vita, the wild pan. 

SSA, §. AVCHD, CSD, or, SS GU caren, wats, a snarl; a 
tangle, an involvement in difficulty. 

SA Hiab, a tsi eto, few wai ary, a term of abuse. 
SISA zea, s. ara frais, cid cord, cecamtfH, a medley, confu- 

sion, disorder. 

SIS Beha, a. He CARAS araieeth oth ‘aids ‘reilicn 
to and fro with hair disheveled as in distress, or when 

half asleep. 

witha 2efa,. a. ofa siete ofa cafe ma, cesT al, wander- 

_ ing about in a distracted manner, insane. ' 

sItfam, a. Gita zs cars, snarled, tangled, confused. 
BIAS, s. WIT Sa, SF GHB, the act of snarling or tan- 

gling; a. confused, tangled. 

WIS, prefix. am, TS, ScBIw, 15, Ste, wisfas ate, evil, base, 
bad, contrary to, the left; interj. an exclamation of surprise. 

Biges, s. tAfam wy, fearsfem, a species of wild yam, an evil 
disposed person, base born. 

Siem, s. wteu, fafice safe ae, com fe dei, the act of 
leaning against any thing. 

Bedi, s. MT CHA SAI, vicsTent, the melting or refining of Geials 

Sess, s. AA AS, Cem STS, bad seed, base origin. 

TSS, S. CT SI, STSTSi Seti, evil communication, contradiction. 

Siesaewm, a. Sate A VARS Set] Ses, contradictory or un- 
reasonable in speech, disagreeing, adverse. 

i 
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Qisefan, «a wa fa fal, Sa Hast Ia, wiecami Sai, turning 

away the ear, heedless, inattentive. 

SHES, s. aa BI, Ale A ASi SiS, swood of an inferior quality, 

soft sappy wood. 

Biss, s. YAS WA Sie xa, VACATE, SATE, the turning a 
deaf ear, turning ay from what is spakee® pretending 

not to hear. ; 

Oieeia, s. Col SA, HAD, an unpropitions time, an embrace; 

a. ill-omened, inauspicious. 

siertba, a. stfan ase, fasifa @a', obstinate, stubborn, refusing 

to work, dogged. 

Giswni, s. céhai ate, the washing and rinsing of any thing. 

Sietiem, a. osfani, aefam, safe, not level, aslant, lopsided. 

TWieaba, s. Huda, A Sq Atl cars, misfortune, mishap. 

Sebi, s. Fe osha, Hee CHAS cvCATE BIB, cotcaefar, a place 
where filth and refuse are thrown. 

Bishi sat, s. afem cifeats wie Ca, Git Trista eal, the act 
of ministering in sickness. 

aiefs, s. wtorza wifes, the selvedge of cloth. 

wieoun, s. otf acaten, atfas aieaiin cateife cee the act 

of paddling, rinsing or moving any thing to and fro in water. 

Gisere, s. 24.4 Alfa; 3%, a deep place in the channel of a river. 

Stesfan, a. safer sefem, eatanfeni, not perpendicular, aslant. 

Bier Bisa, s. whe wha, aw feate, <form afe, contention, 

strife, emulation, rivalry. 

wien, s. few, the left side, the wrong side. 

Wigs Wi, s. Osim wai, cya Wai, a side blow, a slap, a shove. 

wiez, s. Bitzi zis faafe ue AIP uae Wheta Stews 
SUEAE, ; Z.BS cate AAA, a species of tree in great repute 

‘among the Ahoms. 

Uteafem, a. BS a caul afeat, Sores, pertaining to_an un- 

lucky day, aslant. 

BWigzip, s. Baiv, @fafs, a wrong way, an evil course of conduct. 

aigaiz, s. caalalz, @fea, a prohibited or unlacky day. | 

Tissis, s. Garfyz, 25, Ztg Sfy, the manner or method of 

oe any thing, gesticulation. 
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Steqaa, s. tye at? wz, faata? %& Vai, an unnatural or very 

painful death. 

teat, v. Soh Sal, TAS Ata uA WA one, to practice, to 
learn, to commit to memory. 

aiecate, s. gay ottfeata frei, qe scare, aeifag eal, the 

act of practicing or of committing to memory; @ com- 

mitted to memory, practiced, learned. 

Stent, s. atfa ate, war atfatise Are sai ate cyte orm, 
the lower portion of a roof, the eaves of a house. 

wtigefsnl, «. ttesfen, caccaefen, arf emt, lef left handed, out of 

the way, at one side. 

Sigel, s. Stes, the act of leaning against. 

SISers, s. Steers, cacearars, the left side, the left band: 

BWiecen, s. BIKA, Wlesia, BWAX!, contempt, disregard of 

authority, neglect. 

wtiecare, s. Siem caren, wreait, the act of pubes one 

thing against another in a leaning position. 

Sith, v. tres, forficr safe, to lean against, to lean or rest on. 

sieafam, a. ye Rtsq cata corer, a measure of size, as much 
as can be clasped by both arms. 

Stes, s. ter carers sits fe aceten aff, a piece of land sur- 

rounded by a furrow for ploughing. 

Brssi, 4. 01 yt cater, the act of washing the mouth; a. washed. 

Stem, s. ten, face safe eat, coutf# ae, leaning against. 

BIST “1ST, s. cmd ocsten, athe afer at @ai, griping pain, colic. 

site, & SISA, cela Tai FEfe, the disappearance or last 
uisf, change of the moon. 

Si Bq, s. C&S cafe etzsi, yx cya, the act of opening the mouth. 

SIs, s. Sits. fea, cae, eaten, SIF caret, oe, a mark, point, 
line, crack, a numerical figure. 

staf aife, s. Sitebai atfe, an instrament for marking lines. 
Vises, a. WSs, Atal cafam, striped, variegated, spotted. 

CTeqol, s. IP wal, GICHTS cacwet, zz ae, the breaking off of 

deadly intercourse, an enemy. 

Bieq, a Bea, We BHF we area, having an impediment in 
the speech, tongue tied. 
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stem, s. foiaa afea Ae, the act of perceiving or understanding; 

a. perceived, understood. 

BISA, a. Ait AAC CAICHTS, VEG. AF Riz Bai, not 

plentiful, scarce, hankering after, greedy. 

Sif, v. site fa, fou fa, foaiw, to rule, to mark, to stripe. 

BTS, s. Zeb, Sit cate caie aif, a hooked instrument used 

to seize and draw with. 

Bicsia Sirsa, A. C@CBIZI CQCSTA, COSI cafe, crooked, eurved, 

SIcBta1, bent, turned. 

SCs ies Si, a. Qala, A SlacH CAcatsl, of one word, obstinate, 

. self-willed, head-strong, determined. 

wtcetata, s. 42 SlSz C4, Alas Wai, a double armful, as much as 

can be clasped by both arms; with qifq to embrace, to clasp. 

Sis, s. caati, Ss, SiS coal. a mark, a point, a line, a crack. 

Sioa, s. Sitar Gist, Fezig Gist Fa, the end or flowered border 

of a cloth. 

Sia, s. esata afaate sietz, an Eria cloth worn single. 

BIB, s. 4afaal Wei, colored thread. 

Bipater, Ss. SUTG BA fea oeietz, a cloth witha fetal border. 

BSSa, s. Fut LSS, WMiSIA SA, causing the mouth to be rinsed. 

wibate, s. WIS Rem, BIS caicATS 15, 2 tree the root of 

BIBS, which is used in coloring yellow. 

Ridia, v. ACrica Sicotat, qi fags, to scratch, to comb. 

wrBis rare, v. ACCA Gti wetifats Sticdtal, to scratch, to 

lacerate, to use every means to,obtain a livelihood. 

Siiste, s. fea, Aetg wi, a mark, a scratch. 

SCBIS1, s. EG! slags, wuS< cacabe, the act of laine the 

hair, scratching. 

Gish, s. was, FF zee cate, a double napdtile 
Wicate, s. TSS if Sai, a short sudden pull, a twitch. 

wit facsta, s. Bafa, wicatel wiry, pulling back and 
forth, scuffling, scrambling to obtain. 

we, «a Gigs anh qeate Gel, Sfaata Sissy WIA Az, 
_ jerked, twitched, pulled suddenly, intricate, difficult. 

Sibi,  s. xz sty, an upper floor, a platform, a scaffolding.’ 

SIO, s Ad, Sata, afer va wey gum, any sticky, substance. 
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Site, “s. Hee’ stibacz afea ea, a species of plantain having seeds. 

Sir, s. SY, SA BAC Eid ats, the knee; poastrected with @ife 

or *tfa, to kneel. 

Sirafan, » a. BIT pons gett, knee deep, ere to the knee. 
snbafem, 

Sire, s. WR atte CATH Gita, 5s, a musquito curtain. 

Sk BE, s RCH Mes HM, VIX eiif{ zal, the going about 
on the hands and knees, creeping, kneeling. | 

Sryotate, oo LHe Westie Satwy Vy orate Wa sali, to 
. repeatedly touch the ground with the knees when entering 

the presence of the king. 

OTe. GOTH, ¢. WIE aifsta cata B71, touching the ground with joined 

knees as a token of respect. 

Siz Ya, s. Sst fae, the knee~pan. 

BIS CATH, s. VIF Hal, BT Bei, the act of kneeling. 
SS, s. capa alfa, $B, YVtaA BWA, the entrails, the end of a thread. 

siesatfa, a. fafefa, sfx, srcmrife, 6 G41, penurious, 

miserly, grasping. 

Stee, a. FAA, BICAR, qia, feteres, sidecitsiniiees i distinet, apart. 

Sites tics, ad. coc’ cored, feuca fous, tice Stee, privately, secretly. 

Vial, s. FF aft Ls ees, MGA cola wiz, a fire brand. 
Siz, s. Bl, SIF, cedicus, ea festa, a bend, a crook, an ob- 

struction or derangement in. machinery. | 

wtza, s. afae cast, lunacy, epilepsy. 
Stafam, a. Wise cater «Ai WAR, Junatic, epileptic. 
BIR, s. THe Vifwa aya, AS, cxPsa, Sirs, a muscle, a thread 

of a spider’s web, the fibres of wood, the secrets of the heart. 

Siz, s. Base fear, the name of a sacred tree. 

Breve, s, fa, THE Bila AB, the fibrous or coarse part of anythin. 
vilfem, a ces awee faisat core, carom cepa, having the 

smell of raw meat. 

Sif, . 5, nBfH, S44 GX 7H, implements, edged tools, weapons, 
munitions of war. 

SSS, s. B51, Stan, Ss, desiel wish, expectation, bop 

Sap, s. Siesta, fea ata CARTS, andacious, having 
neither antipathy nor aversion. 
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sian, a. faa aia aiefea, wziaia cami, without disgust fear or 

aversion, unpalatable. — 

SiG Tis, pron. 2G FHS, this and that. 

[eat, 'S. fants facHH, the name of a shrub. 

Sea, s. Hin ot sifae aha, aatte Bora 4.2, MW? saa, 
17, a mine, a quarry, origin, source. 

Srasrer, ve bal, ACATT Wal Ai S2li, attraction, the act of drawing; 

with @fa, to attract, to draw, to influence. 

SWiSid, a. CeSS, acate facts? A, not come to the age of rea- 

son, young, immature. 

wiofa atefa, s. & fa, waite as, Slag cHiete this and that, 

things of no value. 

See, a. zt wiléz aga, not knowing how to weave or spin. 

SISIS, a Glaiq carn, BSBA, Ie STF, covered with 

rubbish, knee deep. 

Sisig, s. Sifehs, Ser, shape, figure, form, appearance. 

Wisin, s. quia, afeay, 2tizta atefaew axe, a famine, dearth. 

SIGH, s. AU, Weta, 7, the sky, space, firmament, above. 

Risa as, s. oS afar af ates action oife, a lantern 

suspended on high by the Hindoos in October and 

November, a beacon. 

SiS WIA, s. SSH Waa, catches Stary, the circle of the heavens. 

Seta, a. Sains dei, wretaa, aerial, celestial. 

SIs sty, s. at oe, tel Afra Vers wel sist, the milky 
way; the heavenly Ganges of Hindoo mythology. 

Seis cfa, s. af afa, eraa oe care aie, a voice or 
sound from heaven, or from above. | 

SCSI TCHA, a. CATHAL, CHTB IS, CASI Cafe, crooked, bent, curved. 

Scat, ad. “aaalz, BTlsata, mag, again, a second time, once more. 

TIEN, s. Aaiwr sfe cM, esta ete aa cts, GISTs 
“ai, a seizure, an invasion; with @f¢, to capture, to seize. 

wife, s. Set, 1%, areta, wf¥, shape, form, appearance. 

Siew, a. Hata aq iH Sal, feat vince fata, aa, 
grasping, miserly, avaricious. 

TAG, a. ABTA, ASA, caicsinl AM, unpracticed, unskilled 

unaccustomed to. 
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ain, s. wife eal, AS HA oS MII, MAIL wea AALS fy xa, 
caprice, a childish whim; a. childish, silly, whimsical. 

Srtz, s. Bae, wa, a letter of the alphabet, type. 

Seta, s Ha Se, aS HS Tl BSA Sai, TizA cHtal, the 
act of learning and practicing music and dancing. 

BUS, a. Sieg eal, HE Tal, marked, written, wrinkled, aged. 

Bite, s. <tefa ala, SIS wel StF, a kitchen, a cooking place. 

Se, 5. IA, Bett TH VA os ears att Zi bal, a support 

on which a cooking vessel is placed while over the fire. 

Riatieifem, a@. Witte aca Slew SFStS fa] Zi calTwl, seated or 

stationed about like the three supports on which a cooking 

vessel is placed. 

Sf, s. Sis stag 6G, GAT wari, afaia =I, a knot, a bunch 

of plantains, a bundle of sprouted paddy for transplanting. 
atfete, s. wtfer ates, site atest, bearing fruit in clusters, knotty. 
Bicws, s. form, SAM Sie, fatate, hate, ill will, a grudge. 

Bite, s. SH xa, parched corn, 
Siterm cotta, s. Af afax, a species of venomous snake. 
ital As, s. Vitae FAS, a sweet-meat composed of parched corn 

and treacle. 

Siesta, s. feaqa, Beet, a story, a description, a relation. 
Sit, s. Stety, erta, are, 4, AMIS, first; prior, chief, the first 

part, the front, the point or end of any thing; with 2tf& to 
meet, to welcome, to accompany a short distance at parting. 

SIT SE, o. HNNS SA, carts stey oH, feata afwste zzi, 
to present before, to introduce, to place at the head, to 
present as a religious offering, to vow, 

wists xfa, v. Stst cet ez, wz fafem, to obstruct or hedge up a way. 

GINSSS, » 8. Hist FHI AH, ist CoA THEI Sst, a shoulder, 
BITCSSA1, } a fore leg. 
Ss SM, a KAT QM, A Ast Sere Sister cars, prior, 

before the proper time. 

SITS, { prep. AMIN, TAT, HATS, ATX, before, in the presence 
Siscy, } of, at the top, at first. - 

Sista, a. Stetcy cRten, the first. 
ST ural, s. SUH erate ettala, the first and strongest ley. 

5 
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Bites, s. aAtgfaa ial, Et ast, expectation, anticipation, about 

to be, arrived, come. 

Vey, » a Gist Ves, 1x fy, Bor fot, wetsisia, first and 
SIintas, ¢ last, preceding and succeeding, serving, ministering. 

Hits, s. CHA BIA, Te iF, CH SIA, AB chtwie, the first part, 

top, the right side, the front side. 

Stee, s. Stitt cate, Bist als cara, cateste fraa caren, 
growth, progress, advancement 3 a. advanced, grown, gone to 

meet another, exceeding the proper measure. 

Sit ZS, v. Sit IF AVS cial Mi Gal, Git Sit Sxl, to go 
to meet or accompany a person a short distance. 

sist Zife,. v. CUO CESE WMitei<, Aettq, to grow, to increase, to go to 

meet or accompany another; ad. first of all, in advance. 

ait Sit, s. Sta sit, fey cia fray ea, Sit ere chiceial 

aai, the first part; with @fq, to present as a religious ~ 

offering, to vow. 

ais, s. Alaa AM, SH Aly, the Veds; a large class of writings 

treating of the ceremonial part of the Hindoo religion. 

Sit IHX, s. Blaei, the liver, sometimes used for the heart. 

Sistia, s» Sal CHS, an arrival, a coming or going, an occurrence. 

aisaten, a. fata ae ata pre CATS cHia, a measure, -as high as 

one can reach standing up. 

SUIaS, s. Gil Ble, the right hand. 

Sista, s. Afataste azz, why azi, more than sufficient, excess. 

Sista, a. we Te Pasig cateai, super-abundani. 

aratita, s. Awd Bit, HAS AN, dba SAA Sit, wWidfwai, the 

source of a river, an after crop, fruit out of season. 

aiaita Tor, s. Sit foo, Veta Gt Adel, disappointment; 

a. broken off, disappointed, hopeless. 

aifst fos, s. @ufea aa ots, Boifas, a medicinal tree. 

wife Fie, s. tate wit aie det stat, a high bank projecting 
into the river, a promontory. 

BUTS, 8. VUICACH coTS, SUT zi, VTS, the act of going 

forward, advancing, taking the lead, ascending a stream. 

wig, s. cafe <a, Siefa eal, Bisto’, the act of surrounding; 

a. surrounded, enclosed, enccmpassed about. 
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Sat sit, s. Biba aorite orate, ti, wate ware 
cBIcaTStl, the act of chewing the cud, mastication. 

Bite, -ad. aca, Sacq, Bicacx, Bath, at first, before, forward. 

Sits, ad. Aietcy, cHicaz, CTS BIAS, previously, formerly. 

SCHTAA, s. TAT, Atat Bist ai, a boatman stationed on the 

prow of a boat. Z 

Bian, s. wtcwa, fate, ae, command, order, direction. 

Sian, a. ta, afer. safer under, subject to, dependent. 

wisthe, a. Bicwife, eager, desirous, zealous. 

DIAS, s. Wi WI, caicarsn, cata Wal, a blow, a knock, an injury. 

Sicua, a. we faca, eleven. 

Qicwa, s. casa Hey ae, SDT wt, the eighth month, corres- 

ponding to part of November and December. 

oicuifean, a. Scat wes cars, born made or produced in the 

month of Aghun. 

SIA, s. TA, AG, WHI, scent, smell, fragrance. 

Bes, s. FR tsi aya, fee BIA, a coal of fire, a fishing net. 

wre, s. oryfia wereta, a ring for the toe or finger. 

Sia s. TATA Sis calles we AS Ulm, Fra sist fefaenth, 
the branch stems ef a cluster of fruit, a spark of fire. 

SUF AH, @. BIN Var asa, Wisala wea CVT Zi core, awk. 
ward, at work, stupid, incoherent. 

Sei, a. BRIal, sta ale fex, without power of procreation. 

wryaetl, s. frat corn, acy Cote, Biviza, a long jacket, a long 

native garment. 

wrerqra, S. TiSH1, T raf fam atfe, the act of stretching and yawning. 

wife afm, 5. Ecece BIE BE way, yx Padi feed wa, a distor- 
tion of the face or body, contortion, grimace. 

Sz, } s. 2S Shaq ate, Gzfere seh coat, a finger, 

ayia, a finger’s width in measure. 

SWISS, a. ties, feat Aix Sal, enough, sufficient, no more. — 

DICT, 
Bisyqiz, s. WHIZ, Ja Yes, vertigo, giddiness. 

SUSNA, s. VIcSTS, yx cere, ayaa fore exe Fefs, a bramin- 
ical custom of washing the mouth and touching the eight 

principal parts of the body. ) 
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SiBfys, ad. Rote, ASATS, Hatz, suddenly, unexpectedly. 

Sea, s. Aasa, Sista, faS, cazaia, conduct, behaviour, habit. 

SBI, s. Bidifz, BWib<a Sal, a switch, a stick, habit, practice. 

Sisal Sistfa, v. cocadi cocets, Siaeia Sai, to throw back and 

forth with violence, to throw any thing down in anger. 

Ssies, a. WSS, SUBS, thst Wal, astonishing, surprising, 

wonderful. : 

Sbcaisn, s. CATS, StacStTa, the causing to do, or to be done. 

SSI, a. sipfas, wonderful, miraculous, astonishing. 

Sa, a. Gee, us, Hert, fase og without means of 

doing, genuine, original, true. 

Sita Tapa, a. ba aie cul cats, difficult, intricate. 

GLH, a. HABA GM, TAfel AGA, unfamiliar, unacquainted with. 

waists fasizs, s. Bois fasts, ate Sila Bids, tossing in distress. 

Sista, a. HBTs a za fea, Wawa 221, friendless, alone, solitary. 

SibiN, s. GAT aA, the country of Assam. 

sipinifa, s. efeq autfaa coyian arate, a crooked staff used 

by travelling mendicants. 

BUSS s. WiAA, ACSA, caala, coms coals cate wie wiih 
caret] <8, conduct, usage, practice, pickled fruit. 

Sie wis, v. fom wiz ofa, capryra ctTsti, to slip and fall. 

wibTe Ug, s. Gutata cecete sife wfSeu, a slap, a side blow, 
a shove, the dashing of any thing down violently. 

Widifz, s. Tesla coats wea, SA Wie Biel (oi), wote 
Wiz, Wisea fe, a twig, a switch, three and a half; v. to 

strike, to switch, to throw down, to toss aside, to practice. 

wibitaefa, s. fa cua, snafaal, fof “faq|, a driving rain. 

SUSIE, s. Cw WMtas, SHISTeT, a teacher of the Veds, a phi- 
losopher, a prophet. 

OBA, s. Vifsatz, tte ots cater etga falsa af, a wart. 
Sibiem, » @. atofer, csieT2 cattsn, @z aq Sai, unexpended, laid 

SUES, § up, put aside not to be touched. 

SMUbIs difz, ad. etes sifa, cricatel caicared Sate cate, 
instead of, so far from; as ip the phrase, Instead of giving 

to you, I have not enough for myself. So far from speaking 

to him, 1 have not even seen him. 
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ate, a. CRIS, cota, simple, artless, undesigning, without duplicity. 

wiew, ad. Sant Aa, eaEty Wz, from one’s birth. 

SUES HATS, a. CAist SCAT wz zxter, unwholesome, pro- 

ducing or increasing disease. 

aisfa, s. stefe, ota SCHISM, AIX SU, ATefSAi Sai, leisure, the 
act of finishing or completing; with @f¢, to make bare, to 

denude, to lay waste to complete. 

oisfa 257, s acm aia altfeat fea, tafe xia, a time of 

leisure, or the absence of pressing work. 

siafam, ad. tefam, za afa crrcaren, at leisure, unoccupied, 

unemployed. : 

waiecaten, s. Siefe wal, WH Sq, the act of finishing up, the 

making empty or bare. 

aipandifa, s. wise, asa ste «ai, comathe, pretending or 

, feigning ignorance, craftiness, cunning, subtilty. 

Wee. a. WE, foolish, dull, stupid. 

otenifa, s. Sie ust, ace A FA FIR Biles wei, the feign- 

ing ignorance of work. 

uisfa, s. fy fea fecate, a foolish woman; a. dull, stupid. 

Bratz, ad. Vizrace, reaching to the knee. 

stata, s. feats facaH, a species of tree. 

wing fanta, s. wcrce cate, com! ate, anger, peevishness, 
the uttering of angry words, crossness. 

wife, ad. at fra, afm, to day. 

wife otf, ad. ot atm, now a days, the present time. 

WICH, s. SH zie, ofersiqe, a paternal great grandfather. 

Scere, , a. facet, caret core carcarsi, mot according to 

Siar, } ‘measure, disproportionate, unmeasured. 

SCHIB, a. facta Bia, difficult to do. 

stearate, s. athea athe, orfeathy, a great grandson. 

Graaf Be, s. aie sete fEcatsl, aicm Zfaxs, a maternal 
- great grandmother. 

arel, s. fee, faceren ate oftofa ats atfe, a vegetable or meat curry. 

SUB, s. PAS TH, VIB cater, Bry carer, catP! qa, a girting, 
tightening or compressing; with 2f[%, to draw tight, to 

girt; with gif, to thicken, to coagulate, to congeal. 
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Bibs, a, Hata Bia, wid, swafere, difficult to obtain, scarce, 

wtp fea, deficient. 

SSI, s. VANIA, TH, Wat ANA co, ara cote, Bata, 
a guess, a surmise, an intimation, conception. 

Sbfeata, a. HBA Gicvizi, Daf. having abundance, wealthy. 

BIB, s. a prsifa, Ce “ia witha afd, flour, meal. 

SIF, a. AYfH, ASCH, AIG, all, the whole. 

aibiwian, a. fads, fanefeai, weak, enfeebled by disease. 

Sibia, s. eetq otx, a platform, a scaffolding. 

Sibiz, s. foae, “big, a call, a scream, acry; with *if<,.to call, 

to cry out, &c. 

Si, -s. Corte, isis, Bist, a bundle, a portion, a division. 

Bb wa, a. Sifax, compressed, tightened, closely bound; s. the 

act of compressing, tightening &c. 

aif “fz, v. Bifa «fa a Zife, to tighten, to compress. 

sift afb, v. DIF Bz Sql, Sis HASH, to Pxpene by signs, to 

gesticulate. 

ata. a. Bia, faa cuceta, hard, tough, firm, compact. 

BBs, a. AIA,» zF4 Bo caiczist, 2tfes, even, full, entire, 

wanting nothing. 

SBR TFI, ) a. Tz Gt, AT HIATS gt, Paeibfon, BS catcatie, 
SIP HI, very high, disproportionately high, out of reach. 

Scvie Dela, s. Cals Uoe Sal, ASAT, TA I, display, show, 
Bcbin cbiaife, a. de Fs, ala A Ati, SiG.AAA, without 

imperfection, faultless. | 

SS, a. Teddi, FF Bal, eight. 
ont a. ats “pia, eight cornered, octagonal. 

‘Sry2ifz, s. Bis fax ata Bax, a medicine composed of eight 

alkalies. 

alssfap, a. Agta Md, forty eight. 

Midas, a: “ate gcy<, thirty eight. 

Ss sea, s. farta Wal BS feaS SUA Way RAIS ATH, a 
feast for the bridegroom at the house of the bride, on the 

eighth day after marriage, 

wis Ha, a. fora Sia gtd, seventy eight. 

SUA, a. fete ofa GT, sisty eight. 
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sitter, a. wefe atta, fifty eight. 
wis vicH, ad. cefeatal cafeatai, Ace ANcy, now and then, 

occasionally, sometimes. 

Bisy, s. faster, fests, ACCS AN, show, display, ostentation, pride. 

STS, s. cxtatot Sifwa ware COA, the otto or distilled vil of roses &c. 

SSI, s. Mtoe, Sarat Bord arsfaa, a remediless evil, calamity. 

areas, s. afae Gyta, the custard apple. 
SB, os. ate, aaa aie CAlea ACyI¢a, a respectful title, 

addressed to priests and to elderly men. 

Sse ut, a. foan, facssi, feafe caren, driven to desperation, 

distracted. 

write, a. facatel feefe, cafe core, SIM caicetren, at 
variance, out of favour, disliked. 

SISA Be, ad. GA Sea, above and below. 

SiS, ad. wfent, cate, very, exceedingly, greatly. 

wifsel wife, s. se, opaferei, frm on, tz, oes haugh- 

tiness, self-conceit. 

aigufa, a. Sica cool, wrwefa, selfish, voracious. 

arya, a. forfas, facsBi, SF cori, distressed, distracted, frightened. 

arate, v. ats oifeaz catten, athe, to retch, to gag, to heave 

as when about to vomit. 

wrefas, a. aie core, weighing’ or worth eight aonas. 

 wrefam CAB, Ss. Za <a Ta, Wes wai, display, show, parade. 

Sts, s. SSsT acylea, sere cazfSri, respectful address of a 

co-religionist or brother disciple. 

SCS CEH, s. ZQ wifes, sine Alea, any demonstration of 

affection and respect. 

SCSI, +s. VX) Ce, VIS Hata Sa, a rupee in weight. 

wice? fost, s. wag stfseu, aical etal, cots cratan, affec- 
tionate expressions of sympathy in suffering, condolence. 

SY, a. war, fw, Bicerta, self, one’s self. 

arafes, a. aif wai, face wai, done by one’s self. 

STs, lap tia, spirit, self, the soul. 

watt - Sita ars, ietfa wa, ata bd -self-murder, 

uuilas: self destruction. 

Saas, s. Aicrita utfy, one who commits suicide. 
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atsifea, a. 7ez, aifea, independent, not subject to another. 

Sifsa, a. wicoia, fra, belonging to one’s self. 

Siatrdel, s. c5tAR, Sfus, respect, reverence, love. 

BMied, a. Wied, 44 44, decrepit, palsied, old. 

Siva, s. WPS wea, ASS, aAe4, large, stout, corpulent. 

Sate, a Besa, wey caricetren, % beyond one’s depth. 
deep, unfathomable. f 

atte eette, s Bafa wn, SiSs aicris. Tics TIS, ances- 
tors; an old Ahom term. 

OA, \ S. Bi<l, Geis, WTSTe, a moiety, a half. 

SiR, | . 

SiS rfera, a. qt Wr ACCA cH, VS GferM, alternate good and 

bad fortune, ill-fated. 

rsa, s. osfam yae fan, cait fac, a disease in which 

the pain is confined to one side of the head. 

Sint, a. Siti Gifs, asta, a part of any thing, one half. 

winafin, s. qa atiefe fe <a GTi, food slightly seasoned 
with an alkali. 

Sin @qH, s. AT aH, middle-age. 

Sinzfan, «. Winhea, aq aafasi, middle-aged. 

Sit TR, s. Vie waa, Ye vafeal, Pere VMS Bite Gots, one 
eighth of a rupee, two annas. 

Wind, s. ATA, TESTIS ,COCAR, 34a, ATi, respect, honor, veneration, 

_ esteem; a. cheap, low-priced. 

winaray, a. Wess, Hina alae caIsT, estimable, honorable, 

worthy of respect. 

SAE HWA, s. COCAZ, Cael, GIfaS, love attended with respect. 

SRA, v. Sinfs Wen, Ticascsd wie <atF Wal, to go to meet 
and bring any one on the way with welcomes and ‘demon- 

sirations of respect, 

ann, s. fawta, wits, craeaia Satz, fea, an original from 

which a copy is to be made, a specimen, a pattern, a sign. 

SATaal, s. Wit AeA cH, middle-aged. 

Swi, s. 441, ginger. 

Sint, s. toa, as a te, 2 compete, payment or fulfilment of . 
an obligation. - 
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Siwias, s. calea ANTE, a court of justice. 

ainiesfea, s. wafers ai aifa ati, eas citee or uncultiva- 

ted land. 

aie, a ofete, Star, fe, mF, sifa, initial, prior, first; s. com- 

mencement, beginning, first cause. 

Sh STB: s. yeiriz, sist sf first and last, beginning and end. 

wife ofa «a. ats, | et ile and so forth, &c. 

sine, si yet, cafe, the 
wife cre, s. aAtatra, Tee, Tekon, Vishnoo. 

oie 2ifH, s. cata cara saife CATS, the first settlers of a coun- 
try, aborigines. 

wargis, s. ormatia, C@g{P, a part, some. 
SicaA, s. Bs, Bats, fears, acommand, law, precept, ordinance. 
SCwit, ) @ NSE WA US, Bite Beas ezi, subject to; 
Sna, dependent on. 

wicata, a. fackia, Stacate, co =ntfean, faultless, innocent. 

wins, a. Sife Ga, Bist sf, from first to last; s. the begin- 
ning and the end. 

CTA, 8. Sao Sal AA, BeAsa St AATy, the first funeral 
ceremony; giving the funeral cake pet to the 

principal shradh, | 

ata ofefs, s. aifecs core otfefs, ont original and unform- 

ed matter, called in Hindoo mythology the female principle 

from which the world is said to have sprung. 

atariets, ad. aifea oa ata, aia vial stfata, afacam, 
from first to last, from beginning to end. 

Sieh, s. SIS Ga, Fate awry, eight annas, a half rupee. 

atefatom, a. Siefata cote, arty afaa, obtainable for 
Brera, } eight annas. 

Bini, a. ad, awe, one half, a part. 

aie aife, ad. aNitA, aT Steet, half and half, equal shares. 

Se] BI, a. FB, frate, Britten, fas, aia od, base, shame- 

ae wicked; cut half through. 

SETA, Y a. tafom forstafe wife, siete yew, coarse 

ATA, tice flour; a. half pounded, coarse. — 

Wee, s. Meta coicaten, aifa, wtettia, loss, waste of one half. 

6 
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aid cota, a. Gcvite coital, Seal, Sit fae, half burnt, half 
roasted or cooked. 

Sidi q2ai, a. oie Tal, half dead. “ 

qianfa, s. aife sie al ete 92, We os ation, a 
phosphorescent light supposed by the natives to be an evil 

spirit; bustling about, moving to and fro like the above light. 

ainiz, s. 2S «ai mie, fae, BA, Ba, that which holds, 
supports or sustains; the breast from which the child is 

nourished, a seat. 

see Sha, a. fore cats aa, Sete forte tiata catceiten, 
a sucking child, stinted in nourishment from the breast. 

Siete oo, s. Sitfaq wate ASS ae @ai, the circumstance of 

crows feeding each other, supposed to be ominous of the 

coming of a guest, or of some other event. 

Bids, s. CRA Sal FS Ale cate fafeai, a coil of any soft 
substance to support the bottom of earthern vessels. 

Sidhe ATi, s. Glee HSI, the act of coiling. 

Sintifa, a. <a yu cote, Rahs, jaded, spent, wearied. 

Sife, a. auefora, stiwster, half, half shares, 

wifes, s. wifes, Hex, fase, ae1, abundance, excess, overplus. 

aife fem, s. ATA Sista fam, wife Aceis, the hiring, letting 

or working anything at half shares. 

aifeaimy, s. ea, sifeate, lordship, sovereignty, government. 

Bieiae, a. SfSxid Sie, Snifae, recent, modern, relating to 

the present time. 

Wiles, s. BWYXS, a part. 

Stdq, s. Since, az cviTet, half a seer, two puas. 

Bitefam, a. Sincafan, incre wal, half a_ seer. 
STi, Ss. Td, WS, Wate, a chapter, the end. 

Sa, a. Ky, fSa, HA, other, another, different. 

Tita, a. Ala fea, BtA ae, another day or time, a different 

thing. | 

Siu, s. Sar, a ay, joy, pleasure, delight, happiness. 

SAS, a. xis, safes, gfe, joyful, happy, delighted. 

SA GEA, a. ARAL qa, out qaei, wisaifs, unknown, 
unheard of, unseen, ignorant of, unacquainted with. 
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wtatfa, a. we, SB, wtutfz, deteriorated, corrupted, ravished, 

ateatfe, p depraved, hateful to the sight, with @f¢, to spoil, to 

waste, to put out of favour. 

aTTs, $s. Qe Haag BANS fal Wa ASAL FARA, the in- 

terval from one birth to another. 

staat fir, s. ots frat, ata fia, an after day, hereafter. 

Sita Zila, a. BCS WS TS Cots, successful in acquiring wealth. 

srafas, a. fesaa, ated, inward, internal, within. 

aicwtaa, 's. wien wrcatfer, cater cattcer sie efor fez carter, 
a swinging or oscillating motion, bending down with fruit, 

the agitation or investigation of a subject. 

srgiz, s. oate fam, qeta af a fal, WESTIE, darkness, gloom, 
night; a. dark, gloomy. 

GNA, s. SB, ACHST ACA, FAl WYSA ACTA, grandfather, a 

respectful term used in addressing elderly men. 

SUR, @. Suferm, xs Acer, Veras GaIcATSM, not full grown, 
unripe, immature. 

ares, a. fastfe, wTSm, ugly, ill favoured. 
SHPA 1B, 8. HAS ATBlSa, caterers corre, wy za fewta 

WTS, a rarity, a curiosity, used as a term of abuse. 

waicife, s. @8z,a reply in defence, an objection, a remonstrance. 

orem, s. fanw, et, farife, calamity, misfortune, evil, accident. 

Brees, 3. wre, fSy, a fault, an imperfection with ATf{ to escape 

censure. 

 wiotfea, a. Wcwr cots, unfortunate. 

TIOSCHS, Ss. ACHS, SSS, GS Tai aye acyiea, father, a 

respectful term used in addressing elderly men. 

Sie, s. AS Al, address of a small child, a term used by the 

Ahoms in addressing an uncle’s wife. 

Sieita, «@. see Byte, boundless. 

aretha, s. otsin, yet, face adi, afaa, misfortune, adversity. 

BIg, s. Borate, Q*Te, BAT fx, assistance, petal of a flower. 

SIATE TA, 5. QAR Il, eowlSa Vorsta, wie Ya, doing work 
slightly, eye service, passing time in mere pretence of work. 

aie, s. AS coretfea acyIen, a term used in addressing the 

daughters of any respectable person. 
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ofae, a. aa aifas aia, fara, skillful, accomplished, serviceable. 

SUAS, s. Caieits, Wiehe, AS AIS AAS Wits cocacaca WI, 

a familiar address. to,a father, sometimes used to a child. | 

siete, pron. 32, face, Ue, TiS Sia cTSs TSI AH, face, FAN 
1 myself, thou thyself, used in respectful address to superiors- 

Syst, a crater ais, eiiete Dia, Sis, not to be seen 

or found, wanting. 

SITS ira, a. Sips, ites crite, scarce, difficult to obtain. 

wicata, a. fas, alex, aAyfH, one’s own, peculiar, proper. 

Hien wyfat, pron. uM, face, Wicetia Bice, acaz caren, of 
one’s own accord, spontaneously. 

SCotaid, pron. cia, cotta, Fass, one’s self, your or his own. 

Sie, a. Biteta, fag, one’s own, familiar, trustworthy, confidential. 

Sivilaa, a. “fg wa fam; UPIZal, a flood, an inundation. 

MATA, a. SA CHTS, overflowed, inundated. 

See, s. SUA AMAT Vial AAT YAS FEA, the mouth of a 
Wei, native blacksmith’s bellows. 

Wee, a. Az <faa, FABCANCS MI cARILS Sql, bustling, sprightly, 

active, lively. ¢ 

SUBIA, s. Siaeaa, Bisia Wal, a side blow, a; slap; with 2tTs, 

to slip and fall; with sifa, to toss aside, to slap. 

Sifew,  s. Bis WSs 01, GPEtveA, opium, said to have sprung 

from venom that dropped from the mouths of the serpents 

that encircle the head of Hoda Hiwo, hence the name 

wfstea, as applied to opium. 

Bs, s. Sha oo, GifeFE 5, the poppy: plant: 

STEM, a. Sift catis, Sifaz, addicted to the use of opium; 

; S- an opium eater. 

SEB, a. WASP, I, AAS, hidden, secret, concealed. 

VBA, s. Gaia Get BAL coicwtal, the shell of a nit. 
SE, a. Audi, fafeei, unbored,. unpierced. 

SET, s. Me Vs AP, .a poppy field: 

DiS, a. VIS, GIF, out of season, untimely. 

wapian, a. Bem car, produced out of season. : 

SKM, « Cafe A Sal, AAS AACA, one who does not work 

or who has not been put to work. 
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waz, s. afax aefom a Ut: the name ofa hill tribe in northern 

Assam. 

Wizaa, s. BISA, Bidina, aiaa, a covering, a veil, the act of 

screening or covering. 

alee faaa, a. wae véfem Bifs.facaa, promiscuous barbarous 
tribes spoken of collectively. _ 4 

Bray, s aathom, HZ aai, achild two or three years of age. 

wzha, a. Fae ATSal, SASL SiS, independent, uncivilized. 

wizfa «ai, s. stfag wien cafe ai, the act of shutting in or 

surrounding on all sides. 

wizfe safe, s. com Slat, am atom frefe ws, rubbish, 
trash, a collection of uuspecified worthless things. 

Sas, s. ATA, San, ABCA ASE necessity, expediency, 
a. necessary, expedient. 

Sizir, a MS A SA, stupid, worthless, idiotic. 

wz, a. Aa wre, childish, belonging to childhood. 

SATA OM, a. ASA Ba MS SA TA A =F, stupid, good 
for nothing, useless. | 

alate fee, s. ware al ZaTlAcs, from min to old age, 

Wittea, s. Sata, frre, TSI, an invitation, a call. | 

wtfea, a. fam caiceten, afeatfeei, unmarried, applied to both sexes. 

wifea, s. BIg fe, a red powder, which the Hindoos throw at 

each other at the Fakua or Doul Jatra. 

atfesiz, s. Qoia, wfepis, a revelation,.an unfolding, a devel- 

opement. 2 

Bits, @. GTA, F7HI, ignorant, dull of Sth Aseria 

STA, s. WiLilAaAle WA THIS <2, the maintaining of one’s proper 
. dignity or state. 

wrefe stafa, s. farat, 1S catconenite ie, BIN =A, ee 

incoherently or wildy. 

Sama, s. Scare, facawa, faafs, the representation of a cir- 
cumstance, making a thing known, a petition. 

aicefa, s. faafe, sittczat, the afternoon. nine 

BUCA, @. HIT CCR, Aaa, SHAM, ignorant, senseless, stupid. 

| Bras, a. C441, BSI, asom, concealed, covered, with @fa, to 

enclose, to cover. > ie ee 
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BWisss, \ a. wmafax, BDISH, GEG cxicatsn, without a gooroo, 

wareatom: undiscipled, (a term of abuse.) 

SseA, a. FAIS ASHI, -efHA A Hayy not a worshipper, ignorant 

of the mode of worship. 

SMNSHi, a. Siths, Mathie, Ste arsfSay, ill formed, ugly, unsightly. 

MSFA, a. StH ARS, Fafa catcatn, AAaAra, without mixture 

or alloy, offensive to the sight, ugly, deformed. 

Disa, s. USA, SAA, ATS sfq Gif ereta, an ornament, a 
jewel, attire. . 

SIT, s. aa, fea, sunshine, splendor, brightness, glossiness. 

Misia Sia, a. StH cae CATS, good or bad. 

MISA, s. AWW AG, Sfral, an introduction, a preface, a preanrble. 

BSN, a A Ga, aia, S cal cars, ignorant of, unacquaint- 

ed with. 

MPM Ii, s. Ay Wa, SH fam, wtf faa, the act of deceiv- 

ing, counterfeiting or pretending. 

Sites, s. cote a ei, whi, without hunger, satiety. 

Se, s. cow facHH, WH, Aig, the mango, a disease of the bowels, 

diarrhea. 

ain atafn, s. araare, sTinfa, a kind of pickle made of mustard 

and green mangoes. 

SITE. s. AQ Bins Tee THR, Suz Gifee Fuci, the fleshy portion 

of the breast of beasts, the crop or first stomach of a fowl. 

SWS, s. Awl Bin wife sta Wes, the dried pulp of the mango 

prepared as an article of food. 

aint farq, a. SACSIA Ste, TA wife wa, frataw Ft, of a sad 

countenance, sorrowful, disconsolate. 

Strat, s. FH] Alg <taAq ATH, a species of paddy, winter rice. 

writs, s. afaol, Stra, caiz, aversion, satiety, disgust. 

SAIS, v. SYS, cette ecate, aiaoi, Fars corre, to 
cloy, to satiate, to disgust. 

singa, s. farsa eal, 1el, wifS wer, a call, an invitation, a wel- 

come, courtesy. 

siifas, s. oi, faafas, called, invited, welcomed. 

sin coisfa, s. wfae cite sa, a species of silk worm. 

ONES, s. CoH Hig, tafy, the dysentery. 
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Siz, s. STS aft, afax wa, the name of a tree and its fruit. 

aimafe, s. afae ate Wis Sa Wb, a species of tree, and fruit, 

(phyllanthus emblica.) 

STAR, s. cid ce Te catiol few, cA CAMA, the colic. 
of, pron. =ify aecat, 2%, we; used occasionally for the 

singular. 

oifaa, s. x6 cata a1 ferra ocatsi, bel Sal, a surveyor, a 
supervisor, an investigator. 

STF, v. Stas, AAS cers, feate ast, to cloy, satiate, 
disgust. 

BAYS, a. coral fam qe Zi THs ZHAN, such an one, such 
a person place or thing. 

Ste, s. Afrasg wes, Acree afta STS, a friend’s mother, 
the wife of a father’s friend. 

wits, s. Gafea au fam, asf agi, a species of vine, used 

in medicine. 

Sicwiw, s. GH, WiaH, TH, contfH, enjoyment, pleasure, festivity ; 

with @fq, to enjoy. 

Seah, a. AA, FIA, FA, gratifying, enlivening, pleasurable, 

jovial, pleasant to the taste. 

Bicwa, s. cata Sfufsa afyata wai fea, coca fanaa wa 
c*Tsi, the period of a ruler’s administration, the gains 

of an office. 

wir com, s. ofan cOm, an acid fruit. 

aicaremia, s. fSerfea oe afeosfS, an under officer in aw regiment 
of native soldiers. 

RCIA, a. Te AI, fASwA, Ane, fragrant, sweet scented, 
odorous. 

wie, s. fasmia wife atatersa aif tha, a sliristadar of a 
court of justice and his officers. 

SCaTATe, v. ae Ae, fama ast, MatA CHAS, to look disappoint- 
ed, downcast, sad, melancholy or dejected. 

wiz, s. 2a, eda, ars, gain, profit, receipts. 
SES, & GH, TA We kai, Bisifea, subject to. . 
SAGA, a. cea, feate, viettf cater, breadth, dimension. 
Brats, s. a tei fecaivi, a woman who has a living husband. 
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SMT, s. cox, qe, easy qr scr ete, Bieona qa arse 
<4, pride, affectation of former greatness, style. 

Ce, infer. GA TW CAaLS FAM WS, CHoee aly, FA <i _we 
w1S, an exclamation of pain, pleasure, or desire. 

SE ASH, 5. WHS, AP erate, Facets Giese Teracaiea, the 
small pox; aterm used in addressing a company of women‘ 

ain, s. wifa, AS Bate Sia ai with, a nurse, a waiting maid. 

SDSS, s. Toizs, Ba caret, fea fea, fra, familiar com- 
munication, friendly intercourse. 

SHA, s. Aah, aq, Fax, labor, effurt, fatigue. 

SMI, s. XA ‘Sg, Siitfaen, armor, arms. 

Sacer, Ss. Califa = fet, fara Tet, a Hindoo treatise on medicine, 

SA, s. MT, Tare wie, yt CATS ATS, a period of life, age, 

a life: time; interj. At exclamation of pain or suffering. 

arate, a. fee Tafa, soe fein aq, long-lived, of long duration. 
site, inter. 1A ea Uy, Fx caaia a Sz cate WS, an 

exclamation denoting affection distress or fear. 

SCM, s. FW, cxicbren, Boris, fate wal, provision, prepara- 

tion, arrangement, (as for a journey or any undertaking.) 

Seat, interj. SF A BS cata ste, faRS Tal Nw, an-exclama- 
tion of terror or surprise. : 

Wid, s. Witda, vet, cea, TF, a screen, a shade, with ofa, to 

screen, with Site, to clear new Jand for cultivation. 

Sig sieta, s. sta foal otera, piafa wiet a, a cloth screen, a 

. curtain. 

wie, s. Farts, facara ofz, CHib<, a written petition, a request. 

wats, s. fast aia, Hal Gia, the waving of a lamp before an 
idol, a wave offering. 

aie, s. fant cthat ne Bate cata fac, a disease peculiar 

to nursing infants. 

alain “aia, s. ca fafa, ais *afa, ancient, very old. 

Sait, v. Sarite atts cate, <ifet cate, to slightly put to- 

gether preparatory, to completion. 

wiefz, a. waa Gane Gite, state Sia, Arabic, Arabian. 
WIA, s. Wika; Cag visa, a wall, fence, partition. 

wage, Ss. Blas, ofeata <a, a beginning, a commencement. 
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Brae, s. apts, fszzi, at, a noise, a scream, a tumult. 

wiaixal, s. Ger, oat foax, Seal, Staal, worship, adoration, 
with @fa, to worship, to adore, to honor. 

stam, a. Staten afaag cates, worthy of reverence and worship. 

waa, s. aaa, te oisife Sfaata aie faai feast cry, a tether. 
wifa, s. afae wis, Stl TH, Wal, ScaicTiS, a species of scale- 

less fish, a bet, a wager; v. to suspend, to hang. 

wifayfa, s. of Fx Swi, of coats, cacadi cacafé, the act of 
stretching or straightening the body when weary from 

long confinement in one position. 

aifan, s. wotatfa cratt com fe acest aM, a torch, a flambeau. 
Bifas wt, a. wae Soi, ford corta catcRTe1, hump-backed, crooked. 
wife 4a1, s. etizel, wfaatafaa fawn, a bet, a wager, a stake. 

Sie, con. Whee, ath aes, ecw}, and, also, again, furthermore. 

BUSA, ad. GAA, Wiest, Yas, YAeTA, FAP, again, a second 
time, yet again, once more. 

wreca, s. CATS 2a, Wes}, YrarF, the past year, again. 
Sie cafata, s. Hite wala, Wl ASz, afterwards, next year. 

wica, s. farsa ofa, farsa Sfesi, the prolonging of a musical note 
in singing or chanting. 

Saicasow, s. “fad za, Fata Aig, a jungle plant used as a medi- 

, cine in eruptive diseases. 

aitasiea, s. fafacaren «taa stga, rice cleaned from the husk 
by simply drying previous to being pounded out. 

aitayran, s. ste fafye «aa ptba, rice but partially boiled 
before being cleaned from the husk. 

Bitan, «. Hela Ae, fas sax, yRI®, dry, inferior. 

wicateta, s. aeta ba facwa, a sort of umbrella or screen used 
only by the king. 

Vicars Cal, s. AHA Bicatata «ai, the king’s umbrella bearer. 

sicate, a. faefi, catst aetesi, fagfeai, healthy, in health. 
Bicaiaia, s. Uta Sal, aati, Sta Gal, the act of appointing 

or placing in office. 

Qicaea, s. Bi, Fai, SHAS Gi, the act of mounting upon, getting 

into a vehicle, ascending or climbing. 

UifS, -s. Wefa, wICettA, a mirror, a looking glass. 

7 
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WMA, s. AA, Borsa, earnings, savings, accumulation of any thing. 

Stefi, s. tx, Athy, wife, Fer, a likeness, pattern. 
site ate, v. HCI AS Sai, to aequire by one’s own labour. 

SPSS, a. BH, ABI, acquired, gained, accumulated, 
wifes, a. asifa, fata, facafe, wise, skillful, versed in any science. 
SUS, s. Tat, Veil, Aaol, fafoar, oe, a pattern, an example, a 

likeness, a picture. 

Hee, a. FStst Bie ist, two and a half. 

ara, s. 512 ala, Soai Bile vateaq coxa GFP, the tenon of 
a post, a spur, a sharp point. 

aint, a. FAN, Cac, apart, distant, distinct. 

Ratca, «a. wisfem, fase wei, distinct, uncommon, separate. 

wine, a. aac, fate, unaccordant, separate, distinct. 

SUACATS, Ss. CACHCHTR, 91 APCATTST, the act of separating; a. 
separated. 

Stas, s. Taal, fate, counsel, a plot, with @fa, to plan, to plot. 

Sasi, s. uct sie «fa ore, Aine qyAA Sis, wiesfari 
Sts, hearing or seeing while pretending not to hear or see. 

ware, s. Oey zkel faci, the uvula. 

wai, s. ale “fa, qH1 daa, lac, leaves impregnated with lac. 

wind, s. ofastae, aia, SU, feyeq, Ges, an attendant, a 

servant, the act of serving or waiting upon. 2 

Weta, s. SCH, afta catcare, waqata, not symmetrical, ill favored. 

huartaeeae s. AIStfe, “Afabsl, Aa Bal, service, attendance, 

MACHA, respect, with ¢@1, to serve, to attend upon. 

SIH, s. SUAS, HRB, protection, refuge. 

wing ford, a. ay ea, tafe eal, caf Gal, not punctual, not 

exact in time, late. 

wiafaa, s. ths an, SHAS Tai WA, a pin. 
siaq, a. qq az, aaa ABA, BST, decrepit, palsied, aged. 

Wea, s. Seats cad wicatafa eat, PAtio, a sudden pain in 
the bowels supposed to be caused by an evil spirit. « 

WAM, «. cow, wiviacwia, yt afec cttwa, wie yf, 
soft, delicate, tenderly nourished, petted, indulged. 

Sisea, a. toa, ceive, Ft AICATSS, Bias, ' aig delicate, 
easily injured or broken hy handling. 
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wat, s. uaz, faatra otia, oti ZF, a house, habitation, abode. 

wiafa, a. afa, afaa imal fcatwi, a decrepit old woman. 

Qe, s. one, cata 351 caicaten, Haifa, laziness, indolence, 
idleness, sloth. | 

WAT, s. AT WMA, Dies, Yew, <a Taw, the treating a 
person with great respect and love. 

wien? aiafa, s. atete sifst, Stefa, unskillful, untidy. 

Wats, s. wate, foe caicaten ate, a_bottle-shaped gourd. 

wiartataiy, s. aeaa xfs, catafa cricarsy, waste or death 
from utter neglect. 

Bat Baa, s. AA Bal, TKAT carcaiey, unskillful, ill-favored, 
untidy. 

HATS, ad. @%A3, FU, MATS, SAAS, in empty space, 

SINAC, : resting on nothing, out of reach. 

arent, «. oni, ayata, fifaaces cafes cial fecate, un- 
sightly, a woman who is hateful in the eyes of her husband, 

GAS, s. CW TH, AAG, soot. 
iA, s. Stl AH, Sealteisaa, cay Wifwca Sala, conversation, 

intercourse, discourse, familiarity as friends, 

SATA, s. Stl Tal Ale A Sal, Meets, cata, Bifouai a 
wal, absence of artifice, stratagem or cunning. 

Ses, a. ABwel wa ofa, cz SAS, social, chatty, affable, familiar, 
SAA, @. ACS AKA], BUTS, ignorant of work, useless. 

CAS, s. ertacy, ahs aa, aes, above, unsupported, 
in empty space. 

wraiceml, a. fefaw, farst, ata, separate, distinct, different. 
Sif, s. ea, ETB, IH ZI, a path, a road, a highway. 

wife, s. ara xa, comet, <siceratfa «zi, the act of 
hugging, embracing, or clasping. 

OTe, ss a, aise af, a tuberous root, the gums of the teeth. 

WAV, a. WiweL eats soz qa BW, forfa Bri, Boa cere, rooted 
up, completely destroyed, applied to persons as well as plants 

AMAA, s- CO, BH, AA, stfS, a stealthy watching, laying in 
‘wait to injure or destroy. Ages 

Scare Beace, ad. fracst fracst, Sreca sree, alace ztace, 
not elose at hand, outwardly. 
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sicasices, ad. aaies afe a, caaics, idly, to no purpose. 

Stasigain, s. Afeataa BEA, domestic strife, family jars. 

Staite, s. citer, ce aez.fifer obs, wayfeaRfe, a 
supporter, one’s own friends and relations. 

witafata, 3s. wate fate, Boas <a yet core, Sal Sertatifa, 
alone, forsaken, desolate. 

sical, s. Axa afa, fale, afam, light, brightness, brilliancy. 

SCs, Ss. fates Sal, cdTs, the act of looking at, seeing. 

aitetibal, s. facasu, afat ist, feo1q SA, BIAS Sai, an inves- 

tigation, a view. 

SCTSA, a. fafus wis, faa oa, Sttwefasi, a term of abuse. 

SACHS, a. WA_e, @t cracaca cela, tender, delicate, 
tenderly brought up. 

Ways, s. A BH a2, ait, ata, Aurteiaz, aot, necessity, 

expediency; a. necessary, indispensable, expedient. 

Sta, s. SiH, Chote, S51, Ta, desire, thirst, intention, mind. 

SlAe, s. Ta, wfsare, fS5, intention, object, scope, aim, mind. 

wnanl, s. wifadin, a blessing. 

wines, a. foo, fada, crgray, weak, feeble. 

wea, a. uate, fafas, fata, weak feeble, lean. 

DAS, a. TA TH, PS, TA AQ, AAT, devoted, attached, enamonred. 

SHAS, s. AARZ, SF, Bee Shae Gaal, Vande, doubt, 
hesitation, incertitude, 

ainda, s. df wife <e1 ws, a seat, athrone, a seat of any kind. 

Sta, a. CAA, Weal, SbaA Fi, near, at band, approaching. 

SUAAsia, s. GEA Se, IAA BIA, GHA Sia, the close of life, 

the time of death. . 

SAA, ad. ait Wd, vifee ica, CBICACe, around, on every side. 

wlaaifa, s. wfaise, ak faa, Hale Awazi, one who does not perform 

the ceremony of shradh for his ancestors. 

sina, s. cbfea an, chfea Suate otal oetifer atfa, the pin 
of a foot pestle for pounding out paddy. 

BiH, s. STA, Spi, BCAA, caata, atfaate, hope, wish, expec- 

tation, longing, trust. 

Sits, «a aatfs, facos, ByAt, «Caw, restless, siscomposd, 

Aopeing about in pain. 

. 
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safe sizifs, a. Byer wsnifs, 2s corconietl, restless, anquiet, 

uneasy, tossing about. 

wiataifa, a. Sinite oa, afS, expectant, eager to obtain. 

sratefsn, a. wietiofem, fora 5 faa, triangular, trigonal. 

wTAaStcas, a. cHrlbiptcas "e ae wate wet, a few words more. 

wry fem, a. Betarsy, serifia, sincere, guileless, without hypocrisy. 

sifa, a. sife ef, eighty. 

oifidin, s. za fas, wtfax, a blessing, a benediction. 

siyfa, a. Bye wax Az, RAIbIFS, CICAB, diabolical, barbarous. 

BA Sal,» 8. dl WI, AF Sai, caries caicars cata, the 
wits TSI, § act of denying, contradicting, refusing to acknowledge. 
GATS, s. SAA, alel, SA, Sis, an excuse, hindrance or reason 

for not doing work. 

SICATS!, Ss. GCATS!, see SICATSI. 

Oss, 8. Ger Alea, aatafe, Tetum, hastening to show 

demonstrations of love and respect. 

Ses, s. ofe, Wal, Wie Alaa, believing, trusting, confiding in, 

a term applied to God, and to individuals. 

Stmea, s. Viera, cotceafa, colt, iota, a side stroke or slap, 

the dashing of a wave. 

Sait, y s. ofS core, cette care, afecoren, wet] z ei, 
STARA, J FATS CATS Asi, taste, savour, intellectual relish. 

STaTAl, s. Sifee wai, afeiw, TacMce anes cota, 
aria farts, ) atwa aia, treating with honor and respect. 

wiqt, s. «aq facan, zaptfa, fateh, zacifa, feaifa, at ofa 
By, tifa eel FTF, a state or condition of life, a her- 
mitage or religious retreat. 

BAT, a. STAT, aafer, GAT Sq Tye, pertaining to the above. 

BAe, S. mete, qUa Ta, SIEM, a refuge, a shelter. 

SPAS, a. BHF Sal, Stan She eel, secured, sheltered, protected. 

STRSS, s BWR] CHS, coming and going, going back and forth. 
Sapam cevea, a. ae oe, mao fea asm, remotely related. 

wate, s. stefe, xfs, Aare, Soa, leisure, cessation from, 

with @fq, to complete, to finish, to draw toa close. 

STR, s. CATS VS, CSTSAT FAI, S Ieq AIH, food of all kinds, 
a Hindoo month corresponding to parts of June and July. 
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waatifa, a. ates, witasn, greedy, gluttonous. 

Wizaes, a. Bratz Was cate, afad coi, produced in or be- 

longing to the month of Ahar, a species of insect. 

wifad, s. HAD Sia, AAT AG Ws, the Hindoo month, correspond- 

ing to the last half of September and first half of October. 

wifafam, a. aifead cast ai gsi, produced in, or belonging 

to the above month. 

we, s. aq Mla, Wat caal, a species of paddy grown on high 

land, inferior in quality. 

Wages, s. casa, Aivia, Safa, a time of perplexity or trouble. 

Sias, a. farga Sal, TI, called, invited. 
Bia, s. cli, eaaq Sai, a burnt offering, a sacrifice. 

aigia, s. Ta CCRT wad Ti TY, Sal Waa, HIF Sl, an incanta- 

tion, acharm, with @fa, to charm, to bewitch &c. 

Sia, a. wtestfea, “pf, @feai, on one side, aslant, bent. 

wreta, s. aifse sen, fufea era win, fearing BM cocsit 
wis, any elevated seat, the elephant’s neck on which the 

driver sits, a steersman’s seat. on the stern of a boat, a 

natural seat formed by the branches of a tree. 

waicata wifa, v. wicatfefa <2l, to sit cross-legged. 

wicathefa, v. SPT NaI, re CR giv azi, to sit with the feet 

drawn up and crossed. ; 

ICRI, s- 2yanfh, oa fara, descended from Indra, the Ahom race. 

Scat, atfa, s. fae soa sib, a species of plum. 

wmical, inter}. alte fAATT mal qi, a word used in calling to 

a person at a distance. 

athe, a. fratoa, faca faca, wai, daily, diurnal. 

WA, s. faTaa, Si, an invitation, a call. 

SHRIM, s. BH, WAM, BD, joy, gladness, delight, mirth, festivity. 

Bites, a. ce cots, ate, AEB, glad, joyful, mirthful. 

2 
3,3, DRA AIS cai ation Sata ats feiata ws acot cat, 
(f, t,) These two vowels are used indiscriminately to express the 

sound of z, in pique, pin, pity. The Assamese language knows no 

distinction between them except what is produced by accent, to 

which the Sanscrit and Bengali distinction of long and short denoted 
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by those two characters have no reference. Hence for all practical 
purposes the first character only need be retained. ¥, is often 

used as an emphatic affix, equivalent to even, indeed. It is some- 

times used for he, it, this, that, this one. It is used in speaking of 

an inferior, and in pointing out the nearest of two things. 

¥:, interj. 32, Bacal caicwal Tal faaTa a celta TW, a parti- 
cle expressing disgust, scorn, surprise, sorrow or anger. 

Fadi fradi, s. yet coal Gal, cam carses Yor Peis Herr eal, 
the making a wry face, distortion’of the features. 

taal, s. aca cea aife fam faa facaa, a jungle reed. 

Safe frets, ad. tyat faye, tats frat, feta fasta, from 

side to side, this way and that way. 

3fHs, s. Gel TH diz, foria, og Hayden qa qfeorem wilh aces 
@aq, a signal, a hint, a wink, a nod, with @fa, to beckon &c. 

85, interj. Com) corre @1 Beoragal, Sal ary, a em expressive 
of pain, surprise, anger or sorrow. 

Bol, s. Ta, tei, Sina, wish, desire, will, choice, inclination. 
Soren, 2 ad. 5) Bor, wae cHtetice, Putney; according 

to the will or desire. 

Bob faors, s. ore wi, was stra coat «al, tossing about in 
pain, restlessness, inquietude. 

Boyes, ad. Scopa AeA, BIC Tal at*tfa, voluntarily; @. voluntary. 
tei, a. Rorea qs fase farriyp firm, brought over, carried for-. 

ward in accounts. 

BH, s. FHa, oe arifh, a brick. 
Rigfam, a. saz afae, Bora faloat zea, the name of a’ bird; s. 

reddish like brick: 

BD, a. wtih, its ker HS Ze, AattA ATs, this one, this little 
one, expressing affection. 

BB FG, prom. aBcBIQ GRCBIa, storia, Bex fats, CH, to 
this and that, to each other. 

SHI, pron. 2, GBR, e5aS ASIC, this, this one, the nearest of 
two, this fellow or inferior thing, 

284, a. Gla, 1a, Hata, faa, other, different, neat low, mean. 
3fS, ad. AMIS, BS, a ai, the end, finis. 
Rfetey, s. faw, Beceem, Bat, detraction, reviling, Steel 
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Shona, ad. ofeait, fafiacs, just now, quickly, at this moment. 

Sfeace, ad. QUACS, Saqtq WE, Sf Ag, meanwhile, during 

this time. " 

Sfsatze, ad. afertt, wacses, Sfeetrca, just now, this very instant. 

Sfeata, s. fata, aaf%, Bieta, a relation, a history, a narra- 

tive, a story. 

Suit, ad. tae aif afa, et cetera, and so forth. 

Suifae, ad. fea, a? Stas, now, at this time. 

Sfafe fafafe, ad. Baica fasion, Bcvica facetica, this side 
. and that side. 

2qa faqul, s. Rate fart ww, fanit wai, da aaiz Sui, a 
lament, a dirge, lamentation, wailing. 

2m, s. 6%, CHta, the moon. 

aq, s. Ama, Wifes sits 7a atari Sy, a ground rat. 

ay, s aig Ufarits, Wants, stead, the Hindoo god said 

to preside over the atmosphere, and to whom the other 

gods are subordinate. 

Byun, s. wlatsta, Five wai fawn, the net of illusion, jugglery. 

Suyfas, s. aaa YS, afad a7, the son of Rawan, the king of 

J.onka or Ceylon, a species of snake. 

sayy, s. otal fed altera BAS Ve AKI AIT, name of the 

king who founded the shrine of Juggernath. 

Syuia, s. BHRta, legerdemain, jugglery. 

SHAS, s. Ut Vis aafem vA afad, a species of flower. 

Saif, s. Faq 31501, Indra’s wife. 

SHAT, s. BHI WH, cTUCdy, Indra’s bow, the rainbow. 

Sayin, s. FAA GAA, the throne of Indra. 

Sfyz, s. Alda WHF, cosa, the organs of sensation and perception. 

Shan aa, s. ai Sife Bhyare aq Sai, self denial, self control. 

afar aia, s. Shear aH e@eqq Bq, evil propensity, concu- 

piscence, evil desire. 

Seifan, a. Bas tel, oF wfaai, on this side (of a river or 

road) belonging to this party or army. 

Soria, s. Gtola, a wits, this side, the nearest side. 

faa, } ad. Stcniita, 4% TCH, 42 @la, this direction, this way. 

Scania, 
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Rafal, ad. a? efrai, Porfau, Peista, on this side, of this party. | 
Baz fart, ad. ma ma Bel care, Baig fRata, again and 

again, constantly coming and going. 

Baia, ad. 4? cafa, oF Ha, this time, this once. 
Ruta, ad. etuta, a2 *faqta, so little or so much. 

Byer Payer, s. Sein fas Sal, Aas Ft HSoM, turning this way 

and that way, with @fa, to avert the face from shame &c. 

uty, ad. a% 125, in this place, here. . 

tq, pron. M03, aztata, F, this one, (this very person emphatic.) 

Bi, s. fan, AP Sie, Sid, waNerete fei, envy, malice, 
spite, ill will. 

tents, s. oaths, ve ya, WA facaa, cardamons. 

Biafe, s. utp afer, the ilihi, or hilsa fish. . 

3H, a. afew, faz, 2%, War, desired, wished for, cherished, beloved. 

Bhat, s. Yes, cafes sa, aici Gis, a favorite or cherished 

work, work according to one’s desire. 

FH Its, s. Aci 3H, fas %, one’s own chosen religious teacher. 

BD CHIT, s. Aiceita Has, FA cHaAT, the god of special choice 

and worship. 

Sofas, a. fefeathe, foarfs, FS at, intimate, friendly, attached. 

Bia, s. Ye SU, Paes Adal SA, worship, homage, adoration. 

2H, interj. Ft UHR cea Siler WS, AdAS WI Ais, Fk, a 
particle expressing anger, scorn, disgust. 

Bata, s. atfet, Bal cratl Stata, witness, evidence, an eye witness. 

Baa, s. tea yaa qe cata, anTiHs, the north east point of the 

compass, one of the names of Hoda Hiwo or Moha, Deo. 

PHA, 8. THT Sis ABA Bal, catia, a proclamation, a notice. 

Peete Ate, s. Blaha os, cata fz, a written proclamation &c. | 

Sfa, s. ceiai® Geta Hei wy, an instrument for ironing cloth. 
24a, s. WH HA ALI aul, 2%, God, the supreme being, Lord. 

Safa, s. cafe, cxtnfa, ain otfefs, a goddess, original un- 
formed matter. 

Sufaa, a. 22a anfez, divine, godlike. 
32, s. atena fie, Bx, the beam of a plough. 
2z, a. 42, Tata, this, present. 

taste, s. fara Ble, Tay aia, the present time, the present state. 

8 
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Eu, pron. Sfanta, a nea, these, they, (spoken of inferiors.) 

Sacnle, s. GF BTS, TICS, GPF, the present life, this world 

or state ~ existence. a 

Sace Wace, s. Seat pr aridia a here and hereafter, this world 

and the next. 

S 
¥,U, tele ais fret, UaAd ATS Hid waits oF Sem Fact, 
(.) SWivfey wai ute, fafHtet. These two vowels when joined 

to consonants are represented by the symbols (| _) placed under 

the letter. They are indiscriminately used in Assamese to represent the 

sound of wz in rule or 00 in poor. Hence the first character only need 

be retained. %, is used- interjectively, to express surprise, and in 

calling or replying to a person at a distance. 

wal, ad. fabi, Walaa, Wri, without cause, needlessly. 

BUS, ' 
Bou’, interj. wishes ste, feas val Ww, ct GeATE cHAU; a particle 

expressing surprise, or astonishment. 

toifwa, s. wits, a, ¥ Sor, a full understanding or certain 

knowledge of an affair. 

oz, : s. E01 cate «fax, the termite or white ant. 

VIASM, 
Veioal, s. ta ah cota cote, TS Shea, a heap of earth thrown 

up by white ants. 

BEats, s. FS SE, a nest of white ants. 

Be Rea, s. see UEfoai. 

‘Bapriad, s. coiF viceta, a griping of the bowels. 
Wetual, s. ctf atfee cate, retching as when about to vomit. 

Ce coca, s. HUE Cote Sal Aiae Sal, catleidia Sicsren, 
the act of divulging a secret, of making a hidden matter 

public, stirring up an old difficulty. 

VEfwa, s. Cait Gate catten, abi caist "aa cate, the breaking 
forth afresh of an old disease or pain. 

VSySia, s. MINS st coral, sores Bre caicetre; a burning 
sensation of the body, a stifling suffocating sensation. 

USA, s. Way, cet cHtats aie ai, excess, wii teat remainder. 

BSR, s. ae SH vas, a species of eagle. 
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Vacs CHM, s, TS GUCHTSM, CVCATS, cwsrtal, the doing any- 
thing hastily, rashly, or without regard to consequences. 

US, a. Taq BA CART Sire Gif, plain, colorless, unorna- 

mented. 

Bais, .v. saa cere, to break forth afresh (as of a disease. ) 

BB, s. fax, adie, a call, a cry, with Ifa, to call, to cry aloud. 

Bisaiz, v. fahedou, fafeate wei, to call.out to a person ata 

distance. : 

tia, s. cttoa sfaaa fatics aferaie, feu, an attorney, an 

agent, a pleader in a court, a mooktear. 

VSI, 5. BIA CATH cast qare cate, Defra a relapse into 

disease from a convalescent state. 

Uofaat, v. Vafaoa, qtr Wa Cfaat® cricarsn, to spit out, to 

eject from the mouth. 

Ue, a. Ia, Sea, Bits cera, said, spoken, related. 

Ufe, s. CUTS Seti, a saying, expression, sentence. 

Bata Bars, s. are fate, mutual abuse, disputation. 

BIT, a. MCB iS cA Ate BB, qaqa BB, wate; s. a dry, 
barren place, quick tempered. 

Beta qeta, ad. Baauteas, aac, quickly, expeditiously. 

TAA, se CAHATS THE Vi, WHE GCS, Clea caret, a swelling, 
enlargement, inflation; a. swollen, inflated, enlarged. 

WIAA, a. Tati, ast falsfe sa oa, audacious, inconsider- 

ate, rash. 

Satie, s. ate, faata, the breath, respiration. 

BAR, s. Cam, ott fix facaret, the act of boiling; a. boiled, 

as rice boiled in the husk preparatory to pounding out. 

Baal, \ a. foul TSE tiey Ast, eH, Sea), heated, swollen, 

Uy, mouldy, mildewed. 

VARA, a. SALTY, AB GAA, crite, full face, having 
high cheek bones. 

UAT, 8. Vata, cowie fac, eetata caida zz Sy1, eructation, 
the act of belching wind from the stomach. 

wrt bal, s. Bora, afrosn, heaving a sigh, the expression of a 

determination to punish or revenge. 
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Seifa, v. Utia wai, to eructate, to belch up wind. 

Veta, s. feqie, afte wafae, consternation, perplexity, trouble. 

Bat, a. afS, GIs, Taya, “Hie, very, very much, very great, 

passionate, pungent. ' 

Viera, a. SiN, afat, <a a@sitfa, fortunate, lucky, prosperous. 

Getafe, s. ce Afe, iwi zfe, a good understanding, a quick perception. 

Tanihs, s. <e TTS, aAlai Gival faa, feary, torture, torment, agony. 

Dual, s. Gea, tfaaq TACT cola, the act of eradicating or uprooting. 

Bai, s. WV cats Sa, fafata Sifee Haha, a reel for winding thread’ 

Cuita, v. faa tary Oia, Cuifa, to uproot, to eradicate, to overthrow, 

SIMI; v. VAY YY CAAT, to wind thread on a reel. 

tse, s. uaz, wa aR, aan, We, faaiaiiw, a festival, a holiday, a 

joyful. occasion. 

USDIZ, vw. Ta ACES, Utg ACzISM, to persuade, to encourage, to 

influence, to embolden. 

‘ Wout , Ss. ARvAice Ta aceon, the act of persuading. by flattery. 

Wba, a. OAld, AIA, BS S7#F CATH, ruined, devastated, laid waste. 

tafis,. s. sag Wrist, ease, eaee, hurry, bustle, restlessness. 

tpi, ). s Dood, wat, wit Sal, a gift, an offering, with efz, 

wat § to offer in sacrifice, to dedicate. 

Uw, s. Voit fem, catses fem, alms giving, offering as a sac- 

rifice; a. given, offered. 

UA, Ss. DET, Biniz, ayfer fai, the bringing to a close, com- 

pletion, full payment of a debt or obligation. 

WASH, a. BHTAS, WiaKs FASS CATS, intoxication with joy, 

delighted. 

wom, a. Sate fea, ertata wai, elevated, lifted up, -prominent. 

Vpivsifd, vw. AFS Sai qaqa ‘if CRTs, to go away in anger and 

refuse to listen. 

Wid, s. 5S, SF als ot cHisiq wal, a sudden start, a shudder. 

Uiqa, s. aaa, TS, csiTSti, utterance, pronunciation. 

WoiaIe, s. Vela Tal, erat za few, an upward force or pres- 

sure, a sudden spring or bound. 

Wis, v. <aaca erata wife, Uaife, to lift upward, to raise. 

Biz, s. Vapiz, Kaist, TA TH, zeal, enterprise, readiness, for- 

wardness, eagerness to engage in an undertaking. 
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Rife, a. Yooife, azote, wa <ul, zealous, eager, enterprising. 

Belem, s. Bscdreu, ASe sara Scatsi a flatterer, a sycophant. 

Wie, a. Hafan, aes, CStaqz, very many, very much, the whole. 

BsrAaew, s. Ceara emul, Aare caaibate @"l, suppressed cry- 

ing, sobbing. 

Gara, a. afer era Site coca, up country, up stream. 
afar, a Bafa Bier xe ew, with face turned up stream. 
Sufan, a. Bafa, Galas eat, upward, belonging to an up country. 

taal, s. wtf cater sit, qyfanit]e catisa, yaha Se Gata, 
mellowing or stirring up ground for seed, the reviving. 

or agitating an old affair; a. mellowed, agitated. 

Bafa tu, s. waHta caren, wes tof Bu, the using of harsh 

angry words or speech, a sudden rising of anger. 

CHA AT, a. HEM, Aata HS era, prominent front teeth. 

Sait, v. Bafata care, waist zi, to go up stream, to advance, 
Twista, s. ae de, whafys, wakefulness, watchfulness, vigilance. 
Gara, s. tefX we, wae are at <fe Tie corm, an upland 

’ country, up stream, the moving of fish in shoals up stream. 

Caz, s. be caren, cate te firm, sudden flight or dispersion 

from fear, the breakidg out of disease afresh. 

Vara ui, v. wicw SF errs tn, te fitz, to startle or disperse; 

cn startled, frightened, broken out afresh as of disease. 

Cafe, v. dofa fem, ys sai Uae fem, tora eaTz, to 
patel or mellow the soil, to expose or make public. 

By, a. fou, corm, Wea, easy to do or to understand. 

TIM, s. Vaz caren, eerata Bal, the act of ascending or caus- 
- | Ing to ascend. 

wef, s. ait, uf wrefers wt cathe, a mis-step, a mistake. 

» & ABA, Sta, faxa, luminous, clear, bright, transparent. 

BB, s. wy afee, TH, a camel. 
Siam, a. foutcace Bere few Sal, Vorwl Sai, cxf Sal, iron- 

ical, abusive. 

Uo, s. erm, ate eras BE Gare, the being sustained or 
carried on the surface of a fluid; a. floating, buoyant. 

BHA, s. wifstatafer, ‘eraienifa, wfanisia, dispute, emulation, 

strife, rivalry. | 
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wpizal, s. tta otf DA, BA, SAfetas Tiqz, a flood, an inundation; 

fig. a person who wanders about like drift wood, without 

any fixed habitation; a@. overflowed, inundated, laboring 

under some heavy calamity. 

Bid, v. evife, atfas Ziv cHTS, to float, to drift, to move on the 

surface of a fluid. 

Ubera, v. otfre acaia UP ucefa wa cote, attahats catcarets 
aistiq Gai, to float and sink alternately, to wander about 
without fixed abode. 

VEMTIS, v. UIE fH, eriRIz fF, to cause to float, to carry away 

by the force of a current, 

VIF, a. Bay ert, WE |r, prominent, slightly elevated. 

WsTld, v. A AT SLi VIM, Tis cote, SALA Tac! Sel, to 
make one’s self prominent, to boast, to brag. 

UoTiwsizx, a. G2 bIvtz, 2ATA <iw, undulating, uneven. 

Usa, s. Cl, ASG ME Sal, BF wel, growth, increase, elevation, a 

rising up, ascension. 

Oya, S. BACH eT trata fea, the purchasing on credit. 

Wai, 8. Zi, SHAtA CHI, ATA cATSU, of wel, growth, ascent, 

awaking from sleep, rising, standing up. 

Toca, a. SCE Aca Bl ai, alternate rising up and sitting down. 

wis, v. T1WITR, AIA CHTST, to rise, to grow, to wake from 

sleep, to mount, to ascend. 

US BE, s. afte cate, tiga 72 core, a springing up, growth. 

UWUS, a. Bigaia, 4a BB, a@faata afsa, annoying, disagreeable, 

troublesome, difficult. 

TEs, s. Tata, Uoa, Adaia, overthrow, destruction, ruin. . 

UF, v. SATS, VSCHTSM, urge a person to any course good or bad. 

UIT, s. BY Gian, Dates, we aAtaisai, a small ground animal ; 

a. restless, unstable, excitable. 

Uerifs, s. ee, Ars, EcATS, a production, result, consequence, 

fruit, development. 

Gea, «a. ST, scare, Uva, produced, arisen from, with aia, to 

produce, to beget, to bear. 

CEA; Ss. WES Udall, SIRA Ute fSa, a calamity, a portent. 

Veritta, v. Barta, vy fe Qfe, to waste, to ravage, to turn upside down. 
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toy, a. af sta, ore, Sxaiaq, best, chief, super-excellent. 

Bua, s. Sa, Alaola, ais, alae, Gafwra, an answer, a defence, 

a reply, the northern point of the compass. ‘ 

VIA SIA, 5s. SHA VIA, SVS Gia, Bisita, the coming time, hereafter. 

VST HVS, s. Meakin, casa, Tics aca WE Sal, a dia- 
logue, a conversation. 

Uwatfuata, s. toifae «a aifwa tafe Ti Stet, an inheritance, a 
title, a right in a patrimonial estate, a government, a_privi- 

Jege, a possession. 

Uruatfuatfe, s. Rorfee wa oiiws staf caren, an heir, a successor. 

Veqiaa, s. Wad vial bate Ye’ Beata ahs Sa viet, the sun’s 
path north of the equator. 

tefa, ». asta aferite caren seta, steae ase, afietfa, a 
cloth worn over the left shoulder and under the right 

arm so as to leave the latter exposed, the sacred thread of 

the Kayosth caste, a person skilled in argument. 

Cw, a. VTS eriata Tay Ber, boiled, ruffled, agitated, heated. 
UU, vo. USACSTM, FFT Tigye Bere Ma, to boil, to melt, to 

bubble up. 

Grav, s. Loe, wa, Gist Sa, an offering, oblation, gift, with efz, 
to present as an oblation, to sacrifice. 

Benz, s. Bee, see Use. 
Bui, s. USAF soy, gaa Bote, warmth, heat, ardor, zeal. 

Ufet, a. By, wa coiten, Beta cere, rescued, crossed over, 
extricated from a difficulty. 

Sates, s. Varietet, Bars, fam, ecstasy, enthusiasm, distraction; 
a. delighted, excited, overjoyed. 

Barat, s. UAUAT, WacwAl, AAS wal, Bare, excitement, 

hurry, bustle. 

Batoia, s. Stl BABM, Toten, Mfwie, introducing a eabject for 

conversation, discussion. 

Tui, s. eaacatre, wiry esha Gel, boiling or bubbling up. 
GH, s. ATS Wd <iq cars Bey, an otter. 
WHS, s. oa, otf, a fluid, water. 

Uetz, v. Use, Tens, Iie <3, to exhort; to animate, to 
incite, to urge forward. 
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try, a. awl, yale, AiwD, zie feat, base, naked, empty, stripped, 
open, uncovered, let loose. 

Ure yfaa, a. Wei yfaal, Wea CRIS, FSH, free, independent. 

tafeal, a. tre cial, Waetye, let loose to wander about without 

a keeper, unowned, unprotected, stripped of every thing. 

33s, a. BZ, Wey, Bwaa, tafeyal, independent, uncontrolable, 

unrestrainable. 

THES, s. Grate Bala Bal cals, wycaiat, the asthma, 

7s, s. AoA, etatai, the coming into view, rise, appearance, 

applied to the rising of the heavenly bodies, and to the 

introduction of knowledge. 

wre aia, S. ET Stats vi<S, the fabled eastern mountains 

TRUIGA, ; over which the sun rises. 

tna, s. cviv, the belly, the bowels. 

SHz, s. HIS A Bet AS, Wafer, cattle whose second tecth have 

not grown. 

CHAN, a. Gusafie, fasta aisfSai common to all, having no 

separate owner, any thing done or shared in common. 

Inia, a. CHUA, Serva, iG, simple, open, candid, frank, 

guileless, unreserved. 

init, s. aay vita 2uae foul, warniay feat caten, religicus 
abstraction, misanthropy, retirement from the world, as- 

ceticism. 

Urifaa, s. Cafe, Ciel Ses, cafe afad, a religious men- 

Britta, | 
Wrizia, s. fRots, Pew, oneal, an example an illustration, a 

parable. 

Cin, «. tee, yeha, viet crcatsr, bare, open, uncovered, naked. 

Cirat, v. Wwxts viefa ais, iid afa, to bare, to uncover, to 

expose, to open. 

Sirs, a. BHF Hien Sais, risen, come into notice, come into 

vogue, newly introduced. 

wrraata, s. mia, BALA, confusion, disorder, Shenae. 

Sash, s. BafsS, Beers elevation, ascent. 

Butia, s. Ustta, see Vetta. 

CoH, s. SecA, PSAs, etaa, an object, view, motive, reason. 

dicant, a recluse, a celibate. 
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Tala,.. ss Aa, BFF, aA, Atos A IAT AACA, rescue, deliv- 

. erance, salvation, purification from ceremonial uncleanness. 

Sixes, a. Eriara Com, TS Sal, delivered, rescued, saved, extricated. 

Bata, a. Tafa WH; ART. Disa casi, beside one’s self with 

anger, furious, raving, distracted: with passion. 

Crag, a. OGD Gr Olea, wataa, troubled, perplexed, anxious. 

tata, s. Ba, Td cate afae Hy, an otter. 
Bostfa, . s. Rota, wuafa, wickedness, outrage. : 

Voz, s. SCATS, FSS, FT, the coming into existence, »production. 

Ways, a. HHI, Vfaata «al, IAS CATS, ready to undertake, about 

to do, commenced, engaged, ready. ; 

Wy, 5. vfayy, widia, casts, effort, exertion, Jabor. 

Bara, s. atfaot, wart aifa, a grove, a park, a flower garden. 

Vaiania, s. Zife core, wh, a gardener. 

Basis, s. Bitte, BSA, Seats, @stz,. endeavour, exertion, labor, 

effort, zeal, fervor. 

Coarifst, a. wietfa, Bite, afm, active, industrious, energetic. 

B48, ad. AIA CACM, Def, to no purpose, futile., 

Vefan, a. Bataa wat Uw, very large; ie. large as an udhan 
or earthen support for a cooking vessel. 

Banu, s. Vist Wa, St Cute |B, from top to bottom, all the 
“particulars, a full understanding of the merits of a case. 

Bee, vw. eoala Ui CSIS, SIT, to mount, to ascend as a bird. 

Tate, a. faery, facss, faeata, fess, out of breath from sudden 

fright or running. 

Cera, s. foe ai a pera ufaa ote oe aurea fafics aifa 
451 bal, a cooking place or support for a cooking vessel. 

Batre, s. wet The cu coren, Sta ceata fasta weal, the doing 
any thing at random without understanding or investigation. 

Betz, s. Bata see Bata, deliverance, salvation. 

— Rereon, s. fem foal, deraiag wafa Bota wai, the returning 
-. favor for favor, the ‘reciprocation of a kindness. .) |). 

Vaifa, v. Beta sia, fRarfa, to deliver, to extricate; to save. 

SKB, seal Corey the! act of ascending, or causing to ascend. 
3acs, ad. GIZALSCS, ape Was, ABST, in games com- 

mon to alk > ai 23 

9 
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Bawew, ad. TicH TCH, SCS AT caicaraits, Tics, at random, 

as a bullet aside from the mark, or as irrelevant speech. 

Va, afiz. fea, ab1 wy, fey Teayone less than, less. 

Cafes, @. Efe A twenty nine; i.e. one less than thirty. 

tan, a. ab) oy gu, faatatz, ninety-nine. 

Gal, a. Bary ST cate, Vetita Sia Sl, a little deficient; s. defi- 

ciency, listening to hear the conversation of others. 

Gals, v. Sta ofS eel, wiz ta eel, Ta Sl, to listen to catch 

what is said at a distance. 

Cia, s. Ate HU BS Fz, a reel for winding silk. 

Vfamtata, a. wey, aixia, fasta, poor, mean, insignificant. 

Urvia, a BWaAy Sar, eafim GAS, very little, lukewarm, tepid. 

Ufa, v. Fol ATS, WA are @ai, to wind thread, to fre- 

quently go and come. 

fara, s. yore SHI ARI, a reel for thread. 

VqR, $s. BIS, AH, VA, a spring, a fountain. 

Vafers, v. GAAS wetig Ok Urata, to obtain a clue.toa 

matter from a word, hint or intimation. 

Was, a. adi BT 4efa, nineteen. 

WASS aca, a. Walaa aA, awe wa Ale Gal, quarrel- 

some, contentious, litigious. 

ths, s. fs, sina weeta, an ear ornament worn by men. 

Cats, s. fefR, <1, increase, prosperity, elevation, exaltation. 

VIS, a. aan, rites, Batam, deranged, insane, intoxicated. 

U7, prefix. wont facaa, Bia sella Vits aia sn we AeA 
a faa Ti BI aulz, with the idea of vicinity, resemblance. 

Brie, S. wre Sui, Mata Sait, wore @21, a proverb, an adage, 

a common saying. 

UABEA, s. Uriiala, Borife qe, a side dish, any thing added, as 

vegetables or sauces, to a meal. 

Bisa, s. FAS wal, few Sal, aria, assistance, help, aid, benefit. 

Toate, a. Wists acdtul, Swath, fetefH, beneficial, advanta- 

geous, helpful, useful. 

CASI, s. Saya, Sfaata wal, a beginning, an attempt. 

BxIs, a. VME cats, AItS cate, Gerfes, arrived, present. 

THAIS, s. HCA Risi, fafe faets, an inferior gooreo or teacher. 
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5, a. %2, eSTeim, full, even measure. 

Uribe, s. CIA, Gents Alix ad, calamity, sudden evil. 

Vasa, s- WHIT TE, the attire, furniture &c. used at poojas, 

Sas via, a. 7a te eal, Aies, full and running over, abundant. 

Dafa, v. ala, Tx, oto bear, to give birth to, to be. 

Usifafae, s. coda Berk, oiawa, fafzat, livelihood, support. 

Ufsar, a. fafasta Beit, yielding maintenance or support. 
Urifae, s. wtefeai, the epiglottis, the uvula. 

Urge, a. Biv, caisv, Fares, fit, proper, qualified. 

Ursa, s. Sita, Wika, AHA, AIS, production, savings, profit. 

Vrisior, s. Tint, cama, frail, cars, heat, distress, mental: suffering. 

Urifea, s. AG fro, arefa, arefa sieifa, an island. 

Boras, s. SF feats sifw, ademigod, an evil spirit, an apparition. 
Uricrn, s. fart, strta firg, instruction, advice, teaching. 

Winns, s. teicra feew, fae ae, free, an instructor, a 
teacher, a preacher. 

torya s. fafafa, sryfa, Saute Bisaa, calamity, oppression. 

Gayle, «. Serye sede, Bue Bsaq Scaiyi, calamitous, 
ruinous, oppressive, tyrannical. 

Vora, s. Ata fafa, the investiture of the sacred thread. 

Ua, s Ba ate Sorrel aim, a surname, a nickname. 

Vofas, a. Befes, altfe core, arrived, present. 

Com, s. CHT QUIT, a portion of the Veds. 

UrutA, s. SBte STi, Gorse, ae #2}, an exordium, a tale, a story. 

Boots, s. abe fafaas, FAS cate te, one who practices 

whoredom, a pimp, a panderer. 

Binty, s, stata fefa, aba, a kept mistress, a concubine. 

Uoaa, s. Carta, Bafa zifa, a garden, a flower garden, a grove. 

Wi, s, ACHIA, ZS, a religious or voluntary fast. 
Baath, a. acuta frat, faethe, one who observes a voluntary 

or religious fast. 

Wtrifas, s. Bei As, Gea, the sacred thread. 

Una, a. Ata Gefate cater, invested with the sacred thread. 

Urfaqr, s. ature faan, fast. fawn waif#, an inferior art or 

science, such as sleight of hand, dancing, basket work &e. 

Bic, s. Hrac<e BAhe, one of the inferior Veds. 
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Sorcsts, s. faA¥ colst, Gt cetet, worldly. enjoyment, gratification. 

Uw, s. Oral, fcr, “b8z, a comparison, simile, metaphor. 

Brintfa, s. 412, COletetal Wie, a wet. uurse, a foster mother. 

Bete, a eriad, ita, Aaa, vita wta aifaca, above, former, besides. 

Ula TA, s. ka SH, Sfetvt GA, a former’ birth. | 

Gata ASH, s. Ye tem, wiht YoH, ancestors, progenitors, forefathers. 

CHSM, a. HIS A AS, Vorttfom, not belonging to, not con- 

nected with or related to. 

Gory, s. fea, MITA, ceaifates cote, an indication, an 

spoeed $ inference, a deduction, a glance, a clue. ; 

Urinal, s. SIA BA, ATA, Wis Gi, contempt of an order, 

disobedience. 

Une, s. fares ate, Gat Beer, a small profit or yield. 

CAAR, s. fx51 Coa Natl, Vbfasl, Sefer, jesting, raillery, ridicule. 

Born, s. cata wate sx caw, aty Spl, aq Sai, alleviation, 

abatement of pain or distress. | . } 

Bont, s. Se Ax, an inseparable preposition. . : 

BAAS, a Way ATS, cai suife ofa catSU, alleviated, abated. 

Voaires, a. Vit cate, oe cars, ATS, arrived, present, at hand. 

Brain, s. tfeata, cata, Torersi, a jest, ridicule, a smile. 

Tons, s. c@lAa, afe, faxa aaiz cotcal san fafa 2, means 
or way of doing, help, an expedient, device. 

Bois His, a. Hie AM, Vte aon, fatwa, reversing,turning upsid 

down, involved in difficulty, perplexed. : 

Torasta, s. Bfeatn, fasts, fear, Hai Seti, a narrative, a history, 

a fable, fiction. 

City, s. Ay WH, WAxia sist, sf, Stexfei Gti, a subordinate 
part, a subdivision. 

Voie, s. fant asfea ats, Gerata Ts, a title, an attribute, any 

light food. i 

UH, 5s. UPA, Wa, WIE AS cots, gain, savings, accumula- 

_ tion of property. | Ld 

VATS, a. BiPHS, cote, accumalated, gained, amassed. 

UriTawi, s. BIEG, fam, tfarinfa Sai, RAST, abuse, reproach. 

Boras, s. SUTAT, CAS, FAST, Aiea waist, a worshipper, an . 

Bete) a servant, 
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Setina, 5. wtateat, Stan, AAAI, supplication, prayer, service. 

Borin, s. Wh Sal, Stax, hope, expectation, service, worship. 

Bathe, s. cama ata fac, a cartilage. 

Voula, $s. Fa WA Vile, Altay Bieta, all rail any light 
food, as fruit vegetables: &c. 

tea tefa, v. fotvatfsitie, Baha a1, WE CEE siaTy to bound 
as a ball, to spring, to hop about as parched corn. 

Cer af, o sera Ta, erratet Sicste adi, Wa yal, to 
wrench one’s self away from the grasp of another. 

Bis, ss qaq aafe wal caist facaH, a scab or seurff, dandruff. 

Geta sofa era via Sia caf cote, examining the hair of 
the head hair by hair. 

Baa, aoGey Ie, awd, obstinate, uncontrollable, disregardfal. 

Vary, a. com Sal, PAHS Aly, Wazisy, obscene, shameless in speech. 

Vata, a. Toa, fain, ArH Sal, are fer caren, made desolate, laid 
waste,’ with @fa, to lay waste, to destroy. | 

Vara, a. Wala cod Sai, GAA YS AT, prostrate, prone, with 
ta, to lie prostrate on the face. 

VWzfeesi, 's. CRA YX BA, ScBcsiewi, sPeui, prostration, 
turning upside down, somerset. 

Cafe eit, wef crren,zista caren, BafS oat, to turn topsy tarvy, 
to pour forth, as a multitude of people, or as a running stream. 

Bs, a. bie cata atan wifes caretsta fen caren, faa 2a, the 
beam of a plough or the) handle of an adze or hoe &c. 

if set too steep is thus called. 

USH, s. BB, SAB, Als Sel, obscenity, unchaste language. 

ters, v. Vath, ufa, Bets cote, to wrn back, to return, to re- 
trace one’s steps. 

Voy, a. ne Asie, Wal, both, two as distinct from others. 

tence, ad. RCWICa WSC, ACH SICH, mutually, on both sides. 

ton, s tam, uta Sql, the act of uprooting or overthrowing; 

a. uprooted, eradicated, overthrown. 

tora, s. ate cateiatia w=, the ends of a piece of ploughed land. 

wea, a. LED, farm catcaten, coarse, rough, uneven. 

Cf, v. giteDA Seas aa fan eal, acaca oat Be oat 
to erect as the frame of a house, to decide upon, to purpose. 
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Ver, a. Soiea Oles WS, Aliare CAA aa, Coa Lal, coarse 
(applied to thread or work,) stubborn. 

Ufem twa, s. wfwa we, we a Uy a SEZ, an uncivil answer, 

defiant or disrespectful speech. 

tisafh, s. Hae, fawa, BAA, abundant like an unfailing stream. 

Gx, a. way Diet, warm, moderately heated, tepid. 

Visaeml, a. Zea, Aecaita, belonging to all in common. 

Cru, s. 2 fasta, fo4i, desire, concern, warmth ; with a negative,. 

lukewarmness, indifference, listlessness. 

Glia , v. MAT Seics aw, satza Say Ga fra, to impart 
warmth, to place eggs under a fowl for hatching. 

UM, s. Wf, ates, faa Stes, one of the names of Doorga. 

bartels, s. fea waters, “itéfea aifa, Hiwo, the husband of Doorga. 

WIA, s. TT, VIbSiE, @G, an intimation, an inference, a guess, 

Uri, s. garetts garter wes det fase wa, a rocky island 
_ near Gowhatty on which stands a shrine of Hoda Hiwo. 

VUSMS, v. Valeri, Saft caret, to cause to give warmth, to set 

a fowl on eggs. 

vat, s. nf sifT Aveta wel GY, a reptile, creeping things. 

taa, s. abi wifwa coiter ena win, Via Bal ale wfs, Bias 
“al, the portion of any thing above the ground, as of a 

post, tree or wall, whatever flies, ability to fly. , 

Uafanl, a. tfaa wal, ab 4iq %z1, fledged, able to fly, old enough 

to provide for itself, applied to a bird or child. 

VazthS, s. cad Get, atfaq ets CATS, nausea, sickness. 
Gags. vifa aife aiiws ete afay cots, a bed-bug. 
Taal, s. HEA] AA, BA, scorched, a burnt liquid. 

Bafa, s. afax otsfa, a species of bean. 

Vaid, s. Fouls, pSoF, wisisTs wap Gai, to sweep away, to 

scatter, to disperse, to waste. 

sai, s. dit wife cal Bea, Tifaaca win Sle AM Tee ATs, 
a wooden mortar for pounding rice. 

Sain sifa, s. Batre ww Tifa, Tete, a pestle for the above. 

Sfx, v. cosaica = fk caret, to fly, to soar in the air, as a bird. 

Sra meta, a. wfrm ast, frie, poor, ordinary, destitute, 

 Ufeain, s. afax stb, a species of tree. 
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tfann, s. vitfty caret afee za, a species of grass. 
tfaxta, s. wa «ta, wild rice. 

Canta, v. vasa aca aia MIF Bai, arafets alefeai, to wander 
about without fixed place or habitation. 

BS, s. S{HA, BS, BIg, the thigh. 
Walt, v. Wier cay Ba cote, Tai? fea, to blow away, to 

scatter or sweep away as by a tempest. 

teal, s. feaa waist fra, feaa Feaify, the day previous to the 

Behoo festivals. 

Berta, { 5. ZEUAS BTA wate stifa eal, leakage, the dropping of 

Be, water through the roof; a. leaky. 

teri, a. fax, tea ast, faateate, cheerless, sad, lonely. 

tafa, s. fai, ace, ote, sorrow, grief, sadness, depression. 

Vefa, s. fecatert area fafice fact wont ae wai, a loud 
trilling sound uttered by women in concert as a_ blessing 

on any joyful occasion, as a marriage or the birth of a child. 

Caran, s. facaoal A Sal, VAM, ATSA Ta, a rambler, an idler, 

Be, a. gat, eAa, high, lofty. 

Baza, s. erate ate wai Hii, Fypts cater, the lifled arm, 
either in solemn asseveration or as an act of merit by a devotee- 

Beal, a. ABCA AS caren wif, Ales, zala, a fertile or rich soil. 

Bits, s. aes ta Boo) énfr, Zeq calT, a pocket handkerchief, 

the hair of the breast. 

Vays, a. ated, faze, tae, naked, unclothed, bare. 
wae, } s. Sis a1 far! Sai, Yate wa, transgression, dis- 

Vase, obedience, the passing a limit or boundary, trespass. 
wale, .«. ufa oatate, efs, to turn back, to return, to retrace 

one’s steps, with f#, to give back, with wtf, to come 

back again, with @f~, to do the same thing over again. 

wayne, v. TAS AH ACHTS, SSG, sefseui, to amuse, to 

entice, to gull, to inveigle, to deceive with false promises, 

BAYA, s. SetCT TA STA Scat, Locdrar, safetar, deceiv- 

ing or putting off with false promises; a. deceived, &c, 

VaaTIAS, s. MiAcwta wacewi eal, bustle, hurry, joyful haste. 

Baer wivfa, s. HS Baten cate, yal WCy AA C51, exultation. 
ecstasy, rapture, sudden transport. 
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OAs, a. eriqla Fe Gast wai, GAfR firxi, lifted up, elevated, 

transported with delight. 

BM, wv. A dal, fIS1 TSI, ik a Bi, to stereo; to djshanees:, 

to treat as unworthy of belief or confidence. 

CATA, $s. CSS AU chal CHA, VACHS Sel, SAAAIcA Bal 
bold, audacious, rash, impertinent, insolent. 

Cale, s. SAA HI, Glam, a lifting up,, joy. 

Uae, v. eriata ofa «fa, watafae era, to lift up, to rejoice; 

a. ge elated. 

Bias, v. ate ofa, cifea fa, ABA Sie, to bring out, to expose, 

to 5 ke public, disclose. 

Ua, s. “fae Aa, a species of coarse grass used as thatch. 

Saux, s. Oa aa, cetafa, a patch.of uloo grass. 

bast ie s. afax faata ate, a species of venomous snake. 

Vaynty, s. AAMT ST SHA Sal, Aifeata Geis foal, wasting 
time in mere pretence of doing, staring about and doing 

nothing watching for opportunity to escape. 

Vasa, s. Aa coricaz ecaten stHife, the sprouts ofthe xuloo erage. 

TaNRAN, ae . Safaagha, Case, Z Zara, hubbub, tumult, con- 

VAN, fusion, hurly burly. . 

Soares, $s. SART AC Wal |e, tacsy wal, ote Sai, the 
falling of a meteor, a meteor or falling star. . 

Vain, s. Gian, fan, exultation, joy, rapture, ecstatic pleasure. 

Cats, a. wales, ate, afafas, joyful, glad, enraptured. 

Baz, s. wid afex, a species of tree. | | | 

Darl, a. 22i, cial, cata fal, suppurated, rotted or 

bala, ois, sloughed off. ; 

CA, inter). Yat CATA TIS, Sites WY, Btiofes ws, an exclama- 

_. .. tion expressive of pain, surprise, disappointment. 

CASA, interj. Rt CATS TTS, Bia cars XIS, a particle express- 

< ing intense pain, suffering. 

wai, s. ATS, stl ca=tl, BSA izz aia, the dawn, the early morn- 

ing, twilight. _ 

Vasa, s. Sees cate, af al eate cee Gata, the setting 
| out on.a journey in the early morning. 

Bite, s. fawta, the breath, respiration. 

¢ ee 5 

Tate 
_a a an 
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Tntecd, ad. wacaacs fecnace, castes, in a breath, in a moment. 

Bsa, s. ahaa faceren, FAySe. xia, the act of boiling, the 
rice of boiled paddy; a. boiled. 

Brawl, s. Sofa, afae cots, an insect seeing the cricket. 

Usa, a. sa TA, fess, Taz, shallow, flighty, pliable, fickle. 

Bz, s. oye, frdiva sy, Sette 4H Ai ASM, a spring or source, 
the facts or merits of a case. 

Valen, s. wafa oie Bye SCATS, TICS Tate CATS, the spring- 

ing up of water, the rising of aquatic animals to the surface 

of the water to breathe. 

Tafa, s. fabfaa Te ate BF, a place of springing water, a spring. 

woyefa, s. fai Fes sti stetstceitei, a sense of suffocation, a 
choking stifling sensation. 

Ba cate, s. ta fam, a CATS, the thorough investigation of a 

matter, the springing up of water. 

Tew, a Base, ca com fafe ortface facwien, boiled without 
condiments. 

Vaureaa, s. aca faafats yal ottfaca faceta ate, greens of 
sorts boiled together without seasoning. 

MU, A, d, 2, AB SIfa Greta Gafaa Sirs iF a oca, these four - 
compounds of 4, r, A, 2, and ®, i, used in the Sanscrit and Ra: 

are seldom used in writing Assamese. 

3 4 
Q, OBIE WA, Faq ATS cHid ation oF ox fact (c ), Ba 
Sula wits atfecn able ZETF, this vowel is pronounced like ¢ 
in men; in composition it is expressed by the symbol ( c ) placed 

on the left side of the letter. In composition with a noun it gen- 

erally means one. 

4G, inter]. BA cla Bacsia ile Sfaig Sai, an exclamation express- 

ing displeasure regret or disgust. 

oF, pron. Sits tated, this, the one nearest. 

oF GA, ad. GS? CRYCS, ACES, therefore, for this cause. 
HCI, pron, AAs cure fem za zHer, this particular 
“2a, person or thing pointed out. 

a& fafice, ad. oF Sawa, GF cegce, for this reason, therefore, 

atqia, a. Pyta, BMA ATA, so much, so many, so long. 
10 
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escafata, ad. Actes, Sata fafoai, thus, in like manner. 

ge CRAG, ad. SCSc@, 4% Stata, for this cause, wherefore. 

SS interj. GID Gitacaret ats, Belly f, coca TPH, CROTS, a 

particle expressing satisfaction at having retaliated or return- 

ed like for like. ; 

48, pron. Qe Ba, Alayicy eal Ba, he or she, ( honorific.) 

Gea, a. ITA, Soi, Aeta CoH di cats, not hard or tense, 
fresh, soft, immature; s. a polypus of the nose. 

ISA tthe, s. WS, im aaa atfeta, milk, sweet milk. 

Sgn be, s. Ait fafeal GS, an unbaked earthern vessel. 

fea oraifa, s. tee a fem cttaten oratfa, searifa, a 
girl that has not reached the age of puberty. 

Sgwintfen, s. SAS se catcatten, ccasatfaai, slack twisted. 

Jem Ae, s. Seree céo1 qu, fafare sofe ys, cotton 
thread: that has not been boiled. 

Gaim, s. State, wats cticate, ute, dearth, scarcity, famine. 

Bz, v. 22, ala Ofa, AIIS ale, to complete, to bring to a close. 

Avista, s. cag xiaa fHdtstfa, flour, meal. 
Abia, s. feaz, =F, a loud cry, a scream, with *{tfz, to cry out. 

GTM, a. Ais Sai, TZ cviceirsl, finished, completed, done. 

Gs, s. alfa “ai 2s, Sidi, Sata, gum, any adhesive substance. 

Gstaad, a. atfer x21, cHCeRTITSR, glutinous, adhesive, gummy, 

45tz, v. SId Actis, Seta fez, to glue or join by a viscous 

substance. 

4%, inter. Cesar ats, caHTe A GAA ATS, a particle express- 

ing distress, suffering, disgust or disrepect. 

GG, a Adi, one, one of two, single; article. a, an. 

ABBE, a. G8 Aaa, cacaal an, faafoal a, cam 
4acateni, CHiSt, peculiar, singular, sickening, nauseous. 

48S } s. @ Bd, stiwcna, half a seer, or one pound. 

ate, 
Gaz, a. aincafeani, 4e @ri ¢ai, half a seer in ‘measure. 

4efeai, a. oeferai, coafasi, afer, separate, aside, aslant, oblique. 

GEG, a ACS Ast, cath wets ez, together, in one place. 

Keefawi, } Ga. 6S BUA Iqe, WHRatE cai, of one word, trutlr- 

MSSUM ful, keeping one’s promise. 
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aahy te, a. gutarta ‘scx bt etzt, looking steadily in one direction, 

“afar, a. afta, facta, single, not one of a pair. 

4a Hata, a. afae, eee, one kind, one sort, one way or manner. 

ae ifan, a. “eft, apfexi, on one side, out of the way. 

aa, ad. Senarani, ASF A SF HAST carer IB, alone, single, 
a word often used as a threat to express determination, as 

atfaq oat, I will certainly strike you. 

FBSA, s. MS AM, MS BS care, of one form or shape, 

of one caste or religion. 

airtel, a. ayfam anifent, asferm, caret wai caqi, on one 
side, out of the way, of one word. 

autre, a. ace fafeni, fea Sig CARTS, ACS HTS, undivided, 

acaaTer, agreeing, of the same material. 

aaslasis, s. fara, wista fasta, disregard of the ceremonial 

rules of caste. 

MEGA, a. BHAT 4B Fa, a cloth having one embroidered end. 

GEIS, a. GHIA, Asati, one step, one degree. 
AGTSS, a. COM, SCR Sal, WIE CAICHTS, peculiar, uncommon. 

acife, s. reife, 2 aiff a wai feats, earweifer, 2g aifa 
cuts BFA, ignorant of weaving or spinning, a suspended 

triangular bamboo frame used as a shelf. 

aes, s. wefan, frst, one sided, not horizontal, separate. 
Gea, a. wicua, eleven. 

soni, @. SH Wie sa ta care fra, fefa fac, the 
eleventh day of the moon. 

Marta, a. sife fa Bicwa, ninety one. 

METS, a. FAME, asift, aeua, wieAz, tending to one 

Kaha, result, excessive. 

MBE Se, ) s&s Raaq ae fofem cies, a devout worshiper 
IETS GSES, of God. 

GSTS SH, s. ACW AACE Gal Bai, supreme regard or worship. — 

AGS TA, s. AS TA, YX FS, the whole mind, fixedness of mind. 

MBIA, s. COS HIS Gea a we fea, a bundle of five whole or 

ten split rattans, 

SSH, a. Gre wa Sieiacse GA erica tty crate feret, envel- 
oped in one cloth wound round and round the. body. 
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Sal, s. aS, at cate ai atfes Gal FF, a small bundle, 
4efa, a lighted wisp or bundle of sticks. 

wefa, a. of4, id T81, twenty, a,score. 

oat, a. 40e sfaa, ae Etya of the same caste. 

QS, a. CCHT A BB, aha, fafsai, the same, alike. 

Mats, a. AIA, cS WA, GGlseta, even, uniform, level, one 

expanse or sheet, as of water. 

Ge BAI, a AWS HA, MS aT, fxafe, one, united, mingled. 

ace fSd, a. 4c& Ta, GSTS Sts, unanimous, fixed in purpose. 

Geol, a. Waxnnfar, a1, one, only one. 

aera, ad. we ba x Sate, faa fei, aw coca vei, 
fixedly, steadfastly. 

acefsca, ad. 2tceace, catcs, quickly, speedily, in a moment. 

GCS HA, a. ACS SH, HCH AIG, alike, as before, of the same price. 

ME AT, a JS ACH, GS 51%, joined, united, in the same place. 

oce afH, s. tq TYR, an associate, a companion. 

QTSEHTA, Ss. GS Aba, MTS Sati, a word, a sentence, the same word. 

GED, a. sere @, twenty one. ° 

Qterl uz, s. afea afe fea Us Be, a fever that returns every 

other day, a tertian fever. 

AG, a. CBA, BACH, feo, even one, one thing, with atz, 

not any thing, nothing, not even one. 

MB] ATS, a. CBICAL CHICA, QTSIBI, some, certain persons or things. 

NIG, s. TST Blcaca cHital AS aata Bald ctw, as much of 
any thing as can be taken in the end of a shoulder cloth. 

ACSISI, s. ATSi, Qtette, an armful. 

ACRE, a. CBICATCEI, a1, some. 

acemfan, a. aifer, eefam, aside, apart from. 

MBIT, 8. STS AHS ates wh catatace, cea ate uta, 
as much cloth as can be woven at once before winding’ 
it on the cylinder of the loom. 

4utq, Ya Gd, aad a apa, one, applied to any thing spread 
Quy, out or extended. 

ACTS, s. Biot cafe, FecHs, a moment, a very short space of time. 
Safem, a. STUiG Qcatiste cats wai, slow paced. ; 

MAT, ad. Baty, oF StF, here, in this place. 2 
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arut, s. acafa tet Be, gate, the going and returning once. 
ACA, 5. Bqita, at F18ta, here, to this place, hither. 

atad, s. fufetace sal ofaata, a vessel full up to the neck, 

ata, a. Bitte, eittaa, Hee, abundant, plentiful. 

astife, v. zt afy adet, #arF, to remain in excess after eating. 

atta, s. acafa arr aife tte sta, ataiz, caceth, wes, a 
mouthful, a small quantity, a little. 

gta, $s. G@ Sit, muferai, one part, one strand of a rope. 

Atte, a. Q%, ABI, one, one thing, an integer. 

autz, a. QeRA, Bicwa, eleven. 

gta, a. aefeatte Bdi cHT#, pointed by cutting only on one side. 

Oats, v. Uieta Boi cACHIS CHA HAM, coal Gf Foite aa 
CAcatts1, to feign disinclination in purchasing or eating. 

GHCHF, a. BBA ASA, Cs! e5fs, confused, snarled, tangled. 
axitfe s. atfrs strife first, the act of stretching and yawning. 

Q7Ta, s. StRta, BF charcoal. 

GSH, a. Qeeg falda, Wei cote, coal-black, half burnt. 
asfaat, a. abttedel, 5a arya Ae 2%, Sify, a roof with one 

side only, any thing made of one piece of board, slanting. 

Q5It, s. aba, btet, acefa caret, a thickness, layer, fold, 
grown or produced in the same season, a stage of disease. 

astf, s. Stax wisifa, a switch, a twig. 

afsan, s. auefaata, ian, a little, the smallest possible quantity. 

axfer, a. aufaal, A5%5 ze, one cornered, on one side. 

QUSTH, s. QUBTAA, QB Bist, a part, a piece, a portion. 

45a, a. Tye ABi, one person. 
oat, s. acafa fats zai, one discharge, one shot. 

outa, s. af¢ batt, Aa, a species of bird; a. not come to 
years of discretion. 

O54, 5. Seta, afae 5, Qe Bla Sim, a species of tree, one 

cold season. 

QUER] CACHAI, a. COBIA Atl cBCBA) COCBSS, COLT CHCHA, cross, 
snappish, surly, petulant. 

QTE, s. BI, ARIA, two, a pair, a brace, a couple. 

ABST a. as Bata cots, aPata, one rupee in price or weight. 

QBi, a. A&, acstiB, one; article. a, an. 
-_——— 
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abla, s. SIbTH, gota Btw, one floor or story of a house. 
aio, a. 431, AS Zi NZX Fall As, one, a little or beloved one. 

afd afqa ata, a. ats Siea, SAAT, a cowrie’s worth, a very little, 

sbeira, s. Ob1 AS cBicaital, a small bundle. 

IbT1, s. Qcptat, fagsta, a drop, a.small quantity of any liquid. 

Kym, a. Avam, “ie ei, having only one branch or stem. 

SoA, afiz. “61 UIA, abi, used in connection with the names of 

things that are long and round, as a tree, a bamboo, a rattan. 

“ofan, a osfan, qafor, asica Sifs cate, aslant, oblique. 
Qo, Ss. GEA, ACTA, in one qnarter, in one direction. 

gs, ad. SItq, Wal, so much, so many. 

APSATA, ad, Soitae, 4fsats, castes, just now, in a moment. 

Ofer, ad. 4% cutas, Wi fs, now, at present. 

aces, ad. Ziq, Qs, Hafez, so much, so many, so abundant. 

ATSBCS, ; ad. 9% CROTS, 42 Sided, Bie acy, therefore, for 

ATSTS, this cause. 

aga, ad. Ques, xia, 4% otfaata, so much, so large. 

atta, s. Sigtife, ae caren, aaa, waste, migfortune, calamity. 

ous actin, s. afeas A dete AAS Aa, VSS, arin, a 
; state of helplessness, suffering from neglect. 

gattarcaatet, S. CUCHSI CACBIG, CICA, ARS VE wiiH cacao 
GUTACULATA, sifa fwai, throwing any thing down with violence. 

ad tia, a. % Clq Ace TA cHtsn, chin deep, up to the chin. 

oats, a. aefaai, atte a ote, acquitted from aclaim, paid in full. 

Gt, s. Kiel, Bis, ginger. 
anieta, s. aa a5, cxmixefa 5, a species of tree. 

Saifs, a. Ae Tq, 4B 1a, one end or side. 

afaian, a. ofan eet, fraibai, wifasz, existing for a day, transient. 

ScItaTa, ss. HSA, GTA, of one thickness or fold. 

scfaq, a. §Rica «tz tal, anifea Boi, having a straight edge 

like a chisel or adze, ground or beveled on one side. 

441, a. Siti, Siewta, aie, half, a part. 

AGS, a. Bid] SBI, see VIX SP. 

Sain, a. US, AACS AW, half-pounded or pulverised, coarse. 

eta, a af <aara, afsed, wife otea, the size_of a grain of 

paddy, a small amount. 
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aafe, s. Gitte, wet ae, ainda arf, the waste or 

loss of one half of any thing. 

Aaa, a. Sate artal, cocufani, half-ripe. 

auinal, a. Ate ua, faxty eal, half dead, almost exhausted. 

aerate s. CANA, BS caare caren, az YAS AA, the ignisfatuus; 

a. agitated, frightened, tossed about like the ignisfatuus. 

odta, s. ateta, fate, ay FS, the breast, a stream. , 

auiaéten, a. forateeital, state forate atizta catcorto, stinted 
in growth for want of proper nourishinent from the breast. 

adtfa, s. atetfe, fafam, a wisp of straw or other soft material 

used to set earthern vessels on. 

aaTaifa, a. atataths, tq Fat, overcome with fatigue, exhausted. 

GACTHIS, v. GHB, Blast Z5S1, to feign disregard or aversion. 

Gatz, s. Scans afa ais, ATF TA Bre, a grandmother, (an 

Ahom term,) a measure, up to the waist in height. 

afacefa, ad. o? witm cat wits, atersta, this way and that 

way, thus and thus. , 

TM, ad. acagzei, at Fafsx, such, like, likewise. 
aca, ad. a? Go, a? wa, in like manner, thus. 

grat, ad. Rte, fem CAT, Botacs, Srfacy, without difficulty 

expense Or Cause, gratis. 

acres, ad. at aera, at fafsa, oF frea, of this sort kind 
or shape, thus, such like. 

KAS, ad, a wa, aF wert, thus, so, like, in this manner. 

MACS, ad. gt AITS, aca @iagy, meanwhile, at this or that time, 

MACHA, ad. ¥ fH, Qt wr, cHF wor, this and that, thus and thus. 

aq, s. fo wota afauta, fra a atfea otf siete aster, the 
fourth part of a day or night, three hours. 

sfam, a. aa cafaa as, afer aorta, “aafaai, of three hours 
duration, belonging to this side. 

AA, 8. GS HST HS Sta esis, a minute, the sixtieth part 
of an hour, 

AnfaE, a. oat oes eet, acefa ota fez aot, a time or turn 
in rotation, having one lot or turn. 

anit, s. GSfe, acd, sifa stra aster, a foot, a leg, a fourth part. 
ATE, a. tl rhe fH ate Sx wittfy, one side of a river Kc. 
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axifa, s. gutfa, a row, a line. 

Oris, s. Grate, BA Al BA a5 oF “fz, help, the interstices 

of a net a flower leaf or petal. 

are ia, s. Pasig awl, SAS a Sai, mere pretence of doing. 

afrion, a. &@ Ia, fy Sitt, AGS Wits, fixed in purpose, 

determined, firm, resolute.» 

afaca, a. afacn, “erica, this way, this direction. 

ersfera, a. apfaui, StSz, one side of, oblique, apart. 

GET, 2. FSS, Siwaa, one half. 

OCA, a. fegxia, Seri, a very little. 

MT, ' 

Giz, s. AAR, WKS, GA, a nest full, a swarm, a multitude. 

ofafean, a ae AElaa, “@ Biz, of one size, sort or kind, alike. 

safer, a. Acar caren, acafa <aa fai, placed in dye once 

only, half-colored. 

Maa, a. Jatt, Qtasi, once, one time. 

ocean, a. atan eal, staf cate, during part of the day, 

belonging to a part of a day. . 

erg, s. Al Sa, 4S COR, Ql Gal, Goa, one foot, a load. 
gofan, a. acsfem, actafa sifad ai, one footed, bringing 

one load. 

outfon, s. facet ae aal omifa, pinfem, a very young child. 

exfan, a. 6tas tal, anifesl, tata iia Cate Siete 
wmzis Waa, belonging to one end, an even measure. 

ALE, pron. FH, BWiTS LSIS TBIR, this, this person or thing. 

Mas, pron. Stas, ABcdicaz, emphatic the of above, 

MAA, pron. B7itq TACs, with this. | 

aa, s. afe fra, We&fei, of] Hz1, liberation, release, escape. 

4a, s. afe corel ab, Bist wal, aati 22 cate, the. castor 
oil plant, a term of assent, yes; a. left, abandoned, deserted. 

a3, v. Tedd Al Tara cats, qf, aifa, to leave, to loosen, to 

break away, to fall off as leaves or fruit. 

ate, s. a3, Biz, @ailai, a noise, a tumult. 

4a) bale, s. oféq HS Dats, a species of bird. 

 Sairidfani, a. oft Bel, <a faa WAR Aas, Biaaia cM, 
deserted, abandoned, covered with rubbish. 
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aaa, s. Za We “fae; a species of grass. 

fa, s. HA, GAAS wATe ao fem cette, Wis, the silk worm 

that feeds on the castor oil plant; v. to leave, to abandon. 

afen, a. ofa cote a cate We Bie Stra, relating to the 
eri-polu, the silk obtained from the ert-polu. 

asat, v. yal Sal, ARTA, ASBSI, to separate, to part, to 

loosen, to strip off, to put a stop to, to bring to an end. 

anitaiata, a. ¢aata arefen feta, wafe, a woman that. is 
negligent in adorning herself, indolent. 

oaistfen, a. fotece eal, SIRS a As, separate, distinet, different, 

unfit for, unsuited to. 

omft, oo. wyefa, fiz wa catceten, unsightly, ugly. 

anifs, s. taifs, anfe wa, soe facaH, cardamons. 

GATE, 8. BATH, CST WA, soot. 
GACH, a. FSA, AIA, water, low, common, worthless, mean, 

| GATS, ss CAAT, TARA Ta caTCHT SN, cea "Haetie, laziness, indo- 
lence, inactivity, sloth. 

MASECHCAS, a. OCS ATE A tal, fafa zy CHICAS, without 
relations or friends, a term of abuse. 

MAES, a. Gate ofa, <i zafam, sooty, smoky dark. 
MSM, a. Hal, TAA SE Bl, idle, lazy, indolent, slothful. 

Gifs, a. atte ofa ahte CUTS, aatEta V1, eating only once 
a day, sufficient for one meal. 

onl, s. waa wife, Ste wel wal, Bi, a bunch of fruit, a cook- 

ing place, hope, expectation. ; 

GAT, 8. GAT CUTM, Cote wal, one meal. , 
ana, s. aff Get, acenta, BA eel, one word, having hope. 
angfen, a. Sangean, cite sei a ze, wei, without 

guile or hypocrisy, sincere. 

safer, ad. ates Sai, sete caret, sete eel, done with one 
hand, one cubit in measure, having only one hand. .-. 

afe, a. 9%, this, this one, (poetic. ) 
Mes, ad. Bats, by, here, in this place. 

MESH, a. Biste Wes cera, born or Sager in the month 

of Ahar. 

Qala, pr. Bate, a? Be, Zetata, this, to this, to this place. 

il 
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MACH, os. ypicnial, cacanias vitf caitutsrl, the washing 

of water over the sides of a boat or bank. 

: @ og 

2, Sate Rat ATS CHD atic GF wrm frca (72) aa, Aina 
31S, sounded like o7, in going. When: connected with a consonant 

it is expressed by the mark (7%) preceeding it. It is also an 

exClamation used in calling to an inferior. 

Qas, interj. wisfas ai mal oieife way oifSGor wy, an ex- 

clamation of wonder or surprise, a term used in fondling 

or caressing. 

aqitan, ad. faatatasta, — fasion Palbfy wal, wife 
eats atfet eel, mutually discordant, disunited, hostile. 

Gates, s. SH Bly, Indra’s elephant. 

Oatafs, s. Wat craa aia afm, the river Irrawaddy. 

aaa, s. Hf, fests, ctiad, HfEai, state, grandeur, glory, wealth. 

QUST aS, a. “Aas, eri, glorious, majestic, great, grand. 

afe, a . Saal, IT cate, pertaining to this life, pertaining 

to the present world. 

g . 

8, Sad, TRA At sc as |x fart, (61) celta Stig AAG 
aS RA SIS aaiz, CAl 2k GA, this vowel is pronounced. nearly 

like w in bul/; with a consonant it is expressed by the mark ( ¢ 4) the 

(t) being placed on the left side of the letter and the (1) on the right. 

It is used as a conjunctive affix meaning, too, also; s. a file, a rasp. 

sarsuia, s. fesife sai, cq aati, egotism, vaunting, boasting. 

eainifa, a. nasa, fase etisas, abundant, much, many. 

&, inter}. FAT] TS, ZF caval, Gite, an expression of assent 

and approval, yes. 

€@, s. getfaq Haw, the noise made in retching or vomiting. 

SB; 8. S%, a lip. | ; 

Sb OCACSTSH, a. wi Sx safe afew, nnscphenien atfea 
CATSIA1 Sal, struck dumb by disappointment or shame. 

EF, s. STS, 25, We cata, the end of a thread, a clue. 

SR, interj. Mel Sai, Mf Ul Se lA, HAS caTATS, a prohibitive 
or negative particle, a stifled groan or sound of distress; 

‘sometimes equivalent to the expression come on, hasten &c. 
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* dratéds, interj. wfasta wy, A BF, Te Fal AB, a particle ex. 

pressing unwillingness negation or prohibition. | 

GEvoiad, s. gaATGA, CAD ACSIA, “ifs surfae care, sickness 

of the stomach, nausea. 

aafa, s. faa cote, Bias Ul Crit, a louse. ops 

eat, s. as arise cette, a retching or heaving with nausea. 

Seidl, s. Vaal, MCara, cea otf, the stirring up of hs a 

term of abuse. 

ecaibtcatcatsi, s. ata weet cont stifa erat, faweian, excessively 

abasive language, scurrility. 

SCSIALAISIA, s. tite wa CRT, GTS, mines satiety, 

eating to the full, cloyed. 

 CCaTal, a. Tq fai Sfaew we, ejected from the mouth. 

St, a. ez, B%, fax cate, high, elevated, lofty, tall;.s. height. 

gut Siva, a. weiawi, Gaga, uneven, undulating, hilly. 

guaigufa, s. afentafe oa, Bea Bofa, strife, quarrel, ate 

gua, s. xfs, Befz, filth, dirt. 

ect, s. eta cate afheor ztfa, an. instrument used for stirring 

or turning grain when threshing or drying. — ee 

Swift, v. eeticact saa Afeesm, npn out, to stir. up, as 

grain on a threshing floor. 

Sousa, a. crtcatal, wetam, ch casi, * atw, uneven, ‘not level. 
enteae, a. TES, WAS, HAE, plentiful, abundant. » 

errs, s. TH, facaoal, win ofa, Bios a ages careta Te, 
understanding, consideration, sense of propriety. 

Goa, a. AFI, CBM, ST, near, at hand, close to. 

epaafan, a. ebay gal, airs cei, safe, neighboring, adjacent. 

6ba Gafami, s. Afeah, waz eoas eal arqe, a neighbor. 
Sdaiwsra, a. astiefer, ceeti cafet, near to each other, adjacent. 
sofaml, a. 5afanl, esas wai, anfeat, near, neighboring, related. 

65, s. waft, <A citaa atfaca alata we, wealth of all kinds 
except gold and silver, 

Shi, s. cHixt, aq eifaqta, weight, measure. 
eae, s. Haft wife, ze aaa, things in general. . 
CRq, 5. ctlba, caal, Bisifs, a complaint, an objection, a murmur. 

eaaeara, a. ctipatasfa, SeqrSefa, mutually: complaining. 
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emi, s. faeot farts a fran axis ortefs, a teacher of art or science, 

euifa, s. gute fecats, faatrfata, wife of the above. 

sala, a. castfa, relating to the office or work of an wja; s. 

an exorcist. : 

el, s. Haq af ate cate aA, a-spout or drain for conducting 

water out of a house. 

ebitatal, s. farnfaa ate, ctcaafa eel, a term of abuse. 

Chia afeara, s. 115 <ai <q Ble, a large fish net. 
Sta, a. THIF, eighteen. 

SCUTACHCATA, 8. COR AB, Ft SUBMIS, A AMS to Tal, 
sulkiness, pouting, sullenness, moroseness. 

SH, 2. HIG, vit for, USA, SHS A FEOMS AC ced] AM, 
untempered, soft, half roasted. 

enisnifa,. s. wfeata, staife oe, a master, an owner, a ruler. 

SKA, s. OF stife wal afax tba 5TH, a tree the bark of which 

is used for making ropes. 

Gal, s Cai val, Was, Shar xa, Bork sa, grafa cattats 
wifeata chial as, a beginning, a commencement. 

Satea, s. HIxX, fasa, abundance, plenty. 

CHT, a. GCM Bidaq Sai, FAX ecaicarsil, cloudy, dark, lower. 

ing, overcast, of a downcast look. 

emicate, a. cicd pie xai, tt ecrtcnie, we Ft wast, 
overhung with ‘clouds, having an angry expression of coun- 

tenance, clouded. 

e7fy, v. afta ti %i, to float on the surface of a fluid. 

S7d, s. ia Bile aAtaa TI FLA TH Zz, a measure heaped up. 

S75 fam, a yaran, cia ai Bota eq yam, heaped up, 
copious, abundant. 

CAG, a TA, IM, Gera Sai, born, begotten, esac 

eal Tra, ss Gay fra, a birth day. | 

SACI, os. GAM, Basen, Ate sai, the act of begetting, 

; bringing forth; a. begotten, born. 

CAq, a. Ga, Asta, eet, high, above, lofty; s. height. 

Salam, a. ota atfacce, eriafe, DatH CBTSI, over and above, 

chief, principal; s. one who acts a conspicuous part, a spy. 

Safe, s. Auta qIqX, a prominent person, a leader. 
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era Bote, a. Bcotaq eras Fach, choi CSfs, one above the other, 

in close succession, pressed together, packed, jammed. 

eae, v. Gxfe, wia, HeBte She, to swell, to inflate, to be puffed up. 

eral, s. tafe caren, fsi sfx, the act of springing or bound- 
ing off to a distance, separating and falling off. 

exaiaga, s. afad we, caist facnH, a cutaneous disease. 
SVRENITA ADI, s.. grata cha UTA ADL, cos sal, Batam, To 

ai, shamelessness, indecent behaviour. 

STSCI, s. Sabitate, Scorer fe sical su, repeated orders and 

counter orders concerning the same thing. 
asia, 2. af cate, wa Sit era cate, Ufa Belz carey, 

inverted, turned upside down, turned back. 

Qu, s. §%,°, the sacred syllable A. U, M. denoting the hindoo 

trinity, which is never to be repeated in the hearing of 

| one who does not wear the sacred thread. 

era, s. cum, aw, caulfa, cefa, play, sport, frolic, fun. 
exalt, v. CH Gal?, catat?, to entertain another by play, to amuse. 
st, s. am, fam peter, qx a afad, end, boundary, termina- 

tion, a species of flower. we 

ef COTS, 5. 1A cHTR, BE Grieg fRATA Sa, copulation, sexual 
intercourse. 

eafa, s. YX Vs) Brera, a veil, a covering for the face. 

eafam, a. eafaa wea, like a veil. 

Cas, ad. cid zc, zPa Haecatcy, the whole way or distance. 

SF CATS, «Ss. CSIC SATA AH CATS, SlaT 2B, ascertaining the 

cause of any thing. 

Sata, s. Vea, cereal, sfazta “a1, an attempt, a beginning. 
getag, ad. ant®, farsa, always, continually, at all times. 

ecafea, ad. cticd® faa, fires, the whole day, all day long. 

eras, ad. cticBF atfs, the whole night, all night long. 
ea, s. afe¢ Bea AtN, a species of yam. 
Sat, s. Sas <A, cal, falling at the feet, prostration, moni. 

eastix, s. frat, Sis YIM cicaq Hcwate fea Atl «A, the 
legal fee of a messenger sent to deliver an official order. 

Sat ATS, s. Cai Sai, Baty Sai, worship, prostration, touching 

the foot of a superior in token of homage or respect. 
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SAPD, a. custefs, ecatti® fan, afPatafe, upside down 
topsy turvy, turned back, disordered, confused. 

Gable, v. etatere, abate, to turn back, to give back any thing. 

eat, v. con a cei wes aft BUS Ae, cafe aif Ba, to 
hang to suspend from some thing above, to\depend upon. 

ea, s. fafofegate, a kindsof sagar in balls. 

Gale, v. aifaq t2, Awia ta, Teer carey, to come out, to ap- 
r pear, to become visible, to be known or exposed. 

SATS, s. AIG CRIS, ASIA caren, appearance, publicity, visibility. 

SUBIZ, v. QcBIeie, ward, aioals, Fare Gal, a firm, to over- 
; turn, overthrow, subvert, to turn back, to do a second time, 

CCAINCLICAIT, a. ABATIDA, GAM coTSIg ATS Care, swaying to 
and fro, oscillating. 

Sara, a. Fath zi, Sai, pendent, hanging down, suspended. 

SCaT2, v. Sata aise cate, vata eat cpaite acatte, to 
suspend, to attach to something above so as to hang down. 

saiTiayia, s. vata yt ofa easy ace efea aft atei, hang- 
ing by the feet and hands with head downwards. 

Szia, s. ose area aifaag at, the bag or udder of animals. 

suaiea, s. fran tea, fra yea, length and breadth. 

8, SBA TRAT ATT cHid wicw ak wet fact (¢}) om 
afax, ifsca Gee for ai fafeeei ate, this vowel is generally 

considered as a compound of o and uw, but the sound in Assamese 

is that of long o in more. Joined to a consonant it is expressed by 

the symbol (¢ } ), the (T ) on the left hand and the (}) on the right. 

8b, interj. eae fafeeal WIS, a word used in calling dogs. 

2-H, s. 8 Ada aie, the fruit of the ow tree. 

REF, a. AMA AA CRIS, born of one’s own body, lawfully begotten. 

22H Gly, a. alas ute, legitimately born, of natural descent. 

Qt, s. GAd, FIZ, HSAs, medicine,.a remedy, a specific. 

Sax, a. Bat afeal, medicinal, relating to the science or practice 

of medicine. 

. g 

SG, Wad aetq Wate, the first consonant, it has the invariable 

sound of & in king, 
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ean, s. afate cats, 251, imprisonment, confinement. 
weir, s. wicpfenta wryzz, afaaia, one who’ is st in arrest, 

| a prisoner, a captive. 

BIg, s. bate afac, a species of bird, thes name of a: tree. 
BES, v. CAMATS, cl, Bata fem, speak, say, (honorific.) 

Gn, s. fear cares, ata cara 4 <Ht ats, the name of 

Khrishnu’s maternal uncle, the king of Mothura. | 

SEI, a. foratfira ifs, ont cortata sepa; ae comratfire aes 
aife frat CaTb! AAI, the outer side of the embankment of 

a house, a muzzle to prevent calves from sucking. 

GSAS, a. SSAA ATA, up to the waist. 
dar, s. weta, afaaa Gil ats Sts, the loins, the waist, the middle. 

aotfa, s. setrs fore: wi aa, Bertie, a cord or ornamented 
band worn around the waist. 

afan, s. fea sip afax, a species of fish. 

afeenaia, s. Sen atse feaza Aa, the snout of the konkila fish. 
afeaiafer, a. farferm sri, 1 atta, crncety aca, long 

and slender like the snout of the above fish, spindling. 

BEG, so WH UB “iy afae, a kind of rice. 

Sen; 8. RBM ofa, Ste Side Vir yFSs, a porcupine, trim- 

ming, pruning, straitening out the feathers as a bird. 

avifa, v. saifa naam afa, otha wera Za, to prune, to trim, 
to smooth; s. a species of grass. 

apafa, s. SICATS, TS CzbI CTT, a fish-monger, a Ssherroan. 

owe, wv. saz vlorarse aiifaca caisi?, yes chfs ase, to 
urge forward with a goad, to force any thing into the mouth. 

abr, a. He te adel, EG, storz, stunted, dwarfed. 

ara, s. wx afax, SSB, the jacktree and fruit, 

Seal, 8. CTS eA A, Bra wie wHIa cma, the post of a 
pedal used in cleaning rice, a coin of the Cachari — 

Sat, s. wher 5a Gd, a species of gum. 
Sui, s. D1 otfaca fam fratfix, a quilt made of several thick- 

nesses of old cloth. 

Sse, s. Vita Be, an ague and fever. ap 

Sri, s. Ber, fae cucaren, a shaking, a trembling. 
Serifam, a. Satin, afer, fortunate, lucky, prosperous, happy. 
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Serta, s. bea altar ea sts, aap, aiaai, Bist, the fore- 

head, fate, destiny. 

Sala =D, a. ASA, ye oie, MEAS IB, seiasincniste; unlucky; 

s. a species of climbing plant. 

Sia, s. Seat GAA, an ornament’for the forehead. 

ara, v. Uauxq ofa, BH, Ufaa tz, cHleifa, to tremble, to 
afa ufet, § shake, to quiver, to be agitated. 

GAH, a. BIA, MX Sida Bifa 50S, pruned, trimmed. 

Sui, a. stem Gifw faei wai, cleaned, pounded out as rice. 

Haifa, v. Adiz, Gift STR, to glue, to stick, to prune. 

eainfa, s. yt api wisfa sifa, the spindle on which muga thread 

is wound. 

afamis, v. ae Wal,AHA AZte Wal, to shoot with a bow. 

alan, s. Slaq GHIA, stifete FaSol BHI, an ear ornament, a 

joint of bamboo used as a milk jug. 

acaizl, s. fe Sta Sta, Sia, an agent, a doer. 

SzerRa, a. facb? fam, cote crucaisl, Bie Sia, living, lively, 

cuba fresh applied to fish newly caught. 

SRA, s. VES TA SA] WR, a brazier, a worker in brass. 

Soul, s. afed ZA, SCRA AGI, a species of grass, any thing made 

of bell-metal. 

BHSS, $s. SST Bilee WS, a cackling noise as made by fowls. 

aesfan, a Sid Wa, faa, immature, not perfectly grown, dwarf- 

ed, blasted, shriveled. 

sede, s. Tawi, Gaon, feodal, ‘if, reproach, calumny, abuse. 

SS), s. TiS A AicwHeq AcHs, %Fais, a grandfather. 

Siz, s. CHY BiF, AVS ACTS Wy, an elder brother, used also. 

as a term of respect and friendship. 

Ss, s. Victe, aia, ibd Sv, Sti aifs aA, hate, ill will, 

hypocrisy, a fixed resolution. 

GEA, s. USe BAe, a bracelet worn by men. 

eed, s. Sea, fra afe a bia att, gravel, pebble, broken brick. 

Sx, a. wrey; fsea, yee, poor, needy, necessitous, indigent. 

Bd, s. Tid “fe, a species of fish. 

SHSS, 5. EtIHte ale 2efS <i, an itching twinging sensation. 

SCAbia, 5. ARdia, ASA, AHPS uneasiness, fretfulness, grumbling. 
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@sasle, v. eaEai?, stcwca aifacifa sifafofy ae, Bais, to 

be restless, meddlesome, worrying, mischievous. 

Bsaisul, a. Saiz tai, AIS wits a eal, fretful, restless, teaz- 

ing, mischievous. 

SHASUCMN A, 5. Cus TEA HH AA, TMS val, BS Foicq 
care, persistence, not to be put off or denied. 

asifa, s. ae uife facaa, a tribe of people, the Cachari race. 

asifa ud, s. ala Cle Sal Wa, a court house. 

apiefa, s. woifa ee, catelafa, the act of swaying back ea 
forth, swaggering or reeling to and fro. 

eotfa, v. cs#tatfa, to move back and forth, to sway to and fro. 

afs, v. wate Site fe adi, Bate wel, to ‘make frequent incisions 
in anything, to girt or draw tight. 

afs aifs, s. Bifa wal, Biceren zie <a Fst, to draw tight, to 

girt, applied often to the tying up of money in bags. 

Bb, Ss. ae aI, H Sia ZA, an edible root of the arum class. 

BSBiay, 5. afe¢ 29S cast, the name of a cutaneous disease. 

Boe ufay, s. ofaq za ofae, ast uraR, a species of the locust. 

aso, s. BEX cB, SHaioa, the small sprouts that grow on the 
_ parent root, a troublesome worrying person or child. 

Boul, s. Tate CUTSAl, ZA Hr fm, the act of beating up and 

reducing to a soft consistency, hence the bringing under 
subjection by hard discipline. 

SSI, s. MSA CHADS ozs cores, a worm found in the flesh and 

intestines of fish. 

BoA, Ss. Bib, av, a tortoise, a turtle. 

SHA, a. GSA CACHATA ZAHA, purple. 

BHT, s. TH cee, Hae, an under or travelling trader, a pedlar. 
Boe, s. Blam and as ata, Gaal, the city of Cuttack, a soldier. 

Svaival, a. Bia, Boast? eet, camife, hard, restless, lustful. 
SoS, s. Gell cHreerel, Sell ata Va care aTAye, an ambassador, 

a messenger, a spokesman. 

apron, a. foan, fifa, area}, illiberal, hard, stingy, scarce. 
aun: v. QA HUST YS SH i AAI “a th 

weave for others. 

sbianl, @. bIsfam, Ala cCSTSI, not well sina oc mishd: 
12 
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Si, a. GI GA, Ow SA, Hie TS, Scere SP a, diminished, 
cut, severed; s. a term of abuse, a gash, a wound. 

vis, s. FS CAPRIS HTGM, wri, aside look, a significant glance. 

aol fH, s. BibSD, fACSFtS al, Hayate CSTs, a cutting, a 

final separation, a positive declaration; a. severed, final, 

uttered once for all, irreversable. 

Spiais, s. Wid alete awl, binding the hands behind the back. 

apifa, s. obi fox AS Gy, a knife. 
apie vam, a. ebife viaa fibal, asife vas «ia Te Sif, 

grain or fruit &c. shaped like the handle of a tamul knife. 

Bie, a. CHCA CBCHS cCoticHTSM, having an offensive smell. 

abag, s. catia, fofafee sig wy aifea fac fam Sis, a 
girdle worn about the loins, a zone or division of the earth. 

aby, s. Saifa af, Bula, a cord worn about the loins. 

Sb, a. Cal Ast, Gal, cacwal, disagreeable to the taste, abusive, 

scurrilous, acrimonious. 

SUB, s. aida WS, cacbacecHa, waz TY, provoking language, 

spiteful angry speech. 

aoa, a. Bia, fan, Sia, hard, dry, without feeling or sympathy. 

Bd, s. qa <a WiC SI] Bia, a thick soft mat for sitting &c. 

Bd IB, s. SH Cli, AWTS Are caicaraits wal, - exceeding 
the proper period of gestation. 

dai, s. Gfee Ail GH, a species of flower. 

arfan, a. Gel dal, win cafes, containing a kotha or half seer. 

SIT, s. ais “fax, Bra cate, a species of tree, stiff clay. 

By, s. BE Wf C41 AlS, Din cas, Sf caldi wife, half a seer in 

measure, a measure of land. | 

SHiSS, a. LS) 4Sdi Sal, HIS, divided into kothas or half seers. 

afsa, a. Dia, Boe, favai fefefa, hard, severe, unfeeling, difficult 

“to do or to understand, illiberal. 

afta, s. 45, fas, Sata WcoTST ofa xia, seed, semen, also grain 

‘sown for transplanting. 

aisaifa, -s. efsat of, afoai fbi ate, a place where seed is sown 

for transplanting. | 

SES, a. Gia, fear, CASA A US, Sa AS HS, juiceless, dry, 

insipid; s. a smallwooden vessel. 
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BHM WS, s. AHA WV, cBa1 ay, harsh angry language or tone. 

as, ad. faut? ua a AXA Gite, how much? how many? 
as, ad. cata siBo!? cata fatfas? where? in what place? 

wee, a. HAE, Bus, ce@Bxtfa, many, very much, some few. 

ayea, ad. fata oa? feria viata? how long a time? 

asufa, ad. faqia? acse we? how much? how abundant? 

sun, s. wight sen, auina fafacs aregiaa for fr ate fear, 
the impression or mark of a finger, used in the old Assamese 

form of witnessing a deed of the sale of slaves or Jands. 

asa, ad. fata? how much? 

weal, ad, ca@tcatai BtFs, in some place unknown or not specified. 

wei, ad. ws? cata BiFs? where? in what place? 

afenite, ad. aifste, obliquely, slantingly. 

we, ad. catcal t1%B, (with a negative) nowhere, in no place. 
ByzA, ad. SIA, CSICATA! 313s, in some unknown place. 

Bes, ad. CewAta, ceces, cacets, a few, somewhat. 
BcSi, ad. cater, CBC, CCS, some, a portion. 

auf, s. Gel Gt Bal, Ass, Bel athe, a speaker, an eloquent 
person, a great talker, an orator. 

Baa, s. Wal cere, cars, conversation. 

Bxyaqea, s. Wet) Aral, cB@TStl cx, a conference, mutual intercourse 

or consultation. 

aufan, a. 2% Ati, seq By, proper to be spoken. 
wearer, ad, FANS, GHRACTA, CBICA ACB, barely, somehow, 
wuq sanfe, } by some means. 
aay aasfo aa, a. 7cCaq Aca AAI, escaped by the narrowest chance. 

Bul, s. aay, fests, fanz, a word, a sentence, discourse, saying, 

a story, an affair, a matter. : 

Bare «ai, s. Sais fof ote, fea onears, laying to heart, 

realizing any fact or truth. 

Sai fafa, v. cACe WICH Sel GAS Vaya Sei TH, to find 
out another’s wish or plans by craft. 

wat fH, v. afe facaren, Beco ren, S: RTA, to entice, instigateor inveigle. 

So fABe, v. VAS SA case gins ta wee Aris 
Stats, to obtain an open acknowledgement of a matter 

previously kept secret or having no witness. - 
a 
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adiaqai, s. aifa cai, fauN Gai, a wager, a bet, a stake. 

Ba] ate, s. Seaqaen, CSIP, conversation, familiar talk. 

etiaire, a. adie, aq Sai c@iwil, full of words, loquacious, garulous. 

wat A{oal, s. Srtetyt ZIM, Abia Bal, making known a decree, 

publishing, proclaiming. 

Sai CATS, «= s. BCA HSAN BSA, Ball Atal cats, conversation, con- 

ference, consultation. 

afts, a. cats, te, spoken, uttered. 

afaafat, .v. ara aife, yfe fs, facasai ofa, to talk over a matter. 

@fam, a. St] esi, vifH, talkative, garulous. 

SCLIMASAT, s. Ski Alal, GIy Arist, A cere cari Sai, 
carares @Qi, conversation, dialogue. 

auifes, ad. cafeaiai, ceita Stor, cacaaite, somehow, at some- 

time perchance. 

SrA, s. TT Xai, cutata etter Cwtis, a step, a pace or gait. 

@uq, Y Ss. Fats are, aad fqu, a species of tree. 

oui, ; 

QUST, a. @fss, cau, CACTI, loose, bad, abominable, filthy. 

anal, s. faeaial, fan fab=a, reproach, abuse, contempt. 

aula, $s. GA Id, Ba, the plantain tree and fruit, 

auield, a. G64, Sy wWela, Matha, ayaa, ill shapen, 
ugly, deformed. 

anis, ad. cafexizi, ATF cwical SicH, rarely, seldom, scarcely ever. 

Guibia, s. SHIA, cea asa, @equ, immorality, profligacy, 

rascality, misconduct. 

axuifss, ad. cafeata, cetaaite, occasionally, seldom, perchance. 

aif, ad. caefvats, autiscoi, seldom if ever. 

aa, s. iba fa wy wae vial tatfa cava, UPS wy, the eye or 
germ ofa seeil; that which germinates or reproduces, an atom. 

Bas, $s. Ala, Zax, gold. 

SAB AT, a. Rag faa, apts weia, sharp, shrill, dry. 

SARCASM, s. TAICATSM, A Tlyaq Haw, ate, a loud tumultuous 

sound, a buzz, the hum of a distant multitude. 

GAS DH, s. Cita Aafaal Yah wa fax, a species of flower. 

Safagl, s. St SIS, Sa BI, cdyacdfaul, a cracked earthen 

vessel, the sound of such a vessel when struck. 
~ 
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aq a, a. fee aa, za crm, via Siw aie tae ate 

facatsl, AD wal, loss of the power of vegetation or 

procreation, the destruction of vitality. 

Sal, a. BEA CA CHAN, Has, Sfaria Atiwa corte, blind; s. a 
person who is blind, a bundle of sugar-cane or reeds. 

wait, s. fear os ain, fente wa sal? wie ais SU CoCo 
facun, Khrishnu as a child; a small bundle containing a 

guava betelnut panleaf aroi rice and dubori grass, bound 

with thread and passed back and forth between the bride 

and bridegroom at a marriage expressive of a wish that she 

may have offspring. . 

wareaay, s. afae “lag ata, a species of paddy. 

SABA, s. SCA SCA WRSM, To AA cVIAISe Sal, whisper- 
ing in the ear. 

aaintefa, s. wag fesaa wa, ear wax. 

aalyea, s. ofa wis cotter sat, ne fae arf, the name of a 

small bird that preys on fish. 

SATA, s. Ace ol cHti, ooyfwa ze afst faz, seeing nothing, 
a play of closing the eyes and striking back and forth 

pretending to be blind. 

waif, s. alae comm ai fafam com, wA afee, astal, a noose 
_ or fastening to a boat or basket, a lilly. 

afa, s. TUT, Ws, MscsiH, an egg, a testicle. 

| e@faaha, a. faaqcaa, As, wy, very little, minute. 

anal, s. fast ae we, caq, faery, a particle, an atom, a drop. 

afaisew, s. fary fay fete a1, drizzling, falling in fine mist. — 
ofa via, s. afae me «ta, a species of small grain. 
afa faa, s. afae feata sa otf, a tree bearing a poisonous fruit. 

ofan, s. fam feata cttem «den coreriH, a bride. 
aiaB, a. ZAS AS, quferm, least, youngest, junior. 

afasryfa, a. cer BrezfA, the little finger. | 

afant?, v. Gea aaa fas Gal, @faeu, to rain in very 
small drops, to mist. | 

Sys, s. HfeX TiS Clis valk, a species of bird that preys on fish. 
Sal, s. Sarita, yew, way, a young girl, a virgin, daughter, 

a bride, the sign Virgo. 
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w@alwia, s. cotatfa feat feat, the giving a daughter in marriage. 

earatfa, s. 4S ara, the sign Virgo, 

SHS, s. S35, GH, Gly, AB, a thorn, a prickle, any thing pointed, 

any cause of pain or trouble, an enemy. 

ay, s. foie, TH, CBB, the throat. 

eyyini, s. os, fofxe wet, a necklace. 

asi, s. fefes frie cine sia, a species of neck ornament. 

aft, 
asits, a. faz felxe TAS tei, ufaata foot cate, coming to 

the throat as life, ready to tear the body, about to expire. 

SUAS, a. Gical Sich caren, feale TA CHASE, of sad coun- 

tenance, about to cry. 

ema, s. au, facate, a dispute, contention, quarrel. 

wula, s. Sat 5, a plantain tree. : 

Sui, s. ww, fata, weeping, loud lamentation. 

Susp, s. ko aig, aia faafa, faatera, loud wailing, lamentation. 

Seas, e » Sud Sale, fo cause to cry. 

GB, s. Bl, Gia, Ja Alea Gs, Yate sist, the shoulder, a 

ghost or apparition, a chapter, a division. 

Sal, s. cote, ai, an armful, a bundle. 

ey, s. aoa, SIA, SH, a trembling, shaking, agitation. 

avec, s. axafa, wate oor ce Sei te gal, arincifa, idle 
talk, prating verbosity. 

Sarin, a Aaa Slat AIBA, wAicwH calice catism, fitted to, 
made to fit, as an article of dress, a tenon and mortice. 

SARA, a. UASCAS, Bly BH, Sxacaisi, tremulous, quivering. 

GAD, s. BA, CHADS CHIX AHI, BWicwsE, hypocrisy, deceit, ill will. 

SABCAH, s. BMCZH, Big “zi, an assumed form or character, 

| acting a feigned part. 

=a, a. faufari, cabs SA <2ti, hypocritical, dissembling. 

eau, 
SAal, s. SARA EAR, WIS GBH, HS Sra, the ti ah pod 

of cotton and poppy plantas the name of a medicinal plant. 

won, s. fact Bi, the matted hair of Hoda Hiwo. 

BALA, s. Bex fafa aia “fae, a kind of fine silk gauze. 

SAI, s. ATA, a door. 
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SATS, s. SHRA TS A YA, the cotton plant, cotton. 

estrest(a, s. afae Za 95, a jungle plant. 

aoe, s. erreq ofa, Sate sq BIB, a place where cotton is 
grown. 

aatfe, a. Salta SU, Sylsq AT CAM, made of cotton. 

afe, s. awa, atwez, a monkey, an ape. 

afar, $. CHRD, CATSAbaI, a narrow strip of cloth worn around 

alam, the loins. 

afoim, s. Bist caicaren Team wi, a large knife or razor-shaped 

instrument. 

afoa, a. forwa zd, fafa aeart ais, copper coloured, the name 

of an ancient Sage. 

afer, a. afi cafam, copper coloured. 

afufa, s. af cana tit te, Attza ae aa aly, a mytho- 
logical cow said to bestow whatever any one asks, a river 

in the Nowgong District. 

aco, s. ottaa fafsai cafami art, a wild pigeon. 
aces s. afae zafam asl, a wild creeping plant. " 

acvucet, s. wfrrafea, wines vifa SS cocarei, unsteadiness, 

without self possession or presence of mind. 

Be, s. c#teta, phlegm. 

wqaale, v. 2A-eael, Wats Sei te tal, to Prete, to babble, 
to be loquacious. 

Bzb, s. ZAI WitA, WA Sas, Sua inf, defensive armor, an 

amulet or charm worn as a protection against evil. 

azfa, s. orers, firahs, aAefa, earnest entreaty, supplication. 

BUS, 5. HA ASM Sy, sfaceeta, an apparition said to resemble 
a headless trunk. 

watfa, a. fafa, abfea, tight fisted, -stingy, miserly. 

ofa, s. aay BCaTy, Slay Sal wifes, are “afae, a poet, one 

who is-skilled in metrical composition, a cabbage. 

@faui, s. VW, CATS, BH, a poem, poetry, verse. 
@4A, Ss. tH oe] afeaia wai, an acknowledgement, agreement. 

aeafs, s. face os, afeata wai ofa, a written acknowledge- 
ment or agreement. 

Gi, a. Bea, Ae, deficient, incomplete. 
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wife, a. faan te wal, wits itfas con oom iw Ga, bewildered, 
perplexed, confused; applied also to fish when paralyzed 

by poison cast into the water. 

safarit, v. AUS GUN cric#te wal, ceutay fawn cara wiSa 
eufea 751, to wander about bewildered and perplexed, to 

paralyze fish by casting poison into the water. 

BUSA, s. AUifae Ba oie Faw, the drinking vessel of an ascetic. 

Gin, s. “im, WA7T, the lotus or water lilly. 

eual,  s. asa, Toma wisi, a name of Lokhmi, wife of Vishnu. 

@ufafa, a. any GA fatoal Wate feta ama, a woman bgauti- 

ful as the Jotus. 

ant, v. STSAlF, SHA VA SCUTGI, to diminish, to clean cotton. 

SUsevi®, v. wifwafe, aor “ib, to earn, to acquire property. 

@wqua, s. cate Sig Scaiyi, a blacksmith. 

afz, v. vf, Sieg Tz, to diminish, to abate, to lessen. 

SUM, s. Vara, aha x? ata Vieioon, Seize ya Scere, 
S51, the act of diminishing? washing for gold, the cleaning 

e of cotton, gain, earnings. 

Boa, s. Bea, ela, cHete cata, atrembling, shaking, agitation. 

errid, a. oy eal, dele cage Sal, SHAE capa, trembling, 
quaking, vibrating, agitated. 

ais, s. fan fefaa Tarerin Gal Ga, a compass. | 
afer, a. of cai, eka 2a Aor, made to tremble, agitated. 

SIA, s. CUNT SIA, Slaie, WHI, a coarse woollen blanket. 

oz, Ss. fefa cafaal aTye, a shell with three convolutions. 

er faa, a. Tora caati ei fuiy, having a neck marked with three 

lines like the conch shell, a sign of beauty and of good fortune. 

Si, 8. UT, CSSA ASIN Ddss fer wa, Se wis paw wary 
2Te Sis Tel, a hand, revenue whether of a king or priest, 
callosity, callousness. 

aa, ad. c@iaq Bi2a, SF UH, snction’ from what place? 
Bia, s. foray fecaH, Sd fac, a species of tree. 

GIs, s. cata afax, aq Sida, a kind of salt; a. harsh, rough, hard. 

SABA, s. HIS coicaveaia Haw, Sedfa, the noise of gnashing or 

grinding the teeth together. 

Sata, s. BSq GAT Bits, the lines in the palms of the hands 
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Baya, s. BG, BEA ria Stet, the thick part of the leg, the thigh. 

SARfadl, a. BAHAA ATA, a1 2faqta, up to the waist, a measure, 

Gayl, s. “fad WA TA, a species of wild grass. 
wana, s. WIS Siewlal, RTS cIcaTS, S51, the act of gnashing 

Babi, ‘ or grinding the teeth together as in rage or great pain. 

@abfa, s. cBwi, a large spoon or ladle. 

SAIS, v. WS cHcAlsls, ATS Bascaraie, to cause to gnash or 

strike the teeth together. 
Sasi, s. «ta, faa, a loan, a debt, ( Hindee. ) 

wacaia, s. festafa, ete cea, the joining of the palms of the 

hands together as in respectful address. 

SAS, Ss. VF SA GH, a saw. 

SqSA, s. BIS GAS, the palms of the hand. 

sqeiem, afin caren, zeta faa afer, afer, tributary, 
subject to, under tribute to a gooroo, discipled. 

waqsia, s. afae aims, a rude instrument of music composed of a 

piece of notched bamboo and a cowry on which it is 
rapidly moved back and forth. 

oafs, s. wb afax, Ha ATS SBI Affe, a species of fish, a book 
that teaches how to destroy the power of mantras, 

safem, s. sea oifoa fara wala ancy ta, wafem stm, waza 
BIg Bcatzi, the name of a river that forms the western 
boundary of Kamroop, a sawyer. 

@aqa, s. GA, fea, a work, an action, a deed. 

wafa, s. Sieia Sifw cere wis Stee efig facam, a sort of native 
clothes box or basket. 

eafam, a. jee wa fea Asti, Sefer, discipled, tributary to a 
priest or spiritual guide. 

AA, s. 11S HA AH CRIS, CHA, BIDTA, ste gee fares Dar Tai, 
a streak stripe or line, the mark of a vine growing around 

a tree, stripes or wrinkles on the horns of cattle. 

Sarna, s. aoe foala, aigfaa Sicaca coren, talking by signs, 
: conversation by the fingers. 

S{Ala, 8. BA, RSe cote, the hand used as a cup. — 
SA4Sl, s. USA OTA BIA TZ1,@1dS ZH, callousness on the hands. 

wafaq, s. i Ria Faw fac#H, the sweet scented oleander or rose bay. 

13 
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Gai, s. BiG Als, Ate, a work, an action, funeral obsequies or 

offerings to the manes of the dead. 

Sarena, s. WA, AAal, SHAS fart, destiny, fate, condition. 

eaiaifa, s. SH SAI Bais, cota ifs, one who performs the 

funeral rites, a priest. : 

Sail, s. 24 jaa, ofeal, wa of¢ x/7Z AZ, one who injures or 

destroys others by incantations. 

awauinl, s. HATTA, tal afb, a bead roll or rosary. 

Baranya, a. fasats, ase, CABC*{B, scattered about in disorder, 

mixed promiscuously together. 

eafaal, a. yaa, Trea, dry, unseasoned, juiceless, without flavor. 

aia, s. Adi, CA, gum, paste, any sticky substance. 

afz, v. &a, to do, to act, to perform. 

afa, s. 4aAL FCM CAAA SA Hae Aly facHa, SMS, a 
caifa, J cowry. 

SAiz, 5. SH HTSAT fe, AHR; categ CATSTAIe Sitzistl, the 
flour of parched rice, called Aandoh; v. to cause to do. 

Sass, a. Soleal, fea, fSedi, penurious, stingy, miserly. 

watafanl, s. oe wile acerety oe Ale HF ao, wa ats, 
a kink or twist in a rope or thread. 

Soi, s. eet Siz, afer, cotton not well opened from the pod. 

Beal, s. Fert, wal, cdF1 fax, mercy, pity, a species of acid fruit. 

GEASS, s. Faniea, wife, feria aire, a mine of pity, 
SSaieia, } a receptacle of mercy. 

SSaiqs, a. Wiel, feorte, pitiful, tender hearted, merciful. 

Beanita, s. cowie, Feoniae, the ocean of mercy. 

ata, s. afae qars 415, a species of tree. 

Bats, a. CHISF Rye wai, done, caused to be done. 

Gap, a. Sia, CECA, SFA, harsh, rough, hard. 

Sepain, 5. ceva OSes Goa Sai, sharp angry contention. 

GE, s. celal, bee Alfa, a crab, the sign Cancer. 

aéal, s. Af fatwatts cata SiS, cooked ricekept for after eating, 

aaafa, s. We Sicataig Haw, the noise of gnashing the teeth. - 

BSAiF, v. HLH aaa af ute cbiaté, to gnash the teeth. 

aafa GH, s. a mizaa Hie AfaA Soi azia aifa tie fam, liba- 
tions of water poured out for the dead. 
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uafan, a. yata, wefan, fran, dry, parched, arid, jniecless. 

Bba, Ss. ZA baIe Gfax, a species of large bird. 

BE CoH, s. ahaa Cb#i, an acid fruit, the coronda, ( Carissa Carodas.) 

Bea, a. Baa. ati, BPS, proper to be done, fitting. 

ae, s. Scale, wfeaia, aaif, a doer, a master, a governor. 

ata, s. 15 fufani cow facna, a species of acid fruit. 

até fafan, a tgai vifen, att cBxia fafoai fe dei, carved 
or shaped like the above frait. . 

wate, s. Oa SAL MALT tl SSAA GABA, a gold or silver 

threaded girdle. 

BA, 8. GlA, FacahHI, ABA faa ain, the ear, the sense of hear- 

ing, the name of a hero mentioned in the Mahabharat. 

GACT ISA, Ss. SAS Hal, Za, falling on the ear, hearing distance. 

wate, s. aia fawia fam, SA BFA, the ceremony of piercing the 

ears of a male child piairedl by the brahmins and kaisths. 

wisefe, ad. Baia fHeTats passing from ear to ear. 

BAe, 5s. ila (ana alm, the country of Mysore. 

GAA, s. Bea, Uthwe Yo, etfea afax HahS ss, SPR: 

aya fa, sccdlftaes fieren oath, waif, a species of bead. 
BRIA, s. ATetay WABI, a side blow or slap. 

Baia, ) ad. Saata, ceicaizi Bita, from some unknown place. 

Bsa, 

@aiq c@icaial, 2 ad. facst wfsaths, somebody from somewhere. 

iene ‘ 
ai, s. G&l, BI, Fa, a work, an action, an affair. 

SiGyi, s. SIX Scars, an overseer or agent. 

aia, s. oe afea ate, eevee afw, a river in Hindustan the 
very sight of which is said to destroy religous merit. 

Sil, a. Bing cals, aidtfeata, wiften, fit for work, usefal. 
Bisa, s. Gifes Sara cots, cap, the result of an action, reward, 

consequence, | 

GUAs, s. CHA, SARA Sit can cotst Bai, the inevitable con 
sequences of an action. 

GACSit, 8. SA coit, Gifs wana cots, experience of results &c. 

wiATA, s. oy fafa eal, afa “icbts, completion of a work. 

SAA, s. Alea fasl AA) Ata, a plug in the bottom or side of a boat. 
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ax, a aca fan, CRUa DSA Hal Cote, Vityfa cote, taken 

away by force, snatched, plucked out, dipped out of a dish. 

Sceimi, s. acefa atrate cater, asta Taw, a ig plowing, an 

iron cooking dish. 

asifa, s. 581 Alaa Bit cSTS,. the’ prow of a pleasure boat. 

afxeni, s. adita ai Gia Bteta fami, the act of carrying away. 

SIM, a. Coote Sale fan, acaia aia cater, dipped out, taken 

’ forcibly away, once ploughed. 

CA, s. SA, SAA SA, GA, Wie Ga, a plantain, an aan or 

machine, the gills of fish, the lower part of the human jaw.. 

Satta, s. Fiea, wai atl ata ati, a covered metal dish with 

feet attached. 7 

Saeans, v. WS wat «ai, Aft wae Sai, to ‘utter a low 

sound as of children beginning to talk, to make a rippling 

sound as of water or the din and buzz of a distant multitude. 

SASAla, s. Hifaq ensA a4, WS wbeta <i, a rippling sound, 

the cooing noise of little children when beginning to talk. 

or, s. fous Waa Besta, the tenth and last Hindoo incarnation. 

SASH, s. Sfaq caig facHH, a disease of the leg. 

BAIR, s. fufsa aa cami cadi, “teiw, an ingurmountable diffi- 

culty, a dilemma, 

Sas, s. Sl, WI, Baan, wate, a spot or mark, iron rust, de- 

famation, abuse. 

sare, a. Brain, waits, stained, blemished, stigmatized. 

SAA, s. ua tag ate, the name ofa river in the Nowgong District. 

oats, s. ain awe enas aa oaifua, mf corm coceia, 
Xb, Cocefa, a pinnacle, a point, a small water jar. 

eafa, s. satatfa, a garden of plantain trees. 

SAA, s. TA AUB, Hie, the cast off skin of a snake or other reptile: 

SAH GAA, s. Vit Sig VA, sheata Wale Pal, panting, gasping. 
earifen, a. ealviise zafaai, like the plantain Jeaf in colour. 

wrrt, os. aaale Sima, SQr%e°eeee> Apa, a kolpo, a period of 

432000900 years, termed a day and night of Brohmo. 

Sass, s. 2yrijfae wafers fafa ai cra few, wiia, a fabled 

tree of Indra’s paradise said to yield whatever fruit is 

desired, a liberal person. 
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Bata, > s Brut, TAS Sal, WATT yl, a scheme, a settled 
oral, : purpose, a plan, a device. 

Ss, s. Gta Bs, Aas aia, the end of a kolpo, the final 

dissolution of the world. 

afeery, a. fbi, ae aati, fSfex, feigned, spurious, counterfeit. 

SaT, s. ater, fafa, 5 UIA “Al, a pen, a cutting or stem of 

a plant, a scion, a graft. 

wars, ov. ACAca Fale Bal, cos By ye fam, to be op- 
pressed with sleep or borne down with sorrow. 

eafale, v. warat?, coteifam®, to slumber, to sleep, to doze. 

CATH, a. otfas fasta catenfa ast? wai, floating about like a 

plant without root, wandering without fixed habitation.’ 

Bag, s. otfaa TH, UP, a water pot, a pitcher, a jar. ; 

oafen, a. BAe cha Ulea, sree afcNTA, pertaining toa koloh, 

~ the measure of a koloh. 
ae, a. fee can, a@ia, black, dark; s. darkness 

BA, a. SCA FAA, SA, SHS HMA SINT ASIA, deaf; s. a plantain, 

a sixteenth part of the moon’s disc. 

zat, s. watute, aif Fa cere, leguminous seeds, pulse or 
vetch of kinds, exhausted with crying. 

awateeia, s. feta wai tia, za cote, gunpowder; a. pungent, 
piercing, passionate. ’ 

saison, a. om aia fafoat, ae aera «ta ofa, like a plan- 
tain seed; half dried applied to paddy and other grain. 

wat aufp, s. Bey fay, ata sf east cotetfa, a light sleep half 

asleep and half awake, dozing. 

salreal, s. SAl wTsa Sif, the stems of the plantain leaf. 

wafea, s. oa iba fea, qea fee, the flower of the plantain 
tree, the heart. 

Sami, s. arate, we caat wifi, stone or fossil coal. 
watate, s. castfe gre s. a species of pease or pulse. 
Baer, s. VIkT Gr Sit, Sat BA, the calf of the leg, the fruit 

of the plantain tree. 

waren, a. salerd AI cate, reaching to the calf of the leg. 

ean, a. oan fayl, feafra, drowsy, dozy, heavy, sluggish. 
aaa, a. xfea, soiled, dirty. 
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Seid, s. SAH, FS, welfare, prosperity, happiness. 

Suita, a. sietvafe, BPA, prosperous, fortunate, happy. 

sia, s. sae Ot, Ged BA wife, gufeal qe, sax, Sar az 
fam ai2is, cwical Seq Yas fez caB, the so called fourth 
or present age of the world, the iron age or age of vice, 

which.commenced 3000 years before the Christian era, 

and is to continue 432000 years when the world is to be 

destroyed; the calix of a flower, an unblown flower, a bud, 

calamity, dissention; @. dark colored. 

Siam, a. SAT aafami, @iaasfeai, blackish, relating to a period. 

“Sfmt sas, a. als yout arene <q faca we caret, gradu- 

ally recovered sfiew long illness. 

sfieaies, s. ofaq ori &5, a species of the kosu plant. 

afaaiea, s. tafe q can, the name of a district in Nowgong. 

Sasi, s. ofa, Cuda GA, SHR, a flower bad. 

SiAG, s. Coq SAifeAa calati, Vit wz, the liver. 
sagt, s, wfaaia, oife ¥Iaq GA Ei, the fourth and last age 

of the world. see @fa. 

sfasfern, a. Baxgrts cars, relating to the Koli jug Sc. 

Sia, s. BIS fatuA, one of the Hindoo castes. 

SCI, s. AAA, “tS as, the body, complete in all its parts. 

eta, ad. c@ta 51B%a, whither? to what place? in what direction? 

Sl, 8. GU, faziw, contention, altercation, quarrel. 

selec, a. wWitagita, tases white, drafts criceta, un- 
settled, unsteady, running this way and that, fickle, wavering, 

Sib, Ss. cola SIA, chia, AAq AiG, defensive armor, a covering 

for the body in battle. 

BS, s. HA, Ft, GIs, feral, pain, suffering, distress, trouble. 
SAD, s. BIT faa, calazifasel Sai FHA, a touchstone, a test for gold. 

pikes a. Gfaarta Dia, difficult to accomplish. 

afaife, v. wel qoatet ofa, on wife cote, aate xh. to 
earnestly strive for, to-affirm in the strongeSt possible man- 

ner, to earnestly importune, to press a suit. 

SDi, s. afaw, AS bral, a narrow waist cloth. 

aafa, s. tte aaa aie: stig @aizs, musk, the perfume so called. 

@z, 5S. CBlRDI Jaq, VAT WA, verdigris. 
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Seal, , a. Bf gai, having a cough, expectorating. 

eas, } 

alata, s. otfata, ra fra, eeata frag oto Gat fir, tomorrow. 
Biss, s. bate afar, wore, a species of bird, a licentious woman, 

a termagant. 

altstfa, a. #4 ale Sal, yore, restless, quarrelsome, licentious.. 

aieceal, s. afae catce@at, an acid fruit. 
a@isfa, s. erecife, a crow, a raven. 

Bisa, s. CATA cota, LO puns or 1230. cowries. 

Sita, a. asigala carer, worth or obtainable for one kaun. 
wigaig, s. eiefy frafy, entreaty, earnest supplication. 
SizG, s. SHB, GA, a thorn, a prickle, a foe, a cause of anxiety. 
BBA, s. THBP atest TIF, a place full of thorns or difficulties. 
Sittin, a. BFF ea, thorny, prickly. 
SiPz1F,  s. Wis afax, a fish resembling the eel. 

Sig Gis, s. oi Bifer Haw, Tx Cacot CHTSM, a roaring rumbling 
sound as of water or of anything in rapid motion. 

GiB, s. HS Cota. a loosely platted basket. 
Bisa, s. Sigtis, sels, feat wai, the throwing about the 

hands by way of entreaty or supplication. 

wifecaia, s. afae few cacaai, a kind of esculent vegetable. 

waite, s. sq BS SH we facaa, a very coarse bamboo*comb. 
attafsa, s. foatfoa, frat freces wi, sti Bl, cracks in the 

feet or other parts of the body like the prongs of a comb. 

Sai, os. can wife cana Bea star zai wif afex, the clay 
from which china ware is made. | 

Sioa, s. sryaq Sip Sst, the edge or border of a cloth. 

Sista, s. faa, fecarsia ot bel Bieta, SAW <A VAI, a wo- 
: man’s shoulder cloth, mild sunshine. 

Sis, v. u¥2 Uifws uate Sie fe Soi, Slate tH cAICATS, to 

gash meat or fish preparatory to roasting. 

Siferaafa, s. HS Atot afax, a species of snake. 

Sifem, s. w%, taaitia, Hx, contention, disputation, a squabble. 

Sivr, s. wFa Giz, Ble, the index of a pair of scales, a spur. 

@lba wl, a. SIA BD, AACA Cara, grown, mature, virile, as 

an ox when horns are grown ora fowl when spirs appear. 
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BIPAM, a. da Asati, TS, laid under tribute, subject to taxation. 

Sib, s. Rcatal wisifaa Waa BiH, the point of an ox goad. 

Gisfa, s. Sfaqia wag TES qa, the beam of a native sugar mill 

aid, s. ata, Af, an arrow, a dart. 

a@iq uifa, v. A Wai, to discharge an arrow. 

Sia, s. BA Wis, AGM, dita Bie fast tba an archer, a 

class who in the days of the Assam Kings were appointed 

to do cooley work; v. to pound out, to clean of husks. 

Siw ze, Ss. WITHA c4q, Biba C4q, a cross-bow, a sutia bow. 

aig, s. frat aTy facHA, 4a BIR, bell-metal, a gong. 

Siz, s. BTS cate vite, SR fawaa ata, <a ofay, a platter 
of white brass or bell-metal, a species of grass. 

Sis, pron. c@iq GAS, Stig, whom? s. a crow. | 

—elepiaa, s. Sitiad Jiva HIMIgi? VHA CHI fet, a shaster that 

teaches how to divine by the cawing of crows, divination. 

asies, s. fod, a5 aif# +12, a letter, an official paper or writing. 

Sieis, s. Tate, wafa, caatie, a writer, a clerk, a secretary. 

Siefem, a. VIS Sq cA51, UNM, Wis Ses Gal, anything 
bought or sold by written agreement, anything mentioned 

in a written list. 

siefsufay, s. aifaty Sietza wee fea tel @PeR,a species of locust. 

Siedi, ad. c@lq GAG, some one, (indefinite: ) 

Siedan, a. feaaifS, adie giz Als cticater, barren after 
. the first child. 

sifefm, a. crx, wf firas, very tall and slender, spindling. 

Sis, s. Sle WS, the cawing of crows. 

wigts, s. faafs, aicaicetetie, entreaty, supplication. 

SUlsia, s. CAlATaS cBtAHaI, a goldsmith’s pincers. 
Sit, s. CGH, SA, wifs, ea, the side; a. near, close to. 

Siztfa, » ad. sind, wis, Sz, near to, bordering on, by the 

atte, side of. 

Sixttam, a. eofaui, nifsaiaai, adjacent, proximate, bordering 

siren, close upon. 

‘siaats, s. aq FA, WAH, ore, oe arm pit. 

alaafs, bons 

“SITS, s. Yat, paper. 
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Siy, s. AAT BIR ofaaaq Ala, a quality of tea, the congou, 

ais, s. rit @ry*, a tortoise, a turtle; © =~ 

aipafs, «a. yufe fecateta ate, qaatafy, fond of dress and 
finery, elegant. »  '» 

aipaaa, s. @isaafag, SHA, a brownish or brindle colour. 

aisifa, s. abife, fastasia, a court house. 

arf, s. <ta CATS apifa. ats wal Cag, a sickle, a boat ropes 

atfs ofa, uv. frife Sia, to equip, to attire, to make ready. 

wisié, s. sfam, a waist cloth. | 
aisioal,, a. 5fexi caren, old enough to wear a waist-cloth. 

ars Ceom, 5. facedi, Se cecatan, lit. one who throws off the 

waist cloth, i.e. one who.is beside himself. 

Bis, s. Bi, Za, Cale, HSIN, work, employment, personal concern. 
Bie Say, , s. Wala Bufarai, 41%, funeral obsequies, offerings 

aim wei, § made to deceased ancestors. 

simsitet, a. BS wine fara, wiften, skilled, accomplished, qualified. 
Sigs, a. GHA 74a, brownish. 

aisfa, s. srafa, soe zafam, a double handful; a. brownish, 

Seacsiz, s. wy we fara, a pimple. 
aife, s. 2a atthe ora fecars, fara, a woman skillful at work. 
sige, a. fa, was, wtfqen, skillful, able, accomplished. 
Biea, s. yet, BA afax, gold, a species of flower. 

Blbse, s. obi fem, wae mite apia fsa, marks of correction 

in a writing, a cutting, a clipping. 

Siva, a. GILG, cots, SBI, cutting, sharp, keen. 

aibfa, s. aft, atioa ast, otf, the jugi class, a cutting, clipping 
or paring, a skillful woman. 

atta wba, a. AAbq ASAI, Wstl, indolent, inactive, slow. 
Biz, s. 3B, Sins, Wis wha, wood, timber. 
ah aD Gi qe, zt, a carpenter, a woodman. 
wiseyen, a. bra, faa, fats ofa, hard like wood, juiceless, 

unripe; s- a small wooden bowl. 

aitafa, s. eta ofa, wa ofa, hard unripe fruit, a fruit germ, 

sissa, s. 15 otfer Yate AS ote 5A, a small chip of wood. 
Bisist, a. Sa Ta, hard hearted, unfeeling like a piece of wood 

witfa, s. Stata, 1DF a wood, a forest. | 
14 
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Sisal, s. Ad] SIF Gifaa eal ecatai A, a mushroom, a fungus. 

Sivas, a. ayia, carifefe, <fs, barren, without offspring. 

BitzS, a. aia fSS, see SSS. fi 

aisiaal, s. SIS Cdl Cale, aiyaioai, a dealer in wood. 

wiranwia, s. wha fra, HW Sai, the act of giving wood for the 

burning of a dead body. 

Sivaa, s. Aq Bafa Aa, Sid cats Wa, a species of large deer. 

wid, s. Hefea Chie, aq HIATT |S ocaivi we, coiaia 
Bif@, a measure of two, cubits, a splint of bamboo, a key. 

aifain, s. Tid ual Stet “fee, Wa vai, a fishing net, an. obstrue- 

tion of split bamboo placed across a stream to catch fish. 

aifsae, a. tis, faoia, afea@, expert, clever, skillful, able. 

ais, Ss. Sie, cb¥, a portion, division, a limb, a member. 

@tsifa,  s. feats, atzq TifS, a pilot, a helmsman, a steersman. 

Sigg, s. aigty, Seats, Olea, entreaty, supplication. 

@isfa cial, s. ae waifeeq qe, ware Ya, anything rare or 

highly valued. 

aindife, s. feat eta, ceafa, entreaty, an expression of distress. 

aie s. cf, ney Nie, eafam, afam caren, a pair of scissors, 

the seventh month, corresponding to the last part of October 

and the first part of November; a. aslant. 

aifegel, a. tein fasin, afaisre, napa, Saif fuera, this 
way and that way, turning from side to side. 

sifacatia, s. eta afax, a species of paddy. 

Sisal ASA, a. TY Sei ARB, irritable, impatient, excitable. 

Sitel, ad. cGicai TiqyRws, (with a negative, ) to no one. 

Sicsial, ad. cS@itaiaiy, to some one. 

aid, s. SIF BG, a person of the kayosth class or caste. 

Sia, s. Gel, BH, WS, OS SHAT GHA CAITDICSTN Tis, the ear, 
the shoulder, the edge or shore, the rim ofa vessel or cup. 

Sasol, a. Sa GH Sa, fants, Waa, ear-cropped, a term of 

reproach arising from the custom of cropping the ears of 

offenders practiced by the Assam Kings. 

Sinai, a. Sita AAA, emi, deaf, dull of hearing. 

iq ofa, v. xq fa, Wie, to listen, to hear, to attend. 

Sineraai, s, Aft “fad, a species of bird. 
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autres, s. Sta eHBe Hicsidi, an ear pick. 

Satz, s. Saxe fSsry cate wea, a discharge from the ear. 

SAS a. T21 ACH BAS ciel wia <ai, deafening, stunning. 

SAA, s caeq HAA Sat Sig cate, Ta fas, the taking a 
burden from another's shoulder, bearing another's burden, 

the giving heed, paying attention, listening, 

BAe, s. Vite SAS Ben, crix fem, the welding a strip 

of iron about the eye of a hoe. . |. , 

atafaafa, s. atafacare, eax cz, the ceremony of piercing the ears: 

Slaqal, s. SAS Bla ACTS, shifting from shoulder to shoulder. 

aiantfa, s. ota farm atfa, a pole or bamboo for carrying burdens. 
miaqaifa, s. wag cama, a disease of the ear. 
wianafan, v. StAa ATia ga, up to the shoulder in height or depth 

siqaafs, s. Stat BA Bist, the lobe of the ear. 

aianaifa, s. wieefan aca. a, fama fe ei, hearing while 

pretending not to hear... 

Bianta, a. SS, Ow, HBe, wide awake, alert, vigilant. 

BlacATy, s. Gag eS Bist, the portion of the head just behind 

Blan, the ear. 

wiait, s. fewe os AM, Galt, a name of Krishna. 

aifa, s. canting foer sera, opium, a rag. 
aifaqala, a. GAS TH FHA, standing ajar as a door bea, 

wifam, —- catrerl, addicted to the use of opium. 

wifagit, s. CREA CACHAN SIS KAl, MEAS SAS CAcHAl, the feign. 

ing of blindness, indistinctly seeing on account of darkness, 

Sea SA, a. FI Fra, fanfas waza yacy, full to the brim, at 

the exact time, with C@TSti, whispering, speaking in the ear. 

aica Baan, ad. SUnfot, Fx Tox CATS, just sufficient, barely, 
ars, s. feta, wifi, beautiful, beloved, dear, desirable; s. a husbands 

arai, s. Sti, yfa fH, a beloved wife; a. beautiful. 

aifs, s. CTS, ASH BES, glory, brilliance, splendor. .. 

aifan®, a. alsN?, asses, glorious, glowing with light, 

Beste: a. cafes, fares, beautiful, sparkling hati gems. 
s. Bua, Faatet, weeping, crying. —_ 4 
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ale, s. ala, atfasfaa saa sist, the shoulder. 

alefe, s. wb “fed, a species of fish. 

ait, ) s. San, Hath coq GHD, a pen, a bunchof rattans. 

atsietts, J 
Sit Sin, a. Ala Cafaa Vis ea; aq wat cHTS, striped with 

different colors, variegated, distressed. 

win fen, s. afax ca cofen, fen afa, a jemi reed some- 
times used for making pens. 

SiAq, s. vida 44, aa, cloth. - 
Sirigoaifa, so aa, faut @¥a, wearing apparel in general. 
Si7eH, a. oem, wefaa, Meta, cowardly, timid, worthless. 
Siwq, s. GAZ, camphor. 

SATE Wa, s. OTF, UA, a tent, a tabernacle. 

Siz, s. bixe mle CHT afay ape at{B, coffee. 
Saha, s. sets, faafy, wicat, supplication, entreaty, 
Sidie, s. tHe fap, military drill. ; 
IZ, Ss. DA, Goris, the means or way of doing anything. 
Bitay, |s. aiafe, BleTe, entreaty, supplication. 

Thal wight, ) s. wfent faaly, aly qata fiate =fy af, 
aicaicetatte, bi earnest entreaty, worship. 

Sig, 8. afayi, CATS Tat, a yg poetry, verse. 

SIT, $s. Siw, ae B51, Wl, Sle, caaq «fax, desire, lust, work; 

- business, an affair, a light blue colour. 

Siapate, s, oty aefant sale, a species of bird. 

winctwy, s. feu fz, the Indian Cupid, the god of tove. 
INCE, s. Saifae ti® as, a fabulous cow said to grant what- 

ever is desired. 

Sigal, s. sfeatn, aiei, Soi, wish, desire, lust. 

@isadiam, a. fan cafaai, light blue. ee 

SIT Tai, a. SqAC Bal, BY CHCA HA Bai, WA CHT, love- 

struck, smitten by the arrow of Cupid. - 

ainsis, a. fecateita Soi cater, lustful, libidinous. 

SWISH, s. CaN Ad aut, Spee, qd, a district in the west- 

ern part of Assam; a. pleasing, beautiful. - 

@inieiyi, s. fa, the name ofa sacred shrine and hill near Gowhatty. 

ainify, s. Stxtax, @ty ata, the fire of lust, lechery. 
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aiefH, a. stata, siseeia, according to desire, beautiful, be- 

longing to the district of Kamroop. 

atafa, s. catae atria, SYA, AH, a coarse woollen blanket, a carpet. 

amine, a. aqata afs, BB, lewd, wanton, amorous, lascivious. 

atfr, s. wai Zteq AS bai, a long narrow piece of split bamboo. 

aififa, s. anfa, sa citel fof, a beautiful woman; a. fascina- 

ting, lascivious. 

atfia, a. BI aot, aierfeata, serviceable, useful, skillful. 
aifqata, s. eq arf ata, a rib. 

IY, a. AA’, SiNez, Staal, lascivious, lustful, wanton. 

aighe, s. carl, Satyfa, Stefa, a prostitute, a strumpet ; a. lascivious. 

aia, v. wicsca fore, Ya a cas faxt®, to bite, to lacerate with 

the teeth, to ache, to pain, to twinge, to throb. 

aigfa wa, s. wtafa ofa ice ATcS wal, icra wife xa, the 
following after with persistent entreaty for some favour. 

wicaia, s. Wicca one “wal, cx Taq cawai, a bite, a 

aicutafa, § wound made by the teeth, a griping pain, twinging, 

sicaial, a. Wiceca corcatent, afe catren, ata viatife wre, bitten, 

aching; s. a brace in a building extending from the beam 

to the roof, a transverse support of a boat. 

Bicatarasfa, ' s. capa, aivaratit, fexiw, contention, fighting 

or devouring each other. 

ate, s. cae, ufea, the body endued with sensibility and thought. 
alga, s. oie, utfe facan, one of the hindvo castes, a person 

-who has a Khetrio father and a Soodra mother. 
Bite, a. nifafas, tales, bodily, corporeal, belonging to the body. 
Sid, pron. CBla BAA, whose? 

Blas, s. BATS, a doer, an agent. 

aran, s. fafrs, cay, a cause, a reason, 

sraata, s. ante, Bots, wii, an effort, an exertion, pains. 

aizifa, a. wide sal, 4fa, pains taking, assiduous. 
sifqeq, s. aimee, fart ox Bal, a mechanic, a workman. 

Saw, s. TA Ia Fae *fat, the name of a hindoo shaster. 

Silas, ad. CBlAaS, (with a negative) belonging to no one. 
nig tes Ss. <Slq GTS ext ua, aR wa, acastle, an amphitheater. 

SiS, Ss. SG, TA, Fey, work, business, affair. 
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aise, s. fazz as Gifs xtz,a son of Hiwo, the seventh month. 

Sinai, s. VTS, BIe, exertion, effort, contrivance. 

Sika, s. DIiSaiTS Sal S44, <ia atfar Be] Cael, an instrument 

i used in. warping thread. for Weaving, a scoop or ladle. 

Siz, v. AS AZ V2 Gia viata fran, <cnce Sitete wifs wu, 
to lade out from one/dish: to another, to take by force, to 
take; when preceded by t#, to own, to confess. 

Sit, s. ATS, fay, Wqaq, time, the seasons, the time of death. 

Sie, s. afocw, nTz facaH, order of time, in process of time. 

Sa, s. fengasa, coifariae fete “<1 SiH, an unpropitious time, 

a time of evil omen. 

SitoeF, s. SH SH Dal, ATTA fs, revolution of me seasons. 

Sie, s. Ute, AS AS SH 10 afe¢, a small aromatic seed. 

Sit frat, v. faa ai aIe CUMS, STA BSoa, to spend time. 

aia fae, a. Tibi, AS, BASH, feigned, fictitious, imaginary, forged. 

aayty, a. falta Sz AT, STAS aqfy, terrible, terrific, awful. 

SAS; , 

SIAAP, 3s. AMAAS, GSTS ASW, Tzi a FS.%a, a deadly enemy, 

also applied to a son who has by misconduct or untimely 

death disappointed the hopes of his parents. 

aia avi, s. oa aie, faata a1%, the black and most poisonous 

species of the cobra de capello. 

ainift, s. amaify, ete FF, the final and universal conflagra- 

tion of the world. 

Bintse, s. Tea, GT <ul, death, Jom the fabled. regent of death. 

aia, s. cater fea, afe, catintfa, corer facaa, yesterday, ink, 
the goddess Kali, a kind of wind instrument. . 

@ifema, s. Way ica feats Sal YU; <4, the buying on credit. 

sifaal, s. otf crtatia, afe se oifwa cata, the goddess Kali - 
the imaginary guardian divinity of wild beasts. 

Siiaa, a. STS czis, of a particular time. 

Sifaia, a May Mat vag Tz Gal, a little, growing a little light, 

applied to the early morning. 

Bitz, s. Tib “fax, a species of fish. 

By, s. SI, aa, wood, timber. | 

SH, s. CTH, Sixt, RPS, the side, edge, border. 
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aifa, s. fet cae facna, ciate, faartfe, the city of Benares. 

Bla, s. Sa aga, cxte facaa, the name of a-furmer sage, also 

» oryousof a noted familys > | Lies tr By 

Biq, s VEC Canal, Spa cough. 3 f c 

aati, ad. cafem; cata taal, when? on what day? pay of 

wifefa, s. fox; Betz, Baa, evil report, a story, cause of an evil. 

fe, pron. cate aT, interrogative: what? when doubled ( fe—fe ) 

| it has the force of either—or? whether—or? which? 

faa, ad. fa wa, fe Tesi, what is the matter? what do you say? 

faxa, s. wi, aha, care, fea, a servant, a slave, a worshipper. 

fafefa, s. ustel SIf* AG a1, a small bell, a waits of small 

bells, any tinkling ornament. 

fasten, v. faafem?, «fafa ate anf com astl, to feeb the 
disagreeable sensation caused by dust and perspiration. 

fasfast, s. Bins of waza, fasfeafa;, an itching sensation from . 

| dust and heat. 

firsfirs, s. yrwl, Zora eifewes facHA, a raisin, a dried grape. 
fas, a. Gar, Disa, fees, a lite, a few, a small quantity. 

Tasaia, } 
Fass, ad. Bacay, pen in a little while, narrowly, applied to 

an escape from danger. 

Fafes, a. fas, Sari, a very little. 

fed, s. -cotts, an insect, a worm, a maggot. 

fatfataca, ad. BPS Bai Zi Bia, very hard or very black. 
fatfatn, «. fexfefam, CBSCS SA, tearing, petulant, querulous. 

father, s. cotiera oa, G@ima, a puzzle, asecret, a device, a snare. 

fata, s. Alcats com As, AlCatSe Sica, the noise of a gentle 
knock, a slight bine or sting; ad. slightly. 

faster, s. ae, aR, Afe, a book, a volume. 

feafeah, s. Gay Gate cea vial, Asta Vile zHia A, the 
sound of a gentle dropping of rain or water, the twang of 

a stringed instrument. ee 

faafefan, a. ata fefefcaiei, drizzling, falling in very acbitaraopa 

feu, a a fir CATR, purchased, bought; s. the act of buying. 

fof. v. gar fa, BE Sfe, to buy, to purchase. : 
fas, conj. Setis, feucal, BS <icwH, but, moreover, einige’ 
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.4, s. “sfattre, a kind of fabulous beings with horses heads on 

a human figure, celestial choristers or musicians. 
faa, a. ABA SALZctcwa Ve, something unseen or unknown. 

feaifefe, n. 2TH, ata fae cH Ss, GIRS, this and that, 
various things of little value, something or other. 

feuial pron. c@ces, CBRDIMA, APE M1 AAW GATE, how many? 
how much? how large? what price? 

fea, ad. caca, feetea, why? for what reason? on what account? 

fecal, conj. ata, because, for. 

feafafan, a. Bia, oi aisfeu, atfe, hard, not friable, (as applied 
to soil;) stinted in growth. 

faaa, s: afa, aeta, fafa, a ray of light, a sunbeam, Peabo 

faux, s. 2H, cami, Wa, sport, pastime, play. 

feats, s. cad ce, Bas uifs, aotfa uifs, a savage, generally 

applied to the Cachari race. 

fefami, s. uta Bis, HS Bldz yon Sth, a species of small 

elephant. 

fafa, s. catyta wzost afad, a small wae sword, a dagger. 

fafa, , + 7eo, Zaq GHA, a crown, a diadem, a tiara. 

Fafap, 
- fafa faa, a. stitisfenl, af, slender, thin, small.” 

fafara ral, s. cats Ale fam a Sif TH, a scream or loud laughter. 

Feta, s. Asta Sa, aa acai, M Hace wai fa gata, the act 
of singing the praises of any one, celebrating, chanting, 

proclaiming, preaching; the name ofa shaster written by 

Shree Hongkor the founder of the Maha Puruhia sect. 
favfan, s. fava cette, a singer, a proclaimer, one who reads 

or chants the Aiurton. 

fate, s. Wairs, SAA, ztS, renown, celebrity, fame. 

fafea, s. sea facsiz, the name of a star. 

fefes, a. fil, Sie fra wigs Say, fictitious, false, counterfeit. 
fafeas, a BAAS, wT fous axqAfHs, renowned, illustrious. 

fafa, a sisareai, arte TZ, WMigai Sai, deceitful, counter- 

feits s. deceiving counterfeiting, imposing upon. : 

fafea, s. farina, Baas, fra xwkla ca [SIqi, penuriousness, closeness. 

fefiata, a suse, fear, stingy, miserly, parsimonious. 
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fem, s. feata toca Tai, a blow Biren with the elbow. . 

fenfen ova, ad.» faafafaates <a, ofa cara H%, tales 
9%)» growing up tall and slim; flowing with a rippling. sound. 

feaferm?, v. aifaa farfen a4 @ai, to flow with a rippling noise. 
fam?, v. exta ofa, fanatfa, to beat, to strike with the elbow. 

foafeta, s wasfe wal, pugilism, striking back-and Sprehet 
feng, s. trea wim of, the elbow. =e 
fante fem, as! Bren, 5s Zal, C4S1, elbow: shaped, angular... - a 

fefs, s. waa fuel oh, «a feata frafts atx, astone mortar, an 
instalment, money due ata particular time. «| 

faces, ad. fe wian, fe fafacs, coc, for what reason? 
&, prefiz. iS%, cau, Bxg, bad, mean, contemptible. 

sureais, s. | Tl Ta, WH Ze, evil inclination, wicked desires lust. 

FAA, » Ss. AM Vista, FS Bioia, Bean, wickedness, evil 
Saba, conduct, bad practices. 

eufa, s. atfa, qata tafa, vicdufa, a-queen, a king’s consort. 

eufa, 5 Seara wf vai fava, amist, a fog, haze. 
euigt, a ewd?, Cufa _wufa, smoky, hazy, foggy. 

@ fs, v. CHIGUTE CHS, IS CaIcetsl Tal, to shrink, to contract, 

to shrink back, turn back as in sudden fright. 

afon, s. adteta wa oy ofex; anecl. * | 
@u, s.. Vow ferf¥, a hump, a curvature of the sping; aes back. 
emi, a. eu ael, Bre fitz, bivifa Bal Tye, curved, crookeds 

| hump-backed, bowed over. — 
SE CBA, ae Coricss fate cto wa Ws fruit deformed i # 

boring of insects, 

Sf coceal, s. com gfex, SB catcwal,a species of acid frnit, 
Sal, a ofS TIS Bite crf cotcetsn, ofa fra, rotten, putrid, 

applied to stagnant water, or animals thrown into the water. 

Gta Al, s. AG fey, a species of creeping plant. 

@ea feri az, s. Gaim Ba, ofA at a a slight fever 

topeasionéd by: salsing. ;cald-:1i; ont 
#fes Ss. GBI iTS, para, C@tz, a young tender leaf. 

efrala, s & Zt, a cbira 15, sugar cane. o 

afer, s. aif ere aq afae, a species of planegiian grows in 

marshy places and» from which mats are made. Fe 
15 
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Saran, «. safer, wBofaAtz, to deceive, to lure, to inveigle. 
Seal, s. C€a) Sell] A] Sat, a bad word or action. 

SRT, s. wor, SMTA, CM BN,.evil doing, wickedness, vice. 
Sey, 4. yar, Raley SAl cats, wicked, profligate, dissolute. 
oad 5. wate, Baa, raz, obloquy, infamy, disgrace. 

pan s. ofos Siq, BwVis, an evil deed, viciousness, 

Ea Sufsatn, com ate, S25i, evil desire, lust. 

afe, s. «fae odfen otf, tee SA com oe, idfem cea 
C21ai, a mountain tribe of north Cachar Assam; a basket 

used by hill people for carrying burdens on the back, a 

small flower basket. 

fea, s. feat pate, the Indian black cuckoo. 

waz, s. cotefan we facna, caae cacadi wal tid, a dog, a stake 
used in fastening the bottom of a partition. 

SSqyqsl, s. 1b “fee, a species of tree. 

Gaal, s. ofa facaH, a gallinaceous fowl, a hen, a cock. 

aafaeai, s, sti fea @ai, a temporary blindness at evening. 

Bafaeia, a, CAretatace catcetei, not to be seen, found or obtained. 

aafaae, s. wa coTaify, bry cae aifwa Bie, frequently 

bearing young, a flock of small birds, 

woz, s. vif fara, cage HF YA cara, a species of small 
bird, bits of burning grass carried about by the wind. 

SATS, s. SHA, WATS, FATT Gai, dishonor, infamy, evil report, 

OAs, s. HAS WAI, watts, @waisea, calamity, distress, misery, the 

coming to a bad end, evil conduct, wickedness. 

Sula, s. ceal cata, aug, an offensive smell or odour, stench. 
Ame? 

SHBG, 5. zealy, <aez, an itching, restlessness, uneasiness. 

apaioml, a. Alera aa restless, uneasy. 

ais, Ss. Wol ication x, fax <q 95, a brush used by weavers 

to size a web in the loom, a jungle plant. 

fos, a. cam, TH, GS, evil, bad, abominable, ugly, deformed. 

SETS, s. Ceol HIS, Wiese, a low caste, a bad sort or species. 

astsfen, a a. SETS, as, ceai fax, base-born, inferior, bad. 

3B, s. faq atfea stay catenia fox, (. 1) a mark of punctuation. 
bani, s BIS Sfaq catate Ras sicytat, a pain in the joints. 
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apgitm, a. zaseibzl, wH ATIF ez, quarrelsome, contentious. 
Bveal, a. Seal, caicwia, short, dwarfed, stinted. 

Boda, SSI Fi sa, a block on which bhang is cut. 

Soars, s. Bibs alba, wife, Acttai ScHTs, a mischief maker. 

Sbfa,s. asian, tbfem, ws afex, fou frm aifa, a tale bearer, a 
whisperer, an instrument for ruling lines, a species of fish. 

goa, s. afeaitets, fara area, care cfete cate, one 
who stirs up strife or is always at variance with others; 

a. odious, hateful, offensive to the sight. / 

apaifa, s. Boaetfa, arawifa, a tale bearer, Narod-like. 

ol, s. fost cata, HST Bi, a bit of straw, a small bit of any- 

thing; @. cut into small pieces, chopped. 

avifsz, s. axe fox, fastte qa, (lit.) the breaking in two of a 

bit of straw, i. e. complete separation, sundering, parting. 

a, v. ae nate ails, Efe Bo, a ad qfae careal Sell, tea 
| wigta altfen fafa, atwaa ¥f, to cut into small pieces; 

s. a ludicrous story, a woman without fingers, the tip end 

of a plough handle. 

a{e wet, s. cecafem sel, a ludicrous story or narrative. 
atta, a. asa, oof, Tam ARTS, C41, insincere, hypocritical, 

disingenuous, insidious. 

abu, s. fafSz, Hs Seti, a relative, a family, a kinsman, a connexion. 

aba, a. BBBTI, bf, short. 

BoE, s. CBCVA ITB, Fe, gruffness, sharp retort. 

BY, 8. = Cait, tA Catst, the leprosy. 

adfa, s. cattirfa, cary, an apartment, a room. 
auta, 2. Boi wai wy fac, HAA, an axe, a battle axe. 
af, so BIE Bile ats cette BB, corte waz, a factory, a shop, a 

house of merchandise. 

afta, a. 2% afsta, a leper; a. leprous. 
aria, s. as Gfarm fofa, fa atqee sift ora ate, a leprous 

woman, a term of abuse meaning indolent, torpid, inactive. 

Bs, s. BAT HPA AIA, WH, a pit, a sacrificial pit, a pool. 
aaa, s. @fagi, Sak SAA, an ear ring. 

aibs, a. farws, com, Byafa, low, mean, vals wncomey deform- 
ed, evil, despicable. | 
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BIS, soa fasta, Sant? aimtgqate, false reasoning, unsound argument. 

yaa, s. Glam, caaife, play, sport; pastime . | 

Sau, Ss. BAS wa, an‘ evil appearance, the sight of an evil omen. 

args, SACS CBT, cHfate cater, CANCE BTS, imperfect 
vision, an evil look or désire; a look of disfavour or aversion. 

safe, s. foetfa atefe S18, staf Shy, afemate decoy elephant, 
CAE, Ss. AS AH, alow suppressed sound. as of erying or singing, 

the twang or vibrating sound of a stringed instfument. 

BABate, v. DCOCIER Wy Wal SHI Ai cyto, to utter a low sup- 

pressed or humming sound. 

Bary, s. waz, cau] Ai3, a bad name, disrepute. 

aia, s. a fare, cam aba, low or perverted morals. 

afs, s. ATs <aid sign, the wife of king Pandoo. 

Gu, s. wea “fee, a species of flower. 

auIaly, s s. ofad St wa, the Indian jessamine. 

SuAia, S. Bld Gi GG, a turner’s lathe, 

aml, s.  fastfa cife <2 aa, Brafix wiqez ate sig feb 
wal fasi fea etd, a trap, stocks for confining criminals. 

Suid, ss Bud Sit arate, a turner. . 

SHA, a. BUS $51, HUTA Gal, turned; s. the act -of turning: 

BEB, a erate, aise, com, fafas, repulsive, disgusting, hateful. 

ats, $. Opa caUpia, a portion of a boat’ between two cross beams, 

a room in a boat. | 

ao, s. aw, * WS, a well, a reservoir of water. 

antirs, S. wD Zoe, Cal Bisaa, evil disposition or piataa: 

eet: s. sf, Ca ctts AS te, a joint of tiemaboo or any 

c small vessel for holding oil. 

fas, a. ca#ifas, wzweis, angry, wrathful, enraged, provoked. 

BAA, s. wfsrata <I a 5, Cex a1, a wicked or undutiful son. 

GASH, s. Cla Weicaca WiYR, an evil minded person. 

SIA, Ss. fami aoa, tifa, abuse, obscenity, scurrillity. 

Bad, s. aieaie rie, a wrong way, evil’ conduct. 

SalyAal,: s. | (enn; yam, ill fate, adversity, misfortune. 

aicear, s. Weare cata wai, Bisiface wai, the act of usta a 

blow with a stick or some instrument; a. struck, smitten. 

aafd, s. cat afe, -attap, a perverted understanding, bad advice. 
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wag, s. «aq wfeots cae, the Indian ‘Platus or god of wealttr. 

BAAR, 5. aAza, aD Sibi, evil conduct, wickedness, vice. — 

eth $. aufy, afeai, evil thoughts, wicked’ desires. 

eotae ere Stet, Cat He VlIs aia ose TIS Sit, the 

frontal lobes of the’ forehead, the portion of a roof sce 

between the ridge-pole and’ the eaves. 

bal Ss TH YT, WHT) 1% a fragrant maior ease, with 

ez livng free from anxiety or trouble. | | 

aaip, s. sttcnca wie aan fad afad, the name of an insect. 

aziba, s. Biwt waenz aie farm a disease in the = of 

the hands. — 
aufs, f s. REP, CAM Ta, Bsa, evil aitelian evil  niaions, 
ara, a wicked mind, an evil heart. 

SIF, s- wit, cami Zf%, ba, evil’ advice, conspiracy, Willies 

wary, s. a af%, an oti adviser, an intriguer. 

Gitgm ASE A, cetera, a prince, the’ king's son. 

arg Dt, s. TTS PSA i), the post niet between the ridge 

pate and eaves of a house. 

aaah, s. Scaed cod ort cuntfae ofa wk wan, an uproar, 
the tumult of a multitude assembled on any joyful occasion. 

ayfa, v. fae fore, cette ef, to soften by soaking in water. 

waren, . a. HS, CTH, WieyFB, young, tender, soft, immature, 

Sig, s. Aq, BEB, a small child, a potter. 

awrrgre7, s. wtfawica feet Slay gata, a poem written by Kalidas. 

ama, s. wataa fefa, afex cette, a potier’s wife, a species of 

insect resembling a wasp, 

auiz atl, s. 6s sti aris, potter's clay. 
axifa, s. fan fafa = af serrate -cirkgh cimite, a virgin, a 

young girl. 

SIs, s. Gry, frafahen Sitiiiedibneinn: a compass. 
Sia, s CACRSUI AAS, at Taya cae, a firm, persons united 

for trade, a division of a regiment, of soldiers. 

BT, s. BAR, BI, aswA APs anyvearthern, water-jar, \ the sign 
 Aquarias.. ain Seth 

meats, mntajirertiias potink> 7 

aferite, s. aae facaa, one of the hells of hindoo etinioiat 
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afea, s. ufaaia fecaH, an alligator, a crocodile. 

waafan, s. ay «fee, a species of bird. 

eq qai, s. Size a, a post of a native loom. 

equ, s. an Bia Sing alsnh, =a «fad, a splint of bamboo 

bound on the edge of any braided work, a species of flower, 

Sql, 5. Sisq ata, acetel, the shaft or handle of a spear, a 

small bundle of fire wood, @%ea1, a lighted bundle. 

Gaig, s. yfaata caqi Aig, any disagreeable sound. 

ofa, s.. farats, caicaca attfa, twenty; v. to hoe, to dig with a hoe. 

afafs, S. arate, #ai51a, a bad custom, an evil habit. 

efan, a. ofim, sits eafa dal, ofe Falta cote, having a 
chronic disease, a twentieth part, worth twenty rupees. 

SSUl, s. “fee Td “al Dale, Gafaai qeie, a species of fish bird, 

a wind that blows up stream. 

SSAifa, s. gua Age ats, the name of one of the leading 
hindoo religious establishments of Assam. | 

Sie asia, v. ainig wile fesay cafs cafs CATCH, to nestle 
close to another. 

SSUAG, Ss. BEWTIBIE {ag atfa, the famous battle field of Kooroo 

Pandoo. 

SER SSD, s. cava Zeq Wa Sicqiaia, a slight pain in the 

breast or bowels. 

Gopi, s. GSisai, Si Tw, milk slightly curdled; a. curdled. 

SEH, a. (eal SH, smite, aise, uncomely, deformed, ill favoured. 

asin, s. “fad aw, ceria Aly, an instrument of music, the 

screech of an owl. 

ZED, Ss. Sab, DA, WSS Sati, craft, cunning, intrigue, hypocrisy. 

a5 ful, a. zoiiez paafw, fara, crafty, cunning, deceitful. 

oui, s. cota afax, a loose native jacket. 

aa ‘Tem, a. 4 feu, com 2fe fae si, stupid, crafty, subtle; s. a bad 

adviser, rogue. 

ax, S. Sib, SSH, a tortoise. 

SLAIIz, s . fren wa Tasiae Wi saute, the 0 a of the 

ten incarnations of ishccay in the shape of a turtle. 

afe, s. 4@ Tibz atx, a species of fish. 

aa, s. CUTS, BIS,2a.4, family, race, tribe, lineage, caste. 
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anad, s. ath “x, ar fie, the religious rites and observances 

:. peculiar to any particular caste. 

waafarit, v yas wifa tH ceTen, to gargle. 

amuya, s. waa, cant fox, STSTS, an evil omen or sign; a. 

inauspicious, unlucky, ominous. 

BAUM, a. CaM AMAT AAR, @sifaa, ominous of evil. 

BA CHIT, 5. SH Hawi, the tutelar deity of a particular caste. 

afm, a. ae wera, of good lineage or descent, of good family. 

eafaa, s. fra eae «fe ga, aaq am idife, conduct by 

which the honor of a tribe, family or class is advanced. 

ami, s. «TA BISA Bz ta, Aleiz cw, a fan for winnowing grain, 

the hood of a snake. 

SATA, s. BACT, TAAL VHS fafiws, conduct contrary to the 

rules of caste, a term of abuse, 

OB BAA AT, aFi HATA AN, the name of a power- 

ful demon, name of a mountain. 

atta, s. calfas wista, Faas, the customs of a caste or family. 

SAC, s. Z\HT TTS BEA, one contemptable among his people. 

ofa, s. afae oo pat®, eae, the Indian cuckoo, a coolie. 

glia, a. Boy 2.4 STS, of high descent, noble, honorable, of a good 

family, belonging to the highest caste of Brahmuns. 

ofan, a, 8S Hafan, ofsai, relating to caste. 

ga, s. fay acy me foe we fro, tae aw Ya, BITE Ast fee 
faa, one of the seven hindvo continents, name of one of 

the sons of Ram, a species of sacred grass used in reli- 

~ gious ceremonies aud sacrifices. 

gaa, s. tanta, 7s, 19H, fratriw, happiness, welfare, safety, good 

fortune, prosperity. 

gufa, a. a@orifa, sisirata, afer, prosperous, happy, fortunate, lucky. 

| HPife, a, AaB, com ay Arye, cate, displeased, dissatisfied, 
_ discontented, reluctant, piqued, unwilling. 

- SATA, s. SHIAT Bla, a mat made of the huh or sacred grass. 
: TAR, 8. WH AR, Bie Udaith SF A wal, audacity, impudence, 

y boldness, presumption. 

enifeata, a. ware, SF AGA, audacious, presumptious. 

@fx, s. HS CBlal, a spoon shaped vessel! used in religious ceremonies. 
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WS1G, Ss. aay, Caz] Fa, BAA, an evil disposition, a. corrupt 

nature, depravity. . ) 

Bq, s. a faa WU, SS, the note gf she: Kuli or Indian cuckoo. 

ee , Se > Sat WHS Awl xtefen sist, EA fee, the i of an egg, 

the saffron flower. 

SZ afeat, Ss. SQy WlICI ACI, i colour of the gaiiion flower. 

OQiNal, a Bart GS, warm, tepid. : 

RGRGRS - WA SAlq AG, the noise of prolonged coughing. 

It, @ tS Wa, cE Ha, how many. 

CSBAvig, a. WAS, several persons. or, things. 

CES. CBE; 8. CHATS, S$qq Fix, the yelping of a.dog. 

catia cial, s. cote as, a species of. snake, |. 

C&S, s+ &fR, C@iCAl, a tender” leaf -or shoot; wee; any body, 

(with a negative) no one, nobody. 

Ceefay ss HUT MT, ARMS cece, TIT, Clatfay a groan. 

CeSiz, v. CS Sia KAi, CATE, to groan, to moab, to grunt. 

CBIR caiaizs, 
aa, a S fs tei, cae’, ACTS, bent, snail: <iniead 7 

CSCSIS, s. HA A Afeata Ws, cAcatisi ce sia, agroan, a moan. 

CECSICHCS, ad. CHACHATS, CBital Awica ste Gal, barely, after 

some sort or manner, at the utmost stretch of one’s strength. 

CScSia, a. KS, SiG Ais; Sed, ataz aias fem, <iza ow, 
crooked, bent; s. a crab, a joint of bamboo attached to 

the sides of small boats to support the covers or roof. 

(ace tale, v. cetoit, fea tare, to curve, to bend. 

CeCSIA| CR SLE, a. coRiam, caatcal, curved, crooked, bent. 

CSceldi GAT, s.. SHY ait aia, ewig vifaca ceial, a 
royal sedan used only by the kings of Assam. 

Cacatal. fedi, s.. afae fai, a. poisonous reptile, the scorpion. 

ceo, s. fants fom uifefeca fam aa, cael aa, aba stripes 
in the border ef a cloth. | J 

C@bi,a. are, fafaal, Bfcase, unripe, raw, eaneianed. stupid. 

CES ath, s. wit cafaq ae aie, aname of the Goddess Kali. 

CS5Tz cats, s. CSbIS Wid AHA AS, AHS sisal care, any- 

thing that may be eaten ‘raw. or dt a. of angaren 

| able temper. 
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cepinin, a. wfacase wqR, TEicae qaul, obstinate, self-willed; 
one who refuses to listen to others. , 

cats, s. C@bdl Aaa, Bis, a colour, a pair of shears’ or scissors. 
c& foz1, ‘a. HE 5G céteal, @fez, out of square, oblique, slanting. 

Oh, s. Sfx Ae, whe tei fran cote afex, the earth worm. 

capa, s. feats cate ai cotertfa, a babe, an infant. 

CEBIBI, s. CB oA cote af, mud thrown up by the earth worm. 

ce Bafan, s. wacate facaa, the piles or hemorrhoids. 

cents, s. cepa fafoal afax ater, atfoutes, a species of snake 
resembling the ground worm. 

CSUBTM, a. aeiviel, athe, half-ripe, half-cooked. 

CEES, s. coCeHl, WIAA, a species of flying insect. 

céufa, s. xtatca fafoal sts fee, a species of tree of light 
yellow colour. 

yas a. Saat utafen taa, light yellow. 
co ASS SES cai ts afte, vata, wicaretfe crag 

casttfa, a species of prickly shrub, a Marwari trader. 

cautea, s. faotts wre desi za afax, a species of coarse ‘grass. 
Ca, a. céeil, asfem, oaths, aslant, sloping, oblique, one sided. 

cease fa, a. ceatcahs, etceterterf, turning this way and that, 
glancing to and fro. 

CBASS, s. cei 5S, awfgl FS, squint eye, squinting, 
CSASSM, a. CEB) FB_ UG, GMT Se BW, squint eyed. 
cafa cocafa, s. fofe fanfer ae nie a small long necked 

earthern jar. 

CSS, s. @teAA, Sat asta, an ear ornament. 

(BLES, s. fax ofaea oz WH, a species of esculent root. 

COACH, 8. SSCA Hat M1 fog ITB, the ery of a dog when beaten. 

cCenceionl, a. AATF Satcq wate ola dai, BIBS aa, teasing, 
vexatious, annoying, troublesome. 

CBCBUICBCHN, a. CHS] THEA cottwa wea, having the smell of raw 
fish or meat. 

CBA, & CBI tie if cotcateta aw, the noise made _by the 
teeth when eating hard or unripe fruit. 

CBS, s. Afe HAG *TS catte sto afax, a species of tree the 
leaves of which are sometimes used for feeding silk worms. | 

19 
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CUBASE, s. SETA AAS CABS Cats Bei, the swaying the 

body as under a heavy load or from diseased limbs. 

cenaia, a Gide Sixt AE] VA Te, SHS Twi, cHcHR, 
hard to break with the teeth, peevish, fretful. 

cepcecbian, s.  fasrfacRrsi, wera cata «fa tei, scolding, 
finding fault. 

cabizcmayfan, a Barcs xy Vi wiqe, cecbfami, cod Scafen, 
irritable, peevish, cross, fretful, snappish. 

CECBACHCRA, 8. CBHI NY, Bia A, crossness, angry speech, 

CHCBal TiS, s. wz TiS, a sharp angry way. of speaking. 

cHCbal, a. tq DIA Asi, lean, thin in flesh. 

CECB AG, s. “fad BB, a porcupine, a hedgehog. 

CSUb2l, s. Sifaai cotitats, disagreeable odour of animals or of 

urine or of the body unbathed, any rank smell. 

CSearsta, s. Aft caintien asi, ofA catel Bai, the act of 
roiling or rendering turbid by stirring up the dregs &c. 

casa, s. cecsid, ceecata, some, a part, a portion. 

CESAaita, ad. Sts, WAITS, lacking but a little, narrowly, barely. 

cefeni, ad. cela age, iatfa, when? 

cefeais, ad. ce@ital ATUCSI, (with a negative) never, at no period. 

cafenial, ad. atatfizi, c@ital ANTS, sometimes, at some time. 

CSG, s. AT AAA GH WR, the ninth planet. 

wat, a C@eScala, c@wxTa, few, a little. 

Cetee, a. farta, ceceetfa, how much? how many} 

CBSIS 1a, s. TF SdH, the pineapple plant. 

cacefe, s. «faz OE wea, afaq bale, a species of fragrant 

flower, a bird. 

CBU, s. MS BAS Te aa.” wa fafsen, the reading the 
same thing over and over, repetition. 

CSCS, a. CBICAI, CHSLATA, some. , 

cenia, s. fade ata, fee cata, a shrine of Hiwo. 

CEACGA, Ss. CAMS Carta fem, wale cox alfr sifew eel, the 
sound of a constant dropping of rain or crying of a child. 

Cee, a. WA Baits cava fa xl, continuous, applied 
to rain or any continuous sound of dropping. 

CeAceafa, s. Aa oTaiaa ani= Sti* eel, a continual crying. 
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Cea, 8. CHtce Yai, cata aati, fruit bored by insects, a mistake 

in weaving or platting. 

Gaul aot, s. cata aust, @aty cattoa catteri, a mistake made in 

weaving or braiding, so that the proper figure or regular 

order attempted is not preserved, a mistake in speaking. 

Cefa, a. cata coca, cela facet, which way? 

Cofae, a. ACOTiCAS, CICA cHicag, no way whatever. 

cafaai, a. CeBicatal ICH, somewhere, in some way. 

cata, ad. fe ex, CeCASM, how, in what condition, in what way, 

cacate, ad. fe aca, f% ace, how, by what means. 

CSAS, a. CA Aol; Bcatsi, ascefent, bad, disagreeable. 
cacaatte, ad. cater Sto, cettal Bortcaca, somehow, in some way. 
caufan, a. ATS Bla ATaAl, CEAcSATe Vi, nervous, irritable. 
CEM, v. GA ¥AxCe BHI, to whimper, to whine. 

coq, s. «fe 65, a tree producing a gum used in calking boats. 

=e * foy, wifefa, fetfufea ai cxtateta weq HE Za, a fault, 
a stigma, the north and south poles, 

Cr, s. cof, a two pronged contrivance made of two bamboos, 

used in raising timbers, or supporting a heavy body. 

COMBA, s. AHA zeal wha, a fas, cacerws, a cushioned seat, 

used only by the king and his nobles, a person without 

house, friends or means of support. 

cortatha, s. ed wifey fair cate ee 4d}, a kind of opium. 
CBtCeafa, s. Haars aals emi, loquacity, idle talk, palaver. 
CSACSAE, v. BeGal® eal, cals, to talk, to prate, to be loquacious. 

CGIBIZ, s. zacal a, wfax aio alefeai ere, a species of land 

| animal that has scales like a fish. 

CSACSE, ys ofenta ata sifea waw a creaking sound. 

cwaraafa, § 
Cetrafam, a. Bria, aoa, faaa, hard, dry, without moisture. 

CSACET, so. HE BAS SX CS Sai, a bantering about the price 

of anything. os : 

cBacaag, s. ceaicafs caren, ater wifwa stfe, a tortuous motion, 
/ as of a snake. 

ceaistia, a. wtf, waa, boastful, independent, self willed. 

cweiazi, a. cacatca fae, fox wel, bored by insects, faulty. 
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CRIS, s. FBI wife ceacefam HAW, a creaking sound. 

CBtaG, s. cHtata ates Seats far Vi, a pain in the joints, a 

cramp, a spasmodic affection of some part of the body. 

cacafeal, a. Cel, vfaal, cBfaxi, slanting, oblique. 

cacafs, a 44) Wafaai, half tamed. 

Catal, Ss. ColATA, ATS A Waa CAB, hire, rent. 

cacaal, s. cecatal, otisfa facaH, a well known vegetable. 

CaCaAa, s. 4a cofem cite, a hundred legged worm. 

CBcata, Ss Bl catial cots afaa, a species of insect, an, excres- 

cence on a tree caused by the boring of an insect. 

cafacacnra, s. ze cauife, aics fata, sport, play; ad. slowly, surely. 

aseafa, s. Bis Wye, Wet aha cuicare well, aaeia, the 
_ cawing of crows, words without meaning, idle talk. 

CGACUEA, S. CACHAI, Vai BSA AGali, a person of offensive habits; a. 

untidy, unclean, foolish, stupid. 

ceca, ad. fea, why? for what reason? 

CECA, s. GB BATA, Hl, the involving one’s: self in difficulty. 

CSU, 1s. Yat, Rival, distress, suffering, affliction. 

an, S | 
CHER, a. cee was cifs ate, fas wi ew alefeat aTqR, 

indigent, dependent on others. 

cetaal, a. fe aaica, fe cay, why? wherefore? 

caqa, ad. Sen, Wa, only, merely, simply. 

coca, s. UR Ses, Wrifa, an ascetic, a religious recluse, 

a disciple of shri Honkor head of the Maha Puruhia sect. 

C@aiz, s. afaatx, cata, bTez, menial service, any low occupation. 

ceqifa, a. wba, Ale aiefeai, not mellow or friable, exhausted by 

cultivation as applied to land. 

CGH, s. Fee ofa, the hair of the head. 

CONG, s. bia State craze <a Sal, a tress of hair, a ringlet. 

COAq, S. BAC ata staa wefe, the stamen of a flower. 

ceafa, a. FarRg aca staeay ofa eel, shaggy, having a mane. 

CGA, s. fez, a name of Vishnoo. 

Cai, a, wart fool, fean 72 cae Aa, astringent, harsh to the taste. 

CBCRDI, a. C&kl Aili, astringent, bitterish, harsh: tasted. 

Carel, | 
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CBtaa®, v. BARIZ, YA ATIF, to loiter in doing or obeying. 

cacefame, 
cacata, ad. C@ta ¥12tH, Sta, whither? to what place? 
%@, v. to say, to speak, to tell, to declare. 

WSU, s. WH, CHlt, SAB, a grudge, secret ill will, hate. 

tanta, s. fara tel ot2, fraetfa, the fabled abode of Hiwo. 

C&IMa, s. Iz, Ase Za, a king's son, a prince. 

CSB, s. FSX Birig CVIBIF carcmiata wea «al, HTS afax, the 
gathering together of the ends or sides of a shoulder cloth 

to receive anything, a caste or division of people. 

C@IS CATS, a, aig care, shrunken, contracted, drawn together. 

CBIBIZ, v. CSIs AIF, SeriF, to gather in folds, to plait. 

caibi, a. Biafa faa atx, destitute of fingers. 
Cald, s. sta athe caal az STB, a fort, a fortification. 

CBIR be Gla Te UT, MIT IIT a cara sie, steht, 
carte honey comb, a fruit or seed in two or more lobes, a 

tender sprout, a shoot. 

CoTSSTa, s. WHEN, BIS Bafa, cecarati, contention, discord. 

CotEtcarfE, a. Stata arial, state. fafaen, half ripened, half cooked. 

CSS, s. BS fei, Arex, the early dawn. 

COIS, v. cafaat®, wtcz} aia, wo teaze, to importune, to entreat. 

CBIBIACH, 8. oft cacnce ta ete, BPS cactca feta ta ofa oa), 
the rapid flowing of water as from a spout or a break in an 
embankment, a purging from the bowels. 

calfea, s. ofa sat®, the Indian cuckoo. 

CBSA, a. SASS, yaa, fara, emaciated, lean, shrivelled. 

CUT#l, s. UTS faq wie fa carchisi xATF az, a-disease of the 
(oes and fingers caused by the contraction of the muscles. 

CSIDICBID, Ss. CALEAl CREA, YBIYSI, the gathering up in clusters, 

or binding in bundles or separate tresses. 

calbefa, s. Zafam ti crits v8, a species of wild silk worm. 

Gaiecelal, s: cH afax, a species of tree and its fruit. 
CBIBA, s. cattcare, CHIH, AST 21, a hollow in a tree, a cave, 

caIbl® a3 Ss. HS By afax, a species of fruit. 
- eafaal ae cacwal afax, a species of the egg giant. 

carte, v. «i por fA, ten million, a crore. 
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CBIUPIEI, s. éfax ua Fim tz, a species of bamboo. 

C@ivi, s. AG AS caibifH, a small room, an apartment. 
CBIsItetdi, s. calbifa caioifa, separate sections or apartments. 

C@1S, s. BH cast, a disease of the eye. 

ceieaad, s. afeeatea, a prison for criminals before trial. 

Ceti, s. Gia erg fate oa He aia, Ub aH, fecatere 
santa facs, a small kind of bead. 

celtmi, s. fant onl woF afax, a hornet. 

COICHTS, a. WH Fas, CTY Scaicqis, angry visaged, frowning, 

dark, cloudy. 

CBA, Ss. BG, CSlAl, WYLS GTM, CSA Ga, a corner; pron. the 

interrogative who? 

CSia Cota, pron. ca cAxti ARAI?S CAtei, who or which of several 

persons or things. 

Calatetia, ad. gfexisfe, cornerwise, diagonally. 

Cita, pron. CBE, ABIg, some, some one, any one, when used 

with a negative particle it signifies no one, nobody. 

Calta Sten, ad. cafsate, axifas, (with negative) never, at no time. 

CBital cBital, ad. we 4@, several, a few. 

C@ICATS1, pron. ied aS ATyz, some one, somebody. 

CSTs, s. fSa Nie, Wisi, a rough model, an outline. 

C@lSl, s. CBlbI, Catal, a bundle of sticks, reeds or sugar cane. 

cass, v. fea qie wai, ifefe wie Sal, to fashion, to model, 

to shape, to reduce to proper size. 

CGiA, s. CHM, UH, anger, rage. 

cGinia, a. wats, angry, cross, wrathful. 

ceifas, a. wteta, cafes, wrathful, furious, raging. 

C@id, s. cat, Me Bie cGle, Wi Wai, a rapid motion, a blow. 

Gaia, s. cay wal feta arfy, a perpendicular support to a partition. 

carats, v. zigf wifece fri, aiotfaca 721, to strike, to beat, to 

hammer, to flog. 

caiaigfa, ad. watefa, zacatmi, casticafet, quickly, rapidly, swifily. 

ceiaia, a. 2fa, Soa, zasieni, cafer, strong, skillful, swift. 

coins, a. Toa, faz, aeaferi, soft, gentle, tender, mild. 

cena 5i8a, s. gasifaat biga, feat? cotcatey stBa, a kind of 
rice that js eaten without cooking. 
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caincatal, a. Bite Bi, softened; s. the act of softening. 

carcatal, s. me afaca oi, orofet facra, a species of pumpkin. 
Cala, s. CBiata, wb ati wry facaH, catst, a hoe, disease in general. 

CBIACSiat®, v. coicd sta, cSgfar BifeT ATS, to croak, to rumble, 
to utter a low harsh sound as a frog, or the bowels. 

Catal, s. aif sta, c@tcata wal, a heavy load carried by poles 
on men’s shoulders; a. hoed, dug over. 

Cararé, v. carcaca wait, to dig. 

COA, s. WALA Ale, CTW IA, the Koran. 
CORA, s. CHls, AH HiBcaA wag HPs oral, a legal attach- 

ment of property. 

catcatel, s. atfawera cattmi, a ladle made of the cocoanut shell. 
carcateifa, s. wal am alfa, catcarel aafe aiff, a dense uneven 

jungle, undulating ground. 

, a. gt BIA, zalaai, uneven, undulating. 

catcaien, a. watfa, etafea, only partially cleaned from the husk. 

cae tafe, s. coda stiafa, Sefer are, a croaking, rumbling. 
COTS, s. caren, att, wcaea a, the noise of a crowd of people. 

catia, s. «ta wife score sive ota, coraa fafoal ws, an 
implement for gathering up and spreading grain to dry. 

CElem, s. CNL Scersl cary, ort] Giese few Tis atl wy, a 

barbed spear, a sort of bamboo fish trap. 

carats, s. fea aft atoq coda om ST4r, the belly part of a fish. 
cara, s. cata, af& Bia yl, the lap, applied also to the hip or 

side on which the natives carry children. _, 

catatefa, s. Bcd fac’ atatiataid eat, a mutual embracing. 

CaTalen, s. ate, cele, a tumultuous noise. 

@tzi, ad. cate, cate, @tBfa, said, spoken, uttered; s. a crow. 

Cotate, s. ara fae Bae cottbt® faceren otf, we, a decoction: 
calatfa, s. yxa FF 5B, the corners of the mouth. 

calatcaie, ss «ula eufa, sifee win wal %e cei, haziness. 
C@ly, s. “Ife, Sb4, Bla, nearness, proximity, side, edge; a, near, 

close, at hand. 

CHIAaSoI, s- HIS Si the trimming off of an edge of anything, 

Calm, s. ARIE BAlAia, a sacrificial vessel. 

Care, s. aH afaei, Giteafa, a horoscope. 
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Caleia, s. ww, wfaais, contention, disturbance, strife. 

CIES, s. AV, IF, caatfa, a speetacle, show, fun, sport. 

CAlsfar, a. {ae VWe, cxcaferat, jocose, sportive playful. 

caigit, s. Cala, a& faq aIy, the’ moon, the rays of the moon, 

an astronomical book of the Hindoo. 

CES, s. Aitoaaas cotton few_a Tors afa, a breast jewel worn 

by Vishnu at the churning of the ocean. 

wr, s. Sui, ata, eats Swi, weeping, crying, lamentation, wailing. 

wi, s. tf, atia vial Gla adits, order, succession, a series. 

BuUthse, a. BCT FCT in order, in succession ; ad. consecutively. 

HY we, ad. ace aice, SAAT, gradually, successively. 

we, s. feai, a purchase. 

Brae, s. feal fee, canta, aifasy @ayq, trade, commerce. 

aifs, s. avate fora sista aut, the third part of a cowry. 

fal, s. ceatfa, feata, cof, afe, play, a game, wantonness. 

“eu, a, oa, faa Fea, AfatHa, black or a dark blue; s. Krishna. 

feeriay, s. Gare AAT, Calg 272 cate ane, the wane of the 

moon, the fortnight of the moon’s decrease. 

5, a. Gai, Saq Gal, made, done, performed. 

fas, s rata Tal, AAT CATS, gratitude, thankfulness 

fasrafa, s. SacHia, ate tera, the joining the hands in supplication. 

feos, s. HOCH STA GA BATS, GA, the universal destroyer, 

Jom the fabled regent of death. . 

festa, a. feo ote, aa AleeEa, successful, prosperous. 

fate, s. fafsa aes, the third of the stellar mansions, the 

Pleiades. 

fefer, ja. Seal, Ste, MGS wai, feigned, counterfeit, alloyed, 

fefea, ¢ artificial, 

faa, a. fafa, foedi, eas efea cata, miserly, penurious. 

feo, s WqxAz, Sexi, Wiz, grace, mercy, favor, good will. 

> & BAILS COTS, ia] @qi, a gracious look, a look of 

favor or of pity. 

fecitate, s. favitatte, fertifra, the sea of mercy. 

fHorss, a. wiatTe, SHaITZ, merciful, gracious. 

Tecra, a. Winit Wines, wafaata, pitiful, merciful, gracious. 
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Feria, s. SHAR, TAWA AAA, the merey seat. 
fafa, s. cate, cor, C@5, a worm, a maggot, an earth-worm. 

Feral, s SR, TA, SIE, witHeT fe wA, an act, a deed, 'a 
work, the performance. of a religious rite or ceremony. 

feu, a. fra, coca, lean, thin, wasted, emaciated. * 

fers, Ss. CUPSas, RicATa, Bal, a cultivator, a farmer, a 

fafaas, husbandman, a peasant. 

fath, s. cxfS, ae, cultivation, agriculture, ate tcs tillage. © 

Ha, a. EY aldo, fxaafraia, cruel, pitiless, hard-hearted: 

. Bifa oiaa ate, ote canta ate sifafis, a measure of 
lag equal to four thousand cubits or nearly nine a 

CHa, s WH, CBI, anger, wrath, fury, rage. 

c#ta, s. catio, an ety, ten millions, a crore. 

ais, @ a5, SITSGl, FT, weariness, languor. 

FIBRS, 2. Tq SASH, TATA HA CRIM, CSaifam, weary,» languid. 
fat, s. avn, fa tena foa fax, neuter, a hermaphrodite. 
CHA, s 44 Ax, Br, AS, distress, affliction, suffering. 

CHAMTES, a. Fx fers Gi, alllicting, distressing. 
afos, ad. sifss, cafeaial, weiss, sometimes. 
Sid, s. Qua facaten sith, a decoction. 

a : 

at, weta, BBA, Za, the aspirate kk, sounded uniformly like kh, 

as in the compound word brickhouse, It is often incorrectly pro- 

nounced like A; the sky, the atmosphere. 

az, s. we, BAX Bay FSal, wasting, wearing away by attrition. 
as, s. @ CSIs, crite, excessive hunger or desire. 

Usal, a. sfeui, afea, aly, voracious, gluttonous, covetous; 

s. a glutton, a gormandizer, avariciousness. 

AAA, s. FIA, BS FS, qe Aae AMM, fiendish, devilish; s. the 
name of a demon. 

afeai, s. Se fia, faaxa cami, a fixed or appointed time. ie 

agate, v. ag wife, ate are, to turn summerset. 

aq Wi, s. ta cate, YX Scwetsie aistal, a tumbling over, turning 
summerset; a. turned topsy turvy, inverted. _ 

wai, a. Gist foo, Adi, Fer cricRre. «its, topped, having the 
end cut or broken off; s. a species of narrow mouthed basket. 

17 “ 
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AIA, a. Wet Ja Si, mutilated, eropped, lacking the top or end. 

afan, s. fsor uta catettfa, a species of ‘fish. 

AGE, a. wig, WIR BASif,unaccustomed to, snpraatioed 

wows. <u, Tear afae, contention, a species of tree. 

ABTS, ad. SIS, BTS 2zcaAiee, confusedly, hurriedly. 

ABIals, v. Aaiafa Bla, casticafst wfa, to do ‘aay or con- 

fusedly, to start suddenly. 

ABATSALS, y ad. ist sf CAICETSAVS, in a Rome confused 

AB) TSI, manner, rashly, without caution. 

aware, ad. ajate, cat, acacafea, rapidly, quickly, er 

ASATSD, s. BT af stf@ fas Wal, the act of smiting on the 

cheek with a clenched fist. 

ae, s. aM are, aera, contention, quarrelsome ee 

tela, s. a2 aa, the letter 2f, or its sound. 

ate, s. Gite, ASH, BSH, a little wanting, not perfect. 

2H, Ss CHIC, CVI, anger, wrath; sharpness. eu ke 

2aTa, a. we eel, cHifa, Calnge, angry, wrathful, cross. 

ASG, Ss Blaq Aosl, CATH Teal, a footstep, or impression of the foot. 

aAbGi, a. ADSI, Sfacx CECASI, trampled under foot, trodden. 

apie, v. sapfe, sfaace catatfa, to trample, to mix by treading. 

2b AD; s. BES FB Aife af qa fem, aq oie wats 
wtb wofa, 7 Ts ae an itching irritating sensation, as from a 

mote in the eye, annoyance, irritation. 

AEN BCA, ad. Vist YA cals Ga] A cate, aifera Ara 
adi, doing or saying things without regard to consequences. 

ABATE, v. A_ACpTet, to itch, to annoy, to ‘irritate. 

4putfsai, a. <ifa cea at, rough, hard, uneven to the touch. 

AGIBCS, ad. AATAnits, zie BHA, quickly, expertly. | 

2G, Ns SUB, sfaacg CBCASI, full, not deficient, mixed by treading. 

ais, v. ware, calatfa, to tread, to mix by treading, to trample. 

2fSSBI, s. ACS clalte ayPe @bi, the act of clearing or cutting 

away entirely, cropping the top and branches. 

2S cate, s. acai Aarts cats, eating every thing set before 
one, eating to- ‘the full. | 

wets, s. ~wzgals, sta faa feafa, an itching sensation. 
te, a «seta AAI, Hat catcaten, imperfect, half. 

6 
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~tfen, a tax fastfa oe wai, fastidious, notional, oman 3 

u_sfy, s. was cre, see, was. > a 
AFM, a. tShS eal, scratching slightly. —- meet 
tata, s. amy afax, miferarie pate, a musical instruinent; 

utaras, : a species of bird. :7 bn fer 
apts, s. faa, ots, ai B¥tz Setar, a flight of steps. PSI 

aberfia, a. Feta, Fra, dry, hard. a Hehe 
wate, s. clatcacsia, alafs, doing or giving reluctantly. = © 

231, s. MTB SA, Sir SA, serving, doing, rendering religious homage. 
abat®, o. act mca te eda, to urge, to command again and again. 

8,5. CUlMtT, CS, SIT, AST, Wie, a portion, a vinta a. besa 
meut,. a division, a section, chapter. - 

ws ea, ad, cota cetaa, piece by piece, in pieces, with’ van 

cut into pieces, to divide into portions. PEF 

8A, Ss. Noa, FA CHT, CAtoz, removal of a eee potenti 

_ othe expiation or removal of sin. 

wags, s. writ fof¥ erat. Sai, cutting up, destroying ‘utterly. 

“31, a. 51, CEAMTA, removed, expiated, refuted; s. the king’s sword. 

watt, vo. st5T®, to destroy, to remove, to expiate. 

ay, s. fax@a ofa, STH fz, a bond, 2 writing, a promissory ‘note. 

AEA, as) MCA BaTcae MTF carver, Bea cacarar, self convicted, 
condemned by ‘one’s own words, unable to reply. 

2%, s. waetfey, efen, fafa, absence, interruption,’ cessation 

from usual work, rest, stoppage. | 

~feera, s. adat®, Rced ate, (with a negative,) without cessation. 

ufeafa, s. were Uta tai coriciten, festera ae, gathering to- 

gether from all sources, summing up accounts, a ledger. 

vfs, a. athe caret, Asal ai aei, absent, minus, deficient. 

wratien, ad, wate aeti'caten, speaking rapidly. 
wAIAT, s. aarafa, Brag, bustle, haste, hurry. 
wwiata, s. dal att ae, araratiby a vessel with feet. pe 
wa, affix. vifeate Be HH, AKA TIS cats acm cofeaial We, 

cafsaial ZZ Aa THe, an affix, generally applied to’any 
: thing spread out or extended, as @tefq eta, 7. ¢. a cloth.’ 

ee a. GHBTECS, HScAICS, cote Bera, all, the whole. © 1” 
uqaT, ad. ST Sth, ACA CACM, atta eta, one by one, severally. 
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wat a. site Sai, cStai, dug, hoed; s.. the act of digging or hoeing. 

Af, s. HG, afer, Skt Hs HIT RT, Terme alas THB, 
a quarry, a mine, a burrow;a hole. 

“iigal, s. Ceivta corte wai, the act of cutting into pieces. 

afae, ad. xttae xin, maet cafe, a little while. 

afieq, s. feaea, wis Sift wel cate, an engraver, a sculptor- 

afta, ’ s. critutefer eetifa tera afaaya kind of cloth 

“fal Gieta, § worn double. 

UCAS, s. Tis Sika ste cM, Bt cns, the gathering to- 
| gether of fish &zc. in shoals, frequenting a place of resort. 

UCAZ, 2. HBF, caic¥e, Hae, the whole. 
ucaqecs, ad. caics, face, Bavics, instantly, immediately. 

CATS, Ss. CAST WIIS AAI, the causing to be dug or hoed. 

tae, s. fafqa, wae cia, caitae, a moment, an instant. 

wf, s. wal, <iq PRI a TI ction we, a spud, a small 

_ implement used in weeding or loosening the earth about plants. 

ufsai, s.. cate Cait ofex, Hiei @fad,adisease of the hands and 
feet, a species. of snake. 

wfem agian, a. aael WoT, vied wea, small, inferior, mean. 

USS, Ss. FFE Ala TU cau, aw, wae oavre aid site 
Got, a moment, the twinkling of an eye, a minute. 

ACTSS, ad. ATAGS; Dofass, Buss, in a moment. 

~cafen, a. fafatin, szer fife, brief, evanescent. 

2ayai, s. @apara faks Dal, an engagement of one year. 

ami, a. fas fe Sti Sai, divided, portioned off. 

ames, s. aifa fr att sit Sal, cice Fel sifa cate, cafes 
cafeig ei cite, dividing land into portions by paths, looping 

skeins of thread together, questioning and cross questioning. 

EA, s. GABT ND AIP GaSe Bal, KA ft GEERT TT CAT, 
producing every alternate year, hiring land for one year. 

ator, s. Fea, Gilet, elea, a cover, a lid. 

anants, ad. Gis zt, very quickly. 

acEa, a. wteeaae, “faz, without presence of mind, unsteady. 

atsiaiz, ad. =tpatz, fafani2, immediately, instantly. 

ani, a. sas fax, ales fe iia Sia SH AIS] Sa, Haw 
aifs fate, refried, freed from dross; s. refining. metals. 
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ten cata, s. ates frm ora, faSia ita, refined gold. 

ufo, v. was fa, xfs ort, ata athe fam’; torefine metals, 

to cut down a tree or forest leaving nothing remaining, 

to sojourn temporarily, to pass a night. © 

wos, s. sara ace atcwca fasta Sar, calves, groping, feeling 
about for something in the dark, searching by feeling. 

xf, s. vofaa, wtferr fe, sojourning in the house of another 

in the hope of marriage or gain, passing a night. 

wfoat?, v. cacmtite acece fastfa, cefiyt, to feel about for 
something unseen. : 

efornl a1, s. ootfam ofeetet, cater das BIA® tat aah, see, atfeiz- 
ayer, 8. FicH Stca etter fir, Stor Stet, belonging to a relay; s. 

gffiting for a person at different stages, lying in wait. 

acote, s. fxsts wcaterl, causing to be refined or freed from alloy. 

zy, s. celauta suiwa aly, orfas cattea ry, a deep heavy 

sound as ofa gong or of anything dropped into deep water. 

uza,s. aa fests Sifea AzIM, Za, news of war or any important 
event, general intelligence. 

wzqga, s. aie, eaezae, doing anything confusedly, without 
order or exactness. 

WAR, @. 51, Fe, GIBB, exact, true, complete, neither more nor less. 

UTS, s. cae Sifwa WSS Actin cate Ste, a bamboo grooved 
to receive the lower edge of a reed or bamboo wall or 
partition. — | 

wuTeTTE, v. AST SoA Aiea Hz" Sal, to make a rustling sound 

as of new cloth. 

wnetfira, a. eqs 74te Ty, rustling, as of silk cloth when rubbed. 

UTA, a. Zawte, cet? Ta, thickened, turned from a fluid to a solid 

state, loppered, coagulated, clotted. 

UE, s. Bde eePuate fea Sra a teas aA atife ya, SA, 
yeast, leaven, figuratively used to mean hypocrisy. 

WH, Ss. Wz, bie CHTS, Rift, diminution, attrition, wearing away. 
UTeq, a. WA, ABN ott arefents THOR, utterly wasted. 

Ui, s. Rie, cat, otto Bre caren, wen Fee, ora cater, 
dysentery, swiftness, brittleness, parchedness, a cutaneous 

disease; a. quick, dry, brittle, parched. 
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tafetan, s.-sfa uatie yore fami 2am Sai, clearing out afresh 

an opening that .has’ been closed up. 

ware, ad. caate cane, Facy, waaceT ies, quickly, baie speedily. 

wtquaiz, v. Weir its rife arate WM Sal, Gite fooqs Hay 
Syl, to make a rustling noise, to rustle. 

wqafam, a. WsSia, Yagleai; very dry, parched. . 

AqcraMi, s. CEsticaist Sai, ALiAle Val, AacAis, SSitwal, the act of 
hastening, hurrying, expediting, with ?&, rapidly, hastily. 

tat, s. Trae Us COATS cater ae Row, the horn of the rhinoceros. 

ab, Ss. WA, 4A FSSA, expenditure, expense, cost, 
2b, s. HHI AIR A SiS, Colwl, a temporary prop or support. 

afb, a 2%, adie sf, prodigal; s. the coarse. portion of 

anything that remains after. sifting. 

“afoul, a. aeletrn, fae catcaten,. coarse, not pulverised. 

w~adq, y ad. aaiia, aay wal, casticafs, quickly, the doing a 
ALAG, thing quickly, used as a noun and an adverb, 

wgH, Ss Silda, siiqei,.a sandal. ’ 

~aid, Si ateaate, <aqeafa, cos oatafe, tossing .about in 

wtasafat, distress, restlessness, uneasiness whether of mind or body. 

CIT, s. Slat fate, aw Bal, scorching heat; a..scorched, parched. 

UGCA, s- LaEcaisu, af wai, tossing about, si mid “s 

Za, s. catara uefa facaa, a curry comb, 

2afa, s.. Pazar Zul Hie, the leaves of vegetables Gaabed very dry. 

taf His, s. ote uife whe wei, tod yal, zAcHca Bie Ea, 
4 going and returning quickly, going round and round in anger. 

tafafApi, s. cog aal, <eecate, grumbling, fretting, complaining. 

~afaai, s- coral pura, faqs catczte, broken, rough. 

Aqz,.v., Ula soa fe Zsat®, WA UA AS Ait IMM, to bleach, 
to expel the alkaline. qualities of new., es to urinate 

frequently. Ae 

2q1y, a AAA cuiteten, faa aif, gate Awa, without moisture, 

dry, parched, expert, quick, active. 

agifa, s. waeifa, ata caiczien ota, the veh seasons: 

waif, s. site saifm cate <teq oF, a small bamboo basket 

used for rinsing’ rice. | . 

aifa, s. gB <zi BY, firewood, fuel of all ils 
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4fanl, a wa tai, eta catty wai, having a cutaneous disease, 

afanibat, s.etfe Sh qtqe, a wood cutter. © 

wfasiys. cree stfe a crt sta, wat oft, ao ah vei ofa, 
a grass tooth pick, a roasting spit,’ a spire of dry grass to 

which the eggs of the silk worm is attached. ~ 
afasint?, s. «fax Ole oe ‘aql a, the Indian Jessamine.. 7 

alae fer, s. mate fafa FFs Zest, putting upona spit for sone 

afaal adifa, so ae aetfa, a small chisel. 
wFa51, s. @e teat Sal Bata cM fa, a ripe made of il 

 terider shoots of the bamboo. | 

wf fem, s. Wal WIZE cola, Bry Axsia, Needed a dead body. 
wtFaas someon arfe, ter aie, chalk. 
wfaaia, s.. we feate, et Gory, wrangling, angry wears 

weal, a. ia dra atom fos, tia fe wai, ace xa, hare-lippe, 
seasoned with alkali. | 

UBS ClCH, 8. BiB cao, a thorny sgiallatns the egg fin. 
uca Xai, a. fafa, CoM Ale “al, wham having the waren 

a cutaneous disease called khor. 

UCTS, s. Cait AfAt, wicace YS, whe aH wel, a disease of the 
o> | urinary organs, bleaching or expelling the alkaline quatities. 

| Aaa, a. ceil, canta, fextimwat, very quick, swift. 
teen, a sep fea, cated, cera, cad Shae oa, expert, 

active, quick at work, ) 

uz, vr. ak BA Ry ten thousand ssilliogs. ' 

ué faatd, a. wily wate cere, wcateayexpert, speaking iy. 
| aS, s. Cir ofad ela .=a, a watermelon. 

ta, s. otf, cata, a drillofor sowing seeds... : 

aS, so ofa OT MIA AL AK, MATS, CBIMeA WH, ZIP, the 
tly » noise of agitated water, atumult, ahubbub. - 

wHBiq, s. WAS Atl, fay wey a roaring Faiohnaue sound, a 

sudden moving of waters to and fro, . 

wtaua, s. itfea ae, otha. AGA ATS, the peel of loud na 
: or of agitated water. = = 

ataatafa, s. ix) <hseenicine: ote. eet the noise of 

_ loud laughter or of agitated water, rambling of the bowels. 

aa faE, s. CATS BHI, trenching, preparing ground for sowing in drills. 
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“WA, s. Sat, tis, a layer, a fold of cloth, a story or floor of 

a house, a succession of things one above another. 

AAAS, s. SCAT, CCAS; ayia, cacaeite , the whole (collectively,) 

the entire assemblage of parts. 

wae wary, y ad. Safa, Biriwiet, eis atiwy divided into 
2tafeim, § layers, layer upon layer. 

WAT, s. SIH, StS Vliwa qa, Ser Ticata, starch, sizing. 

AAAs, v. Giga, tits caret cxtw, to rinse in water, to 

slighily agitate water. 

waa afs, v Ast TS Ale origi wal, aatatatAy cata, to 

dry into a hard consistence. 

am, ss ACMHS SY Asi 31%, TR afeaR yal aha, a temporary cook- 

ing place, guests or lodgers, a threshing floor, (generally 

the ground,) used also for spreading grain to dry. 

~waiami, a. sat oie, * ATH, uneven, undulating. 

afta, s. cata, S12 catsn, a furrow or drill in which seed is sown, 

+ a place of resort or rest. 

fas, a wats al, alefai, absence, loss, deprivation, cessation. 

afaaa, s. AS wis Afad, a species of fish. 

atfats, s. ufare wife com cotal FHP, oil cake, the mass of com- 

pressed seed that remains after the oil has been extracted. 

AAS, a CoH, bye, BU CA afe wai, shrewd, observing, of 

great observation and experience. | 

4Epi, a. FAIR ICAI, ASS alfa cata, rough to the touch, 

harsh, not smooth. 

asa, s. “ale wal, fe vai, breaking or dropping off as the 

leaves or fruit of a tree, caving off as a bank. 

aofar, a wfe tui, aatt oa, tae caiat -afax, caving, filtiog 
off; s. a disease of cattle by which the flesh ‘sloughs off. 

~arfam, a . abalba, tapi, CASCAG CAICRIA, stiff, rigid, inflex- 

ible, starched. 

242i, a. whe cars, Halse eel, caved off, loosened, broken away. 

athe, v. Gare Bara oral wate, to loosen, to cause to fall off, to 

cut away as a stream does a bank. 

UZ, s. IR, earerraial, TS itt scaten a, an abscess, a pus- 
tule, a boil, the itch, a gencral name for cutancous diseases. 
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wes, , a. te tel, having warts, blotches, or any eruptive disease, 

ten | 
wigan cégia, s. 5a Sofa, a toad. 

WSIS, a. AcaTs, catcaicersn, caused to be loosened, caved off. 

wie, v. cotea ofa, fafa, to eat, to fit 
~wtiefa, s. cris we, WIA, eatables, food in general. 

Wie, s. LHe Bh tatecanata rece ata thy, qata ae 
Satw% core, an officer of the king’s household who accom- 

panies the dead body of the king to the Ganges to see 

that the necessary ceremonies are performed; a spy. 

wied, s. catersfa, ate tal fee By, a bamboo instrument for 

digging holes. 

USS, Ss. ASE FSA GABA, the mucous discharge from the nose. 

“tife, s. qgicl, atfet, the fork or parting of the legs, a crotch. 
Wis, s. catiot, AOI 2e fantata al ufeata catiey BH, a notch or 

mortise for the support or joining of two pieces of timber. 

Wit iF, o. Serre wie vai, cara FAP eral, cater caticoy atrz 
CBTS, to fit two pieces of timber together. 

aife atm, v. otf sife scare, «fa athe scare, to stuff, to 
cram, to drive or ram down with violence. 

wife, a ate SH fears, om tai atthe wy, a woman, having 
a short or mutilated nose, a beast having the tail mutilated. 

wife aft, s. rat ave Siwefem etfs, a short veil. 
wife cate, s. zara 2tBs cette BB, a temporary place of rest 

and refreshment for the king on a journey. 

wziten, s. stfe sfeu! cata, a palankeen used by kings and priests. 

wtistfa, s. faa ofan, atisrat, a species of coarse grass or reed. 

wieal, s. Ales, AHA, ST, revenue, ground rent, tribute. 

wisifes, s. «a Sate, ae Sarthe, a treasurer, a cash keeper. 

wzrga, s. wea feet facaa, the date tree and its fruit. 
MTD, s. OTTarR, Bia WAI Asti HST, a bedstead. 
UBM, s. sieq Bier war atl Sa, iiza Maca casa SHS 

¥N 2 facawa Sai, service whether of god or man, special 

efforts to obtain a desired good through another person. 
~wibfaata, s. ha acre, cocaz ai festa ofa, a favorite attend- 

aut, one who has the confidence and esteem of another. 

18 
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aibty, a. fowix, Te al, faa, true, certain, final, unalterable. 

2@biAte, ad. fassta, Torre, truly, certainly, unalterably. 

aie, v. caste aig ofa, atti «fa, to serve, to work for wages, 

to curry favor by officious civilities. 

artis ap, v. Aq HSA AQ HAAS 2tiofa ACIS, to labour 

earnestly and unremittingly to obtain another’s favor. 
2S, a. TRU ART Ge ARB, TaN, of mediam size. 

4s, s. eta, fants ei aife wa, a farm, a distant cultivation. 

wis, s. Catal si Siiwd Ae AS Ytie, the cuttings of gold, 
silver, or any of the metals. 

wiseis, s. we AS YAfa, when ~aSfe, small cuttings or pieces. 
ACSA, s.. ATSS A Tryx, belonging toa farm, a laborer on a khat. 

2ttAT, s. CUTS FI, BMA, wa wal ceatfet, food of all 
ating atafat, § kinds; a. edible, esculent, good for food. 

aia, s. wat, CUZ, Col, Fi, a piece, an individual thing, generally 

applied to anything spread out or extended. 

ait atta, ad. Qs Qty, wa aa, ate Tez, Tioafy, here and 
there, one here and another there, with @fz, to scatter about. 

ATADICAS, ad. Hata Tia, wl CHS, a few, as many as three or four. 

aifa, v. TS ofa, GBitace BIZ Ufa, to dig, to hoe. 

~tfas, s. Ba wa, fata, acefa sta cafa, a little, a moment, 

eilein ls a brief period of time. 

aifasfa, ve atifa, afsate ote ofa, to dig up jungle land and 

bring under thorough cultivation. 

~Tara, ys afald AGS CUA, Satq {/H, a noose, a loop. 

tie, 
aifuiwas, s. atfarit cate captfeas, a bunch of several skeins 

of thread looped together. 

atiot, s. Atcs ia fea, AP cote, weet, a lying in wait, an 
ambush, ap ambuscade, a story of a house, a layer or 

division of things placed one above another, a cascade. 

ator fe, v. Aste va fem, ceiri cate, to lie in wait. 
~iTiaq, s. _q “ate, a large spear. 

wtinfa, s. wzafeia cata, Ga vieifa, aaferat 251, the ‘adie a tile. 

aia, s. afaa og, wztasttetast, a division in a string of beads 

of different colours; several layers or divisions. 
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vita, s. wzitam, we alatfa, nz ate Zi, a glutton, a gormandizer. 

2X, s. CHR Tal, SIH, CAB, a coagulated ‘mass, severa! layers 

adhering together. an envelope, 

, fs, s. oe ofS care, the Kampti or Shan race. 

ainfea, s. frafaai mi, wiafea aa, along knife, a Kampti sword. 

wrayts, v. cataifa ofS, face atti, to stand fixed and un- 

atrfS «fa, J moved, to set down the foot determinedly. 

atin Zel, a. CoB cette, ew, coagulated, thickened, clotted. 
2inaife, v. corte @tB ete, to adhere, to stick, to change from a 

liquid to a solid state. 

aiff, s. 23, We, fers, wa, the breast, the heart, the mind. 

2iftwis, a. Uls, atfeata, fas ze}, WH 2x1, courageous, bold. 
aah, v. lexis wife “fa, to grip, to clutch, to grasp. 

UICHIB, 5. ais aifa «a1, SISq BASTA cuTet, a grip, a grasp, as 

' much as can be grasped in the hand at once. 

ATCRTB! wteatcD, ad. yfF9 ZfF9, handful by handful. 
UZ, s. GA TS Sitka coral oie, Sark aia, aia fe wai Bai, 

an alkali obtained from the ashes of the plantain and 

other trees, food seasoned with the above, gunpowder. 

wit By v. wea coiei aa atfea fe, to extract alkali &c. 
wrafe, s. ate sf wife, vegetables, a side dish. 
wiaft, s. waa otf, sttaq acaren ofa, lye, alkali. 
“ait As, s. way BH, tha acaTe sw, a vessel used. in 

obtaining lye from ashes, a leach. 

UPC AS HTM, a. AVS TH, TAS Tose Arist ten, cate caerteat, 
habituated, not, forgetting an injury, holding a grudge. 

wtasta, a. faeea, speechless, put to silence. 

wast, s. aibfa, cote, stife ofai ate, a public prostitute, a term 
of gross abuse. 

US, $s. GEA, UT SAA, a bracelet. 

USS, s. @H Biria fax, wztia fea, a kind of red cotton cloth, 

| an iron handle and chain for securing a box or chest. 

wicd “ai, a. 41% SiS wiles yA <a, Zacuiel, mildewed, rusty, 
timeworn, weather beaten. 

UT, Ss. ARATE, tits, ate vista BT, cata, a gulf or bay, a 
deep ditch or pit, a deep hollow, ravine or defile. 
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2tia edi, a. afe cats, carat? cats, afe cats, diminished, 

settled down, reduced. 

~tifei, a. Wm, tn#, walea oarapara Bq ta, empty, void 

blank; s. the outer section of the plantain tree, used for 

presenting the offerings at faneral ceremonies. 

wits, s. Nib cattery die Wifes Sag wifiefes az, a small basket 
for holding fish, shaped like a water jar. 

UiaCAD, a. witeg wee CHD, having a belly shaped like the above. 

wits, s. attate fife ore cite Sat ote Yas, a coarse potash. 

~ATdaq, s. Culpa, CelGa Sal, the act of eating. 

ata, s. W CATA, Gia, wi, a broad deep excavation or trench, 

ater, s. Gare, aS, atefSai, wasting, destruction, with efx, to 

destroy utterly or lay waste. 

wR, s. Tq ATSieai Dal BiB, cartay ofa cater wm aatta wife HF, 
a place destitute of running water, a sparsely populated place. 

2121S, s- Rl stig’, the inhabitants of the above place. 

2s, s. ala ok] TS, SI toa thifa, coral, a castrated anima}, 

a gelding, the sprout of a tree that has been cut. 

2th <ai,s. Sdi apa stati etate, cota cya, ‘the sprouting 

out afresh after cutting. 

Ptatats, v. Zifee wiz, cate Sie dai, fuafatat?, to giggle, 
to titter, to Jaugh boisterously. © 

fafa, s. cautfa, ay, Safa, sport, fun, frolic. 

fafasen, s. Sante Fai, the act of laughing gently. 

fax fait, v. sere aca ciceia fam, Waits wR SA, to speak 
in a cross, surly or snappish manner. 

faxfafea, a. WAacy aly Td, eRe cacy faa, cross, surly, irritable. 

fas, s. Tea TSI CATS], CAB, dirt, filth, the excrements of cattle- 

fatsfastz, v. sti fasfasi?, to feel an uneasy prickling sensation. 

fasfa, s. cattaefa, carcebfa, a filthy place. 

fsa, a. atfaai, oi fast ae, forafetfasi, small and spare, the 

puny one in a family of children or brood of animals. 

fafoait vo. Hla caiceitenite, aaaItS, to cut slightly, pa itiaid 

or without pain. 

fatofa.'s. ata bide Sife frafate facaten atata, a dish com- 

posed of rice, ghee, pulse and spices cooked together. 
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PUsrrsha, s. Mat Tay eH Asi, FF ates oBlg Haw, bickering, 
the noise made by boats striking against each ot her. 

faster, , a. WHS, ca Asi CFT, aziferg, having an 

> Furst, honorable name or title, ostentatious, showy, pretentious. © 

fusiet, ss BAA, with, Bete, show, display, ostentation. 

furs, s. faxfs, fatfatte, cafe, SiIsH, the earth. 

Farseirs, s. feos, a5, ssifs, a king, a sovereign. 

feta, a. fata, HE aie fem, cacti, dried up, lean, thin ia ‘flesh. 

fanatbat, a. ta sta ata, fase, emaciated, wasted away. 

forare, v. fay te, tte we Sf Zar, to grow thin or emaciated. 

farfa, afr. FM, Gil Hea HSS cast aca Ta THIF, Bai, 
feats, cacefefa, an affix of place or quantity, meaning 
here, there, yonder, some, a few. 

forfacs, ‘ affix. a THM Wasy Ae, FBcy, here, used also as 

Fuca, an affix of time and place. | 

fernatfunia, s. fern Texts, facatatfaefe, mutual hate. 
funfam, a. ferne, eo fia, faster, hating, wishing evil to others. 

farsi, ) s. wife, Hecate wal, fesier, sai, fame, celebrity. 
~zyThs, rumour, report. 

Farata, so Tevnl, eicete, cyte, wifes foal, hatred, malice, spite. 

faa, s. fez, Gar sitfera, Fa, milk. 
ferafs, s. stfere eceren st? <1 Hz, a milch cow or buffalo. 

fataa, s. frau, tea gata cStot, caren, the act of milking. 

fara aint, s. fea iste, FH ATHY, the milk ocean, according to 

hindoo cosmogony the second of the seven circular oceans. 

farat®, v. sifata cSt, sifra fercaren, cre, to milk. 
farfas, s. fatfax, safer Hew, any low ringing sound. 

fuafuat, s. ofa Aw ats, a low rippling sound of water. 

frame, a. ace sBcy Beas ota eel, SIs eran yi, ancient, 3 

remaining in one place for many geuerations. 

fun, s. any, wa, fea a single leaf of a tree or paper. 
fatfea, s. carete cocerd1 stata, a flat kind of nail used in Ys 

two pieces of wood together. 

furafe wera, s. aq ae Fare, a window. 

Farcaren, s. faefer Ni, vet Tal, nailing or fastening with nails. 
WAZ, v. YRS CSlaA SAF, AylF, to feed, to attach, to fasten. 
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ABS, a. CSlea ecaien, cotal facaisn, acstte, fed, fastened &c. 

ASU, s. waqafa, foal, aefa, doubt, mistrust, hesitation. 

4Zi, a. oti foal, Ae cars, Ya Yrtfa, broken to pieces. 

AGiq, s. BIAS, ACHR, hesitation, doubt, apprehension, mistrust. 

pf, v. wfaca xi wisfa, faalz, : taife , @afe, to scratch or 

loosen the ground, to stir up, to investigate a matter. 

46; s. Tafe, catip stfa, to pierce, to stab, to punch. 

AISTE, v. fasifafste <a ofa fea faGs, to idle away time in 

mere pretence of doing, or in mere preliminaries. 

apd, ad. Gar GA, Alte AIR, very little, slowly. 

wood T5q, s. ADIBIZ, a1 2a3 faa fade, spending much time 

in accomplishing little. 

~2Bate, ad. @lctZte AStS, slowly, gently, with. a low voice. 

u5faql, a cal, HSAs, faifafe faiefe te sx, small, insig- 
nificant, mean, diminutive. 

2fG, v. Rift, GR SA, B51 Sia, to beg, to ask for, to desire. 

fam, a. catae sifeis a ah SU Big, like unto, in size and 
shape of foot, or in gait. 

AR, a ACA KH Sal, Soatateiafe Sai, mutually picking, 
biting or devouring each other, contentious, quarrelsome. 

a1, Ss. @1y Bier BT, WAT BIA Xa api, a post, a pillar. 

4b wife, v. 201 ifs fast ae’, foa faa, to place a pillar or post 

in order to mark a boundary. 

4b, v. cSicwca catid wife a arya, cite, fey <a, to peck, to 
pick up with the bill, to spring or strike at asa snake in 

biting or a fish at a hook; s. a small stake, fault finding. 

ao ctt,a. wit ad wa ai, (ea a fagia caren, capable 
of providing for ones self, applied to a young child or bird. 

{iovtam, s. abet zatgui,a player on a kind of small cymbal. 

, Ss HS Om, asmall cymbal. 

aba, v. Ub, aiett, cid wife, orate siete fAioats RI, 
to peck, to pick a quarrel, to read hesitatingly. 

domr4f, s. Stata tyra, coryicaten, <7. faain, wrangling. 

AQ, s. Hired, AS, AS AS SIA, a piece, a bit, aslice, a shred. 

A BqiA Ga, s. HAS Gita, Avi As, AS AS, Trlfa, a very small 

piece or bit; a@. very small. 

Au , 

oo 
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wgfan, a a aBIa eras aay Sef, YT faa, cual, nicked 
or notched, as the edge ‘of an instrument. 

2%, } s. BbIeAg Blasi, refuse of broken rice or other grain. 

ay, 
ais a, S Barratspar, URSA, fosfa, consternation, perplexity, anxiety. 

wim, a. UH AIA, AS AS, Sas SiHsi, wzY, very small. 

minute, little or slender. 

w7afa, » s. nay foul, fufeats, Safa, st, Aine, fear, con- 
a4 ani, } sternation suspicion, uncertainty. 

UH, a. BY, AS WR, BVI, @fazi, small, little, minute. 

a YCAIB, Ss. ish tb, Heth, Ti, the discharge of urine. 

Wai, 8. Wel, CSIs, AACA Tq CHATS, hunger, appetite. 
WATE, a. WKS, Sls Awl, AcaifaTl, hungry. 
wfey, a. wes, tie cx, CSis Asti, an hungered. 
ta Bi, a. = Atl, Bol, oR Sassi, maimed, wounded, mutilated. 

anata, a. BABlAM,y CUES Ife cere, very dry, crumbling, 
wfa, s. wat Beats, catial fea, one who maims or wounds, a 

woman who stammers in her speech. 

wt, a. faHl%, packed closely without interstices. 
HEA, Ss. UH BISA, wea, the refuse of pounded rice. 

WHA, S. UM) KA, SIOfA Bifaca afawz® o.vi91 a1 afe wai, the 
act of pounding beating or bruising. 

wT, s. SCNT wt] Ase Baw, a small mortar for pounding and 
mixing together betelnut, pan, lime &c.. for a quid, 

wt, a. faa sin qcicq Wai, CES) Asti, beaten with clubs or 

stones, smitten, struck, pounded; s. the act of beating &c. 

wate, v. Fay faaw Brats aol, cos cure, to strike against, 

| to bump, to collide. 
UHITA, $s. 41 wife <a, CBI Acts, cramp in the stomach, 

| striking against, coming into collision, butting’ as sheep. 
wf, ov. ffe x1 coped eater aim, forts, mhz, ofz, rate, ate, 

to beat, to pound, to bruise, to press any thing into a vessel 

* to its utmost capacity; ad. strongly, greatly, tightly, quickly. 

wiwartfe, a. cyetcsfe fufeafa, striking back and forth, bumping 
against each other. | 

AHH, a. Hats ah coats, cate zi fecaten, beaten, struck. 
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torpor, a. fae, yeyfen, slippery, muddy. 

wWHfa, s. HS Catei catretf, a small dark room. 

wPa,v. sfaq sigie cael aie tise Peon atfa xai, to press 
in the toes when walking in a slippery place. 

vara, s. atfanfa, att BIvA Ste * ta “Ts, a foot pestle or 

mortar in which grain is pounded. 

wg, s. @toa wife craiz Az Ya cifs coicette wai, a bundle 
bound in a cloth at the two ends forming a bag. 

wt Tdi, 8. ACHR YA ICT AM Nal, GHS Bare sit oie 
“tui, butting, as sheep or cattle. 

Wq,s. We, TA ASS] SZ, a razor. 

waren, a. Boas Sor Se, AoA aire Misa Atws Atl, ready 
to crumble at the touch, light and empty like chaff. 

waffa, s. walia, we <catot Pars, afex Gitata, a stone on 
which razors are sharpened, a hone, a strop. 

wai, s. HQ TSA chad AA, PAA OSE COR, AAIAS, the hoof of 
cattle, the feet of furniture, a junior paternal uncle. 

wate, v. “acd Fad bret @bi, to shave with a razor. 

wie, s. wacTeg Tatas, cticbie ativ, cayfa, the wife of a junior 
paternal uncle, a small oval dish; a. lame. 

weet, s. ezq cocaivi wal, Sift te Aifirs wal coco Aen, thin 
; splints of bamboo, used in making boat covers &c. 

watifa, s. tafacaeq wit efa, a wife’s younger brother or 

aaatte, sister. 

arate, y. aifas wid Ad a catacts Hay Ui, to make a splash- 

ing or rippling sound as of fish passing through the water. 

wt, v. caiafa faa fe tie Sa, to hollow out, to mortise. 

etfaat, s. catia far. zale’si, one who plays on a drum called khoul. 

SGLEGLE S. otifa caieai wits, a splashing or rippling sound. 

wi RTRTS, v. ASABE, to spend time in trifling, to loiter. 

_ te, s. Stes aicwl acafa qa, tas aAicace ite fem, Gta cate, 

a throw, a cast, a crossing over; e.g. throwing a shuttle, 

casting a net, crossing a stream in a boat. 

caatofa, s. 2tt@a@, a bamboo implement for digging h holes. 

CUBIT, s. WAH Scars Se, phlegm. 

cACebEl, a. Waeefas, difficult, perplexing. 
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caacus, s. feria eed wives Ay, Tats SRlq WS, the ery 
of a monkey or jackal, boisterous Jaughter. 

CUBS, s. TSS SAS wal win, 15 “fax, a bird snare, aspecies of tree. 

citeeviien, a ctces eter fafa, pia ztfrat ate, like the 
: leaf of the khenkeru tree, a mode of dressing the~ hair, 

cfureta, s. fast <ate wath S41, fa, making sport. ofa 
person, jeering, bantering, deriding. 

cot atta, v. catia ofa, fase zate xen, festfs wf, to 
anata make. sport of, to joke, to jest, to jeer, to mock. 
Casa, s. Ui, CHS 1H, FIAT, a fiend, an imp, an. imaginary 

malignant demon, supposed to destroy little children. 

CUSqHIeS, s. Stal alfH, Min atfH, magic, sleight of hand. 

ca sfa, s. car yae wets, feaisfe, feminine of the above word. 

CUH, s.. SSCA AG, the cry of a dog. 

cupcurgre, v. farfarHxt®, aS SECT a1, to snarl, to snap, to 
“ery out as a dog, applied to contentious angry persons. 

cus, a. Cea, wea, fas, low, mean, vile. 

CURES, Ne CIS IG, AME acs Secs ts esi, eatin 
carscusfa, ¢ tz, importunity, teasing, sharp cutting speech, re- 

peated dunning for a debt. 

cancel, a. afee we AT, WPI, gritty, rough, teasing, annoying. 

CARN, s. Wear way ai cafes Bai, needless delay, spending 
time on mere preliminaries. 

CASTS, s. Ua te Wl, coacesfa, annoyance, irritation. 

cuptafa, s. cascasr® ei, ts % casita acer, the causing 
irritation or annoyance, vexing with importunity. 

catcsa, d. ace cafiq SP A C@IS, cutting or speaking rashly. 

CASA, ss BAT UIT A, ati BSS fers Al, a lad, a 
boy of ten or twelve years of age. » 

CMCAE, v. wa Seq Soi, cance Seq few, to aa, to cut 
suddenly, to give a quick tart reply. > : 

CURB, s. Weafs. sa, wee sare fait wa ZF ze, chigding 
about the price of an article or in making a bargain)» )_ 

CUCBACHCBA, &. CABCAD, Vfaateia, Agitew, dispute,’ wrangling. 
crs, \ s. WD Sai, vietta, fafa, wy, a cultivation, a field, a 

Caps, farm, the crop of standing grain. RR? ¢. : 

. 19 

~ 
‘ 
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Cafsae, s. cafe wai aye, THas, VcaTST 5ai, a cultivator, a 

farmer, a husbandman, a peasant. 

CAG, s. cHE, Hata, Fee atta, crea field, a sacred place, a place of 

pilgrimage, a fabulous fiend supposed to destroy children. 

CUA, s. CHAATA, CASA HIS Al AYR, a fabled family of demons. 

catfaa, s. ¢@fex, BTS 4i<e, one of the four principal hindoo castes. 

cat, s. CaSTe, CATS, WA, TSB, sorrow, distress, penitence, regret. 

cancun, a. Wfaa, catetee, besmeared, bedaubed. 

Caacan, s. cl Iba aa, MiAeaisia, light work of a domestic kind, chores. 

cami, s. cafe cate, Cob] TU, Aa, Act CHIa, the act of driving, 
chasing away or expelling; preceded by 2, it means to 

hasten; followed by wifa, to run. after. 

cata caf, ad. aatafa, casricafst, pursuing in turn, rapidly, quickly. 

canifa, v. cece, aif cate Bai, to roil, to stir up, to muddle. 

catir, v. ye afa, av dfaata afe Zi Ai CHIS, to drive away, to 

pursue; with S[gl, to rush towards, to advance. 

cattAs, a. ETAT, forse, CUGISH, distressed, grieved, sorrowful. 

ctcate, a. came fam, 7 ea, fansite afsem, wit va, 
driven off, expelled, banished, chased away. 

cata, s. wa, fasfas ane, caf, ofa, a fixed time or period. 

cadecy, ad. Soiface, cantcs, fects, in a moment, quickly. 

cafe, s. Gare, fam, Voinw, a taunt, a jeer, a joke. 

caf Sa, s. GHatay Sal, cvtuifa wei, taunting, jeering. 

CATHS, so ACTS, Deri, FSCAS, a moment of time. 

C2atcaecs, ad. GSSPACS, ACTSS, Faas, in a moment of time. 

catcal, a. CBital, c@SfaAts, some one, several, some. 

cata catcal, 

catot, ss fataia, sricwte, aca cael ofa wel, acater, wate; a 
grudge, secret ill avill, hate, going and returning once, 

one time, once. 

catoritatfa, a. facaixifaefe, feeling mutual ill will, discordant. 

cifres, s. aicsce bifas witn fap, feeling about, searching. 

cuca catcet, ad. ita aicd, AAta, again and again, repeatedly. 

CAT, s. wiz aa, Ale GdA, Aaa Sai, Gata, forgiveness, par- 
don, remission, forbearance. 

cATiCes, s. KIS <faa Ai feds Val, power to pardon or to punish. 
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cumtas, y a. cual Sal weleye, cugtaia, Aefaz, forbearing, 
catqtata, § forgiving, ready to pardon, gracious, lenient, patient. 

cua, v. wie cata «fa, af, to pardon, to forgive, to remit. 

cua, s. <a va wiiwa Weis faa, thatch, dry grass, straw. 

carafe, s. cra ate 12, SAaia Zife, a jungle where thatch grows. 

catcaé, a. c&tel ZS, coarse and short thread. 

catcas, a. fas, AINA, CACSaI, low, vile, mean, filthy, untidy, 

cucariicacqn, a. For fafoat Woe, offensive in smell like urine, 

cara, s. THA fagn fac sina fratfas aTqRa Sit, Ss vA ote 
Qual 2%, a class, a division of the people set apart 

by the king for some particular work; a game, a play. 

Care BAl, s. STH, cenifa Sal, Seti sai, play, sport, a game of chance. 

CHACHA, s BIA oie Sifwa cela Gal, playing a game of chance. 
ca ACT ACT, ad. wtaietA Bid, CHADS Bea, Fala, bendy 0 boister- 

ously, vocilerously. 

caactats, v. Zale HrhE, to laugh boisterously. 
cua, s. Hare eqa 7%, playthings, toys. 

cuAAts, s. MAS t¥ Sa GA AISA Ale, a pleasure boat. 
cuacaa, a. cavcalh, mat ates curs, cacmetf, confused, 

mixed, thrown together in disorder, half washed, roiled, 

cre, s. @# caatfa, play, sport, amusement. . 

cul, v. Bafa, ceria whe, carne oitefy caret, Sati otf atqR, to 
play, to sport; a. expert at play or games, far seeing. 

cafacafa, s. Br am, Banden ani, afecafea, confusion, per- 
plexity, uncertainty. 

CUA, a. ace cataca, catfH, belonging to a khel or class, playful. 
cucaoit, a. Agfa, BIbIBcata, every, each. 
CUCHTM, a. Cua Si, Cealf Gal, engaged in play, sporting &c. 
cata, a. siife fam, cure, ore cater, erossed, passed over. 
cetatfa, s. cag feai sta, a cast net or one thrown by hand. 

CUR, s YA BAT AG aA, foal CA, CXE Cats, China, the Chinese. 
CURSiAM, a. STA, Uy Sie ate, having a cough. ) 

cazareal, s. 5el WAR, AMAT ATyz, a common labourer who lives 
at the house of another. 

CURB, a. CATER, cacvTH1, unclean, untidy, slovenly, 
_ CMCRE CUCRE, Ss. SIFR LS HH, the noise of continuous coughing. 
ei®, $s.  @_AtB, chalk. 
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Tan, s. wis ateifari stag, ayo, alabourer who works for food 

and clothes, a labourer. 

tia, s. afed aa 1d, a tree held*sacred by the hindoos. 

CUTS, a. CBTSial Sal, Piet ai, artrata Ah fra, eaten, fitted, 
joined or matched, crossed over a stream. 

CUMS, s. FAA, fete ate, cohabiting, living together. 
CUTSTICI TST » 8. ACSA, Corea, manner of living, eating and drinking. 

CUAAZ, s. Serial Safe, Fem acs acst cote Sal, fighting or 
devouring each other, eating together. 

cats, s. FS, AS cet Ifa, a corner, a recess. 

Clie, s.° Sa Tie val AS SX, a small bamboo trap for catching fish. 

CUS] AT, s. Wis cfaater catia el, Hata Wh Sai, setting 
the above, figuratively the hope of obtaining anything. 

SE, 6. TARE, oT, igh yas slats Axl, fear, doubt,” 
hesitation in reading or repeating anything. 

Cais,” s. Cail tifaca fesi, ata NZI, a stab, a thrust. 

CUBA aie, s. wiqR atfe feats acai atfe, a bamboo stake 
used in turning dead bodies when burning. 

ctisfa faata, s. cop wicatal cetet, a griping pain in the bowels. 

C2ba, s. faa Dia, cate aa, difficult, requiring close applieation. 

caipal, a. Boal, Bcats, stirred, loosened, investigated. 

catsi, a. ala Tai, Clio ual, cate Sifwce catim xa), pierced, 
punched, thrast through. 

cH Ta, s. Bias cutcaca fea Tal, NICH Vicw Sal ca, ciel Nel, 
inserting thatch to repair a roof, piercing, thrusting &c. 

caivifa, v. Vaifa, waa sal cateife, Pad wz tei Te Vaile, 
to stir up, to loosen, to open out. 

cltcpit, s. cacbfa, Sets ofan vita Tore ots, the fastenings 

or ends of the waist cloth. 

catcstal, s. Gaal, cf ipife corcaten, corti Nei, digging or scratch- 
ing the ground, as fowls. i 

CUTS TA, a. Chiesa Sia, cats, bitten, pecked. 

cuipifa, s. ctipifa, uza fewaq sist, a room, an apartment. 

CATS CHITHIAI, a. ZatG SH V1, broken, defaced, battered, dinted. 

CUCATSS, vw.  cattars caticatits ai, to stammer from anger oF 

an impediment in speech. 
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carseat? vy. waraiF, cartocatet®, to make a low rustliug sound. 

cate, s. sree saute foe, sfaa fs, a foot print, the space pass- 

ed over by the foot in walking or running. 

cate aie, v. zd ial, Ife Sal, st, to walk, to go afoot. 
cataftata, s. utfaata, aa TS 2wfe cater, a beggar, a supplicant, 

one who lives on alms. 

Cua, s. BS Bal, Tea RIT Sal, Hata a having the 

ici. of a flock, as a “ball or ram. 

cate, xo Gra wai, P51 Sal, begging, desiring; a. asked for, 

ggasi in marriage. 

crime, s. <awe fie corer cttm, atte aft forert cetrent, ask- 
ing for a girl and placing on her the usual ornaments. 

CHM, v Bay ifs Sacre ashe carne, to roil, to stir 
up, to make muddy. 

catiniafa, s. calmifa coraren eff, cate eal oitfa, calm, muddi- 
| ness, turbidness, foulness. 

Cla, a. Bel ScB catcefark carat, cSobariF cara, stam- 
mering ; s, a stammerer, a stutterer. 

CUICal, pron. Cucal, C@ital, some one, some body. 

cutiey, se aetifes, srifet, cys, a shoulder or notch cut in one timber 

to hold another, the notches in a stick used as a ladder, 

anger or secret revenge. 

=o GATSTTR, 8. At MPS al, pressing in the toes in walking with 

: _ care not to slip. 

cto OS, v. Size Aceice AticATS ails AAI, AMIE acs TIES gaI, 
to stand one’s ground, to make a stand, to press down the 

toes and guard one’s self from slipping. 

catiofl, s. Ee corbr Ig, a bunch of hair bound in a knot on the 
crown or behind the head, a crest. 

CUT Atl, s. Tt Atl, VSS PA CAS AsHl, the looking with an evil 

eye on “the things of others, supposed to be attended wit A a : 

to the latter. 

CUE, Ss AGS Ai, SAYS sis, a shallow pit, a cavity. 
«ON GTS, s. TH CAS, Be wifwa BF cats, the understanding 

of an affair, the act of burrowing, making a place of resort. 

Catal, a. GACH, corm, lame, crippled, unsound in limb. 
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caiars, ». cacefext?, Sinte cate otifxa caterai, to limp, to 
walk Jame, to halt. 

cutteaty, s. zl, catrt. cat, a cavity, a hollow in a tree, a fissure- 

caticatst, s. coisfa sti, a slip knot. 

cata, s. ans facta, SA cibwta offs, a kind of drum, a dish 

extemporized from ihe stalk of the plantain, a hollow. 

cattaifa, s. <ts ataw fae fas, a hollowing out, a mortise. 

wit, s. siba tea worl cotta, ate arefem ate ai af, a bit 
of broken earthen vessel, blasted or immature grain, an 

empty cocoon, mortising or hollowing. out. 

catatete, s. wha ctiganeas ware, pieces of broken earthen vessel. 

cattatoeiten, s. fon sta fram fersi, a kind of pastry. 

caiaecata, a. Bani, acelarsfaai cata, empty, having nothing. 

CURIS, s GS, Btls afa, Satiwz, the particulars from first to 

last; with =sti, doubt, indecision, perplexity. 

cra, ss «gata cata, fren, cats Wal, a splice, lengthened by &c. 

cat, s. catte, atte, aw cBte face, a kind of small basket. 
celtcatt, ad. cBicst Sta, Aifa Aate sai, pouring rapidly. 

275, s. WM, Bl ZW, a cut, a wound, a hurt. 

ATS feayTS, a. CB Ul As, covered with wounds, sorely wounded. 

2TfS, s. atfer, BWABIS, AD Sal, injury, loss, hurt, damage. 

wat, s. fara, SPS Bax Ste, a period of four minutes, also a 
moment of time, an instant. 

its, a. acess, wafer, brief, evanescent, momentary. 

t 

%, Tex, Geta, ee, the letter g. It has uniformly the hard 
sound as in gun. 

seal, s, wine, watz, a refuge, protection, a place of safety. 

da, a. atPatei, aka cataai, Ha cate, knotty, having joints, 
stinted in growth; s. a disease of the joints. 

stat, a. Fofauafa xicera coi, siezed by the neck and thrust violently. 

ifeats: v. fefes «fa cSfs faa, to sieze by the neck and thrust. 

oR, s. wexela, Qe, pride, scorn, disdain, haughtiness. 

ela, a. coats, sf¥, proud, scornful, haughty. 

afeantafe, s. coczal cocafa, tfraiatfe, mutual scorn, estrangement. 

ava, s. stafam, stra ate, a villager; a. belonging to a village. 
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I, s A ZA Gs, a rhinoceros. 

safe, a. seca dai, fof wtera cate, having a large neck. 
‘ata, s. we atfe cate cag BF, a fold, an enclosure, a pen. 

Taal, 8. C4qq ACSI GAG fam! <tz, a bamboo placed under a 

partition to prevent rotting. 

st Sia, v. WRBT SA, TF SG, to indulge in pride, arrogance &c, 

TIT, s. staat, the letter 9, or any character representing its sound. 
Ta, s. WiSelA, FA, the sky, the firmament, space, 

Hoa TSA, s. SBiSiA Ws, the circle of the heavens. 

ital, s. 1a yet tay fecHa, a small musical instrament of bamboo. 

ital, s. txt Baal cats afew, a disease of the fingers. 

HLT, s. Bicait cixrania be aifeaz Acqixa, a title or address of 

persons of rank among the Ahoms. 

tw, s. Biferafet afr, the river Ganges, said in the hindoo shasters 
to run in three streams, viz, the heavenly Ganges, the earthly 

Ganges, and the Ganges of the lower regions. 

vetafani, a. BABA, fate, zl, sparkling, glistening, clear, white. 

Hida, s. fax Qe aly, literally the holder of the Ganges, a name 

of Hiwo, given because he is said to have held the Ganges 

a thousand yeare in the matted hair of his head. 

fas, szsF 77, a tree, applied to things long and slender. 
oar, s. staai, sface eset, the act of trampling under foot. 

WTO, Gc. ASB, TAB, cats ofa’, trampled under foot, trodden down. 

q5f%, v. sfaca wtsfe, to tread, to trample. 

sofa, s. witfa, StafR, a woodland, a forest, a thicket. 
61, s. Sth cats 12, Teoria, fate wal, a candlestick, copulation. 

512, v. fecetare, coaa sora feat store fm, to weed out, to 

fix a valuation in case of loss or injury and make it over. 

ISTH, “a. AST, UH, Tez, stout, large, heavy. 

15, s. affeta, s{CB TACS cate, paddy in the straw. 

tT DSA, s. KTAT ElRla cattat Sata, a granary for unthreshed grain, 

score, a. facta, stere fei, thinned or weeded out. | 

TSTAls, s. WSS Uz ora RIqe, steer, facatet?, one who cam 

climb; v. to cause to be weeded. 

ste, s. ttf, aie, Nifa ai cata afe, an i a yard, a yard 
measure, a roasting Spit. 
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Wats, a szyfexl, ots, awiaceiw, firm, stiff, decided. 

wes, a. fea saa, aifer coe, tate af wai, having an 
elephant’s slow and measured geit, slow paced. 

THF THF, Ss. WIR WTR Cat (B,. coticet en xifg CHS a ppiintely gait. 

Sans, s. Sis wis, an elephant’s tusk, ivory. 

Ts, s. TSS st oe Wik, stat StaiSil, sprouting, a general 

term for whatever sprouts and grows out of the earth. 

TITS, S- Sis Wiese cote yl, a very large pearl fabulously 

said to be produced in the head of an elephant. 

sTHTal, a. ifs wa, fe asfexi, ye *ifam, wizarai, having 

eats 3 an elephant shaped head; s. a hornless cow, a bad 

omen, a term of abuse. _ 

sm1,a. THA Wai, nailed, fastened with nails, pegs &c. 

TSfam, a. CES, ACw CaS, youthful, fresh. 

Ti, a. TG ari, qb ip SCHISM, sprouted, germinated. 

suicainal, s. cace fafsfe aa wal, sthafa ai, thunder, bellowing, 

a rumbling of the bowels. 

THe, s. cate a5, a nail, a tack, a peg. ; 

aia, s. cetera, ef, af Wa, a sprout, a twig; v. to nail. 

fs, v. ste <fa, 7b SCHta, to sprout, to germinate, to shoot forth. 

ifaw, s. Wey, AZ Sifs, <q AST, the name of a fabulous elephant. 

sifey ASA, s- Sifs Gea TigZe, a person of great size and strength. 

stcstel, s. McoTSU, sheath Tra, causing to sprout. 

TS, a. Wid, Sz, faars, thick, close together, packed. 

“3, s. FA, TAT Wiewl, the goitre, the cheek bone, the cheek. 

TBC, 9 S- CHA, Bera, a tumult, an uproar, a mob, an 

st20uiay, 7 
TB, s- Mel, WQea, Ts, pride, arrogance, ostentation. 

efi, a. sein, Beetfe, arrogant, boastful, obstreperous. , 

safiel, s. <a edi, WSR, arrogant, boastful or defiant language. 

s{al, s Bile Sal, bISb1, Vi, four, four cowries, counting by fours. 

ciofs, s. wiag axg Seq wits maaan Berm caret alfa, a river in 
hindoostan famous for the Halogram or sacred stone found 

in it which is worshipped as the representation of Vishnoo. 

IQA, s. TSA BSA TABS Wal Alia BH, a handful of water 

held in the palm of the hand to wash the mouth. 

insurrection, a mutiny. 

awe 

e 
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I3, G. Cate, SY, Tete, eifSfy, past, gone, transpired; s, natural 

disposition, manner of doing. 

TSB, s. CHI ATF, SH Sia, time gone by, the past. 
TST, v. Gaiat?, ast®, ofa afa, to make over, to deposit. 

TAS, s. BDA CHM, Wis Vet ez, intercourse, coming and going. 

TS, s. TTA, BH, “ibaa, #1, The, motion, progress, condition 
in life, a means of deliverance, fate, final condition, the 

attainment of eternal bliss after death. 

TSS, s. BA, TH, BiB, order, succession, manner, means of doing. 
there, ad, WAITS, Bul, WECACT, somehow, some way, by some 
TSHR, } means. 

stfeaty, s. wets, SI Cee WSte, a good or bad disposition as mani- 
fested by the actions. 

afsfea, a> stfS <fXs, motionless, helpless, without relief. 
tee 108, ad. fcerics, gfeatfa, <ics sce, exactly, carefully. 
ICBM, a. CHICaTS, AUe{fa wal, deposited, made over, delivered up. 

NANA CIB, s- GTAWS A ELS aS SHE SE cArsal, speech in- 
terrupted by sobs or extreme joy. 

IFS, s. 14, an ass, a donkey. 

THA, a. CIB, ACH, Wotl, AS cdtate forse firm wie, dilatory, 
slow, a cloth spread under a saddle or elephant’s guddy. 

THE, a. GIS, WHE eal, fat, plump, fleshy. 
WEI WAR, s. COs ceTaa, cocaai, a chunk, a short thick picce. 

om, s. wa facm, foun utoa ford, a mace, a club, the back of 

the sitol fish. 

MIMS, $s. Dibtl HAT as Tala aly, fea aS ATH, the name of 
a king of Assam, a name of Khrishna the bearer of a club. 

afmaul?, v. alec coin ai ata fafsca wal, to beat with the back 

of a knife or sword or the lower part of the hand. 

WHIASA, s. BR CUCETSM Wall, CHICHTS, prose writing, prose. 
bn a. HSA CHICAS, Sif, thea, shea, fofss, heavy, weighty, 

momentous, serious, sad. 

wala, a. tft She, sedate, sober, staid, grave. 

ae, ; s. HEN, Caf ata caTSM, evening, sunset. 

stata, 
wef corivita, s. ea afex, a flower that blossoms at evening. 

20 
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tafe caferel, s. afaga HIz, ta¢fa, towards evening, dusk, twilight. 

Taq, S. aa, ABig, AW, fants, a genus, a class, a multitude. 

tas, s. coifsfaa, aif afax, a fortune teller, an astrologer, a 
calculator of nativities. 

staat, 6. AG] WAS NifA SASATS cHlAl Aw, a reverberation, a 

concussion of sound, 

ats, s. CASS, Mele, fasig, a numbering, resesaiguancsh with afa, 

to count, to number, to reckon. 

staal, s. steel, otahs, cat, arithmetic, a calculation, a number. 

TANTS, 5. faa 14, ata, a ringleader, a name of Gonesh. 

jal, a. cAwti, Sal, Tal, reckoned, counted, esteemed. 

statsta, a. taal Sal. Tal Al Tay wal, reckoned, counted, esteem- 

ed; with a negative regardless of fear or favour. 

ataist ati, Ss. Sal, TS 31, TS SCI CBs gz @di, secret conversation 

about the probabilities of some rumour or event. 

fa, v. staat ofa, caer, caipT2, ifa, to count, to add up, to 

enumerate, to calculate, to esteem, to account. 

fast, s. cada, aiv, a harlot. 

fas, s. feafas, cit eal, cairea afet, Srez aiftt, enumerated, 
counted; s. the title of a treatise on astrology; arithmetic. 

stan, s. Tua aS, fafafa aime, the elephant headed deity, Gonesh. 

THO, Ss. ADS TAS, brimstone, sulphur. 

dsealt, s. Sela, wise cae asa was ae Yxts ce, musk. 
quoUaA, s. Gifs pra, Ae oa, a kind of sandal wood or perfume. 

tars, s Waifs oa, VET Siw, perfume. in general. ) 

vaca, ss Wife <a, myrrh. 

Va, s. BHRIT, aiq oie, a demigod, the fabled choristers of 

the hindoo heaven. 

cafe, s. Wevrad, taxa fecatsi, fem. of the above, the female 

dancers or courtesans of the hindoo heaven. 

sens, s. caticeist wis afax, the Sassafras tree, the timber of 

which is much used for boats. 

a. Nelfela, Git Aa Atl, Aleta, numerable, calculable. 

TH, s Weed, 1H, Mats Sali, caiz, an idle tale, vain boasting, 

idle talk, mere chitchat. 

TATA, 2.2 AUG SCZ ASI, AIT Sel Stet, burning, raging. 
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aaaafa, s. sfastxft, a burning sensation as in fever. 

stil, a. {5% Sat, Jai Sal, considered, thought over or reflected upon. 

Toe, v. stot fe, wIzate, sf-zfa, to swell or sprout seed previous 

to sowing, to be reserved or sullenly silent. 

raitha, s. FRCel ACA 7 Sal, a mutual estrangement. 

otf, v. facaval atfa, sei, to think, to consider; a. boastful, proud. 

stfuPat, v. fof, oifa, aisteits ott, facapa ofa, to think over, 

to revolve in the mind, to look at on all sides. . 

stform, a. weatfa, cticetal, disdainful, scornful, reserved. 

stforaioth, a. csicete catcetfaa, Chceat cocafa, disdainful, estranged. 

ACHTSH, a. Tt fre, BITz Bal, swollen, sprouted, reserved, secret. 

TSI, s. Acates, st Gife slaata wichrei a Seis fee wi, an 

instigator, aider or abettor of crime. 

veal, s. TH Aal, Wax AAI, a male child. 

ma, s» sata, Bata, ZH, an intimation, a hint, a perception, an in- 

distinct idea or conception, apprehension. 

sastfam, a. fea ast, Sra, cheerless, gloomy, dismal. 

Sta, s. CUI Be, shy, ww, fH cote, the act of going, motion, 
march, progress, coition. 

otqatstqat, s. CBI Wel, intercourse, going and coming. 

THE, 8. THA CUIGA AW, a stamping, the sound of heavy footsteps. 

i, a. Sa, foal, Baatt Gal, thought over, reflected upon, im- 
agined, conceived in the mind. 

autfa, s. 21% afax, an ornamental tree, ( gmelina arboria. ) 
stfa, v. oti, fof%, wanta ofa, to think, to reflect, to conceive of. 
a7, a. Stfaa Asti, accessible, practicable, attainable, passable. 

toa, s. fesd, TAI, WSFA, an enclosed and sheltered place. 

sifea, a. f8A, H, Te WSIS, deep, profound, grave, sober, 

rfSa, stern. | 

a, s. fee etia facas,a city in Behar, a place of pilgrimage. 
wa, s. “a, <afa, aq oA, BATT 412, a sleeper or support of a 

superstructure, a wall, a breast work, a fort, a stronghold. 

fae, a, wel, Siva ofa feat ata, carder aife vai foiba, 
trodden down; s. the treadles of a loom, a trap. 

«tafe, v. ~wtsfe, cofs, to trample, to tread down. _ ) 

 taaritg, s. 4q wire Ata, a trench about a fortification. 
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taht, s. te aati cate, a cow keeper. 

: sear, 2 s. cicarafa aw, atta vata ate; a roar, as of a tem- 
pest or of falling water. 7% 

TI1Rl, s. CH Big sifwa Hala Sal, a worker in metals. 

Tq7, s. Hifa Sal cea faaiernn Bel, a piece of bamboo of sev- 

eral joints, used for carrying water. 

ARCSTS, s. TT Val, Bat catterl, the sexual embrace, copulation: 

aa, s. fore wire caten oife, sets, the goitre. 
dqarex, s. we faa, a deadly poison. 

wai, s. faa vivt wife, Taq sta, steep, precipitous; s. a bank. 

TAZ, v. caxtbts, Borie, {re, capfe, watz, to eed together, 

to heap up, to pile up. 

TASia, s. Tata iTS, orate StH, the side of a bank or steep place. 

tae, s. wfeeta, uth, otf, owner, proprietor, keeper, head. 

TaAITa, a. catbicate, asst fafset, whole, entire, unbroken rice. 

TAR, Ss. BS TH, sti, as much rice or other food as may be 

pressed together by the fingers for a mouthful, swallowing. 

sifam, s. saa, Sea, aq Saat wal tse Vile, TE xia, a 
mussulman or follower of Mahommed, an ox that wont 

work, paddy that remains unparched over strong heat. 

stfaai OIA, s.  Aal SIT afae, a species of sweet potato. 

stfazatl, s. fal, cul iat, cagdi fax, rebuke, reproof, repre- 

ifezl, hension; with ef, to upbraid, to reproach, to chide. 

TS, Ss. CN, Coa, FT x2, a cow or Ox, a simpleton. 

teal, s. Wh afae, a species of fish. 

{esl aa, a. ae st, ecerui aia, sullen, morose, surly. 

TSU, s. ofeaiu, feeza <a, in hindoo mythology the bird 

TSS, } and vehicle of Vishnoo, being something between a man 

and a bird, and regarded as the regent of birds. 

ASAATA, s ASS CRIS BiPsal, TSS, “TA fae, a vegetable fun- 

gus on plants or trees, the vehicle of Vishnoo. 

TEATSA, a. cHpAacie FX Vala cS, cwPAa cAI, ordered 
out of sight, detestable, hateful to the sight. 

tq, s. wis “fax, a species of fish. 

atasfa, s. Aled Gas Wal sta, Taufs, the moveable bapbrds ofa 
floor in the bottom of a boat. 
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-Stcater, a. csttcbten, meats, gathered together, heaped, piled. 

siffan, a statare By, we ta aes a fahs cate, boisterous, 
roaring, satisfied and strengthened by eating. 

tha, s. Clade ww, Za Ufa, thunder, tumult, roaring or bellowing. 

Tol, a. 81, CICA AH SAI, thundering, roaring, bellowing, growling. 

otfe, v. otf, Haw BPE, to roar, to thunder, to rumble, to rage, to scold. 

q¥, s. 1B, atte, a cave, an excavation, a pit. 

sq, s. Wewsta, to, pride, arrogance, haughtiness, scorn. 

stfé, a. seatfa, otf, arrogant, haughty, scornful. 
t4ifa,a. se wai, weetfz, proud, vain-glorious, haughty. 

1S, 8. CHD, CBS tat wal corenfe, fana stonf 21 ces, fora, 
wie, a foetus, embryo or unborn child, the belly, the womb, 

the spatha of a plant, the inside, the middle. 

Tetaa, s. cad cate, stfefa cere, conception, pregnancy. 
TSACAM!, 8. CHA Cast, abscess, a disease of the bowels. 
TSANG, 5. ceqIZ, TS TS Cel, a miscarriage, an abortion. 

Teas, a. TS caren fa, m1 afam, oti oafsawt pregnant, with child. 
TSA, 8. TAT SIS, A BMAF, the secrets of the mind. 
te, s. BTA, Bifels, fafoat, wor, qzwdI, likeness, similarity, resemblance. 
Tia, s. tie AS, TH WHT cA, tho price paid for making or 

repairing brazen or metal vessels. , 

sai, a. farm ai fastfe wai, ae zi fata wal, censured, forged. 
thee, a. fawfaa, fafas, qafa, ofaate beg zfst, despicable, 

handsome, comely, beautiful. 

Thea cate, a. sift atr® wai, treated with scurrility and abuse. 

ACK, s. BATS A Acie, forging, working in metals. 

ta, s. 3, foe, cOB, the neck. 

Tats, s. saa, TUR BAT cArail, the goitre. 
wade, s. wae, Tere ial cacara, lit. fastened to the neck, i. ¢. 

involvement in difficulty. 

castfam, a. stfaq Ite, Ce Bl, speaking in the throat, hoarse. 

water, s. folH cM, cosy ¢e°T1 Tal, throttling or strangling. 

TA, s. EB, TAT oye Stet, aaa xa safe, the upper part of 

the neck, the prow of a boat. 

wad, s. Sfenta are fera eva vai ss, the beam in which 
the screw of a sugar mill revolves. 
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vantotfa, s. wHeya, teq aa fasfa, the dewlap of cattle. 

qanvi, s. far ehbqa waste, a neck ornament worn by women. 

VACA, s. TAS cata Dife, a disease of the neck. 

datas, a sea cari, Sich «fas, having a atripe around the 

neck; s. a species of parrot: 

vag, s. Aled Sicatsts, one who manages the prow of a boat. 

AAGRIA, s. TAT HH, TA Coeifa, the sound of hemming or hawk- 

ing from the throat. 

aacacwal, s. Tef4as cate catst, a disease of the throat. 

TacaCHIN, a. FFT tis eq xa, wHto, a choking or 
strangling, caused by some obstruction in the throat. 

daca, s. Sa fos, vrati Sal, Wart ACT Viel, holding secret 
consultation. 

sifaate, v. sti stfa, to toss food into the mouth. 

afaainfa, s. attfa aateta, mutual abuse. 

TVA, a. AADISAtS sai, Bf asl, self sown, self produced. 

dia, a. Ble ata, atfaa, fafawaa, impervious, thick ; s. a forest. 

«TR, s. Hheag aATAT THI, a cave, a deep valley, a secluded arbor. 

aefa, s. fay, cea, delay, procrastination. 

sifaa, a. thea, tea, deep, grave, profound. 

sifantfa, a. ateater, Fira 4Bts, slow in answering deciding or doing. 

ate, - QIRE a village. 

Stenfant, a. stax anfeat, dtez suis Tan, pata ding to or 
holding an office in a village. 

dleatfas, s. tier aims coceata ace Sig wai fara, the tekela 
of a village. 

teta, s. leq TRS Acta a Way atyzZ, the head man ofa village. 

ais fer, a. cots fea, vife ocaten, pressed down. 

ade, s. chicerial, tixt, a bundle; a, short and thick, chunked. 

sid, s. CHRa WHA Hla, ATH, a joint of the body, a knot, a fasten- 

ing; v. to knit, to knot, to string, to gather, to arrange. 

ats, s. 4S, tie, a cave, a hole, an excavation, a cavity. 

ifs, s. wtotad ae, a knot made in tying ales two ends of a cloth 

together. . 

aifeatH, s. oy fHxioa fafoal, 441 igfam, an imaginary inferior 

class of evil spirits. 

, 
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atest, s. aft tfir sett, knitting, knotting or stringing together, 

orderly arrangement. 

Sita, s. Za cwicetai, a large boil or abscess. 

aifa, s. aa, aicurtz, sierae wits Rais ta few vryat Zvi, a 

cart, a@ wheel carriage, a headless trunk, the rows of coarse 

thread woven into the ends of a cloth. 

Sif viz, s. cocay alotaa aics mice vier yee 7? fofa 

SAS CATS, a barred or checkered cloth having coarse 

threads interwoven at regular intervals throughout. 

aifaafa, s. tafe, «ta ta Slda catia, alarge mortar for pound- 

ing out rice or paddy. 

atte, s. TaStA carey, a pillow. 
Sti farfact, s. tea cmp, a pillow case. 
USES, s. sftSe Ben, the embroidered end of a round: pillow. 

“éfsai athe afc, a mountain tribe of Assam. 

Sticatcatial, s. ati fee, a kind of large metal dish. 

tafe, s. tee eet, staa, a villager; a. belonging to a village. 
wl, s. Hfaa, cre, the body. 

ate, s. wmitfe Te, face, aife a tia fa, a cow, each one per- 

sonally; v. to sing, to chant, to repeat from memory. 

trBcstthi, a. wirtia, afer, fas, fas, separate, distinct. 

TEAS, a. MACH, Hea Bea, Stfeuca, each, every one, severally. 
tere, a. Gif< arm aTqZe, beardless. 

«ot Ua, a. Tata, Bice! ama, Tereuters, frenzied, insubordinate. 
tists, s. Tit CNTR Cb, HIST Sea cami te wn, sf corre, 

wages paid toa singer; proclaiming the good or evil of others. 

tifera, s. 4, fea, TH, milk. 
atiftary, a. Rats, tq mifae cater, milch, giving milk plentifully. 
TH GA, s. TAS Af ees Gell, sory wel}, the secret thoughts. 
tea fax, s. “iba cxtfa fant facan, fecare cea ats carat 

za facan, a scarf of fine silk. 

sista, s. fat Sa ots, a kind of water jar, a pitcher. 
ostistfa Tal, s. c@tcal atqe Ae Ges Are «ai, courage derived 

from the sense of support or protection. 

oitfarfa, s. 2x wfax afex, a species of grass-hopper. i 

atfarfacortt, a. fide cHBI, cadet, long-bellied like the above insect. 
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Stl wa, s. faS wa, C@lH Aa, one’s own house, an adjoining house. 

stats, s. ofa afae, es sib HCA aife catsu, a glandular swelling. 

sis, s. ode funta rutfa, afae vilea Sta, Sits, fewa, a tender 
sprout, gauze; @. inner, secret. 

 «stteetfapi, s. alee afesi, Tie a an a pickle of bamboo sprouts. 

dtafa, s. Clad TSA, thunder, any rumbling sound. 

otfe, v. sia @fa, to thunder, to rumble, to roar. 

sife aufa, s. wife are, cca wife asl, gras fafefa, (2 roar. 
ing, as of a tempest or of an angry person. 

tits TH s. Hate, Wqet VIF AS AS FH, an intimation, a low 

murmur of voices. 

sifa xia, s. cicatal t50or Thi NTS, cic pulse from which 

a kind of food is prepared. 

tl CHT, a BIR, weet C2{sli, sufficient to satisfy the desire. 

Sttieaa, s. Te FO facna, a perfume for anointing the body. 

sina, a. Hat, cximi, wat, lazy, inactive, sluggish, mopish. 

on wifes cei, s. ttefa cers, Sate cets, affirming positively. 

stiff, s. ate fats, Sifee eae vial ata, <etfa <a dz, awa 
Syste c@iH, the king’s seat, an elephant’s pad or howdah, 

the back of a knife, daw, &e. the lower edge of the hand. 

ima, s. Cid isi, wa fF sty wal, ability to help, giving 

the mind to any work. 

stiqgare, v. At CRIS, caETe CHTRi, to regret, to be sorry or 

vexed with one’s self. 

“it, s. sts, wife, an ass, a donkey. 

Tits, s. BIAS rial casi cate ate saif#, crushed bamboo or 
reeds braided for a floor or platform. 

TICLIS, s. Wi SAi, bathing or washing the bedy in water. 
aia, s. Ta, singing, a song, vocal music; with efz, to sing, to chant. 
WTSI, s. tt SL Cts, cHTAi cetist, a chorister, one who sings 

and plays on an instrument. 

sieome, s. teen, @efe, musk. 
aiefatam, s. wzatht <a afae, lemon grass. 

MS, 8. MI CATS, Aone cote afax, a species of bug. 

Sit, s. Stet, TSS GE Choi wt Goi wier, - heat, warmth, heat 
from fermentation or pressure of damp substances. 
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tiet wat, a. fice <ai, Stew wal, heated by fermentation. 

Tee, s. cUcela, GaP, a grown up girl;a@. grown up. . 

TBS BA, s: COSA SA, lea BIA, the age of puberty. 
HSSUHS, s. TTA Aa Sie aifwa Focarsi, a respectful title used in 

addressing the wives of the sons or brothers of the wii 

T BER, a see, st Sia, pregnant. | 
‘ths, a. stifsats, Hes, Safe, wealthy, great. 
Tl Sita, a.» 91 UrwA, of erafam, sTetafs, corpulent, pregnant. © 
TI, s. Catata catia, Sia wen wifwa fasm, the pace of a horse, 

»» the -headman of several mountain tribes of Assam. 

stimette, s. Wfax ets, a bracelet worn by. men. ; 

ot AF, ve 9th Sw, sth CIcabrcacale way to stretch, to yawn. 
TICTIB, s. 911 COTS, YetoNSI, a towel, a napkin, a handkerchief, 
W1TA, s- WITS, Tit VCASH, setfaest; a singer, a chanter. | 
tinha, s. Come 2 cate, 2% TH, Bw Ferm, a sacred verse of the 

_, » Rig) Veda, generally repeated mentally, and considered by 

the brahmins too sacred to be repeated in the hearing of 

OE not wearing the sacred thread. 

TTA, s. BCH, boa Ua Sis, fepata, acafH stfera® caren, the 
seals a litde, a mouthful. 

otter we, s. WH) STH, TS KABA afte, a bamboo fish trap. 
TTA Tal, “s. quer asca fa caren, patting food into the mouth. 

otfa, s. fal IIS, eee cers Ws, abusive language. — 

strefa, s. Zi, Yea, a hog, swine. 

tifa, s. CACeN = thea, He daly ars oe, indifferent j in 
regard to others, wealthy, opulent. 

foasforer®, v. fata, aa, ara, tx wal, to feel a sharp 
pana pain in the bowels, to be impatient, to teaze. 

ftS, s. tia, Sas, a hymn, a song. 

fre Zw, s. cette Cater, chanting ‘and playing on insttuments. - 
fa, s. AW game Aly, a celebrated hindoo poem. | 
form, s. fem, Cried, Tetaia, cetfa, the anus. ' 

formente, Ss. Wealeie, a disease of the anus. rid | 

foratSia, a. ATH’, bare, naked. | Rao 

ForathS, 8. ace ater Cars caren, those who cat and drink together 
forath Soa, s. friends; relations, kindred. Li 

21 
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fafa, s. “au, etfs, Sfeerd,.a mountain, an-owner, a husband: 

fafaae, s. atfty a husband. | | 

fotfax, s. aete ofzi Hw, a loud report as of anything falling heavily. 

fafan, ad. fafante, fara, cacy, immediately, quickly. 

fatfess,s. fARe, aife, husband, head, proprietor, ‘owner. 

fafassfa, s. farera tufa, a wife, the mistress of the house. 

fafefata, ss CTU NS, cope Aty, a rumbling or rolling sound. 

fasta, so StAST BIS, Za cated cai, the noise of a multitude. 

farsi, s. SEA, Belen, Seq cial, the public worship of God. 
forstac, s. PaSain cates cial Sal Uz; AIT; a place of worship. 
fafa, v. aie, IM Biz, to swallow. 

fafa, s. an, piefa, a case or cover of skin or cloth. 

fafa sa,.a. piaefa wai, covered; s. the act of covering &c. 

at, s. fasi, Ta, cite, dung, filth. 
Wai, s. a1, Sica, the betelnut. eal 

AMIS, s,. Bea SI, the’ office of betelnut. cutter to a priest. 

AMA, s. Sas Siete AHal, a fragrant seed eaten with the betelnut. 

TH, s. TA ae afetai, a herdsman, a milkman. 

¥ > Ss. ttre, coifatfa, a milkmaid. 

13, s. cotfeei, wy facaH, a reptile of the lizzard tribe. 
sie, v. we afa, cife fa, foafa, to roar, to bellow, to rumble. 

fe, v, . %ifS, Catto uifz, to thrust-into, as a stake into the ground. 

[fem, @: coe tei Wqz, having a mustache. — 

sjsfant, Ss. CTIba Gal WyzX, a complainant. 

ISIS, vo can ofa, RA Bie, to spoil, to remove, to put away. 

afb, s. Baars Alad Coie, sitefa cats, a bunch containing 

twenty leaves of the pan; with %{, to go away, to depart. 

TIS, a. HA Ga, faast Sai, AS Sal, taken away, reinoved. 

TFACS, ad. Hse, briefly. 
THEM, a AStS cViai, in a word, brief. 

atip, s. Tae, aba ati, seed, fruit. 

aie Scare, s. BE goats, aS cate, the small pox. 
sdipatfa, s. wai fax, a species of flower. 

Tu, a weanfar «fia, a. single, one. 

stitser, S. aie wai, the shooting of clay balls with the bow. 

ait Sale, s. “ab “ie Sala, a granary for unwinnowed grain. 
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15, a. 2%, SAYBH, secret, concealed, abstruse. 

qvsnfa, s. wag etai, foafa, TAs vife eet, reflection, impression. 

eset, v. a FATE A ReReahe a, erate; to feel an oo 

or conviction. 

sata, s. “Ty wifer farts crate op, Sate, erin ae, a 
button, a storehouse, a warehouse, a magazine. 

teal, a. zfazl, cata dai, fares, of evil report, infamous. 

re s. fann, Borate, Wis, ASH TH Gy, AWA Hie, oH, auiam 
ofa, ate Bar cay, a quality, a property, an attribute, a 

virtue, power, effect, knowledge; the three properties of 

matter, as Sotwo or principle of existence or truth, the 

Rojo or that of passion, and Tomo that of darkness and 

ignorance; a strand of a rope, the track rope of a boat; pre- 

ceeded by ‘a numeral it signifies fold, as stfq sfa, four fold. 

Sa Sia, s. BA COTM, TA CSTA, praise, eulogy, panegyric. 

TAS, a. Boas, BWANITS, Ceraifa, improving, advantageous, 

profitable, effectual, beneficial. 

STATA, GAGA, AS AH, SASAla, the severed of bees, a 
DEOCIES low murmuring sound. 7 

St FAS, s. ela fax, HAA, GT Pha, natural quality whether good 

or bad, virtues or defects as shown by the conduct. 

ota, s. sata af, ahefx, a loop in the end of a rope or String. 

fla, s. SEA, fea, reflection, thought, consideration, solicitude. 

qafa, s. Safa, feafa, concern, anxiety, solicitude. 

JAI, feast fq oe fet, Kbrishna’s life written by Shree 

Hongkor. 

aafy, a. fr xe fa, SS, virtuous, talented, accomplished, (feminine.) 
TALS, @. TATE, IFS, accomplished, estimable, talented, skillful. 
satire, s. aq ATs, the ocean of good qualities or goodness. 

al, s. Stfe Oren, Gita Seta AS Tz, reflecting upon, wire. 

sated, s. stat ota, tare wea fw, one who inserts the gold OF 

| biter border; a. hating ‘such ‘a border. 

sateioa, s. fe cra esta sti eee, a maker of wire. yes 
WATSA, s- Hsia atat'the mine of goodness. Osi2) apokee 
aati, s) Sa fsa, Stfa Stfe corer, arranging the * “thoughts in 

order, revolving in mind. 
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Talat, s. SA cea GABA WASia, virtues and-defects, 

TRA, s. fH oA Pica, SSS SHS fal aceitet, the person 
who pals wire; a, ornamented with gold or. silver. wire. 

sim bifa, v. Gatfe cat, aq wiz fam, siqlaefm, to, speak out 

definitely, to reassure, to declare, to draw-out wire. 

OOIGUE ce Se biaa, Sia cam Der! Gaal, a relation of, the good 

or bad qualities of any one. | 

TAYAH, 5. dasie, Tq Sea, praise, adpratiobne: 

TA WA, s. Vieiat Hits AA crs fami, the parallel lines. in a 

gold or. silver border. 

afte, v. sifa, WATS, faain, fed Stadia, to think, ip reflect; a. 

possessed of good qualities; s. a species of paddy. 

fits, v. CIMT, AAAS ala, Bla, TPR. WIR Au, Sia, to 
make a confused clattering noise, as in running. 

afta, a Ana, Wiwz, very, excessively. 

AAS, a. Gat AS, FST, secret, in disguise, incog. 

AACS, ad. AHH SCE, AGAG, covertly, secretly, privately. 

TS, a. cH, AATS, AGA SIA, secret, private, concealed. 

WCE, s. BRITA, wap Cam, a disguise, a mask, hypocrisy, covertness, 

races, s. BwicaA, TQM, one who wears a mask, an actor, a 

player, a hypocrite. , 

ATAT a, s- ATIT AY, BAIA, a roaring rapists sound. 

tat? ad. aie, ware, quickly, without delay, speedily. 

Thy, s. AtcoT catteta Sawa of, a species of tree famous as a spe- 

cific for the bite of snakes. y 

NA, se Bal, AAS Bia eq @ faaiag aA, raw sugar, molasses treacle. 

qq, s. ota wifes faa free ata wtin, ba, sifa, the sighing 
} weights attached to a net. 

alfa, S.A afi, Bx, fast, a2, alea otis (ER, the ros. or ches 

ginning, the first cause or source, the trunk, of a tree, any 

powdered substance, the stern of a ship or hoat, proximity. 

fe Sat, s. FA Sti, Safa, Gtfw wati, cause, origin, the root. 

‘aware, s. BE DIG afd, the flour of parched rice, 

Tit of, s. atee afez Catrét, the stern division-of a ship.or boat. 

‘rats, s Ss. Wig 518, acts, oife ataa, the root, owner, first cause, 

areata, s. fol are Dal Aiaq AS AS faaite By, a fine sieve. 
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TaqHisw, s AS AS Feiia1, a species of small ants 

ifaw, v. atta wifa, afaat®, to kick, to stamp with the foot. 

ofeater; so miae fa eal, Sa ela, STFA, a helmsman, steersman.. 

THs So farts, «at BeoicwAs, «a religious teacher, a ro guide. 

NST, a QA, TZ, great, heavy, important.’ " 

ISASA, a. TAS Tel, ars fScarary zi ats cota are, 
reduced to pulp or jelly as ftom over ripeness or from eee 

sastafa, s. stetstetfa, an inward /burning sensation.” J 

aa1%, v.  sttet ast, to feel an inward burning sensation. 

HAY AM, a9 AACS isl, "CES, fully ripe.” | | 

safe, s. afe crate uicece “fqeta fem af, an _ ornamental 
loop or tassel belonging. to a sedan or japi. 

1%, s. fae wa, a species of flower. 
sfafaiml, ai certator mag zafam, like'a rose, rose céloured. 
qare, ad. wary nqete, ica wica, plentifully, as 'niuich as wosaible. 

TATA, s. wa alee, a species of flower.” 

aifa, s. free aba off, = cara =afa, a ball, a pill, a bullet; v. 

to mix, to dissolve in water. 

tater, s. sift qi, shooting or causing to be shot, dissolving in water, 

sift, \v feta wife, to shoot. 
TAT, s. te aaateifa, close, confined, pent up, without air. 
THT Sel, 8. Carey wal, repeat fy eat, want of ventilation aid light.’ 

(la, so FB vin ain, fast oraz, ats at TCR eas CATCH, 
the ignis fatuus, supposed by the se to be an evil 

) spirit, that points oat where money ig buried. 

otReta ate Ss) Sq CRMATH Ate, a large canoe. 
TR, Ss. TMI, AAV ST, @ cave, a cavern, a grotto. 
Nah. s. tidahree efeate, TeTaTz, ent anus, 

cord of young birds, ‘the umbilical vessels of plants. 
cra, 8. RUE WH corre, a buffalo male calf. 
cvcRfa, so THe Vi, Us HAST to ‘snarl, to show the teeth. 

CTRCTETS, v. Qt BTS. Ca Sal, to feel pain from a thorn, 

CTS, a. CEB1, Coe, pressed, shoved, ipashed: Seo 
CHP, Ss.) CHR, WI Boiler Ate catered Stet, the pointed end 

of an instrament that js inserted in a handle. — 
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CAEATA, a. Gis, Bet etal atfa, thick, dense, (as forest or |jungle.) 

CNC, 8.  CHCHA] ATS, CHICSTA ATS, angry retort, cutting words. 

citya, a. Coe tel, Aes aBb1, inactive, torpid, stationary. 

cacoal cacafe, a. cocgal cocefa, Sta Nicwce ATS, mutually dis- 
pleased, speaking in an angry fault finding manner. 

CHCoAG, a. coicCoal Nal, Mawel, PAPE catcate, hard and unripe, 

applied to fruits, boils, &c. ineffectual. 

caH, ? Ss. Cl, Gaia, Ca, xin dregs, sediment. 

cania, | 

cimctinn, a camila, aes, roiled, turbid, inactive, ait 

catufa, s. 22a Ca caw, scum, refuse. 

CAT, s. Wid, caw cafwal, thick, blocked. out, indolent. 

CHACHA A, a. WS Vl, +TifAmsatta ws, hoarseness, a heavy voice. 

CTA, a. SACS MS TEI, TICS TI, nasal, speaking through the nose. 
Cifal, a. Sate Ts aE feats, a woman who speaks do, do. 

CTR, s. CHTS, TH, odor, smell, fragrance. . 

cyte, s. afad AAs, C*#T@, an insect of offensive sniell. 

oretfa wifa, s. aifaxia afae,.a species of paddy. 
cxttal, a. fxavsti, disagreeable, hateful. 

ctaid, s. bisa, ST Gai WIA, menial, slave, a term of abuse. 

olaifa, s biefa, mines, cortatta ata, menial: service. 

cvtactd, a. facet ty adel, aceaicg cae fata wife val aa; 
cold, chilly; s. aloud report as of thunder orheavy artillery. 

cvtactate, v. sisfats, 1o roar, to make a loud noise. 

cvactfaal IS, 6. SSeS ais, HRs ait Hist Wy, a wheezing. 

Has, v. HUE, AAA Ta cA Uifscas isd frail, to pile up; to offer, 
to urge the acceptance of a thing not asked for. 

estcaahH, s. Caxi x18, faofa, a place for refuse and. filth. 

CACTATATAS, a. Aziz Wa Stata Asti, gluttonous, eating, to excess 

so as to feel a sense of weariness and loathing. 

CICagsl Sicwia, s. fad <q Gitaia, a species of small betel. 

cican, a. UT, eratenta, BIS; thick, dense, as forest or jungle. 

cacania, s. wld aifa, cotcusifa, a dense, jungle. 
cHCal, a. grage, afd Bigia, indolent; s. a species of paddy! : 

CUCAM, a. CADIA, BY afae, stout, pot-bellied; s. a species of pole cat. 

caicafa, s. caf, a corpulent girl or woman, a term of abuse. 
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cial, a. Slate zyYSe, half-dried. 
ciactfaal, a. femme cals vB, +1 HA HC, over ripe, rotten, actin 
cm, a. ABI, FeaH CATS, rotteny decayed, putrid. 
cstfa, v. iS, to rot, to decay, to putrify. 

CHCA, a. HI Ast, CAsfa wiF awl, heated from Sermadenenitte 

cTCaTa1, s. cafaata aad Iq WR, causing to rot, a species of bean. 

tt, v. WA Sh to go... «| 
tate, v. otra Sia Bla, tr atts, to go continuously. 
titel, ad... FASS, GAS, 15S, finally, lastly. 

CHICHTAIE, v. . GSICITAL SMA HH VAL, ecHCA casttB caren, to 
» make, a buzzing sound, ... , 

CUTS, s. COM, CRA Sida Alf, a stake, a peg, .a pim 
cieata, s. west, due Vaya roaring sound as of beasts. 
CHTe, a. APR. caTM, coy, Gata fees, stuck into the ground, 

half buried, bent. down, bowed over. 

CHE CUTS, a. Gata Qete eet, of downward look, downcast. 

cite af, v. ifs caren, cette xife cette, to partly bury inthe. 
ground, as setting out a iplant.or sticking a stake.» - 

caidfa, s. afaa faafa, tying, stringing, arranging im rows, 

cat, a. costa frm, sfaca stati, braided, platted, strung together. 

CHB, s. ASHAA SAA STS sl CAIN; a mustache. 
CHIBI, a. CH Bl Tye, having a ae 

Cita, a. stl, a fair complexion, white, Euro, 

cital feonfe,’s. Bxatfe city) European or white soldiers. 

crate, s. Baa, es, $s, Walea, a hindoo name for God; a 
gooroo or religious teacher, the head of a religious sect. 

ca tatfa, s. crfg, at, Cafe Hf%, Teet wisil, a goddess, the wife 
of a gooroo. 

caftaiz, s. otf nfeeieoate grater, Sonic fom, s title given 
by the Assam kings to certain families of royal descent. 

cH, 8. 1S, yeh ASA, an ox, a cow, a stupid fellow. 
CUTS, s. 1A SA, HH Bei, singing, chanting, reading. | 

CITMIR, v. sit SATB, to caase’ to read, repeat or sing. ; 

cHTSTa, a. BWesifa, Sti Aya, haughty, self conceited, obstinate, 
CHIBI, a. Cea, Zz ibe, vile, filthy, unclean. R 

CHBIBia, s.  cicaeia, fra BF, pefA, a filthy place. 
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cttziafal s. cttzida sisi, isecme, the wife of the above. 

clita, s. fan eufe atiB, a kind of medicinal seed. 

caTayal,, s . KSA wal, the hoof of cattle. 

ction, s. Rifag WRT walle, cotter, low jungle where water. stands. 

Coot Vly si CICA SATS BAH SAPS, a rumor, a slight intimation, 

the talking over any’ matter of mere rumor. 

caticetiay, s. yota fafsa fae <a, a grass of which mats are made. 

CTH, Ss. MO Brats San having an impediment in the ‘speech, 

CHICHTS, a. UH, BIAS cticate, angry, cross, reserved? © 

CIB, Ss. ChAS Ga wing faz, THs, wing fa a Sidata cats, the 
muscles of the lower part of the leg; flesh; meat; a bunch 

of grass or green. grain; a tuft of grass. 

CHSTHIS, s. Liq Sata Sete miawe wate fats, a ceremony per- 
formed at the beginning of ‘transplanting paddy. 

ctiba, s. Noual, facawa; way a law suit, a petition; anything 

perceptible by the senses. 

ctibaigora, s. iqwrte ctibaA STI, mutual litigation. 

TBI» s.. @Sata qf, a bunch of grass or grain for transplanting. 

ctibiae, s. Te Afetai, a herdsman, a cowherd. a 

CHISCNIS Bea, ad. Blac CAIz cats aici seaiy going 

forward regardless of anything. 

Cv imCettETS, v. asia, we afa, to rage, to be furious. 

coTiToral, s. =rafeat, caif&zi, the palate. 

CHICTIATHICRIATS CATS, Ss SLATS GATS, wate sal GETS; to 

walk in an abstracted manner. 

CHICH AIS, v. CHACHA Wife, to cause to roar. 

CID, s. ae, BI, “o', ASa1 A COAT USI, Ue seed, ms one 

thing, a whole; a. unbroken, entire. . 

CHIP Sal, a. AT VA, BOATS; {oSal, gathered together, Ne up. 

CHID BIB, a. ACSI asa, knowing nothing, it. like a log of wood. 

CAD VS, v. AT WTS, ACS Aces, to gather together, to assemble. 

CHTD TS, s. MACSLABAL, Jaf, afool, an idiot, like a beast. -~ 
CHTBCTID, ae. 431, “1, one by one, scattered, dispersed, 

Cate, <4, a. ofp “ai, BA Ca, bearing fruit, fruitful. 9 ~~ < 

CHIB Tal, a. Bia 341, wis a1, hardened, congealed, solidified, 

CHibl, a. ABE, Bcow, undivided, whole, entire, unbroken, > 
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CsHBIR, wo mst art, ecoite, abbas 2 SifBe Re, to 
“collect, to'gather up, to assemble. 

caribaale, s) ‘Se TSH, parched rice, 
attpistcas, me a. fexyia, na some, sctelaly a ain 

cate TCH ES, 
CCR, a. AS¥tley wR, unbroken, whole; entire. 

cartces, } s. cua’, Serscata; ASN] Bite, the whole. 

cotice Beta, 
corrcera, @ quatre wnt; fatz, precipitous, uk 

CHICBT SI, a. BCH, Hei Ai Ty wal, gathered, collected. 

CHicatarye, a. cAMICACTE Awl, SACSIA Fs, sad, sober, displeased. 

ctta, s. ZAH, wife aH, a family, a clan, lineage, race, . pedigree: 

ctincy a>, v. copa crete Melary Stor CBTSM, to mutter, te grumble. 
crimizla, s. @@ afwa aia, the name of a -tiver, the Godavery: 
Cole, s. ZRAIT) Cow Ula care caist, ill repute, a bad name, 

the elephantiasis or swelled leg. 

catet, a.” Sia wree carer. having the elephantiasis. 
Cvtal, s. Benatar! TS we, Waa, a solitary male buffalo; a. soli- 

“os, 

tary, unsubdued. * 

cttate, o. wha, arfer, ara whe, to ask for, to request. 
CHTCATS, a. APS VAT, cutter, wert, obtaing> “asking, asked for. 
cate, so | Te, "WTA, scent, smell, odor. 

crim, s. TRA, staftat, a herdsman, a milkman, a cow-keeper. 

CHTaets, s Bisa Hel tH, qe, ay, a wooden cow erected for 

sacrificial purposes, hence fig. a stupid person, a dunce. 

CHIMA, v. Hs, AS, GAfsrA, unknown, unrevealed, secret. » 

CHT, a NAST, ASS Thws Atl, Ts; em a what 
may or ought to be concealed. 

extertesttsy, a: cettatcstta, feat, cas, much, standint? 

csttorra, s. Teta, cttawe, feaq ae ara, a herdsman, a dairy- 
. man, an epithet of Krishnoo. 

csttfH, s. cottora feta; cortfora, corti, tetaa fz, wile of the 
csttforfat, ) above, a female cowherd, a wiilkranid; 5 

cattforatat, s, cottforfeentea ate, fee, lord of the gupis, Krishnoo. 

cotta, s. sti Faw, esta, cowdung, manure. a ) 

cataaaie, Ss. Were cites, dry cowdung. ae rhe 

22 
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CNASS, s. TCATS cHTs, an insect of the beetle species. 

ctizaa, s. fa aay feet acerca wifeca, the fabled mountain 

that Khrishnoo held on the -end of his finger to shelter the 

milkmen and maids of Brindabon in a tempest. 

catate, a. Aq Cal, CACSA, Waifaa’, bad, contemptible, worthless- 

citifam, s. Ffeea Oe atx, a name of Krishnoo. 

cartaatgyie, s. aly catrate Safa asi afex, a species of vine 

used as an antidote to the bite of snakes. 

cattrdta, s. ofa eta, atay qo facur, maize, Indian corn. 

catty aint, s. faata ata afax, a species of poisonous serpent. 

CHIT, a. cotictiy! 22a, fsa ae, dingy, soiled, sullied, dusky. 
CHIMS, v. CICH BITS cats, to be overcast with clouds. 

cattcatdl, a. catini, faze, faded, tarnished, soiled. 

cHICMIS, a. cotisS cater, overcast, darkened, cloudy. 

CUTS, s. are, wifw, the foot, the base, foundation or beginning. 

caita, s. aife, viwtate, a kick, a stroke of the foot. 

CHa Catto, a. Bae fea ofifa wifes aife asi, wT CRIS, buried 
in mud and water, amassed. 

CHTACHTATS, v. catacstiahl HA SA, COTACSBAIF, CHCH Si, to roar 

to rumble, to mutter. 

cttatz, v. ATftS YFS Tat, to submerge, to put under mud and water. 

catatfa, a. stfeq, belonging to the root or larger end; s. the blunt 

end of a thing, the tree near the root. 

caicate, s. sfea ite af, oft wifes fe = coptt cette, 
the heel; a. placed under mud and water. 

cotttaty, a. aq Hw, faa w, Cricots, precipitous, steep, perpendicular. 

cttabal, s. Batata cefia ve yo afed, a bright yellow pigment, 

cttcatafa, s. sfaa catitataita wai, stamping with the foot. 

CHICA, 8. CHCAR, DA CHM, ATi eel, submerged in water, soggy. 

CHa, s. teeta AA cate wie ate fAB, Ate Hef, a curse, 

a curse of cowboys employed for the purpose, they being 

considered especial favourites of Krishnoo. 

citta, a. otf fe cea Sal, FS Cadi Az, mixed or dissolved in 

water; 5s. a merchant’s shop, a storehouse, a granary. 

clei, s. way afax, a rose. 

carer GY, s. cole aace “fax <q at, the rose apple. 
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cotata, s. win, af, Tesi, a servant, a slave. | 

corratfx, s. wifa, atfw, ceutfa, the female of the above. 

CHATS, s. cotta, frat Bats, FS SCATw, causing to dissolve; 

a. dissolved, mixed. 

cticaie, s. tags, feaa axel B18, the paradise of Krishnoo. 

Catt, S. ZA\H, QOS THEA, WIFS, lineage, descent, family, clan, 

cote, § race. 

CHTATE, s. CHES, TAHA, TS, a god, a religious teacher, the head 
of a religious sect. 

csttfar, s. aI afae, a species of vine. 

coratfa, s. faa Scare, cottt, cantfeata, lord of the Veds, a 

title given to brahmins as teachers of the Veds. 

cautatfa, s. csttsa, facawa, atte, a request, making known a desire. 

cttatfa, s. ste Ze wa, a house or shed for cattle. 

coitea, s. ae fafaa ara, wa wife cena cate afer cia e- 
Bia zie ei wal raat, the fourth incarnation of Boodh, 

now worshipped by the Burmese and Buddhists generally. 

csftatfa, a. wewtfa, proud, hanghty, 
cha, s. aeafea, a1 fafa zaa, of fair complexion, pale red. 

cotzg, s. Way, Weg, majesty, glory, greatness, adoration, honor. 

coitaatfas, a. ufautee, atayas, glorious, majestic. 

CHTAIH, a. Zt, YRA, SHE, white bodied, fair. 

cotfa, s. af, ers asfam coretfH, a name of Durga. 
Tt, s. WG, #fet, a book, a writing, a volume. 

TA; s- Hat, the act of bringing together, compiling, arranging. 
ath, s. sf, afe, cata, a joint, a knot. 
ts, a. form, aioe wifes at, swallowed, eclipsed, seized, invol- 

ved in some evil. 

oe, s. wor wif, a planet. 

TSA, Ss. DY YRC TAA, CHM, dy ARS Stale pei, an eclipse, 
a seizure, an acceptance. 

af, s. CoH Te ai cater, the dysentery. 
ajzfax, a. 22 ast, worthy of being received, accepted or regarded. 
TLS, » s. TVA TRC Sal cay *[@, propitiatory offerings to 
TRS, } the planets. . 
“~ 

T2fS, s. wei, the sun. 
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safadi, s. sca eal fetal, ace SAi FA, sickness supposed to be 

caused by the adverse influence of a planet. 

te nfs, s. faq Acyl Sai SAT, designed to ae the planets. 

attz, s. {Ts a village. | 

arti, a. tafe, pertaining to a village, rural, rustic. 

att, s. aie, caistl, a mouthful, the act of swallowing a mouthful. 

GTR, s. CATSICEI, ag TI, one who takes or receives. 

are, S. BAGG, CATS, a reception, an acceptance, a seizure, 

G fabled monster of the deep, any large fish or marine animal. 

at, a. aRa @faa As, acceptable, worthy of acceptance or belief. 

forma, SL OIA, GR, AA, cas Wate Ae, heat, warmth, June and July. 

farmer, s. BY Sie, BS Bla, the hot season. 

Taz, s. “Be;'a house, a habitation. 

fatfata, s. Tafa, Sfeaifafa, the mistress of a house. 

fies, s. age wiweta, fafasy, the master or owner of a house. 

fateh, Val fatatara cara, doing the duties of a householder; 7.e. 

Faplerfeo$ not Mh seutie? s. a person who has a house and family. 

sifa, s. <bfa, feel, ee, depreciation, depression, dejéection. 
aie 

ZT, Ula, the aspirate of the letter 41, pronounced like; g-h. in log-house. 

Boia, s. TAS xZR wife Wt, Hinfa a Gaia, Salyshindrance’ or 
annoyance from, constant, calls and interruptions. ; 

as, s. feate sofas, ofa comm, Bcsit, Aeie Gar rae<l mA 
afana witha ala chbe eAas Asi Gert cwletay ajug, 
a waterpot, a sacrificial vessel, the-protuberance on»the 

snout of the crocodile, the prominent part.of the throat. 

dip, s. GA tg afax, a small metal water. vessel. 

Us, s. fof Aine oat cUlata A UB, the ereinaent part_of the 

throat or adam’s apple. 

Uo, a. Sal, RA, CI, AAI BSS sift “fee. caret, wicked, 
artful, cunning, bad, wary.. 

“ibm fara, s Se afee qe TB, a species of. Ash, so called from its 

caution in biting at the hook. 

Ufaqia, s. afae gra Ge, an alligator. 

wan, s. «fae wb, a kind of fish. 
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wea, FR, CMSA, Wap Tea, friction; weg the ented 

pen i of one body against another. © . 

Ua, a. ote aft aston a cea acai, rubibel, naciamed oiled: 
Wess, v. Wa eat, CBicSTarz, to cause. to anoint or rub, 

afe. v. a1 stfz, sife, cea uif® aif, to rub, to anoint, to oil. 

Wcatarafats, ad. Sco Faced sth caren,” chisel sre, cacateatal, 
fad fafre wai, mutually rubbing, acting with hesitation-; 

USS) AS, sv CHICSTST, WH AT, Ve BS cy ATs TS ale, striking 
or dashing against, speaking discounectedly or hesitatingly: 

USHA, ads Sit MIG case casts Sal, at once, rashly, without 
\ thought or consideration. 

weaie, ad. fsfant?, cectfeca, skis; quickly, schmaediatelyy 

Westra, s. W eat, the letter, w or any character that represents that letter: 

Uta, s. fee TS Yal. By, a bamboo fish trap. 

WABCA, a. CHA VIHA VIF, HATS acs HT UBT Tw, barlisg 
seheiniaal or a burning heat. 

WEEE Bed, ad. sist. fe carcsrants doing or paying things with- 
out regard to consequences inconsiderately. 

WSal?, ad. cacatfecr®, Ms we sez, quickly, at once. * 
UBUD, s. Acaiel ae facia, ea, Sep, a rattling or rambling. 

UsuM, a Za%w AA, loose, tumbling about. ready to fall; tottering. 
WBA;05. 77% fac, the sound of anything falling intoa deep place. 
UBM, 8 Coal miler iw Se carer, Biwafag, the noise of things 

striking against each other, tumbling about im disorder. 

UPA so Vea, carca fan te V1, the act of bringing togetlier, 
acquiring, earning, happening, occurring. 

Aba, s. SIAR ZA-MH WH, an event, an occurrence, an, accident. 

UIs, s. Wee, rete ta SES, shaking, pulling about. 

Ul, a. te Vy, fare caren, eat, See Bal, rar occurred, 
acquired, gained, 

UbIz, v. fafe aia, SAP, to cause, to effect, to occasion. 

Wa, a. GId, cots cate, esatesfs, thick, dense, crowded, close, 

near, inspissated;° s. thickness, solidity, density. 

»S- BS Me cate AS pale afau, the house sparrow. 

wage, s. afax sife fier ewife oteirz, afania eal etafem, ¥- 
Sits carat Bieta fad, a kind of colored ‘silk cloth. 
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date, v. wis afa, epatesfate, aice aita wtf, to thicken, to set 

close together, to frequently come or do anything. 

ufa, s. wtb <al <1Rq Hfae aS GR, a bamboo fish trap. 

uca, ad. facs, aite aica, quickly, repeatedly, frequently. 

mca ua, ad. cafaag cafa, atayqra, repeatedly, frequently. 

mcants, ad. cafaa afs, again and again, often. 

UCAS, a. Gis Sal, WAtS Sai, thickened, pressed together, coagu- 

lated, curdled, congealed; s. the act of thickening &c. 

Boi, s. wea ata facna uta, Re Gia, a bell, a clock, an hour. 

Baad, ad. UjZAtz, coicaz, at once, quickly, suddenly. 

WHUATS VAl, s. Gist oid caicotaite “aqyle wal, the running 

about heedlessly. 

WAR, s. cate Hate Ax, the noise of anything falling suddenly. 

urate, ad. castfecat, azteraiz, suddenly, immediately. 

uforate, v. afaatz, to give a blow, to strike, to slash. 

UTI, S. QAR, crate, confusion, tumult. 

UIATTs, v. aiaqy Ax ofa, ceisiaa Osi Ha, to make a loud noise 

like that of striking large cymbals together. 

Wl, Ss. WN Scale, FSA cate, sweating, perspiring. 

UZ, v. uty Bfaats, to cause to perspire. 

Wa, s. raz, ate te, etfaata, a house, dwelling, home, family. 

wafife, s. aaa ta, coq vigfesta wat HEC ST SCAT 
Wiqz, a person who manages the concerns of another’s 

household or estate, a steward. 

wduafa, s. fefwa nx, coz aifwa ax, the sound of snoring, a 

rumbling, roaring creaking sound as of wheels in motion. 

wal[p, ) & Was cra FB, coitafasi, remaining in or about a 

aaibai, § house, tame. 

aq faass, ad. «wa aca, ATS wc, at every house. 

way, 
UqsR, s. alfa Meats faaatfasie cat a fy cate, wa 

above, the breaking up of a family by death or family 

disputes, the breaking down of a house. 

Ral, s. GLB, Gial, ae wifes fea cee cra, oh aa Utfne Sata, 
a cooking place, a bamboo curb or frame serving as a well; 

a honey comb. 
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watafa, ad. fas fas aata, each one’s own house, to every house. 

aan, a. abart va, a feres <fe ate ecorem, fallen or 
. ‘ pitched over from a height. 

ufa, s. aia afawa Sai Ha, Bi, a clock, a watch, an hour. 

ufaa, s. fyfeft, tafa, the mistress of a house. 

ufanal s. Haha cats, ics ate ez, friction, rubbing, filing, polishing. 
USHi, a. WA, WAG CATS, Bicrta, belonging tov a house, home- 

! made or produced at home, one’s own. 

wsesifa, a. uaa fafsaite, Taq ACA Aq Sai, like to one's own, 

working for another as for one’s self. 

wea aca, ad. 2afeuca, each house, from house to house. 

wea *icaz, ad. “ca atch, at home and abroad, in one’s own family 

and out of it. 

Marae, s. Aeyztatez, fants, the whole household. 
ucatarfa, a. faethe, Axatfa, having a family. 

wa, s. stfaefai, abuse, abusive language, reproach. 

watt, v. sti erat, fami wait, to cause to abuse or reproach. 

Mm, s. we wife te mm asl, SPI ZI OM ADT BF, a wound, a sore. 

Uz, s. WA, Sela, cafam sat wife «fata facaren sak, a 
mark or point, to run to in a race, a leader, a bird used 

as a decoy to ensnare other birds; a. chief, principal. 

witufam, s. ela, urea, a chief, the head man of a village, 

mf, v. cavfaca wf, to stir about, to mix by stirring. 

Ue, s. Fa, Te Arlee corpen faa, meadow or pasture, grass, grazing. 

Geta, s. Ws ee sit, zafa, a place where grass grows, a pasture. 

arf, s. re ibm, a grass cutter. 

wistfa, s. sti, forwera aa cuiceren sae, a water jar. 
aistfastfen, a. afoa, we siera seats cH Zz care, a term 

applied to the manner of winding a cloth about the body. 
Uist, s. WHR, cca Teas casts wz ofa, a place of refuge, 

a place where the necessaries of life are abundant. 

utag, s. afe¢ Waera, an small tinkling ornament. 

Uv, s. aa ate cater a1 oifa Ga ATB, a ferry, a landing place, 
a flight of steps leading down to the water. - 

«SI TSA, s. ASTS AS Ateoiw yal, achild bereaved of both par- 
: ents in infancy. 
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aie, s.. wit, aera, aifa, fafea crtsife, a fault, a crime, an offence: 

hg cater, a. Scotia Sieg WSS Vie, ea, condemned by one’s 

own words or actions, conquered, | 

a at, a aAaie a, 7 q aor, faulty, € criminal. 

Ztp, S. —_ ait Hicares, a ferryman. 

SUB TSA, 
ay, s.  Uien catice acedice AiGal Tal; Giaie, ae a flourish 

or blast with musical instruments, a blow, a hurt, murder. 

Sfa, s.' Bal QU, GAA GAi GA, fagtA A <i, one who strikes 

or destroys, a murderer; preceded by faaiz, treacherous, 

destroying confidence. | 

Bisa, s. Ue Aa, Det, the act of striking cutting or killing. 

ulfs, ». aq ofa, Fda WITS ofa, to strike, to hurt, to kill, to 
reproach. 

Wass, s. Q] as, Sate, Wert as pained a slight 

rumor, uncertain information. 

Iq, 's- Us, Oi, Sa, SAT avast ste ofa, setipiaies. & 

wig aia, s. ait wifa, Be Sih, the hot season, summer. 

Dinis, 9s. WINS CAM UA cial, the prickly heat. 
aifs, v. Sit gare Yaa ta, to sweat, to perspire.’ 

uig,.s. tmya, forex; the nape of the neck. 

aia cuties ss fore catcota, fore siceter, the act of wringing 

the neck. 

UW At, a TS a athe, tin Sikes A te te oie sere fara, 
wounded, covered with sores; s. the act of wounding. 

“oes s. if vizl, WSIS Sal, abuse, reproach, defamation. 

fat, s. fas, yee wine caine Sia, clarified ge _ vulgarly 

= for the brains. also. 

fanfadiz, v. cyei aie HH Sa, to reverberate, to make a sound 

as of things striking together. 

fatfapia; 's. fas fad az, cas calea RHR, reverberation, ee 

sion, hubbub. 

fates; s. are srittg ocafa Uo he iy sudden sound, as clap 

of thunder. 

faba, a. Sita, atfea cata, bh, Bor dwarfed. 

faa, s. faqai, faefoal, aversion, hate, antipathy, dislike. 
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franc) a cafatata carl, orftca Fir ast, ae%, sh lie ugly, 
hateful, detestable. - 

faat?, v. faa afz, to hate, to detest. 

facaren, a. faa wa, hated, disliked, ‘detested. 

fms, s.  zafam a afee, a species of wild fruit. 

fam, s. afte ania xf, ow, Sidr TT, SATeA GATAY, a large round 
seed used as marbles in play, a wheel, the kneepan, a 

bird’s gizzard. 

faatcetat, s. faen cet, a favorite play in which ghilas are used. 
featotfen, a. %aa ates tics w, BTBe ctw cater, alternately 

deep and shallow, the sudden deepening of water in a river. 

faattte, s. ofa zafem we He, a species of wild duck. 

Usp, v. feary xtfeaca catcatel, steve festa, to insert or thrust 

into an orifice, to penetrate, to search carefully. 

“fe, v. catenfy, ete Free, to gouge out, to dig .out with the 

finger or nails. 

EAs, a. SMH, c&cetai te esl, bowed, bent over, crooked. 

Web den, s. ateyfacr cater wife fiw, thrusting with the finger, 
as when calling attention &c. 

wf, s, area feszq cam, caicbtatca ferfe, the hair inside the 
; nostrils; v. to stir up, to mix. 

ofa, s. wefe cute, a mare. 
Qiqi, s. AS FAS, a small bell. 

FIM, s. 1 Pal, cre Wifes <A, a small bit, a particle, a mite. 

BAB, s. Bdreett, a quilt or covering made of old pleves of 
cloth stitched together. 

Ey, s. Taat®, fiefe cm oe catst, the asthma. 
wyfan, . zea wera, asthmatic. | 

Ubu, } a. ATA Cateta, wfa, za tum zi sf aad, well pro- 
aT portioned, comely. 

WvaTez, a. sib5ieia, afa, small and short, well proportioned. 

Wa, s. BS aes {ai cats, waRfaa, fey ezi, a small destruc- 

_tive insect that bores timber &c. a. broken, defaced, bored. 

watha, s. Uy cathe sjfa, the dust made by the above insect. 

afam, a. BR cere, RTS fe mR ax te fox ae, fy eet 
pierced, bored, defaced, disgraced, crippled. 

23 
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WIS LAS, s. Hig QyAl waz, aiate WIS, SAT Sia, an 
uncertain report, vague rumor. 

WTS, s. Batatee asa wien, eee fel aa afax, the name 

of one of the wives of Juggernath, an ornamented cord 

worn about the loins. 

FCACATSM, a. TAFT Sy, bored by insects. 

Uagras, a. Sisas @weti, catata, extreme, very, generally ap- 

plied to darkness as BUfoix] Vara, dense darkness. 

ua, a aifa wie ci cits, Cael, BS CHICAS, curving in- 

i ward as of a road or river, deep set, as eyes in the head. 

a7jata, ad. Cacxfeta, Zoe, suddenly, immediately. 

BN, 8. WA We iS Siri cater, <a coteia fala aan Vd, 
enveloping the head and body with a cloth; some distant sound. 

anit, s. CeImta frat, afax iva, sleep, drowsiness, a kind of cloth. 

asia, s. wtefa, fofsfa, abstractedness, being lost in thought. 

ea, v. qe, Cbivifaate, wa wifa adi, to sleep, to be abstracted 

or lost in thought. 

aya, s. . Bais, Seale, MAS Aq Haw, the asthma, a distant sound. 

ayare, ad. canfsta, 23ty, Sextary, quickly, immediately. 

uyfan, a. Wye xal, asthmatic. 

UqARle, ad, UAT, fafaai, castcs, suddenly, unexpectedly. 

wadata, s. Sta wif catoia W%, any rolling rumbling sound. 

Waa, s. ugha a, ate, ufe wel, %a, C€Bl, a circuit, a ‘whirl- 

ing, the motion of a body on its axis or centers; a. circui- 

tous, round about, indirect. 

yafaai, a. BS AUS, Cale, cireuitous, round, circular. 

wate, v. aie, ate arg, to wind around, to twist, ‘to whirl, 

to turn about; with Wai, to bring back, to turn back. 

Zaz ABS, v. uferits, avast. 4iaiz, to turn from a straight 

line, to wind or turn in a course or passage, to go in a 

zig Zag course. 

“fa, v. Vets a Ate ff, CHT! ZI sta, to turn back, to revolve, to move 

round a center; s. a garment worn by females, a gown. 

area, s - Sire BUTS yCq Sai, a cloth used as a temporary 
7 musquito curtain. 

qe, « a. "Saran see ate fer, Taco, turned, altered; reformed. 
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wae, s. bere, alae was fer EM, Seite cetten ote Fac, 
a wheel, a joint of bamboo used as a socket in which a 

mat door revolves; a hooka or apparatus for smoking. 

an, a. “fa Ih, 3h, whirling, turning, revolving. 

ua az, 5. ware aa, atutafa, a whirlwind. 

WAlaIIA, a. Fats ufa e@i, whirling, rapidly revolving. 

DH, s. Al cate Sine qa, epuife ware xfe, the chaff or dust 

of grain, anything light and wortliless. 

uf, s. ia wife fe wal He, tra ufo w IF, cater ofa, 
faxet®, a place of mad and water where buffaloes and other 
animals wallow, a harbor; v. to stir up, to make muddy, 

C4g, s. BERS cate are wif% wei SS, an arm’s length of thread 

in spinning. ! 

cas, s. afag tan, #12, fry, a division in a string of beads, a fault. 

cata, s. inf, weft, acs Seicse Wcats eel, annoyance, 

castafa, ) trouble, importunity. 
caotfa, v. atts, watafa afx, to tease, to worry by importunity. 

CHal, s. tinea acacica ete cetter AcHTet, the simultaneous stri- 

king of musical instruments. 

caafa, s. wan uae fefeaca eal aw, the death rattle. 

caet®, v. fofaca ax ofa, Pate Boi alas Aaa zea, to rattle 

in the throat as when dying; to speak indefinitely. 
cig, s. «fee «ra, wheat. 

cacaren, s. frata = afaeta Bra wal, catcatestcal wai, a reluc- 
tance to do or to give, hesitation, indecision. 

CICSS, S. Al, AST caren, WIE crtH, an obstacle, a hindrance, 
a fault; speaking in a cautious manner. 

CUCSPTATSY, a. CucBacapa, wfaata Bia, difficult to do or to perform, 

perplexing, trying. 

Cacepl, a. can, faa ast, bad, hateful, despicable. 

CICSR Catta, a. Btas BiBu aterfe Gel, passed around from 

place to place and rejected. 

CUCSA, Ss. ACS CVICA BPI A Bicutal, one stroke, one bite. 
CUCSal®, ad. ace cata, wtoate, cut or bitten at once. © 

: CASE, a. CABS eat, wfaata Pia, troublesome, difficult. 

CUR, 8. FSAI CUM, Fare ceRte Tyr, the yelp of a dog. 
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CAHIR, s . oes 10, faa Gress eA, the act of snarl- 

ing, growling, lolling. 

camts, v. TS Pag aia faat Grass CaaS tei, to loll, to 

to thrust out the tongue, as a dog, from heat or exertion. 

CIBCNB, a. CACBACHCBA, BlAatH Bin, difficult, perplexing. 

CSIs, s. ATS Sal, Uh Ya, finding, obtaining, the striking 

together as of musical instruments. 

Cam, s. cstw, afe, the settlings, lees, dregs, roiled water. 

canis, ¢ 
caacuea, a . caacafarn, cainfa, afer, roiled, mixed with impurities. 

camifa, v.. cua ofa, Cail BPA, to roil, to stir up, to make muddy. 

CACAS, a. CAB BSA, AECASI, muddy; roiled. ; 

cacalé, v. cacafe, 2tft, site fasifz, to make muddy by tread- 
ing, to search carefully. 

Cad, a. AGS; oS, cag, much, many, abundant. 

caataafa, Ss. CETe aH, the sound of wheezing or of snoring. 

cacdai®,.v. fore weit, CBisifas Als ABT, to wheeze, to snore. 

Caacafaal, @... SAS AS, catSl CHa CHIH, over ripe, suppurated, 

of thick consistence. 

caaifa, s. canta, SAS Hai cate, the settlings, dregs. 

Cate, v. <a gifa Bai, to strut, to walk with affected dignity. 

cmAaCEbs, s. tifa stifaa wife carata wie ce FH, BPA 
HBA Ha, the sound of fluids shaken in a vessel. 

tala, s. fete, sivas, fecatsi, wife, a housewife. 

tufqas, 
taate, v. wintfe, alent, to cut, to slash, to hack, to knock. 

CHISI, s. Fie te Bal, Btscq Gaia Aifq Wel, a hollow made by 

digging or scooping out. 

calwinifa, s. cite CUtsha, sa ate watnen fam, scooping 

out handful by handful by stealth. 

CHeicals, ad. 2icAib1 eticsib, handful by handful. 
CLICSIDI TA, s. RSA ayers cats Nai, a thrust with the finger. 
CHa, s. calba, a horse. 

cara Imi, s. catal <fetai, sfas, a horse keeper, a groom. 

cara wt, s. CUT ABl B12, catai Ua, a horse. stable. 

CHIBD, a. CUS, Bibs, CUBA, puzzling, difficult, abstruse. 
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CHae uied, a Za SAtr, ofeata Bix, inconvenient, intricate- 
CHIBI, 9 8 BATS Vile Asi, fy Asti, the committing an offence 
catceisi, § in .speaking, a fault, misdemeanor. 

CHicste, a. caal, fas? az, mean, small. 
CAcsibifa, s. Bizafa, Missi, Bisa STF, a filthy place, mes cg 

an intricate place, entanglement. 

CUB Sia, s. Ceyt cAIe Bl, acting without regard to 
consequences. © 

Cate, s. tae Sa, calcets, a very deep place in a river. 

cain, s. ofa aft me Sete Awd, Tis Sift dei catcats, 
hoarseness; a deep place where shoals of fish &c. are found. 

caicatal, a. sifst Gafa care, ATH 151, broken, old, shameless. 
cary, s. atua fafoai afae den awe, a wild beast litle known but 

said to be black and to resemble the tiger. 

CHIBIT, s. TL CUR, core M5t BS, aa cara sid, waste, 
worldly illusion, a dilemma, a gordian knot. 

CUBS Bi, 5. Or yee Bia, fofee ara cutcatsl Bia, faate 
afeq ate, an indissoluble bond, the matrimonial tie. 

CUICBI®, a. FASS, tind, large, stout. 

CHICEI HI, 

Cabs, s. cut, a horse. 

carbene, s. ont waite forma 3%, the noise of swallowing liquids. 

CHB s. CHIBI, THA SAI, the act of churning, stirring or agitating: 

carpal, s. forest, forer a1 wat *{Tg, @ mortar, any instrument for 

grinding substances. 

capt, Ss Cate) aife, a pestle. 

cuit, a. fae, vata Sai, ground in a mortar, rubbed, stirred up. 

camfa, a. catei Uy, cate, mixed with sediment, roiled, filthy. 

CUI, s. YES BIB, Ble, Adis catcerre Biz, a secluded place, the 
: socket of the eye, a place difficult of ingress or egress. 

settee, a. 2 AVL, TT ARSAS cea fa, CIC FSI, en- 
) » shrouded, closed in on all sides, overshadowed, clociaye 

CUT, a. CSAS CHATS, TX H, sunken, deep. | 
CUIATGSM, a. CHICITS BSB, sunken eyed or deep set in the head. 

cua, a. SAAS, Ey aml, I, afene, HStTz, terrible, dreadful, 

horrible, formidable, dark, gloomy; with 21%; to bend, to curve. 
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catacatiai, a. céel cate, ae tcartts, bent, curved, bowed. 

calacuiaiz, v. cof fore aatt, csfaa Tere «aie, to snore, 
to putr as a cat. ~ 

CUIZST, a. WA SAAS, WHS Sara, very large; ad. exceedingly. 

catafets, Ss. Salae Tye, Zq ACHGA CHIST, a stern angry look. 

cHiagqhy, a waziae si fefe, terrible in shape or aspect. 

CUiz, v. CIZASIE, Feais, to bend, to curve, to turn about. 

cag, s. qe cite te aiftaa tafa, Ya, buttermilk, a mix- 
ture of buttermilk and water. 

caimgiam, a. Wate ASI, over ripe. 

CUA, s. 1A cae Bye Mts, a trough, a vat, a boat-shaped 

vessel into which hot syrrup is poured after boiling. 

Cais, a ofx wife cote, cateica faafa otf, rotten, muddy. 

Cdicals, s. tae Ufa, % Ta, a deep place in a river. 

Cia, s. Aw, iM, aM, Jatt BITS, a sound, a ery, a proclama- 

tion, aloud muttering sound as of thunder. | 

CUIAS, s. CH fesi, BIAS, one who proclaims or publishes a 
matter, a public crier, a preacher. 

CUA, s. ASCHITS Bcatal, <dia, Aste Sai Sai, a proclametion, 
a public statement, a sermon. 

CLM s. CUA Sal, ANA ao fat, aKa ow facHH, the act of 

proclaiming 8c, a shaster of the Maha Puruhia sect. 

Cal cat, ys. -€X_ Bra, powerful, strong, violent. 

caycEten, j 
CUICHT Sta, a. als, Vials, cwicaca, strong, violently, powerfully. 

Zia, s. cols, AIG Gd, fragrance, smell, perfume; with fq, to smell. 

MIcAryR, s. ATS, the sense of smell. 

Tas, s. fea, butter. 

fea, s. faa, feafea, hate, hatred, ill will. 
‘ 

sia, the nasal ng, usually expressed by the compound — character 

@ ng, (§ and 4,) equivalent to nin wink or ng in-sing. In cases 

where this letter requires the mark (_) underneath, it is written %. 

It never begins an Assamese word, as is often the case in the Sing- 

pho and other dialects; and is seldom used except when compound- 

ed with another letter. 
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Hise b> 

BSA, FF, BCH, BD, this letter corresponds with the English s. Pla- 
ced before a noun it is used as a numeral prefix, meaning six; as 

B, 4 six hundred; 5 @fa, six twenties; 5 cttB Z1 BB, six things. 

BY, a. Bol, BUND, Siw, six. 
Bavia, s. TA AD, Hiss ania ws, Ger aw, vfs WATS, 

an adversary, Satan, the devil or prince of darkness. 

Bz arti, s. HARe, Hoi mv, Ufeam Sai, doubt, mistrust, suspi- 

. cion, lack of confidence. 

5S, s. Gears St, Wis cere, sudden terror, fright. 

BS 4a, s. SY UifFg SF wie tq eB, the being petrified with fear. 
ba, a. B® caren, frightened, startled, terror stricken. 

bf, v. Ba wie, SF xwti®, to be terror stricken, to be overpow- 

ered by fear. 

bb, a. sata, fas, 56 Tf, Bal, even, ‘vlan smooth; s. long strips 
of bamboo strung together, 

boa, a. 5beH, ANIA, Werle, smooth, level, sincere, guileless. 
bbl, @ Biz wie sift fava @ai, smoothed, evened; s. the act 

of smoothing with a plane, adz or other instrument. 

Borie, s. cot tdi wtfa, Ss, long strips of split bamboo strung together. 
Bl, ss BP, Wale wa fax, a tree bearing fragrant yellow flowers. 

bea, a. SIcesl, BF ax, zalH, grown up, beautiful, ruddy, fair. 
om, s. fscarsr® form ufa, Bi, NIH, a petticoat, a shadow. 

bal wa, s. Sixt zife, bSq UA, a picture cast upon the side 

of a wall or sheet, a panorama, 

bal TM, s. CHA CACHA, Were crti, a mere glance, a partial view. 

baa, s. vista, wf fae ors, an outcast, the lowest of the 

mixed tribes, born from a soodra father and brahmin mother. 

BG, s. TSC LAL SH, SS Bal, Fiza tz, the embroidered 
end of a pillow, a kind of basket. - 

baSG Stra, ad. Za CATAM, afeaz, very juicy, very sweet, ex- 

ceedingly, very. Kt 

papier, a. fara th, aS ateia za atan Kes, bright, 
glittering, shining, delicious, exquisite, pleasurable. 

BGia, a. <q afeal, sada vifanin, fia cifam, six yards in 
length; holding three seers dry measure. 
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BETS aie, v. Usa we cine sai Ti, to start in sleep, to 

twitch, to make a sudden motion of the body from alarm. 

BGLSTS, v. Ur aaiz, fafat, to burst suddenly forth as a a flash 

of lightning, to glitter, to sparkte. 

Sarita, a. fefrefa Foi, tae, bright, shining, sparkling. 

DeA, ss TTS tal Wafagi [oa, 5H, a round spot or figure on the 

body, (as on a snake,) a circle, a wheel. 

bea, s. afe Fiat TS sift, the butterfly produced from the 

chrysalides of the silk worm. 

oefa, s. aia Bate wsie afte, vw, fae, the female of the 
above; a wheel. 

bGa, s. Sa a Ba aiaa Aol, a slice, a round thin bit of 

Boal, } anything. 

SSASSA, s. TGA Teal, Me aia aha te Bast Safe Bh, 
blotches or slight swellings in patches covering the body. 

Sam CR, s. ae pata aig, an acid fruit. 

pafayl, a. Cri Zaina U1 Yathea, round and «thin. 5 

_pafariz, v. Awats cota cuitate tiv, orsfami®, to cut in 

round thin slices. 

oe, &. dS TA Sa, TAVIG BAS, Ate OTS, AAT Bre, 
sigs wifiz e7ida cuz, refined, strained, filtered, tasted ; 

s. the seed vessel of the water. lily; the signet of a ring. 

Sais, veo GSK cotere fasta ware, orefaca sifz, to cause to 
refine, to taste or to strain. 

BibT, a . winte Carat » Deel, having only a partial view or 

a mere glance. 

Bel GIT, a. PA Ge, FS MM Fro cd ofa acaret, flaked 
off, falling off in scales. 

BRIS; a MACS ceri, Waly cea, uate, obscure, applied to 
the evening, twilight. 

patd, s GB Wai, the letter &. . 

DSqISla, s. Bild 4TH Set casi cS, (with a negative) not 

saying anything either good or bad of a person. 

DGIR, s. Ved, WA WH, Carta wifaatr afe <a fz cate, 
rest, cessation, alternation, as from ce to fair weather 

or from sickness to health. 
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fs, s. wel fyal ofex, atfom, zo tea ote atta arts aq 
fi tet UTE, a chair, a place where a sentry is stationed. 

pfertz, s. oa frm TiqR, ofan, feta, a guard, a watchman. 

sie fai, s. bfe, Fn ati fatal fecwm, a stool, a bench. 
Bret, a. Lis fey kai Alqe, seria, relating to a sentry. 
De, 5. CAB, aaa, WHAT, FYB, oF Se Atha HB, the eye- 

sight, a knot or part of a tree where a branch shoots out, 

the protuberant bud of a plant. 

BH, a. BS Ae, “a1 Sts STZ Gli, having eyes, knotty. 

BASIS, s. BET cait facan, a disease of the eye. 

BESS, a. HAS AG, very small. 

BE ACSTM, s. ewkCHta BF ASE Ast, a surly look of displeasure. 

BY Cid, 4. FF veal, Hea B afta careral, ferafeat, looking 
| with envy on the prosperity of another; a. envious. 

«BSA HA, s. FET CH, CATSS, a tear, tears. 

bea iat, s» BG Ysla, oe Sal, the pupil of the eye. 

BS CATS, a. AE Yue, BIE MtfSes Aa CHA, OF As, fascinated, 
charmed, entranced by the sight. 

BS ATi, a. Alea, BS wee, pleasing to the eye, beautiful. 

«cereus. Bi, ate cea, oeeifem. stda afay, a fence, a 

species of rice that is eaten uncooked. 

«BUST, a Us afa wfag CATS, unable to rise or move about. 

ope, s. wy fac, Sifax fact, ote, xem, fata are oy, the dis- 
cus or weapon of Vishnoo, a circle, a wheel, the convola- 

tions ‘in the Halogram*or sacred stone of the Hindoos, 

_ ows, s. ufe SU, BTS AH, Zahra atfS, revolving round a | 
center or on an axis, a whirl, 

«Pw, s. be USS dsl, fea, Vishnoo the wielder of the discus. 
BSUS, s. Seq fafdai oitescersn Satz afse, the ruddy goose 

(anas casarea) called the Brahmani duck, said to have re- 
ceived the curse of Ram, not to produce more than two 

young in twelve years. 

DHA, s. Ket is Ve gale aa wie aife fac, “iene 
| wheel made to revolve by the ignition of gunpowder. lg 

bSrera, } a bw fafa, qafan, circular, round, of the shape 

oaifefs, ? of a wheel or discus: 

24 
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BAT, s- DR, 5S, CAIDA, the organ of vision, sight. 

DATCHIDA, a. DREADS, BEC cael, cafAa igi, within seeing dis- 
tance, s. an object of sight, 

DUA, ss BS Wal, OS faz, fastening the eye upon, ahing. 

pu eat, Ss. Bee CASS, tears. 

BU, s. “fad Ste =) yore cate, a flying insect of offensive smell. 

Bal Gitatel, a. cefperia éafeatal, ich With, sometimes, seldom, 

at intervals, here and there, now and then. 

By, s. catotl ae foot ofera qi, ww, false hair. 
pefarl, a. CaaCS G1 A Gr, SAS, easily broken, brittle, frail. 

BRA, a. Geib, AIA, Wea, sincere, honest, without hypocrisy. 

pain, s otal wifwa wifes acais, covaibalt]e Sdi GIN, the 

facing of a garment. 

BB, s. Halaiba cata tele, Taq Bay wa cata afer, sackcloth, 
a sandbar. 

DbSvia, s. vawafa, Siva FF woifwa aa, SHEDfA, a flapping, 
floundering as a fish out of water, a crackling rustling sound, 

BESDTS, v. “awaits, cossifa, WBS, to flounder, to pop. 

Bepiva, a. qqqqrz wal, cosnifa qi, fluttering, hopping about. 

BoHRA, Ss. UA MHRA, APS jars wai, the early dawn, day-break. 

BBBETS, v. Diba afa, <aeaqtz, to flounder, to hop about, to 

struggle as in the agony of death. 

bbwH, a. cosetifa qi, restless, uneasy, hopping about, bustling. 

BBL, a. SR caHB, cae awl aichthy, visa aie Sie fae wa, 
7 Bic HHT Aw caaela Baca BB als, six, wound 

about, girt, cleared, cleaned; an affix denoting anything flat 

or extended, as #15 BB, far BDI, a board &c. 

BETS, v. Gicotta Tete Sal, ae Gfx, to be proud or conceited. 

Bole pal, s. ated aal Wa facaH, a bamboo seat, a sitting mat. 

BBIG, s. TIS BS, “15 Cote, the weight of five rupees or two 

Re ounces avoirdupois, the sixteenth part of a seer. 

BPSD, a. VIRBIA, DADA, fAel COLA BICDCAB, long and thin; s. a slit. 
Dieu, s. ote wal, fats fem, sprinkling, sowing broadcast. 

pibzibis, s. Bcd facd vibeu, faotfafd, to sprinkle or dash water 

on each other. 

bfS, s. ae aly, ytta 4@ atv, the name of a shaster; Doorga. 
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BS, s. Wea we, AAAe Sey we, the twelfth month, corresponding 

to part of March and April. 

BS, a. afea, wafers, subject to, dependent. 

BStsl®, v. fast? Hotz cota, coacaat®, to talk at random, to prate. 

patent, a. faot® Aor? coten, qe, coacefersr, garulous, cunning. 

GUAASS, a. ASIAN, SPs sell core, coacocatsy, deceitful, 

talking regardless of truth. 

Bet, s. Uifea, Sicotta Wiea, Wea, independence; with ota, a 

period of peace and tranquility. 

BU, s. wig ecaten efta, etafa ae, an earthern leach for making lye. 

bf, s. Ysa enay oeifate fim ure fac, a beam, a support 

of a roof or any superstructure. 

bfeaal, s. “fax sts, a species of tree. 

byt, a. Sl Gal, Ce@#a, shrewdness, cunning, sharpness. 

Beata, a. cowatfa, zfese, cunning, shrewd. 

bee, a. sifsa cae, the fourth. 

pure, s. cataa sifa fra, fafa fac, the fourth day of a lunar 
month, a certain festival. 

ByNA, a. %euy, otha Afes we, the fourteenth. 
Ban, s. Saya tow fia, fefe face, the fourteenth day of a 

Junar month. 

sufwn, s. btfa fra, cotfen, the four cardinal points. 

ByAT, a. bifas sta, Clcre, all sides, all around. 

bya, s. wx, we, otx, catty, the four objects of human pursuit, 

said to be sensual enjoyment, wealth, virtue, and final beatitude, 

ByAfem, a. Gite fea, sife zafam, relating to the four principal 

castes; the four principal colors, white, black, blue and red. 

bys e, a. bife efen, fea ae aig, four armed, as Vishnoo. 

oyceifa, a. otfe gfeat, quadrangular, four cornered. 

Byrn, a. te cofem four footed, quadruped. 

Ba, s. Bt, an umbrella 

DaCa, s. TH, SFE ecAtBi, a king; (Vit. ) the carrier of an umbrella. 

baSF, Ss. AF STi, HATH, the subversion of dominion, loss of empire. 

Aes a. fafa, staat aye %4i, despicable, universally despised. 

s. faatia OF, ato wai we Facam, a waste or desert place; a rope 
used to frighten fish into a net. 
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DAS, a. catcy Seyi, brittle, easily broken. 

DAAT, a. GA CVI, CAs WEA Vial, fallow, lying waste; generally 

applied to land left unsowed-after ploughing or without a.crop. 

DAW, Ss. MAC olin, Aaha Pid, Te Soin BESS wis cesta wal, 
worrying, fretting, irritation; storming about- 

pura, s. «faz, oifaai, a sentry, .a guard, a watch. 

Bu, s. Cais, TS, verse, poetry, poetic measure, shape, symmetry. 

Bua, s. Blfeetds atft, sandal wood, several other kinds of fragrant 

wood are thus called. 

bua, ss Axi. wis tai wicet pals, a species of parrot. 

DUASIA, S. DSI“, SATS GBA] SIZ, an awning, a canopy. 

bweil, a. CEBLAR, aaa, ats oft Wee cars; Ane, and flat- 

tened out, squat. 

2, s. ate Sti eats ati, to flatten out. 

Duras, v. sife conte, zafagis, to break down, to strip off. 

Bul, s. sto “fax, ceEpcnHl, a species of fish; a. flat, as roof &c. 

ohare, ». catbata s-ite aift, to tear apart, to open ont, as 

‘ cotton preparatory to spinning. 

BAS, s. cae, Sida vials Atl Wa feo, a chest, a box. 
DYS, s. AS Wal, AHA, shame, mortification; a. mortified &c. 

bya, a. faoi 7= aigR wal, mortified by the exposure of one’s 

own misdeeds. 

CLUS, s. DASA, SAS Gai Siig, a canopy, an awning. 

Bay, Ss. C&la, Baya, the moon. a 

byes, s. dfay <q ufaal afa, Uibis Ge Ge Aala AN, a pre- 
cious stone, the chrysolite, the name of an Assam king. 

DAARA, s. fafaiaa bl oys wal, an eclipse of the moon. 

DYyoA, s. BERTAIZ, an awning, a canopy. “ 

Dyka, a. By WA Te TA Zt, moon-faced, beautiful as the moon. 

beey, s. Gaatihe al, Wietaq eras (" ) % sem: Facet, the 
nasal character, (" ). 

BALSA, ss BHT CAA Al Naa, the lunar orb, Habe moon's dise. 

by, s. Cala, ba, fatiag, faxisifs, the moon, the queen of night. 

pequret, a. catars, yar, moon-faced, beautiful as the moon. 

Haid, s. afer aire wereiz, a kind of necklace. 

bas, s. catale, cataz 724, moonlight, moonshine. 
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BUAIae, 6. CET Ct, Say [sim the rising of the moon. 

BMD, s. fart wife ofr catate a4, the noise of sucking 

ati or of drawing liquids into the mouth. 

BUSATS, v. BABA Ae Bie wt, to make a sound with the lips 

as when sucking or eating. 

BAST, @. 4, Sai, Tatas cats, fall to the brim. 

Bafta, , a HAE URS BA as, SIS Siig sifwrer oie 
Srifaatz, dal, CSCa@ai, living in common at the house of an- 

~ other for food and clothes or in hope of marriage or gain. 

bal, s. CcEeieta, Bates atfé, 2 clod, a clump or shapeless mass. 

BHAI, v. GATSE, stae Biz, ANIe, to bow, to bend the head, 
to lower, to let down. 

BrTSeT, a. coletacemta, aetatzeta, in clods or pieces. 

seifagul, s. stetfe aa, ater sai, the act of clapping the hands, 

knocking or rapping at a door. 

Beifaniz, ve. siete xifx, terfaat?, to clap the hands, to knock, 

to rap at a door for admittance. 

BH, a. ALAN, cod care, Hiss zal, ET cara, assembled, 
collected together, printed, pressed. 

Bots, vs cHxibid, ageieth, Wits wceits, to drane, to collect to- 
, gether, to approach, to print, to press, to stamp; with afb, 

to cut close to the ground. 

Battin, s. fe aife etera ser waa wa, a printing office. 

BCATS, a. CHIBI, AYACHTSM, Alea, Ales Wits Aai, caused 
to be gathered together, pressed, printed or stamped. 

Brora, Ys. Wis va fama, ate crate alfa wal og, a subpoena 
bfea, ? or writ, commanding presence in court. 
Bf, s. Cael xfB, oRa bw facaH, a picture, a metrical measure. 

dfeae, v. ate athe, aoi carar®, to strike with an oar or hoe or 

with the paw as a tiger. 

—«BFASS, ss SH cetcatey, Gra zal, striking with an oar or hoe &e. 

- BSE, s. WSS, daa, WHS, disposition, quality, temper. 
DAS, S. GSAS faraefa, afa, Uetz, a flash, a glance, a twinkling, 

a starting back from fear; with f%, to start back dc. 
DIS, s. ATS arya cal eteq cute, a measure; as much as 

can be embraced by the hand with the fingers extended. 
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Bifes, a. aofas, Boia cater, Asts Se catta, startled, smitten 

with sudden fear. 

BINA, s. 2S Vifes fret canaie coal sifre cama, heartburn, 

a disorder of the stomach caused by bile or acidity. 

BIBI, Ss. BIAS CCAIdI dle, a scourge, an instrument of punishment 

used by the Assam Kings. 

SUpats, v. pupica wf, to strike with the above instrument, to scourge. 

DIeSa, s. cHfetata aiofas, faea?, astonishment, surprise, amaze- 

ment; a. wonderful, surprising, astonishing. , 

BIG HS, a. BTESIg Sal, SUsiqs, astonished, surprised, amazed. 

bia, s. Sad fod, cmferie eI qate Sis Aaa cecal fans 
ui 7%, a summons or official notice to appear in court. 

BId, s. ACA cattatz Zooai, bia, a skin, a tanned hide, leather. 

Bad] Tel, s. CHD ABI, YSua, faafe tz cats wi, skinned over, 

. (as a healed wound or sore. ) 

Bilas, @ BARS cats, sate cated, be fafem, done in six 

months, six months old, six Azkis in weight or value. 

_ ‘BAI, Ss. BA CBI TTYR, Whoa, 2 dealer in lime, a tanner, a shoemaker. 

By, a. 8%, Bet, near, close at hand. 

SIM, & THT AUCH La CAAT TAA cats, aclass in the 
days of the Assam Kings exempted from service and tribute. 

CAS, s. Bl, qat @ 2A faq, a species of yellow flower, the 

Ber, michelia champaca. 

57s faa, s. con Bera Sal Fin afax, loadstone. 
Beifa, v. Sia DET Si<, Winta, ASe %z, to receive in charge, to 

preserve with care, to keep in safety. 

ba s. qefa aicete Wis Wal, a slap on the cheek. 

bat, s. 4sf, Stata, heaven, the firmament. 

bat Adi, s. ZAATS ceiwi, a stroke of lightning, a thunderbolt. 

bad, s. Alaz wit ife fez eas ifs fea side HIT A Slam 
aig, the flooring of the two ends of a boat beyond the 

cover on which the boat is worked. 

pafeal, s. Gal, otfe W251, an anna. 
baa, s. Sia, WH, a foot, the feet, used figuratively for favor, protection. 

_ paatfas, s. Jouve Coa aifM, ocHiNs, ote GA, the water 
DACAIRS, in which a brahmin or gooroo’s foot has been washed. 
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bay, s ATS, AM, FA, shame, labor, fatigue. 

Bay, s. QTe aaa afe coicetal Gal? corel, the drying up 

* part, of a sore and falling off of the scab. 

Baal, s. FOact Safe cai, cot*i!, the act of sucking or drawing 

into the mouth as fluids. 

Baz VA, s. Bia aifa Yai, CALAIS, suction, sticking, adhering. 

bare, v. yc Bie, bifa «fa, to suck in with the mouth, to 

adhere by suction, to stick fast. 

Dal, a. FX], SUS, AHia CUA Ate, exceeding in length, more than;. 

s. a royal barge, a pleasure boat. 

bas, s. vifet, Gaa, oaaifa, Ta fr, te aife arera gare, a 
bird; v. to slap, to exceed, to drive to pastare, to feed. 

Bale COTS, s. Ale HA ty silt ore Fy, Ts oa, ofan, 
a spy, a secret informer, an emissary, | 

Gada, a. BASH, FE ABTS, moveable and immovable, i. ¢. the world. 
ofa, s. ais com aifa ai afer, athe, a setting pole used in pro- 

pelling boats; v. to exceed, to pass beyond a line or limit. 

bfaa, s. aig, fare, cewata, faze, natural disposition, manner, 

description, history. 

Brant, s. yx SU CHTS PTZ, DAT OTM, a wash-bowl or basin, - 

a spy, a secret informer. 

BS, s. S15 ile zal ae eftz, an earthen cooking vessel. 

SA, a. TSA, HB, fas?, true, real, exact, not imaginary or fictitious. 

pace, ad. faeces, ACB, wStacy, truly, certainly, in like manner. 

Bald, s. sHaacas, festa, government. 

BMifa, a. HeAcI oa, tadcwsa a1 Ufestaq aafen, Waefsm, re- 
lating to government, public, common to all. 

Baha, 5. HE aati, Care ql caren, Sofa corsa Aew, a choking, 
strangling, the noise of any thing being dragged. 

tran, a. faze, farete Sai, dry, juiceless, dried up in cooking. 

BSS, s. IST BU Bea, Asie Bal, alata sal, making 
others a subject of conversation, meddling &c. 

—«OKIS, Ss. GIR BIN SATS T Auta Ga, Giese, an overseer, a head- 
wb man, a chief, a chieftain. — | 

Bx, s. Bites. fars, ras, x", reverence, love, respect. 

ButDRA, s. BFR Sai, circumcision. 
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ba, 5 Stu, wife, quait, SE, a stratagem, a device, trick, pre 

tence, artifice, fraud, forgery; a. easy to do. 

DAS, s. wide, 1a “1a, unsteady, unstable, volatile. 

GX, a. SUDA, WiiGis, having intercourse. 

am, s. wise fide tifee Cea Bist, the joining or soft part 

between the upperjand lower shell of the turtle. 

CAM ila, s. CaryH fifa, ai Atha, shallow: water. 

DabH, s. Ta Che, Sfews, intrigue, trickery. 3 

bapa aca, ad. are cefaa zits fea, sore uca ZH, poured forth 
at once or abundantly, of silvéry whiteness. 

prpiaa, a. Wests ais fem, onface wet ata arty ‘cee; 
poured out to overflowing, of one even surface or expanse, 

silver-coloured, applied to water and to fish. 

pats, e@. bal, Ate, bats, ia common use, current, popular. 

Drie; |S. olaea, Ia, Bibea, walk, conduct, custom, habitual practice. 

baal, s. Fa Sai, Stfe fez, deception, trickery. 

«bal a. Date caret, tt Sal, Site fal, coictl Ste Ay ce- 
Ri Sfacai bal aars, current, in common use, moved, trick- 

ed, deceived; as an affix, as Ziz bal, (a bamboo.) 

BAe, v. AWis, saa Saiz, waa fe, staface Hcaita, to cause 
; to move or to do, to superintend, to manage, to silt. 

DAA, a. cote Vel, Wintsts, oafy, wit Sia, going and coming, 
having Intercourse, in common use, current, in slits or strips. 

bag, s. aie facet, cis ISA, the act of si mis- 

guiding, duping, tricking. . 

pAife, a. fal ae Tile Beata, Bie frg si, tempting, misleading. 

tla, v. safe ofa, sofa, zhaa we dail, to act, to go, to pursue 

a particular course of conduct; @. chip, a small bit of wood. 

Dias, a. BAA CATS, Dal, moved, agitated, gone, current, customary. 

biel, s. Braol, ATS dfaS Aq cRUTS DSA Slats ACHAT, Tiy- 
fax, tafsazi, impaired sight that generally comes at 

abe forty years of age; a. dim-sighted, immature, not ripe. 

‘Biaal <a, a. Sinem WIV DF Siats Aqal caret, dim-sighted. 

Ba, s. xe cotett, stem, a handful of water for rinsing the mouth. 

Bra acs, ad. poaca a acacz; cates Serica, by artifice: or + by 

_ strength, hy any means whatever, somehow. — 
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saclay a. baa, Aste fate 2s wal, volatile, talkative, 

Bcatstal, ? garulous, speaking without regard to truth. 

Bata, s. Blatt, AS AT, a child of four or five years of age. 

pale, a. alae, «fa, Storzs, cataata, rich, wealthy, opulent. 
bz ftzi, s. Sai ftal, fisi Gta crater, finding out a secret by 

flattery or false promises, the holding out false inducements, 

Bad, s. A, 2 #tg, a thickly settled place, a village. 

Bafan, ! s. BeZS Csi TqZe, a villager, an inhabitant of a thick- 

Breen, ? ly settled place. 

«bea, a. afaater oa, AIT STP, level, passable, easy of access: 

BAANEM, s. SACI, Sifers, Bids ada, fraud, imposition. 

Bal, a. ARAL, THI, Etcatet, unlearned, unpolished, rustic. 

Bale, v. FF ote wfa, atfasfye, to till, to plough, to cultivate. 

ofa, v. sig ofa, Gram ofa, at a ofs, WEBS Zi Reg ceret, 
to cultivate, to till; s. a signature, a sign, a mark. 

ofes, s. cata costa, a groom, a horse keeper. 

BCaIal, a. BIE Sal, wal catai,. tilled, cultivated. 

BIt, v. cafe, Wa Bla, Sa, to see, to look; s. ashes. 

BrIeishs, v. facacai ofz, aiet ff] ote, to carefully observe. 
Breb1, a. otfa, otfaa cet, four. 
Breatele, a. STeSe, STE wilF wr cam Zz, worthless, as ashes &e. 
BITM, a. BH YZeica, ceata FA, fierce, cross or surly looking. 

Biduta, s. Tizer aia ws shear Taz cara cater afex, a class 
appointed by the Assam Kings as public executioners, 

BIBS, s. Gila CSIs, tray ei BF, a military camp, a barrack, 

BIsH, s. BEA, «lag Ale, rice, husked rice. 

bita Bea, s. fafeeta a1 Stga BFS, the loss of means of 

\ support or the loss of life. 
Biba yal, s. fafesta fo, without a living or means of support. 

sisfa, s. catcaca Wa COTS, the giving a coating of grass, thatching. 

$s. trai itz, <a aa, a shadow, a shade, darkness, obscurity. 
E15, Ss Bld 551 WZ; testa, a carpenter's adz. 

Bisfz, s. ate fasts ce@rey, equivocation, speaking without strict 
: regard to truth, 

Sits, v. faa afz, Bioa atfa, to shave, to hew, to smooth. 

“gicsta, s. ott B51 Sz, BT, a carpenter's adz. 

25 
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Bteara, ad. GOT, cAHce, at once, suddenly. 

bia, s. bey, cata, the moon. 
bia, s. bh, fea ata, ota fafoa, a shade, a shadow, a type. 

BIS, Ss. BH, DSI, SAE GQ aift 7a BS, a potter’s wheel, a 

circle, a discus. 

bieited, a faa, areata, nian Sie, neat, tidy, particular 
as to personal appearance, beautiful. 

biafa, s- Cal TS, BSI ote <i Jty, one who tastes, a person 

appointed to taste of the King’s food, a strainer. 

pietanl, s. Gites tft ufe eet, a whirlpool, an eddy. 

Bisa, s CAblCA BIT SA Niq&, a servant, a hired domestic. 

biefa, s. Ce5tH Gai 219, domestic service, business, employment. 

biefan, a. piefa Gal, relating to service, doing service. 

bieia, s. vefaal, fefq werzte, a flat circular body, a small 

round gold neck ornament worn by females. 

dif, v. Gan BF, ata, frat BcATe oa, afe, SAE AS Tim, 
wink ale grad be, to taste, to strain or filter; s. 

a lamp, the signet of a ring, an ornament of flowers. 

bife aren, s. cain rei, orate GTai, testing by the taste. 

Bife Asi, s. SVi7as Waraats EA Cl, the inserting round 

figured flowers into the border of a cloth. 

bite pcoiudl, s. «afax <afani pat®, a species of bird, the barta- 

velle or red-legged partridge. 

Bits, s. Bist, TSl Sixt, a he-goat. : 

bistfa, s. wzrefs sisifa, a she-goat. 

Bits, ad. feurfa, zac, Ital, probably, perhaps, possibly. 

BIg, s. Wisin, wise Sih pty, a platform, a scaffolding, a stage- 

dif Ud, s. DIRA SHSS AGi Ua, a house with a raised floor. 

pig, s. facia uifee erias wal aioe Daun fara, a 
royal canopy. 

BINNIE, s. @ald StS aHl cals, men who prepare the king’s food. 

vif#, s <b aife affeun ote, a contrivance for carrying earth 

&c. on the shoulders of two men. 

ify, \ s. fataa yas acciten feta fares GE, bicRia, a bayo- 
vifafa, net. 

biaiz, s. <qafaa Bat wie «fee, an acid esculent plant. 
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vv, » ate Ailes cole, OT T TA cota, GAT oem, a2 
calm aifa, te Yom ciate otis fam Efe! am, a side 
blow, submerging, covering, overshadowing; a small quantity, 

a sprinkling, an implement for stirring treacle; a stick 

on which turmeric de. are strung at the ceremony of 
washing cattle. 

Biba, s. Glad IB Sez, a kind of silk cloth, satin, 

Biota, s. coef, catte we fax, any kind of cane work, a kind 
of sauce, chutney. : 

BibNal, s. BIS Aa, ofa ra, wa wa fags, the act of sub- 
merging, filling to overflowing, covering; a. submerged &c. 

Bib, v. sia oibare, sire orb Rife, oife, oe ala, rat ff 
a1 atf%, to splash, to dash, to give a side blow, to envelope 

or hide frem sight as a vine does a tree, to submerge, to 

girt, to wind round and round. 

bifoeib, s. eawafa, BotBfAs1B, to toss about as when in distress. 
sifo xa1, s. bieoai, caceca COTA aal, Bieia si wai, the act 

of splashing or dashing water, striking with the tail, tossing 

the end of a cloth over the shoulder. 

BIB, s. SI<Al TZ Yet Fat, hope, expectation, distinction or deference. 

id ASA, s. Slam Asai, YX Agel, not having respect of persons. 

BISA, s. Ei AA, Sta, a scholar, a pupil, a learner. 
pieanifa, s. oétatfa, stantfa, a school-house, or place of instruction. 

Bifs, s. Ba, an umbrella. 

siyfa, a pwyatfa, craftiness; a. artful, sly, roguish. 
Bim, s. we Bata foster E1fs, throwing up milk after nursing. 
Bind, s. COCHH Blea, a shoulder cloth, a sheet. 

Biff, v. ferate dfeat®, to eject from the stomach, as nursing infants. 

Bia SS, s. Sia Wat BP, filching, purloining, keeping back Wc. 

pinay, s. atfra yfa fac, the name of a sage, and author of a 

work compiled from various other works. 

BI, s. bey, Cala, cottceten ate «fay, the moon, a species of 

esculent plant. 
oorefa, s. 65 th sfaa satfa cota, a loop used for the feet in 

climbing trees. 

BIM WEA, a. CBTAT BCA Zt, moon-faced, beautiful as the moon, 
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Bifm, v. Da STS, zt fr, St Set, to roam about in search of, 

to lie in wait for as a beast of prey; s. silver. 

BIH, s, Wietag WIS, a stamp, a die, apress a block for printing cloth. 

Bieiea, s. Whaat cote, a long native coat. 

bivifa, s. atelit cHicate ai fea aecareite or fecatel, a 
woman who lives with 4 man unmarried. 

dint TA, s. BIZ Ha, Fos Tal, the act of stamping, pressing, or 

printing; a. pressed, printed, stamped. 

Bite, a. Bib, et GIAIM, ecw Tal Ax, low, short, of small 
stature, a clapping of hands, a blow with the open hand. 

pietatz, v. vista ofa, atet®, az, to bend down, to bow, to lower. 

pivifa, s.  Rtesifa, pire 2, aa GATS cata ert Tif, eat P- 
wal Tite, afa waft] cate afe a Batts |i, an island, 
high table land, raw silk drawn out from the cocoon ready 

for twisting, a clapping, a bending of the body. 

bieial, s. siete cate, ea care, tata aq, the act of stooping 

down, lowering anything. 

Diath, a. ASVAl, ACS cette, BX Sal, concealed, suppressed, 

hidden, kept back clandestinely. 

cifa, v. aioe aifa, cetaata Se, ea 7a, to print, to stamp; 

with “tfe to come near, to approach. 

pia, s. fea, CEIE Loi THM TARE Ta, cesiey Ga Ti Sa, ATH- 
aq Site Gi Baz ath, a stamp, an impression, a mark 

a stroke with a hoe or oar; with {zi toseize, to clutch; 

with wtfz, to stamp, to print, to press, to row, to hoe. 

BIZ Sol, s. AiHAT Vite aN Blee aia wT ote HUA Sa, II 
@oi, the levelling of uneven places made by the plough, 

cutting the ground with a stroke of the hoe. 

piafeata, a. bias Uifaa oa, cant? efaq oq), rz ea; dexterous, 

expert, adroit, apt, quick, nimble. 

bid fiz, s. ota xa, fADIt@ Seti wai, the affixing a stamp or seal, 

charging with a crime without proper proof. 

Bica, s. Bicata, siete Stifw cate 2tiz Ha, soap. 

Btate5, interj. SiA cals WS, WS, Heit YS, a word expressing 

approbation ; well done! bravo! 

Bife, s. Hotz Sf, a key. 
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BIZS, & BCMA cHidi coafA, a whip, a scourge. 

DIES “Al, s. BITS cara, a class who in the days of the Assam 

Kings inflicted punishment by scourging. 

Big, s. ot afay, ace act acafer cater oF a1 cate Sifir, a tree 

valuable for timber, succession, order, the produce of one 

season, a crop, a stage of a disease. 

BIN Sia, s. BIT 5ST TG, the fruit of the above tree. 

sineal, s. fasta fafsai sarteifeai cane corte afax, a species 
of caterpillar. 

Bafa, s. cata zea eHzs Voi UP, wa, the cream or thick part 
that rises to the surface of liquids. 

sinfa xtfa, v. carr zea enay bb aife, aa afe, oral atfz, to 
rise to the surface as cream on milk, to scab over, as a sore. 

pina, s. C6tera, a or whisk made of the tail of the Yak or Tartar cow. 

biufa, s. b wife ere, the Tartar cow. 

BIyS, s. AS lel facaa, a spoon. 

Bicata, s. SS afey, orcway, a spirit, a ghost, an apparition. 

BIT, a Blues, wi, te <atfea tte «ae fas corre, sufficient, 
abundant, excessive; s. pasturage, plenty, overplus. 

BANA, Ss. WAH, Cte, AD, Sets bil @ai, ruin, destruction, com- 

plete alienation of friendship, extinction. 

BISA CATS, S. CST KT) Gao Bortz corel, the receiving of 
slight assistance from another. 

Big cote, a. We <Te fafs care, filled, satisfied, finding abun- 

dance of pasturage or food. 

bifa, v. ae, afew %e, ofa, sife catd, BtBd1, to exceed, to go 
beyond, to leave, to abandon; a. four. 

bifas. eta, ad. safe, olfta, Hece SICH, on all sides, all around. 

Bias, s. zafam teal ATs, a species of wild esculent vegetable. 

BAS, afiz. Haase Way He, Wa AWA ISS cHrst cA | ZaT®, 
fwaz, cottdistcas, a particle or affix meaning several, a few. 

Bicaatca, ad. zeit, caley wfwsts, more than a given measure. 

BicaRATA, s. fae ZR, a stringed instrument, a violin. 
DICTRMITA, s. SAHRA ZHtS' eI, a player on the above instrument. 
dia, s. bx, Tefa, SR A BHA cata wae cRaifa, the skin, the 

bark of a tree, the husk or covering of a nut, a roof. 
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BTasINA, s. “fax citva cq Yfesi Siva, a shawl, generally ap- 
plied to Cashmere shawls. 

Bias Ale, s. AIT SAAS DScT cali @afes aq afax, a medi-— 
cinal plant. — 

pisos, a. sifo afetet, faoal, very poor, utterly destitute. 

piabifa cata, s. Rraeatcal “a 2% Difa Gal, the act of oppress- 

ing the poor, filching or extorting from the needy. 

biafa, s. pita a forsiafa wife ae val sits, a sieve. 
piafaal, s. cated 2a friai, a broad plank with feet, used for sleeping. 

DIAIA, s. Fas cots, afoa facwa, an invoice, a bill of lading, 

a list of articles or letters despatched. 

tifa, v. stata aif sicwing ate cate soa 51H, adfam Ua, to 
winnow, tosift; s. the bark of certain trees chewed with 

betelnut, a roof with one side. 

ifm Gifa, v. Sai diafa aatte, vizisfe, Geta Sf, to investigate, 

to search, to ventilate, to winnow, to sift, to pick out. 

BIG Lal, s. BAMA CAS Colm, CBA GUAM, the act of strutting, spread- 

ing out the tail as a peacock. 

Bra, s- fad ZH Bria, a kind of red twilled cloth. 

BiniSa, @ AS Hal cotsife, small, young, applied to children of 
‘two or three years of age. . 

Biza, a. BGafaxl, zal, Sisal, slanting, oblique. 

big, s. aed apg vite, fale tz cate, Ba CATS A cara, tea, 
the tree or the manufactured leaf; a. profitable, mellowed, 

made ready for seed. 

Bik Gal, s. BT HCW Vai, the temporary abandonment of a work. 

biafa, s. praten S12, brZ <ifa, a cultivation, a tea garden. 

BIRceiPs, o. Wicita, AS cote, Bereta cite, SES at, pro- 
fitable, advantageous. 

BIENa, s. BIZ ATS cAteai Sal Vf Siz, manipulation hobo Oecd: 

biziz, s. Baatha wife Auta catoew qiceuce Wi, a title of honor 

addressed to Europeans and other respectable persons. 

sifs, s. «fea wis HS cette, a species of small insect. 

bifafa, a. sista May Bea, a very little, a part. 

bifefa cater, s. cateq fea seq Gam ota SIE Gia, pilfering 
or abstracting a small quantity. 
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fe, inter). fata utd, fea wai, fez, an exclamation of contempt &c. 

TSBfSe, s. catatfa vaiza Wis, the chirping of young birds. 

féfert®, v. fefs aa ofa, to chirp as young birds. 

fs ra, S. apie, tae, aie, LLB HH @qi, a scream, a yell, 

fe zafa, Faaload cry. 

fexat®, v. Q51e Halt, UF sai?, to cause to scream or roat. 
fexfa, v. wave ofa, cate wit of, fafem?, corsa 
fe afa zinta, } fa, to scream, to cry aloud, to yeil, to roar. 

fom, a. Sister ae tx CUTS ZT AH As, tapering, contracted in 
the’ middle. 

fos, s. RE SaqAd carat 5a, fHaIt sty, the groin, the screech 
of the stka or musk-rat. 

feafsaré, v. Sei? TB, to screech, as the musk-rat. 

feafsfen, a. seafaon, foatfen, siafsea, shining, glossy, sleck. 

feati, a, faadi, cacbai, fSfeia, tough, tenacious, tight, stingy. 
_ feaa, a. Bra, Wea, 13, beautiful, excellent, nice, fine, sleek, fat. 

feaats, ad. Gm Bt, fas Be, nicely, handsomely. 

foaaiz, v. ise, sin ofa, fre a1 yuA SZ, to clear away, 
to put in order, to beautify, to make smooth, even or glossy. 

fsacaim, a. fea SA, VIS CSA, BIA Sal, cleared, put in order. 
foafas, s. cretcacat, acefania aia, faefye, a glance, a mo- 

mentary view, a twinkle, glitter, 

| foafiar®, v. faafan?, wazai? fafat, to twinkle, to glitter. 

food, s. te Gifts se aiyfa eel fF, si eefa,.a tick, « 
small insect that infests animals, a species of skim-louse. 

feat, s. MTT fafoan off csttceretl BG, a species of musk-rat 

that makes a screeching sound, whence its name. 

fossil, s. faa, Bofd, 5a Alate cam! caren, disgust, dislike. 
forza, a. fFSIE OTSTS coricara WAIN, WAIN, (lit. ) anything 

passed over by the sika rat; 4. e. having a bad odor or name- 

foaintafa, s. afax sitet, a species of snake. 

fewta, s. ofa pale aifa zal fystH, hunting; with fq, to weil 

foutfa, s. foata ofe Ba, Ie, a sportsman, a hunter. 

fouteri, s. w[ifa Sef, stamped coin. 
ffs, a. foatt foot, ate «fa wieate, a very little; ad. stint- 

edly doing, giving, eating &c. 



fscais, s. #2 a41 ai, a pinch, a nip. 

feat, v. fscats aifa, #2 acata fpf, to pinch, to nip. 

foty a. corm Bife cricwiad catw, broken, cleft, parted asunder. 
festien, a BCA cuiete cami, broken in pieces, shattered. 

fefa oral, a. vfa il, Sata Aal, parted and fallen off, scaled off. 

Toa, s. Tepata RAT aS athe aca, a race of people in Hindustan. 

fowl, a. ws eal, fou, cHicvieta Gai, broken, parted, divided. — 

fof%, v. foi, cota SI cHicwiagte As Sia, CoH aie to break, 
to part asunder. 

FSB, s. wag 517 Wal afeq eoifs =aieta, printed calico, chintz. 

feastin, s. atte ataly, cottafa, fasfasfa, an itching sensation. 

fSRBIz, v. feafant®, wafe cottafa xi, to itch. 

Gi, s. soem, oa, ri wits frafam ws, faa cotta, the 

act of sprinkling, a splint, a slice, a long strip of cloth 

or land, a mark, a stain. 
fTiafa, s. fata ae afar, shot, buckshot. 

fedioe wal, a. HAAG Sit Bist Vai, divided into strips. 

festa, s. MTZ eaiate Kiet fea, innoculation, vaccination. 

febiaifz, v. aife ofa, «oti sta, sibatz, to sprinkle. 
foib, s. fa, Stes, cart, a note, a letter. 

Giefa, s. tefa cated ofa atfe, rain driven into the house 

by the wind. 

febei, s. part ual ay, caicbiete fier Zte, Boia wal, cote 
ofa, a bird-trap, a strip of bent bamboo used as a 

support to the covering of a boat, an insect. 

fsitfs, ». efa, vif sift A5its aT Sit B25 zl, to bound 

'  4n_ or drive in, as drops of rain. 

hws, s. ate gate aia He ca sal, a z 
afs eal, oe cxa, a kind of raffling, casting lots, lottery. 

fouta, s. feta, afae Siz We, a species of melon. 

{55,-s. wa, WIR, the thoughts, feelings and affections. 

Tourfeou, s. wa aAfSesr, BIA Sai, confidently hoping, expect- 

ing, anticipating. 

foetz, v. axata ate fran fa oifa, to lie with the face upwards. 

fosa, s. wis «fae, a species of fish. 

FSS, s. Tl NAR Afeats Aw bre, a funeral pile. 
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Testoo, s. Stafa foafa, caata ofa stfa dei, wouble, anxiety, 
concern; a. troubled, anxious. 

fa, s. of ad are crt Afy, Atal cafrai, a picture, a paint. 
ing, printed linen; @. many colored, variegated. 

foaea, s. 2tfaea, a painter, a carver. 

Tea WS, 5. eine wal facta ey zate stele, the r@Qicizes of 
Jom the regent of death, said to write the fates of men. 

featatea, a. wat zafan, Sistas, variegated, checkered, gaudy. 

foute, a. fase, fe, ari, certain, final; with 2%, certainly. 

fomtarn, a. TAS HATE GlwH esl, ever joyful, applied to God. 

fey, s. fre, Borate, wi®, 5a, a hole,a perforation, a @ult, a blem- 

ish, a chance, an occasion. 

fea, s. foe, siz, awa, Stata, a sign, a mark, a token. 

foal, s. cre cam, Zi age, fSPA “al, rifa5z eal, China, the Chi- 
ese, recognition; a. recognised, known, acquainted with. 

aren, afeq GIA, a species of sweet yam. % 

fsat®, o. fefa corren?, foarfs wart, eeaaiz, to introduce, to 

point out, to make acquainted with. 

foatfe, s. fofaceiten, eifao® ea, Bitte Ceti Z] Ba, an acquaint 
ance or person well known. 

foatfofa, a. yCHICel RCH fofa corte, acquainted. — 

fori cats, s. ates ote) HS cates, a species of leech. 
fefa, v. vfast ofz, af, cafat, to know, to be acquainted wath 

Foca, s s. fast fiz), foxtfe zwcaie, causing to know &c. 

feat, s. Bla, safe, fufeafa, thought, meditation, anxious 

foal, thought, solicitude, 

fearea, « foara aiga, foals afam care, distracted with 
anxious thought, perplexed. 

foainfa, s. wicrtfae afa faca, a fabulous gem, said to give 
the possessor whatever he desires. —_ 

fof, v. otf, ata afa, site attfat, to think,. to meditate, to be 

anxious, to have great solicitude. sia 

fofas, a. sSifes, anxious, perplexed. 
feo, s. catcatbl Sha, Att wei Siewa, areata <ais sigfa 

catetl Gaz, a slip knot, a sudden pull upward; with 

caursti, a heaving of the breast as when laboring for breath. 

26 
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fonsfecr, » ad. afe fore, cars cacst, in rapid succession. 

foceiroct, 
fExiair, s. TiS 2h] SY, a crowbar,;tan iron implement for digging. 

fer cis, s. Mfeata wale orig wale bai, se for breath 
as when dying. 

feate afa, s. fafaet ufa, a kind of pends 

foummia, s. «4x foottfar wfeatz, the native commander of a com- 

pany of sepoys; the head of a hundred. 

fSrtte, s. Gia, Fats, a native soldier, a sepoy. 

focviten, s. for wai, RCrtce fetal, laboring to breathe or to swallow. 

fowl, ss ATT, iets aT eal say, oinfa, Gist HS, a name, a work 

or event by which one’s name ‘is perpetuated. 

foatd, v. xf UTA DIE te, HAD fe, to asseverate, to swear. 

feata, s. ACHStS CTS, Sate Fiz, an intimation by sig or word. 

fea, s. Sib ft BP, BIDE Ct Sifsfa za sai “ate facua, 2 rent, a 

slit; as an affix, meaning long continuance. 

feaofani, a. <q Riazi, Eats ait, Bishs Stora, ancient, of long 

standing, perennial, lasting, always. 

foasin, s. fase ata, cae faa, AATz, Aicee Sie, a long period, 
during all time, forever. 7 

fascia, s. fRata, Taare, Co a Rican: 

feqaifa Az, a. TRI 4, ra, sly, acute, crafty like. the jackal. 

feafsare, v. Day AAs %z asl, to. flow gently. 

fecfafa, a. za fea fam, AWIZ ae, long lived, ever living. 

foata, a. fooiiss, =o, cécufmsifem, rent, ragged, tattered, 

focasn, torn into strips. 

foaaihat, ; a. we fafaal, AAIz ace Fics eal, fAoifH, durable, 

foarte, lasting, perennial, steadfast, ever the same. 

foal, a. VA, SH, Gaby oa, <ta Sifs af cata xe, split, 
divided; s. a splint, food made of parched rice pounded. 

featfoz, a. baton, forifecd wb, cotete cele, split, into strips. 

fee, s. Axta ufefe 4S, a seraph, an angel of the highest order. 

fain, s. festa, afax cater ab, a kind of muskmelon- 

ife, v. sift, ate GiKS TH Bete, Size Gul xai Fea SHE, to 
tear in pieces, to split; s. a board used im passing to and 

from a boat; the rod used in a native loom to raise: the warpy 
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fofaafsfaats, ad. BAe WAAts, Ace ace, little by little, slowly. 
fefas, a. AG, wy, little, very small. 

fofaw, s. arcane afar can faa, ode fix, fraz cana, 
) a class of priests among the old Ahoms, a mountain peak, 

a sharp darting pain of the muscles or nerves. 

fofaxtt, s. Bavafa, acwaice BavaTe faat® eel, a continuous 
darting pain or throbbing. 

foufsian, a. eats ora a ta corer, feafsfan, flowing in a 
shallow stream or falling in scattering drops. 

bafta, s. feat batt, a hawk, a kite. 
foafta, a. way Bite wel, om uafia wai, drowsy; s. 

feafafam, ) drowsiness. 

fom, s. foam, yo oiteq aife Geo ze, a hawk, a paper kite. 
bfawi, ) s. Biface ofemte caren cacam! cea, a bamboo lattice 
fofafe, § work. 

fofan,.s. chiara yaw M Lots caren ta, the bowl of a hooka; 
a tobacco pipe. 

fofan fom, «. qa foo, ayfh AB ceren, qa wal, ( lit.) loss of the 
head; i.e. having no way left for accomplishing an object. 

fea, interj. few ator, fa wai atu, fecal, fie! fie! for shame! 

foxste Sai, s. Ta Wace cesta wife seica etal wal, ex- 
pressing disgust, displeasure or regret. 

foul, s. aceteite faeti, an abstract, a summing up, an epitome. 
Sula, s. wisi, se cercrren BF, a place where filth and 

refuse are thrown. 

SM, a. we az Ste Bi, Bais, lef of a meal, tumeaten, eere- 
monially unclean, polluted by the touch. 

BMI, v. WHS Ath, of wal, to touch or to cause to touch, 

to handle or touch slightly. 

BM care, s. BWafS caren, agwze, ceremonial uncleanness of 
any kind, menstruation. 

BB vo. sai oie, ETS M, atte AstiF, to touch, to come in contact 
with, to meddle with. 

Bafa, vw. ical, cafe 4%tt?, to crawl, to drag, to creep. 

b fs, v. Acwce a Utyft aifeca hts! wis, to scrape off, to 
press out with the thumb and fore finger as in milking. 
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Bis xa, s. Sinta HSS Dol, GAN AawIts cater, the act of ta- 
pering or reducing to a point, leaving nothing of a meal. 

Bipa Te, 5. HS Als, CBCHTH AlSs a very small canoe or fish- 

| ing boat. 

be, s. WW Mee fAKAT SG, a bullock’s hump. 

5 “fa, s. fae 7a, the yak*or Tartar ox. 

GS, s Cetal, YR, a corner, an angle, an error. 

Bes fer, a Bay Vrase careiq <a core cain, ovétseasnned 

with. salt or other condiments. 

Bafaqi, s. AsCaSrA wistai fe ati’ cette, an under tenant. 

BS WIS, 8. CORI wie “fed, a species of sorrel. 

5 fen, a. b@ atl, Sfam, having an angle, cornered. 

bal, s. cEitetial ate Siva eta, a pipe, a funnel, a joint of 

. bamboo used as a vessel for holding fluids. ; 

fy, s. acta age, of wifer ca TO FI ST, a class 

of people, short splints of bamboo used in) shaping ot 

~ widening baskets or any braided work. 

DTH Tita, s. “faq AS VifaTl Aiwa, a-silicious stone or gem; the 

sardonyx. 

ofaa, a. (oIRS US, belonging to a camp, head quarters. 

BOR, s. afa¢ DTZ, a quality of tea, Souchong. 

BDSM, a. GF A AG Bits BIS Sigists, timidly, hesita- 
tingly, modestly. : 

B01 Wi, & GDA CIM, ST, HAT asi, deficient; s. natalie. 

bt, a. HUA A Gt ALAM, SH, BY, CAlaia Aa, short, 
Biba, } low, dwarfed, stinted in growth. 

bie Sia, a. CUCL, FOCAISTS WiCHTAH, a woman’s lower garment. 

b foolrtz, a. abyim, STS sivia, short, very short. 

Sibu, s. fay utiee afax, aifarsl vate, wet aie wfax, a caste 
of people, a species of bird, a vegetable. 

Ba, s. cHial faa a ATS ai, lime. | 
BAI, a. aq ciel Se, piercing, corroding, pungent; with ofa, 

to pierce, to cut, to wound by cutting words. 

BASIS, s. Oat, MAH, aq, cSiait*, destruction, overthrow. 

Bald, s. BBE cape fami, the kidneys. 

Dit Sa, s.. BICRA Sal, circumcision. 
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BAS AE, v. Beltca SAre, Fara Ad pit to" > to persuade 
400 by flattery or soft speech. 

BATS, s. YT AH, FA FHS, mutual retort. — 
Bf, s. wih ofa, BA VIA cad, the calyx of a flower.” 
ois, v. étace ofe, cone fF, to suck; s. an Oil vessel: 

Ba, s. oof, waahy aw fan, Gta Seta ites cateT acm ca- 
featal ca aq ZBlF, a division, a portion, a heap, a 

| clump, a tuft; as an affix meaning’ many, much. 
BAfan, s. esa afar, afarfH, a neighbor. 

BM, s. BAA, Wc yes ya Wz, a kiss. 
Brats, ad. fafate tife Sd1, finely, in minute parts. 

34) $s. GQHeet Sa, ataq we cacwaite fazi, stealing, 

ba al, ) theft, clandestiaely taking another’s goods. 

54 fen, s. feorfx fem, scarce afte cateraite <at, the pre: 
venting of growth or increase by incantations. 

Ba, s. Fa, coarse or unrefined sugar, treacle. 

ofan, s. «f¥, Yenq Gexizg, a man’s waistcloth. 

bafe, v. catcaca foeal®, to scrape off the surface of the ground 

with a hoe. 

BSA, 8s. BHAA Sa) HA, a male thief. 

Safa, s. Fa Sai Fes, a female thief. 
BSA CUTS, 8. GATS fastfa at® wai, an epicure, a voluptuary. 

Berl beret, s. WA By casa! aifa, a sort of ladle used in making 

burnt offerings. 

ore, s. bay sifa, brick dust, mortar. 

58 ta, a. oife sfe sal, saifes, broken into fragments. 

BSTan, s. wb Baa Ae core afex, afay fea, oTeAts, a species 
’ of worm, a kind of grass; ad. slightly, thinly, sparsely. 

BI f; s. Ta, SS, WHS Atay, sensation, knowledge, the Smrit/ti or 

that portion of the Veds written from report or memory. 

BES, a. TA CacATe; fess, distracted, perplexed, confounded. 

Saf, s. sfa, flour, any poudered substance. 

BRifes, a. are Sal, Byte ‘i, pulverized, reduced to dete 

ba, s. wana aif, wifera yas fea cia sifaa Bt, the knob or 
toe-piece of a wooden sandal, the tip of — 

ofa, s. c@xA, the the hair of the head. in} AS 
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ofeatefa, s. ycate Bras ACA SicHie, pulling hair, contention. 

CAF, s Ta ASA, cocai%f, a shallow minded person, unchaste. 

Bawife, a. cpxcofar, w5re, unsteady, volatile, unchaste. 

Bfe, v. BPA, WAca aH BifA, to suck, to draw into the mouth. 
ct, v. siete sifmce vife, Std CR Bile cute coieta ofa, 

GOEG catcaTStl ITS, to strain or filter, to cut into portions, 

to chip for hewing; interj. a word for driving away dogs. 

(8, s. alee Waste fact, Gist, 2%, a kind of bracelet, a di- 

vision, a piece, a portion of a tree, bamboo &c. 

COSAts, s. WafaTits @pl Bm TB, a piece of plaintain leaf cut 

round or in scallops. 

Ge, s. N12 Stiwa foal, the pod of beans and all leguminous plants. 

cufa, s. te Bifee wiefe coiaifa, the female young of cattle. 
Chad, s. GY Bind aa, wivifa, running, rapidly moving. 

Gefe, ». ay wing a4 aifa, vivife cafe, to run, to bound. 
COBfa, s. Hisal, GX Sal, C551 Adi, respite from heat, coolness, 

the cold stage after fever. 

Col, a. Si AUS, GA, SIT AM, qos, cold, without zeal or spirit. 

CBB, s. @Tza <q AS Bal, a sharp splinter of bamboo. » 

OSA, a , céea wcqa <iq a&@i, thin and sharp like the above. 

be, s s. 24 AMAA, AWTS 51 Wail BTB, a cool shady place. 

CoBren, a. COESS el <j cata, shady, cool, out of the sun. 

CSA, a. CE cafe crib <a, GE a foal, coagulated, clotted, 

thickened, the pod of leguminous plants. 

coafani, v. true Uxtfemi, long and narrow like a pod, generally 
applied to ingots of gold or silver. 

Cbtb, s. Bal? cofteifad ua AG, the cry of young unfledged birds. © 

uals, ve Balz coitaifag ua Tify, to peep as young birds, 

Cal, s. bv aifar atcatafa, rapid shoal water running over an 

uneven surface of shifting sands. — 

cocbalcaiial, a. Gate fq cee, charred or half burnt. 

ccsta, s wafad aaq Sia, an edible jungle root. 

CS, s. TATA SS SS, A Verife, a mussulman class or titular 

prefix to a name. 

awoaie, v. CERtaEle, Buse, Zzt@ 7%, to twinge, to suffer 

a sharp pain, to smart, to teaze. 
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cacsfe, s. caetacath sare, a species of bird. 

coucbfan, a. cascafam, ae CBW, very acid. 
cafa, s. AS Bsife, faferifa, a small switch or whip. 
(sal, s. fea, Wiel, SIAIAIH, Rae, a stain, a blot, a blemish. 

ofa, v. ®, stf%, to strain, to sift, to filter. 

aceal, s. «fee cBe, a kind of acid fruit. 
Cet, s. Ba, Seri®, a chance, a good opportunity, artifice, pretext. 

cost BIZ, v. Ba BIB; to watch for an opportunity of deceiving. 
CHT Tal, s. BA STS Bly SAl, 5A HIF Be] A al, doing slightly 

or quickly, seizing an opportunity for doing anything, 

CBatcotcaial, ad. wice ace afa wal, cofemiat cafsaian, here and 
there, now and then, sometimes, occasionally. 

CH, s. BfAA BH, <A, false, hair. 
CORCERIA, s. BCU coilata Hx, Sz.wala, the smarting pain of a burn, 
comcsfera, a. 2 SAB, very hot. 

OR Tai, s. wfaq Als, qa Val, a kind of greens, the act of adorn- 
ing with false hair. 

Gm, s wid fax, its Ure fea fafanl zafam com we Arie, a 
species of fish; a. wild, untamed. 

oath ofa, vo. Yrs VS came ara ashe ofa, «await, 
to writhe, to distort or throw the body about in agony, 

cocafa, s. “fae Hae TID, a species of fish. 

cocafeal, a. wecferi, ci, trifling, puerile, boyish, resembling a 
child in manner and opinions. 

coea,— s. T&S, Wa, ATA cers, SS cers, the understanding, 

otal, } intelligence, sensation, life, feeling, perception. 

Gra oe, v. Ala MIF, sta MF, SS TF, Sifst, to be awakened, 

aroused or admonished, to come to one self. 

coy, s.. fam, svi, cum, fetes, a boundary, the end of a division- 

CORA, s. Biba, CoM Sal, foiete wal, the act of severing or dividing. 

CoaCeA, a. w/Seta, aal3, having no space between, incessant, 
continuous. 

chim, v. wilt, cet =fz, to sunder, to sever, to divide. 

ous, a. slit fof Gata carey, broken and_ flattened out. - 
OA, s, AATe cal catteteioa cata, a play of tossing and catching 

several things simultaneously in the hand. 
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cal, s. ca on aife shi oh adie, aah, wre stifray com 

fa wai tH, feuca wif YSIS ats ai He, a chisel for 
cutting metals, the curds of milk, fish or flesh dried in 

strips, a native blood-letting instrument. 

cals, v. caica aie, aaface com Zee, to cut with the above 
| chisel, to draw blood with a native blood-letting instrument. 

ute, ad. Bis Sie adi adi 7 cater, scattered one by one. 

ofa, s. @faxta Bind a0iCe STi CHTMIA CS, sugar. 

csfacaie, s. faq He ata cule, foal cuiz, a species of leech. 

cofasis, s. afax, stb, a species of fish. 

Coa, s. TAS BHEHTS Gal Hal -caist, a disease of the skin. 

CBAS, s. CAR, WA, CMa, FATS, Wiss, love, affection, fondness, 

regard; with @fg, to love, to regard with affection. 

CCAS] CtalS, s. axl swafa, mutual affection, love or regard. 

Catala, a. Tafsata, ccaAe Atle eal, dear, beloved. 

CHADS, a. CoCAaa, CCAS fai A Sal, given or done from 

affection or good will. 

CATS, a. CoH Sd, Aaface Spi, bled, lanced. 
CBA, s. CdS, cb, narrow, confined. 

il, s. ASlk wit Visa, qe cea ‘ates fr cob, sip eat 
Ga, the act of wringing out water from a cloth, of press- | 

ing out juice of sugar cane &c. a bamboo fish trap. 

C51 Tai, s. Cobia Pon wal, facoe Cdq, the act of squeezing, com- 

pressing or pinching; a. compressed, narrowed, squeezed. 

cit, v. coat fa, cafe, wate orifa Siaatz, to compress, to squeeze, 

to pinch, to press, to wring out. 

ofA weal, s. faaH <j coats Gai, a gradual compress, narrowing 
or pressing toward one side. 

coisa ai, a. co*tixifa <ai, cats <a, stuck fast, held firmly. 

(SCAB Bats, s. Wie «fad, a species of flat bean. 

COCABI, a. Cable aNin ai ote cate, ates, fata, flat, flat- 
tened, compressed, lean, thin. 

Cia, s. Oma Xai, By, Hate,’ wicqin wa ots, pincers, 

tongs, an instrument for bruising the betelnut. i 

CAI, a. Ffessfan, sire vial Bea cam CATS, HPA CoS! 
ovBraai, @ia, deteriorated from the original stock. 
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sai, a. Biaceps, SF ast, startled, terrified.» | 

cas, v. be <fa, bf, SP atfa, to fear, to shudder, to fall back 

coafeal, a. wth <afaai, ANA, of medium size or age. 

cafe, a. bafent fesia, half yearly, a six month’s account, 

Oa, . gp G CRS CATS, IBS, the last of all. 
oafan, ar oe 

caaa, s. afy sins a fas alts aif. ofe Boy we, any 
sputtering or hissing sound, as of water dropped into hot oil. 

CaAcale, 0. SHS oa ais wif vate Haw SF, to make a 
sputtering or hissing sound. 

Cal, a. Adi, 7% CHIR, *5fSei, abandoned, left, passed bis after. 

Gale, v. cot %et, cocay Bla, mio corare ai afa, to step over 

a person, to leave behind, to pollute, to foul. 

cpaisfa, s. 97m) 5fa, the hair of a new-born infant. 

calnfaal, a. wafsal, Saga Sa esi, unclean, applied to, the 

period -of ceremonial uncleanness afier child-birth, 

oatnifa, s. aca BIB, a lying-in chamber or place of child-birth. 

catH, s- wal, aH, Fal, spirituous liquor, intoxicating drink. 

Gos, s. we wifea feral, a shoulder or. quarter. 

Ota, 
uae Bea, ad. Castes, ace CafHA, at once; applied to, cutting &c. 

Cocasl, s. Bly cual sia ae faa canara, aif ofa wife 
oes 54Tq BH, not arrived at years of discretion; a 

rude kind of syringe, made of a joint. of bamboo. 

cocafe, s. Si cea? cotter fre ez, a reel for winding thread. 
CAF BWA, ad. BGAF TAS a1, wzSr, suddenly recollecting. 
COCaRRTA, s. Zin afew, a stringed instrument resembling the violin. 

COCA RCAC, s. cram coifa, sta cava’, a burning sensation. 

COCA, Ss. GlAas TNS Ae fea zi aw Gly Fa cai aa, aHIlA 
%@ Als, an interval ef the sun's shining in a cloudy day 

or of intense beat, a large Bengali boat. 

COCARI, v. GSACS WAS a1, to fall suddenly into the mind. 
Cad, a, Tietz CRIS, CaM CATS, covered with athe bloat stains 

or blemishes, spoiled. 2 

Cla, s. BIST, Sia wal “tq f&G, a small biting insect; a Mat, 
COAT, @. 2 CORI Zl caTain, fatcateri, too acid or sweet, lean. 

27 
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Cteni, a. ata sia aal, fata a@ipal, lean, emaciated. 

ostafanl, a. cop ta del, for, lax, having a looseness of the bowels. 

Cat Cal SUI}, 8. CatS Swi, 4b7aq ate wai, bawling, cry- 

cocaljoucal, ' ing out as in pain or when calling to a person. 

COATS, v. H51z FAST AUTz te Zfe, to babble, to blab, to prate, 

to talk idly or to let out secrets in a thoughtless manner. 

CABS, v. wife erica erica BIH CHTSH, to skip or glide 

along on the surface of water, as a flat stone thrown with force. 

com fam, } a. Hie fasizte wai, baat, loquacious, babbling, 

oncafan, blabbing. 

CACTI, s. BIFAIASAR, M1 aifaata ste val, ais Yel, doing in 

mere pretence; listlessness, unconcern, indifference. 

coal, s. aq cofael Tania crits, a centipede. 

Cats, v. <atfasriz, via 151%, to strip off, to skin, to make bare. 

oath, s. bet erize Sa, the eyebrows. 

oal afa, s. feta oferta ct uf, oata fafoa ctini af, a 
cord of three strands so braided as to resemble a centipede. 

asmiceie, s. tf cate, a species of leech. 

Coat, s ayetd, Aatq, a salutation. 

Cam, s. Tq COI TA Gira HATA Sai, Gal € AAT, a cere- 
mony of respect, as firing a military salute, presenting arms &c. 

wa, s. “«faad di, ba, a chance, means, facility. 

CASA, s. “fae ats, a species of fish. 

cual, a. faaica cotel, licked; s. the act of licking. 

aunetcsicatal, ad. swice aice “fe waite witH Sai, here and there, 

doing in one place and omitting im another. 

outa, v. faaice 5 fb, to lick. 

outs cite, s. facica ofs caren, lapping, licking up. 

Cua, s. Seafer sty cater wietz, a shoulder cloth. 

care ate, ss StS HS etsa ate, a very small light boat. 

ory, a. Hale fio Seti 7s ae, CAR, garulous, prating, speak- 

inir ing regardless of the truth. 

ccm, ad. cefsatg, a word denoting denial, negation or refusal. 

Oct, s. Bim <utfaoo, Tachre, the act of skivning an ani- 

mal or of removing the scales ofa fish. 

OMIM ani, a. ary cars, AHS HA, disappointed, put to shame. 



coal fax, a. sits faces, steamed, cooking by steam. __ 

dae $. GIy AX, BATS, BT, exertion, effort, endeavor, search, 

pursuit; with aT, without mitigation, rest or relief. 

. Bea} ore wieca coten Aiea viata, Ge At afer, alight 
moveable cover of a boat; a-species of aromatic vine, much 

used by natives as medicine for bruises or internal injuries. 

Wea, s. COSA, WTA, faita, sensation, feeling, knowledge, the 

soul, spirit; God. | 

tou, s- fae s15, the date tree. : 

tog, s. b¥ ate, a hindoo month being part of March Sirs eek 

WaT, a. cle, fourteen. a 

Gl, s. Sig cette qfe fac, a mask, an assumed form, 

core, s. UIe sine cata cafa awl, maf SA, cee, st5 afax, fran 
TEL Zl AA 4S Sit, thatching, touching, seeing; the 
sago palm; a portion of anything long and narrow; a 

portion of a road. 

coterifa, s. safe, Sar, a young girl. 
Gis, s. cdescaten te, we aoa nife afta eviaa pte, crushed 

bamboo, the outer covering of the bamboo; the fibrous outer 

covering of plants; scrapings. 

cbisfa, s. caticats! wfa, a noose, a slip knot; with tj?, to tighten, 
to draw up, to compress. 

Gis Hal, s. wi Bi yeten, zs aura cate, the drying up 
of water or healing of a sore; a. leveled, dried up, 

chibi, s. ofofasi, coitate!, scraping off the surface of anything. 
chibi wife, v, sf facz, &fF, to go or do quickly; to scrape off. 
cicstal, s. b5fa wa, wets, dragging, crawling, creeping, scraping. 

cicstatz, v. wife erifrs Bi fx, to drag along on the ground, 
CTS Bea, ad. catscacst, cates, quickly, speedily, in a moment. 
CIA, s. FATA yx aifeq Aa BIB, the open space in front of 

a dwelling, a _court-yard. 

COUSTAATE, s. CIBTAS sis ter etesl aie cortes, a species of insect. 

cored, & Bare Mad CHicaca ZHi GIy, a fly-brush, a fly-flap. 
Cols, s. Cia, Wit A CHAe carea, sharpness, us oh tae 

saltness, pungency, acridness. 
Gis fou, a. caTaiq a fen, yz HCA, without sweetness, tasteless. 
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Cis, a. Biba, Set, tefs, sharp, cutting, keen, pungent, spicy. 

CICSIDI, s. yar cael ate faei, learning by painful experience. 

CbICSTa1, s. attp aia atefa, wea ota, the shell of a nut or 

egg, a scab. 

CoTe, ss BE tel atte, Diol aie cater StF, a place where the 

mooga silk worm is fed; a resort of wild beasts. 

Tete, v. saifa WAHACS ifs Wart waxy FH eei, to make a mere 

outline as of a road, to render slight assistance. 

Coin, s. yur Han, coE Ae forate care Haw, the noise made 
by the mouth in sucking. 

Coren, s. Bf ction, cBTRl, the act of sucking. 

cia, s. Ueata afagta wife wate cocaren fHd, anything chewed 
and ejected from the mouth. 

otatay wv. wicsce aigfa, Ficwce afe of, to bite, to masticate, to 

i; chew, to grind with the teeth. 

CBItatal, a. wWITSTS are @ai, masticated, chewed. 

COIS, s. AB, WaAca Sal, doubt, mistrust, suspicion, lack of confidence. 

Co, s. Yet core 1b, Tie BleTS BN Mie care afax cate, a 
tree on which the mooga worm is fed, a disease of the skin. 

cbtafa, s. coin stefa, a grove of the above trees. 

csi xfs, v. CATS CVICA BIN SA, cot sif|a, to do quickly, to 

sieze an opportunity of doing or going. 

Cig, s. Raa Baty, x Bcatsi, a thief. 

Claoty, s. Uae caviar six, oe Sat ATMS AR STF, a 
raised room in a house secured against thieves. 

Giatete, ad. cantaite, pate, FACS, clandestinely, thievishly, 
privately, secretly. 

CbIats, s. ate wai afax ad, a species of nettle. 

atta, s. sefe cacaten, catcata <a Sif coitafen, hoeing or 
clearing off the surface of the ground. 

cstcatetfa, s- cbicate! BT, a cleared place. 

cotcatal, s. acafa ofa cxtrer, atte afae, sucking; an edible fruit. 

cbickia, s. cstpate Ax, the noise of dragging anything along. 

cota, s. tts forel eel wife fim aa, a coat, a jacket. 

COICHIG, Ss. CHATS, WMI, a metrical composition, a stanza, a verse. 

Cel, s. aA cats, pe AB, sucking, drawing into the mouth. 
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COIRTHICSTCRTR, = y Case Zl aq catczten, FAITH, juiceless, 

cotasfeat, § tasteless, insipid, without flavor. 

Gr, profiz. vifae, 54, FETS RCTS, four, used in composition, 
CSS, a. ABCAICy Ais, Stas, FG, fara, able, vigilant. 

isi, s. Stet, se WAT Beta ws, a cooking place. 

CBISTIS, s- Yar aa Bifa wham Sis, (lit.) the four timbers 

forming the wooden frame of a door or window. 

ctf, s. oie faal, tai aceiie 2a) GAA, a chair, a stool. 
retin s. BT <q cHSA TTATe cael, GHFS, enquiring into a 

matter through a second party. 

ois, a. wefa sifa, forty-four. 

oisfan, a. sife za sicaca wa, four sided, as a roof. 

asifa, s. stfe stcaca, a four sided roof. 

cBlcorarr?, v. atfa ait eq Hacace ef, to pour out, to flow in 

a rapid stream. 

colcplaca, ad. otf aife cata we wate te eal, flowing rapidly 
in a stream, violently purging. 

Cichfant, a. iA Se caten, fata caret, disappointed, deceived. 
ots fa, s.. Bare «ai wre fee, a snare for catching birds. 

COSTH, ss ANT HIRAM, TAT FS, AHS Sel Hares S/S, an 
informer, a class who explained to the King the affairs of 

others; a Naga interpreter. 

Oifas, «. aga tu, thirty-four. 

cima, s. a vifsy Ber wfea, sifae fix, the four cardinal points. 
coca, ad. sifee wien, sece facH, on all sides, all around. 
Gia, s. cas alee, sifae corca viceren, oes, a game resem- 

bling dice; a. cleared on all sides; expert, skillful. 

Cid, s. fer zm alee bifa a, fourth watch of the day or night, 
Gian, s. sifee Bie, Sif fea, four ways or sides. 

aisfan, a o# bia, tersiim, very hot, scalding, applied to the sun. 

aifas, a. «aafe stfa, twenty-four. 
Olay, ,a. Bz CATSa % ofa atest, prostrated, unable to rise, 
alate, ‘Ss from sickness or fatigue. 

colainta, a. dif ofe tw, ninety-four. 

oats, a. sife éfa stfa, forty-four. 

ole, a. Hote tse, fifty-four. 
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cosa, a.. fei ofa TSxJ, seventy-four. 

cate, a. fai ofa Bifg sixty-four. 

clam, s aii a aifae sife fam, a>quadrangle. 
BG, wsid, GF WitT A GAL SATS cele Sais Estas aaz, 
This letter is properly an aspirate-of the preceding letter, s, and as 

used in the Bengali and Sanscrit alphabets may be represented by 

the English letters chk; but in. Assamese both forms of the letter 

are pronounced. like simple s. Therefore for all practical purposes 

the first form only need be retained. 

! &, 

SH, Bid, bazq yaa GA, <A aie, this letter is pronounced like 

zy, or si in vision, (vizyun,) corresponding to French Jj. 

At the end of words the sound of the y is scarcely per- 

ceptible, as GTS, CSS, pronounced mez, tez. It is used in 

composition to mean born from, produced by, as W8B, i. e. 

produced from an egg, oviparous; GAs, zt. e. sprung from 

water, produced in water, aquatic; a cock’s comb, a spe- 

| cies of rice. 

Be, s. BLS Tae, Adige cal, asf fafe, victory, conquest, 

triumph, success; with @fq, to conquer, to overcome, to 

subdue, to succeed in an undertaking. 

BLA AA, s. cHiesz oti cataifa aga fie tal, troubling, disturbing, 
( lit.) shaking the whole body as a bell the-building in which 

it is hung. 

ee Ge, s. faate <fa, wine <ieg, the shout of victory, hosanna, 

an exclamation of praise to God, or of exultation; with 

Zz, an invocation of blessings. 

He BS WF T2, a, Hocaics fay Ve wal, a4 beapie? successful in 

every thing, illustrious, 

Sana, s. Gi Gt ay, THA xfa, Taxfa, a shout of victory, a loud 

blessing, hosanna. 

Bia, ad. Biea, FA SAA, cause, reason. 

Be, a. WBlt coral wal, fazer cater, ate a), wilted, 
Be Wai, § faded, dried up, out of countenance, abashed. 

Bs, s. wey, afar Ste te fai, madness, frenzy, fury, 

&e Bri, } hydrophobia. 
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Sat, s. cat fotea ails ax coaife, ae ata Biffy, a large 
cooking vessel; a skeleton; a. reduced to skin and bones. 

Bo, a. BS VI, wzHIA, Berea, furious, raving, foaming with 

rage or as in spasms of hydrophobia. 

ute, v. oj af, ax Uf, cata faafs, to rage, to storm, to pens 

to stand erect as the hair from fright. 

Besa, s. wife fam, Fz ata Geos, drying paddy over the 

fire preparatory to being pounded out. 

afer, v. fare wit By, tte cua fata, wes tis wa, to 
stand erect, (applied to the bristling of the hairs of the 

~ body;) to leap’ up, as a shoal of fish from the water. 

GUAS, a. FI UH, SFA, angry, wrathful. | 

GHAR, a. BSA el, Stoafan, disturbed, involved in difficulty, 

harassed with care. 

Sal, s. ¥iba, ofan, CH1B1, twins; two of a sort growing together. 

BHA Y s. GABA, caw, cA Grafy carcars, aida zw cats, 
o94Ta, 7? disorder, confusion, press of basiness, hindrance, difficulty. 

av, a. tha wir sta a ofS enfe care, tangled hair, in- 

~ tertwined or matted roots. — 

Sv ast, a. Biba Aer, matted, clotted, tangled. 

Boal, a. BS ZH, snarled, intertwined asa bunch of bamboos. 

ap, s. fara aaxtiaa yaa BP 291 5/H, the long matted hair 
of Hiwo and of ascetics; a. tangled, matted. 

woptatfa, s. aida, AartfH 21 faz, a wearer of matted hair; an as- 

cetic, an epithet of Hoda Hiwo. 

aon, ». fasts after eacace Ee Sal arxiaas fan sate 
 atw, the name of a famous bird that strove to sare Sila 

the wife of Ram, as recorded in the Ramayan. 

am, a. Bd tei utye, Baths, having matted hair. 
| «BVA s. BHT BS SH Hea, a native spinning wheel. 

were, s. serea aie TSS BA, castfa, a machine for cleaning 
: cotton of the seeds. 2ES 

— asfaceit, s. «fae ate, a species of serpent. 

Brae, v. ster xfs, cee ff, to skip, to leap, to bound, to jump. 

BINS, a. Salas, State wa atte wd, full blown, blooming, 
showy, sparkling, gorgeous. 

= S 
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GEIS, vs catai ofa, operas ta, to glitter, to sparkle, to bloom. 

BSS, s. BS, YS <Al GTS, a bamboo scoop for catching fish. 

Sus, s. Berle Sal ys, a manufacturer of saltpetre. 

Buta, s- Ait Zl caliey Al grata Voi Bers, fofe, a ladder, a 
flight of steps. 

Batat aferai, a . Brztate ara catiog pi having _ notches or steps 

like a ladder. 
gutiz, s. za afax, saltpetre, nitre, nitrate of potash. 

af, s. sgn, faratiofa, wetre fafa, a fabulous creature, a 

fairy; wife of the demon Jokh. 

Gwal, s SRS CoH Scars alex cats, a disease, pulmonary 

consumption. 

SAU, ss ea HAPS Atcativl Seicwasi fac, Scada «a Tift zays, 
Bz, a kind of fabled beings said to superintend wealth. 

GAS, » AAAS, GAA, the world, the universe considered as passing 

away or transitory. 

BISA, s. BASS AiCAlSi, the support or supporter of the world. 

Brent, s. Biited Si, aq Fae, the Lord or Governor of the world. 

BIA, s. BISA tafe, few, Vian cana foo facwH, Juggernaut, an 
epithet of Vishnoo; (lit. the Lord or master of the universe.) 

BI, s Cala, Wale, wie, Toy, a fault, a crime, a blunder. 

anfan, a. ath, Aviaiie, faulty, criminal, guilty. 

Bl, a. Faw, e7i, born, hatched, produced. 

BATS, v. AS CATS, Gals, to wake, to give birth to, to produce. 

SMS, s. MAS cae AZ SCATSM 151 |, .wood long sub- 
merged and brought again. to the surface. 

Gad, v. Ale 7B, Gofs, to be wakeful; to give birth to; to produce. 

BTA, 8. ATT CHISS, STATS, the act of watching or of producing. 
BAT, s. CRIM, BIT, YH, a sacrifice, an oblation, worship. 

GATS, s- cRTe cia] s{i%, a sacrificial pit or place for making 
burnt offerings. 

GAAS, s. Aa, Ufa, the sacred thread or logun. 

BAUa, s. (Aha aafa, Wav, ) ax facas, a forest, a wilderness, 
, a place overgrown with grass; a. bluish colour. 

BU, a. zafazi, aifasieiat, wild, uncultivated. 

BU, s. SFA, VS, VWiEce Teimica Tig Stet, the thigh. 
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SSL s. Cations fea, Setetis fea cain the giving without 
» asking, offering for acceptance; a. offered. 

GSA, s. BH, Yai aife Sal, the performing of worship or sacrifice. 

wania, s. fe Baca sal®, sacrificing, one who brings .an ‘offer- 
ing and for whom the; sacrifice is made, | 

WHE, s. bGifa Cat Hiss cam, the second of the four Veds. 

FR, a. BH, At Al, united, paired as two seeds growing together. 

Bpinixfa, s.. afax atte %& xpeml, the Indian .spikenard; an ointment. 

BSF, a. | ATAASA, Fz, not flexible, stiff, immoveatle. 

BIA, s. OS Sla Ta cars CAist, the palsy. . 
GE, pron. Fe Bis, fH eta, at what place. 

Bz, a. fauia, fe cifaaia, Stes, as much as, as many as. 

GSS, 

Ga, s- wil, Bieta, BertF, labor, effort, pains, care, exertion, 

endeavor, diligence, means of doing. 

BUF, ev. FAS sha, Heat?, fala sla, to get ready, to prepare. 
BIA, a. BE WA AS, Gres HSz, AH, conformed to the rales 

of caste, of the same caste. 

ace, a. fata, we, how much, how many, how long. 

RUG, s. Yotd wai, xs Sal, preparation, making ready; a. 

prepared, made ready. 

Bett, conj. CHA, CHF Sater, as, like as, for instance. 

weticetsy, ad. coca Biss, as is proper, as is worthy or capable of. 

 wettel, a. weer, Bs, ari®, Ba, true, accurate, genuine, fit, proper. 

) Baas, , ad. farta ufe, fa Dis, eftca aca, as much as is 

| Svtiata, possible or proper, to the utmost ability. 

Step, a. B51 AWB, according to desire, enough, sufficient. * 

wcattiss, ad. fe Ube, cara atatz, as is fitting, proper or Jawful. 

afr, \ con. Gitatsl, arf, if, if so be, though, although. 

Bais, | 

ay, s. ZY rag AH, SHS Aare Ys, a famous king, the cldest 

son of Jujati and an ancestor of Krishnoo. 

Brats, s. @ fea, an epithet of Krishnoo. Fs 
BAA, s. Gina Ta, fear He oifaria ait, the nisl of Jodu. 

: aqua, s. fear ae Ate, ota Tarst cate, an Bi of Krishnoo, 

a disease of the face. 

28 
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SafH, conj. afkarts, afw, if, also, although, even if. 

Bxai, a. cacsal, faste ALS, aA, nasty, of filthy habits, disorderlz- 

SLA dH, a. tla Biota cantata wel, untidy, slovenly. 

Bary s. OTs qa, ACB ARF, a fool, a stupid fellow, a dunce. 

BA, s. WAR, GIS, “xfaqe AX, a person, a man, a generic affix, 

as Ea, two persons, two men; quia, two females. 

wae, s. fifa, fare ana <a, fasta foifs, et oii aa Ha, 
an ancestor, the father in law of Ram, any jingling sound. 

GaAStas, a. Cee Bawla, Bafa wTqz, a few or several persons. 

Bas, v. Hafan oat Sia aH TT, aes cortafa «fz, to jingle, 
to rattle, to clash, to tingle. 

Safa, s. wifa, wal Wala Bate wcyts, a mother; with fy, to send 

the Gat, to the house of the bridegroom. 

Sata faa, s. araifeai, informing, giving word. 

GAT, s. BU, GAG, THraq catsi, birth, production, result, fruit. 

Bafa, v. Sotfe, te, Bf, to bear, to bring forth, to produce. 

wae, s. figy care xifieq ata, fay TTA ATS atl Aig MwY 
ad, qa cing atta facan, in Hindoo cosmography a di- 

vision of the universe called the paradise of good men. 

BA, a. WS, Cal, Bet, feratfa, known, heard of, public, ac- 

quainted with, having knowledge of, skilled, learned. 

Bate, v. 7%, Zale, to inform, to acquaint, to make known, to tell. 

GAGA, a. ABA Aro, AStATG Bal {Hi, mutually known, public. 

Gana, s. feeq oS Aly, an epithet of Krishnoo. 

af, s. xe oibca Yafe som, raahy aH, Bal, qa BA, Ste afm, 
an aromatic seed; a generic affix, as {tq Gfx, a woman. 

Sfar, a. BA wa a fa aia Aca cots az, aromatic, fragrans. 
SCATS, s. Za, ZR, C@tS, the act of making ited in- 

forming; a. told, informed, reported. 

GB, s. Atfa, aa aiff, an animal, whether man.‘or brute. 

GA, Ss. Ba, ayia, ein, Sut wif#, a machine, an engine, an im- 

plement, an instrument, a trap. 

SAA, s. Wietfx Fel. aiw, an instrument of music. 

SU, s. Gar, Serife, birth, production. 

SASe, s. Ga fSfe, eos fra, a birth day. 
BUS, s. Bit GH He Ba, a succeeding birth, another state &c- 
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ufa, v. etfs, tz, to bear, to produce, to be. 

BATS, s. SACHS, ARs Sai, birth, production; a. born, respite 

GU, s. Blea, CRY, FATACY, cause, motive, reason. 

HA, s. WH Wiface Tas Yas HTS ATT caer, the frequent repe- 
tition of the name of a deity audibly or otherwise on a 

rosary or the joints of the fingers, muttered repetitions. 

arrmecie, ad. che Mufaaite corte cate wei, striding, taking 
long steps, (used adverbially. ) 

SABATS, v. wtpa Te wal, to run about distractedly. 

Brae, a. Atcecx Sai cate 5, leafy, covered with leaves. 

eoibart, ad. qabart, orm cami aecaice cxibr®, as a whole good 
and bad together. 

BA, s. AFH Tre Weta, the outside door or gate of an enclosure. 
SaIM, s. Sante, WH Bal Wirsa Wal, a rosary or bead roll. 

RA-Blg, v. ifs ater atfe ax TZ, to make a noise as of 
wxR-efa, 7? a sudden plunging into water or of falling. 
SHLAA, a. Bats agai, Wielao~w, stupid, slovenly, inefficient. 

Bxa, a Efe ofa Fever zi AFA, unshaven, uncombed, 

having disordered or dishevelled hair. 

Bhs Slory cate Cag vita, Btfor cette, Her wai, a bamboo 
clothes basket, repeating the names of the gods, packing, 

or folding up; a. packed, piled, folded, shut. 

Hire, v. ze whe, awcorrark, wtafa, to close, to shut (as a door 

or book,) to fold, to repeat a prayer or name of a god. 

Borns aqaifa, v. era com fafasifa, coca® cater atfa, to take © 

or eat without regard to kind, quality or person. 

Bra, v. uxt ate, Mate afa, to skip, to leap, to bound, to jump. 

BATS, s. Hata aif_ Te Sal, ATA, causing to be shut, packed &c. 
Sd, s. & «ta, barley. 

SAS, s. BAT GTM cocoa awa, a rake. 
Barents, v. aaatca Hae 1518, to rake. 

Baa, s. thax, WsaTa, a foreigner, a mussulman. 

BSCUATALG, ad. wzeHeite aye sicz, hesitatingly, tremblingly. 

Bedi, s. Braag faioat, cata fafe ficaten ate, rubbish, greens 
boiled without salt. 

SIA, a. BAH, SCS] AFA, worthless, stupid. 
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Bal, s. wa “fax, a species of flower. 

BH, s. fags, Wevife, death, Jom, the fabled regent of death. 

OITA, a. IA SMH, GIGIA AYR SAAS, the time of death, a 

time terror, terrible; s. an chides of Jom the regent of death. 

TUSSI, s. GL HS, a messenger of Jom. 

TSU, ve. GARANT TE, cwacwee ay carl WR =e}, to feel a 
burning painful sensation in the whole body. 

BA, s. Hole wae cela, av-wiae wz Giyierg af, the gate 

of death; the threshhold of a door; the forks of the fingers. 

SUAS, s. BUNAZ, GT ase, the fabled abode or city of Jom. 

Sau, s. «fax @xfea a5, a medicinal plant, used in fevers. 

SIAN, a, s. Bel SAA 5, a species of tree. 

Sl, Ss. ud BAi, CHB AF kel, ctiB Tal, a collection, an accumula- 

tion, amount, sum total; in book keeping the creditor’s. 

side; a. collected, gathered, congregated, summed up. 

SUAS, s. BIT WA, yal, @®, the abode of Jom, (fig.) torment. 

Gz feat, s. aS fara we faa, Sins afaH, Bey, the hindoo central 

division of the earth, which includes the whole of Hindustan. 

BSAA, s. HB HBT Aly, a notorious demon slain by Bheem one 

of the five Pandoos. i’ 

GI, s. BS, see HS. 

GIFS, a. FZ caw, [Fal, victorious. 

Saal, s. B2oi, epifa cra, Jyntia; the Cachari country. 

GUS, > s. "sf, afeq Ber 27, Doorga; a species of flower, 

sm, § 
Sule, a. SE frinid tei SS ast BF, Tatas, possessed by evil 

spirits, enchanted, haunted. 3 

&fa, a. FECSi1wi, fea Ha, victorious, conquering, triumphant, successful. 

Ba, s. Sint, caist, a fever. 

SAS, s. Alfaufad Haw, a rustling noise. 

Beutisifa, s. cava cate facay, the spleen. 

wendete aia, v. Te TE Sif Hefaatts ria, HICH AA, 
to spill, to drop plentifully, to shower. 

Baufan, a. Asya, CHD cord, otf Atral, dry, separate, ide 4 

Bag, s. Rafe <aqa fad 15 Gis ate p, atree the seeds of which 

are used in‘ coloring yellow. 
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Bafa, s GA WAATS 2 esl, oozing, dropping, falling in small drops. 
BAAS, ad. wis Bate si fam, tightly, firmly, ( applied to binding.) 

Bal, s. com afax, Ty Sa, 2Al ASIA TESA, a citron; the mak- 

ing passes over the body accompanied by incantations; win- 

nowing; a. old, aged, winnowed. : 

Bale, v. HCA, Sic «ai, to have fever; to make incantations &c. 

Biz, s. cola, st> afed, a string, a cord, a species of tree. 

Bram, s. Wise <q iA, we #3, a legal fine. 
Bfazi, a. aa Ur, BCA 4), having fever, feverish. 

BS, s. Colm, CAE, afz, a cord, a string. 

HATS, a. FA CVI, HF BF tei, causing or subject to fever. 

SAAN, a. VAS Fes ocr, cAcaw'i, broken through, full 
of holes, (applied tova broken roof. ) 

Ba, s. tf, Gas, water, a liquid. 

GAG-OLS, a. FSCA SAG CAcAAl, seeing imperfectly, indistinct. 
BAS AN, a. CAMA 5a HE AIA, acs Bq SIF AS, 

dazzled by intense light; staring in silent amazement. 

GAS, a. TA Te Bal Ti es, «Hw fafAz, sad, melancholy, over- 
cast with clouds. 

BAS Asi, s. cart A Wass aa gai, melancholy, depression. 

safe, s. wa sie, afas, pepper. 
BA-S AA, s. FASTA SIF, an imaginary river goddess; (mas- 

culine BH CBI, a river god. ) 

BA cts, s. Tavita Sai, Gorraq ze cate, luncheon, tiffin. 

wate, s. witi@ ufanta, the female crocodile. 

wayfa, s. cea Sifts di, fas erate, a window, any aperture 

in a partition to admit light. 
SAR, s. Beir, wiheq falsa fava, aaa faa, clear, trans- 

. parent, crystal; s. a window, 
BAST, a. AtfaS ASI, aquatic, living in the water... 

BAS, a. AAS SM, AX BM, produced in water; water lily &c, 

Basa, a. wed, faa, clear, pellucid, crystal. 
Base, v. Bis xe UBS, to be furious, to rage. 

RAHI, s. a5 wa ile, a fish or any aquatic animal. 

BAIA, s. wiv ortfa, cater, land and water, moist soft earth. 

am, a. Aft fees, cre, water-giving; s. a cloud. 
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aa-fan, s. tora ea, aaa otal ai, (lit,) giving water to the 

manes of the dead; hence, hopelessness, discouragement. 

GALZ, s. CY, ATH, a cloud, the sa. 

GAY, a. CACeai, aa Ate Sad AGA, incompetent, unskillful. 

Sale, s. AYR, the sea, the ocean. 2 

aaa, s. Gf tel, ceitzi, Waa, a flaming up, burning. 

Gta, 
Gas, a. fa cai, fe eel, burning, flaming, fierce. 

Baad, s. WyAC A, cata fae, the name of a demon; the dropsy. 

SAS aa, a. Blew, Ger caitt xi, dropsical. 

Sarnfan, a. Battie aafes, toate YO, suitable for a light meal 

_ or luncheon; s. light food. 

SAA, s. Cal, saa wtf, a water vessel. 

BAA, s. Hie cater, ware fadtafa aie eortfe ya, the drink- 
ing of water; a tiffin or luncheon; with @fa, to take a lunch. 

aaaie, a. otfaa faloai ool, Sxain arefSai, watery, cool like 

water, dispassionate, not easily provoked. 

Saniga, s. AtfAce SA cH, Tal Aes, an inundation, a ean +S 

orrei®, | s. Cal “fee, the olive tree and fruit. 

Caate, 
Safayd Wis, s. wate avFifs, Ss faq, the autumnal equinox. 

BAST, a. Cod’, fas dispassionate, cool, not irascible. 

aque fare <7 HUBS Tal HIVA Mla, uA Als, a 
long coarse garment worn in making sport. 

waz, a. *itfra afHA, watery. 
GALHAT, s. WTS Blea caniwart@e Gai, the wearing of apparel 

loosely or untidily. 

Baia, s. whe sifas fafaefa, brilliance, lustre, glitter. 

Basan, a. Bare cei, sifeaz, sparkling, glittering, brilliant. 

GAT, s. catel ufa far wal alba Blea catai, a coarse netted 

bag used in carrying brass dishes &c. 

RASH, a. Raat, wWiete, QMS ef Zz @7i, unsteady, trem- 

bling, shaking, (applied to old persons.) 

GANe, s. AYYS ATA Gai few, an epithet of Vishnoo, repre- 

sented as sleeping on the ocean. 

HAA, s UA HS Ath HIM cata, the diabetes. 
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sayfen, a. crecafen, citi cicaeqst, dropsiecal. 
BARUAZ, a, wing Bia wc fates aaa, Zaaife SIAs AEA 
BR, slovenly, negligent of order or neatness. 

SAGs, a. Hie ararw afes aif cara, etfaai, having too 
much water, (a culinary term. ) 

om, a. sfa eel, safer sia coats, fagi, blazing, burning, 

pungent, spicy, perforated. 

USB, s. agate fae fir Sts Bi ota, a skimmer. 

SAUMCia, s. BAH, ATH, Y2tha, a reservoir of water, the ocean &c. 

wate, s. mfas wa tor ote FF, a fen, a swamp, a bog. 

wats, a. afar oifeta faa we ste atft, watery, diluted. 

afa, v. gt afer, afe, fafate, sary te, we 3f8, to burn, to 
to blaze, to glow, to be inflamed with anger or desire. 

ofa th, a. @F afer Boi, cake eH Tdi, flaming, raging &c. 

BAB, s. iifra AG copies, a small water insect. 

ara, ad. fe Si2%H, Bee, whither. 

acainfa, a. tera, wifaal aw ais, dropsical, big-bellied; an 

epithet of Kali. | 

SAH, a. AT HA core, FA. ww, aay atBfzi, troubled, 
' afflicted, driven about from place to place. 

Scarce, «. cow cofer ortfart, watery, diluted. 

BA, Ls. wife, st Oein, celebrity, praise, renow, glory, 
«BRAT, S reputation, fame. 

BE, s. uy, fasts, at?, Bez, warmth, heat, boasting, a fault. 
SABA, s. UT SIM, fs Sea, the hot season, summer. 
wea, s. atta, cid Cate cats, the cholera. 
SAA TEA, 8. HICH catrata Sax facna, an antidote for poison. 
BR), a. GAT AA CAM Ral, Sizs, illegitimate, s. a bastard. 
Bal, s. corer He uta ofax, cotcutar fax, a species of fra- 

grant rice, a species of pumpkin. 

BAF, v. seit, feats, to boast, to brag, to vaunt. 

BUT, ss BH afex, a species of wild animal. 
Barra, s. cafs wai ote aie, land thoroughly subdued by cultivation, 

: ale, v. fx, ys %, ( feos Bais, ) to dissolve, to melt; s 
: a braggart, a boastful person. : 
saz, a. #4 QeH, Eta, known of all, public. ~ 
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RA, a. Hie Hs afb Toa HI, FA Sai, decomposed, rotted. 

Gi) s. cea wi cadtaa fScaisi, an appellation used between the 

wives of an elder and younger brother. 

Biswa, s. qare W5Ai ai, Sits rs the nutmeg plant and fruit. 

Sitfa, s. By, acata Fats a Sie AIT, See ace cafsa 
#4), a crowd, a multitude, what is done at one time by 

a crowd of people, a crop of fruit, the produce of one season. 

Giz, s. we, BS, Tafs cqef<, fata val, anger, frenzy, hydro- 

ae Re phobia; a female cat; the discharge of a gun or a volley. 

Bite, s. wfed faa, AiTS Ura wien 201, Bid caliGi, a species of 

plant, (tamarix indicus,) a burnt) brick used in preparing 

the Sasi pat, on which the puthis are written. 

Gifs, v. fasta wiz, Fy? <iq dik Bota, daa cow BH biafa, 
to leap from the water as fish; to dry paddy -by the fire s 

for pounding; s. a bamboo skimmer. 

SiR, s. HSA, TAS cats Ais tei coe Tea, SIR cation, confusion, 
pressure of work, difficulty, annoyance; driftwood. 

Bista, s. Asa sifa, land covered with patches of low jungle. 

Sife, s. wtitfa wis Sif Taw BH ae ate, ae Aiwa atu, drift. 
wood; the name of a river in upper Assam. 

Siva, a grea sfaca, ad zal fefa, Wiis As, short haired, 
frizzled, curly headed. 

Bis, s. cate Gr, Zabol TecHR, a spear. 

Sis, s Mil cee Wi fZl GF, a millstone, a bard well. 

SiSaty BVA, ad. fatan tare, ace bi Boia, in concert, 

BHiTERISS WA, 

Sif, s ve Gin agin cata Tera cofyet cal, aniron tripod 

for supporting cooking vessels over the fire. 

in unison or time. 

Bit, ss COS Nal, AIS, Ts, a jump, abound, aspring, a leap 

BisecHa, ad. aires face, Cais, Site aime (CSTs, going 

with a bound, going rapidly. 

sinaifa, v. cost, afaziz, to bound, to leatint to jump. 

Bis, s. -Wafan wigs <] HB, Az, a-drove, a flock, a multitude. 

SHS, s. BIS, Vib Mai Geis, a bambooh fish trap. 

BiltSTl, s. SSTZ <tewi, Heal, one who fishes with above instrument. 

Slad, s. CATA com, BAB, GAT AS, a coat of mail, defensive armor. 
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Bi, s. CRT, BS Sa aifas wit ai te faaiana fafacs WS cot- 
uifae € a fiz, an offering, an oblation, an act’of worship, 

wit far, s. oa wife ates ta wi on fra, the ripening of 
fruit by artificial warmth. ? 

Sita, } s. FAI CHTS, wal, aft tei, an awaking from sleep, 

Bite, watchfulness, vigilance. 

BSicta, s. ata site xfS ootfa, the lower floor of a boat. 
GH, s. BHA, SA, the thigh. 

Btwretirn, } a. waxfasi, up to the thigh in depth, 

SH CUTS, 

Biwet, s. afa cee att wi afax aii, amber. 
wifs, s. Sate eal caxicaisi Bre, a snare for birds. 
wrya, a. Hafepi, TAs, VAS, many, much. 
Biya “iF, o. Hafanits, Bafa aF, to assemble in a body. 
SEA Wie Vi, s. AS aT wy Bei, the angry excitement of 

a multitude. 

Bryne ai, s. wafeni® cafe vai, surrounding in a crowd. 

SHAT Ash, s. nafents cat’ «ai, bearing abundantly. 

utse, s. catefanta, fee, a petitioner, a suitor, a beggar. 

aif fu, s. sic Boies Hai, cucetents faa, the giving 
without being asked, offering for acceptance. 

wes, s. coicatfes, yaifa zryH, a priest, one who offers sacrifices, 

BIS, s. BW, GA, fax, a caste, a species, a class. 

Bal, s. HA, SH, ferry, Borie, pain, agony, anguish, torment. 

ate, s. ga, fax, afax az, 7, FA, caste, a family, race or 

nation; a kind, species, genus; a species of bamboo; mild. 

Sis Bs, s. Aths Si, HHA BY, sandal wood. 
SSSw, Ss. BTS CHTS, WAS cater, the loss of caste; a.. outcast. 

aifefea, a waits, weiaa, without caste. | 
aces, ad. fasta, Face’, ayfe, traly, certainly, very, altogether. 

Bits, conj. fexcal, Staa, for, because. 

Sa, s FS, WA, Mf care cata, wits, Ba, perception, un- 
derstanding, a drain, a trench, a channel, a creek. 

atta, v. 2fS, to known, to understand, to perceive. 

aifaa, ad. fans, fafoal, catcrt afetcz, (lit.) understand, for 

instance, aficr a fashion, something like to. — 

29 
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Sifacate, v. poetical form of State, let him know. 

Gifanfa, v. qo AG ale, <fe atfe, to know and to hear, 2. € 

to have full knowledge of 

Sy, s. SAHA, VS, WEA Aq Sis, the thigh. 
ary otfa, v. ST Haifa, GA#a CoS, to kneel, to bend the knee. 

aicae, s. fife canq agiad aly, the famous King of Mithila. 

aitafe, so <tre ote fas, Hita the wife of Ram. 

BIC, ad. aH, featfa, afaet a sa carsal TY, Waites, 
SiC, (lit.) I understand; used also to express doubt; uncer- 

tainty, indecision, impossibility ; forsooth. 

Sin, s. aif cater, Yast, a pile, a layer, a portion. 

SISA, s. fad so Bie wa, a flowering plant. 

BIg, a. wala afera bia, having the hair unshorn or uncut. 

anita, s. brag sia acai fecaivi, ce fax, awoman who neglects: 

to dress her hair; a poison. 

Gifs, s. <tee faa ba, SICH SIeP 2if&, a broad brimed: hat serv- 

ing as an umbrella; v. to fold, to pile one thing on another- 

BHidg, s. cag opt sly canta cats ZIM Cs, rubbish, trash, 

refuse, litter, sweepings, debris. ) 

Blaate, s. STSIS, cRte BT, cae Spi Ha} SIZ, a place covered 

with rubbish. 

uimmry, s. «ae fafa ats, one’ of the sages of the hindoo shasters. 

SIA, s. Veta AA, coicvtal, the reducing of a swelling; a. reduced. 

atsfa, v. Tate wht, Hicvial 7 <i vif, to diminish in size. 

gine fafie, ad. E5e vIMs, MIS Sica SYS! SAS, Ace Ace, 
doing confusedly as if ashamed or frightened, 

aisivta, s. fans facqa, a muster-master, a chief. 

wifTe, s. GBR afaz, a kind of citron. 

Sly, s. GY, HT Va Tacan, a species of fruit, (Eugenia Jambolana. y 

alate, Ss. 2e coae He faa stfz,:a match used in firing artillery. 

BIAS, s. HF Stare aia Ary, the double teeth. 
aig, s. fas, Obl ao, fa Gaa, coldness; pron. who, of whom. | 

wg GaP, s. way cua Ufes TH AS AS Giz, roughness of 

the skin caused by cold, (vulgarly called goose-pimples. ) 

Blasi, s. fas ote, fafha, the cold season, winter. 

SIGS, a. Feal, Vyofeq Ayla, illegitimate, base-born; s. a bastard. 
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aad, s. sia fas, aicain, Qasta wig wifmacetiai 51? a kind 
of stone used for sharpening edged instraments, calcination. 

Said, s. Waay, 7a alfa, atsfa atfa, a forest, a wood, a wilderness. 

Sifa, v. WA TH Sie, Tal WSA ASIF, TA AACA catdi, to make 
incantations and passes over the body; to winnow; s. a 

‘small drinking vessel with a spout. 

Bifasfe, wv. ta 1g Sha, SAE, YA AVIA Bie ASIF, to repeat 
incantations, simultaneously breathing upon and making 

passes over tle body; to winnow. 

GIA, s. Wb we Sie «ai Bort, BF aM, sir, Galen aiftc 
cotafa, a net, a web, a snare; aflame.of fire, heat whether 
of fire or spices. 

BIA, s. CAS ATR, BASsts GT, Diet Ti coitafa W51, im- 
perfect vision, seeing as through a net or film a 

the diminution of heat, cooluess. 

»% BR ant ai xfa, «ay aie aaa fae a cara “Hf, 
cara a, ofa yrit Te Tel BSA Pa cal, BAA 
fafsai, to kindle a fire, to unite the surface of metals by 
means of a more fusible composition; s. the young tender 

fruit of vines, the nest of silk worms; a. netted. 

Sifasri, a. Bina wea vite |B, having interstices like network. 
BifAsiaa, s. Wea wietz, a netted cloth, netting. 

wifans, s. Be fezta wai sts, a furnace. 

Bifarerre, v. wiya wit, fafa By, to rouse in sudden passion. 

Brae, s. afee am sf, black pepper. 
SiMfen, v. atte Twi, spiced, seasoned with. pepper. 
BIAS, s. BA Aes, cys, a fisherman, the Doom caste. 

Bra, s. cael, facawa, Sttefat, a request, prayer, petition. 

WE IS, a. fT aa % caren, faa cara, dissolved, digested, 
decomposed. 

Sinha, a. wha nites one & acaten, aeiaie fizi, leached, way 
through ashes, defamed. 

SIRS, s. ATA Tq Ale, a ship, any large masted vessel. 

BIRTS, a. FIRST US, HUW SCH cate, boone to a ship; 
s. a sailor, a mariner. 

wife, s. «afae are “Ta, a species of paddy. « — 
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aiula, s. stax afa, sifsrafa, an epithet of the river Ganges; (Tit. 

the daughter of Jahnoo. ) 

f&, pron. fac, fa Sa, Faas, who, whatever, that which; s. a daughter. 

faz, s. ofa, fas, ety, SPE ocaea giv, the life, the soul, the 
heart; used also as a term of endearment. 

fate, s. faza faa, Ain Twa, extn Sai, the causing to lives 

restoring to life; preserving from great calamity. 

foas, s. fa, ora, afafs, a daughter, a girl 

fexi,s. tf Zi ASH fAcHH, a species of winged inseet, a dragon fly. 

feafasi®, v. wae afa, fasta, to be angry at the hearing of or 

sight of anything, to rise in sudden rage. 

feafze, a. fafaefa, foafae, shining, glossy, sparkling. 

faa, s. wfex oisfa, feat, GF ea, a species of vegetable; 

conquering, overcoming; @. conquered. 

featz, s. wecatetfa Tdi, a jerk, a twitch, a start. 

faais, s. fSeteiwi, Bie, a victor; a. victorious, triumphant. 

fafe, v. fafa, HF Tz, to conquer, to overcome. 

fasnta, s. Galel, <H cats, a question, an inquiry. 

foafaxt?, v. see, CREDIT, 

fe fa, pron. fa caical, fafaate, whoever, whatever. 

fefafs, s. cata THefe a chain, a fetter. 

fefafa qa, s. foafScaten, wt Ate Qa ot SEATS, numb- 
ness occasioned by a blow. 

fate, Ss fafaagez aitze, a husband’s sister. 

fat, s. «afex aafan =a, a species of yellow flower. 

fea, s. faa, 23, ute, faq, decomposition, digestion, agreement. 

faafaata, s. ye Ries aul we feafecate, numbness, a twing- 

ing sensation as of a limb asleep. 

faafaas, v. faafeate xia, cou aia Faeaiz, totwinge, to be numb. 
fai, a. BF Sai, Fai, conquered, overcome; s. the act of conquering. 

feats, s. faate, BE Scatsi, a conqueror. 

fast, s. sb aid QIfAs asi aH, moisture, sap. 

faxfafam, a. Bante Tesi, cHSi, moist, damp. 

fats, s. wer aeq gaes Gist zai, catai faa, a splice, a splint 

used to confine or strengthen anything limber or broken. 

fea, s. fen, <xai, the tongue. 
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fafaai, s. cottata Bort, Boras, a livelihood, maintenance. 

fax, s. catata fata ora, ofan atfe sictaa Site, Cowie az, 
a saddle; the nap of cloth, the pulp of an orange &c. 

faxta, @. ws, fe -feuica, as many, as much. 
fami, a. aqa Z cacsten, fH, living, fresh, not stale; a daughter. 

feat?, ». asf, agaite atfet, to revive, to restore to life; with 

Zits, to live, to be alive; with aif, to preserve alive. 

faatfa, s. fe, fas, a daughter. 

faafea aca, ad. Sam BAAS cater, gently flowing. 

faafh, s. fata, Hts, Fy, rest, cessation, repose, respite. 

faafam, «. «ze ox, facatay, reposing, resting, recovering &c. 

faa, s. asthe sem afex, cummin seed. | 

faat?, v. fain afa, ABI®, to rest, to repose. 

featt® 4ui?, v. fears afa, tata, sista a foal HSAs, to take one’s 

ease, to go or do leisurely, to rest from café or solicitude. 

fafafa, s. wcaew s1Pe eB, tattered, torn to strips. 

fecaten, s. faare wai, Why cETeM, rest, quietude, freedom from care. 

fax, a. fafa, faa, ce fefam, old, worn out, rotten, decomposed. 

faafufem, a. see caacufan, 

faxfaa, s. afex zafam ate, fafa, a species of wild plant used 

for food; brightness, glitter. ‘ 

fanfafem, a. fafafe oa, feafefem, glittering, shining, sparkling. 

fae, s. <tS crA eal atta, a town or township, a district. 

fafa, s. afee Sfq-wx cote, a species of cricket. 

fafasfa, } s. fafafs tr, tezfaai <fPa, glitter, sparkle, efful- 

Patera, gence. 

fafafe, v. feafeai®, zfg BP, afH, to shine, to glitter. 

fafeafa, s. cath, wa aifea fear? fe ae afa, the shining of 

the sun through a crevice, or as obscured by clonds. _ 

faz, s. aa, qm, featai, life, existence, the sentient soul, an 

animal, a living creature, the vital principle. 

feaa, s. feai? tai, arate eter, life, existence. 

faze, a. feat? det, fam, living, alive, extant. 

feaacy, ad. faxt® attcetcs, feaics, during one’s existence. 

fata, s. fez, atta, the vital principle, the sentient soul, vitality. 

ae, s. Sfx, aPe, fire. 
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Bs Biwi, s. aefeferit, Gia Sits Hib cate, a spark of fire, 

Saiz, ad. =afsuz, <a, (lit. fire and ashes,) used adverbially — for 

very, greatly, exceedingly. = 

Bria, a. Ber coal, aif His, qaeaiaal, consuming, 

wasting, unfortunate, unsuccessful. 

BS, Ss. GX, Aa, FA, a battle, a combat, a fight, contest, conflict. 

RST, V. BF Gals, to cause to fight. 

& BTS, s. Gale, pita, faz, a combatant, a champion. 

ats, v. GS Gia, to fight, to contend. 

& , a. argia, Bale, Bait? al Bi, to tie or string together; 

: with 23, to:trip, to stumble; a bird snare. 

HUA, s. TR Tea Stes fe tdi SY, aifaa wife, a yoke, the 
water’s brink. 

ae, \ a. cBist cote, at cotton, Tafae, AAT, yoked, joined to, 
united with, possessed of. 

ie, s. fasta, wis, atu, BGs, a deduction, an inference, 

} a demonstration; a. right, proper, fitting. 

Sit, v. cet afe, vifaqia @fz, to weigh, to measure. 

Gs, s. Wy, aire caw, Sia, 42 Bife Gin facwH, an age of the 

world, of which the Hindoos reckon four, viz, the Hotyo, 

Dwapor, Treta, and Koli. | 

BICGIsal, a wacae faa chia, q& ofan, lasting, enduring. 

Bari TA, 
ura, s. Atot cual 7 Te Aa coitel Bie, a juggler, a serpent 

charmer, a caste of people whose occupation is to rear the 

mulberry silk worm. 

Bist “fa, s. cate. afex, ts ofed, a kind of insect, a tree. 

RAG, a. LS, CHIBI, fata, Biss, ready, prepared, fitting. 

SoA, a. Bib, Bivia, short, low. 

BIS Ore, s. vie ore, GSR CATS, Stet canta eat qui, 
the act of tasting, trying or testing the quality of anything. 

gaa, s. cae Ay, VIZ cats Ww, the outside and imperfect 

silk of a muga. cocoon. 

BATA, oe. AYA A Atal wiitca az" wfa, to make.a low 
tinkling sound as of small bells or feet ornaments. 

BAS AT, a. 4% A@la, SaAsfaa, very dry, sonorous. 
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Ba, s. fee Hits ww 4Sen, the introductory stanza to a song, 

forming afterward the chorus of each verse. 

ofan, s. care festa caren, ols fasifa caren, dainty, squea- 

mish, fastidious. , ok 

BAAIAe, s. carte atiwa Fam, the tinkling sound of feet ornaments. 

wae, ss ete foroa atte FARACS Za aims, a rattle, a small bell. 

af, v. Bafa, wziet f#, to peep, to look slyly. 

SYARTT SCA, ad. ace atce zara RCA CU SE, walking slowly 

and tremblingly like an old man. 

Sa, a. stea, low,. short. 

GAG GIA, s. CVS AIH, cHlaa STA, the period of youth, adult age. 

BAS, a. COs, tee corvaitha, young; s. a young woman. 

HAAG, s. CUS TH, tay age a, a prince, an heir appareut. 

BAl, a. CEsl, Clea, young, youthful; s a young man. 

safant, v. Mtfas oa faa, zare, to dip in a liquid, to submerge: 

GT, s. aq, BIS, Ie, a multitude, a crowd, a flock, a gang. 

GIFT, ) ad. WG Bie, ate ate, in multitudes, in crowds. 

Barat, § ; 
ofa, v. oa fr viz, wfat, ate f#, to peep, to look through a crevice. 

GIS, s. CHS CARTS ACA Wea aS ee, the sitting down in 
silent grief; a. pensive, sad, dejected. 

Buf, s. BF qa vin cataa BFA, a braided wisp of straw. 
Bure cos, s. wd neq anata fey catce Mork crea Hare coral, 

the burning in effigy where the real body of a deceased 
hindoo cannot be obtained. 

S741, a. 2@fee ctina, 5 f, wor, stunted in growth, 

BIg, s. CAT, CAE, MKT FH, distraction, perplexity from a’ multi- 
plicity of objects &c. a style of native chanting. 

S4, a. C51, FAS, ATS, CACaN, cool, dispassionate, tranquil, placid. 

BAe eA, ad. [oie Dic! we Sit Wart waits %a1, dropping 

little by little; (applied to things dry or pulverized. ) 
wasfan, Weta fq we, ary, pulverised. 

BAA, Ss. CB61 8x4, Sig ofa, a cooling draught, a décoction. 

eae, - af < CUS TH, ste atic, pulverised, ploughed, friable. 

Sal?, v. cbbl ofa, ary fa, Aicz aicz, to cool, to tranquilize ; 

to go or do leisurely, to comfort, to refresh. 
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ufa, v. Bas ae, alfa sift, site, ath, a+aSz waa, to make 

ready, (applied to ploughing or clearing jungle; ) to satisfy; 

to diffuse, to spread, to fill,,to cover; s. a rill, a rivulet. 

af wai, s. cafe «ai, Wits ai, the act of surrounding, hemming in. 

BFE Tel, s. CHIE Git TH, Ts THs GATS Tal, the binding 
together by the top as of grass &c. binding a green wisp 

around a tree to prevent the muga silk worm descending. 

uf, a . wom, catq, belonging or relating to a pair. 

BSR, a. CSbi Sal, ATS @a!, cooled, refreshed or comforted. 

FSATSA afd, v- cates ofa, maf fSS1, to be drenched. 

safasrifa, s s. @a~e fSoi, soaked or saturated. 

sath, s s. win ta cats, fefeafa, the flowing of perspiration. 

wefan, 4 a. gxpifam, 4a AICRTS, Wa fa, wanting, deficient in 

measure or strength, feeble. 

BAB, s. Aa wight wie tifa wiyfia cea cate, we UE, 
oifeata, the distance between the thumb and fore finger 

extended, equal to the width of ten fingers, 

Ensen, » sifaal, afer, ata, liquid; of thin consistency. 

a feat, 
gata, 4. afa eel Bets, a swing. 

Gail, s. ata atel, Sicwiaa, the act of swinging, 

Gan, s. “Core BCATS SAM, a purgative, a cathartic medicine. 

att, s. «fad cricnial, Bicwtaa ofa, cafe, a kind of bag; v 
to oscillate, to swing. 

GASHANS, a. fafax wiEiRts =, idiotic in look and manner. 

GAS, s. Za amg Ue, HTS, hanging the head as from grief. 

Fare, s. faq Ib <al HSA, a contrivance for catching fish. 

Bare Gapers, ad. Tez Aiea, QA ACA, again and again, repeatedly. 

Baxley s. es <Qi B12, FRAIA, a fire-place. 

cs, conj. fe facay Wz HH, that, as to, in regard to. 

cae, pron. fe Ha ate facHA, which, (the emphatic form. ) 
caUrs, s. atfs, fare, cals, light, splendor, brightness. 
caufeai, a. tei te, fafers', luminous, splendid, brilliant, bright. 

CHV, s. CSA COR, TCA -Sifw asl, aw, the peevishness or 

capriciousness of children. 

CHSAl, s. CALARINS cat ca, a fence, a hedge. 
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CHare at, > @.. caacufeni feo, wet, damp, moist. , 

anaes ee 

caat®, v. cacaet?; fefs, to dampen, to moisten. > 3» 

cafe, v. carafe, fem®, to be damp or moist. © 

CHUSBCRCSB, a. GTIAB, GH AM, osticky,. viscid, gluey; g gummy. 
CHCea, ) s. acHee Utfa HR coca, sei <crossness, snap- 

cac#ai,’ pishness, tartuess. — — r. 
CECSHH, a. CACSA, cuca, a/Ra, satis cecoun of fy habits: 
CBR, s.  AiQ Bifwa Bier coxia,. brushwood, rubbish. 
caxcafent, a. @reieqi ra, thorny, prickly, pene 

CHM, Ss “HAA, AIF, CAD, Bsa, an offence; nhs at which 

exception is taken; a fault. 

CHaIE, v.. CHATS, Cw fit; to obstract.a passage vata wuted &e: 

cacafanl,.a sriaife, yf, Sere eel, cas AM, ws les blame 
worthy, exceptionable. _. wise |i ) 

CHES, s.. TH Gia, a ‘ainempasiial 
cud, s. BFST ATE; THB, a hindoo mont cacexponiing to apart 

of May and June, 

CBI, s.. CHILABA prominin hasband of father’ sor. codiiate 
_ elder sister. , 

CBM, s Ra cates, wesw Buia, a father’s eller brother. 
CRITE, s. Aces Al Aiwa Alcws, a father or mother’s elder- sister. 

Ss... 2a8al, aaa ‘Beicrs, a husband’s elder heotlseee 

strats A) 
cats, s. afee 5S, 34 Eiva faa, sient cist, she harate> 

_...,-lizard;,the pulse; a;splint of bamboo-to which «the reeds 

of a partition or roof are separately fastened. 

CHIT, a. CHS CATS, relating to, born or made in the month of Jeth. 
CROPS, 5. Tafqaeq SSA, a wile’s elder brothers — | 
cafsal, ad... fa 413, fH =tH, when, whenever, ats whatever prio. 
cag, 4 fart, we, fe faa, as many, as much. TER 
CRCSS, { 

ar, ad. fH Se, BI, that, i ia order that; to the end that. 

CHT, dd. C@KAl ASA, SATs, somehow, in sothe way or 
CHACTAtS, i ‘manner, with difficalty.. ee a DIR 

cats, ad. fs colic, FR fics, whatever way or? ‘retin. 
30 

“OP ¢ 
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CECA, a. fe oe, fae fafoa, CHAS, as, like as, like. 

coast, J 
cacate, ad. fH str, fa WA, as, just as, in like manner. 

cea, s. fefa migiae wart HAI CBica! YW, as much as caw be 
taken up between the thumb and two fingers, a pinch. 

cE, s- Ufa, Wea, a skirt, a petticoat, a gown. 

caal, a. Etre <<, CAUSA ZBI, adhering, a sis bata 

ae as of threads in a warp. 

cEcael, a. wifaata Dia, cecefaai, cross grained, having the grain 

twisted or gnarled. 

ceca xiao. asi ath, caceite, to adhere, to cling vapentiee, to stick, 

CHCaTS, s. CHSal, a fence. . 

CECe feat, a. CHACHA, CICTHI, TSA, sparse, scattering. 

GAHAN); a. ASH, SAIS WH, fareia, whin, shazy, loosely . 
camlears, } woven, torn and banging im shreds. 

CHAT, » s. ofa qos feat Basen aw ifs, the purging of 
cacaa, § the silk worm preparatory to forming the cocoon. 

CHAS, s. GABA, a slug or snail without a shell. 

Caren, a. cele Ta C2TSM, 8 shiny, sticky, clammy like the sing. 

cacant, s. fasfa Sifeze bain a coal Sfe, a narrow binding to 

secure the edge of plaited or braided work. 

cacaiet, s. caren fast facan, a kind of sweetmeat. 

HB, a. Aqeal, Cac, Att eHsi, the eldest, the first borm. ~~ 

Cg, s tafqaqseq AicTs, a wife’s elder sister. 

ciais, s. faeeq fafa, a son in law. 
Mg, s. <Eee ta a Asie we, gold and silver ornaments, 

valuable vessels and’ such fike personal property. 

CS, so Geis, was, afe, preparation, power, ability. 

CHIS, s. {Si Bal, oa, the act of going or moving in any manner. 

CATSUTATS; s. TAAL TAS US, sfaa asti, lying atthe point of death. 

CHIBI, s. Mifae Bawa, cl) aif asia, -a tide; the ebb and 

flow of the sea. : 

is, s. Fafa com, facta wisn Za, Wits, the tie of a 
yoke, anything difficult to do, a tangle. | 

CaId, s. gz acts afaq cal qoI, cxyze ufe, a flambeau, a a ol 

brand used as a torch; the string of a bow. 
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cule, s. afee coe cetrecaite, a blood sucker,-a leech. 

caret, s. 7B) feadi cotibI? dife ai feta, ta, caIBI, the tying of 
drs aieial things together so as to hang down like a cluster. 

colaté, v.. 2% CBTAT?, to provoke, to vex, to excite to.dnger, to stir up. 

coiaia, s- Aal, ool, fRata, a shaking, a trembling. 

CHIGia Az, v.. afa, Biri, to shake, to tremble. . 

Guaig sf, } @. FAB, BHF, to shake, to cause to, shake. 
Caratfa, eto e 

CHICSTSH, s. WH CSICATAI, teasing, provoking to anger. 

CHicSial, s.  cstcseat, wife, ceeifa, an angry retort. 

Chit, s. gaa, *ifaqia, weight, measure. 

Git, s Oa, SH, ae aT sa, fanaa, oars fa Bat; 
abstract. and religious meditation, contact, conjunction; 

deep meditation om the Divinity. 

caistfrata, a. cHistte wi, supplying necessary things, providing. 

CHIATM, s. Stelys, Foil, an epithet of Doorga, 

cHIntd, ». Fs Bla, airs Bifa fa, to supply, to furnish, to provides 
carstia, s. fants acer fr otzei, astated or regular supply of anything. 

CSIitha; s. <TTARIA, a particular posture supposed to be favourable 

for abstract meditation. 

catfst, s. auth, ta wats, an ascetic, one whose mind i is fixed, 
on a single object or on God, S tre 

catfafa, s. cater wal sense rgnipesee pessewatinese 
companion of a deity. 

caf Sy, s. ow fea are, one of the hindoo sacred Guilt 

CHIST, a. BiB, 11, BE wifem, worthy, capable, suitable, fit, proper? 
CHIe, s. SBF Ace Gist caw, GA, a thorn,” anything pointed. 
CHIH, s. Rist fSTi Sal) cHrHI Ba, the act of sharpening to a point. 

Coral, } a. Sit Pt, Sede worcae CRIS, pointed, having 

CaIeTa, ° a charp point. * 

carei-fordai, s.\ ais @fee, a species of fish, ~~ = 
CORI, v. catatte otis, setfa, to sharpen to a point. 

HEA, so aria cafe AB, otfe CHIH, a measure of distance equal 
to four Krus, which, reckoning 8000 cubits or 4000 yard to 

the Krus, will be nine miles. oe) Be = 

CHATS @. fata, FAS, ready, prepared. | to le) oleu 
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CaICaTAI,. S. feos, Sanita ow ASS cats, a simile, an alla- 

sion, example or ilfasteation, a charade. © 

cHita aie, s. © wal Sand aifre faa COTS, the conipating of the 
nativities of bride and bridegroom, matching, pairing. © 

CHIBI, s. HIcHTa, HBTS ace Ble eal, yoking, joining, tying’ together. 

CHIBIZ, v. cortbia, aTAte, HIYfe, Waal Ge SE, to.assdciate, to 
join together, to yoke or harness, to unite the letters and 

vowels of a word in spelling. 3 

caibtafa, si afee che, a species of acid fruit. 

cba, s. eae) A? fea spat ait SIA WA, a co- 
partnership, doing in concert: 

CoTchTSt, s. cHicBiEn, waa FS Si, joining together, spelling. 

CRISS. IA ASHTA,a pair of shoes or’ slippers.» 

Chifss, s. waa, otf, <P, its by heli — a a lumi- 

» nary, the heavenly bodies. % 

catfes®, a. 44 Avifai, conta, luminous,’ brilliant, glorious. 

coifen Tawsi, so. 32 MTR thas Fanny the science of astronomy in- 

cluding astrology. 24 

coifsiam, a. caifona ayfen, pebiee Bal, astronpinical Se Seah 

in astronomy, an astronomer. |) ué/¥¢" Lt els 10 

Sta, so oFtfs, nae, Taeis; power; wealth, gteatness, prosperity. 

cardi, s. Fait wfezl FI, the coarse: fibrous part of a silk cocoon. 

GHIA, seo BR TARIATS, the moons) 

eee s. ab CBAs OH AGM, CeTAS o ca co fiealy too renew @ 
» hoe by welding on a new circular piece of iron. ie 

cist s. Satay, wit¢ fH, the waning. of the moon.” 

CHATS, s.. BHA WLR, moonlight, 

CHAUSASH, wv. Aiie age wa sal cis, the aie saca dl 
Caiatia,.a. SS CHAtsee ACS AVA cRrwei, Binminated be the 

moon, or other lights.. 

caifa, s. fa Tez, Sted Zia, the rly the ee Sie which 

anything originates, a’ source. < eT) 

CHI, se HTM, Vil AICS AS TS Al AS atte; thse of seg 
slyly;oa bush ‘or bushy tree, a clump or cluster of jungle. 

CRIMAICHIA, a. AcE aceon; BAS cattle ee with 
bushes, full of branches.” best .o | B Jei-® 
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cateitaal, s.  Xct ACA af Bte ez, staring idly about. 

catetel, a. ‘Stet ogi Zante cm, thick and wide spreading. 

cata, s. “efor Coren, git gat, tr Bie ez, peeping or looking slyly. 

CHIa, s. | ata, HI Ast Atl, AAI, a pair, a couple; a match; with 

@fa, to match, to pair; APS, to cohabit, to live with. 

cata ‘orata, s . Oxicate sterta, betelnut that has been buried, 

cara, ‘feat et Paicerst athe aPy aifit, ornaments 
catcata, ae sent to the bride previous to marriage. ) 

cota, 8. Afettey Si other cisae cata, Corba, a pair, a suit 
 "6f clothes, a joint, union, musical harmony, a sufficiency; 

“with fi, to splice, ‘to reunite. | | 

catal®, v. cata fr, Bite ®, to join, to bons to give a suffi- 

~*~" eiency, to mend. ~ 4 

carat carar®, ad. rae ice, WH “sy eqea ‘to, . ae 
same status, or measure. ~ 

cata Gta) s. wa warta atfae far ore, “eothfaring nativities 
of bride and: bridgroom. |) Boe 

CHicatSu, s. Chtal Tal, Acute Sal, the act of j joining, aniag or 

framing together, giving a sufficiency.’ 

cole, s. <4, 48, SMa stifwa sith, a fluid, a liquid, soup, broth, 

Coral, s. Sify, wo Serta, a weaver, a section of a cotton pod. 
Catcatwt, s. \cattaty & bad, a -Satchel! ” a 

colcutan, a. Fray te cortd cot cater, dry, ‘separated, not adhesive. 
CACRTATE, v. Aafeatte ofa Ax Sal, to Shower or fall in’ sepa - 

rafe streams, to pour down abundantly. 

ceca wea, ad. HeeANs eal, cotid cotiBtw eta, singly oF ies 
arately falling, as water from a-vessel full of holes. : 

CHES, s. faates Tosti a, a dowry, a marriage portion. 

CHSfen, a. “cates fiz, pertaining to’a’ddwry.” ~ © 
GAA, s. CBS, TSS, a youth, youthfulness,  matarity. j 

CahaR Sim's. Gost I, stfSe Br) youth; Adil age! 
@” 

a, eats, this ested is commonly tised in TRabaitiese manuseripts 

Sa ‘denote the nasal n, ‘of French, n, in vr enfant, as ‘in 

* '° “¢sttaites guhain; ‘bat ‘in in’ printing the ‘symbol ~ “is ‘used in- 
stead, thus CUTTS. HuUjeo. Dp 33 tie? 
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3 : 
B, Baia, this letter corresponds with the English ¢, as in, talk, toes 

pronounced by bringing the, tongue far back against the 

palate ;. or by applying the tip of the tongue to the roots 

of the teeth. 

pie, v. oe %, tard Wars, waa eg to be full to a etsiac. 

pasiia, s. ti cateifa <a <iN wifa wal, the putting on airs, strut- 

ting about, showing contempt or incivility. | 

BS cola, s. fea fea Gia YRS, the putting off withmere promises. 

Vapaace, ad. C€fxtS CRIMI Ax, cacsica,, rapidly, continuously, 

as of rapid footsteps, or any similar oft repeated sound. 

pavfen, a. afaata al BS are coi, restored to health. 

porfa, a. Darl, ace arsfesi care, bare, destitute, reduced 

from abundance. to want; s..a bankrupt. 

Don, s. Bia vet brat, aad fal. zat, ATH, a cap, a helmet. 

bas, s.. C@ig Jal ai ofa Ax, a small.sharp sound or sounds. 

Baars, ad. cats, ASicw, quickly, suddenly. : | 

Boa, a Vile CL AS AAS CRIM, FAS. FA AASiS ASISI, 
bare, applied to land or to the head. when shaven. 

pafasal, s. faaita batfa sal, the making.a sharp clicking noise 

with the tongue, in token of delight. or approbation. 

Bafauiz, v. vata sife, aati, ace alzfer aia, to make the 
: above noise, to express satisfaction, to make bare, 

Ba, s. SAT Yl, LA, Bal Cigd <A, CoS Brawl athe, a rupee, 
money, a bamboo clapper, a narrow waistcloth. 

patia, s.. faata aH, AA, a sharp clicking. noise, of the tongue. 

Piexi, s. AS WA, OBBit SA, AVSIA CATS, a pair of small scales 

for weighing up to a rupee; worthor weighing one rupee. 

Boal, s. Sie toe ace wafax ab, Teale fafoal afae ae, a species 

of fam palm, a species of spider. | 

Batis, v. aaaaqs. ofa, arias faz atifea asia, to 
stagger, to totter, to tremble. 

Viacstiani, s. eaeqds Bai, a shaking as from, extreme. debility. 

Bratz, a. Brxoita, HqSEqs, unsteady, unstable, trembling. 

»S- Céya colqad 4%, the twang of a bowstring or of any 

stringed instrument. 
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De, s. Seat sticxtota fap, a receptacle for carrying betelnut & c. 
Daas. bs FSP wz Se ee land ‘or a 

_ © Jarge piece of wood. 

Daal Bea, a. ASS A WRT cu cola, balkyy‘n a laige piece. 
Bafaat?, v. Bicwta aie, to beat with a club, to pound. 

paats, s. afee cticate 5, a species of tree. 

bai, s. fafaxta fafoat afax za, a species of coarse grass. 

Satta, s. oh cea, sorta sficws, a girdle, a sash. 

Bra, ss cafe wits oe fal ex of, a high watch-house. 

Biya, s. Bras eter qtqe, one who occupies a tongi or watch- 
house, a watchman. 

Bye, a wearfam, FM, frsrata, solitary, stripped of everything. 

Biwi, a. ta Tafa Gi Zork carer, dried up; applied tostreams; We. 
Dofam, a. aH Zi CHA ALS, YSIE cars, dried up, a8 food in’ cooking. 
Bou, a. fasts, SF corsa, disconcerted, abashed. 

Borba, a. FS, 8, depraved, wicked, annoying, cunning, crafty. 

Biifa, a. woefsa, oatfe, aitfem, penurious, tight-fisted, scarce. 
$f, s. facatv, ufza, contention, hostility, discordance. 
patente, a. yt afea HI, Bra, able to bear suffer or endure. 

‘Papal’, v. cate fart, foawhe onifz, to throb with pain, to pulsate, 

Baviam, a.” fort carers, <a flare Bra cxten, drawn tight, 
stretched, strained, tense. 

Par, s. cota Atha for a we aretfa wee A¥, a sound of 
| sudden snapping or cracking asof a cord or heated bamboo. 

Pant, ss Seta Aria catars Fer’ cores, a strain or sprain of 

the joints of the body. 

Ba, s. Za fem, Wea Sal, Sfery, pulling, drawing or attracting, 
a narrow waistcloth; a. drawn, attracted. 

Pave, s. Bcd fac Bay, pulling back and forth. 
PR, s. wa “<i zi cate utfe, the bamboo frame to which a 

scoop net is attached. 

Beare, s. za fRBaI, the causing to draw. 4 
poveifa, s. aaafa, te de Sel, talkativeness, loquacity. od 
PAPE, v. CATS, AAS Sei WS, tobe loquacious, to talk incoherently. 

Bobcat, a. Tat wa, Se aatS Afeas, fluent in speech, flippant, glib. 
Boraiz, ad. ” fey, BORIC, CHAT, qekty, suddenly, rapidly- 
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oy, s. Mifas Fe Tai AH, a plunging sound. © 2% 

Baal vais. fase “frat Wea Wat eel, the hearing or seeing in silence, 

papa aca, ad. ae aie a aga THR cond cad TeAAl <a “ial, 
in a scattered manmer, sparsely. | 

PAPAS, wv. Pa vate, cotortcpicet of, to fal sparselyx . 

PARCATa, s. GH Avi2e. Bal ai ei, falling in scattering drops. 

pada, s. BATA, <q fanaa, sfata. cere, glitter, plantar 
tremulousness, unsteadiness. 

PHaaTS, v. HAINES, BATITS,; Wie Vz, to: hitters to quiver. 

Gia, v. caf, otis, facasal SS, to see, to search, to thoroughly: 

investigate or understand a matter. 

Boaveal, Yad. WRITS Bat, going needlessly-or to no parpase- 

BCAISCAl, ; 

Dapals, v v. | eale wea dq Be, WATS cea ref to be stiff from 

remaining long in one ogee 3 to be offended *y the 

hearing of a thing. 

PRCA, so) SR ABS Vea Spgum, AUS Cee Asti, stiffness: 

from long sitting Sc. anything offensive to the hearing. 

Dissz, cs. Bowes Didia Sal, BIH SiR Fei. motioning, pointing, 
: speaking by signs. > « inant 

bia, s) wife caren wid ahem sifaga 12 foot aA a-- 

Difz, s. Biz Ticats, one who measures with the above. - 

Bieta, s.. alza-ts Sei-cela, Ste <i ate fra, the binding, of a 
‘boat cover,.an interdiction, a refusal, ... ... 

DiS, v. rite ATA % Ra APS, Ale fw, to fill to the brim, to be 
bold or regardless of danger. 

brefa, So) HSI Bp) <j ACSiS By, a hand spill 2 

Piaaia, a. dats A, cheating, swindling, crafty. 

brea, s. ae cena wu Pica gb, Sdiqls, a small, wooden: 
ball used in children’s’ play. 

biabifa, a. Daa, faofan, crafty, cunning; -s. aiiocwdol’ 

Distbaifa, j strategy, craftiness; with @f¢, to scheme &e.n >” 

vise, s. fartfas cn foisa aiie “imi 4%, the ring of an anvil. 

Dina, s.. COI@A, ATB,..a club,-a pisdgeos 39728 

raft, s.. 
fit 

bas sau Safa: cei a section of county ¢ a. eae 
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Drwia ga, safe TiS Xai SIR, .a kind of fishing net, — 
Dinas, «., Bixbifa, Fao) Sat 2s, SAL, intriguing, epifiay? 

Difw, s. fa .wo) zbITH, a stone, cutter’s chisel... 

Bibs, Seyi 4 fai, ATH SAl, Clsa aI, jugglery,. legerdemain. , sit 

Ppa ads, s.- atfaa Sat, (MBS BU US taille intrigues 

aiid 6 backbiting gy-talebearing. Te # ry TES 

Bibfen, s. Bite sa, Itz BUI aly, pol a mana one 
6) bolle avhe, practices slight of hand, an intriguer. ts@ 

Bbfz, s. steafea ze caren, sfaca pual, aa, squalor, filthiness, 
BiB, s.., vist sifeca TALS CATS GHST!, a fence of braided reeds; 
BA, @ Bsa, Biba, S54, feria, Fe, PARfam', hard, difficals, 
-sebe|o Sewerey cruel, inflexible, stingy, dear, tense, rigid. 

BA Ta, s. Hid TA, CTA Tal, a hardening: or, drying up. 

Bifa,. Uy GA sf Fy, SUB, afa, to pull, to draw, to attract, 

bits Bim, Ly ad. COMCTAS, BA Fea, Bay Saafr,. somehow, 

a fa Ta, } with difficulty, hardly. 

Vibes. fem Tee. wes fale, wa, Saw, the making 
noilaingo% Tine suflice,, pretence. 9, 
Biz, s. ABP ayia Sata for zi im, the Shilicred hoof of 

horses dec. a post as a sign of interdiction or,.boundary, 

Sataerats, « s. fasifufste @qi, pretending to do};, pretence. 

BiafaBaia,, a. aoe, wifeca caaMtata sia, of medium size and 
>) .-)),( Well proportioned. tt 

Bifs, s. cours tenet kak omer weal oil tihealel — 
Bidz, 5. , ACA. GTA Z1 ZAM, motioning with the hand, bee 

oning, gesticulating. , 

BifacPiceiey, CBr, Bote, - meas. ane a ellie 
+| »»fumber of bundles bound up in one eloth. bh Let 

Bifaaics,. So 05% SI BUC, SAM, the. taking by ‘stealth. &e.: 
Bifasia, s: Binion Fai, <%,, childish frolie, prattle. or glee. 

— s. Fa HBP CIB, a significant, nod of the head &e. 
piss, FT SL¢ a_sha tting pain 

vt back or FL IR, Alas Jet Hina yt 

“bie, La TEs im «fa, is aia Sut, sift, a, 
- to feel a nue te sal ae to press, Nogethiers to_ram 

pws oe SONG qb im doggie x9 mA eT et BEIK 2 ita 
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, ofiz. aay ax, we Tafaaia zeq ae zee Caca aaite, zat, 
affixed to nouns, and denoting diminutiveness or affection. 

{6 ai, s. HG, afed SIch pate, smalt, a species of parrot. 

a, s. Taqq TS, TS Biha Biss, Pal, the crown, the tip. 

fPapifa, a. Dota, aD, mischievous. 

Pavers, v casa ai ae atfe wifece Sal Hw, to make a ticking 

| sound as a lizzard. : . 

pati fen, ad. @fS wate a1 zw, very, exceeditialy; spled to 
anger or redness. 

Bunt be we Fas ofa, a tuft of hair left on the shaven crown. © 

fois) Higa Beitr, fAEBtS Stfe ae ae Crier eet Sif, 
Calad oa Stet, a commentary; certainty; defmite Knowledge; 

elevated land; the hip. 

PSRSe, ad. 2fa ate, BS Ser, FiawataCidlng intelligently. 

fofa, v. Wace ate, oo! ofa, Ufa, to investigate, to ascertain; 

s. a call, a scream; with Ifa, to -call. 

fefeal, a. Sia, o, fats cai agtag fuel, sifa ritag nS 
wig, short; s. a ball of powdered charcoal or a preparation 

of opium and the pan leaf, used in smoking. 

PH, s. ate wir sifa, Aeoq aie Gist a THR, the ends of a 
boat; the peak or summit of a mountain. 

PafeR, s. STS ST wifia fiw ite aw, a tinkling soun a 

faites, , v. foaitey ax ofa, qa Tye ai Far, to tinkle; 
Pal pare, ty feel a throbbing pain. 

Peo, a. cates wR Vo, of a quick os spirited.’ 

Baral, s. Sex 21 iB, elevated land. 

prainifa, s. cite sta, BATS Siz, a privy or ‘other unclean place. 

fiaifa, a. griaiertfate uti cattst, et, piled} heaped! up, high. 
fafa; 's aif Sift oieem, cise ‘fafem, Fz cota Feet, Ma 

“instrument for ™ carrying © water jars suspended from the 

“shoulder, ‘a@''steel for striking | fren Pe? | 

BReft gal] O° GP ete aa" ywia =, CTT 15a Jere ¥ (fg) 
a passionate person. 

Bor, s. . bed Abie, vga ‘Sfycsta caret, 2 hint, a wink.” 

fats, s. fae ay ‘pale, a species of small bird. = 

Pata, s. Aza ‘Sal, F571, a note of explanation; a pinch, a squeeze. 
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So way, s. fay caren, Saat cBretfa wei, 5g Scere, the act of 

_ closing the eyes as in sleep or of winking significantly, ) 

Hon, | s. AS ‘aps RISE CoM, a small earthern vessel, a squeeze &c, 

Pett ae, s. fx Zz afaq. aia HATS aa, TT zi, the 
patting off with, mere, “promises. . 

fofer, v v. arg Afe, tion ata, to press with the toes or fingers 

to squeeze, to pinch. | “ 

{fore CBT, ad. wat BSz7, ‘at amaatl cost, lightly. 

Gfavifer, v. xicsca cafs bfe, to press or squeeze together. 
foqz, a. zfene, rz, Sq] Gal, quick of understanding, intelligent. 

fPaftata, s. zawta arbor ABTA #1, falling in scattering drops. 

afsarz, v. Brendes Aqua *ifa, to fall in scattering drops. 

fox, s s. We Corea Tel a8, as, fbfaei, a post to which buffalo 

calves are bound; a. very small, dwarfed. 

Pearfteon, a. Ae ya, ‘Beat Bev}, small, ( used collectively.) 

fo faa, a. Bh BD bina, aifez CATS, AS, short, small, dwarfed. 

fafa, s. wuiyfea avs, the snapping of the fingers; with atfa, 
to snep the fingers. — K 

fay, s. ae va zi faeta aH, a tinkling sound. 

ftfawi, s. AS Wi, a small bell. 

fefafser, a. face? AG, very small. 
Poafecet, , 
EBT, s. cetcsiata Sa sist, co icon, the pendant skin of the neck. 

Bafani, s. ae afex, cBretfe carer TTRt, a species of vine; a 

performer on the native guitar. 

bi, v. wife adaita ais, arity arate fofy, to wipe tg 
pick off leaf by leaf. 

beaB , ad. Ace AT CHM A SP, slowly, gently ; (applied 
to going or cutting. ) 

Beal, s. FEal, cuteta, a piece. 

Beatdaa, ad. dzatdga, Corea cyteta, in ‘Dare small Pieces. 

BB, 5. : Si, SiSz, cuah deficiency. 
Bf, 

|‘ Bfen, s s. astfrata, eeifom, Bel Aste qi, a whisperer, a a back. 

biter, a slanderer, a mischief maker. 

Baa, @ - Fx Rr oat re, full, puffed out, applied to the belly. 

a 
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3 fa, s. afee AS ‘pitt, a species of small. bird. 

BA, s. wit UZ, Bie sits az, tad fen aea, a high Seine 

> ree a high sand bank int the’ bend of rivers. 

Baipfaa, a a. Qria Ft, ‘aH atari, moist ; “applied to the’ south. 

Boies. As coICoTal, a very small ‘bundle. eee 

Dette, v v. Ber AUS, rei marie, to tip, to sharpen to a point. 

Bate aq Wi, s. aaa fa qvi, the utterance of downright falsehood. 

Bie, s Z- ee, fore 3, ACoA, a cap, a hat; a drop of liquid. 

Bfriewt, +. Broncbicr adi, TICs Zafay carpi, the falling 1 in n drops; 

| dripping ; the nibbling of fish at bait. | 

Srorsiat, ad, 2 fa acbton, in drops. 

Breas, v. CBIsicBIct sha, aco azfAts ae, to drip, to nibble &c. 
Barat s. Aiwa cACaTS Bethe, a high ehhd ‘hank. 

pafabrats, a. Beste, Aetata Stra, But bal, well proportioned, 

BABiaa, c. cab ag cetat, fe, cata viz, full, fully ripe. 
DaRSAy, a. Alla Saisie ceien, DAY GA, ‘swaying to and 

fro ; rocking, (as a boat.) fa ne 

CbaB ie, ad. sqafat, qe UCa, barely, just sufficient. 

Cb ofa, s. TaE TW, ar ten: the bellowing of buffaloes. 

8, s. TUfs%, CAH, the throat. | ae 

SPI, s. retgacbarels “ai, tight about thie neck, choking strangling, 

cocbre, s. URN ya, fata a oferta Ba ct ris, the 
; “bellowing of buffaloes ; reluctance in doing or giving. 

CSal, s. fats capaie ul F¥, the ery of a new born child, 

Coe, s. tad caipag Ta, the middle of a bend in a river. ‘ 

CASH, s. TES Ret Ais, wace aa te ate] Se, the cane 
ing of ducks; Solita angry disputation. Sale 

Scent, s “aS, a messenger. 

te ee . cocenta fanz, an Seect over r ‘twenty tekelas. ee 

cocaia, s Ss. wiv fore te] AS Atz, a ‘small earthern water Jats 

Chacbaiz, 2 v. ‘CHRCHS TE atife, to scold, to speak crossly. es 

Cora, a. areas, bea, hans, wild, shy, cunning. fe bs 7 

deaaite. 3 eee ‘ Dinas rete 
CBr, a. Tz aa ‘Faca, sour, acid, cuttings s. acid fruit. 

Coates, s.. fers ait, ofeata siti @iz_ Fa) afc orate 
‘te, acidity of ‘the stomach; vinegar. 

Bi 
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Coalafaat al ‘atatas Fat corre, Feotafam) Tamished;” disgusted. 
Bar atl = oe eri, ‘State amt soured, “displeased, disgusted. 

COCHTB, 5. seafe mn emi ar “afte, a kind’ ‘of acid vine. 

tered, s. Cea caren, feafer aon; cam cofren, the? aét of sour. 
. ing, offending or displeasing’; ; setting the teeth on edge. 

Cate, ree watt, cath wat, “Sry Sai; fun, wit, ~ humor. 

chbafon, a. afe Bal Z] BLA Sat Bez, exciting mirth, sia humorist. 

cocBal, Kd caret, Rect dried tp, en, end 

aera Y 
CBCBIAD IA, a. GA BATS, CORSA, hein: 16.0, kiatish, ase, 

» unfaithfal, untrustworthy,” deceitful. - a 

CUBA, v. COmLTATE, SH SS Awa AH BI, to éotind ‘inhar- 
 monidisly ‘or as a-cracked instrument. NES 

coACBiaaI, @. cyaceferat, having the above sound. > he IG 
CBorcBoi®, v. “ests Wet} Te, 10 talk mach and incoherently. 

Cored Form, | a. *Mtfaca zate fest, filled to overflowing, saturated. 

cba, s. fae CBR Zz sts, a species ‘of acid fruit aud the tree. 

CBor, a.) ConA Seca AM Sel, coCvIal Ha, coer, yets fim sare, 
indented, hollowing, squeezed, pressed; s. a mouthful. 

COCA Ys.” See Sal, Fea, va wai, the “doing 
cBorre W241, { anything imperfectly; a. counterfeit, imperfect. 

oop saya Lh meee, Se Cats Sat, pawhardl; pulverized, 

beaten to a soft consistency. rn 

iain v. SIS CStp ATE) coh WF, ‘to Sri or sitink: with 

‘ fetr, to recoil in terror. 

CBO CATS, s. CM caren, SHB chips catter, “a siding &c, 
CBee, a. cetera false We cater, moist, of soft conisistency. 

ona ad. “stetee staice, cate caitet, mouthful by mouthful. 
COA tit; wl Co Fa, coat @fZ, to size, to grasp, to pinch. — 
oy, s - SOT AG Is, “apart, wafee, the ‘small ‘sprouts that grow 

Ae borg gém the" parent” "Rosie plant; ‘a. “small, diminutive. ~~ 

cB, s. Hea eal AS ety, a small’ ronrid box. i 

coia, s. BA cate Heda," a “beta box for holding linie. eaten 
Pe Ove \ehe pan leaf." PET Se hs apie he 

com, s. pag Bat: fie, Bate, ae a, the ae a swelling. 
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yaiceye, ad. Ticx ics TrEl, CUB Ata, covered with swellings. 

Ba, a. CAs, Shea, StH cats, askew, slanting, oblique. 
Cates, a. Bisalafs, CROPACRCS A, cogfan, circuitous, wind- 

ing, crooked, distorted. 

cRarba aca, ad. aca ata, cafag cafaa, cttB. cotidtes, often, 
frequently, in rapid succession. 

Sacbfam,«. cada se eATs IS, S571, puffed or bulged out, 
‘applied to.the belly or eyes. 

cocaal, a SA FES, having prominent eyes. 

cboamfa cara, s. Gefa asta cote, cpatara cats, falling 

_..,and rolling over and. over. 

Boral, a. CHS CHS Bifwa Ale ABS. cats, swelled, out, dis- 
tended, full, (applied to leeches &c. ) 

Capa, ad. Wor Aor, Saal, CHAGAS, somehow, scarcely. 
CB, afiz. traf an, Sta Has, aifacs feats Gis HIF, Ge 

WRC’, ZCbi,. nearly.,equivalent.to the article the in 

English 3 it, is also, placed, afier the genative to distinguish 

one individual. from anotber, as Zacbi, the largest. 

crate, v. Sifaata wife.ai coftare, to take aim,to raise the hand 

or a weapon in a.threatening manner, 

Chieu, s. stfaata wai Al coicais, the act of pointing .or raising 

the hand as in shooting. or striking. 

chica, s. Bal? Tid Biffe Mata catai, the crop or first stomach 

* of birds or fish. 

COIECRISIZ, vp. AH Ola afaarz, to. rap, to knock. : 

Cisfa, s. AS sata, afad GS, wat fat fefa, asmall tank; a-small 

animal resembling the ground rat. 

colea, Ss. CSR Gfasat WS, .G& wigiacg wai, an. instrument. for 

blood-letting; a snap or tap with the finger. 

coIel, s. otf ofa bie cstcaTel, the act. of wiping dry. or en- 

tirely removing a blot or any liquid. ae 

coIsifa, s. afae aiGal, a native instrument of music. played with 

the fingers like.a guitar. 

CBIcaia, s. auf, Bicsta, a club,.a cudgel. 
CBICSin, a. ace! ALB, Aaa, fA uiz 5a, poverty- stricken, worthless. 
CORBI, Ss. aft as pais, -@ species of small bird. 
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BiCwIay Ae NS Ue, HHT UE, a Small native hut. 

BID, s » Batoricsce ZH] ASE ~ATT Sef, cota, a cartridge. 

cBrcBiat a, HOte Cviesiei al, : anna sia, shriv- 
eled up; wilted. 

, 8. Bre CUTS FHI, a quiver or) sheath for arrows. | 

, 8. MS Sate CATS TZ, a small long »necked fish) basket. 

ots. zafery fas a, paice aSM Braz, a bait for catching 

fish, the food of an unfledged bird. 

cotefa, 5. fay, uu, sleep, drowsiness. 

coreifa Wal, a aes wife (ate, suspended, hung up; s. suspension. 

Color zat, s. mice ee, wtfer wel, sleeplessness, wakefulness. 

Corrifa CATS, s. OFIN OTT aha sat wai, the waiting in hope. 

iofar?, ve senftat?, chterfrq «=<, to sleep, to nod, to drowse. 

core CATS, s SMsia sal, Br orifar qs}, taken, as a fish seizes 

' © a hook and bait; s. a confident expectation. 

coien, s. wife m1 caraa ais peru sey ps esl jt 
> small quantity. | 

CBiene, v. calor corre, ota efts zfs mainice etfs, to let down 

a baited ‘houk; to wait in’ confident expectation. . | 

CBrety stiB, 8. ab) apite fam wif, a particular method. of knot- 

ting or tying at long intervals.” 

cotertce Tce, ad. Qcdien) acres, in drops or continudus drops. 

Bieta ss pap eatay tee tsa’ CHrericvicsy Aa ofa, the 
droppings of rain or dew from. trees. 

cBicorten, s. zafer Bryden, oy zh wa SM, baiting; wid &c. 

Bieta, s. wae wor tafe, cicziay yYsta tif, a blotch, 
) va.swelling, a protaberance, a knot’ &c. in a thread. 

yitirier, s. ATS A BICACA HHL THI, a bundle, package, parcel. 

BICHIAMe Sy Ss COMBI WE SH, Bip wal, the act of binding 
in bundles, also of setting apart for a religious offering, | 

cBracbiz, s. Cam, 2 € Ol curate A¥;a croaking or rumbling sound, 

cBiacbial’, v caw A Celencarata Ax BH, to croak, to rumble. 
cbim, s. aifea coh fam, aife wz, Aza, a homestead, a house with 

\. the grounds attacheds:) oo)! 

CBiCMNd, s.. Uisatae FA wtve cuca aly, she ts two pede 
a native loom on which the warp and woven cloth are wound, 
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CBIRUBIRIZ, v. COALSIAIB, WA AoA UH Sia, to mutter, to grumble, 

CB, s.. wa sifw Tacsis foisae eitg,-a-brass- cooking dish. .<.. 

CBiGblata,. ads <q ACU) PACS, loudly, vociferously.. 

3 iihials 
%, detz, the aspirate! of the» preceding letter, and is sounded like 

th in. hot-heuses | gece : | 

SEHS BA, ad.) AALS, WSS eon, very; temblingys vnsteadily 

in an agitated manner. 

yayate, v. aate te a wiry tonflow POG to quiver, to shake. 

SATS; wi’ VER BCP AM, to strike: against. 

SSahy sui AIAN TB aire dai Sida ole, a wooden block: ‘used. in, 

| shaping the pagur? or native» turban, 

Sat, so1) Sf BFS, BA, shape, pform, cheating, swindling, « 

Sati, -s. | -Pifel cli VIF zits, a-small) wooden stand. 

Sfat, v. BLA, DA SIA BISAAATs oto cheat, to mens s. a round 

wooden vessel or strays Seiad (Ss » (Hate 

ales a. $35, quia, cafaretat Sia, eae beauty wel pro- 

' portioned. xt = 1 Seoas 4 

a a. Cea Wl, MSI sasha; empty,’ deli vbidi 

VAIASA, (ad. DAB SE SIA Hee wekaew wrist fi caTett, 

suddenly snapped or broken asunder..s.)) 4 9 

TAD AT, a FAS, CATCH Bl, easily broken, frail, ‘brittle: 

Sa, ME a. CATER 6.51, {E° <a, revived to freshness, as a-plant. 

Sa, a. AAbA ASA, CHA 7S, motionless, rigid, er Maat st 

gidity, stiffaess, 

v491, a. DT Ris feaie tsa, aA carcass stiff bahies é) 
ice a RMeta, fasiria, fexfsw; insensible, »stunned, » writhing, 

distorted; s.:distortion*of the body from pain. | 

San, a Difa vei, afFaijohaving a stem; one,single. 

JST s GATS Give wea sife; the middle rib of a leaf. 

SAVATey vw. DADA ACHCa PAA’ eeu Sie igs! to fall thigh fag with 

‘a rattling’sound as of rain-orchail. » fe) « 

Jaq, ss TT ite MEATS Aaa HH, the nam of satin ‘race 

yaa, a. 2H eq VIR, large, grown; applied toomaggots &c. 

satafe, s/ “ads RCT Bima SATA SAA Sita CHITA), a 
oo0o« oslapoon thechead; thevbreaking of clods or lumps of sae 
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yay!) pos feel wifes aakSzta Bia cal, ofifben Bis caicartet 
yo dai, § 2 TA Mal, tightness, narrowness, reluctance, obstinacy. 

ya, s. Deals Bl a Sis wifes HH a sound of sudden explosion. 

SLAB, ad. xfs iioin am, cuore; WAC, iat atonce: 

yiz, s. = Bi, Ba, a pea a situation, means or Wh diioe aa 

SBF, ad. ACH CACHAN, CHIP cst, scattered, dispersed. 

SiBcs, ad. bats, BICS, near, close at hand, proximate., 

Sipaca, ad. waeaicz, cases, fifa, suddenly, instantly, gener-) 

ally: applied to breaking, falling or striking: 

Saha, a. faxqs, AAA ACAI, STA Viq AeSi, exact, prompt, 
nice, accurate, conformed to rule, methodical. 

Bi2a, 8. waa ARifa, HIT AHAB Wats Ti, the officiating priest 
of a temple ;\a term of respectful address, like sir. 

sieaiia, s. caitatfa, a goddess. 

sistent, s. catia een wile ama eittptfa, a sect of hindoos 
who, rejecting idols, worship the one God. 

S15, s.. TX Bt, shape, form. 
sib, s. Wivya, Las, Aste, pomp, show, parade. 
SIPSIS, 8. CZ sag Arafat Sif, the paraphernalia of war &e, 
sibaal, a. ta Tal, fake caren, compacted, pressed closely together. 

sia, s. foutd, ties, Wenafaai, a sign, a signal, a nod, a wink. 

ifs, s. 1S TP Aw xia toi Sist, fas, cow, a stalk or stems 
the petiole or leaf stem, 

Sta, a. fSae, fast, certain, true, ascertained. 

OUT,» «NOT Ale, Gra, a branch, a twig. 

orfa, | 
diea, a. fast, fed, settled, established, fixed; with @/a, to ascer- 

tain, to determine, to resolve upon. 

siafa, v. faa 22, fas® wfa, to settle upon, to ascertain, to fix. 
Beats, ad. Aerts, fasFte, certainly, in a settled mamuer. 

siade, ad. SiS wer, fasca, settled as true; fully resolved 

sicaie, upon, certainly. 
sre caren, a. Prahse caret, cSsi coor, BP xa, sae closely t to- 
q sia stuffed, pressed down. 

TRA, s. BR AA val, ASS caip aifa «al, shade cutting pain. 
32 
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sife, v. cSfo oof, fatafats, to stuff, to press together, to ram 

down, as a cartridge. 

Sa; a. woo, fart, Taufis, certain, true, exact. 

Ratz, ad. @B*x?%, TaafTsS Sita, certainly, positively, exactly. 

axis, a. BSA, AASA CAICATSI, exact, correct, accurate, im place. 

fSaai, s. fasé Bs, ata CATS, certainty, certitude. 

fal, s.. cas Be ofa c@ict BIN cats, working or | paying at 
a definite rate. 

ffai afa, v. aia a ota casa fast afa, to make a contract. 

Soi Sir, s. coq Bis fara «ay afea wre fade sa oy, 
job work. 

sai, s. feel qa aIm, CATef, a stopple. 

zi, 
Hzsatz, v. CAPS Canal oie, ars fare, to feel a sees cutting 

pain in the bowels. 

fsafa, s. fanfa, S12 caren, TH cathe, the actof crowding, press- 

ing or beating to compactness. 

fatz, v. faa ofa, care CAR si are, to press down; to eat to 

excess, to cram. 

feat, a. faba, <iee, short, dwarfed, ‘stinted. 

¥ i, s. facs?, wife, ait a zz, the end or edge of anything. 

$oarz, v. way sie caf, to sprout, to grown. 

Jaxaaca, ad. Blas ats @7fi, shivering, shaking, as from cold. 

Saul, s. Beaty cette cots, a brief interview, a casual meeting. 

tfarie, ad. AG ASS @vl Ai WA, small, in fine pieces. | 

vai, s. «fe canfar sy, a Nepaulese knife. 

Jz, s. Ti <ai afae GF, CoS, a fish trap; a. narrow, contracted. 

CoB, s. BIS sfaaq cafai a aif, facoe za, the joints of the hands 

or feet, the end. 

const a. Gites catsiz faa, benumbed, stiff from cold. 

SBR, 
CORSA, s. Qty Sfar chelates Set, a dislocation of the joints. 

CoG, a. FPR, OA, AS, SD ZW Bias Si, narrow, contracted, 

difficult; s. a difficulty, a strait, intricacy. 

COS CATH, a. Aut Soe coisa, Bins aq, troubled, involved in 

difficulty, straitened, perplexed. 
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Cal, s. cotei, 23a faba tw Ast, a prop; the striking of two 

things together, a stake, a stanchion. 

Ceaté, v. goa 5718, co @fa, to draw near, to contract, to narrow, 

fe, v. ce ofa, cafs, cofH, to contract, to press together. 

com, s. Bia, om, baa, Ba ie Aa, the leg; a support. 

Com ANA, 8. CATSTS CoM CAA Bie, Gla viata, the foot of a bed, 
CUM, s. CoMS fois =a, *18cHT, pantaloons, drawers. 

coil Ss. @& BS osifa, a class of Cacharis. 

Bini Sifea CeAl, AS AS GIS, asmall sprout or shoot. 

pe as 

COACHED, &. acta CIBcea, afasi Sts, coal, indifference, careless- 

ness, sluggishness, unconcernedness, indecision, irresolution. 

csacacyate, ad. ceaite, carelessly, unconcernedly, sluggishly. 

CoB, s. Kata Borie, oa, Difa, BWiyz, a chance, a way, a means 

or opportunity; a stem, a refuge, an abode. 

CUCAF1, a. FAR) CAIBl, HRA CATCATSY, stiff, rigid, numb, not pliable. 

coachnaca, ad. xaxifeai tf Face, abounding in seeds, seedy. 

CoA, s- sf fam, casi, a push, a sheve; a setting aside; a. 

Cpataai, shoved, pushed, set aside. 

cyatcsfa, a. casicefs, feats, mutually pushing, swaying back and 
forth, as of a crowd of people. 

cofa, v. casfe, céfs fa, to push, to shove, to thrust aside. 

chferatctfa wal, s. Ba fag wi? cocaraicefe, af afst, a 
mutual recrimination, competition, emulation. 

CBE, 8. Cate, cris, sifeata, sullenness, moroseness, the sullen 

resentment of an affront, pouting. 

COREA, y 5. CHIR HB, Cold, ZI sey Sal, sulkiness, stubbornness, 

cyuejzi, § sullenness, thrusting out the dips sullenly. 
CORI, a. COR MAI, GCHIA 1 CATR FTI, seeTA, sullen, morose, sulky. 
CORTE, ad. RSRS castes HH Bia, suddenly, abruptly. 
COCRAI Nal, &. ap WIS, HCH] VAl, sharp, cutting, incisive language, 
CUB, s. saltz TA Bist celexa, 5%, the bill or beak of a bird. 

COP SSA, a. chicbce Sista aa, Vlas HAS, TE VAT 
Sai, ungrateful, unthankful. 

: cst, a. cyibs fim, tae feate fiz sti, having a Pe in the 

: speech; s. a projecting point in the bank ofa river. 
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CSIbicuTE, s. at Parret fF a wat we, contention, disputation, 

CoH, s. Ricwa Mats rai, TFca tas Tal, the giving a blow 
on the cheek with the fist. - 

Cota, s. C&ib wie atte ofa, a hollow, an indentation. 

cola “ai, a. atta ai, hollow, shrunk or shrivelleds 

COTACHTRTS, v. CaBITACA WA Ta TS VW, to mutter, to grumble. 

carcaten, a. SIS wife Bra caren, wastes, detached, separate; 

(applied to dryly cooked rice. ) 
3 7 

Uw, Bera, this letter corresponds with the English d in day; pro- 

nounced by bringing the tip ef the tongue for back against 

the palate. 

Ua, s. 4%, athe, a fine, a punishment: 

CAS CATS, ss. Gta Boe TID Viffa Ta tai, the rising and remain- 

ing stationary as fish on the surface of water. 

UIAGia, a. CHA, CoS CAITRISM, straight, direct, undeviating. 

tfas, s. aafam baz afed, a species of the pheasant. 

Ufaea, s. AS WS a@fae, a species of small fish. 

Uh, s. as alee ain, Hat AT Gafe wift, a river in upper 

Assam, a species of long gourd and bean. 

Ufaanfa, a a. cata, CéSl catceisn, wfea, without a bend — a 

straight section of a river; ) subject to. 

Uafsr, a. wea, afeata qaa val, Wicafe, beginning to ripen, 

approaching maturity. . 

EAsgal, a. Bafa Aan ves, Vine vgq falotl ve aay, 
having light or grey eyes. 

CSvfeni, a. ceza feal, coua aa, fresh, living, red, as the gills 

of newly caught fish. 

CSG, Ya AH, Bee A Yee, half ripe or half dry, 
wefan, J approaching maturity. 

Sl, s. tar bbs otifa wba, aie cHTS, TS, the noise of a rapid 

current over and uneven surface, robbing, pillaging. 

UF, vw. HBAs oats, cai =a, athe, to drive or collect to- 

gether in a drove. 

Uses, s: Wal fre a, a robber, a highwayman. 

UAT Tate, ad. cores Corwa’s, in several pieces or parts. 
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Gafan, a. ‘eatin, cstid ai, lumpy, hard. | 

wren, 8. GH ote alee, cath, a kind of drinking vessel. 

“Uae, so Sa, tz wifes, a glow or sparkle as of liquor. 

waustiz, v. BRI, aq Sifs VB, to sparkle as liquor poured out 

waz, a. aifawes, sparkling. | 

Ud, s. Zin “fax, Fas,. she wis, asort of drum; a. firm, strong. 

CFs, s. Bea afan, at afer, a bachelor; a. single, alone. 
vs, s. cata SiecBca Ela, a goad, a prick, a spur. 

wort, v. fy ecm fasz?a@ a, to caution. 

waa, s. defen stfe stqe «fee, Duffola, a mountain tribe in 

. the north of Assam. 

U2SIAl, a. HCG BiCIca Al, remaining stationary or silent. 

Viasa, s. vier ifea cate cam, afedan, vtfe frm, the put- 
ting forth of new leaves, applied especially to palms; rebuking, 

reproving, 

USS, a GF AcATS, having a handle that serves also for case; 

as a pocket knife &c. 

Cys, s. way afex, fase ziws, a small drum, shaped like an hour- 

glass; Hoda Hiwo’s insignia. 

Ua, s. BF, Wei, OH, fear, alarm, panic, terror, fright. 

VAARA; a. SAYA, ATS caicarsn, fearful, timid; s. a coward. 

Gil, s. wife fa sist Stor Sai ati, land with a well defined boundary. 
Griz, v. SF wz, to fear, to be alarmed. 

UMVAST, a. WAS YA VA, cones cHatcaa fw ad Za, 
ridged, as from flogging or as a rice field divided by ridges. 

VET, s. SF xm, the causing of fear or alarin. 

UAER BA, ad. fray fe masz ATUTAS cosa? aswite vifa 
2a, quietly, without crying, applied to an infant. 

UFurani, s. ae gai sista otfa, the glow of burning coals. 

UA, s. Ser Tem As, We Gti ufe wa, Tit SHI, a bamboo 
tray or fruit-basket, the act of grinding in a hand mill, 

the lopping off branches. 

Ufa, v. we wit ufe eifH; tia SIP, to rub or pind lop 

off branches. 

Uae, a. Gl eel, crib, having branches, not split, round. 

GAS, a. WAT, VIA YH, of or relating to a branch, 
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U2vfem, a. Adse ClicaimHi, Aga, stable, firm, decided. 

wisa, a. @iteia, the right hand, applied to musical instruments. 

wlefa, s. Buia, fortis, carraya, a female imp or evil spirit, 
vifafa, a witch, 

vita, a. fe fata, coTsi, venomous, virulent, poisonous, pungent, 

as applied to medicine. 

wise, s. eatfasi bare afae, a species of bird. 

Uia, s. ae feu ce, 4,213 WA, ATA ASS Zd!, a pole or small 

straight bamboo, the sixtieth part of a day or 24 minutes, 

an oar with a spliced handle. 

ifs, s. ie aicdte, cafe core fiewa wife, cadtcetata fe, 
Saxe ofa, an oarsman, a fisherman, the beard; v. to fine, 

to lay damages. 

Giz, s. afae com cate aq qtfet, a gad fly. | 
Cigafaw, \ a. fee cetisl, Tafsai, begianing to, ripen. 

CicafeRi, 
vifs, s. faata ae afex, a species.of poisonous serpeut. 

VIS, Ss. Biles Satin S21, TH SHalq WS, a letter carrier, a 

part, the crowing of a cock. 

wis fem, s. Seaie vaca vita Ai, cock crowing. 

Vife, v. Aly Bikes fF, orate ga ain «fa, Tax NITE, to sting 
or bite as a serpent, to corrode, to call. 

Bis, a. AlAAS, coISI, DSSS, overreaching, active, sharp; s. a 

person who steals or overreaches. 

wigd, « cinta Sifes fens fm vietifa aif,a poke for beasts. 
Wiehe, s. cyicattal ate, aa] caiczisn fviai, a short thick piece 

of wood, a chunk or piece of wood used as a seat. 

wy, s. FSA aa Sal aif, a bur used in fastening a door &c. 

Vit, a. ABS, Ditd, C4, Alaa, great, large, stout, chief, noble. 

winaiada, a. eet AGS, full grown. 

tigta, s. <taa 113 caib ie aml oI, a sheaf, several small Liinashed 

bound in one. 

wixfaat, s. HBT, SY cATSa Tae NTT, a term of respect; a. 

great, honorable, noble. 

Ut, a AeA caicarm, wa, faAvn¥, thick, dense, inspinenas 
close, crowded, stable, bold. 
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TEs, a. ts «fa tai, ataxia, ae Bids fearless, daunt- 

Virsa, ‘ less, courageous. 

wie, a. ASS A HATH, (fem. ) fat, fleshy, stout. 

gufam atfaon, SHifeq aE DG! BIS, cAAMa carga 
. féa, an-unripe cocoanut, a handle that serves also as a 

case of an instrument, the impression of a horse’s hoof. 

Giada, s. wa al oof, seat abdifa, a knife with the 

above handle. 

Ulaa, ya C4TSl #712, a brass vessel, a wash-hand bason. 

wlafa, s. @feataa em ATS fa, the refuse of pressed sugar cane. 

Uifa, s. wzeeca SE HABE, Qaafa, Bicws Giles Giz, threaten- 

ing, chiding, scolding, reproof; with f, to rebuke, to re- 

prove, to threaten, to remonstrate. 

Ui, s. FM, 5a Are, oaaPS ae, a bough, a branch; a generic 

affix, applied to things long and slender, as wgifa ofa, 

ater bite, one hair, one staff or a staff. 

wiacsia, s. canal soa fafoal qieu ysfe st5a BTA, cinnamon. 
WAsya, a. wan afenl aa, af Sai, destivute of friends, lonely. 

Cifa, s. Sa He BA, a small branch or wig, 
uifaaaife, s. fri Asti tatfe, a bamboo tray with feet. 
Cifas, s. caren, aft afer, the pomegranate tree and fruit. 

Uifam, s. afae aw ater, ofe za, a precious stone, amber. 

Ulead, s. cre, a cloud, floating vapors. 

Wiatan, a. Cra caren, zara wie cra ete, cloudy, dark, 
lowering, overcast with clouds. 

Fee, s. Se Far wy, aw instrument for drawing straight lines 

foal, s. Ure fim, ea wx, drawing lines with do. do. 
fora, s. Bsa, TS Yat Wea, a bamboo fish trap. 
foxia, s. stafas caren tafs, the coarse past of anything sifted. 
fexfem, a. zate Brut, swollen, puffed out. 

fore, s. st, cob, we, the neck, the throat. 

fofau, s. ofa aati, fofetace corer, up to the neck, neck deep» 
% OB Sits, HATS, visible appearance, bodily pres- 

fete, ence. EY “a sll 
{yyers, ad. HATS, Wistcy, in sight, present bodily. 

fedecz, | 
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fous, s. afee 15 Mi Dia waz, a fig, a figtree. 

{ot, ) s Sia, Ge, an egg, spawn. 

oy, 
fers, a @faq fai BAT produced from an egg, oviparous. 

feutsis, a sire aca aainn, Besifefs, egg-shaped, oval. 

fou, a ashy care, sea afan.oefa wai, without off- 
spring, without a mate. 

feat, v. festfa ofa, nace aacdl ofa Galz, to. boast, to ex- 
aggerate, to misrepresent, 

(eA, s.. BAA Sale BA cis, TH KAM Asa satiga, m3, 
the flower of the plantain, the heart, courage. 

for, s. So Whe BS aft eet Bidia,. ayaa, 2a, fae 
Bal TWAT aif, a cob, pin, or spike, around which fruit 

grows, as the jack fruit, maize &c. an axis, the beam of 

a plough. 

wie, v. Al Biieca cateifa, to separate the coarse part of any- 

thing from the fine by shaking. 

Urea, a Cyiats Bits cars, CHId Tal, zafSai, not pulverised, 

coarse, lumpy. 

wavien, a. SADdAM, TAracse cats, ta, suffused, full to over- 

flowing, full to the brim. 

Bais, v. 4aias atias oa faat3, to overflow, to maindite: 

wit, s. Awa H Ure, Sz, “ifas SA Wt, adeep place in a river 

or harbor; v. to submerge, to sink. 

> 

Bifa, s. CoINa fScaisi, a woman of the fisherman caste. 

fa, s. ta Ofer, Siete TIS fea cela, a species of native 

‘ grass, a loop or fastening of a garment. 

faaifa, s. colata warns faAai coe Sieie, a narrow strip of cloth 

i used as a stay in the waist of a native garment. 

Ufa, s. wz nfana Sifw cate fied Za 71a, a sort of large basket 

for storing grain. 

ufanal, ad. Hafeqits, 4Za?G, in great numbers, thickly, plentifully. 

CURIS, a. AS GN car, ord cats, Te a Tiqae erica 
Cats, scorched, stepped over, passed by as a thing of no 

consequence. 

cota, s. paisa atfasfaa otfer, a wing, a pinion. 
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Cua, s. Aiea Sri cUIA, the bridge of the nose. _ 
CSS, s. BI, SIX Tai, a leap, a bound; with fe or atf, to leap 

to jump, to bound. 

CSSA, s. Aiba cee cHISM CRSA, a stile, a yee place in a - fence. 

CUCHA, a. Blas BA, CAC Sal, TE ABSaI, restless, un- 
easy; Ss. uneasiness, restlessness. 

CUS, s Fa, calaa, Tafera, SF CASA ATA acetic, a youth, 

a title of respect; a. young. 

CESISCR CUTS, 2... CSSBIS Ia, Ate few, a term of abuse, impre- 
cating an early death. , 

CUBA, & AHS BSAC AAA ACHR, ZH, a title of respect 

addressed to the children of the mane 

oscafa, a. ere, ise coretfa, young; s, a.young. girl. 

CSSA, a. ATF ces Bae a eaia Lav approaching matu- 

rity, (applied to birds, insects &c.) 

CUM, s WH Tiel Te TEA CRB M14, a large earthern vessel. 

coy, s. fefaa uier, a poke for unruly cattle Gc. 

Costa, s. 2ate fouai, att Wifea ary, a loud scream or growl, 

CUuttfa, § any roaring sound as of a tempest or fire. 
CUS, a. CEG, FAI, young, thrifty, rapidly growing. 

COICe ta, s. faena 5,.a species of plant, a flower. 

CoNcufia, a. %q AA UB, CBI, green, sappy, unripe. 

. {oa HAS Tl AWA GICETSM, not fully grown or ripe, 

cocafant, immature. 

CST, 4&4. AG BS Biel, one and a half. 

CSq4a, s. 15 aa te ze, luxurious vegetation, the full foliage 
of trees and plants; a. covered with leaves and foliage. 

Cofam,) a. ANIA ARE, aCEIea Ait Ae, CGA SIT ASI, of unequal 
cofea, J length or measure, one part and a half. ss 

Cal. s- RIB. Xi Bore, 5 alex, cee crm, a platform across 

a stream for catching fish; a species of tree; a, scorched. 

cerara, s. afea aa ® %% Ua) x, an old channel. of a river 
..., where water stands. 

UIA ,.2. BAL ACH TVA Ta zs, the lengthening “o out 
q of a warp in the loom for weaving. 
| CUIed, s As, azz1, fod, a piece, a bit, a parcel. 

33 

ie 9, 
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Cote cute, | ad. 4&3 24%, agataea, ix pteces, in small 

CUIate cUTetats, j partitions, parcels or bits. 28 

CUTR, s. cata, wztta eal STB, a holléw or Tow place. 

COM, s Blea Hifa CATS BF, aE! cute, a puddle, a place 

of standing water, am extemporized dish of the plantain stalk. 

CUTmitwify, ad. Stee Bee wife B12, places of standing water. 

CUid, s. Ufa, afea wee, aA cate aia, aie wal, a pond,-a 
standing water. 

Cotaicetz, ad. six sist, footfsd, parceled out, divided 

pat MS into sections. 

COIN, s.. Blcats, Td Ulea Sts, a fisherman, a caste of people. 

coratatfa, s. wife ecats ater, a cloth torm or worn to shreds. 

cura, s. af, cg, AA sif#, a string, a rope, a cord. . 

culai®, v. coma atte <atfe, to attach cords for the purpose of 

binding, suspending or carrying. 

Db 

G, BSic, AASals Ges Aes cartati, cHiat, this letter is the aspirate 
of & and is sounded like dh, in good hope; with wife, to 

weigh or measure in the gross, | 

BG, s. WIR, AH, <i, swooning, fainting; rumour. 

BCSUAI, 8. AIA Lal, Ga Git Gifws faxfys caw, the being siezed 

with faintness or swooning. 

papeacd, ad. GAR otfa Zale ate BiB, flowing with a Sa 

or gurgting sound. 

DBI, s. fs Udi, Sai Stats, a rumour, report. 

Bol, s. BIfe cate, Bea Bieiz, the act of covering; a slap or 

. blow with the open palm; a. covered. 

“pareradl, s. Te Bika corp Gael cats, inflamation of the bowels. 

BSW, s. ACV STATA T41, striking with the open hand. 

preuts, v. bel wife, bieta atfa, to strike’ with the open palm. 

BIGAfete, ad. WATS Shi, eainaaits Sieg GiME <a Tal, thickly 
gashed or hacked ; badly worn, as applied to cloth. | 

BSH, s. Terla wie wwe Tifac cétti, a sheath or membrane 

investing the young leaf or branch‘ of of palm. 

vy, a. aay wifea ies aq cate a cAacrfem, lean, thin, 

poor, imperfect, applied to grain and fruits. 
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BESTA, a. Ywi, Wa ae aitiai, wafa, entirely open or unen- 

closed, wide open, wholly destitute. 

BIoy, a. AAR Zoe, com @sifami, wide open, unfortunate. 

Saou, v. aifrace we SA, CeBsi c@iat®, to flap the wings, 

i to make the noise of flapping. — | 

Boe, a ssa HS Sift, AHS TA 5TAz, broad, wide, as a leaf, 

Baad, s. FHS fecatsi® Boas soifada, the slapping the thighs, 

as by Assamese women when quarreling. 

pofaait, v. afta, aa aifa, stetfa cafe, to run, to bound, to canter. 

pa, s. ate wifes 2al Wa, WAI, a sitting mat; a. without season- 

| ing, or seasoned with 2a only. 

BalACMIa, s. ACS. cAicaxraits tsi aAcuta, abstinence from 

eating and drinking. 

Bian, a. cup, wtxfa ye, fare catcetay, coarse, applied. to 

thread, or work of any kind. 

BA, s. 2a olf ze, wie, a freshet, a flood, a multitude. 

praia, s. corcatata, ols athe crcater, the dashing of waves over 

the side of a boat or vessel. 

pais, ad. ibtecata, Hafeaits, in multitudes, abundantly. 

BACUTSM, a. WT CUTS, ZS coetP catrert, heaped together, piled up. 

pamiae, s. faa caicaren, ate wife Barfs fares sai, swaying 
to and fro, rolling, rocking, as a boat. 

bal, s. xs wifes zai, atfe fiw, the act of pouring out or of 

casting melted metals in a mould; a. poured, cast. 

Balt, a. Racatce aetate sista crate, to cast down, to prostrate. 

bit, a. wife te, afe, leaning, prostrated, cast down. 

Bim Hai, s. Ufa ora, BSE te oa, ote mifa ora, wtf, falling 
together promiscuously ; a. aslant, leaning, inclining. 

Bfeai®, v. aatata eatf, to tend to one side, as the channel of 
a river, or a boat. 

DAS, & BA Wyk, SA 1s, a founder, a easter; a. cast, moulded. 
BIS, s SAS Hele Ay, the sound of sudden falling... 
bIdSIS BCA, ad. Wa BA Bafacs ai, in quick repetition, 

bifae fa, v. sigfa fagte, afe arfa, to take by violence. 
BIG, s. 24 CTH, a kind of large drum. 

BISSTA, s. TIfx stax Gr Bim, the cutis or second in: 
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ptafa, $s. Hwee, Bieea, a cover, a lid, a covering, a screen. 

BICSIA, 

pied, s. Hafeaite vife sai, vara ate “ai, the covering of 

a place or field by a flock or crowd of people; a.. covered. 

bife, v. wtafa, ata fa, TTS afx, to cover, to hide, to conceal. 

pibactfan, a. “erty, fsa zwoifaai, unfortunate, unsuccessful. 

pivartta, s. Horas, 3% @>i%, misfortune, ill-fate. 

pict, s. wifeca <ai ota, a mud wall, an embankment. 

Bieta, s. ataa sia ai ts, the covering of a boat. 

bietfa, s. aa, bf, speed, as applied to quadrupeds. 

pinttaai, s. bina aC, Ute fea cata wife aie, a hill, a 
low range of ‘hills, a screen or covering of coarse grass. 

pifa, s. =zwifsta cafe pal, a bamboo mat. 

biter, s. cata Aen, oife Ute atime std, a native bed. 
Bie, s. IS, FxS BE Uli faataq wal Gea, a shield, a buckler. 

piacatia, a. wife cater, efeal cater, leaning, aslant. 

bial ta, ad. «zefeai tz, on one side, towards, in one course. 

bifa, v. aife, Fx, TAXA, to pour out; a. powerful, warlike. 

pifeye, v. BUA ACH Sie fa, to accomplish by strength or stratagem. 

To, a. CGA, cam, AIT, SE, Az, soft, light, Ss a miney 

Tori, } not difficult, thin, loose, iinstable; slack. 

fom caicatal, s. tifa axl, CHICATS coICATS, looseness, slackness. 

Bre, v. wtefa, ca fe ifs, to pull. 

b faye, v- Difa Vighe, Tei Rai fr, to do’ or' take by violence. 

Bae, v.. aye te, arsfedi Tz, athe ta, afe, to consume, to waste 

away, to exhaust, to die. | 

Bie CATS, a. ate cafer cots, aia sy within reach or com- 

prehension. 

bea, s. aye cater, atefeei cate, a consuming, wasting, des- 

truction, extinction, death. 
‘BaP, | ad. SXTSATfH, CHaCSACS, aw by the — 

RSTO STS, effort. 

Efex, a. Bez, Gxt zi, not plump or full, applied’ to grain. 

BAST, a. DST Cal Sats Sats cats, ready to burst into tears. 

Bia, v. tf crina ofa, mal®, to sway to and fro, to oscillate. 

bfam, s. cra <Hie si, a drummer. 
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pate, s. afee cote, a kind of drum struck with the fingers. 

Chea, 8. CHTATA CG] cata Ifa, CASS BHF Sel, the foot of 
a dhooly or litter, the noise of violent laughter. 

cfs, s. “Sfaca eta zal BEA, a pedal for cleaning rice. 

CofeatH, s. etre ato afee, a species of large snake. 
Cofenta, s. cofe ft wz 2 STB, where a rice pedal is placed. 
CoCSa, s. Yottaa HH, ertictation, the noise of belching wind from 

the stomach. 
Cheha, s. SINGH HawRAtA cATw, a class of people in Kamroop. 
cocafant, BP Awl Bytes, imperfect fruit of the jack tree. 
OBSU, ey 
al, s. balt afae, am ofee Atel HES stica AtZe, a pelican, 

flaccidity. 

GSM, s. By aval wal Ate ufex, a species of vegetable. 
Mawaia, s. TL cata wtfea ats, cals Fel, the sound of neigh- 

ing, also of violent laughter. 

GAUSS, v. sz cial wifea oars ay Bie, zatz Efe, to 
neigh, to whinny as a horse, to laugh  boisterously. 

cpafaral, a. Afra water atari, submerged, overflowed. 

cfen, s. za ate wfa¢, a fern of the genus petris, a general 
name for several species of the brake. 

cofentafen, a. cofeut ote mca ea Sis tei, ctx afex, having 
long stripes, striped; s. a species of tiger. 

Cofexta, s. ae cer Tye, an office or class of people in the days 

of the Assam Kings. 

catefen, \ a. nae ofa cz, ofan, Bale, SrA eet cate 
Cowl, watery, without richness or flavor, insipid. 

Crtefen, a. Bate aes, fort, having a dull sound, as of un- 

baked earthen ware, or a loose dramhead when struck. 

GH, a. Aiea catcater, cotxa, facts, not firm, flabby and weak. 

web ihet a. faraete ulya 22m, zen wicca, wide or 

CHCA Cocoa, ‘ broad, applied to leaves, or the hem of a garment, 

ORAS; a. Uiafan, State ae catcaten, cloudy, shady, murky. 

(bq, @. BAS, TQS, HAZ, HA, much, many, abundant. 

Cbal®, v. wat®, Hae Sie, to collect in abundance. 

coaicea, ad. chatacea, walWN, heaps upon heaps, abundantly. 
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ccaefa, s. crue tia, <a AF, Hhpnders the reverberating 

oer rolling sound of thunder. 

GASlATHI, s. Bei wai 72 orifsHR Galy floating half dead on the water. 

corbin, « coe aeiea, Ati cca, pale, wan, not, ruddy. 

oA, a. CSR Aes, ATS <oti, wifes, pale, obscure, cloudy. 
CASS, a. ASG, CAL GEM, having the white of the eye large. 

GASGAS, s. RUA XAG OF Abas Sal, the setting of the 
eyes in death. 

COCARCATHH, Ss.  CRMATMICAR, aISHIB, staggering, swaying. 

Gia, s. atfateafs, zz sis Sitia,a species of water snake. 

colaiaisfa, s. aa fae a@itfe, a species of crow, a raven. 

Gta, a. siti, SISA act, siyacita, za sta 
ciatctz, °’ scar varare aati, snarled, tangled. 

cpicate Giicstate, ad. ait fe araieanita, facainte, doing in a 

disorderly or irregular manner. 

coitatal, a. Wisfazi, Mts cacatet, snarled, ineateds 
COTSl, 5. CEB, SAS, aAtfa aie fora, a prop, a stay, a support, 

propping of anything, the swallowing any liquid. 

Otseitaa, ad. Qcase ata wif Site cate, drinking excessively. 

CIS ALS, s. eEA afes LS) SIMA A&G, a hill or low range 

‘ of mountains. 

apicata, s. Bete a otf fam ae, a gulping wails or sound of 

swallowing liquids. 

CIA, s. AMZ carcass aq 4 dt a what chicettal, 1234 
fasttfaa ste, a ball used in a well known play, a wreath 

of saered leaves given by the Ree to their disciples as 

a blessing. 

coincptfam, a. cate Batzi, hard, swollen, inflated. 

Chintiefa, s. wha ast GAC Vie, a flower bud ready to open. 

CpImisiia, s- cay Bifra agitate <i, enshrouding, overshadowing. 

CInlaa, s. Gd erate afax aq 5, the caoutchouc or Indian 

rubber tree. 

COICHIG, s. CHICaHTSl, Siecnt caimiz, «afaca ota az, elastic, 
yielding to pressure and recovering the original form. 

cpicatal, ¢ a. CRIA, CHD. A SaiA GiRe cats, big-bellied, 
CoITAI®|, large waisted. 
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cia, s. aint «fax, «ia Sis core a drum, a measure. 

orcanefa, s. OS cHtcrten, acne, con wit afa Boils oz, 
the swallowing of water by a drowning man, the dashing of 

waves into a boat. 

CHICATSTCBICATS, ad. wer oa CUTS A cHtcaTS, cacmtetcel. 
CATS, repeatedly swallowimg water, repeatedly shipping waves 

Cl, s «ASI A Gea clay Toi wtfa, a wave, a billow, a swell. 

ciatt, v. oinfa matt, Gregh, zeta nie comm, Bail aan ofa, 
to raise in waves, to agitate. 

COS Hl, s. TS otf caren wal, the rising of titaatae a. blistered. 

CrSd, s. avis Ifa UH, Sat qufers caren, the rising of waves, 
a report, rumor. 

BTS, s FAT sifaen, Wrwla, waves, the raging of the sea. 

icoten, a. stifta ait ape orifa, asr co cafe, white, whit- 
ish, as a large sand bank appears at a distance. 

colcpraca, ad. ant ofa coum safe, widely, extensively, wide open. 

CB ata Cate, s. otf ATs care, the subsiding of waves, a calm. 
| 4 
4, ‘eta, this letter is pronounced in Assamese words precisely as 

a, n. It is never used as the initial of a. word. 

7 

%, Baia, the first of the dental class, pronounced hike ¢ in water ; 

applying the tip of the tongue to the roots of the teeth, 

as when about to utter the word think; or ¢, in Mat-thew. 

G8, pron. Hintay zi wafersre wai adata, you, (addressed to in- 

feriors. ) 

Es, s. WH, CAT, BB, anger, hastey excitement. 

Sa Bet, s. Tae cz Go, the rising of anger, excitement. 

warfen, a. wasn, came core a Say, quick, expert, active. 

ON, &. asthe oat afax, a species of tree and fragrant flower. 

SEARIE, v. afa fa, fata ca atti, to be restless, unstable, fickle. 

wezfam, a. Gea, Vf, GAs, restless, unstable, fickle. 

SH, pron. CSM, Wietats, thine. 

UaA, s.  BIVA, uncooked rice. 
Oy, s Wa, TH, we, Oe, sensation, feelin, Ry 

knowledge obtained through the senses, the import dc. 
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SS, ad. CAR stds, Sts, in that place, there, yonder. 

o—s, ad. feta, CAPATA, so much, so many, a correlative: 

VISA, Ss. WAU SA, TH SAI, understanding, perceiving, the doing 

a thing understandingly. : 

wees, ad. fara oie, cofsalt, HHP Sta, so Ae a-time, so long. 

CEA, ad. Seifas, CENTS, CHE CAMSCy, at once, at that instant, 

immediately, suddenly. 

safer, s. owe fea, ats caTe, the giving time to do onder- 

standingly or in a cool and. collected state of mind. 

Seaisfen, a. fata caren, facom, fave cars, Mize cricrita, 
without consciousness or knowledge, not self possessed. 

VWECATSM, s- MITA Al TH CHT, faafa cvitsl, the becoming con- 

scious or self collected, self possession, understanding. 

CLAM, s.. HIT WA ASI, ITA Sa, TH A Als cate, facets, 
the being on the alert, knowing, being self possessed. 

SF CACAISHM, 5s. TTA CRCATSM, faate cats, the losing. ones’s con- 

sciousness, being at one’s wits ends, perplexed, confounded. 

Sulton, ad. watsfa, casticafet, aatafa, quickly, hastily, hurriedly. 

wore, ad. cofeat?, fafiers, “ifs ficy, quickly, speedily, 

wstfeaes, ) in haste. 
VIM, a Sewer AS, faces catcats, cool, deliberate. 

wtsifee, ad. wists fee A HAR, more than that, more. 

Sa, ad. SS, CAF BBS, there, therein, in that place. 

WIS, a. SiS ASl, situated there, of that place. 

wtf, ad. saifH, cSs, Sats, even, even though, yet, still. 

we, s. Hete, qoote, an accurate idea, reality, truth, nature, the 

first principle, reason. 

Daa, s. Baatecale, amACATS, knowledge faheks truth &c. 

wait, ad. CAS KCK, cB St, CSca, thus, there, the same, ditto. 

ware, } ad. SIGS, CS DiBcs, in that place, there. 

WAicw, 

Duis, coy. CSS, Saif, notwithstanding, nevertheless, yet» 

wWeifA, § still, even. 

mea, «a. Sia fafoa, vafaontt, axa, Be, like to, in order, 
elegant, neat. 

Wega, ad. Sl Hibs, BIS Acs, afterwards, after, then, next. 
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waa, s. aH fasta, CA ALG! BZHS!A, investigation, inquiry, aim. 

asa, ad. Gla aics, BIS zicH, afterwards, moreover, besides. 

waft, ad. cée, ttf, although, notwithstanding. 

wea, ss Se ea, afaeta, his or her answer or reply. 

ww, ad. HP ot, ota fafsai, like unto, of the same shape or kind. 

Bx, s. fash¥ te arse Bcq BIE ASI, ZT Ast, Ba Ast, stare- 
Saami, ing in silent amazement, fixed in a gaze of astonishment. 

Ga, s. feats, axta, wa, the breast, suck, nourishment. 

Caria, s. frase caren, axle CUTS, Barta, sucking; drawing 
nourishment from the breast. 

Baz, s. FS, WGA, cl, a son or male descendant. 

wanl, s. fa, fa, corerifa, faatfae, a daughter; fem. of the above. 

‘Sq, s. Alea, az, CoM, TSA, icAH!, the budy ; a. minute, delicate, 

thin, lean, slender. 

qs, a. AAA A! BTS carey, produced from the body; s. a son. 
U4, s. Cras Bara ag ie Pars cm aly afae, a lontroor religious 

treatise, teaching formulas and rites for worship in the 

form of a dialogue between Hiwo and Doorga. 

OaNg, s. Biss, fast? catcal Bete wai, peculiar and mystical — 

formulas and rites for the worship of the deities; a charm 

for the cure of diseases and the prevention of evil. 

Syl, s. Bal unlh, fonfafem cBreiiR, drowsiness, lassitude. 

VHT, a THe «a, wt Myre, ets, drowsy, sleepy. 
om, s. Bfayre faste afe Faq Wiateal Sal, UH, penance, 
UAT, J religious austerity. 

SAS, a. Ga, oRcoLAA, Vert Ast, hot, warm. 
SACSTSM, a. GAS SA, warmed, heated. 

wah, s. terfa, wulfH, wr Scars, an ascetic, a devotee. 

Beil, a. siya of afe Baer care, bald. 
rem, s Bld SAL SSA HIS Bist, SaRaa aH Uta, the 
wf, 4 rump, the buttock, the outside of the thigh. 
UAE, a. HATS 7I UBl, TAs, Sei Ast, dumb, silent from astonishment. 

Uae, s. ata fae, a musical instrument, a tabor. 
Uy, Ss. SSS, aR aie wewa, wa ae wy Sia saa OM 
BAA, } sf, darkness, gloom; in hindoo philosophy, the third and 

lowest of the three natural qualities. 

34 
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OTA, a. SC EAUT ate, Sala Gale a1 atayunripe, applied to bam- 

boos not too ripe to split into strips for strings or withes. 

Sata, s. oxfam aig a wiz ap, a,withe of green bamboo. 

wertaha, a. CSSAA, BRtfa, StIsTSal, proud, arrogant, boast- 

Beatarayz, ing, insulting, inert, stupid, #gnorant. 

Sys, s. Atay afax, a drum. 

ufs, v. faatt, tae ta, featt awe attfa, to rest, to stop a 

while to take breath, to take one’s ease. 

SUiCSisl, s. Batam, GIy GW, incivility in address. 

Sata, a. Bisas, aq Bra, alsa, exceeding, great, very, severe, 

: hardly contested, as a rage or battle. 

SUS, pron. yak, you yourself, (emphatic ) addressed to inferiors. 

Oa, a. Ata, SavH, wW catcatsn, shallow, not deep. 

Sa, a. cHe BBA, of or belonging to yohder place. 

SAF, s. Cb, Mifae cHTSta, a wave, a billow, a rapid current. 

wana, a. Seefeal, aq cota, BPS cafate caten atfA, quick, 
fierce, sharp, flowing swiftly. 

Oda, s. Ate cats, fautea, ele, the crossing over a stream, 

surmounting a difficulty, overcoming, surmounting. 

Safa, s. fasta, ats, Satz, Bla, <ayi, the means of crossing a 

stream or of overcoming a difficulty; hence, a boat, salva- 

tion, deliverance. 

San, s. atet, fad, a layer or thickness; a kind or sort. 

Sarai, a. Hii Yas ay cater, ates afe wifsa cataeai, dried 
up or shallow; confounded, unable to reply. 

Sanieanta, ad. Bit wie, exaterifate, in layers, of sorts &c. 

Safam, a. Bit al vast wai, having folds or several thicknesses. 

Saxe, s. whew, ey, side, party. 

GaH, a. See, aion a #@q Wa, unstable, inconstant, fickle. 

SIR, s. Fe, fad, Awita, a kind, a sort, a manner. 

SACRIGACR, ad. DAG Bata, variously, of many kinds. 

Bal, s. AAS, MISA AS HS viza, 15 vfax, fawte care, a 

star, a constellation ; an asterisk. 

Sars, v. ote afz, fautfa, to deliver, to extrieate, to save. 

Sains, s. «fad fea, a species of plant. 

TAGE, s. UitR Alay afes, a species of venomous snake. 
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watsfa, ad. mai afa, cacti cafe, eta cam, quickly, at fall speed. 
eqiaai, s. alata, os af afa zi, fleeing at full speed. 

watfa, s. Bazi w5fa, a place covered with the ¢ora plant; see Sal sb. 

warn, s. StH, SF, wz, fear, terror, dread, alarm, trepidation. 

wale, s. forona stfe, Bide_Qe ete, a metal dish, a tray, a plate. 

tra, v. fasta te, alow athe, ata wife cafe astt®, to cross 
over, to escape, to be saved, to spread out, as a sail. 

Ge, s. fy2ty, sts, a tree, a plant. 

seutfe, s. «ta fasta ata, the handle of an instrament used in 

thinning out a field of newly sprouted grain. 

Beaiany, s. afae wa, a species of flower. 

GSA, s. ST TAA, CUB), FA, A, a young man; a. young, new. 

eid, 6. CUCBis, TSS, FAly, fem. of the above, a young woman. 

Bta, ad. atta, by land. 

Sata, a. ata wal, Borate wai, saved, helped over a. difficulty. 
WaTaia, s. UUs, TAA By, a sword, a cimeter. 

US, s. uty afex, am, Seg BB, fasta, the science of reasoning, 

logic, discussion, disputation, investigation, search, inquiry. 

ure, v. facasal ofa, af afe, festa =fa, to investigate, to look 
into a subject, to reason, discuss. ; 

Bea, s. Vile, sea, threatening, scolding, storming. 
Cats, s. Fai wrafaa esca ata fa, the fore finger. 
CH, s. CHM SA AS Ga, a balance, a pair of small scales. 

fan, a. FAH, ASA, cele carcaray, W5fe, fickle, volatile, light- 
minded, shallow. 

watfe, s. ztaratfe, waren, 736%, aBats, great suffering, loss 
or trouble; with @fa to give trouble and anxiety; with 
%z, to be troubled, afflicted or anxious. 

ofa, ». fireae fel wetafe, the ceremony of pouring out water 

to the manes ef deceased ancestors; libation to the dead, 

Ceat®, v. farfaen®, fafate, to glitter, to dazzle, to sparkle. 

wéfam, a. farfacaren, fafefe eet, sparkling, glittering. 
VEG, s. “fae AB Xe BA, the watermelon plant and fruit. 

CA, a. Dts, AW, AKisit, aS cin, aH, Aiea, under, beneath, 
below, subject to, dependent; s. the bottom, subjection. 

warez, a. atria, gergR, coiaeita, upside down, confused. 
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OF apfeni, a. Safar, acs fam <i cete, secret, clandestine, 

wanfan, a. Alas caicrite, <4, not buoyant, heavy. 

Bart, v- ula, aa, BAAS ?z, to sink, to be submerged. 

wapfan, a. was afe tel, offer, Mista wa, Uixa, dropped 
Sasa, off, as ripe fruit; last or youngest, dependent, subject to. 

Gasl, s. was otfa faal Wana, anything spread out to sit on. 

SA cars, a. SAry tal, ai, Cai, sunk, submerged, overflowed. 

waa, s. atte <a, Stee staata Ufz, a cord attached to the 

treadles of a native loom. 

Safa, s. cote, canta, caafa, lees, dregs, sediment, refuse. 

DANG, s SS etal, sag wife frsi, falling under, spread down. 

Sarvizi, a. anafs, waifea 72 az, subject to, under. 

TACHD, s. CAVA DCU Sit, ASA GA Sit, the lower part of the belly. 
SAAN, & DAG Aa, ati aiff aoa wars fa eel, the shedding 

or falling off of fruit or leaves; a. fallen off. 

SH, s. BAL cil Sika vie, TiS BIS, wea, the bottom of 

water vessels &c. the embrvidered end of a native pillow; 

a padlock; an understanding of a matter. 

Sawa, s. AAT, wit zie, the third of the seven hells of 

the hindoo shasters; a. high and low, above and below. 

waa, s. TH fasta, Bist af. 4, a thorough knowledge of an. affair. 

SAN, s. cal] Viz SA ABS, Hora Xai, the inserting the 
bottom piece of brass water vessels, locking with a padlock. 

ofa, s. wa wie, the bottom, base, foundation. 

faafe, a. ofa aan, way fil, having a broad Base. 

tfasi, s. wfasi, waa, a rug, a carpet, any cloth spread for sitting. 

Cfan, s. wide STS Ai IS, StVz BEA iafa, a wooden cover 
of a cooking vessel. 

TAG, s. AS Siaq SA Sis, the palm of the hand or sole of the foot. 

OA, ad. TH Vth GA Siest, beneath, under, below. 

AGA, ad. AKATS, WCH, AeA A, iat, secretly, slyly. 

Sta, ad. cae Bt, Sita, to that place, there. 

Seq, s. Cola, FSIie, a thief, an unruly, mischievous person, 

BSS, pron. corcaians, Sige Ha atx, you, (inferior. ) 

WAAR7G, ad. aia Ware, fafafe fanifa faofate, here and there, 

meddling with this and that, as a mischievous child. 
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Biz, pron. aiata fEcaiwie Wi Ha aig, she, ( applied to inferiors. ) 

witafen, s. stay fea, fear cowie carers, fag, AstitatTs, a 
low minded person; a. double tongued, untrustworthy, mean. 

Sis, s eta Sieiz, SUA Biter sia feat Sit, a roll of 
cloth; a welding heat. 

Sea, s. cSmsaai, Aa ABM cAtdi, a drinking vessel with a spout. 
Siefan, s. Fay vier frat, cm. Bifw cate GricsTSM, the heating, 

welding, or uniting metals by intense heat. 

Br, s. Sifax ZEr®, an abbreviation for Sifeet, or day of the month. 

Sy, s. AACA GIS AS Acre Zs, a warp in the loom. 
BSAA, s. BHA car Gy, a loom. 

Sify, s. HP wea cate acta Aye, a weaver, a class of people 

called the weaver caste. 

BIS, pron. CHBPS, AAAS c@TM IW, him, it 

Tisz, s. GAT, catoHtal, wy, a little; a. insufficient, lacking. 

Vee, v. SUF, HF, Gay Se, to diminish, to lessen. 
wrefan, a. wafer, oy cere, less, reduced in quantity or size. 
Sis, s. «afan cata, afax oncararfe atera, a card or game of cards. 

Cifem, s. wate yf ta Bes TEse, a mussulman observance. 
GIS, a. CHE BBs, there, in that place. i 

Viste, ad. fagtaste, above that, more than that. 
Visi, s. Aertel, whse2rF, scope, object, design, a moral. 

Bes, ad. CAF FrFcs, oF cCeyCe, in that place, therefore. 

Bes, ad. CAP B8ce, fartacyy, there also, over and above that. 

wim, s. Bast,’ ar wifes Sie, wa, aaa forat, heat, fever, distress, 

sorrow, pain, mental agony. 

wietfem, s Ticsren, HU CCHIT ACHTH, heating, the giving annoy- 

ance, vexation or sorrow; a. annoying, vexatious. 

wirife, v. cate yet atafe, afe, to bear up aadeie to endure, 

- to repress one’s desire. 

wierfe, s. abd) catal fem orfa wife, cara nai, a patch; with 

wifz, to patch, to mend; Steff xai, a. patched, mended. 

Cif, a. SiTee, afer, Catetea, distressed, afflicted, suffering. 

ITF, a. ay ofa wa, Farr? Sze cate, toothless, bald, infirm. 

Ties, a. HBcacs etfs, ready, accomplished, skilled. 

Bie, s. SN, ety afax, copper. 
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Sit Ss, sv. SN WS Sz, Fiz, AV, an alloy of brass and copper; 

a. firm, strong (as the above alloy.) 

Oe aif, a. ST Ataca, SIA Ax, copper colored. 

BinfHe, a ST ofan, dark, dull, inert, stupid, see Oy. 

wifa, s. Dive ais, a copper cup. 

wrayer, s - Tot @bi, a class who prepare tamul for the nobility. 

wiafa shay, s. afex {91 GieH, a species of grass-hopper. 

CIA, s. TYLA, TS, the tamul or arica nut. 

Sieyia ota Bo, s. coterfa cettata fads, the ceremony of eating 

tamul par together at asking a girl in marriage. 

WIT, s. BiTCT Ua, a tent. 

sta, s. faa saitra vu, tw We, Gaacbia, the string of a musical 

instrument, a shrill note; pron. his. 

wiles, s. fate Said, aia SV, Ticaiwi, a saviour, a deliverer; 

a. effectual for salvation or deliverance. 

wida, s. vile cape, fawiae, crossing a river, getting through a 

difficulty, the act of saving, salvation. 

Dial, s. qt, CHA, Blsal, suffering, persecution, threatening, expulsion. 

wants, s. say, faateifs, the moon. 

WIS, s. Ti AYRA ata, the starry region or firmament. 
Wife, v. faufa, Bxifa, catary wa af, to save, to deliver, to 

extricate, to press the splints of braided work or the woof 

in the Joom close together. 

Wifa4t, s. Waa frags Aartyi, the date or day of month. 

wiaia, s. tere afe, wail, wif, a female deliverer, a mother. 

Wits, a. CAS SB, cCHBcPIe, belonging to that person place or thing. 

wicatwi, a. Uxta acaivi, ataswi, saving, delivering; s.. a saviour. 

UM, s. 1b fad, Sige cule Aw, AS oirife cate, aaa **fe- 
aia, the fan palm or palmyra tree; with cats, the striking 

together of the hands, or of cymbals, beating time. 

wi ofan, ad. aafar, ace aA qi, in unison, together. 

WAT, s. GAG Us BWietz, a palatal. 

Ol TA, a. STA iA] ACHIS, SAS critoni atfe eal, stunning or over- 

powering the organs of hearing by any loud noise, stunned. 

wie Te, v. Fre TH, Bins cate wifa, to be silent, to be deafen- 

ed or stunned by a loud noise; a, deafened, stunned. 
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Bia wife “ai, a. Bia Bifes cate aie wal, deafening, pungent. 
Sifa, s. are otetfa caren, wierfa, clapping the hands; a pateh. 

wifa <a, a. BH Wiha Tale SA a1, pungent, piercing. 

Cis Ta, s. Sioay vinta wal, card) Gifaa Tai Tal, patching, 
mending, inserting the bottom piece of a brass water vessel. 

wre, s. fate gra x13, qiq TH TH, the palate, the roof of the 

mouth, the crown of the head. 

Gita, pron. He JiBta, AyRtA Zi Sintra, to that place, person &e. 
itz, s. zeae afaae, Afetaaa ziceie, address of a father’s 

friend, or of the father of a son's friend. 

wingia, pron. fafantea, cog fantea, their, ( poetic. ) 
wretea, pron. fazsa, fafaatea, their. 

Tas, d. BCy, HF BBs, there, upon that. 
wiatha, ad. sien feaa Bicsica, cofeaizi, formerly, a long time ago. 

Bra, s. Sea yea sie wes gia «fax, a kind of glutinous 
preparation or sizing, applied to the warp in weaving. 

fore, s. ofan asta af, fee, a cucumber. 

feet, s. Bra Bal Fe ca, Vet, ~HTA, steel, a. sharp, keen, spirited, 

feetizetai, a. cotei wcatea, sharp, spirited, lively, quick. 

Featia, s. (61S, @icBta, sharp, keen, edged. 

feet, 
fasara, ad. face, wife, Sx%, quickly, shortly. 

feu, a. coal, fom, fee uw afax, damp, wet, bitter. 

fesrt, v. otfrs featt, feort, caat?, to wet, to dampen. 

fossa, s. afae fesrt 5 Z we, a medicinal, plant and 
fesiaies, flower. 

fosryfan, a. aa ZT ACHAT Rat 1% st] IB, faint from heat &c. 

fezrasn, a. Fe core, caBlTz cviTS, embittered, unpleasant. 
festate, s. «afax ate, a species of gourd. 
fof, v. orace fafa a cafe, to moisten, to wet, to dampen. 

fafefe, a. scant foe an, slightly bitter. 

‘fSfet, s. otfserntie comwa feet, a lunar day, a day of lunar change. 

feat, «a. fot cnt we a wTqz, three persons or things. 

fefa, a. fea, faarxan, fa, three. 
‘fefuesin, s. ol yrifan, sefa, AWTe, morning noon and 

evening, continually, 

fl 
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fefanfa, s. feadi aa Iq At AH, a place where three roads meet. 

fefawe, a. fafa aifee Sz, Fe Mba aH, fein ats aa 
SUSIN CHA CUZ, a smallecoin of the Assam kinsg. 

fests, s. Ez “zi “Ts, fextfe, a movable furnace or fire place. 

fea, a. wat, wfsxt 22, cis, pungent, sharp, keen, quick. 

festa, ad. CHeata, so much, (a correlative. ) 

Festate, ad. cataiat?e, at that particular rate or proportion. 

fafa, s. uietze Bhs tr¥e IW, a fabulous fish of enormous size, 

applied also to the whale. 

Tefaz, s. Wao, ate, darkness, obscurity, blindness. 

feafa, s. of caters fou sfeai, the cloth wet at bathing. 

feat, o. feut?, fests, to wet, to moisten. 

feat, s. Diet, az, if faa, relinquishment, separation, aban- 

donment, desertion; with @f@, to forsake, to abandon &c. 

feaifat, v. «afa, sifa ff, to leave, to forsake, to abandon. 

fea, s. tz, afee AIFS, a shore or river’s edge, margin, verge. 

feafeaiz, v. feaftats, foafiets, to spangle, to sparkle, to dazzle. 

fecaia, s. fai, Tassi, if, abuse, reviling, insult, reproach. 

fsfa,s. wife, fe, wt8f@ aye, a woman, a female. 

facatel, s. Ste, tafqus, fofe,a wile. 
fed, s. m1 wift ft cam, a place of pilgrimage, any sacred 

spot, especially a sacred bathing place. 

Fees, a. fed? cers, going on pilgrimage; s. a traveler, 

feats, a pilgrim. 

fasta, s. fFef axa, feats cate, the going on pilgrimage. 

fea, s. aay facan, afe GAA, sta HS HS Gai fa, a plant the seeds 
of which are oleaginous, ( Sesamum Orientale; ) a moment, 

a very little of any thing, a freckle, a mole. 

fens, s. GéId, an mark on the forehead made of earth or sandal, 

a freckle, a mole. 

Taeien, s. For cia, Natt ANTS CHITA toast eal fea cua, 
SITS Ativ, an offering of teel seed and gold made to a brah- 

min in the hour of dying. 

feats, s. fora cata, acia fon fears Gal wan, a field of the 
sessamum plant, a ceremony on the third day after. a per- 

son’s decease. 
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Saas, ad. wosss, sea goras, wife face, quickly, in. a mo- 

ment, in the twinking of an eye. 

fssfeRal, a. Za OTe, ofs cats, very sharp or pointed. 

focafu, s. afac GA, TU Wa species of flower. 

ERI, pron, SHCATRTZ, COAT, your; (poetical ) | 
$x, s. Tai etre Zefa, chaff, refuse, light worthless matter. 

sasfom, a. ta fora, very slippery: 
Etse, a. ofat®, ca Sift STATS TH, HIS CATS, in order, 

repaired, packed and bound up, ready: 

SHERIF, v. Basalt, fisite orn AUSSI, to deceive by talse 

hopes or promises, to allure. 

SRSFA, 5. FASTA, STU A wai fra, the act of deceiving &c. 

Bsr, v. SsbF, xa 2e13, of f%, to encourage or stimulate. 

$b, a. Wey, Wy, AA, warftat, ce, insignficant, low, mean, 

despicable; with @fz, to despise. 
BHAI, s. FASEAS CRA TAI, MACRA, CUNAITA contempt, disesteem. 

Ofe, s. aie, fa ecATE, Sra, Ate, praise, worship, eulogy; 
with @fa, to praise, to worship. 

Ufsn, s. alae SH A ees Ya, blue vitriol. 

wears, o. fia fea cfr fafea, to promise and not perform. 

eae, s. Tate cow ta catHl, blood flowing, bleeding «copiously. 

Ufa, prow. HE Ate, ACRTCA IS, QB za, you, thou. 
Sirsa, s. Hays Weca LH ATs, SFA AcyIeA Sai, mutual address 

of respectable people. 

tare ad. fara, ssifere, fafaca, quickly. 
wf, s. ety fecw, cof, a trumpet. 

trauta, s. tem from, fray age, Sie weay CicaTail, rude- 
ness, incivility, disregarding rules of propriety, coarseness. 

TE FaH, a. HTM, AS, TH, TSA Wrca, thin, light, shallow. 
TH, s Te Care ATG, waisia, Batstata, a balance or pair of scales. 

ERA, s. ATA Sal, Boral, equality, similarity, comparison, likeness. 

gata, s. alae ae feet, farm, tulohi, the basil plant, held sacred 
and worshipped by the hindoos; (ocymum sanctum: iy 

wal, s. th ssSen were ai, aaa aif, cotton &c. divested of 

the husk and seeds, the sign Libra. ~ 

wnt, v. IR airs aie Baa, to split into thia strips or splints. 

35 
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SAS, 6 ATA VIS sai cota, eta, an instrument for weighing. 

Baza, a. cate fas, BPS etary fz, cooked sofi; soft like 
cotton, mild, gentle. 

SAMAHISG, Ss. VIS, Sits, paper. 

Sse, a aie farsa cetra ai aw, fike cotton, soft or light. 
Cia, ss. Gal Scare Aa, Baris, cvizta wife, fax ofa, a quilt 

or mattrass; v. to uproot, to raise, to erect. 

STaxal, a. wife <a, qatra CZisl, supported, attired, adorned. 

TAT, s. ais zi wan saif# @a1, splitting into long thin splints. 

Ay, a FAATa, fafoat, Aya, equal, alike, similar; s. similarity, 

analogy; with @fa, to liken to, to compare with. 

GAMMA, s AIA WA, MS wai, the esteeming different persons 

or objects alike. 

SUG, % Fait sasia, similar and dissimilar, like and unlike. 

SB, a. AG, BAs, pleased, gratified, glad, acceptable, pleasing. 

ofe, & 3s Cis, Siar, Bieaiz, pleasure, delight, enjoyment. 

afes, ad. face, CatiF, now, immediately, at. once. 

G58, conj. Satfa, yet, notwithstanding. 

CES pron. CA® GA, Tia WS, he, ( honorific.) 
Coa, Ss. ae, catfas, blood. 

COR CHa, a. Wart a9, AHS, having a ruddy complexion. 

CEB Ha, a. CHS COR Ai, aie cats, dysentery, bloody flux. 

CEST, 6. afed athe TS, the leaf of a tree, (laurus cassia, } 

used as a condiment. 

CSETS, s. “fad Ib, a species of tree. 

CBSATS AAI, s. GSS cece Hitz “ai, AA BRieal, mucous and 

bloody discharges from the bowels. 

sara, a. asia, fafasta, splendid, illustrious. 

cof, v. sifet, af. aq aw, to leave, to forsake, a. very. red: 

cofaawi, a- <4 491, Bafofent, red like blood, blood-red. 
Cie2ta, ; ad. Cora, CANCE, CHE AACS, then, immediately. 

Cowes, ad. cHaaia, feria, safetfa, so much, so many, (a correlative) 

costa, s. wafad cowia Sb <i wa, the tamarind tree and fruit. 

cecefa afer, o. cScufa ative aca featfoa, a rap! narrow 
and thin like the leaf of the tamarind. 

ial. 9 
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Cue, a. cova, tiene, Fra, bea, cunning, sly, artful. 
CRA, a. CHE Sri, CRAGAI, so, thas. | 
CRAB, a. CAE SCH, HTACe, BITS Paha, ésnatiy. cs so, all, the whole. 

CHAGH, 2. CHE Se, cota, tra fafou, cocace, like, similar. 

CHASSIS, ) ad. cae HCA, Die FAioaIte, in like manner, thus. 

curate, 
CACSACH, conj. C8Ct, Gace =m, if so, in that case, chen; 

ca, | 
Cea, a. FcHiwH, thirteen. 

ceatntz, a. sifa ofa cea, ninety-three. 

cuatfa, a. sifa ofa fefa, eighty-three. 

Curae, s. wea feote carcBren, caist, addition, a summing -up. 

CUA, a. CET GA A cHsv, thirteen: 

Cur, s. Afawe Sia cozlasy, Be UtlAs com, oil, vegetable or animal. 
com ufe, v. Ten wee ofa, com AIfy, to anoint. 
confer, s. ae vale afae, the swallow. 

cuafa, u. cocaca faufa = Sm, oily, cooked or eaten with oil. 

COMA, s. COM BHS ala Bars R71, the putting vegetables &c. 

into hot oi) for cooking. 

comm, a. cocmfen, ta cocace, Com wei, fat, greasy, oily. 

; Ss. COM CLS, CHTHIF, an oilman, a class of people 

csfam, ! who sell oil. 
cofasi®, s. cocaca ftafa ott, a mixture of oil and ashes. 
csfaatatcay, s. za pat? fee, the Indian crane. 
CUPaaia, s. COR CHA] BY Zl BIA, an oil press. 

COAfSM, a. wiecy TS coma wea Bsn, having an oily taste. 

CUR, ad. C&A, CScs, then, in that case, being thus. 

CHR, = Stas, Fras, Ray, at a distance, yonder. 

COIS, pron. HITS TH AX Als, you, (inferior: ) 
CUBA, a CID CATH, CHtcatesl Wal, headed off, turned back. 

CSiswia, s. BAe alae cols cette coral, a cartridge box. | 

carat’, v. COINS <iPS, cBteacsz cbicetten aif, to bind up.in the above, 

Catal, s. fran x15 fey, a species of fish. 
coat, s. gtx fagura caren fam, aceremony perform. 
corata fam, 2 edona daughter’ s reaching. the age of puberty: 
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chiafan, a. tf ce, Coie, coir, adopted, reared, raised. 

CSIaaia, s GATEA, TATA, confusion, noise, hubbub. 

Coal, 6. Beat, erata AH, HS Ai Tid haa, a, baa 

Sa, tearing up by the roots; rearing children or animals; 

a. lifting, raising, gathering up; eight annas in weight. 

cotalz, v. cater ataiz ofa, to cause to be raised, lifted &c. 

ciate, , a. farts, Baz, AM, Upa, laid waste, destroyed, strip- 

CoIATe, ped. mae 
Com, s. YS SAU, ACA Sal, the giving, pleasure or gratification. 

CBcwiats, v. wacaei aia, <q BigQrecg” ACA Aca te 7a, to do 

or speak in a flurried or confused manner. 

syist, s. ‘see Fouts, 
za, a. feavi, fafea, three, a triad, used mostly in composition, as 

cawad, the three veds; caie@az, the three worlds. 

ZUuiWH, a. Sa, thirteen. 

acatafa, s- by scatuta ai cog feiat, fefa fara, the thirteent 

day of a lunar month, a festival. 

3B, 0. GIFS, GSA, SIGS, terror stricken, frightened. 

GTSi, 5. ataeel, AiCatiSi, a saviour, a deliverer. 

gia, s. Vera, fasta, at wea, gfe, salvation, deliverance. 

gtaedl, s. ete avi, fawicaisi, Zitzisi, saviour, deliverer. 

ata tata, a. ufe ai fasta cater, saved, delivered, rescued. 

aicataitz, s. qfea Taiz, Tang Betz, a way of salvation. 

Blk, s. Ge, GX, Az, fear, terror. 

aif, a. Sarge, GaGZe, fearful, cowardly; s. a coward. 

aay, a. sige, fofez, of 7s, terrified, affrighted, horror stricken. 

ifs, interj. Bla Sai, A2ti, save! deliver! ( Sanscrit. ) 

fa, a. fofa, fasz, three, in composition, as fame, the three worlds. 

fasta, s. 33, Sfavs, aaa, cate eel wei ox, feta com, 
present past and future; morning noon and evening. 

feataa, a. Heat, Hata, knowing the past present and future. 

: Tego, s. fetqutstag stie Qe ZB, a fabulous mountain” with 

three peaks. 

fase, s. foe, xifa, wea, a2 (SiR a3, the three families of one's 

father, mother and wife. 

faceia, s. fofe 5%, a triangle. 
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facetfant, a. fofx 5e cai, fla orem, triangular, trigonal. 

fata, s. WA, TH, VT HAT fafa sta, the three inherent natural 

qualities of matter; threefold, thrice, triple. 

fas, a. cua ofa, thirty. 

faucrs, s. ust, 127, of1bIH, the three worlds; the universe; heav- 

en, earth and hell. 

fafea, a. fofaa ave, fofa AX.ATS, feapia caaactl, the third. 

fafent, s. Bet oa fea frag fefei, the third day of a lunar month. 

faux, s. GRAB, adeity.or god subject to birth, being and destruction. 

faces, s. wi, fea, fas, fagfe, the hindoo triad, Brahma, 

Vishnoo, and Maheswor. 

fai, ad. fee ILE of three kinds, three fold. 

faa, s. aA, We, grass, a shrub. 

faut, a. Haete aa cai, fen con, wf |YSfaa, abounding with 

grass, grassy; worthless as straw, insignificant. 

fara, a. fsfa veer, TeIcwe, three eyed, an epithet of 

facatsa, § Hoda Hiwo. 

facta, a. FER ote aan, cam ere MTfH, threo leaved, trifoliate; three 
- pronged, as of the hindoo trident. 

farretsr, s. sf9#1, the Ganges, as supposed to flow through heaven, 

earth and the infernal regions. 

fatty, s. fof cofeat, sw facaa, a tripod; a three legged table 

or stand; a kind of metre, consisting of two lines, each 

divided into three parts. 

fartatfa, s. faz, sexx, Hoda-Hiwo, Mahadeo. © 

fat, a. Hes, xfs, satisfied, gratified, pleased. 
fafa, s.. castre ecaren, BB, the satisfaction of appetite thirst &e. 

faze, s. «a, wef, ate, the three objects of human pursuit, viz, 
love,wealth, and duty. 

facafa, s fet fam, aaafs, ayer, ia, a? fet afex core, 
a confluence of three streams, applied to the junction of 

the Ganges, Soraswoti, and Jumuna Rivers. 
ust Te *i1STa, the universe, heaven, earth and the 

Pema ie infernal. regions, 

| 
faye, s. feta aretz, 2%, fea, x87, the chindoch eed be the 

united form of Brahma, Vishnoo and Maheswor. 
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Faye, s. Pt, qATeai, WAfH, morning, noon, and evening. 

fan, s. foate feet, thirst, appetite, strong desire. 

Taam, s. fare a, fea Uian WA feca, a trident, a three pronged 

weapon, generally regarded as Hiwo’s insignia. | 

Cael, FAITH Davee aha WAfafas yfex Ft, the second 

craigs, js jug or age, in the mythological chronology of the hin- 

dees, consisting of 1,296,000 years. 

tazifue, s. wea afean facar, the rule of three in arithmetic. 

tants, s. fea Daa, ax, fafetfe, «tse, the three worlds, heav- 

en, earth and the infernal regions. 

Buys, a. FSi, A, v. 1, et fora siete, triliteral; s. the three 

letters S, 3, 3, the sacred and mystic syllable, O, U, M, 

which represents the hindoo trinity. 

a 

2, USia, Ua Fw, this letter is the aspirate of the dental ¥, and 

has the sound of th, in Mat-thew; the imperative of te, 

to put, to place; it is also the termination of some ordinal 

numerals, as Sy, the fourth, from By, four. 

UHEz, s. WH CAS FHA, SYS SUS Sal, a bubbling or boiling 
up; with @/e, to boil or bubble: up.: 

US{ISA, a. Weg afaa, wf asl, trembling, shaking, quivering, 

having an unsteady gait; s. tremor, tremulousness. 

ae, a fats caisn, facta ea, SacqH, existing, dwelling, living, 

continuing, remaining in. excess. 

waists, s. faziza atta, dz, a dwelling place, residence, home. 

Usiten, a Fewa te aaa az acafa Be, hesitating, undecided. 

RAIS, a. SAS Stay feel <) adi, cut or pierced through and 

through in many. places. 

wafers, a facta te Ta tel, Bei, confounded, brought to a stand. 

QF, ss CAITS Fai Sloia, @y_za, a blanket, a cloth used to sit upon. 

aAitaiz, v. Tift tis Be, ferten % wie, eferaty, to flounder 
or splash about.in water, to be flurried or agitated. 

etHfaai, a. Tas, aA CAICAIS Bid, cater aT, thick and tenacious. 

airaiz, ad. cates, k7arB, suddenly, quickly, unexpectedly. 
-atfata,y s. oafaten, aces aicate 7a the act -of gently 

wey, j patting with the hand. 
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aforsat, s. ete me, wed waaiea wife ania ea, fone othr a 
ett sai, the act of clutching; the beating of a mass into 

~ shape by patting. 

afm, v. attermtfa, att, to clatch, to pat, to pounce down upon. 

afonieafeafe, v. otet sainfa, to mutually peck, pat or slap. 

UIS, 3 CATS, why cars, stopping, standing” still. 

Ua, a. way fant te Bee 2a ee, surprised and brought to 
. a sudden stand. 

'S, v. ta tz, BPs to come to a sudden stand. 

UITBCAM, ps GS, ta aes, the emnag motionless as from 
dufacata, § fear or surprise, 

UTATBVCA, ad. YUACABCA, CABL SH, ACB] FA ASSIS, with loss 

of vigor in old age, without work, sitting idle, 

TAT, a. WAA, ASS, corpulent, stout, (principally in old age. ) 

pit s. tf CATCET SY iw sttfera, solid milk curds. 

. CesT, <TAT OP ZT Bcd) ah, six or eight handfuls, of 

reaped grain, a term used in counting grain. 

¢tqnzas, a. stia tfS aa, wfetz, unsteady, tremulons, shaking. 

acaaig, s. Seifa, sta Af, self-possession, self-control. 
eqasbaa, s fess te, ofan fafeata we carcere, fess, 

Cé}si ai, insensibility, the loss of consciousness or self 

control. 

edadaaca, ad. wie wrcaca, wfea stcz, tremblingly, unsteadily. 
Uactfaata, a. STS Bata, exceedingly terrified, trembling with fear. 

aa, s. atta, ETF, zw, a place, a station, dry lands, a low land. 

GABAA, s. TSA AACACA cBlen) Bieta, a letter formed in outline 

on a dark ground. 

enefaa, a. ZAR, aon zen Te care, crscadar, neither 
fluid nor solid; of soft consistence. 

warigq, s. afe¢ w7, a flowering plant, ( Hibiscus mutabilis.) 

aia, s. Csi SB, eta, tena, am abode, a place, a’ low land. 
afanife, v. Bats, eet BF fz, to wholly abandon an abode 
UI, a UTS IS, relating. to a valley or low land. 
: Uzi, s. Ute cocATSr’, MAS catis] <1 S1, the act of thickly pierc= 
$ ing or cutting in small bits; a. chipped, minced. 
8, v. wa ate, aidfaq oM¥, to touch bottom, within one’s depth. 
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aisfa, ». rq oat caiceisn oftfa, oti celts, water within one’s 

depth; bottom. 

AiSsie, a. feafaat, ayia, faa ado Caicztsi, of ordinary size, 

of good proportion. 

attears, ad. TES, Aura, CATAcs, by wholesale, in the gross. 

ois, s. BUA Big ain, ca feat, sit sal, ate fafem, an. in- 

terstice, a layer, a step in a flight of stairs; one of a. series. 

gifs, v. ta, ZH ofa, fais 7, to remain, to stay, to abide, to wait. 

KicSisi, s. wel Sa, faat, an inhabitant, a dweller, a resident. 

treatin), ad. Tie UIs, aay S<i#, in confusion, thrown about 

caveat, | 
aia, s. BIB, Beqe cas Sal BB, a place, a dwelling, an abode, 

a sacred place or place of worship. 

git Bieta, s. Bie Bilas, a roll of cloth. 

“tafes, s. wifSeeta uz al sre, fafs ast, a permanent or fixed 

abode, fixedness, permanence. 

ttazia, a. wate, Cott csi, fare, scattered about in disorder. 

tial, s. bie weaie Wa, a police station, a watch-house. 

AAS, s. Wta BIB, CHAE zl Wee, another place,’ a foreign 

country; with caisti, removed; with @fa, to remove &c. 

“ifasi, s. tar ste zai wa, fatfs, a residence, an abode. 

Vertical, ad. Atal SBS, WAS eias, Tica Bicy, kere and there, 
in various places. | 

gimq, «2 Ss. TF careers ates uefa fam, Morn, ator], the 
L17TgI, act of clutching, grasping or snatching; a. grasped &c. 
STHS, ad. fxorcy werfaars, castecacet, as with a sudden 

HToSUICH, ¢ clutch, suddenly. 

aie, s. ASI, fafs |e, a placing, fixing or setting ap (as an 

idol, ) appointing, establishing, (as a law or ordinance. ) 

Qifet, vw. etter wie, Bet, aif, oe, Meite cSfs, 10 establish, 
‘to set up, to place, to ordain, to appoint. 

“TAS, a. Hib Ais, caeTS, eS, fixed, established, set up, appointed. 

RAMA, v. BT Sha, acerca cafs AAS, to pat, to smooth or 

make compact by patting. 

Qin, s. fron utfta can ote, atfe, watfa, a metalic flat dish 

in disorder. 
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atfH, s. Za BF, 2 large earthen boiling vessel, 

aif, v. wate wile a fs, fafate iF, to cut fine, to chip, tomince. 
fare, a. fatfS cats, eel, situated, being, established. 

farsics, ad. ebac3, Saas, ofeale, at hand, near, suddenly, at once. 

fatwincz, ad. Deir, Sats, at once, quickly, speedily. 

fafs, s. cata, BIfAcats, zai, attfazi, an abiding, continuance, res- 

idence, durability, permanence; with @f@, to establish, &c. 
facifafam, a Bar oifa catmi, moist, as weather or land. 

fats, a. cla, Sa, Bl CAICRTS, perpendicular, erect, precipitous; 
with @fa, to place upright; with ?%, to stand erect. 

fonfaa, s. feate® feats aai, a downward stroke with the elbow. 

fatucsria, s. fetta sfaca wai, Bata, a downward stamp of the foot. 

faawmi, a. fata caren, fer =a ai, upright, able to stand erect. 

faxifate, ad. Aazite ¢ei Zi Bai, without sitting or waiting. 

fettz, ad. fatx 2a, cotta 7e, in an upright, erect or standing position. 

feta, a. SAS, SBA, cold wal, ATs, FASF, FAT, fixed, steady, firm, 
unshaken, certain, placid, cool, calm, ready. 

faq Bai, a. YTS Al, faSz Sal, fay SA, prepared, made ready &e. 

feaya, a. ate, faa, fea, co51, calm, collected, cool, dispassionate. 

faafarare, v. Bete qaqa Sian? fafa, to rain in small drops. 

' fatare, a. fast, ue, fiz, true, certain, with te, ad. truly &c, 

———————— rl 

fafaafa, . wfaee cata, feafeafa, mist, small rain-drops. 

fecquca, ad. ace attr, wcR wes, facaca, slowly, gently, gradually. 
a, s AM, FAL SATS *itfa, spittle, saliva. 
at, } 
cart, v. &® ceAtt, to spit, to eject saliva from the mouth. 
UECHCATS, » s- CH CHCA, faa HAS, spitting, a way of 

dar, expressing disgust. 

off, s CXICStal, FA SV BA Sis, the chin. 
defen, @ AU PALACH CATR, CICA Wala, chin-deep, up tothe chin. 

tfedfeata, v. sit aie, cetera celta siz, to cut into malt 

pieces, to mince, to hack. 

afer, a. cattceca tei, of a branch or a cluster. 

UT, s ASD iS cBcefa, a small earthen jug. 

Pa ip 

STB, v. wig wie Ricerca cacels xis x? © pressor squeeze | 
cloth as in washing, 

36 
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LESleats, 0. coiatz efelte cviail®, to taste and eject from the mouth. 

aaears, v. BSAA Sif, Saqsale, to whine, to utter a low cry- 

aaa fami, a. Bagare ifaw ae, whining, whimpering, complaming- 

AAMATS, s. LA CATS AS CAlai, a money purse, a small bag. 

AFSUTAS, s. caniadlys, HS adie VAT caTH i IG, imperfect 

utterance or a tottering gait. as of a child. 

Uf, 3. CATD, =, ast acti, a collection, a heap, am assemblage ; 

with 2,3, to gather together, to assemble. 

anafom, a. Bart vitft cei, eriafora, moist, soft. 

asifa, s. gt cife aga fecaie, geinsifr, stefa, a woman 
ignorant of work; a. worthless, ignorant, stupid. 

alrite, v. CUBIS, BTS, to assemble, to collect in groups or elusters. 

ae, s. srefa, aivg C&Ib1, one bunch of a cluster of fruit. 

UGS, s. Cot IcoIS, BcoTTSt, qs Sai, the act of collecting or 

gathering together in groups. 

ate aca, ad. aAMcets, cacedi calcaiaite, gently, applied. to 

failing or laying anything down. 

Ass, a Fa, cxib, YB, a collection, a group. 

atfe, \ s. eal ts sifwe cata, the sheath of the Liha 

aferits, the young ear of corn or grass before it shoots forth. 

LALO Bicwa, s. wa cute AlfH Scare Ticats, tamul enclo- 
sed in pan Teaf, 

atfami, s. Tecateta Ga SHa, an ear ornament woru by women. 

afaare, v. caiq HITS, bread cata afd, to roll up, to lay in folds 

or plaits, as the end of a suria or waistcloth. 

afeniae, s. cotatfa gai yea stifate <a, the retaining or hold- 

ing up of the milk by a Buffalo that has lost her calf. 

ashe, s. fafw, zAse, RAAB, a moment, a short time. 

U4, s. ARK, AS, a meeting, an assemblage of persons. 

adnatfag, a a. SPs awl, fully ripe, soft, mellow. 

UHs, a. WT tha ASS, zafa, large and well proportioned. 

URAR Bl, } ad. Sls caiqa, efR “Ted wea, very soft, tender, 

wzeufem, § as applied to young leaves, sprouts or fruit. 

(Sa, v. atin a wife cocothi ofa, Ateten Sfe, to 
CMTS AST, » crush, to split and spread out, as bamboos or reeds. 
CATS, a. AH] ATR Sid] Sti Ai cocrid1 caper, erushed, bruised. 
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catcapl, s. cacasfa, BI2ce guts wai, fase’, the throwing down 

violently &&c. speaking reproachfully. 

catcepinifa, ) v. tata adia aifa, to throw down sioloatiy; to 

cuca, ¢ slam down. 

ctrwaracea, ad. facufa Ete 4a ACACA, scarcely te with» the 

greatest effort. 

cotcaai, s. afad cBa, a species of acid fruit. 
ceacedare, v. Sel otce aw Sfx, Siafate wth, to make a jarring 

sound, as of a broken vessel or a monotonous cry. 
caacetfan, a. ottface fiefs te ote, comcorfaa, clammy. 
ceeicet fern, a. Cae a1 IA catcuten, Caleta woe WA, BIE, thick, 

_ dese, compact. 

cater, a. Wa, VIS, Hew BEcy GP Rcata cotB cater, close 
caeicete, § together, thick, crowded, in clusters. 

catae, s. afex cB, a species of plumb. 

_ CatCaet, a. State aot ai fafae, foarfe aera, not well 
caceel watt ripened or cooked. 

cacatctcal, s. afar ca a ofan, cag dafa, aie wfea, indecis- 
ion, doubt, a dilemma. 

ctacefam, a. cartcaforn, caista wea cota, soft like mud. 
at, v. A BBB atfet, to put, to place. 
Zatz itet, a. WHE Ta cele Aan, ws cq ww cate, without 
UetaTAtaa, restraint, fierce, applied only to quarreling, 
tele, s. Tal OBA CUTAN, 2) catcatet, a bag, a sack, 

cate, a. ai, fate wai, etter wal, set, placed, put, laid. 

CHHe, a. SARS IS _ws, carat, having an impediment in the 
speech, stammering. 

clnwa, s. @¢sfa, the chin. | 
CUS, s. wa Sifwa oifeta aeat® entfer ae cate, a bunch, as 

of plantains or other fruit. 

catraceiaia, s. dice wet Bou, eazsia, the noise of boiling &c. 
CHIU, v. A BCT SE Bah, kaasiF, to make the sound ar 

liar to glutinous substances when boiling. 

CURACSI, a. Adite Tee Bor «a, boiling, bubbling oe 
_ carer, a. SIRS AS FE, Siorag dica sea |S tir conve 

having an imperfect articulation; uneven, as of threads. 
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Cltattats, a. CGIA CATS, GCAS Calis, abounding with clusters. 

CTH, : aie wife abl, 1; AOS FIRS CIB CATS, a bunch, 

caaril, 

CUiATS, ad. TICS, L1SSBrws, all together, in jal gross. 

cUtaicainy, a. WAS cate TAT, cHIBICHID, hanging in clusters. 

clicnaicn, ad. TH, CStAZ, AISSCS, as a whole. 

cticial, a. fee AIBA, MCS] SI CRI, celui, wefan, 
short, dwarfed, worthless, blunt. 

cua, s.. TOA AURIS coITA 1G, Bias Sai, Shanta afedon, 
Sit, a new tender leaf or the spathe of. palms, a secret, 

a cluster, a tassel. 4 

an intimation, the plaits in a suria or waistcloth. 

catacy, ad. Gell ASFITS, WIT, SHO, indefinitely, vaguely, 

secretly or by mere intimation. 

CUASHi, Ss. ATS Stl ASA Sai, 5fanl fare, the aiailies 

of a secret, the act of plaiting a suri@ or. waistcloth. 

cata, s. <tt sift <ai cofea aifa, the pestle of a foot pedal. 

cataifa, a. catata fafoa sistta fom, plump, like’ the above. 
catctiacip, ad. faqal Bie aR 1%. Gere, returning ashamed 

and disappointed. 

atactih, a wate ei <i fas, sfeaa, ripe, soft cooked. 

CLIC, a. THRRIA, AD, fat, fleshy, stout. 

cattacaiz, s. feed, fecha, speechless ; with xT, to be confounded. 

cofeatcel, ad... 2ate, SfsAz. SA, violently, excessively, applied 

to boiling or to anger. 

‘ Ri 

a, Wala, shea, Uae, Sa, the letter d, dental, pronounced like 

d, in the word breadth; a. deep, s. the deep, depth. 

_ Waa, s. Bla, WAT, CAta@BIA, loss, damage, harm, failure in business. 

Wiad Fal, s. cals a Sigq Vie aif caren, the failure of .a. crop, 

loss in business or trade. 

AAA, s. Aly Sifts catd, <1 Sima, the act of biting or stinging. 

wrvfa, v... state, ate, Wk Sid, to sting, to bite, to burn. 

#El, a. wis tei, having teeth, applied to beasts. « 

quia, s. ib afm ata GA, LA WIS US, Vig"z, an instrument used 

in excavating .a “passage for a boat; a. -having. tusks. 

+o, a. -%EAWTI, having prominent teeth. 
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wae, » @ fem, come, «Hl, fresh, ‘as minh to fish or flesh; 

wedi: reddish, glowing. 

2, s. FA, CVS, calaa, the period or age of maturity. 
RUSTHA, a. FAT CAM, qe faata, past the age of puberty. 

afaa, s. fata fen Zi wis, the south; a. south, southern. 

Afata ab, s. aistua otf Aza TIGA 4S AF, name of one of the 

leading hindoo religious establishments in Assam. — : 

fam, s. wa efee wai wa, freer faface fim wa, a fee, a 

present to a priest or a preceptor, a funeral gift. 

wfaatrat, s. Uae oa ye whtcr fe wai aie, the period of 
the sun’s declination from north to south. 

afafani, s. wreta wfem, #@tatz, southern, relating to a gift. 

FUT, a. mits, sara ta Steterhs wa, active, dexterous, skilful, able; 

| s. a son of Bralimé sprang from the thamb of his right hand. 

wate), \ a. CUD, CAtcaten, inactive, lazy, sluggish, slow, stubborn. 

Www), 

wera, s. ofee ata, fxv, aie wee, a kind of musical instru- 
ment; a. very, very strong. 

FU, a. a. fa st? sai, wre wal, burnt, calcined, scorched. 

Wl, a. culate fefet facan, unlucky, s.an unlucky lunar day. 

Wi, s. erate corm, far wal, lifting up; a. raised, lifted, elevated. 

Wait, v. cot, eats ee, to li up, to raise or straighten. 

WwIVa, s. Atayte wai, wif% wei, the lifting or moving about. 
W'S, s. aris, Dicwta, Eta, woratea AthH, a staff or sceptre, punish- 

ment, chastisement, a fine, an hour of twenty four minutes. 

WIGS, s. athe scat, one who inflicts punishment. 

RSUq, s. WS “Cay, efee Aa, ze, Ex, holding or swaying 
a staff or sceptre; hence a pilgrim, a king, Jom. 

wefan, . a. aifea, CHIN, 3A ATF, ie MeOH worthy of punish- 

W372, ment. 

Weag, s. fan %e eal, MTR fata, prostration, the falling flat 

on the ground; lit, like a staff; with @zi, a. fallen &c. 

afs, s. ST ais ae ol, Ath facaH, bearing a staff, a oo 

#2, a Wil Gal, Hz, given away, bestowed. 
"a1, a. fer Tem PURER | given in marriages wa Anpecntnsd 

damsel. ys Lomersh: 
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ais, s. zicriee Biase, Bytes <ife TST SH vif, a father’s 
younger brother, a stepfather. 

Wah s. BBS, (SP Ba; an elder-sbrother. 

wainea, s. tafatded wwicre, a wife’s uncle. 

ufe, s. Tw otfare, otte wal oifetz,curdled milk. 

afeada, , s. Tw cate, eta Sofia Atbe ats, churning milk, 

Wieasa, the title of a popular Assamese drama. 

Waa, s: fay sce iW stifetaa ae aista, the ocean of curds, 

the fifth ocean in hindoo mythology. 

Wa, 8. Slag Ufa, the large rope of a fishing net. 

WU, s. culate Fay Aba castia <1 fas, Ay, a bridle, a curb, 
a bit, a rein;-with ¢caini, a. hanging in tatters. 

Way, a wisd Aal Utada CAIs Bieta, dental, (as of a letter.) 

#4, s. BS Bafa, whaqia, strife, a quarrel; with ofa, to quarrel. 

avdim, s. 22 Qe, Scala ayia, cate! cate, a quarrel, 

aia, contention. 7 

“yal, 4. Anz AUIS qi, a contentious, quarrelsome man. 

maT, s . Ww oa TSfa, a quarrelsome woman. 

WU, a. Wea, Boul, Zifa, see 2a, 

WinRAR, Ss. CBS aif, Ge Galion restlessness, inistdlbvileeastanke 

W7iqi, a. ASH CVIAT i ba, a large piece, (as of a meat or wood. ) 

RAAT, ad. CUIAA CHitaid, AIBA, in large pieces. 

471, a. vieata val, vila afe fia, partially ripened; reproving, 

rebuking; with yz, a reprover. 

WaIfa, v.. wife afa, tifa avifa af, wife ale ff, to reprove, 

to rebuke, to revile, 

Wit, v. wiiriel ta, vefa, wife fR, to be half ripe, to rebuke &c. 

"4G, a. faqs, qe] qovi, Sa, 7a 2Gi, silent, without increase 

or diminution, stationary. ; 

Aim, Ss. WA COLA, YA Yafa, Tatw cater, the sound of a 
large drum, (the #@i,) eating to satiety. 

WAaAai a, s. RSIS, fea fers, quarreling, striking back and forth. 

#21, s. Zim ated, a large drum. 

waif*, v. zcaca wifa = fa, to sieze and take away by violence. 
ycivigia, s. wae bine wifes aai capi, al wate, the first or 

undermost layer of a thatched roof. 
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Wi, §. WA, Catt, HLS, CHA, & heap, a pile, a multitude, a. much &e 

WIS, s. WHI, CHITA; ABIAT wet CHTS, a strait, a pain in the 

joints caused by a strain; with 3, to receive a sprain. 

waefan, a eis, SA, afta gute ais cocaien, heaped up, full 

to overflowing, cast up as a sand bank. 

Wa, 8. AHA, UI, ZH SA, keeping in order, bringing into subjection. 

Waal, s. afax adfe AS sf5, a species of fragrant tree. 

waifaa, a. wine eal, wfaz afam, capable of being tamed or subdued. 

WIA, s. TST TS coraifa, sfys acral yee iF, the male calf 

of a cow, an upright support in the frame of a roof. 

ail, s. BoA Ste zat We Tefal, a swelling; with aif%, to swell. 

wuainafa, s. Bate Bathe, zeten zr, a blotch of swellings. 

WUT, v. HH Bla, ALES csf1P1F, to heap together, to collect in heaps. 

wrigg, ad. RaW, HAST H2ze, in heaps, abundantly, excessively. 

wf, v. fafa, za ofa, to subdue, to subject, to check or suppress. 

HS, 8. T, MEwlA, TH, He, pride, arrogance. 
wotfa, a. sata, sift, afef, zach carey corerte, proud, arro- 

uf, gant, conceited, boastful. 

¥4, 3%. SSI WAY, Bis, fafoa, Haig, price, cost, likeness, similarity. 
WI, 8. Sibita qq aw aicw#A, Durrung, a District of Assam. 

waRaTE, v.. cost ater, Fa arfst, to feel a chilly sensation. 
WAZ, 8. BAY, CATT AMS ws, medicine. 
WATE), s. «TRA Sai wigag cas, monthly wages, salary. 

Wai, s. 2a, fare acain wa, wife, a bridegroom, one who leads 
a marriage procession; hence @twaT®, which see. 

watfeafan, ». wal wea, the attendants of a bridegroom. 

WFASA, 8. TSA wicace Sere sfad=ri, the Straightening out of 
cotton with the jaw of the borali fish. 

ufay, a. “fam, sym, faxfa, poor, needy, indigent; s. poverty &c. 

Riae®, v. wicaca Sele sfaAiz, to comb out cotton; see shires". 

—«RCATS, S. WA SA, SE GA, the pricing an article. 

Wei, s. Red, *Y, TENS, pride, vanity, conceit. 
: Waa, s. Gifs, RICeTA, a mirror, a looking glass. 

Wit, a. wexife, aff, az wotfe, Here, proud, boastful, arrogant. 

Wag, s. MH AS’, TWH cy, a court, a hall of audience. — . 
WAR, 8. ORR, fats Ba, TS, a sight, a view; with f#, to appear. 
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WHS, v. CHUIZ, TAIZ, to show, to point out. 

Wale, v. Sidi aie, SF aAsyiz, to prevent, to intimidate. 

WATS, 8. SP BCH, Cea, TasRtH CSTS, intimidating, deterring. 

Wa, s. WHTBS cate afae tay Sig a Gi, a species of aquatic 

grass, a portion, a gang, a party, a body of troops. 

7a, s. CA, WS, ALA, a, a shrine, a temple; a. abundant, much. 

WAS, Us. eiiqaica adia TAS Galatia Wift, a leading person, 

wta, Sa chief attificer, an astrologer. 

HAG, 8. Safed a71 dia, a species of red rice. 

MAF, S CAH ACS, Wiha vie isi Bens facaw, -a_ bridge. 
HAR, ss TIS Nel Gor fe, a fish trap. 

Wadi, s. Cela Mies foie fim Siere, a saddle cloth. 
WAR BSA, ad. CApMiz aawits fe azi, contentedly, without 

crying, (applied to infants. ) 

wauata, s. sfe fica aa caiel Bi, fasta, a bog, a miry place. 

wanfanl, a. W Cael AS, wala CHIvifa, miry, yielding or shaking 

like boggy ground. 

wan, s. fHzi, cael, UA, grinding or rubbing, as with mill stones. 

wate, s. WA tai BTS, a place covered with the WA grass. 

nain CHinifa, ss Ere Bet AA Vid waa, w cciBiE AIT, bogsy 
ground, a deep mire. 

Wadi, s. etal, caicaial, a swelling; with a4, a. swollen, blotched. 

Waimea, s. Caitaial cAitaia, a collection of swellings or ridges. 

wasiqafs, ad. fq Bey Geta, thickly ridged or blotched. 
was, v. GCAS catdid, WAI, to gather together, to heap up. 

Wana, a. FAIRY, SAS Gas, Wixeifes, very many, 
wit, s. cea, wafer ai a fan wif, citaifa, ufe, a clod, a 

clump, ‘@ throw from the hand; v. to grind or rub on a 

stone; with Sfaais, to break clods. 

Wasi, s. caTNe 221 Siz; a rug, a carpet. 

wfa xai,s. wifes, throwing to a distance. 

wiasfan, s. wie wx sida Siyfe fan, adong handled mallet 
for breaking clods. 

wasifa, , v. Taastta xife d1%, to throw to a distance, to fing, 
wane, ; to cast, aside. 

wisata s. oeaifa, wie tei BF, a place abounding with clods. 
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afaninfa, v. oaerica wiaatz, to throw back and forth. 

Wa, s- HHS, a tooth, & segky tres spor et! FS 

WAY, @ \ReaHNfaz,. faqa AG AZ, a tenth; sa shasters. ries 

the. substance of the tenth division of the Bhagawat,, trans- 
lated into Assamese by Shree Hongkor. . 55 ys 51k 

WANIAA, @.. WAT AAs Sto, WZ Sie, the tenth part, a tithes oe). 
wats, s. fefa facua, the tenth day,of the: moon's increase and wane. 

FA Tt, a. way aal, aiaa, bios ten faces; s. an GUSTER of 

RG Ve P2232 ott) SOIR S. Sige (PIP ary 
wrad, s. aim sya fafa, SOGINT ami, lity ackiine i ten 

chariots;.a sovereign of Qude,»thesfather of Ram. < : 

FHl, Ss. BHA, StaT, All, TS, Se AAAAA, state, fate, lot; condition- 
WAZA, S.., PFBAAA CAB FEp VEDA; \an epither of Vishnoo; 

| lit. he who became ten times incarnate. , 

aarfea, a4. WS, qerfan, Bip Geifaa., unlucky, unfortunate, 

US, s. ABS, TS Witte, of, a signatare. + . 
#41, s. Ata, Fafa <q, an.alloy,.an, amalgam, pewter.) » .. 1? 

FEE, 6. fats, TS, Sis, custom, practice, habit, usage. . 

weq acy, ad. fas acs, Sica, Aleta aw; Pending 40 usage. 
4%, a. WA, Axe facam, ten. 
Waa, . CATAA, AIR SA], combustion, conflagration. 

FEAPeH, @. HE RFA AALS CTS, as mach) as.can ibe clase 
with the ten fingers, : ,. .RPS 

Wea wea, s- gai fa ata fea, ae FASE; the Susie neha 

burning a dead body. | 5 

¥ES), 8. FE TI, wie, Dias, in cxithdoei ten sinliee or pats 

bo . CMS, TAA AA Hay Sal Sie, a burning, a ceremony for 
| the dead performed ten days after death. 5 

wfe, © 0. fe, wisAg Bite fea Zs), to burm;:s. the fringe of a cloth. 
Wees, s. afee caisth B5,.a species of the “abe the stalks 

of which are edible... 1! > Win 

RCIA, seo RE saniaivaliamniin anoverseer ate it. asain 
Ri, s. piAbepideelanic baal Facarasardavor long knife: used alo 

as a sword. & Jin Bemis swtese’ ont 

WIR ce erg ary fg ane, 8 wR mE, ‘a
 fault; "a 

crime, an error; vw. to reap. © eygid muds 

37 
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wizfa, s. Saft, foritfefa, a witch, an evil spirit. 

Wisfa, s. «ta cafe age, ifs xcatei, a female reaper. 

aitainitfe, s. wa, cast cefst, haste, speed; with te, ad. hastily: 
vivfa, v. ae uta, afe, STs fare, to run; ad. oe. 

WIT, s. WB, FHA, a tooth, a tusk, # fang. 7 

WISeadfa, so WIS corcaral, the gnashing or grinding of the teeth. 

HISSALS, v. WiCSte HH BA, to grate or gnash the teeth. 

aiscoiaie, 
ATSB, v. HICH ACG A ANT Cd cof uf, Vite F, to bite or 

grind the teeth, to rage, to scold. 

ATSBITATSH, s. WITS HH VI, HATS waH7S tal, the grating or 

grinding of the teeth. 

Wisid, s. big Bifes wifS a aia, the edge, side or margin. 

wisnatfamal, s. facpeite wicy wicy cofer a1 wtih eat, the lock- 
jaw, the setting of the teeth as in convulsions. 

witfhal, s. wigs SA Utz cats, a disease of the gums. 

WITS, s. CBlaa, Sta, ete, a border, a margin, an edge, a side. 

wifsfa, s. tam wei fefe, a woman having prominent teeth. 

aifeorta, s. eS aifea fam a ceiaa, a country bordering on 

the base of hills and mountains. 

nifeaia, s. wife oey aicetul, stiferia, cai iefam, ae facna, 
a resident of the above, an imaginary evil spirit. 

win, s. iva stat, fea, cote, a portion of land, a class, a 

witst, spot, a blemish. = 3 

WiRcnia, s. BTSTTS “fa aTqz sift wifa fas, the bearing or 

carrying in the hands or arms. 

wife, v. OTA, gxara fa, to raise, to lift up. 

winsifa, s. Sts wai sitfe, a rod of a native loom to’ which the 

_ warp is fastened. 

ate, s. fee ui, wife, a giver, a liberal person. 

winfd, s. CRA, clgdi, a term of abuse or insult. 

winfacette, a. Aaa, Gigs! cattstt, lazy, stupid, mean, low. 

wi) Mi, Ss. WA TAS GS cra, the king’s body guard, 

ia, s. Boast, fea, an alms, a gift, a present, a donation. 

Waa, «. cantfa wife dig aa cate, a tax or duty levied by 

the Kings of Assam. 
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wraeal, a. Ai wie few, Rai yeas fiz’, given, bestowed, betrothed. 
aime, s. wing face oa, a will, a testament, a legacy. 

Wiad, s. AAA, wzsigq Via, WAS, Ho, ademon, a fiend, a giant: 

wine, @. fay ae Axia Wik; axa yf ary, benevolent, 
giving generously, the mame of a shaster. 

Wife, a. wha Sal TqE, faz eiicae ts, bountiful, liberal, HP ae 

wifacetran, s.  cafaa aha MS CHS, CLA BMT fam, one whe 
wins a prize or game. 

aiofa, s. WICH, Set Zax COTS HTH, a metalic mirror. 

ator, s. wife, ete, ate, reproof, rebuke; with fz, to rebuke ; 

with cafe, reproved, rebuked. 

wifa, v. wife , witha aie, to reprove, to rebuke. 

wid, $. aa asti catal sifwa cate, a hoof print of a horse; with 

wa}, the making an impression with the hoof. 

Wid, s. awia, HAS, Fe, a heap, much, many. 

WITee, s. Za Sai afax, a species of plantain. 
HITAT, 8. CECT, casafa, 4X ety AR, a small ‘stinging insect, a 

loud continuous noise. 

WIqeHl, a. iale Tel, Siew carey, collected together, heaped up. 
winfa, s. tea coTetfa, waai z @refa, w sucking calf. 
wicwina, s. feast Qe Ae, an epithet of Krishnoo. 

wifes, a. wotfa, wht, sf, proud, imperious, overbearing. 

Wine, a. wifa, fag ei, bountiful, liberal, giving; s. a giver; used 

also in composition, as S*#Tqzs, causing fear. 
Wit, s. wax, fHor, SIqstz, compassion, tenderness, mercy, favour. 

wiatT?, a. xafaate, aia] Scatsi, merciful, gracious. 

mam, | 
Winlala, a. waltzes, fHofte, merciful, compassionate, gracious. 
Ria, s. Ib Bia Faq wa HTS, the teeth of fish or reptiles. 

Wiad, s. faataa, SHA, *fSal, the act of tearing, rending or ead 

wiaqe, s. fevfef, afay wie tata, alam. 
Wiadl, s. siei, fecatet, tats, a wife. eR 
wise, s. FREE Haft, Krishnoo’s charioteer. erm 
WIS, a. SAAS, Sa, frz, terrific, awful, horrible, erael: 
Rican, s. Sle TSS, Li Bide ares oe ocate aeta 

faazi, a native head officer of police, a superintendent. 
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WA, so Siu, fewe, HIS, Sirdaly a slave, a servant, a worshiper; 

wifa, s. cab, ciafefa, mitmwafs, a female servant: or worshiper. 

Wins, a WA Ayia, servile; slavish. BU Bia? 

ames, s. afer sis, wiAteisia, menial: services or occupation, 

ale, s. aia fami, cate, a burning, combustion; conflagration 

uals ph gz *SPle. Sh at 

WRKa, a afamy cam feedacriiaiay Ser) <a, AS A 
cals, faint; s.fainting, swooning. vi 

Micata, s. . HTS, ACSA, property, whether iahenie! or acquired. 

fi, vy Rit BS, fim, tz, to give, to, bestow, to present. 

faton, s. viaa wale fiz1B, the causing to give. 
RET s. Tid BAIS, Ma. oa, fF @l, agiver, giving habitually. 

Ma, ) so HA, Bi, cola, cSlal,a point of the compass, quar- 

fast, § ter; direction. 

eae, a <4 Rte, very loti: ( applied to a road or journey. ) 

Masts, s. fofafza xg fe ai Zifs, one of the eight elephants 

.said.in hindoo mythology to support the earth. 

faccais, s. faa oa «fae, a species of very long plantain. 

fina, ss ASA Sinta ofa Asi, sifeg cviicA GIs, a looking 
on. every side, a general survey. | i gt 

firsts, , s. fana wfucifs wz Ga cael, fectaa, a protector of 
stored 
MAz1z,. a. BARD, faaa, wfs¥, naked, poverty stricken. 

fastens, a. AOR GA facets, fafaize fatsie), all-conquering 
everywhere victorious. 

fasfafast, ad. ABH 1, SIDS fra, everywhere, on Pail sides. 

MATa, a. aw, faze, faz, Ruta, naked, stripped, an epithet 

of Hoda Hiwo, a naked mendicant. iat 

fra, s.. fax, fran, length, extension; a..long. _ ca os 

Ran; \a. Re, faz, Rta, long, Tas Ss. length, extension. 

fuafiolfa, v. F8Ae Te, TSI aan Se, to fall prostrate, 
frusi,:a. feaA cRisi, long, applied only to man. 

fiufazi, a. Mua bias, hua, tall, die sill compara. 

Hacabie, y tively.) a ide . 

ea; s > fiae iat” #é tare. extension. ties 

frajoad. fire, Hacs,\in length, lengthwise... ai as 

the quarters of the globe. 
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faz, s. SAF US Bia, Han, SIA, fr tie a dayiar: time: 

RAB, s. nice ai fhohiias “uth es 
fiaAtal, s.. ie fiarifs,..the; sun; dit. the ‘led of me = 

fiafasen, s. ata fata, BIA lain aa? cater ie the pia 
ing of time, living...) 9s © 5b TE 

frafaaé, 1. STH T ATz CART, to ast time, to dive. © © yy 

[waza, s. Wferaia fata, the) helper of the needy. . 

feaaia, so lyst, Caf, the sun, the eyesof day. : 

fraafac, ad... eca faa, coticd® fra, all the day long. 

feafen, a. “faa, Wiag, SHIM, iTS, poor, needy, destitute, ©» 
frais, s. aaa Ga, Te fey: the close of the day, evening. | 

faca. fact, ad. facet “fae, are, aisinca, voile each on 

faca sifs, } every day, continually, 
facm atte, ad. aifea faca, AWI?, day and night, continually. 
fact, ad.» face nwi®, daily; ‘continually. v 
fast, , s. fotfafea za as, fang nce maerie, as fe, tf, a 
Farr, } continent, in hindoo mythology one of the seven circular 

divisions of the worlds a.Jamp. : 

farss,.s.. F235 bz, a pair of; spectacles. 
faeifact, a. cafes, af Wwe, beaunful, comely, well sleatinead 

Froieia, 5. BifS cai. iS, 51.2 candlestick, a lamp holder. 
bide aa a. Bisa SHS, ifs ay, ss wea Wea 
factiafa, ) fefet fama, clear, luminous, ‘effulgent. rs 

frist, s:, AS ABT ATH, a native. book of prophecies. . . 

fares, s. {airitS, ia, ciara, light, brightness, effulgence. 

 « fafeea, a... YoiA SATS, AB, giving light, illuminating; s. the sun, 

opal di a. Aci ae; iss, Blienig thinness illustrious. 

| «faieat,.! co, 
farania, a. fa ecdizt, postlig heals ee effulgent. 

faxq,. &.. gua Haq Ae, 93 Ai4e AT, one of the principal. hin- 

dow paligions establishments in Assam; the Difoloo River. 

: be s. Wa, ya ART UG Gia, a day, the period of time 

: faa, bapgen, the. rising and setting. of the sun. ff 

faatez, s s. qs, afa, 3g, Bisa, the sun, (it. the pee of Fg 

AD, 4. By AMA, AUR, Baise, AAAz, iFM Deautiful, 
celestial, thy 10! Sie° Si) bodocdt pata ss 
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fwarssia, s. zWstitz, excellent or supernatural knowledge. 

fwozz, s. wife Wa zB, fine raiment. 2 

fan, s. fara, ia oa, fF Ie’, a-giving, bestowing, granting. 

fd, a. fru, long. 

fife, a. <acae faa faa, foafefe, long lived. 

fad whi, @. Harish, ifs, fess, zane, far seeing, prudent, having 

forecast; s. a wise or prudent person. 

faxfaata, s. frunte aie oa, Qqyrears, a sigh, a long breath. 

fedieia, a. fous cata, frafaa, oblong, lengthwise. 

faeia, s. fadfafe, fran STH, long life, longevity. 

faa, s. Gsaufaa wife frat, course, direction a point of the compass. 

THz, s. SS, ae six CLS, Born, ats att, curry of varieties. 

fer, s. <5, facsien, TAI, cA, a way or means of doing or 

going, direction, order; with f#, to direct, to supervise. 

feaifafs, ad. Sita xicz, oifeg wrata, this way and that, all about. 

y, a. Wol RAT! aca, 2, two. 

Wola, s. wate {ui azz, a door keeper, a porter. 

Ems, sae sifks caicaten ab, wea Zid piefa, a passage, an 

entrance, a way, a door. 

RSTE jfani, s. Aifar co, aires Gy wtf, a ripple, a wave. 

RSAvIE, s . REIT we axgifa sa, a threshhold. 

WOT, ss UM FF Sai sifz, a bar for fastening a door &c. 

rateyt, Ss. U4 HH US BIA, the entrance or door of a house. 

Re A, a. aot 431, afta, one or two, a few. 

Rafer, a. Re 1AB eel, on both sides, as of a river. 

rBejea, s. faa zi eifea Gam ceat, TE 7a, half of a day and 
night or 12 hours; ‘with fea, noon; with aff, midnight. 

Weate wala, ad. Hara, twice. 

WS Wa, )» a. caltaicetcal, Teel, eral aacdl, Be CatcRT St, 
42 Tal, } undecided, hesitating, vacillating. 

"ofe, a. ofa, qafe, forty. 

Rx, s. Pia cote, SB, Aa, BWA, affliction, trouble, pain, 

suffering, distress, want, indigence. 

qian frei, a. coe a cocefe cata, lit. wearing two cloths, 

t, e. having reached the age of maturity. 
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Hatta, a. AAPA, FRA, two. 

afar, a. ES dei, cata, fwafex, afflicted, miserable, wretched. 

Bias, 
afarat, a. Way, SHIA, FAS Al, poor, needy, destitute, afflicted. 

maaist, s. fofwa waeiz “Fecmm, rans, aneck ornament, a brooch. 

WH, 8. GBT Tifa, milk. 

RDI, a. COI, FEM, WF catiB, two things. 

avfan, a. wots eel, having two limbs or branches. 

#4, s. Brwat, atai wicadtet, oftsfa, a messenger, an angel. 

3a, 8. SIAM, Ha, SSS, C&T, misfortune, suffering, trouble, perplexity. 

wearer, a. 4 Taf asi, TACATIAM, double, in two folds or layers. 

aster, a. FF wel wes, qyfem, as wad FA Last, double 
tongued, two stories high, as a house. 

fez, a. RF ANAS, the second. 
qfeni, ». fete fam, saa gy m1 few ora fafen fia, the second — 

day of the moon's increase and decrease. 

Waid, s. Capaia afee cae caist, cholera infantum. 
wefani, a. WE wifea «ta gai, double edged. 
Wea, a. WE Cie, caicaton fam afa, a double channel. 
Aaqa, a. gBfa steact, pertaining to a cow and calf given ay 

an atonement. 

a, a, Aa, BSS, Wale, two; ad. twice, again. 

yale, s s. fam ater wise fam fret itz, a kind of SJantern 
used on festive occasions. 

aa, ad. Biss, %aait, ef, again, a second. time, repeatedly. 

aia, a. 15 Glam, holding a dvon or five seers. 
Ww, s. HF Ae Sal, the act of doing twice. 

wyfS, ©. AICHAl TWAT, Wal, a kind of large drum. 
Rrifsa, a. Hits cx, HES ei, having the second leaf, as of 

a seedling; fig. applied to an early death. 

Pre, v. ctcarea Aw Bie, Af, CESriIf, ETAT, to rum or 
walk with a heavy tread. 

HAG, s. WE Sez, fea T Aifsa Ww, two parts of the toy, mid- 

day), midnight. 

_-Reifeny » wege ASU, gota caters, telating tenia midnight. 

AI 
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wera woifa, ad. Waid, Wafe, twice, two tras: 
aPAate, © wa ware wats, GaTmt fir, to nod assent, to press downs 

. a as with a lever. = 

MBPaAL, a. Wea caro, TCH SITS setoke divided into two parts, 

belonging to 1Wo -ways. 

WEIR, s. WetH, APSE, WF fas, two parts: of divisions, two ways. 

nafa, s. @a ofax, a fine grass,'a spécies of dhan. 

rotate a. He BiG wel, Flav, WS Shela, double curved, of two 

| nsicieadis or ‘sorts. 

aN et, s Sate cain eaie nan, foafaefa, a°sound “of heavy 

footsteps, any heavy rumbling sound. 

amie, a. sVtTAce cere, vaSTAM, cate Wee, full’ to over- 

flowing, swollen, 

ayfa, s. Aafa etre colar wai faafs, the turning and 
uate Ta, sowing together the ends of two cloths. 

HCH, a. FRGTE, both. | 
Wa, a. foast, Biv, distant, far off, bad, evil; with @fz, v. to 

remove, to send or drive away. 

Walaa, s.! Rata (wti GY, a telescope, a spyglass. | 

MAMI, so HA; WIA, Waal, adversity, calamity, evil condition. 

WAIGi5, s. “fad AS Sid, a species of smal! turtle. 

Waidia, s. Gals, Peisie, profligacy, wickedness, dissoluteness. 

waite, a. TAS atai, if, ecaaaifa, profligate, vicious &c. 

HSASM, a. Gl, WTA Sal, CHICMICSID Sai, folded or folding. 
WUE, a. WE, shila wafa, far off, distant; “s. remoteness, distance. 

ae Afar, a aarti ‘A, Sortie, ill fated, unfortunate. 

uals, s. Wl, GPA, WH, distress, poverty, wretchedness, misery. 

wate, 8 . Gaal 2b, BATA, stench, disagreeable odor. 

a ifeni, a. Oc a%1, stinking, offensive in smell, fetid. 

wa, a > sia a zwfaa cared alata aida, difficult of entrance 

or approach, narrow, strait. 

wf; s. | eis, fantate saul, aat faaa Bt, the goddess Durga. 
Aa, s. Com Ix, FASTE, a bad quality, an’ evil ‘disposition. 
wUpal, S. wasa Birt Brea, mishap, misfortune. | 

wae, a. WA UIA, AAs, Tafaata afta, gigattc, powerfl 

dificult to be subdued > a) 



Waa, a. 7s, cami, Beafa, wicked, base, cruel, Se aioli 

aaah, Ss. WBAT, CAH GA, Boeatm, wickedness, malevolence. 

WEA, ALA, Shs, Arian, far, ill fame, Anapeecley & 
RAT, ris: ‘bad. character. a i ' 

ain, s.. Ra Sais, HS, ASIN, ill fortune; adversity, 
aa, s. wes, faze, impotence, weakness, feebleness;, a. feeble &e, 

#2iA, a. facta, airrefeut, ainae cacateal, weak, feeble, impotent. 

WA1aT; Ss. Hoa, fami, otf, harsh, abusive or obscene language, 

WAH, s. TH Sie, TTI, w AA evil fate or condition. 

WAH, #1) Sealy, @eie, evil inclination or advice, bad counsel. 

yz fem, a, "2D afe ei, ea fim, subtle, crafty. 

FS, a. sinsien, anifat fecatst, hateful to»the sight, dunisible, 

‘) \asa woman hated by her husband. 

wien, a a. pivaoifam, sistfea, wretched, unfortunate, miecialili. 

# Sis, So) CAR) wore, aaa, misfortune, ill fate. 

4 FSay, 9. SISA, KBIMA, ‘arata arefeat, a famine, dearth, scarcity. 
#NTS, s . aD afs, SrSIE, wa Te, an an evil desire, evil inclination. 

WY, a. Ae Tat; TERI, exorbitant in price, dear. 
WAAA, s BRA, coz fox, an evil omen, a bad sign. 

WAS, a. WA, Hela Bie, scarce, rare, obtained with difficulty. 

fam, s . CATR Sta wes, can sifa, a palkee bearer. 

Wai, vo. eaai® te, wart Ba my to do or to break forth a second 
iimay: as of disease. 

#2, a. Wea Hf, Ger, wicked, anravia, vicious, low, vile, mean. 
roriR, © % 4D war, HeaThe, vilfany, wickedness, meanness. 

| “WAS, a BBa, ofeata Bra, ¥ a, difficult, impracticable. 

wf, a CATA SA, Bate, artful, guilty, criminal, sinful, eaulty 

qyfen, a. ‘wef Bees cate, double threaded. i 
wAfea, a. wF GTS eel, having a double channel. 

Wi, a. HAT, Sa, Bisa, difficult, not easy. 
WII, » Ss. CHM BA, Hot Sas, Sex <alsaa, an evil act, a 
Wau, ts ‘crime, misconduct. ’ hee 

FBS, a. | ofa, meh, RBI Baie, evil, Gidied, sinful. 

qefvar, a. ABI US aw, AE ety vifefee, WOE sige ene 
afar. 7A, two cubits. in. measure, podem two a eR work 

that requires both hands. | 

33 
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Raw, s. fe, featfa, a daughter. 

fet, | 
re, Ss. SA Sc c@TSi Ai cate] ATT, a word used in mak- 

Hee, } ing familiar requests, as, you will, wont you? Do, please! 

CaS, s. Aza A AfSSe ACA, term used in addressing a bramin. 

US, 2. Wifes cATSq ACyiea, a term of respect used in ad- 

dressing the Assamese nobility. 

asia, s. nares Tye crafas faa, ania ail we featur, 
an attendant on an idol temple. 

CAS, 5. HIS, Was ACYI<A, a god, a demon, respectful address, Sir. 

ascfa, s. CAtS SH, cHZSTZ ATI, the trembling of one supposed 

to be possessed by an evil spirit. 

HSaie, s. Beare Asifa, wicatae coifefaw, a class of priests 
among the Ahoms, an Ahom astrologer. 

HSASS, s. ATS A c#asi Yl TAZ, a worshiper of idols. 

HSIai, s. Af a was Sb1, idolatry, the worshiping of 

images or imaginary deities. 

CHSaa, s. afaata, asiag safety fra, faxta ata, Sunday, the first 

day of the week. 

CASS, , s. THESE Sica, a husband’s younger brother. 

CHI, 

aumien, a. cacefesi, ai wifes ath eatt dei, suppurating: 
crutfaaig, a. cafatata sia, qua, sits, beautiful, comely, pretty. 

HAA, s. HPMACS BS CAB, Bie cea Ble cama, a 
gleam, a glimpse, a paftial view. 

CX, Ss. WHat, CSTR, seeing, sight, a view; with fi, to appear. 
HUTS, v. AAI2, fSalF, THT, GHATIZ, to. show, to point out. 

CHAT Pa, s. AYA AUP, coTSIEe, an interview, seeing face to face. 

CHUA, a. GAH, ZS, seen and heard, certain. 

cafet, v. wia ofa, ote, facasa. ofa, afS, to see, to look, to 

understand, to perceive, 

HASH, s. Caled FYBMIZ coigwMi, the causing to see &c. | 

CaMHAINTS, v. wafas Sart 51a fois, to chafe, to break the skin. 

caida, s- catiatfa, a goddess. 

HACHTaz, a. 4X CBI, CBIs!, very cold, chilly, pungent... 

HATS, Ss. CW Sia, fase TiSiea, thunder. 
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args, s. cre, BH Sif#, a god, a deity. 
arqzifa, s. wtetfH aifa, a voice from above, an oracle. 

Heute, s. whats, rasta ate, Oditi, the mother of the gods. 

rafal, s. crates aria aif fare wtyz, apriest &e. atten- 

dant on an idol. 

OU, s. Habia 7%, es Meta face fam «a anf, property 
consecrated to the gods: 

crate, s. cHzeta 12, oifere ati, a heathen temple, a wall. 

crataz, s. crasta ata, an idol temple. 

cacatea, s. crasta atca fam aif> =tfw, an endowment of a temple. 

cen, s. faftite as ts, oo aata afea care BF, a country, 
a province, a region. 

‘aratota, s. cana fale, a custom prevalent in a country. 

cantfuaia, s. cana staifs, am, the governor of a country. 

ASI, & WAT CHA, CHAT Vitsz, a foreign country; a. foreign. 

CHfa, a. CHAA, ac@ crAa, of a country, of one’s own country. 

cRCA GHCH, ad. 27S cAcH, in every country, everywhere. 

CHE, s. COZ, Alan, SIF, st, the body, stature. 

crestia, s. far afaa, ca waqa, soul and body, a term of affection. 

«RR, a. CHR GH, Gir, cv} Bai Az, corporeal, relating to the 
body; interj. an exclamation of sorrow or affection. 

cafed, interj. Het Zl qaNy Ws, I Sai Ws, an exclamation of 
affection or fondness. 

crfeetia, ya. aieettata afar com cret, wie sama ate, like 
cafag-tia, J to one’s own flesh, very dear. , 
tw, sv cond wal stifea, om, whe, off twa Sts, curdled milk, splints 

of a certain tree from which a kind of fine mat is made. 

tom, s. bait afac, a species of fish bird. 
MY, s. Waa, Wag, a demon, a fiend. 

(tet, 5. Ulied, eis, Serta, Bafa, fate, consequences of the 
actions of a former birth, providence; a. providential, divine. 

tafe, s. zy cred Stel, fHuE Btw, Krishnoo’s mother. : 

tafeana, s. Sifeae, cotter, Krishnoo; if. the son of Doiwoki. 

THAN, s. TAB, COPS, a fortune teller, an astrologer. — © 

Wea, s. Sorter Beaten, zmatca cate Saw, a protideia cir. 
: cumstance, a fortuitous event. 
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THACHIN, 5 Sorta cea, Saaqq E51, a fortuitous or providential 

combination of circumstances. 

WAHT, ad. BTS, USAT, WHA, aa, sreldadell ss unenpent: 
edly, providentially, by Hence 

MAaiS, ad. GSS, Lis, suddenly. 7 

tMaiiea, a. Baaifua, wioifea,. subject to wesiduins or fate. 

tarafia, s. faced fan AS Hal Sag MAS, CH FAT 
fecaisia iste facaH, the ceremony of rubbing curdled 
milk on the faces of the bride and. bridegroom-on the 

morning of the wedding day. 

| tem, a. cate TAI, tT, TH cate, thick, curdled, coagulated. 

catafam, a. Sia Si vifea Gal, cxisifae, speaking two langua- 

ges; s. an interpreter, 

HIM, a. HAA. SA A CMM, Mi SH, twice; s. reaping. 
ISI, s. GU BST SA, Ald, speech,.a foreign language, 

IS SH, a Wal SUl, twice roasted, applied . to rice twice 

parched, called. seera. Sow) RB 

caiata, s. ore ye wifes, acerca a fam, fer HITT YAS 
wife wzcbis, cane work, asin the seats of chairs &e. 

ISIE, e BARTZ, ATS, to bow, to bend, to nod. 

HATH, 8 8. AKA 42), gis, Bisa qa, the deserted annie ah a 

river, the Jast end of a web of cloth, | 

Wigs, s. cqicdieiz sxicateul, the act of bowing, eesti Jade 

CHIAUS, s. FB, Lie YAS Ywiz Al, caiawizifa, twilight. 
Hisia, s. CAaT<q Bis, PRA, THIS, a retail shop, a bazaar. 

Cuietia, s. Crista fra qaqa, casita, .a retailer, a -shop-keeper. 

aiceind if, x. vife vifa, sta aie, to have an even surface, as 

of a country overflowed with water. 

caiteteniata, a. oaifacd SA cotm, submerged, inundated. 

HICSiaAT, s. CR AN, sin AT, Bouin thrusting out. the 

~ in sullenness. 

crifaai, s. aie Teal, the weulaor soft palate. 

cRicsia1, s S. HU aaice Aisa, a two stringed musical. instrument. 

caicntal, a. fiesta aie bia cowl, bruised, scraped. . , 

acacia, s. win wife cris, Real faq sia AISI, a 
kind of braid; indecision, hesitation. 
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cata, s- fib Gafanl caieta ata, a measure holding five seers. 

GHInAd, 5. DISTT THA CF BSAT CHiKg Bal Ti VHS Ud, ATi- 
Tq QS 2cWH, a council chamber, a court-house. . _ 

aint fa, 9 dov.. Ie ARS VS Ga cap Atay to. press 
ariat xifa, y downward, 

orate s. cuicarara oriet, oiiat eriae oie facn cqicnicaien 
Wai, a pressing down; water overgrown with grass. 

caiaife, s-. Heaife, fag, a day on which the sun passes from. one 

sign of the zodiac to another, a hindoo festival held on 
three of these days. 

WICNIS, a. WFIT Ties, midway, between. 

HICATA, S. TAA, VleTT VIA, CAICSIB, a fold, a thickness, 
CHICANE, vw. Gilet, CUCSIBIZ, WIA Sl, to, fold. 
ICI, a. BS Sra, BS, a, fearful, frightful, gloomy, very, great. 

Grivifs, s Sea Fis UB AEM a Sis, a contrivance for holding 

the reed of % loom which separates the threads of the warp. 

ea, s. eas BF a aie tse fasta, sai, oscillation. 
CRIA, & WTA, comaiia, confusion, tumult, disorder, , 

CATA, 5) NIqR yf xtgcy ta fasl site TINE BR fzcam, abe, a 
palkee, a litter. 

@imt, v. tein fasrata aait, vifs wifes sate fam airid, 
to cause to oscillate or swing back and forth. 

CHIal ial, a. Tim wie eal, sunken in the middle, concave. 

cara Stfa, s. CRIA Sia cars, w fam, a dooly bearer. 

arratafant, s. amie frar Oconia cva facna, a class of orderlies 

in the days of the Assam Kings. 

cata, s. Oeiaid, vite, BT, Foy, WIE, guilt, fault, crime, offence. 

ATATS, a Ml A Mxaxys fal, Bethan, guilty, criminal. 

caratcrta, «. cata facia, good. and evil, crimination and acquittal. 

CAIMITA Tt, s. Si cute it, the conscience, the moral sense 

or faculty that approves or condemns actions. 

Gifs, a. tia, arian, weraifix, sinful, faulty, criminal, guilty, _ 
Ce, s:, attfata faceiey,; cats, milking with the band. 

cataafs, s. tafacrea aeueg tocas, husband of wife’s eldest sister. 

«RICA, 6. WOAH, UA AeA WIG Bist, the middle part of a 

large boat, . he 
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cHicatata, ad. wrats, FATS, YAATR, repeatedly, twice, double. 

caIe, s. a afing, A, a temple. 

AS, s. AR H-Hfy, wealth, opulence, riches. 

YO; s. FS, canifa, atafat, a thing, a substance, goods, property. 

WIS, s. YA Te, C@Qifa, property in general, 

Ya, 8. cHIa, TH, WI, liquefaction, fusion, solution. 

yas, a. cain te cata, oft caren, fae, melted, dissolved, fluid. 

Wien, s. wa fear, As afara, Tess, a grape, a raisin. 

Yasar, s. Yleste 5, a grape vine. 

Tab, @ . Fes, Bia, Gad, zee, fase, firm, stable, substantial. 

Tqore, ad. Gexrte, fasBlS, AX CAICATAICS, certainly, truly &c. 

FRSA, s s. yan a Se @ai, an asservation, an assurance. 

fasts, s . BCarT, Are Sal, “Sz, a similitude, a parable, a figure. 

fa, s. cawti, fafaatra, wa, sight, vision, perception. 

fats CHIDT, a. BST BING, AUS, faatata crfet, in sight, in view, 

within seeing distance. 

fyfe iG, s. BS Wal, CHA, COTS, seeing, perceiving by sight. 

FAA, @ . CHT CvTSH, seen, visible, perceptible. 

HS, a fay, wa, aatafa, cast, swift, fleet, speedy, quick. 

sais; s. Cale CHT, wate cHTa, fleetness, swiftness. 

cyt, s. Qfee Aq BH, HICAIA, CATA, ACI TUTE GSTs aaa, 
a species of wild flower. 

cate, 8; Byrata, RH, BRS, mischief, injury, spite, malice, treason. 

cytf, a. f2.Ae, wfes5 Oe, mischievous treasonous; s. a traitor. 

aina, s. bife gore fefor Aa, the third Jug or age of the world, 

comprising according to hindoo chronology 864,000 years. 

atate, } prep. ROUT, C29CB, by, with, through, by means of. 

cRTSITS, 
< 

q, yt the aspirated dental d, pronounced as dh in Goodhope. 

GAH, ao, feats, BATS, destruction, ruin, devastation ; with 

CAAA, aft to destroy &e. | 

CAB, a. AS BWA, waar, wAfa, ruinous, destructive, destroying. 

Cyl, s . afae WA Hb Al Ste EH, the thorn apple. 

Tyairifan, a. {Qaqig Br wifafoca, aint like the petals 

coqefani, } of the above flower. 
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Cts, % ceiVtety, tobacco. | 

“ayaa, ad. SGSG WA, FESS Bea, Vai PPh Cora aeti, with 
a white shining appearance. 

“aufanl, u. aq, wigat a, sesfeni, very, very white, shining, 
«s,s. fasia, fats wal Abi, Ts, a banner, a boundary, a pillar: 

CBSA, s. CHSA Sl GW AAS UT fie si, Ce Wiesig cea 
Bu, meddling with the affairs of others. 

ara, a. wairal, TM, Urifs, useless, unworthy, unfit. 

«a, s. fas, ae, Fat, wealth, property, riches, ‘money. 

CALE, 8. GHA, A BE Gal, ZI GFT, an epithet of Orjun; lit. 

one who .conquers wealth; a. large, great. 

«mata, s. cratta cae, the fabled physician of the gods, produced 

| from the churning of the ocean. 
“aoifs, s. gtaa, «fa, Kuver, the god of wealth; a. rieh, wealthy» 

“age, a, «fa, Vie, Bistata, safe, rich, wealthy, opulent: 

waata, $ 
wafaa, a. fafa, wee, wiay, poor, indigent, poverty-stricken. 

watfeata, s. «aorfe, «aa srarf, a title or right to property or 
having a title or right. 

CASA, & MACHT, MA GH, ATS, the acquisition of wealth, gain. 

«fa, a. bafe, Haw, opulent, rich; s. a sound, an echo. 

“<fael, s. cSto zeta, cam, SABI, according to hindoo astronomy 

the twenty third stellar mansiun; a. very little, small. 

“J, 5. ody, ala zl abe 15 Tai Bsa, a bow, an instrument used 

also for cleaning cotton. 

47H, a. CAA, «A AM, costing money, bought or sold for money- 

‘eq{vara, s. cay cola WH, the twang of a bowstring. 
“qaifa, $s. eq aifH, the sign Sagitarius. 

“TAA, 0. Cea Bla, CHIE, the string of a bow. 
“qa, s. «ay tA wats, bearing a bow, an archer, a bowman. 
U, a. «Fa, esa ge, yay yf, sisvata, arta, happy, 

blessed, praiseworthy, praised, | 

CAC, inter). SAH) Bel gis, well done! | 

<a, Ss Qa, UAaea, zfs oa, thanksgiving, praise, applause, 

thanks; with @fq, to: give thanks, to praise. 

“rntfa, s s. US Us, FARIA, See, armoyarce, threatening. 

: 
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CHLAS, v. CUSS Vtfeca cwiar’, is @fH, to flap, to: fly, to” 
flutter or palpitate. | 

qrtatea, s. Atha, Taw, loud abusive talk, scolding. e 

“ue, s. Uife, GBitalem, a threat, scolding, chiding. 

CIMA fa, F. GF wire WH, aaTays ufo By a@7, a roaring sound. 

MITNF, v- AP oifag Aa Hew afa, WORT 12, {S Genk, to roar as 

fire, water, or a tempest, to tremble; to palpitate. 

qsufaa, a. Wate we Ty, TENTS ew y roaring as ‘of a fire or a 

storm? or a current, or of rapid beating, or of footsteps. 

CREME, 8.0 aha] WTR Slot AH cea, the act of ruaring &c. 

Wal, a Iq Bie ociaip fash te Pia Ta, Sy ie T- 
FTE UI, stringy, ropy, as a glutinous substance. 

CU, a. casticafet, ceiztefa, qate, bustle, ‘speed, hurry ; 

<nida, ’. with te, ad. speedily &c. 

va, s. Tan cod; ata, fra, an embankment, a boundary, a rule. 

wafa, s. feifafa, size ta val ate, com fan aa cisfa: the 
earth, abeam or support of a superstructure, a ligature bound 

around any member of the body to arrest the flow of blood 

or the spread of poison. 

“ariie, ad. carfem, coresca yi, suddenly, neickty, ( applied 
to rising or starting suddenly as from sleep.) 

“QE, s. CUSsritafa, aagz, floundering, struggling, writhing. 

UIs, ) s. Way Saw, Reqwele igen ea, wie aes, Ae, 

“i,  § merit, any system of faith or worship, religion, justice. . 

vara, } Q. C4I Vi, AY, ANTS, “fae, virtuous, religious, pious, 

wf, just, righteous, godly, honest. 

“qi, a. fg <ai, fafaia. holding of containing, held, seized, 

caught; s. the act of seizing &c.; the earth. 

WAz, v. RSIS Sak, GR wie Wark ois sfe, to seize or 
cause to. be seized, to make sharp. 

“4iMq, 3. ALS, faux IG AT, oe aco fatfare epee an epithet of 

Vishnoo, dit. the holder of the earth. 

“aiufa, s. 3c faba wai, holding or seizing one another. 

eaizel, a. 6, fase, eiuifae, certain, fixed, indubitable. 

“fa, v. 2a TS Sia, aifal, wizse fe, to seize, to: ‘hold, to con- 

tain, to: begin, to undertake, — 
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eeu, a. iq etal, fea Ast, involved in debt; s. a debtor. 
CCTM, a. Be wis erg ai core cote, fS2t pte vista pela) 

whetted, sharpened, seized, caught. 

CASH, 8. CHSC YSIS Kal, VAs via ra i the caus- 
ing to be seized or to be sharpened. 

“4iS, \ ad. 4&5, BATES, in. fact, truly. 

ATS; 
eine, s. Cay Axi, CzT Bisaa, the observance or practice of 

the duties of religion. 

“vawe, s. CIT AICATS, TH, a religious teacher. 

“fem, a. “afta, ata, pious, religious, virtuous, just. | 

“datz, s. “an effet, atcea, the holy scriptures, the Bible; the 
body of hindoo law. *° 

“2%, a. Yayata, etal, YT SCAT, pious, religious, virtuous, just. 

eerie 5 
“ira, ¢. faa srw, yx, Ale, the Holy Spirit, a holy person. 

usfiest, s. ftot fa, religion and irreligion, merit and demerit. 

aiasia, s. “aq wasta, fas f4®, an incarnation of justice or 

religion, Jesus Christ the true Incarnation. 

“fe, \ a. “AIH US, Ale, AIS, pious, godly, just, righteous, 
«faz, honest. 

“Hl, s. tS ¢al, ABI, a laying hold of, possession by an evil spirit. 

qa, 8. rete ofa, wert, a flood, a freshet, a. white. | 

“ONE, s. Ute, SE craay, aqcuml, Afaare Bats, scolding, 
qoqefa, é storming, fuming, hurrying. 

“TB, s. CBMs, Aa) cole Als, Bort, a wet nurse, a foster Sealead, 

a uldfa, stizfa, fos, wri, anxiety, solicitude, earnest 
desire or expectation.» 

CALA, 8. CSSA Biers Fai al wu, the smiling or crying of 
an infant in sleep. 

“iui, s. faaui, afeeree, Zep, a nourisher, a protector, an. epi- 

thet of Brahma, providence. 

ay, s. Gy wih, ate, fas, du, con art afeac ya, furs, 
fru, fea ciseaq ga, a metal, an elementary or primary 

. substance, the breath, life, a verbal root. 

ateta, a fash carey, B® aon, frightened, vies 

39 
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“Tewrz, a. <1ecta, Miya, metalic. 

<infR, a <ait, Axi, Aes. tita fof, watfra fof, 
“ints, corpulent. ( fem.) 4 

wis. <i, AAT fac, paddy or unhusked rice, grain in general. 
“tata, s. ae Hit, diy ater sietta, a rice field. 

“il, s. big vq ¥al vafa, caf, atta, a beam, a support, a dwell- 

ing place, an abode. 

qu, a. tad te GSS R aly cote, alternately deep and 
shallow, applied to a rapid current over an uneven surface. 

<¢g, s. uafe carcaraite wal, hursy, bustle, confusion, tumult. 

“infa, a. see xinfa, 

“ia, ss WAT cols Ai Sicvia, cate, faa, the edge of a sharp in- 

strument, a current, a debt 

“iaa, s. «ai, fora, cait Sift zat, a holding, having or sustain- 

ing, germinating, conceiving; with @fa, to take hold of- 

“ial, s. fats, fats, sfae aisia, aie fra CHISI, a custom, usage, 

habit, fashion, a stream. 

“iftie, a. cata, varies, wI<, religious, virtuous, pious, just, upright, 

fete, a. was aif ete, ferta Si, fixed in mind; s. meditation. 

fuata, s. faw, tifa aotfa, faeef, reproach, abuse, contempt. 

fax, s. afex wtqZ <i HTS, a class or caste of people. » 

feycaial, a. aa aafa fata ai, standing idle. 

fasate, s. afae vale, cafaal aie Se, a kind of bird, the wild goose, 

fatew, a. 2aAS GBH ACA, acA{M, not inured to work, 

nefeaite, § lazy. 
fafaatz, 'v. fof, at for stfz, to be anxious or solicitous. 

feotfaorte, v. aoreorrs, ae afH, to beat, to throb, to palpitate. 

fafanterin, s. <e sii <eixceiTs, a heaving of the breast, pal- 

pitation, a throbbing. 

famiz, v. ate, Hts 72, to abate, to lessen, (as of heat or wind.) 

 fefitedtite, s. RR Sifts MAM Vaz Bia glimmering, a flickering. 

fafafefafate, ad. Sart Bat Gate eel, shortly, faintly, (appli- 
ed to breathing. ) | 

. feat?, v. «ota ofa, fofs, stfz, to meditate, to reflect, to. contemplate. 

faaia, s. ¢wta, fous, wtafa, cater Gai, meditation, reflection. * 

faa, a. Ts, stfi5a, steady, grave, serious, solemn. 
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fuca, ad. ice atce, fucaca, stfeate, cautiously, slowly, steadily. 

Care, v. CatB BAe, weteaiB, to wash, to cleanse, also ‘causative. 

¢ areferm, ti HCAS SiH CUT, ASS acewl ASI, spending 
wosfan, as fast as obtained; é. e. wasteful, prodigal. 

<2, v. mtifa, ata ofa, cate afz, to wash, to cleanse, to purify. 

tute, a. COTE, CSTEF CRM, cSTMiCAM, Fare. 
tufasafa, ? eta cret, smoky, hazy, foggy, obscure. 
asécifam, a yw fea, Atftai, luckless, ill fated. YTS 
“fy, s d sfamt, Sent wccieg, Hfs 7X eel, a waisteloth; a. washed. 

qa, s. fesaa, CATSA, CHS, CHIH, decoration, dress, finery; display. 

qaeai, y s. fests 2, cofs wai, the making a show or one or ie 
“al, 5. QA wife safe Bai, GS afee, tats catcaren, — 

cotton fibres with the bow. 

“ara, s. ae 5a 4%, a valuable resin obtained from the 

E Dhuna tree, incense. 

CATER, cya RTE HR, SHE ecm, EATER, beste 
“aint, pieces, like cotton by the bow. 

“fx, v. caqca yan yorh Be, zatecwtar®, ig beateotivawith ha bee. 

“ fACeTm, $. Sq cacsica cers, the act of going quickly. © - 
“ fafam, s. afaat® cast? farm, taking or driving away quickly. 
«fan, a. weafa, citfes, of fine appearance, showy, gaudy. 
CM, 8. GAZ, AH, SAS, doubt, mistrust, suspicion, depressiom 

«ayia, s. afae weta sof sth, a species of the gourd. ,  ”» 
CR 7TH, s. CSE Maha, a storming about, fretting. ie ad Dg 

“A, ss STS Ae Wey Ws, incense, resin, a fragrant taper. 

“Aaa, ad. Te arte, stfeate Haw Boi, heavily, applied to -fulling. 
“re on, v. © 4 4 AH Sa, to make a sound as of Heavy foot- 

steps or of 3 any thing falling. 

4A, @. CSM, SAY CE corer, scorched, browned, as in cooking. 

Sos, a. sifet feist ace aetal, scattered, pillaged, faid waste. 
CaTaa, s. CH ACHTS 1g, a censer, a vessel for burning incense. 

“ntafa, s. cos stata, ctttztefa, a stamping, gir mn 

with a heavy step. d 

4TH, v. ame coata fafoal %R ECA Sale Corre at BESTE, oo 
. to scorch, 
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<fani, s.. <4 HichIsi, a. person who prepares an aromatic taper. 

“<aie, ad. GZeAlS, CAC, quickly. 

“aafa, s. “qfa, CHICAS lal, CBT ca 31%, somewhere, at 

some unknown place or country. , 

CARs s. ZatG Viale HH, the sound, of heavily. falling. 

CAIX, a. ATG sf cafe aanite vife tei, lying at full length with 

the limbs extended, 

“agra, v. alo ula cafe aanite *sifa, to lie as above. 

4a, -s. aida 2 aera, a heavy beetle or mallet. 

<ieal, a. SiS cate wal, very black. 

qisal, a. QTS Dia Sal, Frost qyai, Iz Sal, very deaf, 
CUFY, 5. GIST 571 Gz A Asa, Wesi, a meteor, a luminous 

body floating in the atmosphere. 

| qaqa, s. BATE, CUS AAA, irritation, worrying, bustling about. 
<idafa, s. bia Sife acHiwta AF, the sonnd of beating, as of drums. 
wqiwyl, » a. Bile Bia, Ta, USAF, severe, heavy, driving, pressing, 
UUs, § as of rain or urgent work. fe 
<Iiea, ad. fafacatats, casticafst, quickly, rapidly, hastily. 
<ZRi, s. Iq COX AaLA, a tempest, a storm of wind. 

qi, a. sn aafaai, of a smoky or purple color; smoke. 
Ai, 5 : fom AVE Betsy qa facHH, introductory stanza of a song. 

I, a. CBR, ae, wily, knavish, subtle, crafty, sly. 

«vita, s Ss. Gratis, Rafa, slyness, craftiness, subtilty. 

<ai, S&S. CBQA af wii zi aif, “wt cay dust, the pollen of a 

<fa, } flower. 

MoT a. <faafa, <feca val, <faa faioal, ote cai, dusty, 
“faa, covered with dust, like dust; 2. e. powdered, pulverized. 

“fam, s. ate frm atf¢ wa4, any powdered medicine applied to a sore. 

“fem Cis, s. aq ATA Ufa. scurf, dandruff. 

«feaaialy, 8 SPRATT | ocd fea faa cata faw, a slight rain that 

often falls just before the three ritually unclean days in 

the month of Ahar. 

CacSla, s. Feed cataai cata, sprouts of Jkora or small reed. 

Cal, ss ATR AMS) af, te tive feata cais, an HARAORS | nut, 

“endl ) 3a-Mdisease ae cattle. 

xq, s. <q, T18f@ ste, a bow, a cow. 
—. 
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caqvifeal, s + C4y Ut TYZ, one who sets the bow for a wild beast, 

caq wat, s. ofan faraz ia aa, coq aie Be BABiam Sal, a species 
of wild plant. 

MoMA, a. BS WHI stifra ats, blind, a term of avin. 
cunifa, s. 2%, eum, ca zl, play, sport, pastime; with @fe, to play = 

cacaatcacafa, a. Bc face aw wal, playing together. 
cacafanl, a.  <ZAla, cBlyfeal, sportive, playful, jocose. 
tale, a. pte: faats, fasts, shameless, abominable. 

cals, Ss. Wa, AS, fetca oft, constancy, firmness, patience, en- 

durance, steadfastness, composure; with «fa, to endure &e. 

Cat, a. CMTS Bal, etal, washed, cleansed. 

careiqe, a. frei, <2 Gai, Bata Sal, clean, clear, pure, washed, 

cleared out; @. ¢. nothing left. 

Cis, s Bea wing facan, <x, smoke. 
cérarcaren, see Cufa g ufa, 
CaPHTe, $. 2a BE, BSA, cwieitH, a large rope, a cable. 
caicuien a. sicufe zea fam eel, céiceiten, hollow, tubular. 

Cait, s. wieaa fae Ya, whiteness, cleanness. 

cata, s. «ft, Siee ceTS AZZ, a washerman, a. dhoba. 

Catatfa, aka, caiaia FScaryi, a washerwoman. 

cAfsa, a. PEA %e wi, PSdIfST tz wH, rent, split. into parts. 
cas, a CIs, ani, wha aetel sal, washed, purified, white. 

caicxtwca, ad. facs® asti, <a Zit, very white or clean. 

«ia, s.. fata, fea, Size, meditation, religious contemplation, 

reflection, thought; with @fz, to meditate &c. 
“Tifa, a. <TR SCAT, meditative, contemplative, thoughtful. 
4S 4,a. faz, 5%, tsa CSRS US) a3) G41, fixed, permanent, stable, 

certain, sure; with a1 s. the polar star, the north pole. 

WAH, s ADB, SASTS, destruction, ruin. 
WAG, ) a AD walyi, GeiyfZ, destructive, ruinous. 

wanfa, § 

: a 

% ABIL, AW, AM AW, SAT AAS aifeca facie 21 ecatt 

wae f qarz, Caca we?, azefa. This letter is pronounced like 

the letter n, in tent. In composition it has the force of un, 

in, not, and often takes a vowel to euphonize with the 
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vowel of the word to which it is joined; as fR, to give; 

faff, not to give; wifa, to bring, atfa, not to bring; Bf, 

to ascend; ats, not to ascend &ec. ) 

“ASSi, S. SS, HB, MIPS, a picture, a portrait, a model, a map, a plan. 

ASL a, Cotte 2 el, CoA ASA] uncut, undissevered, undivided. 

ASqnl, a. Wifetce ate, uatrimmed, unpruned. 

aA@ei, a. Halas, aietfe, uncleaned, unpounded, (as: of rice.) 

asa, s. fe oa, aiface fae, a copy, an imitation, a transcript. 

AS, a AiTVlA, ATS Wi, having a nose. 

AGA, s. CASA, ATVAT GB STB, an ichneumon, ( Viveria [chneumon ;) 

one of the five Pandoo princes. 

AGUAS, a. Fat AT af2z cataai, unable to endure fatigue, effeminate. 

ACG, ad. Tyas, FaAlz, newly, recently, a second time. 

at, s. BryRfaq Faq cote Sta, waoq coaa WITS, a toe or finger 
nail, a claw, a talon. 

AAS, Ss. ANT BSH caTst afa¢ cats, a whitlow. 

AATH, s. SLi, FHT IY SIS, a star, a constellation, a stellar mansion. 

 AATGATS, s. Dy, Cota, the moon. 

Asta, a. CACHAI, Tie ABA, uncounted, disesteemed, disregarded. 

ada, s. act, aa tet oe, fae, Wa, Whe, a town, a city. 

aia, s. stats aifes acai afz, a1 Sata, a rattan ring or loop. 

atfasa, s. Ataqana, ATH, BAYS; the destruction of a city, 

devastation, ruin. 

aafan, y a asdiee ata, acta facifa, dwelling in a city; s.a 

seen} citizen. 

AN, Aden athe facna, a Naga, a race inhabitating the moun- 

tains south-eastward of Assam. 

asticbel, s. fee cde, a species of lemon. 

anipifa, s. <taq ae pife, a kind of large bamboo mat. 

ANTICS, s. Atte afeed Stoa, a kind of Naga cloth. 

AIATS, s. UayHife, cz athe, extreme punishment or suffering. 

AUDI, a. fafa catcatsn, asfese, aRzq1, unaccomplished, unsuc- 

cessful, unconquered. 

aafan, @ ate Bits wa aifH cater, newly residing in a place. 

AFA, s. HAT Faq Hatinife, a bar of a gateway or passage. 

abl, a Alo Uei, wifysfe ai, dancing, skipping; s. a dance. 
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aSSal, s. ae Scateat, the causing to dance. 

Bal, a. SGA, Ala, BS caicvitsn, ignorant, unknown, wn- 

acquainted; s. the not being aware of, ignorance. 

awa, a. Ta ASA, facaoal ASA, SAWS cacwAl, inattentive, with-. 

out discrimination, perception er proper understanding. 

AB, a. ATO Care, CAICEIa, Acad, insufficient, wanting, nine. 

aie, s. atsfa, conn fefa, a dancing girl, a prostitute, a har- 

aftfa, J lot, a strumpet, 

ABH, s. ASI Hal, a dancing boy. ; 
afS, s. Ofe, exix, ATTA, obeisance, prostration, humility. 

AYA, a. A, ATS care, afaa, new, fresh. 
AGATS, ad) Als, %aare, newly, lately, recently, renewedly, 

aAgQzl, ad. areal, Bazi, ule ARP, otherwise, if not, or else. 

aati, s. are wa tice wiafe wel, ateifa fai, the binding of a 
maroli or transverse timber to the shoulder of a post; a. bound. 

Ate, ad. CATCATMs, GH CAA, without stint, entirely; v, not 

to place or put down. 

attsfe, s. zfs adaite sai ofe, entire detehiote, loving with 

the whole heart. 

am, 8. Zaye BM yet ta, a river; (personified as male. ) 
anazna, a. Hace faca we faca Zul, ZtHAT, possessed of abundance. 

am, s. TH SYA Bi Ta, a river, fem. of aR, as the Ganges &c. 

affm, s. atta pfaz, a kind of large earthen dish. 
Pay $s. CGIN, ZI wal etfs, a Doom, the fisherman caste. 

s. waa, fatfaaea sfage, a busband’s younger sister. 

waa 
aa, a. Gal cATaTS, not brought; with ae ad, without bringing, 

AWA, s. MS, YCHS, a son. 

afafa, s. fe, wan, “fafa, gfe, a daughter, 

acne, s. farfaaaa Sfaas, see Aa, 
«APS, a. VSI, Bl CAICATSH, green, unripe. 
 avifan, a. afan, ofsrm, sick, unwell; asa substantive, sickness, 

AAAS, s. TA Pca eicaren, acafea, mHea, ae SA TSA, 
a eunuch, a hermaphrodite; a, destitute of virility, neuter. 

aefaniz, v. fafe ate, st quia, aalb, not to come pass, to be 
ineffectual. 
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aaa, s. aiwata afy facaa, a nabob, a viceroy. 

cara, J 
afad, a. AYA, a, Rag WAH Ha cei, new, fresh, modern, novel. 

ASAT arom, a. cstibl, faedi, whole, unbroken, tough, flexi- 
ASoRti aieR, ; ble, not brittle. 

Ala], a. WTA Sal, AA Sai, VAT casa, disobosidirs regard- 

less, indistinct, imperceptible. 

AIHA, s. CHIl, VATH, a bow, a salutation, obeisance. 

AW, a. CAG AU Aaa cH, honorable, worthy ag respect or 

salutation, reverend. | 

SUB v. wate waif, Dalz, ceTaiz, to take down, to somegs 

AHA, & GAH GAl, SICA, CHIGS, causative of the above. 

aq, a AH, DRS AAS], TA, CHINA, Gig cats, humble, lowly, 

meek, gentle, mild, forbearing, yielding, forgiving. 

AWA, S- BS, CAG, Vifat, cATbA, the eye. 

Aq, s. WAR, WEA, GA, a man, a male, mankind. 

AAG,) 8. ATA WA cost B13, hell, one of the sixty four infer- 

ah, nal regions of the hindoo books. 

aaata, s. CUTBIBTA, ay Siz, any filthy detestable place. 

wats, a. waaesy Ua, AH, sexi, hellish, infernal, wicked, 

afé, ? impious. 
qafa, s. wut sone Gy, thee faces aS AdifH, an instrument 

for cutting the nails, engravers, tools. 

azfanfoal, a Coe AlTStd, HS whi very thin and narrow 

like the above. 

warts, s. aa, fAATS, a king, dit. Lord of men. 

aaafa, s. atqe afe, a human sacrifice. 

Adc, s. Witt SA aa facan, a festival of former days. 

ACCAIS, 8. BRACATS, TS cate, Sums, WARE BF, the workd “ins 

habited by men. 

Wafarkd, s. fewq Beat Sasa, the fourth incarnation of Vishnoo, 

in shape half man and half lion. 

Aq, s. WIS al MA Hoe she, LETS ayR, stubble, a race of 
people in upper Assam. 

Aisa, s. Oat VAT A, a species of flower. 

— aT, a. a BEE Wye, SCH, depraved, wicked, low, mean. 
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aati, s. atl dal BiB, agi Btfea ates, a field of stubble. 

aalastre, s. afad TD, wa fecHA, a species of plum. 

afani, a. feta, wa faatfe art, sick, ill; s. sickness, disease. 

afam fan, s. Bate, aarxa, fafufa, featete, ofa frets, 
afam tara, } affliction, calamity, suffering, disease. 

i . aq 3H, Beets 2a, eeirifs, a king, a sovereign. 

wea, a. calecaie, fief, SB, mixed up promiscuously, corrupted 

by mingling, (applied to caste. ) 

aa, s. efad cerrtta faa, oe 4G 2Sl, a reed; the name of a king. 

AAG, s. afee feafam @5, an edible root of the arum class. 

aati, a ctte ada, Blanfea, wetcatefas, fruitless, disunited, 

disconnected, unnecessary. 

AACDH, s. WHS CP#TE AS, a species of acid vine. 
aafa, s. AA Bt, a patch of reed jungle. 

aaaal, s afee its afore sttefe, a species of wild animal. 

aaa, a face eat, waa, unshaken, immovable, fixed, firm, stable. 

am, s. Atfa cater faa, fea catcortal efta, a drain, a tube. 

afa, s. ae feufea abiceorteat wife cast, a tube, the trachea. 

afasi, s. << sttcettreta atfa, the upright tube of the hooka. 

AGW, a. AT AAT) Yas, the ninth. 

agfa, s. bya aaa faa, Pefet faces, the ninth day of a lunar month, 

aD, a. Ufa, com, Ss, spoiled, destroyed, ruined, debauched, 

defiled, corrupted. 

aes, s. fae Al, a garlic, (allium sativum. ) 

are, ad. cacRTS, Wests, ails, a negative, no, not; s. the navel. 

arefenl, s. adel, catcerer, 5zoa, none, nothing, non-existence, 

extinction, death. 

ate fora, s. cata wea aait® Bai ofee HS, a species of lizzard, 

Azali, conj. ABA, BA Bra, or, otherwise. 

ate, s. Cal@i, ats, w7tfe, a boat, a name, renown. 

alsfaras, a. gcefayta, BPS eat, very little, in name only. 

ATSrasi, s. ATS CATS Wiqz, cw ata, the king’s oarsmen. 

areal, s. yz aq WES fam tft «ai wea, an eaves’ spout. 

ae, s. atiiei, Ucafeqy, the nose. 
arate, s. atea fsa, the cartilage of the nose. 
ACES, s. ASA CMA Bist, the bridge of the nose. 

40 
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atefa atafs s. cae TH <i, MTS aA cats, vexation, trouble, 

bewilderment. 

aife, s. atey acate Ge, a cord passed through the cartilage 

of the nose. | 
aifenfa, s. tisa 4 afA, a part of a native loom. | 

aint, ¢. ata, Sifs, Hive afte Gouwasi, a hydra, a dragon, a 

serpent, fabulous demigods inhabitating the under world. 

atts, s. ae CHA, Atal HAifs, Aial Baxi, suffering, affliction, 

trouble; with @fa, to trouble, to afflict, to vex. 

aistorin, ». afte wy facan, faq TCH cHavie 4al Ania Ufa, a 
fabulous magical noose or lasso used to entangle an enemy. 

atateati, s. afad Slap ib, AIAE GED, a species of cactus. 

att wife, ; s. Biway aa “fad Gal <i, tani wit, stone or 

alte oT, 
acta, s. AAT ofad, a kettle drum. 

aistfa, s. cad ifs, a barbarian, 7. e. without caste. 

alates, s. ATTA ea, an appellation of the hindoo infernal re- 

gions, Jit. the world of hydras and serpents. 

atfafa, s. asta fecatsi, fifa, a Naga woman, a female serpent. 

Alta, s. AA GA, the flower of the nahor tree. 

AIR’, +: a. tage, faaz, bare, naked. 

ate, § 
AHA, s. AH cat BSA, a plough. 
aida, s. abi, wfa sfx Ga, Als, dancing, a dance, frisking 

ACh TA, about. 

Aiba, s. Stee Ela, awfe, avi fea, ai eel, a species of ant, 

a pulley in a native loom, a female dancer. 

Aidfaaia, a. athe Bat, skilled in dancing. 

ats, v. aba ofa, Sie Six Sia, to dance. 

atfoatfat, 
ASS, s. cbc@ala statfe, a sheriff, an officer over peons. 

IB, s. Aaa, Sts, a dance, a pantomime, a drama. 

 'AIBS, s. ABS, SIs carats Si, a dancer, an actor. | 

Abie, s. ABI, WEAR, Bd, insufficiency, inadequacy, want, lack, 
Aaa, s. alae aAtq Date, a species of dove. 

ay, s. Aces fagag *{2, a grandson. 

fossil coal. 
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atfefa, s. cee fagua faas, a grand-daughter. 

aifetfs, s. atfea vifanife, atfea athe, a great grandson. 

ate, s. YS, Taf, why, a lord, a master, a husband, a protector. 

atafs, s. AbIa stay atafaca. firm! ate, wall, the binding of a 
beam or transverse timber to the post on which. it rests. 

aim, s. Sor, otf eae A, tea wife na facny, a well, a 

reservoir, a sound, a loud call, a roar, a bellow. 

ainfa, s. «fae ats, a species of fish. 

argfa, v v. HTEfA, aitfars Hiceta cafa, to swim, to play about in water. 

atcatal, s. aicstal, “arefe ae Gai, frolicking in water. 

ataata, s. «ere faa fasr ofa, rent free land. 
ata, a. Sas, ze feu, fafa, of many kinds, various. 

atanazar, a. fe yf cate, Ste siria arefeni, afllicted, 
wretched, poverty-stricken. 

Aalst, a. ZS SH, BAS Sata, various, diverse, multiform. 

alate’, a. SCAs gate wef, of diverse meanings. 

afa, v. ta athe, the negative of wife to bring, é. ¢. not to bring. 
AHS, s. YI MSSM TyR, AB, a barber. 

atfs, s. ar®, the navel, the centre of a circle. - 

 «afeerq, s. zate waz cate em, the fabulous lily from which 

Brahma is said to have sprung. 
ata, s. ate, wife, Brae sa, ya, a name, honor, an appellation 

of a deity, a noun in grammar; a. inferior. 

ATS, prep. GAs, oiaas, beneath, below. 

' atafs, s. ata acetren fefa, a female chorister. 

: 

t 
‘ 

AMATS, a. Bes AS A Sta, SH, short, a little less, inferior. 

 atafa, s. Gafaa ary 2 sie, feretta, eea Hea UF, a lower 

part; as a lowland, the foot of a bed, the base of a mountain. 

atfa, v. tata Ut, store 7%, to come down, to descend. 

aS, vo. inf caatfst, Ta Bet, not to be satiated or disgusted. 

= atas, s. wfexata, statfe, a leader, a guide, a conductor. 

ata, s. wfax He Nts, a species of fish; (pronounced naro.) 

att a. AD, cam cater, spoiled, rendered useless. 

araH, s FATE TS GA, Zia, the name of a celebrated hindoo 
sage who caused strife among the gods by tale-bearing. 

aaa, a. Alara ACE ba, BHfwA, like Narod in tattling. 
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Adiga, s- fae, aAtz, Vishnoo, lit. he who slept on the water. 

atetafa, s. ottatfa, afar, Lokhmi, wife of Vishnoo. 

atfa, s. fscatel, SUIS, BIS Siea Gat, fem, of HZ, a woman, a 

female, the entrails, the ee 

aifaan, s. «fad aif, the cocoanut. ; 

a4, Ss WE attra altered Lai Gist, a handle, a haft. 

alfa, a. atae aca faa, ot atefeui, long and slender. 

atafeni, s. ataz Ttyz, a boatman. : . 

ala, \ Ss. AB, BRS, Tq, destruction, ruin, annihilation, death. 

aFa, 

AMS, a. AA Stasi, ruinous, destructive. 

afHei, s. ate, the nose. 

atfs, a. aiz, CAICATS, not, not existing. 

ASS, a. BA A Hacate wie cia festy Asal, May Aly ANAL, 
sceptical, atheistical; s. an atheist, an infidel, a sceptic. 

APCASS, a. cafSuig FAA AHA, unknown, unheard of. 

aize, a. fisi, Waetaa, false, without cause. 

athe, v. watoaa aafa, ale, not to come; ad. a3, not, ( poetic. ) 

fa, v. ta tet, Sta Hits acifeca cay A aleie qEIz, coca 
fafaa, Tarte, to take; as a prefix it implies absence or 

separation, as faze, shameless, fazer, absent. 

fassu, s... fart? ata, SUT, the taking away, consuming; 

preceeded by fea. or @iH,-the spending of time. 

fagsi, s. faa Ga, ta Bi¢gw, one who takes away. 

Taz, a. faz, see fab, 
fasted, ) a. Biat zie xal, mapa caicata, aq fairin, closely 

TASS, j fitting, fast, firm, penurious. 

faetfan, a. abife AAte, Ste Awl cata STE cate, Fra, lit. 
without a knife for cutting; hence, with catist, eating 

plain rice and salt, poor. 

fase, f v. aufaats, sia apts, to remove the skin, peel 

faceibre, ? or bark; with #7S, to show the teeth, as in laughing. 

faa, v. bia ffs a 4ai®, to peel off, as skin or bark. 

fascial, a. wera, Hae, Beta, sincere, guileless, frank. 

Tawa, s. Bin facHH, atetei, cicetal, the skin, peel, bark. 

Tae, ‘ | , 
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faafa, s. otfa nana aft, cotcetal, the seed of a species of aqua- 

tic plant, a scab. 

faseul, a. Fafa ofa catia, SD Sty carey, eating sparingly 
or with discomfort. » 

faa, a. apa Atel, afl, clean, pure, white. 

fas wal, a. af sda, YX A 91 Sal, purified, eee re- 

fined, clarified; s. the act of purifying &c. 

faata, s. wt, faate, 2n'G injury, suffering, torment. 

faut, s. are de ofe aifac 4a, wiefa, a projection, an over- 

hanging point. 

faetfs, ad. ayia, ace Axsits, completely, entirely. 

fate, s. de fam, ANT facan, a million million. 

faera, a. ace wife, frza, entire, without defect, faultless, perfect. 

faa, a. B13 carcatarte cafs Scare, cfammed full, pressed closely. 

fastfa, s. AS GE “fex, a mouse. 

fafa gut, s. faxiq zi Gy, a mouse trap. 
fasta, s. copatfaes ay facaH, a portion of the Puranas. 

. farm, o. wfa, afe an Sit cacest 2%, to ooze out, to drip. 

fasttfe, a. siBd, wfes, meet, real, genuine, true, exact. 

fans, «. zfeata Bia, qe, stf¥z, abstruse, obscure, profound. 

faste, s. afe affa ai fava eco GTS, severity, harshness, rigor- 
ous treatment; with @fa, to treat harshly &c. 

fray toa, s. BPS Bea, zi Gehan Ws, cross angry speech. 

faa, a. a ACs, fe¥ ACB, AB, sound, perfect, whole. 

fan fam, 
fe, a. , # #3, sex, faz, low, mean, vile, disreputable. 

Fer. | a. 4S, AB, fF, true, certain, exact, 
fats, 
fastta, ad. AYERS, ABW Beri, sala certainly, exactly. 

fascz, 
fast, a. ace aifst, stfe fa Wa, alike, of uniform texture. 

aime a. facaten, faxfa, ufay, emaciated, enfeebled, poor. 

faoen fetsai, a. ayfet Gay, without covering, naked. a 

fasten, a. fas ay ate zeal, Wea, mean, low, vicious, debased, 

fast®, wv. wag cag zara’, to remove the thatch of a roof. 

TATE, ». Hicaqgq_{q Alcreq Ae, a father’s elder brother; (ahom.) 
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fate, s. six waa aifaca ye siststy, an open or uncovered 
portion of a sang or raised floor of a house. 

fasts, a. “icvisi ASZi, independent, not having respect of persons. 

fasta, s. fea, @5, 5S, a flag, a standard, a banner. 
faisy, a . fey Asi, wAyY ASAI, faultless, pure, without nate 

with te, ad. faultlessly, unceasingly. 

fafsai, a. arya, WA, ASA, ClCH AGati, similar, like, ialsitiae 

accented on the second syllable unacquainted, unknown. 

fafsaita, ad. arge, ACS, SCH, ClCH Al AGAITS, in the same manner &c. 

faitfs, v. fai aafa, castfa, to be thoughtless or free from anxiety. 

fase, Ss. HS waite, ATS cars, a small basket for washing rice; 

a. assuaged, appeased, soothed. 

fassiz, v. HTS Saiz, SPuA SATS, to assuage another’s grief, to 

soothe, to comfort. 

fasfe, v. aife tz, siva afa, to be comforted, to cease crying. 

fapfam, a. Fela caicars Saal fac, without offspring. 

facs?, ad. agfa, wife, zz, completely, very, entirely. 

faAcoTS, s. Waa OTA cats zufaesi, removing the thatch from a roof. 

faa, ) a. Bice, ¥, one’s own, innate, 

fa, | 
faustta, a. Bre AXal, Vinfe cata, faultless, free, at leisure. 

Festa, | 
fAasia, a. SBA AAs, fraim free from confusion, dieordeic 

trouble or care. 

fasta, a. seein, faxa, clear, limpid, transparent. 

fuss, s. fasta, aca aca ei, keeping silent; with fy, to be silent &c. 

fasafa, s. safaa eitfa, an oozing or dropping. 

fasai, s. aif aifsx cats, oozing, percolating. 

fafa, v. aifa, af, ta, to ooze, to drop, to percolate, to perspire. 

fale AC, s. BA Hal, Vata cata, 4cdTA, the falling or closing 

up of the petals of a flower. 

fage, a. facsifes, SINS Si, appointed, authorized. 

fags, s. 4X Gtx, a million. 
Taceiae, s. facetha ScaTyi, one who appoints or ordains. 
facatsa, s. faye Sai, Fei, the act of ordaining or appointing; 

with @fq, to ordain, to appoint. 
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_ facatfas, a. faceiea caten, appointed, authorized, ordained. 

; fabaves, a see, faapae, aa bia 

| fattena, s. fran faa, ca ICA Ue, silence, ranignretiig a. silent &c, 

faorca oa, s. fou te via, feante vial, colaifafe sai, falling 
suddenly senseless. 

fas, ad. farsi, aaTe, daily, continually, constantly. 

a fats, s. fats, nwtota, faat®, good behaviour, moral conduct, morality. 

so fae aati, s. Fee Borwa, HH zfe faz Set, a moral tale a dis- 

course on ethics. 

fast, ad. waca, zfe ASai?s, AATF, constantly, without cessation. 

tacet, ad. facat, ofefna, daily. 
fasr, a. facs, Scae, AMT?, continual, perpetual, eternal. 

fasiaw, a. FRTAW, HATE Slaw, ever joyful, ever happy. 

fata, s. Sift Star, ae CAAT ATH, FA Zi Gli, cause, the name of 

.  amedical treatise; with @T&, atime of suffering or calamity. 

faatea, a. aan faa, ots fos, fara, harsh, cruel, merciless. 

fay, s. coteifa, qutb, Aga, sleep, slumber, drowsiness. 

faqta, a. coIeiia steal, acAqei, sleepy, lethargic, slothful, 

Parys, a. CoIvifas eel, Sa ab Sxl, asleep, slumbering. 

| fae, a. faers, fasts, shameless, (a term of abuse. ) 

| «faxatfa, s. fastsifa, farts ot wai, shamelessness. 
faafa, a. «a alien, HIM, APA, poor, indigent, needy. 
fadi, 
faxeu, a. «Ta aes, withoutdebt, not indebted. 

«faery, a. sifa tr caren, Fea, Garg, out of breath, as from 
: violent crying or fright. 

fate, s. Saia, ws, Aid, APY, a treasury, wealth, a recepta- 

cle, the ocean. 

aly a. AIX AXB, without a name. 
fam wal, fw Scaty!, reproaching, reviling, blanv- 

om bi ing, a reviler, a blasphemer. 

fenfaa, a. fania cat, fan ofaa ast, fre, blameworthy, con- 
temptible, despicable. rie 

fawi, s. feaeta, tfeaa, free, reproach, slander, abused 

fantfassi, s. ala oor stifa af, all manner of abuse. 

‘fafw, v. fami ef, tfeeat fa, to abuse, to reproach, to revile. 

. 
1 

¥ 
» 
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fafus, a. fax eoten, shares, Stes, despised, reviled, low. 

factts, s. ata, Gata val, a falling down, overthrow, ruin. 

fasifa, a ofa ade, a, fatwa, -dry, tight, not leaky. 

Taya, a. 15s, Av, eminent, skilful, expert, able. 

facHida, a. site afeq Hata, %e, of uniform size throughout 

the whole Jength, plump. 

Fares, a. RAB, wTS I7{S, ASHi, concealed, hidden. 

faa, ds. fara, 621 <a, Afeoi, an agreement, a voluntary 

faaaa, 3 obligation or vow. 

fazigat, s. ate, aia, faczix, prohibition, hindrance, resistance. 

fazin, s Ue, tel STF, a dwelling, a residence; with afta, to dwell. 

facta, a. SA ScStyi, atcwis, residing ;'s. an inhabitant &c. 

faiea, a. catz, Sag thea, dense, thick, impenetrable. 

facana, s.  Bcats, cette, oH tofa, frais, a representation, a petition, 

a request, a prayer. 

facafas, a. faczwa aa, atfes, oat Sel, made known, reques- 

ted, asked for, given, offered in sacrifice. 

facatatate, see farts Ite, ATT, 
facziel,; a. ATS, caicata, silent, taciturn, reserved. 

Tare, s. 151, WTS, “al, a cessation, a leaving off. 

ASTM, a. Sie Atel, Wd, CATA, unmixed, unalloyed, straight. 

fasts, 3 
fax, s. feo ob afaz, the Nim tita tree, (Melia Agadirachta. ) 

fase, a. fasa, fare, 2zp1 catcetsi, smooth, of even surface. 

Taligea, s. SRA, Ti, Size, an invitation, a call, a summons. 

faqs, a. BiTfys, Wi, called, invited. 
frrzfarta, ) a. favtat, feortiea, vay coicaten, unmerciful, unkind, 

fatafaaia, ; pitiless, hard-hearted. wiih 

Tayieqis, a. facatecate, ate aiefeni, silent and solitary. 

Tariy, a. WIS ALi, Wate, speechless, silent. 

Tufs, s. «fae pare, a species of bird. 

faaifas, a. yfetmn, af€y, Wee Hew, poor, lonely, solitary. 

fas, s. stea, C29, fawta, a reason a cause, a motive. 

fafracy, a. “atacat, caete, Std, for, for the sake of, for the pur- 

pose of, on account of. . 

farsa, s. bSq AoTaq AIA ACES, the twinkling of an eye, a moment. 



Fafaacs, ad. facaare, YAVSCY, FFX ASTAcy, ina moment, quickly. 
fayen, a, facaie, SIEd catcaita, cad hem, covert, deep, de- 

signing, specious. 

Aye, ad. cCHlAg ZB caCrTettes, covertly, secretly. | 

faqazai, a. 3th com fa a Us, An Tai, without stem or support, 

hence friendless, forlorn, helpless. 

| faafs, s. c&51, an owl, 
; faa, s. fade, fafe, fare, se, fee, a covenant, a stipulation, 

a law, a regulation, a rule, an agreement. 

farate, ad. faux ott, cHTetizs, according to rule or custom. 

fara oa, s. fan faeti Ges, a written agreement, a treaty. 

fanfas, a. faafas, fF, stipulated, fixed, appointed, settled. 

fara, s. faa, dew. 
Farze7l, s. Wer BA sist, re Bifwa Bist cotata WH cyteta, 

lit. breaking the dew, applied to any part of the body that 
sweeps the dew. 

fami, a. tH cHTS, carer, taken a way; s. the act of taking. 

fant?,v. cateq aiat fa, xara ofa, weet, TF, to take a- 
way; s. justice, righteousness; a. right, just, true. 

fratfa, s. ete fort sea facaH, Btaagal, an anvil, straight, perfect. 

faa, particle. Bete ATS CHIT TCH caCATS THT, eftfa, used only 
in composition to express privation, absence, or negation; the 
final q, is changed into 4, or 5, according to the initial 

‘ letter of the word to which it is prefixed; s. water. 

farea, a. faa, cocaiea, T, Aaa 24, untinged, unstained, pure. 

faaaa, a. ami, wfecsw, without interval, incessant. 

faarizix, s. eran fea, factta, innocence, freedom from fault. 

fraraife, a. faa fa, fausifamt, guiltless, innocent. 

faad, a. Acawa alei, wate, Tates, fA1, useless, to 
} no purpose, profitless, without meaning. 

faqa, a. fla, ASA ASAl, SAA Az, fixed, immovable. 

, a. WSIa, HAfaH, CATH, dry, without juice, insipid. 

fam, a. Stim alefem, hopeless, dejected, despairing. 

frag, a. way fea, Wi STS, without weapons, empty handed. 

fAqeeiaz, s. GRETA AIS), AW TA, humility, lowliness of mind. 

faaxeifa, a, GRA AeA, #2, poor in spirit, humble, lowly. 

Al 

-_ 
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faeafastifa, a. za vis acta, fafoia, ace ofa, without moisture. 

farts, v. fate ofa, iim ade ofa, to deprive of water or mois- 

ture, to pour off water from a substance. 

faqcaian, s. <a aIefer Sail, Buran Gai, the pouring off of water. 

faaiz, v. ale Sifwa aq adIF, foCeIATE, to weed, to root out. 

faaietaz, a. iste qu, faaifa@fs, without form, incorporeal. 

faatam, s. cate, fantw, fesya, sadness, dejection, sorrow. 

faction, a. sine fea, Yor, faféfafa, secure, safe; s. security &c. 

faain®, a. caist Aet@1, free from sickness or disease. 

faata, a. BATA aA2aei, hopeless, despairing. 

fain, a. we, Wye fea, without refuge or help, unprotect- 

ed, helpless, defenceless. 

faaizia, s. AtuTa, ZS, abstinence from food, fasting. 

fafaxt, s. ofaswa sig ai faa, a fixed rate or price. 

fafaatia, s. cots, arti, a looking, seeing, observing. 

fasta, s. HIS eta Bifw scoTS BI, weeding or causing to be weeded. 

fasts, a. caitt aArefeni, Wal, in health, well. 

fasta, ‘ 
Sa, a. Sa fat AIA, ACS, fasts, unanswerable, speechless. 

fasta, a. Zl, CSdl, Ca1x Sai, obstructed, hindered, restrained. 

. Facate, } 
fused, a. A, faa SU, AS, a planning, arranging, settling-or 

determining, the laying down of a rule or precept. 

fASAT, a. BAI, Goat fea, incomparable, matchless. 

faerttz, a. Byars, Saiz <feu, faatd, remediless, helpless. 

faafas, a. ftta wa, fase Oi, settled, fixed, appointed. 

faeuin, a. CGHle aa, “TE aizfaai, out of breath, stifled. 

facatsn, a. stcbist, xia wife focetcatea, weeded. 

facata, a. ate Befs catcate, hushed, still, quiet. 

fasts, a. fais, shameless. 

fasisifa, s. faats eaq eal, shamelessness. 

fasta, a Wa af2s, waif, destitute of properties, worthless. 

fasta, a. cate Wu, Saag, secluded, solitary, uninhabited. 

fast, a. Hts, BITS, di, ARIA cAtcater, calm, placid, cool. 

fawal, s. wal faa, farses, cruelty, hardheartedness. 

te Te, a, fagefer, faaratfe, innocent, blameless, faultless. 
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facwin, v. cata fea, faaetaty, innocence, freedom from fault. 

fade, see fae, | 
faaa, s. 4aa, afe fea, weakness, feebleness, impotence. 
fadfa, a. ya fa, wimefen, faa, weak, feeble, impotent. 

facia, s. Aye, fey we Beay aT cote gzfe, extinction, 
extinguishment as of a lamp or fire; the hindoo doctrine 

of the total emancipation of the individual soul from matter, 

and its re-absorption into the divine essence ; a. blown out &c. 

fafeata, a. Hale GUS WHA Al, immovable, without change. 

faféfafa, a. faatvia, secure, without impediment or difficulty. — 

fafefafaa, ad. fafafa catcatenta, @aca, securely, safely. 

faftefu, a. fafecax, facaca oi, peaceable, free from strife. 

fafécatce, ad. facaca, BWA CAICAIMItS, peaceably, quietly. 
fafée, s. afax @afe aif, a species of medicinal fruit. 

faxfe, | a zfe fea, wenifa, wom, silly, foolish, dull, imbe- 

facéix, cile; s. imbecility, folly. | 

fase, a. fanrn?; aifeats, 74 GIs, bold, fearless, undaunted. _ 
fro, a. SA ARI, FH, Aaa, without error or mistake. 

fase, a. aH altfeut, frei, yx, pure, clear, transparent, cloudless. 
fasta, s. wei, Bal, 81, formation, making or fabricating. 

fauitfa, s. Caves faa *artiiw, a arm, a garland &c. offered 
fasiter, ) to an idol, and returned by a priest to his disciples. 

fafas, a. fastta wai, AM, Sa, made, formed, built. 

faa, s. ants, afax wm Aaa, indigo. 

fanas, s. aatfaz, sai bal, fest @aa facaa, blue throated, an 

| appellation of Hoda Hiwo, a peacock, a bitter medicine. 

famata, s. fan aa, aieta fara, a kind of bead, a sapphire. 

faast, a. SiTSq, cacmst, Ata, absent, distant, far off, remote. 
 faastt, v. ya ofa, SiTwate, to separate, to remove, to put away. 

fanct faafet, a. aisal sitefa, separate, remote from each other. 

fanferai, a. Atd, a, ATH Awl, distant, separate, unrelated. 

fascet, ad. cacacet, Stscx, WICACH, separately, remotely, apart. 

Faacaie, s. FE Sal, SiiscaTS, a removing, a separating. 

fants, a. ats aitfeai, fixe, shameless, impudent, immodest. — 

fraife, s. are aitfen fie, fee za GA A SIE 15, an im- 
modest woman, the sensitive plant. 
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facia, s. see farts, 

fannne, a. FART ASA, fas, sindubitable, clear, certain, fearless. 

fanafea, a. afe faa, BASH SH,Aea, weak, feeble, infirm. 

faay, a. Beantan, At Te age, solitary, alone, without 

faat7, ; 
fans, a. an atei, Aalg, TaaH, dry, parched. 

faafa, s. OAS Slee wife, rice gruel. 

fansta, a. asia faa, fasfem, childless, without offspring. 

PATS, a. FAT ALS, STS TA, TG, without interstices, closely packed. 

faa, s. wer ata dai, faas frat, the keeping silent, quiet or 

unresisting, passiveness, 

fan, s. ifs, <ufa, aéfe, atefe, night, turmeric. 

faateq, s. ‘bY, CHa, the moon. 

fantats, s. cara, saya, fantea, the queen of night, the. moon. 

fantanta, «. cata coisas wepva at athe catcotie, Bata are- 
| fa@zi, locked in sleep, unconscious, indifferent. , 

fanaa, a. Sica FAA CASTS COTS! ATS Ti, speaking without 
regard to person or rank, impudent. 

facae, s. 21S, Aid, prohibition, restriction. 

fsa, a. rte fra nafs, Atzete, not taxable, rent free. 

faa, 7 a. Sowl, Geis, cel Sins cHtat AAI, worthless, 
fovafai, } undeserving, useless. 

’ fas, a. fq, fasz, Ba, Aw, fixed, certain, true. 

fxs, ». Fas oie, wal, steadiness, adherence to belief &c. 

fasz, a. fawtea, farafsata, merciless, cruel, harsh, fierce. 

fete, s. ZAi, Whe, Safa, Wate dion salvation, deliverance, 

fastaa, } rescue, preservation. 

fasiae, a. <itaie, uta acai, delivering; s. a deliverer. 

fasta SU, 5. aa Se, 3fe wisi, a saviour, a deliverer. 

fasifa, v. afe fw, Gaifz, to save, to rescue. 

faite, s. Ais Sai, xq cocaist, a finishing, a decision, the 

final settlement or disposition of a matter. 

fafa, a. fag ta, Atay a2ei, without sin, guiltless, innocent. 

Prt cate, a DQarda, faze, aac, to no purpose, needless. 

fate xi, a . Bfadi, SPB Aes, apathetic, without desire, disinter- 

ested; s. indifference, apathy, disinterestedness. 

society. 
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faren, a. fawn, wade, Ami, TD Teal. fruitless, ineffectual. 

faeotfa first, a. Hecate cata fate wa, fasta eat, locked in 
sleep; an hour of the night when none keep awake. | 

fretfa, s. @at, gen aifece Sal Bla Sire FacHA, a quilted cloth, 

q, ad. a particle, used in composition with verbs to express ee 

corresponding to wn in English; see a 

qzsai, a. wita TEI, denied, falsified, made ineffectual ; s, the act 

of denying or rendering futile. . 

ABTA, a. aafa wit wai, wholly denying, falsifying. 

qavi, a. ane eG, SI ABE, not cut fine, not minced. 

FAS, a. corsa aScaTal, AACHATRI, unfed, not fitted or joined. 

qyatz, v. 9a aafa, Al ABA, not to cool, satisfy or refresh. | 

qf, s. ae we, we fecaa, the chicken pox. 

qa, s. HTS cate st5 fae, the silk mulberry. 

FqANtt, v. wiles ati, to be unquenched. 
AAI, a. SA esl, Wz CAAT, unquenched, unquenchable. 
qu, a. Sia, BA, deficient, less, defective, wanting. 

a 
qaifes, a. 2eI BB), BT CAS, more or less. 

Ges, a. FAH) cAICAIM, Was, wS%s aly canta, unpierced, 
unbored; indistinct, inarticulate. 

ZEA, a. BA BiH vfs cacme, unblown, not opened, asa flower bud 

qtsl, a AKA, Bea BS CACAaTS, factte, not understood, unper- 

ceived, slow of apprehension, dull. 

qafeaat, a. cafe, *tofsm, youngest, last of all, very small. 
gare, v. FF wilw cate te, fadta 2, to go out, (as a fire or light.) 
FIM, a. FATE cH, cae cars, blown out, extinguished. 
FW, vo BE aitfea ale, dia ofe, cart wfe, to pat out, 

to extinguish, to blot out, to destroy. 
ques, s. facia Sa, ry Bai, putting out, quenching &c. 

Jai, s. cai VS, cag ft Hi Td, Sfe Fwal, a scroll, a roll, any 
thing rolled up; not flown. 

Taq, @ BCAS FA, in rolls or bundles, 

qfa, v. Yaigs aafa, 4% Jaq), not to fly; s. a small roll.. 

qfaai?, v. qai cfs, cqai®, to roll up, to wind. | 
fase, s.. Fal Fel, the act of rolling or winding up. 

% 
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afaatqfe, a. *Aceisicife, intertwined, twisted together. 

aS, a. Boi caicaisi, ziza Ta cCAlCHISM, disinclined, averse. 

c Db, v. qare, afd alfe, not to return. | 

qfaais, V. xifke: aafa, ABiA A ara, not to bring out or expose, 

Fase, v. casita, ATS aafa, not to conceal. : 

ASI, a. Raa eal, qiqi da maa, noxious, indebted, unpaid. 

qqie, v. Ate cHis aAGfA, not to enquire or investigate. 

AAU, @ BSA avai, aT, unheard of, unheeded. 

ayia, s. BAB asifa, cisifa, not to hear or heed. 

aeafen, a GAR te, Ras C@CSTS, moaning, uttering a. 

low stifled groan. 

AZEirs, v. ABTA ACH, amib, not to turn back. 

ca, SIe HH, cate] Al ASaAS quiz, a particle used interrogatively 

or negatively in composition with verbs. 

CaSib, v. cagpi fe, Co#aq GCA AASIF, to treat as despicable. 

CASS, vs Bie ab aBt, to separate cotton from the seed. 

CASA, Ss. GA, “fed GS, an ichneumon or mangoose. 

cast, s. faaai facay, in former days a superintendent of tekelas. 

CASA, 9 8. COSA, COFA GCA HISIZ coicaTAMl, the act of stepping 

CASS, 

caesfacats, a. bre cats, stfaal catia, despised, abused. 
asta, s. Size Av a3S BF, Boa, a native instrument for 

cleaning cotton from the seed. | 

CASd, s. cagefaca SAiaa OA Ab Se, the separating &c. as above. 

CAST, & WEA Waal, the Multiplication Table. 

CAGAGLa, s. aq aay Wiiws AX, any pattering sound, as of rain. 

CAGABIZ, v. CBA AX |fA, to patter, as falling rain. 
Cease, a. aawae aa Bi, Tq SIA, having a pattering sound. 

cACeal, s. fad aife «ta, a species of paddy. 

CACGR, 8. CHATS feu HH, calteni cette AX, the noise of falling 

or of throwing down violently. 

CATGR BWA, ad. AFT GA, cACGSR HUG, with a heavy sound. 

CACERI, Gd. AGH, VIHA, TAA, stout, heavy. 

CAN, s. CE, BE Vier aise afi eal vit, GA Tist, wy, the 
tail of an animal; the hinder part. 

catfan, a. CATA UB, cxHve gfe, having a tail: s. an insect. 

> 

over or treating as despicable. 
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carseat, a. fer, veufta, aetsi, not putrid, fresh. 
CACHACAT, a. BCAS, AAS, THB, Coa, much, abundant, plenty. 

cacafa, s. HS bate ofax, a species of small bird. 

cacufacaior, s. ofa ae carey, hair bound in a knot on the top 

of the head. 

CAGI, 8. que sit a atti, a skein or hank of thread. 

GIST?, v. wi aafa, facasal aafe, not to see or consider; ad. 

without consideration, carelessly. 

CABICAG, a. QCAS CASI, BTS FTF, in skeins or hanks. 

tafsal, a. casita eal, belonging to a skein. 

cafeai2, v. cts) @fa, to wind into skeins. 

 cacom, a. see coca, fafa catcate xT, 
| CACET ST, s- “asta CaS] Ba, the winding of thread into skeins. 

«CAB, s. see CATT, a tail. 

CASTA, a. CACHCS, CAR YI, having a tail. 

— caeTegyere, a. UPS flan zm oy cere, Gi aetal, seeming 
never to come to an end, as a road or a long night. 

caatft, v. qafe & cani®, not to know or understand. 

CASA Tai, s. CAH Atl Gal facaa, a comet. 

CABIE, v. ante aah, Fa cAceiat®, not to finish. 

CBT, 8. A ABA, Ws cacacatant, AS ezi, non completion ; 
a. unfinished, incomplete. 

CG, s. bs, Gift, the eye. 
CATS, s. Pee ofa, cates, tears, lit. the water of the eye. 

aaa, Ht AMAL VATS CATA NIE, CoBle, a grant, a groan, 
Cagrriai, a a moan, 

CALE, v. cat orifa, coart, wha cuents to groan, to breathe hard, 
fiot to touch bottom. 

ant; v. fafe ate, Ata, not to remain. 

CALA, s. CSCSTS, CAA sl, GA catcrit HM, a grunting or groan- 
ing, the not touching bottom. 

CALAN, a. BA, FAA ASal, Bloat, blind, unseen, unacquainted. 

CACHATE, v. Wit Asal, fafsart, fafHeiF, not to naa 
CURAATE, shew, point out or teach. 

Aare, v. GAITATS %e, aqioz, Pcie wai we, not to obtain 5 
used also as a term of interdiction, unlawful, improper. 
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CAMTRA, a. GA CARI, TAG Ai, not forgotten, remembered. 

CANS, 5. ofaq Sasi, a tinkling ornament worn around the ancles. 

CEASE, a BZ BEA AA AA, disarranged, as the hair &c. 
CATES, 5. afad cO#1, a species of acid fruit, the lime. 

cael, a. yet ASU, WHS As, not loosed, bound. 
ciai,a. <Afe fiftm, «fe ae, unyielding, holding on; with a, 

ad, unceasingly, incessantly. 

CAatcacsiaite ad. wflye caicataiza, continuously, without ceasing. 

cata, ve afa fate, «fa aitfe, not to cease or leave. 

cafaui, s» Aafae NIB, a species of fish. 

CACaisl, s. afe frie Si, qitelisi, a keeping, a holding on. 

CACAIATA, a. CAATZ Cla, COCA O01, persevering, persistent. 

cafa, , s. fefxa ant, cd, the trachea or wind pipe. 

aa, | 
clfaateptfe, s. atcaca aS apifa, a kind of small knife. 

CAMS, s. afed csticatsii ob, a species of the cinnamon tree. 

Cate, s. caw ASAZi, Wieta faftzi, unnumbered, uncounted, not 

reckoned, unwritten. : 

CAzl, s. cota, cael, Fafs, love, affection,. regard. 

Ta, s. afm, 22H Gite, a river. 
tantis, s. taxa cela ai 1a, the river’s edge. 
CHCA, s§ CHASIA Bits fea atta Ya, an oblation, an offering. 

tafas, s. afeta vifova ste catal, the south west. 

CU, ad. Sz ax, CUCATM Alwis THT, an indeclinable particle, 

no, not; it is also used to express a slight degree of sur- 

prise or inquiry, see @. 

CAMA, a BWoyay, are caitats, unable, incompetent. 

cAI, v. qe atafaca Sari Wats oH YwTF, to perform the cere- 

mony of rubbing the bride and bridegroom with turmeric 

and the flour of pulse preparatory to marriage. : 

cUmitwwiafa, s. wicwitena facia, Aen Taguiaa faai, a hindoo. 

ceremony on a daughter’s reaching the age of puberty. 

catafa, v.. samef 72, catetal 72, to be unable or incompetent. 

reife, s. AS Hotz Gi HAs, the early dawn. 

CASI, a. SA ASA, CAAA, ANGI2S As’, untold, unsaid. 

CAITSTAI, s. te Sites coicsial, cHlq anal, a scab; «4. unhoed. 
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GUSTIN, s. ABT, ATA WHA, AWB, stout, large, fat. 

CAICUTSM, a. CHTSA ASAI, SI} ATF Axa, uneaten, not fitted together. 

GAINS, a. HA AS, F51 CAICHTSM, unsought, unasked. 

CAICETN, a. HAN ABA, CAcHAM, WA ASA, unseen, untouched. 

caicetaie, v. we calcstat®, not to vex or tease. 

GACH, a. cle Awe, Vice, unmeasured, unweighed. 

CAICHA, a. BSAA, AGA cars, insufficient. 

GU’, s. aa Aaa Sal Biss, a currency note, a bank note. 

CAICHISI, a. ASS, CABS, stout, corpulent. 

catcrtacriicnta, a. wHETA, Aa AD, cote core, not lean, fleshy; fat. 
 @iceten, a. Scehe, aerate, unwashed, unclean. 

CAIcHTS, a. Whe, safos, unobtained, unobtainable, improper. 

CAISS, a. DSS AD, HAA catceten, not turned back, not reversed. 

CAIN, s. Cate, ota AS AS ofa, hair of the body, nap. 

CAIN, @. HAATStS AS, CHAT cata, least, born or produced last. 

Ainfara, s. wate SF wis ota cara fat care, horripilation, 
a bristling of the hairs of the head or body from terror &c. 

CAMA, a. AAS cate ea, hairy, shaggy. 

carat, v. atfea ave, not to come out or appear. 
cars, a. afer caicare, yea ASAI, not appearing, not taken. 

CATECATEIE, v. COTS corer®, cata Sts HAT, to whimper, to whine. 

caIcaTen, s. arBfem, ade, fast, non-existence, absence, negation. 

icaaicae, a. Brofes, wishes, unknown and unproduced, 

i. e. unusual, strange, unique. 

i, ad. WE caren, Bar etfs eta, not, not yet. 
GIS, s. see ATS, a boat. 

aie, s. fant®, Ufss. waa, wate, right, justice, equity, logic. 

wits, s. wei aw, yfasta wai fawta fe, a treatise on logic. 
farts, s. warifs, Is, a king, a sovereign. 

i 

*%, ata, this letter has the sound of the English p in pin. 

135i, s. wine FYI A cates, bafeute atin 
coin, the fourth of an anna, pice, change. 

Butz, s. CBT, a shoe, a slipper. 

otal, s. wife, coin, ote wifta wfea ata, the outer edge of 

anything, the base or foot of a hill. 

42 
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asaifan, s. caters «ta fast, wai fwai, the casting of seed into 

a prepared muddy soil. 

Hai, s. Atha fH cats GTS, cooked rice mixed with water. 

Asototal, s. woe facnn, a cockroach. 

asvitas, a. “ofa “1b, forty five: * 

Asfeb, a. ware crite, thirty five. 

spl, s. atts fim, xis Sifw cativi GEA, sending, deputing, appoint- 
ing, a fish spear; ad. appointed &c. 

wate, s. Ota, Hatha, va, an intimation, a conception, aw idea. 

asifa, v. catetfa, to sharpen to a point. 

onl, s. faced case Hal coirifaa ft) YSIS COTM Cats, a wasting * 

disease peculiar to infants. 

abate, v. ae Ate, abyte agate, oraz a cstetis, to 

turn ipiini and round, as a cud in the mouth, er a® 

grain beaten out by trampling. 

AG, s. Al, Tee Cats, ripeness, maturity, suppuration. 

ABA), a. ABfa Cd, vifea cats, beginning to ripen, mature, &c. 

aefa, s. ACS Yas, anything producing suppuration, ripeness, 

maturity. 

ASA, s. Bis ihe cesta A coir GA, a capsule or seed vessel. 

AB, a. ced caicaia, fara, ripe, soft, mature, turned gray or 

of-a ripe color. 

ABs, v. ate fa, gare, orale, vifecta fH, ailh, to twist, to wind 
or whirl about, to cause to ripen or suppurate. 

AB SHSIE, ad. wate ABis, Cale gate, in a zigzag manner; 

v. to go a zigzag course, to make frequent turns. 

ABirtfapi, s. Ae ater Sal cby', a pickle made from the tender 

shoots of the bamboo. 

vife, v. we «fa, ofa waife an vifa, Bice aa ua aria, to 
suppurate, to ripen, to turn gray ; s. brick and mortar work. 

afente, a. ah wife ayia cia, wey cate Aq1 7e BOI, a 
ripe, busibieg with rage. 5 

ofent, a, WIS Ul, having short turns or curves, dada 

afanrite, a, BAS HTS AB, cesar, twisted, curved, 

ACSI SH fe, 7 
ACSI, a. ATS fai, AI, twisted; s. the act: of twisting. 

Zigzag, circuitous. 
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caraiacetal, s. Ufa fe wai, Wigete aiteitce tif cetren, 
wandering about this way and that. 

vit, s. see HH, TRA Bie) Sis, 

tai, a. cera cafam, cats facan, sfFa1, spotted, leprous. 

atafssal, « ata aafan, foe false, pie-bald, variegated, 

HAs, s. Serta stteasta was, ww, wat ana frav. fois 
asthe facan, a cloth used for carrying tamul pan and 

accompaniments, a kind of turban. 

ota, a. cet, atfaca fase wai, washed, rinsed, cleansed. 

siutifa,v. «%, getytaa Gia, to wash, to cleanse, to rinse. 

ofa, s. pare, tafe as, ef, a bird, a fowl. 

ofagen, s. otf teu, of wile re *1e Sai, plucking the 

feathers of a bird. 

oferatorfar, 5. than fe, {fin aH, ofa atie Sicatal, striking with 

the wings in fighting, quarreling, wrangling. 

ofatate, s. ste fet, cstet, cafer, Goruna, the regent of birds, 

on which Krishnoo is mounted; a. sharp, cutting, quick. 

ofan, s. cole ora Ufa wal oem, a butterfly. 

«oats, s. wtez ate faa, diet, wie, whem, caistter fas we, the half 
of a lunar month, a wing, side, party. 

HATHTS, & ote wieta caren, awfea, favoritism, partiality &e. 
ayTorTs, a. “pia wica sa fra, partial, leaning to, hostile. 

re, a. afar, tas, area, frat ae ate, crazy, mad, intoxi- 

cated, an epithet of Hiwo. 

- sistt®, v. fat®, «te atfw cata ofa, to boil, to cook, to melt. 
ACHTS, a. SHCSTM, “TY Vile cata Sal, boiled, melted, refined. 
Mi, s. TS ZH CUTA, rope for binding catile. 

oraistafs, s. ate sista otf, afex cata, the knot of a slip.noose 

WE, 8. cate, mud, mire. 

TSG, s. VET, STH, lit. sprung from mad, the lotus. 

bier, s. @ax 5 afex, a species of medicinal plant. 
“pate, s. ovata aata wid siera afar, a kind of coarse silk cloth. 

ASM, s. wala Sb AS eal fa, the tender shoots of the plan- 

tain tree when used as an article of food. | 

oil, a. com, Yate te ate cate, afant oie Stee Bice, rotten, 
putrid, corrupt, tainted, a sizing used in weaving silk. 
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Abie, v. cele, aifb aife stfeata *fS el, to rot, to sprout, to 

plant seeds for germination and transplanting. 

vifs, v. catia, BIR, to rot, to putrify. | 

afer, s. cafa ata cats fra, the west; a. west, westerly. 

afsfan, a. vifoa wera, fayataa, western. 

Awtis, a. cacatsi, scsi, rotted, planted. 

ATSIBIASS, s. Afi asia, a westerly wind, also a wind blow- 

ing up stream. 

Agi, s. Bil AS AA, Fel, a temporary hut, a shanty. 

Agia, s. WG, SA, a germ. 

AGA, s. Ba cael, ATH Tal, destruction of the germ or vital 

part; a. having a decayed or rotten germ. 

Ae, a. 15, five. 
secetfanl, a. id then, 115 afaz, pentagonal. 
“MeSH, , s. Tafaie, Wa, MSA, BH, TT, in hindoo science 

ARGS, § the five primary elements; viz. earth, air, ether,water, fire. 

ABSA, s. Aas oifa sal BFq WES Gal feya as soy faca, 
a religious penance which consists in sitting in the hot 

sun, with four fires around and within reach. 

aAeyn, a. cited, fifteen. 

oeuta, s- fee ai wainiaiai, the fifteenth lunar day. 

AST, a. ib AWS, the fifth. 
wef, s. fefa facia, sya ito Twa, the fifth day of the lunar 

increase or decrease. 

aeitd, s. 1S siete, faa, TAXR, lit. five faced, Hiwo, a lion. 

“aeitae, s.. Fad, cof, cat He, tm, the five sweets, viz. ghee, 

sugar, honey, curds, and milk. 

APSE, s. vifao, cam, Ate feats Za ois GA AAMT, a jury 
consisting of five persons for arbitration. 

Aaa, s. sitfe, fefa aaa ik 2, an almanac, a calendar. 

AD, Ss. Adi, Si, of<, Giste, a picture, a likeness. 

ADEE; 5. favre, SAN, cotcetal, a comparison, simile, parable. 

ABABA, ad. CATS CAC, CotCBS Gas aa, quickly, readily, fluently. 

abl, s. sbal Wife abi Biem faa, wztisaita ai aife fem “Ag, 

a curry stone, a lease of Jand. 

Asia, Ss. 3b 401 faa att, the muller used with a curry stone, 
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“pitta, a. 01 ofa fafdat, like a muller, applied to a species 

of mango, also to a disease of the bowels. 

ab, s. cata ea gate athe, oristia Gife eat BF, AS AB, 
gold or silver lace, a border, a quarter or division in a 

market occupied by one class of traders, a foot path. 

situ, s. it afaa', fewa ais fac, a people who braid mats. 

“Av, a. ats, fara, HGCA Gal, efSB, clever, expert, able. 

ADS, s. @b1 Bal 5, a layer of the plantain stalk. 

cata, s. alfa, aete Auta Tafa, a queen, a king's consort. 
Adz, v. ifs, wtata fa; SATB, to send, to depute. 
ACIS, a. CHAR Sl, 751, STATS, sent; s. the act of sending. 

af3s, s. fas, aly Gal, fawitas, TIA, Reais, a teacher, 

ofas, a learned man, a scholar; a. learned, accomplished. 
ofaste, s. sota faaria YA Ai, learning, erudition, scholarship; 

with Sig c#2ztS, a pretence or show of knowledge. 
sy, s. Ufa wn wfay aife cone,, a winged insect. 

ASH, 2 FIN CRT, CH CATS, Ga Al, completed, ended. 

TA, & ai, 151, a falling, dropping, descent. 

AIA, a. SSSA, ATS Ya cacaren «ta Wife, blasted, immature. 
AVA, & YC SAl HG, 2H, HTS Sal, lit. a leaf full, ¢. e. as 

much as aleaf used fora plate will hold; a large quantity. 

AT, s. ATA PITTA SEM, a slice, a thin piece. 

msfamt, » tiem wile oteata sefam?, to cut in thin slices. 

AG, s. SAL TAM, a Aiea visa 1s, fapSE wa. HPS 
Bal, Bigea Sal, the sole of the human foot, also a web- 

bed foot, gold leaf, appointing to office, appointed, set up. 

ANF, v. AHF, aye, faxes salt, |S Saiz, to place, to ap- 
point, to induct, to set, (as a stone in a ring.) 

Avia, s. Ale AMS “la, chaff, blasted or immature grain. 

ofs, s. tot, aifa, fafass, afeata, off, a husband, a lord, a 

master, an owner; a. each, every. 

“fsa, a. feat Sa, 451 wal, believed, regarded as true. 

OSs, a. AC, FS CAM, BIS cHvsy, 5x a1, fallen, fallen from 

virtue, depraved, abandoned, outcast, lying waste or fallow. 

ofstciaa, s. afeve af oa, aifie aie acatsl Baa, pu- 

rifying the sinful or fallen, saving. sinners. 
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“ifeaui, s. aifrs sie eeai fe, afs, a wife devoted to her husband. 
wifes, v. fan ofa, Hele ofa, TIfM, to believe, to give credence. 

afSal, 5. ASH, Staal, hope, expectation. 

oifefaa, a. sartye, fara, alfa faa, widowed; s. a widow. 

ASH, a. ACT AS AS, abounding with leaves, having leaves 

without fruit, (applied mostly to grain.) 

ACS, s. wtteta scars, the causing to be appointed. 

Atsimia, s. Atfar cat Axi cea, a break-water. 

oife, s. wisi, tufa, featfaui fe, a wife, the mistress of a house. 

AG, s. Bias, feild, “1s, a letter, an epistle, a leaf, a blade of grass, 

AgGees, s. Bley fase, vicstets, a letter carrier, a postman. 

oat, s. Zib, Sifa, Wioaa, a path, a road, a way, a course of conduct. 

ALKAS, s. TB HAS Si, Wit WS SI, TS, a guide, a leader, a teacher. 

ASH, s. Hetqe etal ABs <q Sai cas, laborers in the field. 

oadfeai, ad. sfattfe, across, horizontaly; with 7%, crosswise. 

Alia, s. cufs Sai BiB, a cultivated field. 

aidtifa, s. Sa, Cae, Ox, breadth, width, diameter; a. broad &c. 

oifaceictiai, s. «faa ate ZA, a vine whose root is medicinal. 

aUifaceial, s. carats walifate cara, the carrying anything 

horizontally in the arms. 

atifesean, a. xtqR, Aagifs, mankind, dit. having horizontal eyes, 

a term applied to.man in contra-distinction to beasts. 

Afas, s. ALG, Absa, Bifae, a traveller, a passenger. 

aM, s. Sf, ala, cate, cia a fanz, fay az “TY, a foot, a step, a 

metrical measure, a verse, an office or employment. 

anfen, s. atfex, a Aict cotiba Beg, an adversary, a defendant. 

aE, . vans, fe Blea Se eSer oTi, water in which'a 
gooroo’s foot has been washed, 

Ansa, s. Slaq Ta, Bfea, the sole of the foot, subjection. 

vHATA, s. toa aia, Auta, ath, evidence, positive proof. 

*nla, s. atx, Goraty, a title, a surname, a patronymic. 

wml, & 1X 441, iw Tai, the breaking of wind backwards. 

satay, s  alfY, cata wal, a kick. 
“niga, s. wfaq ateyfa, a toe. 

ARTSe, s. cHal, Sata dal Torttfe, a foot soldier, infantry. 

AMIASH, s. fee cts, a species of insect. | 

& 
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oto, a. SS cacaTai, disconcerted, loss of presence of mind. 

onie, s. Te FO, Sl wwe =e, a thing, substance, property, 

- matter, essence, quality, the meaning of a word &c. 

aaictann, s. fafe wer aA witha fami, the science of natural 

! phibesoptiy: 

ontefa, s. cate fire, appointment to office, instalation. 

ofwal, s. tar ate afae, spearmint. 

«MAA, S. » we, the water lily, the lotus. 

RIAA, 8. pelt facaH, a disease of the bowels. 

aquta, s. AI TE es] BB, a patch of water ities. - 
orgie, s. aata GAME COTS ZB, a path leading to a house. 

ocMriCH, ad. caice caics, step by step, at every step. 

om, s. AT, a lotus. 

age, s. feaa ae ata, lit. born from a lotus; Vishnoo. 

orrmeryfar, a. owe fafsai yufa, beautiful as the lotus. 

viwait, s. Gea ateta afew, a ruby. 
sifmfa, s. wala fa, Aawfa, a very beautiful woman. 

_ OWT, s. see afas, “4%, poetry. 

ae, s. feats, wa fava, an onion. 

| ofa, a. cacae, otfa fem, colcoy ati, watery, thin, diluted. 

| otfanta, s. afa«e onan atte, a kind of fruit. 

7%, s. see >at, a path. 

siform, a. other, aefe, aim, sinful, wicked. 

ofr val, s. Bretat eal ai BF fac, a meteor. 
oa, s. BTefere zy cRTSN cats, a disease of the fingers and toes. 

aa, a. Me tel, HTcataz, having joints. 

| waite, 
Ess) afs, RX, faxie, holy, pure, clean. 

8. ithe: ara site yore asl Stefera far, the fibrous roots 

of a bulbous plant, hence, fig. a clue, a guide. 

AU, s. afee sto, oft cater, Fe caren, a species of the toon tree 

valuable for timber; a. melted. 

oat, v. cain efa, ys @fa, to cause to melt, to dissolve. 

ofa, v. cata te, we te, ye tz, to melt, to dissolve. 

ATS, a. HTS kei, te carfers, temporarily cultivating; s. 4 

temporary settler or cultivator. 
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AMIR, a CHA Sal, YS Sai, melted, dissolved. 

gina, s. wa, Bw, CAI, metre, verse consisting of two lines. 

Kz, a. Tita, Taafeta, car, 22a, other, another, after; s. a stran- 

ger, the fourth part of a day or night. 

aaain, s. Sans sin, THAcATS, another world, a future state. 

HaHa, s. CocSfas Whe Wi T2H, a district, the Dhekeri country. 

aAafeaia, s. Tid Wal Bia “faz, a kind of fish-net. 

AQdia, Ss. CUTS, SSCA Aifaa fats, a ghost, an apparition. 

AAW, s. SS Sitka cata, an offence against an evil spirit. 

“sau, s. fa Sav, Aaa, the next birth. 

Ades, a. Glad AAi CATs, born of another, fostered by a stran- 

ger, adopted. 

Ada, y ad. Hits, AACw, Witta, afterwards, bye and bye. 

Aaca, J | 
af", v. alta aife <ifat, aaxica atifs, to watch, to be vigilant. 

aq, cared At, another’s_ sufferings. 

Aan, s. TeactwA, Se c#HA, another country. 

va cain, a. facRfa, SIA cra, of another country; s. a foreigner. 

Aq cHifa, a. (Hed Baw Seis, fZAS, injurious to others. 

mA ASA, 3. Al WAR. Srizify, another man, a stranger, a gal- 
lant, a paramour. 

Wad, s. see and, 

Az, a. BPS sia, Boy, aia, chief, best, excellent, supreme, 

Aaiats, s.. AE tS, Zhe, the obtaining of heaven. 

AWA, &. Baa fanae foraia, waa fotata, divine knowledge. 

AqI WEA, s. Saya, God, the most excellent. 

ACISaH, s. AAT 24a, the supreme being. 

AUG, s. Sh, Sz4, God, the supreme spirit. 

VATA, s. AS AS aofaai, <fa vifaqia, an atom, a particle of matter. 

Hania, s. stifatcaca FacHIe Siz, 1HH, rice boiled with milk. 

Aaa, s- STA, fexté ai aia, a life time, an age; preceeded 

by “aw, eternal life, endless happiness. | 

ante, s. wis bey fant, aan sel, Faq fanre 714, A, the 
chief good, an excellent or spiritual object. 

ranitaes, a. <ifie, 2uZ AQiqa, ZX, AB, spiritual, holy, excel- 

lent, true, religious. | 
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way Bag, s.\9TT ZH, TA, the Supreme Being. 

am, s. Ta , et) Gal FTA AEA, an iron gray color. 

oafa, s. wal wafa, cra atiwca ai Sift, a layer of thatch 

used as a cover or screen. 

oafen, a. sata, af eel STSA, uncleaned, (as rice.) 

race, s, faRcate, Masia, the world to come. 

ACH, s. Brie, a battle axe, a hatchet. 

a qaly, s. feuz OS BAtia, the sixth incarnation of Vishnoo. 

oace, ad. its, Sistts, rica hereafter, bye and bye. 

oafa, s. waa fefe, Glae Sisi, another's wife. 

santa, a. Beco facd, BSk, reciprocal, mutual, both. 

oanica, ad. Ba faa, DScz, reciprocally, mutually. 

atx, s. catea APE ZT LAG, another's prosperity. 

A4lh, &. yiwaa Bie A id, ay ®, the day before yesterday, the 

day after tomorrow, 

A, a. ANS corey, eitat, wes car, wala az, ofa am, 
able, competent; spread down, fallen; prep. from, out of. 

A@tHl, s. FA, AB, Wis, might, power, strength, valor. 

oaiefa, s. afa, afeas, wTe) eel, mighty, powerful. 

HUMATA, s. HIS Ta, CHICAS, As cars, with averted face, 

AAiwe, s. EA, Udi, defeat, discomfiture, a repulse. 
ass, a. PaTRE CTS, overcome, defeated, repulsed. 

alfa, a. eaa Uifea, wafera, dependent, subject to. 
aay, 5. Blas, fecasxl, WyAl, advice, counsel, a plan. 

ATA, s. Bical fears arf eal, ae caren, devutedness, attach- 

ment, zeal; used in comp. as Paq *falza, devoted to God. 

ACG, 8. HVT FHA, FStsT A Sst, a hundred thousand billions. 
aT, 8 MIN SA A UH, Siiza ar ws a AX fH aA AAI, 

removing the husks of grain by pounding. 

*aifa, s. wea, «Fe, etfa, loss, waste, diminution. 
WAS, a. AA, Udi, Halfas, defeated, overthrown, conquered. 

fa, v. fey te, vata af, Vora facaa, to lie or fall —_ 

to empty into, to ini 

feed, s. aia tA xcdis, SIA <a, aspen zi afm, lit. a 
surrounding or enveloping, hence, a train, a retinue, an 

attendant, a servant. 

43 
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afta, s. Oma a5, fasta, a trial, a temptation, an ordeal; 

alg assaying; with @fa, to tempt, to prove, to assay. 

soifafars, s. Hitt Sad Goa CHA AM, coicaifas, name of an 

ancient king, a priest; a. tried, brought to the test, tempted. 

afasz, s. fsal Sal, acquaintance, knowledge, an introduction. 

AfabIST, s. SlA TeidIa, iservice, attendance. 

“afabiae, a. wa, Bawa, aq a, AfAdGl Sal, attending upon; 

s. a servant, an attendant, a follower. 

aracor, s- cow, fas, fesist, a limit, a boundary, a section of a 

book, a space in writing. 

ATA, s Aa, Sit Sal, abandonment, relinquishment. 

AT TED, a. ACSIA, ATR, SIA crits, pleased, satisfied, contented. 

AAAS, s. fABIAS, alas, Tiaayi, a saviour, a Hberator. 

wfaaia, s. fasta, xia, aatyi, salvation, deliverance: 

aAfafas, a. Taf cate, satiated, satisfied. 

afadta, s. fra, ote Sila ay cata, the putting on of clothing, 

attire, ornaments &c. 

afare, s. CHA WIG HIM, Page cen SVs GE ctinai ide aifz, 
the circumference of a circle. 

sifaatis, . s. aifea aifS, a great grandchild. 

sifantteta, J 3 | 
"reais, a. SACS ial, fast, ots, thoroughly ripe or cooked. 
afer, a. BS AN, Mal Ms, Wa Adel Sex, regular, methodi- 

cal, neat, tidy; with %&, ad. regularly, neatly. 
ates, a. Arye, Sal, Ya, filled, replete, complete, full. 
Aracdoa, s. cafe Yq’, CHAZ Gl, a surrounding or encircling. 
afawqia, s. CHiat, Gai, Zila, measure, capacity, proof, 

Afqilited, a ATA coats, otnifa, proven, evident, authentic. 

afatas, a. faafas, catia a feeta, measured, defined, limited, 

moderate, temperate. 

‘fea, s. ia fal wiqe, ale, oferta, way dat, cf ave 
cata, used in comp. as 4*fazi, one side, garam, noon. 

ofaria, s. wag mal fecaiwi wife, a family and welaives. 

aATataid, s. at Zul, Afeeta, the payment of a debt, retaliation &c. 

ofqsia,a. faa, fain, ax, ofaritte, clean, pure, neat; s. purity We. 
fates, a. faei cai, x a fae Gal, crifey, cleansed, purified. 
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“faaa, s. Wa, CFA, Bsa, toil, exertion, labor, effort. 

eifaqfa, a. Fat zifz, laborious, painstaking, industrious. 

ofeqTs, a. Fx coals, ATs, Sita Asti, wearied, fatigued, tired. 

 «wifezai, a. aa, feaist eal, left, deserted, abandoned. 

ofacfa, v. afa, orifst, to abandon, to leave. 

@aou, »s. fara, ae fed facaa, an emmet, an. ant. 

HERS CHM, s MV cate Bla ifs Bla asi, TE S cAcaTM, 
wandering about, losing the way, perplexity. © , 

cas, s. faa ifas win, aria, fefa asi a frag bite Sista cuter, 
the fourth part of a day. or night. 

ocafen, a. ara cere, pertaining to the above. 

ocaivieia, s. cated Grisia, assistance given to others. 

aca oatfa, a. eae Bereta Gcatsi, helpful to others, useful. 

dt, s. Vase, waz, fafa fac, faa wz, a festival, a feast, 
a chapter, a section. 

Aes, s- fra, aoa, fartat ex Sfa, a mountain. 
oefem, a. ASS eas, of or from a mountain; s. a mountainer. 
adit, s. aim, Bieta wa afe Ba BFS ez, a temporary 

| residence away from home, a lodging. 
on, & Cre, whi, BCVA “al, the act of touching, feeling 
six, ) or handling; a. touched, felt. 

of, v. ori afa, 5%, to touch, to feel, to handle. 

mAB, 5. see aie, 
WE, s. os wal, ors fas, reading, reciting; @. read, veciiad. 

mere, v. HIS Salty Bizg wstt, faat®, to teach, to in- 
oe ae, struct, to cause to read. 
ortinife, s. SA W4, bisa alfa, fawriA®, a school, a school house, 

a seminary, a college, - 

MES v. Hd BA, Gra gy, to read, to repeat, to study. 
ACAI, s. OBA ASA fee Ate, a kind of light palkee. 
ACH, s. fHays, mes, om, GISq, a teacher, an instructor. 

VA, 8. TIS .3a1 FLA, (pron. polo,) a contrivance for catching fish: 

AA, 8. YId AS Sista GBs, a period of 24 seconds or the GOth 
part of a dond, 

aq, s, cafa, safe, Gaal dinar procrastination. 

PAC, ad. cafars, stc5te, leisurely, slowly. 
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Amagi, s. mate cate, wate sy’, a fugitive, a ranaway, a deserter. 

AAA, s. TACT CHCHTS CHINA CASI, Sida Alaa Qa Gis, soft 

mud, the soft sappy part of wood. 

AAQS, a. ANA AUS, HAA fafoar, soft, sappy, miry, muddy. 

Aa, s. CEA CAM CASA ATS, c/CSFe, a braided rattan hoop used 

in an oil press. 

AA, a. cota, Alea Sai, Gis] Tati, reared, brought up, presery- 

; ed, obeyed; s. the act of rearing, obeying &c. 

sme, v. coIatHtS -atfS Tt, to run away, to flee, abscond. 

aaeagr fru, s. wate Std wal, fleeing away out of reach. 

ante, s. ante coe fete, arate waiy, a female fugitive. 

Anda, s. Ate cers, flight, desertion. 

Aaa, s. “fat BZ VAT Wb, a species of tree and its. flower. 

ofan, a. ATA dei, belonging to a relay. 

Ae, s. afa yeti Sifwa cote, a silk worm. 

oases, v. Wy sifwes ctatete fa ai faat®, to cause to ab- 

scond, to entice away. 

tH tH, ad. ATTA WCA, momentarily, constantly. 

ASM, a Hate cots, Aas ate, fled, absconded. 

Ac, a. Sfeta, Tea, wavering, fickle, unsteady, unsettled. 

Atma, s CHATTY AX, feottaa Aya, a regiment or company of 

soldiers, soldiers’ Jines or barracks. 

an, s. Vu, TRI AC, the half of a lunar month, @ fortnight. 

anal, s. cocad faa caren, the lapse of a fortnight. 

ats, v. “fe, Aaaigts Tz, to touch the feet as an act of worship. 

“WY, s. see A@, an animal. 

AAai s, s. fares, faaq ae Ate, a lion, an epithet of Hiwo. 

vag, s. fafa, Beta, aia, light, illumination, knowledge. 

ARC, a. TAS ALS], ST CATH, ATA, VA faa, forgotten, mistaken; 

s. forgetfulness, a mistake, the keeping watch. 

ARASH, s. BAW, TAT AA ASST, Hae Sal, deceiving, caus- 

ing to forget or mistake, lighting up; a. deceived. 

aanle, s. «fad fean feta, a kind of long native gun. 

ani, s. catatfag cate, cateta, a retail shop. 
“aif, s coizifa, <faatfa, a woman who keeps a retail shop. 

fam, a ite eet, having petals like a flower. 
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eZ, s. afer Gift oife cofex He, zy, a deer, a quadruped. 
venta, s. we Ticats, feat, a hunter. 

one, v. of tz, ais ofa, faze Uy, aevia fsa sina asin. 
to get, to find, to obtain, to arrive at; ought, proper, pro- 

bable; s. the third part of a pice. 

18s, s. atfa, FHS, ZB, Sfa, a cooly, a laborer. 

“aiefa, s. Wb Tal BIA, a bamboo fish trap. _ 

site, a. ia afstal, due; s. pecuniary claim, debt. 

sitefa, 
stieeal, s. caer facaa, a species of wild cat. 

AIS, a. %B. ABA AAAI, five. 
oisfa, s. 4s facaa, sofa, feos TS CAAA! BAIS, one sent, a 

messenger, an embassador, an apostle. 

ois, v. msi?, wifoa frafeai fbi, to send forth; s. a strip of land. 

ASA, 8. Cla, WIFS, the edge or side. 

ifs, s. ofeat, fefe mia costar fet, 251 ge, eet |, an al- 
manac, a calendar, a roll of cotton for spinning, a point- 

ed bamboo stuck in the ground as a defence from attack. 

ifs ab, s. Boas zw Bi, the spinning of cotton rolls. 

“idl, s. TB Bist, a ram, a he-goat. 

ois, «. cum facan, cata, wim, wife, a game, (fox and geese, ) 

a drain, a drill for planting. 

AIS, s. CUB, SAS Zfam, wow, Bra za foy, a bend ina 

river, an eddy, a turn, a circular wrench, a twist, an un- 

expected turn in events, a fault. a crook, an obstruction. 

ATSCAUTS, a. HCV, CMA curs, wai® gfagl «a, kinked, 
twisted, turned, whirled, obstructed. 

*aeqaia, s. 9X Tai vertigo, a whirling round and round. 
MSH, s. The, BH, ste Baa, deceit, collusion, a cabal, an eddy, 

a whirlpool, a circular motion, 

etary, ad. ufa Bigce®, castes, while turning round, quickly. 
mefw, v. Bare, Heid, carcsial aifa, to turn, twist. 
ATSAAI, a. MISA, HIStAR, BT 221; curved, turned, whirled about. 

oieceteg, s. fawal facna, vert fee wea, an auger, a gimlet. 
ASIg, s. Ufa Bal, ocete, the going and returning. 

wleutfa, v. “ufa aife, castes, to go and return; ad. quickly. 
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wise, s. wWsaifs, a spindle full of thread, 

Hiterits, ad. Ata HfS, aitq ica, continually, repeatedly. 

ATE ATS, 4 a's. 

AREA, s. Az Ceicbcs vate afax, CHIAGIS, a species of crow. 

ofa, s. Basa AS Ze Aa, Tide wif, a feather, a wing, a 

pinion, a plume, the fins of a fish. 

aif sfami, s. vais afaaig ae cam, a fowler, a class of people. 

Hist, s. sitafa, Tit, Ste wife <a, cn Ulf Tis Bets 
Gz, a turban, the act of cooking food or of tempering iron, 

sta, s. capatg faa cegai cast, a disease of children, cank- 

er in the mouth. 

statda, a. faats <1 Srste chats aati, cooked, tempered. 

oisttfa, s. 1G, STS acato vifa, a ladle, a-stirabout. 

ata, a aw, axel, Teas, crazy, insane, drunk. 

Aitagt, a. Za Aix sia cats, well cooked or tempered. 

oidtfa, s. arefea, ayia, fem. of “ita, which see. 

iste, s. Be Tal Ww coxtai BiB, a potter’s kiln, a furnace. 

Atfet, v. ANTS, ste, faai®, to bake, to temper, to cook. 

Aira, s. wit, TAG <Hl Sia, a turban. 

ois, v. aia wife cotare afe @ai, to chew the cud, to ruminate. 

sigs, s. fas! Satta Siw St, FADS Sai ABH, building air cas- 
tles, indulging in vain speculations, suspecting, scheming. 

Ale, v. APC Sifa, cSTS) Tifa, to imagine, to fancy, to plan. 

als, s. Tad, ca, PHS wis, the hind part, the rear; a. last, &c. 

Aiwa, a Aid Aw, dA AAS, having nothing left in hand. 

W15S, ad. TASS, CAG, Wee, afterwards, at last. 

Aiea, a. ADS carat, qufaai, caAw@aI, last, after, the youngest. 

“Aisfeal, ad. ifs, Siaiei Trai, an after day, afterwards. 

MISA, S. GlACT, Hid Sal, At eal, Als Teer, a helper, an: 
attendant; a curse. 

Hota, s. fae caren, cAAs ete, falling behind. 

“ipctaa', s. fexfe cael, the afternoon, an after period. | 

stocafa, ad. Bical, aie, carsiata, again, a last time. 

lpia, s. atiafy, Are ait, esculent. vegetables. 

Aiba, s. Fat wie, fab wis, the rear, the backside. 

PiTiB, s. aig wifee wifsce cater ete, a basket. 
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LED v. Ib CHE, CSttaisi?, to leave in the rear, to put 

back, to cause to stand back. 

ots, ad. frts, Ass, Sista, behind, afterwards, after, subse~ 

tcste, ? quently. ¥ 

etcs ics, ad. aca acet, feico feics, close behind, after., — 

*isfa, s. wits, cea, the edge, the margin. 

aTeia, s. (Cieip cana cat facay, a game resembling dice. 

“1B, s. Side MISA GCA) Sa “fax Aa YB, a board, the 

silk of the mulberry silk worm. 

obeipya, s. WIP BSA sez, silk woven from the above. 

AMBP And, s Wy wd sifeca AM AHKla Tez, AS Ava, a tem- 
porary residence of the king. 

ota, s. aifba ont ate 21 rife al a17, a walled up well. 
abo, s. iB wel fem caffe, the mulberry silk worm. 
oibaifa, s. wate eidia Ttefa, ebafe, a queeq consort. 
opis, s. cacedat sifwa fas wife, a broad hem in the bottom 

 *ibfa, 7? of a garment. 

oii, s. Sina facnn, BITS eal fave wife, akind of fine mat. 

«otto, sont frm ataa facna, a sitting mat. 

 oifetr, s. orife ae fea, grass of which the above is made. 
onfocatnt, s. fsx sto, a species of tree. 

IDS, s. ‘fgsrs, Baw, an illustration, an example, a comparison. 

wicbisifa, s. cocefaq fanaa staf, a collector of revenue. 
MICRA AI, 8. CaTea Bein) few, a comparison of any two things. 
wy, s OU, Bana, acafa oceiena sist, a reading, a perusal, 

13S, s. fH ity wea, ts Bstsi, a reader, 

seal, s. x1, fa. wife Te, a reading, a recital, a lesson. 

MISACKISM, a. Get) ACTS, enlarged, exaggerated; s. adding toa 

text or lesson, exaggeration. 

fa, s. see *&Tatfe, a school house. 

Hida, s. NSAT AL GG BIS, a muhomedan sect. 

 MTS4, s. 1G AH FH, the descendents of Pandoo Raja. 

“Il, s. CATIA YRS, an attendant or priest of an idol temple. 
Wi, 8 SS WAAE AM, Aci eiafem faafa aaa, the name of an 

ancient king of Hostinapur or Delhi; father of the Pandowa 
princes; s, pale. | ny 
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ASAT, s. caret cate, the dropsy. 

“1G, s. faaty Bits 7a, WAI, a leafofa tree or book; a. falling, fallen. 

ALSS, s. WI, AAI, Arid, sin, guilt, crime. 

AICO, 

Hisis, a. mMifa, Borate, safe, sinful, guilty, criminal. 

aise faul, a. mitsca ceare cota, rolled in a leaf for roasting. 

Ala, s. AS, Uiata, founding, contriving, arranging. 

*Asyfs, s. fed AS Dez, a species of bird. 

asa, Ya. ad, faa, Prafafam, cicam, cottB cate, not heavy, 

attai,) light, thin in texture, diluted, separate, widely apart. 

asaifa, s. ata sts, BAe afefs, shallowness, fickleness, lightness. 

Aalsfam, a. atom cate, thin, sparse. 

ATSAS, ad. CHCAHIS, AV APIS, thinly, sparsely. 
Hasina, s. afax fabs AS Dats, a species of bird. 

ASIA, s. Wb Ta, CHITA, Alst CATS, one of the seven hindoo 

ASG, hells and the abode of the nags or serpents. 

aiatieta, s. ASTAA a1 TI aaaufa, any deep rumbling sound, 

like that preceeding an earthquake. 

aia aol, a. fefafea tints Bd, UTS wv, acAe fafam, vale, 
deep, unfathomable, of long standing wealth and position. 

vie, v. win ofa, Aye ofa, fla sia, afaata Yas ofa, 
COCA! HTH, to set up, to found, to establish, to appoint, 

to prepare to do, to hold out the hand to receive anything, 

to set (as a trap,) to bare or expose any part of the body; 

s. a small wooden wedge. 

otfeaitfa, s. ue fad atdfa, the common crow. 

ofits s. cotafam as faq S1R, a duck. 
ots, s. oife ate ote facaca ce wal fami aca a fare 22, 

oifs aifw, a vessel, a receptacle; u. fit, competent, worthy. 

oie, s. alan wife faa, a flint. 

oiq, s. WW, DAA, TIT al, cate Qiiaa sife Sita Guta, a foot, 

breaking wind. 

owe, a. Wy Gifs, produced from the feet, as the lowest of the 

four castes are said to have sprung from Brahma’s feet. 

ORAM, s. DAA BAA, VS Mi wie WY, a lotus foot, aterm of 

endearment or flattery. 
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wiwcal, s. Baa cuzi, Sfas wai, touching the feet of another in 

salutation or in token of respect. 

TAS, s. UAT, CHT, a sandal, a shoe, a slipper. 

Aca, s. BSACAWS, water in which a gooroo has dipped his foot. 

1A), s. Gla {20H fami otf satfw, water to wash the feet. 

ora, s. for cation, ete ote cotcaten qaotice fief ung, othe 
Wie wa sife wai as, afae Asia TS, the act of drink- | 

ing; 4 composition used in brazing; a preparation of betel 

leaf and opium for smoking; the betel leaf. 

otaepl, a. Te Bo, notched, truncated. 

wiAeai, s. Ste atfecaca fen sai, fora, the preparing the 
betel leaf and opium for smoking; the act of drinking. 

atatia, s. atte, ota wal ottz, ferme, a cup, a drinking) vessel. 

1a, s. 2 yen ern fara faca, a precious stone, an emerald. 

ofa, s. GA, Ue, water. 

oifaattfe, s. afex sitfre eet salt, a species of fish bird. 
otras, a. ifs ofa cere, putrid. 
ortfrorst, s. 5a wea BH caw, banks of clouds low in the horizon. 

ofascare, a. Besta Sis oor aia cata ofa acHTea, gilt, 
gilded; s. gilding, 

 otifastafa, s. ae wit, an eruptive disease resembling measles. 
| otfacsten, s. tz ais wife wai, alvine and urinary evacuations. 

afacwia, s. Bt orfea crretart ze cot, a blister. 
ifort, s. waa staa wife, the lower part of a roof, the eaves, 
 «Mifaferm, s. orf caren, afee sat, ortfrs coten, the act of drink. 

ing; a species of bird; a. putrid. 

ofACoHs, a. COES, Sars ae coma #41, infantile, tender. 

ofacrtel, s. fratfeaa wife, stra otf oral BT, the ground 
under the eaves where the water falls. 

 «ottfanafa, s. onfaa ae Ssragq Ala, an imaginary water spirit 

said to cause sickness and lameness. 

oifafa, s. «fee coe, a species of plant. 

fat, s. SAtHH, See feral, a cold, taking cold. 
ofA, s. ASP Sei Ate, the annual ceremony of pouring out 

water and offering the funeral cake to the manes of de- 
eeased ancestors. 

44 
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otras, s. otf ota cattst Ga, an opium smoker. 

otacste, s. ata facHa, a round metalic dish. 

AA, s. SAAT BINT SH1, CHA, FTAA, sin, guilt, crime, wickedness. 

HATS, a WIAD Aal, WATSS, fallen, involved in sin. 

otttae, s. fap a2, Gz, an inauspicious planet. . 

ATATH, s. aS, Begia, a wicked disposition, a devil, Satan. 

ait, ya saxit, oatefe, afe, wicked, sinful, depraved. 

ofa, J 
“aid, s. yz “tisq ais Ute, the part between two joints. 

He, s. wef FRA AG Ap “i<x, (pronounced pabho,) a small fish. 

Asi, s. a1 TS AG AS ix, a smal! shelf or platform. 

ATT, s. RAT cats, zits, a farm, an outlying cultivation. 

aia, a. fas, SeT, Bsttfa, mean, vile, sinful, unworthy, ignorant. 

Hig, s. fetes Tacsie Sty, oraqia, aie, rice boiled in milk. 

Wa, s. tad vate af, wife, fas, fasta, a river bank, a border, 

an edge, a shore, a crossing over. | 

ota, s. catafar as sate «faz, (pronounced paro,) a dove. 

“tq Bal, s. taa fartiata fami, FAST? Sl, crossing over, deliverance. 

ate tal, s. wife BF ora, the healing up of the sides of a sore. 

aaa, s. fad to, aaa cacaca TBS se Uti, a species of tree, 
Hiqag, s. yWwafas ayaa CRT AAI, the child of a sudra mo- 

ther by a bramin father. 

otal, s. <a, «ty facnH, quicksilver. 

ofa, vane tz, eta cia faa waifve a foie, vifa stip 
cif, eiviag WITS, to be able; to gather fruit, to spread down; 

s- a line or row, as the teeth; with fm, to cross over. 

Aifaety, s. taiae BA, Wate BH, a fabled flower in the hindoo 

paradise. . ° | 

oifaan, s. ASIC ATS eI Sqoq, an attendant of the gods. 

sicarita, ad. afeag Vice Tice, ATM Tica, as much as possible, 
to the extent of one’s ability. 

aids, a. farts, lez, al, learned, skilful, accomplished, 
ifs, s. GS cara a Sim, Persia, a Persian. 

“ets, s. Af, Ba, fentata faas, a name of Doorga. 

VIA, s. BIS, cVicAl TawAs ot1F HTS al Sit, ATaS AR Kal 
@iriq, a flock, a berd, a drove, a turn in rotation, a sail. 

sé 
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oat wcatsi, eazy, a preserver, keeper, protector. 

afae catat, ata facan, a palankeen, a kind of sedan. 

ataatts Us sa, ator aifw Ga, intermittent fever. 

oaba, s. Bald wel, wai, the act of turning or coming back; 

. preceeded ‘by Ja, repentance, reformation. 

«TAIZ, v. TATE, GcSryt?, ScAIdTS, to turn another person abouts 
| preceeded by qa, to reform. 

oats, v. Bate, tefe, aie, to turn, to return. 

oma, s. corel, Sis onl, wits fofeata firm, the act of 
nsopeE: preserving, cherishing, obeying. 

ota BE, s. ices, offset @ceTei, a nourisher, a supporter. 

«TAHT, $. @I 4) AVF Stet Sez, doing in turn or by rotation. 

otAapt, 
_ otastisfa, s. Stet Steer win ifs ofFee, sending by turns &c. 

orcaetica, ad. asia Iss “bite, Stes Steer, in succession. 

OTA 4 Da, s. 1A Ta, the completion of a task. 

oft, v. cote vite ofa, Bis wie, es Siva Wa Sy sal 
Cale, afatel, AUCH ANCH WAT casa Sst, to nourish, to 
obey; s. a learner under a mechanic, a dose of med- 

icine, a keeper, a tender. 

otfaatim, s. fea fefam corm afiat, the rice plant pulled ready 

for transplaating. 

oie oefa, s. oer otfe era faa cate, one who watches in turn. 
caw, s. ate afee, cate aie facaa, the beet root, a bedstead. 

tea, a. faq GCaTs, purifying, cleansing. : 

orate, s. oterte, alert cama aifa, dice. © 

1A, a. «ay BS, AHS, Baz a vay aife frews, heretical, 
impious, blasphemous. 

ot, s. colors saifw cats, gambling. 

“1%, s. fran pine coe qa oP gi, wag wife, oy Tit SU. 
{wa ole, ofTH, a row of short hair left around the un- 

shaved crown, the petals of a flower, the notched border 

of an awning, rice boiled with milk, dice. 

2Bdl, s. HTT BH, *aee Gifae HS HaAte BH, carving, 
sculpture, smoothing the edges of a road or ridge.. 

, 8. Ofe¢ TIS iq) Be, a kind of large fishing net. | 
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arerits, a. AS WIS, Tia ia, fs, scattered about. 

AA, s. ATS CIA, SAS WAI, the opening of a flower. 
Aaa, Ss. TAS Gl, Calaaqa ASI, forgetfulness. 

Aiea, 2. GA, TAD AAT, faqaa cats, forgotten, forgetful. 

atafa, v. ofa, ST tT, TAS Caatife, to forget, to mistake. 

ARCS, s- GA SAIS, ST STATS, causing to forget. 

“Atfz, s. see Tz. 

Again, a. ett wraca cafetata Sta, tall, well proportioned. 

fa, v. Ata ofa, to drink, to suck. 

fata, s. faata faa, ota Scatst, causing to drink or suck. 

fAuS, s. AAS, IoR1 facaH, an onion. 

fetatfor fw, v. abl abl 72 ATE, to scatter, to disperse. 

fs, s. Scala ats cocaten az, ofa Baiz, tamul saliva, 

faienta, s. TAS coca vg, a spittoon. 

fasata, 
frre, v. foe cormt?, to eject tamul saliva. 

fatal, s. ox fax Bre, the finest quality of tea, Pekoe. 

fax, s. WR Veiga Sia we wal YR facHA, a sharp pointed 

instrument formerly used for impaling criminals. 

Saetra’: s. WAS faai, cates fwai, transfixing with the above. 

fas, a. AND, fat} sta, after, behind. 

fase, ad. ib, JABS, Mot Vet, afterwards, 

faseia, s. ATs at, fotSa wie, the hinder part, the rear. 

faa, a. cascafori, QByieni, slippery; with @&f& v. to slip. 

fosfa, v. feion wiz, wie o5fa, to slip, to slide. 

FASCISTS, s. AIS cater, AT eal, Ale facHA, going behind, over- 

taking; a curse. 

fascatson, a. for ASS, slipped, sliding from under. 

Tacs, ad. ics, cAcH, afterwards. 

fata, s.. gafat AS coisiia, fisel, a newly hatched louse. 

fata, v. catwifa, wisita ne ofa, to sharpen to a point. 

fad, s. maT Sas VIBtS AIM <a, SID, Ua, aquatic grass; 
thickness, compactness. 

favcatteu, a. Sip cats, uts cata, close, beaten together. 

fata, s. xfaes, S1eface C@ICaIS, pounding, beating. 

fubfa, s. fab adel B12, UTS FATA, water covered with vegetation. 
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«fait, a. Rrefaca catcata, wai, pounded down, or nia aenens 

fais, v. Srefaca why, xife, to pound, to beat. 

faite, s. Sata ay Brassil zi yar Sei, preparing the 

outer section of the tora plant for making cordage. 

fortea, a. argfaca cSt, Por Tal, pinched, pressed, shampooed. 

foiitfe, v. argfaca ef, to press with the fingers, to shampoo. 

faicaten, s. catee egen® eco, pinching, pressing. 
fait, s. farinfe wiface sal caren %2I, bread, a loaf. 

forstetfa, «. wide cag efra sta, flour, meal. 
furinfam, a. wasfem, fast stfeawca fare, fine like flour, mealy. 
foster, s. wae fae gure Sei fHd1, cakes and sweetmeats. 

farts, s. ap, tig ots Stet, faq ats Bifwa aera, the back, a page. 

fat fem, s. ens fim, wtesia oa, lit. giving the back; hence 

disregard, neglect, inattention. 

fort, s. ofae xs ais, Sta aifsa viata, forte tea species 
of fish, a kind of basket cover. 

Potters, a. yom eta wate forts fem, facatn fesfe, tie 
back to back, mutually hostile. 

fora, . s. aaa fafce wa Gal Batiwa ate, a funeral cake offer- 

fora, : ed to the dead by the nearest relatives. 

foisria, « s. fea fem, offering the above. 

fas, s. siete fax faden etafen onfa, ate, crafem ad, afa- 
aa 1S facaa, gall, bile, courage; a. yellow. 

fatcain, s. fsa Sata, the gall duct. 

fasfant, v. sifee wice fastfy, to make thorough search. 
fsa, s. ete_ facam, brass. 

fosia, a. forsaa aw, brazen. 

farsa, a. fosm eat, forsag?, mixed with brass. 
fom, s. caren, ffs, a father, 
Freier, s. caten®, atcerea acyea, respectful address of a father. 

FHONA, s. BS, Wcwieaz eters, a paternal grandfather. 

forstafa, s. zeisT Te, afqare, a paternal grandmother. 

fafa, s. see fas, a father, 

foifaesf, s. we  aife wax, funeral rites for deceased ancestors. 

fofada, s. Wifae “a, aievieg Herts, ancestral property. 

 «feifaet, s. ceifae af, atcereq waa, ancestral religion. 

. 
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fatan, s. Ueifa eA, ancestors. 

psa ) S- ACHeg faa, acne TSA ‘stf#, a paternal relative. 

fafaaiez, § | 
fofacnia, s. sai fafa aon aia, the abode of departed spirits: 

fofafaa, s. <icae xai qivai, fatherless. 

Ta, s. @istg Bile aS cat, CAA SH, a putting on 
fami, of apparel. 

fufa, v. sista wife ta, BIAS TR, to dress, to put on attire. 

fara, s AS Heal, any small insect. 

fasta, s. afae Hole IS al af, akind of long pepper. 

frcfan, ». fries fafoal, mwa ize wtaatfeat, long and 
slender, rough, uneven, as the edge of tools. 

fac, s. atfa siiw ctten aie #19, a cask, a barrel &c. 

fron, s. faats, few, thirst. 

faatta, a. faHate ast Ga, thirsty. 
faa, s. wigfe wifwa fim, sucking, (applied to animals. Z) 

fazasi, a. te aifwa cotorfae foata aa, weaned, (as above.) 
fara, s. wie Chiat, cAet wai, the measurement of land for taxation. 

fain, s. ola ea, faaia cra, drinking, sucking. 

fost, v. faate fe, (2 wea ua faufaaite cotaie a Aye, 
to nurse, to give suck; to join two things by lapping. 

faata, s. ta, Sixta, wa, fart, the breast, the udder, thirst. 

fame an, a oa afta Foi cate, faitya afarig sal, 
thirsty, having intense desire. 

foals, s. faci, seq sibtwa, the eyelid. 

fal, s. Gide Cal WA, ceil, awa Miwa HA, BST sii fam 
cHibl che <1 Uistal, a bench, a stool, pain, distress, bodily 

suffering, a quarter of meat. . 

fate, s. waa cova aifsa sist, the outer edge of the embank- 

ment of a house. 

fafa, » fora Sa, aaa sittin wie, ava fae mace wit 
CSte Ceip, to pain, toache; gs. the cross beam of a boat; 

earth taken up with the roots of a plant in transplanting. 

fofeeriais, s. Gay Maite og cat, G2q feinecinis, rap- 
idly winking, the flickering of a flame. 

forest, s. fae %ai, a species of flower. 
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fofearfoifas, s. wat Gaeite oe fhe}si, winking at each other. 

forfaceial, s. BS ri5a1, 5B fPceiTSN, winking. 
fHfas, a. frais, afta, pained, afflicted, distressed, 

(ofafs, s. fats, ces, Tas, cae, love, affection, esteem, regard. 

for2te, Ss. GET foratia cata gai Sist, the eye lashes, the cor- 

 feraait, § ner of the eye. 

frfefaaca, ad. ema Act etiF CET, BS eta, moving 
like an ant very lighty; a. thin, applied only to texture. 

fafefcaten, ». aes aire sis AHS ACA AoN, crawling or 

moving lightly, (as an insect. ) 

. frafefam, a. 1 aitfeai, afeen fea, slender, slim. 

forfaa za, s. cisT Za, CHIT za, slow, intricate or perplexing work, 

fofate, ». atce atca afa, to work lazily, to linger, to saunter. 

—«fefafe dam, s. aati cacy afer ai, loitering at work. 

forcmifercet, a. facsifacs, cate satin wies cers, numerous, 
in great numbers, 

forts, s. SB, cots wif, a demon, a fiend, an imp. 

fortis, s. Safa, cocazfa, fem. of the above, 

foram, s. wae sifw fore aeth wa facaa, a stone for giindillg 

paints, a grater for nutmegs &e. 

f=, a. Wei, ground with the above stone, the act of &e. 

forfe, v. aie, to grind or rub as. above, 

sfen fam, s. facet cm faa, the darkness just before dawm 

IS, 3. Sls, ATS, AeA, the dawn of day. 

jot, v. Sore te, faa te, Pa sit ta, wis Yates, to dawn, 
to grow light; preceeded by BF, to warm one’s self by 

the fire; emphatic form of *f=1, the very early dawn. 

ATH, s. BET SIT CATS, warming or causing to warm by the fire. 

WA, TW, “eA, Aa, CAA wife BAS, a particle used in comp, 

denoting man, male, masculine. 

oNfae, s. asa a,ensezAt MS %eA TEs Ay, the penis; 
| in gram. the masculine gender. 

ANAS, 8. oaenita qa, seat ale, virility. 
as, s. Ue =r G4 cv IH, pus, purulent matter. 

for, a. crice «al, ceATS CATS, worm-eaten, bored by insects. 

ware, s. rift ISI Hae, HAF, a tank, a reservoir of water. 
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TF, s. SIs, Ge, a fountain, a spring. 

amy Undo, s. Vote fasts Gall ees ceis, Va DBAver, ex- 
. aggeration. 

Wm, s. aQiry aie fen @ fen zi HAifae aifw, wb afax, a float 

to a fish line, a species of fish. 

AGS, s. AG] SETS, a worshiper, one who makes a puja. 

wafer, a. el afar aot, Sinaias, CHafaa, worthy of worship, 
reverenced, hallowed. ; 

AGi, s. Aa Sisal, HATA, worship, adoration, homage. 

Ed, s. el Sal AYA, an officiating priest, a worshiper. 

3, s. HS Vib “fax, a species of small fish. 

JS, 5s. see *Ja, son. 

Wor, s. gus) ¥f¥, atfeai,’a doll, a puppet, a small image, 

eras, an idol. 

ASIZ, s. %Wcssta BPS TeTq iY, a term of endearment addressed 

to a son. . 

FS, v. Ts ya ofa, wifeca bife, trwty fir, to fill up, to bury. 

“ifs cate, a cvs, HE a ale cater, wtibca vife cater, tawny 
@@i, buried, interred. 

spectra, 8 / YCSSA eq Tift Hal, Yrwer TE cats, a term 
AS yAca a, of abuse; (lit. eater of your son’s head) merciless, 

without natural affection &c. 

CSS, s. HBA, Adi, 4, a son. 

cst, s. CCAR al VAT HUGS 11S, affectionate isipuay’ used 

in fondling or caressing. 

>ceT Bai, s. TAT ST, WHSIg Vai, showing affection or Bide 

Ja, s. see CES, a son. 

oacolatta, a a. ASS ASss Bile, posterity, descendents. 

ofa, s s. fa, afefs, ae, coteifa, a daughter. 

FATS, $s. VSS, PICAAT AICAST Ais, a grandfather, ( Ahom. ) 

wt fat, s. wi, fest, 9%, a book, a shaster. 

oa, ad. VOCtEs Raz, DiS, BTSAia, again, repeatedly. 

WAS, 
AA <A, s. Caraiscstafa far, ateta cate, a second mar- 

riage; ad. marriageable. 

MAASdIA, 8. Add AT VW, TAIT ora] Bel, the resurrection. 
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aoa | ad. =a ZF, Qs, Fark, Af, a second time, again, 
“aaa, ’ repeatedly. 

HASH, s. AAAS cara, FAIS TG Acti, repetition, tautology. 
«aa, s. EST BAI, AYA FA, a second birth, regeneration. 
 «waty, s. wate facia, the seventh lunar asterism, 

vifa, s. wifas te erife ei aa facam a species of aquatic plant. 

ACACAIS, s. TAfaal ATS afae, a species of medicinal plant. 
way, s. “aa, <4, AS GAT, -religious merit. 

AME, s. MAT BAT @ca1si, one who performs meritorious actions, 

one who sanctifies or makes righteous, 

aay, s. fief 1a, a sacred place or place of pilgrimage. 

“HATS, a. “¢afa, AIM, MAT Sl a1 Bal, righteous, having res 
HayaTA, ligious merit. 

“AQ, a. Sal, orAab ATI, aw, wea, fafe, aera, full, plump, fleshy, 

: fulfilled, come to pass; s. a town, a city. 

“ad, a. %as, AA, ITF CARTS, mature, complete, ripe. 

ais, 
waa, s. orm fare Bal faa, 7A SA, multiplication, the act of filling. 

 ~wafe, a. were fafrm, “asia, old, ancient. 
. Maa aia, a. Bes “ala, very old, (applied mostly to grain. ) 

_ «awa, s. Bay, Indra, also the name of the last king of Assam. 

— Mae aaca, ad. Aiea Sa ARTIS ACE ace, without hin- 
| drance or difficulty. 

| aa, s. fet ora ifaata, oife tet ah, ae, oat wal, a 
measure containing fifleen seers, a measure of land; a, 

multiplied. 

ait, v. a ofa, att afa, fate ofa, to fill, to accomplish, 

“aor, s. wafae Ga, a species of plantain. 
L orate fend, s. waa fax & fezia, a species of sugar cane. 

| “aIzA, a. Site ofan, Aisa, wafa, old, ancient. 

| aarefan, 
Halea Sei, s. Wits Sire Sai, BfeaiH, a legend, a tradition. 

aia, s. Wich Sal Bye aly facaa, FPeatH, a class of books treat- 
ing of hindov mythology and history. 

, 8. faz, Taitws, an epithet of Hiwo. 

; sata, a. fawa, Scat, Haz, plentiful, abundant, overflowing. 

~ 

45 
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ofa, v. wig ofa, aqait®, aAetz, to consume with fire, to burn; 

, s. a town, a city. 

fan, a. ata al, onda corcetial facaH, holding a pura or 

fifteen seers. 

SH, s. WWeyR, ‘eata, a man, a male, a person, an individual; in 

hindoo philosophy the word is used for the embodied spirit, 

the human soul; a generation, as fSfa, Ter, three genera- 

tions, g9fq 7SH, former generations. 

Sealy wo, ad. %eA BI, ASAT Aa! AGACA, in lineal succes- 

sion, from father to son. 

oental, s. ost, Slqala, WHl3, BTA, exertion, labour, efforts, pains. 

spent, 8s. FX, FoAS WA, aifaaia, courage, manliness; a. valiant. 

afin, a. ata, wae fafa, ancient, of many generations. 

Serr era, ad. %eatyecy, from generation to generation. 

WSeratsi. s. Bsa WA, fam 4 4& iT, an eminent man, a ttle 

of Vishnoo. 

Arq, s. AS Atha facan, a species of esculent plant. 

jtan, a. Asi Bra ada cafaa, Bima caist TacwA, of a reddish 
color, like the seeds of the above; s. a cutaneous. disease. 

ota, a. a, Sal, fafa, full, complete, filled, perfected. 

HARA, $6 SHITT ALIA TAs, Slot Se Wey fea Gzsiz, a chief 
incarnation, generally applied to Khrisnoo in the. Bhagawat, 

in other shasters it is applied to Ram, and to a’ Nor King. 

Ao, S. ot ftata GSia, the full moon. 

SAS, 5. GI 11S, carta AT cya, a full vessel. 
ATA, s. WMaq Baz, Hay ah; the all perfect, God. 

ot fast, ) % opaiatia, carla Ft CRT fefat, the day of the full 

ofr, § moon. 

od, s. Orit, ier, BTA, Sets, the beginning; a@. former, pre- 

ceding, prior, anterior. 

a <ofanl, a. Sita Simz, ancient, former. 

ACaiA, s. Stag Sia, SS Sis, former times, the past. 

odin, s. Stet fea, cote Tea, oii, the preceding day, yosleranys 

orate, s AC BIA, YH Stata Gia, the east. 

AEH: @F, s. ical ASA, Brie AGA, forefathers, first parents, 

progenitors, ancestors. | 
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aeenahe, s. wera facan, the eleventh stellar mansion in the hin- 

doo zodiac. 

ACSIAAM, s. waya facaa, the twenty fifth stellar mansion. 

WAIMA, a. Bitt Wal ita, Gist Bis 1s, preceding and 
following, before and after, in regular order. 

“aeaIDl, s. aztya facHa, the twentieth stellar mansion. 

naTE, 8. Sst CAA, AA CAA the morning or early part of the day. 

#C&, ad, Sicst, Minster, Airecs, Vtetacs, formerly, anciently, at first. 

ALIS, a. Dieser c@rei, Bifwcs cars, previously spoken. 

“are, v. Ware, eaiz, to loosen, to untie, to break loose, 

Aafes, a. xfs, wats, tarfas, catstfws, overjoyed, delighted. 

ofa, s. taza Bat a caren sto Grfw, a plant, a seedling, 

AAS, a. Ja ALAS, ASS, broken away, unloosed; with xtfz, 

to slip away. 

AAS, s By Wis oat WA TWA WS cer, the act of 
slipping away slyly. 

ARKH, 1 s. TEA saad Corsa caret, looking this way 
AASATATS, \ and that. 

“B, a. HA, THEI, crite corel, fat, fleshy, well fed, fattened. 

WSS, s. viet. Faster, TE, AA, a book. 
7A, 8. BA, faa fay, a flower, a blossom, the menstrual flux. 

imptaifa, s. BAA aft, BAX TX, water scented with flowers, the 

hotiey of flowers. 

activa, s. wats zifa, a flower garden. 

AmtI, s. BAL IAN, a Bifs, a string of flowers, a garland, 

ornercaa, $s. BHC CBRE «fm, the pollen of flowers. 

kia afy, a. BS caren, fagufs, menstruous. 

ACMITSAT, 8. carat? corafa fag, the ceremony performed on _ 

reaching maidenhood. 

“AT, s. AUG facam, the eighth stellar mansion. 

1%, s. Azq AIR, Puh the ninth Assamese month, comprising parts 
of December and January. 

“Axa lanl, s. TS AVwIT Sal faa, a ceremony performed on conception. 

af, v. oferta @fe, to feed, to nourish, to support, to rear. 

fam, a. 2 TS cars, belonging to the month of Puh. 

«CHB, 8. CBR, CA, MTS ate ota facaH, sulkiness, pouting, a screw. 
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CAbAD, ed Coe AS, CATe AS, ecetw ani, the act of sulk- 

CASA, § ing or pouting. 

cH, s. Ziay afex, a kind of wigd instrument. 
Cyan, a. acy 251, CSINA, ANI Tat, of rapid growth, tender. 
CHASM, S fash, fadria, Tass, fatste, surprise,- astonishment. 

CHAS cate, a. Fayre cater, we cacatet, filled with’ surprise. 
Cow, a. see C@7, a thorn We. in the ground. 

CAR, a. cttal facaa, Sate catrete caret, halt, lame, 

CHeyal, 

cHyfa, s. - Cattare Bai fefa, a lame woman. 

caceRfaats, v. are arZ, fami a catfa afz, to mock, to deride. 

cacwaicnceta, s. ofzartce SX] Satz, mutually mocking or deriding. 

CAS, s. Gra, TS, TA, WAT, the belly, the abdomen; fig. the 

mind, the secret feelings. 

crpaicliafa, s. cova faa, a griping pain in the bowels. 

cABSSiba, ya cabs GAS Sel Atha cater, Gores, /hypo- 

CHADCeSfaal, § critical, insincere, holding a grudge. 

CABTTETa, \ s. CABS Az, catttefiafa, a rumbling of the bowels, 

CABCTE Tel, 
capital, s. tra atfertia Sal, working for miere subsistence. 

CARATS, 8. CHB Ba, a purging of the bowels. 

CAB, a. CHB USI, CEB A ASSTS CBCHp1 CATS, having a belly, 

flattened by pressure. 

cADTSDI, a. CAB Catt, CATES Cote, crushed, jammed- 

cop icEtTal, 
cABiste, s. chal wifwa cobs zai Ble, a girth, a belly band. 
capita, s. caer uot facaa, a kind of clothes basket. 

CABIA, a ae cAB tel, cca, corpulent, pot-bellied. 

CAD, 8 TS sine aire a BS, the entrails. 

CABS, a. see CAbIA, corpulent. 

capra, a. cas ina fora, cacafa, stfSray fem. of the above. 

CATR, a. CTAB, cap Stats, crushed, jammed, flattened. 

CHACHALS, v. CSACSATS, HAS cagite sifu, to make a low 

monotonous sound as of a child crying. 

cHaccifaal, a. faa fafa, fanface vel, oft aifaca wala, cota- 

cai zi, continuous, (as of rain) soft, slushy. 

crippled. 

¢- 
PP 
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+ copat® corar® cattar, «. STERIC Caer Fri e: Porters caren, 
the eating slowly or daintily. 

CCAS, @. BAA, craqcaars kel, babyish, peevish. . 
cHcara, s. SIAle, Az caat® tai cstetfH, fem. of the above. 

CACATSI, Ss. cHacrale Us, TES wih ei, low continuous 

3 crying, whimpering. 

CHa, s. ASE Siw cawM Biya zr Kis, Aare wie Hrycaz coor, 
a box, a chest, the act of grinding iu a mill; a. ground. 

«Coats, s. ATR Gis Za coral, a chest bed on wheels. 
| «cvfa, v. BCH cof, to express a fluid by grinding or pressing. 

cHesalz, s. afad fenits correfaa ofa, a turkey. 

CHCAS, 8. CRIS UiWS catie feata AX, a splashing sound. 
CACESICMCAS, a. CBCAG] CECAG, muddy, splashy. 

CACa a, s 3 aiqea 4 fam in fama, Weaifur aia wae 
cocan.a, ' wa, Fyba care fox; a cross; an instrument of torture 

on which notorious malefactors were put to death. 

cocatafa, s. cate atfas ata fwal siera, a sedan curtain. 

cacyaie, v. aca te a) ifm, cemceqTi?, to make a monotonous 

sound, to repeat a thing over and over. 

cHcffanl, a. CaIS CHA CBINA, UALS eG, soft, maddy. 
cHafa cate, ,» a. cormta ast, AG caret, worthless, fit to be 

corafera, j thrown away. 

crate, v. Secaiets we wit ofa, are uifer cal ea wat, 

BUI ATS CHIT LCA HCH THF, to throw, to cast down 

or away; it is often compounded with other verbs expressing 

the idea of completely doing, as bi? cars, <i% cerane. 

con, s. cada fours det fran core afee, an intestinal worm, 
| coral, a. CHAT fafsai tea, like the above worm, hence coarse, 

> (applied to thread.) 
CACHIS, a. ATA SAl, cast off, thrown away. 

«CHR, s. Qitxiea efagea vf, a paternal uncle. 

CHRIS, 
care, 6) s. Sicered Sia, A Saas, a paternal aunt. 

| CHPRTTS, ) 
| Ret, } s.: ath, af, farfaage, a husband. 

Was, . 
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Torte, a. fool forsizea, Bae Yeh, paternal, ancestral. 

Rofee da, s. Cie SSSI <A AS, ancestral property. 

TAGS sia, Ss. QlAS SSiSE sif¥,_ancestral land. 

Wias, a. BiAzFs caicaial, had, awaits, full grown, mature, 

perfect, accomplished. ; 

Waifs, a Was tai, fafaas aN, ‘having a Nadiad: some- 

times used in abuse. 

MASS, a. GT fans maifwa nm fea, fiendish, demoniacal. 

Cal, & Wa, AS, AAI, a son. 

carsa feia, s. cl 7s, aarate, sons and daughters. 

CHIH, a. AIS, cAad Dita Bite ASI, A Gla [Hela Sa, found, 

obtained; s. an acquisition, the fourth part of a seer. 

carats, ad. aig vig cziSi, Eb Bl, just about to reach a 
| place or obtain a desired object. 

carat, s. sf facia, 2i<ie, coral. 

carafe, a. AS aa, wirare Sifn, young, small ; the young of 

men and aniinals, 

CHITA, Ss. BeAiABAAy YCUSS THA! FG, a son, (i.e. of the 

person addressed. ) 

cHiais, «. caramifa te, ASA Garter, having issue. 
CATSaCa, ad. cAastcs, PACE, as iSsacaq, quickly, at once: 

Cale, s. fed, wife wile ate Gy facHa, a worm. 
CHlea, s. Wa aia, feta, the anus. 

CHIGEDAl, 8: CHRD; SWF, AS ofa, a narrow waistcloth. 

caAfece coteca, ad. fac Pass farce fatcw, one afier another, 

close behind. 

CATS], a. COTCSe ai, cesfadi, worm-eaten. 

CH BS, s. cHId, SfSeH, retaliation, reward or punishment. 

CAIDCAIBIN, s. CSIDCSIDIA, a rumbling of the bowels. 

cAlcbiel, s. ani SRS vizi wzia, a dent, a dimple. 

cAlS, s. AD] Glee Viva GAS caIcarTai Gist, the part of a 
foundation wall or post that is under ground. 

CalSa, s. Tiibe OAS cafat, the laying a foundation or the 

burying anything in the ground. 7 

CHISIA, s. HES Slee Aifa, the water of stale rice. 

cats, a. FS cUiSl, cuss Wi, interred, buried; s. a burial. 



 cotteiata, s. aPaata, Bibs, a prison. ~ ; 

CATA, a. oteta, CASl CAICRTSU, AAA, a ae aia of°31, 
straight, plain, sincere, four twenties or eighty. 

| CAtaAcS, ad. Sifacs, aietacy, at, first. 
 cataa, s. wfwa, 2ietya, the first, the preceding, the hemae, 

cata, s. iba coiraura, con fae 421 NaN ATT, young fish, small fry. 
ComlAls, v. cota @fa, faa Sf, to straighten. é 

mica, ad. Big CATAIAtsS, Bua, directly, straightway, at once, 

“cortcacerict, ad. facn face, coal criceraite, gies, etorai®,, 
straightforward, at once, at first. 

 CHICATSU, s. CHS1 71 BIS APS, cola BI, the straightening of any- 

| thing crooked. | 

CATHIE, v. CBICHTRItS «fa, BS Caley afa, to frown. 

— CmIATa A Pats, ad. GF Calls, CVICHTA Siints, frowningly, 

with an angry countenance. 

corre, s. Sfaata Bit 21 A115 cutsfa, the end of a acne that 

is tucked in behind. 

COTCSa, @. HE Bs HIS, fifteen. 
(HAA, } s. 1S Biv ca, aranfa, Ba, a burning or conflagra- 

_cottafa, ? tion, an inflamation. 

coal, a. BFS HU, WE SA, ORCSe SSScSIM, TACHI, burnt, 
: roasted, scorched, broiled, pungent. 

cea, s. Ber ceitai oF <1 aie, a burnt jongle. 

cmtaforqar, s. fad wg, a kind of cutaneous disease. 

CAicate Bee, ad. AHS, FAC a quickly, easily. 

corcaiaty, s. AB fama, cocainints, ecbina a5 a aie, 2 
cucurbitaceous plant, the T'ricosanthes divica. ; 

“cutee hes, s. SIRS, HI SIS Bie Gare FA, a priest. 

“cottcrfraeca, ad. Tiel Zi CATE COIS CRICRTRS, CPi ache, voe 
F wca, at will, without obstruction. 

“cote, s. al BS UH FAA FXS ew ZR, art, cei, reeds 
bound over the corners or atthedoors of a reed partition. 

corteaiesl, s. Tae BS UTA GAA Trib G1, GIz, one who cats 
the above, hence a thief. 

“GoTeicaia, x. Sip. aif, ry, CSISicSI5, many bundles, ap 

abundance, a large quantity. 
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cotcata, a. cota, sta comfa adel frase, coecefeai, erect, 
straight, tall, (applied to trees.) 

caicatatcotcante, a. AAA, BF wife corset, straight, and with- 

out a branch; with t@, ad. applied only to gazing about 

with the head elevated. 

cotaceta, a. 3 oa, well fed, fattened. 

caaiwal, s. Sistt aAce Ate aziz fra, daily, the adding of new 

milk to old curds. 

cATSxal, a. We %R Mal, S¥R qa, fat, fleshy. 

catza, s. Ofexta wal, cherishing, feeding, maintaining. 

caiaa “ita, s. Afevita, ave facate, fran wire sai, 
CAR, rearing or supporting. 

catafaai, a. wafsal, LTS cAial GF Wifw, tame, domesticated. 

cial, a. Afeiia oqi, alba, RST cya, not wild, tamed, 
a handful. 

cotaia, s. Zaid, caieia, a market, a shop. 

cotaifa, s. catata faai fSfe, afanth, a market woman. 

cis, s. ifs, a grandson. 

coifa, s. aifefa, a granddaughter. 

CHATS, a. 7 aTaa, ara, ancient, relating to or founded on the 

purans; s. a mythologist. 

a, prep. Goant fawn, Gia weta ats cit aca eo, alsa’, 
Za, Sift quiz, an inseparable preposition, expressing in- 

tensity or excellence; it is sometimes used in the sense of 

former, fore. 

Aap, a. Sfaata Bia, HScata Bal, difficult of accomplishment, 

evident, notorious. 

Seda, s. Wii, vifeta chy, 2f%is, a chapter or section of a book, 

a topic of discussion. 

Outs, a. CX AST, ViFZ, SING, lofty, large, stupendous, gigantic. 

2Sid, s. RY, Sis, SH, aie, a sort, kind, method, manner. 

Alaa, a. Dia SH, Gia Sig, of another sort, dissimilar, different. 

SISA, s. HES, APs, ASTS, LTATSH, CASE, light, lustre, a disclosure, 

a revelation, a manifestation; with @fq, to reveal, to publish. 

Bsns, s. Hsia <catsl, fers staiv, Adige,’ a publisher, an 

expounder. 
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Asia, s. ABA Sa, Haq fen, DHE SA, ASIA Bt, a mani- 
festation, a showing or publishing. be 

atafan, a ABA Bfaa Arti, BIAS CBIgy, worthy obi 

aay, } Slug or revealed. 

Asmscr, ad. HBcAtq Bate, WES, openly, publicly. | 

“eita, v. wa ofa, fare ofa, pte @f2, to shine, to noes 
to reveal, to publish abroad. 

ABifAs, a. AGA AM, 7C CAPM, SIPS, disclosed, pipe es: 
published, proclaimed. 

afefs, s. wste, afefs, afe, fa, original and unformed matter, 
accounted in the hindoo books as the) passive or’ female 
principle from which the world arose; nature, disposition. 

Axany, a. BA ZA, “firm, celebrated, renowned, famed. 

Quiet, s. ceraa, eetiia, washing or cleansing, expiation. 

ACA, s. CHCATSI, casting forth, propelling. © 

25%, a. Sainz, BPS za al Salas, terrible, violent, dreadful. 

QesaAsing, s. za sfem, whe comix, excessive glory or eflulgence. 
25% autfa, a. als gfeqtas, all glorious. 

2i5safy, & STAs or, cafaca SF asi, a terrible visage or aspect. 

asfas, a. of dest, fs, 5415, in popular use, prevalent, current. 

Asia, s.. cara, fata, bea fFor, the act of publishing, proclaim- 

ing or preaching; with 6@, the twinkling of an eye. 

astas, s. caine, fea scares, a proclaimer, a preacher. 

HSA, a. BCAS, THB, oottFax, mach, plentiful, abundant. 

a5fay, a. zate ara Ty, ABITAS, enkindled, blazing, public. ~ 

Asi, s. aE Beane Wye, Aw, cals Aye, AfSrsfs, a subject, 
a dependent, a people, offspring, progeny. 

antes, s. zal, TH, Brahma considered as the sire of all, a 

king, a sovereign. 

Aaieias, s. WHS PASS Al wicaTs, TH, a king, a wei 

ASA, s. “ste, xfém, splendor, dignity, glory, majesty. 

ASH, a. cesta, xfextes, Qausza, glorious, dignified, splendid. 

af, prep. Boiat fac, ta A wie, AAPA, ACH, as an insep- 

arable preposition it generally expresses reflected or re- 

iterated action, corresponding with the Latin re. as <fet, 

sound, #ifS «fa, reverberation; a. each, every. 

46 
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sifesta, s. a fewn, CABS Cotat, a requital, retribution, reward. 

afseara, ad. aca vfs, cain cafaa, a ore, ace wai 
constantly, without intermission, expectation. 

ofserna, s. agtz care, aante saa, the going again. 

sifsi, ss BfRate, weet, a promise, an agreement. 

afsaisia, s. wafeate #4, a written agreement, a promissory note. 

afsstai, s. afsqy, b1, *fsfay, reflected image, an exact likeness. 

afesa, s. ate, ae |e Ga, each one, every one. 

ars, s. faata, ATS, 4S wal, faith, evidence, belief. 

oSforta, s. waa nafd Wa, pay, reward, recompense. 

afsiea, ad. faca faca, facw, fas fas, facat, daily, every day. 

afs<fa, s. Hawa nibs Haw Td, <fa Ty, an echo, a reverberation. 

ofsfatu, s. aaa, aafa, see qtq AGS, a representative, a sub- 

stitute, a deputy, a proxy. 

oifeas, ys. fofe facaa, oyonta ida fara, the first ees of the 

aferin, moon’s increase or wane. 

oferta, s. caigaetiaa, cherishing or providing. 

forts, s. colerita BATS, coricate? a protector, a guardian. 

ATSea, s. AASs BA di ATS, aATSsta, CHATBS Coie, retribution, 

retaliation, revenge, reward; with f#, to punish, to reward. 

afsara, s. Wea, afaxia, facts, afaptz, an answer, a reply. 

afer, . 
afsan, s. fazina Bwq, litigation, an answer to a charge. 

afeatn, s. onfan, a1 Gea fax Ba, a defendent, a respondent. 

afsafa, s. befanl, ede ufem a qa, ebfaai, a neighbor; a. 

neighboring. 

oifsfay, s. o1, “fests, a reflected image, a picture, an exact likeness. 

afem, s. aaaty, orl, af¥, an idol, an image, a picture. 

afore, » & Ter Bsi<, BfZ, a resemblance, an exact like- 

eifeert, § ness, an image. | 

OTST, s. calaa, ANA, yi @a@i, praise, commendation, renown. 

cifsfeami, s. fanaa wafa fecal, revenge, retaliation. 

AW, s. faH, ASS, eifSeur, faith, belief, confidence, trust, 

AWA, a. FEA Bits tel, cxf esl, visible, evident, clear, plain. 
AMAAIA, s. cRet ATTA, BSF BEIGE the evidence Of the senses; 

a. self ayident. 
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otra, s. afana «fesse, 7G AS DH, the extremities or smaller 
members of the body. 

oA, s. GA, StaHl, Ta Alfet ew, hope, expectation, confidence. 

‘ AWS, &. afisia, waa Ua, an answer, a reply. 

 ABMASIS, s. Boataa nafa Geiaia, a return of kindness. 

t ABA, s. ASI are aifs f=, the early morning dawn. 

 SCaTs, a. “fou, sti2AfS, every one, each, individually. 

«gas, a. ilk, Gist, ALIA, FA, 4ST FAT}, first, chief, principal. 

eases, , ad. cHicat, Sifacy, firstly, in the first place, at first, 

gaca, in the beginning. 

% ana, Ss. see Wa, 

Sata, s. aia, Beofa, fea, the act of giving or surrendering. 

cifeet, s. sife, zfa, xe, a lamp, a lantern, a light, 

Aaa, s HAA AST, DLA, GS 4, a district, a province, a region. 

otaia, a. cAY, 4a, Gea, ut, chief, principal, pre-eminent, prime, 

az, s. cam, aH, fos, waina, affection, kindness, regard. 

«Stats, s. Gal, Sfeca FA CHiSSl, AVSIT, Sieg, salutation, 
. Sata, worship. 

«Satta, v. vale ofa, citi Sa, to salute, to worship; s. a salutation gift. 
| ofactts, s. cial, WeTe aay, worship, prostration, salutation. 

«SPH SITS, s. SSSA ACAS, BIBS, a paternal great grandfather. 
| «iferiafe, s. Sereq ATs, Mew A fats, a paternal great grand- 
> mother. 

 aerita, s. sifaaths, a great grandson. 
aceifs, s. oafaatfefa, a great granddaughter. 

| osx, a. awn, yale, HWS, UfHe, expanded, blooming, cheerful, 

gay, smiling, glad. 

oefas, a. sofa cate, aiafas, afee, in blossom, expanded, 
gay, cheerful, prosperous. 

q Saga, s. wife, 54, Steal, fraud, cheating, imposture, deception. 

J AAS, s. BB, Bol?, aoa, Youre, continuous. effort, striving, laboring. 

gaya, \ s. Sisaa, fafaeta Boz, a course of conduct, a 

oacfa, means of living. 

gate v. waist, ofa, fafasta Bfaat?, to pursue a course of 
conduct, to subsist. 

aa, a. 44 aa, AfEyta, Az, strong, powerful, mighty, prevalent. 
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Sata, s. cotteta afa, coral. | 

“ah, s. Adan, facMAs a1 aq UAT ASi, a temporary residence 

away from home. A 

aaiha, s . eae, faa, —aiafe, a guest, a sojourner. 

VCH, 8. fovata CHS, CHICTTSH,: SITE <oTS1, entrance, penetra- 

tion, engaging in a pursuit. 

ACA, 8. Sia WA, cA, TFS, a conviction, an ‘eiciaiares 

vigilance; with #, to arouse, to call the attention, to excite. 

acatetan, s. ota faa, faceia ZFS, OVA Sal, the. act of 

awakening, convincing &c. 

ASI, s. fare, faaa, afa, aitfa, light, splendor, radiance, lustre. 

ASS, 8. ASIA, Wfeul, HATH, majesty, dignity, honor, power. 

simiea, a. frit est, we, cafe, giving light, hence; s. the sun. 

ASS, s. Cea Ys, WEA ws, Caleta, morning, day break, dawn. 

ae, s. Baz, wieata, ie ee Lord, God, a master, a governor. 

MICH, $ - see Cor, | 

ofefs, ad. aife afz, et cetera, and the like, and so forth. 

AMSINE, s s. Weg Tania, icHizraqits, a maternal great grand- 

a mother. 

visit, Ss. wainn, fain, trouble, an evil, calamity, misfortune. 

AT, s. atfa, afarta, faa, fase qui, fsa, evidence, proof, 

testimony, authority for an opinion, a mark of distinction. 

oamifae, a. ofanifa, itt cate, BS, substantiated, having 

e proof, founded on evidence. 

ATATS, ad. We via mata 9fai, orally, by word of mouth. 

acai, § . Satay, ax, wiaaiw, joy, delight, rapture. 

ART, s. feof facan, a place of pilgrimage at the junction of two 

| or more sacred rivers, as of the Jumuna and Ganges. 

oa, Ss. HSA, FI, Fr, 351, exertion, diligence, labour,“earnest desire. 

aati, a. afs, qutetfa, Wteitfe, laborious, diligent. 

Acasa, a, Dis, ASN, Al, need, necessity, use. 

acai, s. afer, Ves cele, Asia, Cidy, needful, 
necessary, proper, fit. 

“ane, s. Bre, fufee aly, aan, Besta, epee qu, the 
TAREE, end of a kolpo, or the destruction of the weit 

universal dissolution, death, calamity. 
— et 
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ag, s. tfSfaa asta GAN, partarition, child birth. 
anrnfead, a AANATA CHIT, yarifesita, commendable, praiseworthy. 

AmR, 8 S. HAT, aati, HAA, praise, eulogy, applause, flattery. 

one, s. BTS, Buq wea, aia fasa, a topic, a subject, discourse, 

is a kind of worship with cymbals. 

as ASS, WIFE, AAz, pleased, favorable, propitious, kind. 

AAS, @. ‘Zax, whe wie, excellent, good. 

HH, 8. SATS, Joa wate O41 A HASTA BITS cats Fay, favour, 

food offered to an idol, the leavings of a gooroo’s. meal. 

afaa, a. “fey, ASI GA} THI, previously mentioned, famous, 

celebrated, well known. 

aye, ; s. Hata core fefaa cate facia, a lying in woman; 

sq i, ’ a disease incident to parturition. 

wa, s. faa, a stone, a rock. § 

“ate, s. “aw, fasts, Bie, a subject, a topic of conversation, 
2i%ig, ? an occasion, an opportunity. 

Asifes, a. Sies, core, oAF Gal, related, mentioned, told. 

AVS, a. BS, faz, Hla, prepared, ready, prompt. 
os, a. oetfa cate, cen, corel, wide, broad; s. width, breadth. 
aa, s. Tea, tfS Carer, departure, a setting out. 

ofa, s. PSST, CAT, a question, an interrogation, a query. 

ocataa, s. fasrtate Bea, cite cis, questions and answers, a 
catechism. 

Sata, s. Oa) Wits, respiration. 

oa, s. faa ativa wis Sita aeist, oa, fora ast, an eighth part 

of a day or three hours, a watch. 

otefa, s. ofan, oferta, a watchman, a sentry, a sentinel. 

Oela, s. Waly, Wa, cata, a blow, a stroke, a beating, a flogging. 

,v. Rte afa, uif~, to strike, to flog. 

oqcafae, s. ate, feots, a puzzle, an enigma, a riddle. 

ouin, s. feda oan se HB asa, a notorious demon of 

hindoo mythology. 

Sie, ad. aay osx, Bat atfe dai, fafsal, a little short, almost, 

’ nearly, like -to 

Aiea, s. Sirs, Stay, cra, args, resulting from acts supposed 

to have been committed during a former birth; destiny, fate. 

~ 
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Aifss, a. Afes, fas, Wes, Atay, low, common, vulgar. 

Atfoe, s. “aifss, Aiiaas wan, na BS cate ai Sata 
“aioe, Biz, atonement, expiation, penance. 

vita, @ Aaa, Std, TZ fafazi, former, ancient, olden. 

OTSA, s. AM, TSI, the dawn, the early morning. 

area, 5 
ata, s. fas, ais, frata, «Ty, aig, life, breath, spirit, vitality. 

Atauiwe, s. Ata wicatsi, ata af, a murderer; a. destructive, 

Atautsts, fatal to life, murderous. 

arassia, s faa aal, 171, <1S_ cHTSU, the relinquishing of life, death. 

Siar, s. ara Wz1, capital punishment. 

Airaid, s. a, “AS, atfs, lit. lord of my life; a husband, an ex- 

pression of endearment. 

Aira, 3. 71s Bool, ATA atics Tier *ifaqaq Gai, hazarding life 
on an undertaking, puting forth the greatest effort. 

aAarso, s. “fer ates faa frai, the pretended endowing of 

an idol with life. 

Ataps aa, a. Ae AT cae WAG, farsy, dear as life, beloved. 

Ataes, s. Tea ete, animated matter. 

Araaiy, s. Areas aei ata facaH, the breath of life. 

Am facwit, s. afqat Wt ATA caceit cats, Taw, death, the 
departure of life. 

Aa, a. Al SA, CHag4ra, SiS aqwa, dear as life, beloved. 

Atiaqasy, s. far ad, “iat Tal, the taking of life, murder. 

Aaeani, s. aa fee foul, “ta <feata TSe!, mortal hate, mur- 

derous’ intent. 

Aiathxs, a. Aq Taxa, TASS wifxa, more than life. 

ATA, s. “ita Gia, Waa, the end of life, death. 

aifa, a. faas, far tai, WaT =f, living, alive; s. aliving creature. 

Ais, a. CATS, ATS cxtai, found, gained, acquired, earned. 

aifs, s. saints, ate, Sea, ata ast, gain, profit, a sum. due, 

Ste, s. facara, sista, faafs, sical, a prayer, a rennet a peti- 

tion, a supplication, worship. 

aidtiaa, a. facema @fae aati, viieai Sate cals, worthy or prop- 
er to be asked for. 

atte, v. areal a@fa, to pray, to make supplication, to worship. 



attfrs, a. arefsti aai, catten, facafws, asked for, solicited, prayed for. 

fats, s. fafafs, CHa, Sie, cris, love, affection, regard. 

fotete, a. cacao, fea, Sit Bist, separate, divided. 

fotate, v. CacHstiz, BTSATF, to separate. 
«fafafa, s. state, grea, Sf, the earth, the world. 

; Faet, s . Sistd asa asta ata, an ancient king celebrated as hav- 

ing first taught men to cultivate the earth. 

feta, a. cae mia, Tana, at, dear, beloved; fem. fora. 

Fore, a. fasta fas, wa Naud, atfy, dearly beloved; s. a hosband. 

fetrem, a. Sra, afte con aif, fem. of the above; s. a wife. 

«fetes, a. career carters, "worthy of affection. 

_ «feaates; s. wane Gal, CATH TTY, loving words. 
 fetearit, ) @. aafirrte wa Sez1, of pleasant speech. 

ferret, . US 

foarte, s. acta wei ata cate, agreeable conversation. 

«cots, s. WH, forts facua, a ghost, a spectre, an apparition, a goblin. 

| coed, s. vata wa wath, ote wel wT, ceremonies for the dead 

| intended to deliver them from evil spirits. 

cosatey s. tavafa, sf arart ore carat afe, the river of Hell, 
or the hindoo styx. 

cHBrits, s. G5 am, SIqtS, Jom the fabled regent of death. 

—( ceetaa, a. cosa wea, Sor fafom, Seer, ghastly, hideous. 

Cay, s. Cotas, Tay, furs, love, tenderness, affection. 

 CriyS, s- cone Sia, TaNq TEA, the bond of affection. 

| Coatfy, s. qauz BF, SAS ca, the flame of love. 

COIS, a. Cars ars caren, affectionately attached or devoted to. 

Coiiee, a. Hecate wa, o¢@tH, open, published. 
, sat, s. BS 5, HTS faote ae fat, a kind of tree, one 
c satan, of the seven circular oceans of hindoo cosmogony. 

23, & la Ifa, SA CBS, am inundation, a flood. 

~t1fae, a <i, TA CRIS, deluged, overflowed, submerged. 

eS 

%, Bg, is the aspirate of %, and is pronounced like ph in loop- 

hole, It is often pronounced like the letter f in fate. 

BF, s. CHE, ASS VlHALS AHI CUa, a cable, a large rope. 

BIH, ss GUAT, CSL, BAIS, AIS, ‘allectation, ‘pride, advantage. 
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WAG) @ Sista Zl, UAV, GASA AUR, scurfy, rough to 

soffadi, § the touch. 

Saiz, v. fraate feaitsa afe, fia, to split into, strips. 
Sfegul, s. HS Rete fSsifSd Sai, the act of splitting into strips. 

easien, a. fists cease Tal, waster, fil, boastful, brag- 

gart, snowy white. 

Eeal, s. cHicHial, oaate,, an enigma; with #{¥1, intrigue, sasenae: 

SEs, s. Aifaaiss Fai ofS, a brace in a roof extending from 

an outer to an inner post; pride, arrogance; with, ga, v. 

to be filled with pride. 

wlez, s. wala fac, SOANTAT <aifst, a mendicant, a Jair 

BHU, a. GAS HBA Alor, Basia, day light, not cloudy. 

speed, a. cia wife, «m1 fee, crumbling at the touch, mealy. 

wbala, al facy fosti <1 Seti, suddenly, applied to the sound of 

anything bursting, breaking or piercing. 

Bbq, a. Weifaal, eof, worthless. 

SCH, ss. Niaz wieia afax, a kind of Burmese silk cloth. 

WCBICHISU, s. Bole eui coisa, isi, aaig, a flashing in the pan; 

a. vain, futile, empty. 

WHS, s. Baise ciqiz Sai ataa aifs fae, a fire cracker. 

weer, « fun, eboq fafa, aia de, clear, transparent, crystal: 
WS, s. BI ai fostte AS HH, the sound of snapping or bursting: 

Wl, a. WIA CRIM, wid cami, Satie, split, cracked, rent, torn: 

epiaifa, s. foai aifa, sinaa foo coieta, rags, shreds, tatters. 

SvIbb, \ a. Biv cote coiete caiat, fost SN, wcas BBS 
wbifsbi, ! wi, torn to rags, tattered. 

wie, s. wife faisai ati ae afas, a crystal, quartz. 
VES, 5. Wal, wT, spirituous liquor. 

waz, Ss. Ga sbi caidt ax, a disease of the feet. 

Bal, s. Al Ged, Sie Bins comfa, the hood of the cobra, a 

branch root or tuber. 

Bia, s. Dict CMC HEa, HT, a comb, a serpent. 

BaoA, s TA BWicsral, Ja GATS, combing; a. combed. 

wags, v. fei wibfa, qa GIaTz, to comb the hair. 

BAA, s. aye, “ia aici, Bahuki, dit. the king of serpents, the 

fabulous serpent Bahuki. 



EH, s. BA, CORAT 7fe, a snare, an artifice, stratagem, trickery. 

BUA, s. WA THE Hai, a twitching of the muscles. 

wily, a. Zfere, cB+A, OFA, cunning, intriguing, trickish. 
wfmaa, y a zfer, Bae, faria, full of evil wen efafly, 

where, § cunning. 

eian, s. fae catsre fam cate, aly i involuntary contraction 

of the muscles. 

wa, s. fwaa ate facna, a leathern shield. 

wqoia, a. fais, ofa cael axe, WAS Ble aes, clear, 
~ pellucid, satisfied. ' 

way, s. ia afae, a species of paddy. 

way, s. Ufa wai ey fecHa, a locust, a grasshopper. 
arayy, s. We ‘Hane Seeia ST cate ata ati6, land not 
subject to inundation. 

BSA, ov. cocdat?®, Wari corafa efx, to feel a smarting, twing- 

ing or burning sensation. 

Beem, a. ifs aterm care yaa dF, sofa, dry. 
WHATS, 5. BAl A CocBcarer, Serer cortafa wal, a twinging &e. 
we RB, s. wha aifa offen otf, a stick or club thrown from the hand. 

wy Te, Si weit fF wai, pelting with clubs or sticks. 

— eiGart, ve wa atfa, athe wiera®, to pelt as above. 
wa, s. WA if, ms, oifeerr, sa, fruit, produce, gain, profit, 

‘reward, consequence, result; with pail to bear fruit, 

to produce. 

uae, a. qafe, wre aitfa, open, unshaded. 
RANA, 
Baws, a. wa FET, fruitful, profitable. 

wats, a. tS Asti, atsrix, productive, advantageous. 

«AIS, a. a 4a, cd As, bearing fruit. 

Basa, | 

BA, s AB, S wafer sit, EHS ea, wie comma, a 
| compound letter; a. split, cracked, cleft, torn. 

waisai, a. see BTfSd!, wifa fsfa coicate, ragged. 

VNB, s. StS Beis, Teer af, loss or gain, failave or success, 

advantige or disadvantage. 

BH, s. ste wife cotwA wal, vegetable diet. 
47 
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afa, s. sla ofeca fae alsa aid, criatfaa aa ba ava, fox, 
a blackboard, a slate. 

Braver, s. wal, fooiiSE wae, ‘fafa cats, ubi,. splitting or 

tearing into strips, the coining to pass; a. split, happened. 

was. a. Carica cos caIcCaTS cafaata qua, clean, pure, white. 

efast, s. wfears fat wifta ah, forta cafer, a slate pencil, any 

thing used for marking on a blackboard. 

afatadl, s. abs bia Bile SH, ina was ai aw fRet, marked, 
engraved. = 

afasi, s. wa, HfRee ae, a result, the interpretation of a dream. 

wfaa, a. ati atl, Sea, fruitful, advantageous. 

afar, a. Sa Sia CIM, CLAD, Shem, Aw, TEA Tid, flat, 

split, belonging to a side or party, partial. 

waats, v. wife, win win Sle, fare 7&, to split into strips, to 

bring to pass. 

BCS, s. aia IA Beets, splitting or causing to be split. 

WATS, s. 1, ofa, cain Bia, the holi festival, fakua. 

BSUlsA, an iy Ca, BoeiSA, cats mealy. 

BI Speies, s. aly Sifwa cairiighaq Ax, a hissing sound, : 

ile, s. we wife aate cats Bie <1 cat, a sheath, a scabbard. 
aia, s. wife, sa, Stg celal, an illusion, fraud, imposition, de- 

; ceit, a trick. . | 

wife, s. fre acaie wiiwe Se, 5a, a ait or verse in poetry, 

imposition, deception, trickery. 

WISH, 8 - See WATTS. 

wid, s. ata a cana fasta Rue facan, a kind of police station 

of the Assam king. 

Gib Tai, a. 5 UG ATHISINS AGT, fae Wai, effaced, hidden, 

without sign or trace. 

BoM, s. Srexuta, wiba facaifas sty facam, a onde or 
policeman connected with the- above. 

wig, s. atta ote foie waa cee. cist, a disease resembling 
the scurvy. 

IPH, v . ay atfra ae “fz, to take effect (as medicine. ) 

wi, s. wis, for cor, cattczisi Sia, a rope with a slip 

wits, noose, a hangman’s rope. i 
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wifefen, s. fofHs com asti® ata we wal, death by hanging. 
“wmiscuml, s. ae 5, Sktq ba, a species of tree, equivocation. 

Bia, s. QeiAH Tz, the name of a month, oe part of 
February and March. 

wistieral, a. BlTAS CAM, born or produced in the above month. 

Bix, s. fasta Adi StH CSTHM A Sal, pretence, show, pretext; 
with sifa, or ff, to pretend, to feign. 

BFGF, a. WHSES, WSTHESH, fustfafs, pretended, feigned, 

. unreal. 

i# IDS, } a.. fastfafs, waa, deceptive, false, worthless; 

BiSTHESH, © s. mere pretence. 

Bid, s. Vis, Vie, fez, eS cual, a split, a crack, a fissure, anopening. 

Bids, ¥. BAA, CHA, Awa, a prison. 

Bpfawa, s. zfHud, BIFSY cars cals, a prisoner. 

wife, v. wid caf, Tata te, wilé fotF, to crack, to split, to rive. 

wise, s. tt waza facan, tafser, TF aq af wai, haughti- 
ness, self conceit. 

wiate, s. sofas fore sta 21 Sita wea, a kind of sandal. 

BABA, a. BF BF, lA GWA, cold catB, scattered, dispersed. 

wigs, s. afex vife acre “ta, the globe or shade of a lamp. 

win, s. catcats! wfa, sare Gif «al wea, ais VlAA CAG, 5a, 

af, snare, a trap, the tail of a fish, the bushy part of the 

a tail of animals, 

 wrfa, s. watert A Sst, the lower part of the leg. 

«Rife, s. zafam difss wre Atte SI, es, an elephant trapper; 
| v. to swell, to bulge out, to inflate. 

| wie, s. atear que fem cn a ate oifea covert cote, fax, 
#y, a plough share, a part, side, direction. 

owtersta, ad. Qua aelea, 551 551, in halves, in strips. 

— wtafantfa, v. srefe, Fate, to keep at a distance, to stand aloof. 

wifa, v. fori foo af BIA aia, to split, to divide. 

feai,s. taa Bra oifaa cera ai sal, Seta cei, a place in 
a river’s bank against which the current beats violently. 

ffs, v. 2x95 Uafa, gai, to rouse up in anger; to swell. 

| «fexfeRaca, ad. aifa com aife feart fH aie cacsice carer, in 
spirts, rapidly flowing, (as in blood letting.) 
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fora fefeai, \ @ CANCE VH TH, quick tempered. 

feem, j 
festefom, a ze yaia a Wi CRTs, CAR @P1jeasily torn, rotten, 

old, (applied to cloth.) 

fei, s. Tide wiv wit, the lower part of a fish. 

festfata, s. cafereta cant fa, cotati, =ofx facaa, a ill favoured 
woman, (aterm of abuse.) 

fefoal, a. WH WH GAA Nay wel, fafsfam ar, well sestha 

torn here and there, smiles. 

fafsatfatsfe, s. fafex fatefy, 30d face qeita ot oi Rly, 

the exchanging of mutual glances and smiles. 

fasta, s. see @Ifoal. 

femiz, v. QceErat?, T5FIF, to swell, to inflate, to bulge out. 

fafeaca, ad. fexfey ata, Ce cascada, quickly, at once, (appli- 

ed to the rising of anger.) 

fafaatt, s. gratyia, SiZsa, a spark of fire. 

fefafy, s. Bbcaiia a aicafeate BRS Cale, a foreigner, appli- 

ed in Assam to Europeans. 

feiéfam, a. facfafam, warite frat 212, very light, (as wind. ) 

B, s Faq Ce, Fag faai <o12, a puff, a sudden emission 

we, of breath from the mouth. 

BITS, 7 v. Bata zig TH, to puff, to blow. 

watfa, J 
BIH, s. FF Vilas yorce asi fas, the act of blowing &. 
wate, s. faoite corm, SicuTSts, an excuse, a pretence, 

wAratng, s. cid Wife evita Vo aa, ufeae sai Berta, 
flatulence, an eructation of wind. 

GSA CSIHi2, v. Bits Bears, to make an excuse. 

BEA, Ss <li Mad ACA fanz fac, a officer of state under the 

Assam Kings. 

weragl, a. CSR, facb2 HZ, infantine, very small. } 
Bale, v. GATS, ERIE, Le Sa, to bring forth young. 
BEslg, | 

BOM, s. SATHTS, HACHTSH, brought forth. 

BHEHBEA, d. ACAT WA, MSA WC facse MITA, light like chaff 

SREIS, v. Al AeA TH, SICA Sica %e, to whisper. . 
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esufcm, a. TA MA CIM, Sita Sila cSTS, whispered, spokea 

jn the ear. 

> BREST, v. Bita Sita Sel ceils, whispering. 

Bo%, ) a. ATS, SAF, vain, light, trifling. 

BI, 5. Soi BiwT cate, tox, 25, Faery, the pulp of frait, a boil- 

ing, an intimation, a dot. 

BSA, # é afee zafan a5 a oi, ofaq ofS te Zar otf, a 

species of jungle plant. 

Wee, s. AB Sit, BA aifs, the early evening. 

) msi? $. Be Adige cata bit, the ashes of chaff. 

Bein, % CH THE BI, CBAA BA, Cals facua, a default in an 

account, a nit. 

' ubfafeei, s. caisfa fast, a sharp piercing pain. 

j EaaI8, s. aiafat, SS, TH AH, a report, a trace, an intimation. 

udxbm, a. BAe we tel, xe Boas fea ez, freckled, spotted, 

pitted with pox. : 

Boars, a ASe, fess, cP¥a, quick of understanding, die- 
| criminating, sharp, quick, cunning. 

Weare, s. corrals werata Sas fas caren, TH caret, the 
chipping of an egg in hatching, the ascertaining the trath. 

Bd, a. fee cern, wb ecarn, aew Vo, TS cars, cere, 
faai, pierced, brokewi; burst; s, the pulp of fruit. 

Bit, v. fae afr, Baa, asia aly, to pierce, to open; preced- 
ed by TB, to speak out distinctly. 

WHS, a. CBRCSia, Bas wl, divided into several pulps. 

wp, v. fare ai fae eart, eA “arte waft tz, HaiH %, to burst, 
to open, to expand, to become: generally known. 

a waft; s. yi traf, Gat tia, simple ley or alkaline salt 

used as salt in seasoning food. | 

| wbaiz, v. Cale Sfaat®, to take out the pulp of fruit. 

abot, ». faa fem, piercing, bursting; @. pierced, bored, burst. 

BITz, v. fasl fe, SF ft aaw are, the causative of more. : 

Bal, s. faq AS st, BED 2@i, a flowering shrub; a. ‘spotted. 

BISITIS, a {Fl A] GAS Bp tai, Aral <r? of various 

BITS, colours, variegated. 

48 
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wbfeni, a. SHS! CLI, BHT] wi, spotted. 

ats, s. wbifa wie wifws sat ye tata TacHA, “TA cars ATH, 
Ke a washer or head of a rivet, a weevil or smail insect destruc- 

tive to grain. ? 

wale, s. Wa BSG catt, 2a cals, giddiness, vertigo. 

Bal, s GIA Sal, Bq awl, the act of walking, going. 

wate, v. Wale, wUz, to turn, to lead about; preceded by at 

to stroke or make passes with the hand. 

ufa, v. (tis Bie, wa fa, WbShe AaB, to walk, to 
wfasife, travel, to roam about. 

BSA, s. YA Scio, the causing to walk or lead about. 

weal, Ss. QUSAita Tat.F BS Tai, a simultaneous yellsor whoop. 

WEA, s. Gad AA A, CBiCNtal Gilwe enTs ofa’ 7H aaa, a 

wild, plant, a white mildew that gathers ou*the surlace 

of the pumpkin &c. 

| wSrR, 8. xefE, faista, atcae, fa51 SUCATBITR, a short time, an excuse. 

WE LBC, ad. Gary DAA qve Qi a cwATal, fragrantly. 

BA, s. Wa Art, Tides SA, Sires cole wag wife, a flower, 

a blossom, the gills of a fish, a woven figure in cloth. 

BASH, a, Agnes SA CSA, AISI @bi, carved, engraved. 

waoTs, s. Wa fsa exas faai AS BTS, an upper beam in a roof. 

Vals, s. Birays A MGT Gai fSfe, a woman who inserts a 

flowered border in cloth. 

GAA, Ss WA, GA cI, flowering, blossoming. 

Bafa, s. wag Zifa, BAT 15 Asi Siz, a flower garden, a patch 

of flowers. . 

GAA, Ss. BEA Tf Atl CATS catt, Via Atl Al, a cataract or 
film on the eye; a. having a film. 

BALI, Ss. STSs 7 fwai, weaving a flowered border in a eloth. 

ward, s. BA AAA] Liq BifR, grain in the flower. 

BA, ad. BVA Ga, afa wile zip Wefa cZiwi, blossomed. 

wae, v. Ba cxaTe, EF “aiz, to open or spread out, to blossom. 

ufa, v. 1a cafe, Bail fa, GEISTZ, to flower, to bloom. 

wfariai, a a, BF Sites BAe AiR cual, ee cats, blossomed, 

expensed: in full bloom. 

ACA, s. WA CICS, SA ACTS, the causing to open, bloom &c. 
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eSB, s. CHEW Ne, the ery of the Ferua, an animal said by 
some to be very like or identical with the jackal. 

«SA, s. US Bier Sw, sobbing, suppressed crying. 
(SSS, v. Usha Bein aif, to sob. | 

Ceoela, s. 5a TPH, morbid secretions of the eye. 

casi, s. faare vai, a species of owl. } 

CSET, a. cebig Faisal Yt caren, care, owl faced, ill. 
favored. 

«BG, 8. afae BAI Bale, CA SAF, a species of blackbird. 
CHSASI, s. afaq bare, a species of bird, (‘Tardus E:meria. ) 

Gao, s. Hitz Gal, CEA, the hood of a serpent. 

CEITIM, &. AIC BA CUA, Alco wcHCe TA WHI, the expanding 
of the above. 

«CSR, a. Bfaa agin mating coicBrei cette, having the large 
toe widely separated from the others. 

CESS, v. Jodie, «facta oFark, are faat®, to set on, to stimu- 

late, to urge forward. 

ORG, 5. CT TES Tw Sl CaS IIs, Bieta Ary cate Hor, a 
term used to express disparagement or contempt. 

Gaiictis, , s. faata Aiey fax, the cobra de capello. 

csibare, 4 
Cb, s. He fer, «feats frat Fem, setting on, urging. 

cacofa, s Ae crater, corcHfa, defiance, 
cEcofans, s. Fz “raat “x, cic#fe fez, bidding defiance. 
a, s. wisfe sitca on caleicdics fatcaren stifera, the first 

milking of a cow or any milch animal. 

GEST, s. see. BST, THe afad Wad Siva. 

CEST, s. TH Tie es, coq cardi, filled with pride, arrogant. 

| @eeasisai, a. sce, fesiefsz. 
Gasata, s. «afae cata, a class of day laborers in former days. 

CRS, a. MTA TIA HTM Bicale, SINS {Al ACA Teas, 
soft, { applied only to half ripe betelnuts.) 

CBCBARC, ad. anit, yam sista aif AIS THI, without 
CBcoare, hindrance, readily. 

woAcecsha, s. Srsipaty, qx SSA, bantering, joking. 

GECDR!, a. CSScAF!, flattened out like the hood of a snake. 
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CHART, a. CHCABIBCRS, Che TEMPE catty wei, standing or 
walking with the legs far apart. 

EAR, a. cIAfZ, Tes, flattened out, broad and shallow. 

CEACEAT?, v. BaAxee Sty ZZ “wat %&, to talk incoherently, to 

CeAtsAis, § babble. 

cemcetan, a. Race a caiM, Git aq caratats te % 
a1, roily, dirty, incoherent. 

CPA, s. sfa, tia 9m, filth, dirt, excretions. 

CEIH, a. Waa, CASA, GAata, filthy, dirty, ienbiegabins 

CENA, a BA, SIT SIA’S Slee Aga, cacsai, unskilled in 

ordinary work, slovenly, disorderly. 

csurfa, a. cacstfe, ctcate, miata, fem. of the above; s. a slattern. 

cEcrtat la, S SIT aif alzign fap aor, ceRcecHTST, talking’ 

at random, idle chit chat. 

(A, s. CIA CVA OATS GW Bosra sfa, foam, froth, scum- 

“eager, v. CEMeEni?, GiMSts SAT 7S, to foam, to babble. 

CVABlaAM, a. CHA GAS AB, cHcata, foamy, frothy. 

CEN, 8. FAT CHB, Kl Mifwe AS coi cocsidi coe, the 
hood of a snake, a branch tuber. 

(EATS, v.- ka BP, to cause to foam or froth. 

CERAM, 8. coRiet Gil, sprouting, throwing out tubers. 

fa, 's. afae caraim Teidi, a kind of leavened cake. 

CHAS, a. BS Ai Sfaca asi, Fats CUlaAl, mixed, incorporated. 

cEcafe, v. wis, cain ofa, caiatia, to mix, to incorporate. 

CEACBISSIa, s. ales cea VS cate aia zi, the swelling and 
foaming of a rapid flood. 

CSAS, a. GEA THI, frothy, rising in scum. - 

Bi, a. Gan acy vies cxisi, cataH, of rapid growth, tender. 

CB7Ti, a. (Seal, cee, mouldy, mildewed. 

CET, 8. CHING SLi BH, CI, Awa, cod, La ial Gina GA 
Za 21 CaS, equality, affectation, show of pride, a haughty 

air, the width of a garment at the bottom. 

Ceqdai, s. aoife San CH si iw, CRig Val, the putting forth of 

new foliage. 

HAAS, s. TH Tifa THT RZ cig, cVq <a, the putting on of 

airs, affectation. - 
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Hara, «. OH Siler core AIA Sai, balancing of a pair of seales, 
CE, } Ss. Gaya AeA, AM, A Hwa fey chit aca Bay 
csfa, ) 281%, a particle joined with a noun or numeral (see acw- 

<1,) to express a little or very small quantity. 

Cefan, a. coma cata fam, cer al, cals ST cas Sl, uneven, 
(applied to the two sides of a balance. ) 

cafantcafa, s. stforaterf, faantfaafa, aife etfst, emulation, ri- 
valry, disagreement. 

CESS, s By afax, the Ferua, see cB, 

CRAG, a. co TaME cxrH Ge], bandy-legged. 

CHC{SSIM, s. fan te Hal CoM TERMITE SIRS cata, the seat as- 

tride the hip on which native children are carried. 

CRCASIULRCTS, s. Alea ACA CUB wei, cSc@aicscaa, having a 
waddling gait. 

caca#fa, s. 15a HF YAE cHral, a crotch, a fork of a tree. 

Caca, s. ofa zeat® cua, a striding, walking with long steps. 
CHB Bea, ad. are Tice Tse | eal 7 Balsa wins crita- 

faq <a, continuously, steadily, (applied only to the blow- 

ing of wind and to a burning sensation. ) 

cacefami, a. caicatte a caatte zeta fw eel, continuous, blow- 

ing steadily. 

CAB, 2. SY cate wa, ava we zea ie, crenfa 5s afee, x 
kind of cooking vessel. 

CRCAW, a. see CHOTA, 

Ceastfa faz, s. ACS AY fami, af “oa aT, ti early dawn, 

lit. the time of the first notes of the Fehu bird. 

law, s. wee, cris, fant Wiwa Bist, cara, a family, a clan, 

, a tribe of people. 

Lafem, a. wuRte esl, cata, THEA, belonging to a class or tribe. 

CuI, s. wettaa fene, a hindoo sectarian frontal mark. 

CBT, a. Gad cater, Sotas CHIP eet, marked on the fore 

CeIbia, head. 

cars, s. fee, fest aRt, BH, a cavity, a hollow. * 

Corot, sweat wei fara, SEA Siete coats ceest CATS ce. 
' panting, rapid breathing. 

«Gatart, wv. tate Bate Ta, to pant for breath. 
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Ceiaiifz, s. nia aifie cotaafa, a hissing sound, (as of a “re ) 

Gaiety, s. wfad UHOM faa, a species of nettle. 

CEIATa, y @ Re UGl, WiG CB LATA, spongy, soft and porous, 

cetoifa, § hollow. ; 

ceicaia, a fea care, coicsial, cat, hollow, spongy, porous. 
Catal, s. AS AS AG, TA, a pimple, a blotch. 

ce icziai, 
Gate, v. GEIniclia, AS AS AZ ?, to break out in pimples 

or blotches. 

Geib, s. F512 Suife Cadiz GtATS AH, a sound of hissing or of 

hard breathing. 

CBIDCEIDTE, v. CEID GRID SiS, HICH 9Bfa. to make a hissing sound. 
ceisiai, s. feta aifet aicate Th aw, COCaq GCA BI Ay, an 

explosive sound (as of ignited gunpowder. ) 

Cet, s. tS wife acate catcaitsiiy Th aa, sit ati 
EIS Udi AH, any low snapping sound as of a tight cord &c. 

cEiz, s. Adts <aiz cami fuaia, slightly tacking together, basting. 

q@staqai, s. faa, faafa vai, sewing, stitching. P 

CEtatafa, s. TS TR Wife Aste Gal HH, a snorting, spuffing 

sound madé by cattle. 

CHAE, s. tay AZ, troops, soldiers, an army. 

GECeIs, a. TATA, aia te cate, dry, powdered. 

caceaca, ad. fad ara Ha WSIA, like flour, mealy. 

; q 

Z, EGi4, TSA WH T THA, Vis Yel coin acetal Hs, This 
letter is pronounced like 6 in but; at the end of words it 

becomes w, and is written with a mark underneath, thus 

a as faz Hiwo, not Sid, or is changed into ¢, Hote, not 

swobhab as in Bengali; s. the neck of an ox, the cord 

that connects the treadles with the upper part of a loom. 

ae, $. a2, baer, pal sifwa Sta, ATS, expenditure, outlay, a 

_ Wasting, diminution. 

Zia, s. Ti, SH pista, faye wen yeu fata sicaca ft 

acaiw War <a, cafa, a dwarf, earnest money, a pledge. 

zeqieal, s. farfas ser you feata ait aie wat xa fH Sa, 

aafa Gai, the giving a pledge, or money to bind a bargain. 
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LEU, 8. Sota tats wr cate Sa, AA facdis, Bla Siw ae'yy, 
weaving, braiding, bearing a load, the sowing of seed, a 

=z weaver, a sower. 

 anfan, 5 ata ASa1, Sats cota fr cara, the inserting a handle 

into the end of a spear, chisel, or other instrument; hence, 

fig. enlarging, expatiating, exagverating. 

aaa, s. Bits zav wifea aA, @ai, the handle of a spear. 

AH, &. CTS, Mew, 2H, ZTE, race, lineage. stock, family, a bamboo. 

AxACHIbA, s. Zea fSesqay carat a ws, the manna of bamboos, 
an earthy concretion of a milk white color, found in the 

hollow of bamboos, and used by the natives in medicine. 

mantefa, s. watqwey fet, fe a genealogy, a pedigree. 

aafa, s. atfs, qate, a flute, a pipe, a fife, a whistle. 

_afaua, s. yqafauifa, &feau, Krishnoo; lit. the flute player. 

axfa, a. claw, SA, lineal, relating to a family. 

| @feat, s. zfem, sitter eq arf, a path through a rice field. 
am, a. cafsate a aac, facs® wafs crcerey, without fruit, 

barren, impotent. 

ZB, «. A xseia, Toi Vig Aca TF fem YA ws, ea WHT Sis 
sist wal, a reward, a gift, a dividing into shares. 

_@F, v. Stor Stet SaiF, to divide, to apportion. 

iat, s. sist wal ofa, form Sfst, a mutual sharing or dividing. 

ABI, s. Sisy Soy Bearer, the causing to be divided Kc. 

Zs, a. I esl, TS ea, flowing, not stagnant. 

Zsa, s. zfs wan, ae ea, vomiting, retching. 

ahem, v. ara ofa, Hf wifes, to vomit. 

dam, s. fecaiy aa1 TSI, a widower. 
«fan, s. Ae SH, Wy’ SA CTS Ba, one of the mixed or de- 

graded castes among the hindoos, 

 afam, a. af CATS, CMTS ATS BIH, old, stale, having an old look. 

azar, v. 5a care, aetfeare, two remove the skin, to. peel. 

ZD, s. Ze a) civa <4 a [Sq Sis, the inner part of the rat- 

tan or bamboo. 

Zafa, s. SQ Gai cVisi, ZASla, caacasia, talkativeness, garrulity. 

AEAGlF, v. CAMASIF, TZ SU 7, tale, Tate Sefe, tc to talk much, 
to prate, to bubble, (as boiling water. ) 
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CEACSTD, s. GA LSS US, CARATS, TAG Bam, babbling, 
a babbler, a bubbling up. 

aeaiia, s. aifa ataafa, om coca BF, a jungly or filthy place. 

aan, s. Hits TSE SIA, the bark of the Hansi tree, used for writing. 

AEQIAEA, a. Queries, CHT cAICeTMI, coarse grained and 

without sweetness. 

aal, a. aife fai, oa, poured out, spilled. 

aga, s. afee Wafe SAA 15, a species of tree that bears a fra- 

grant flower, (Mimusopo Elengi.) . 

Zia, s. Beats, the causing to be poured out or spilled. 

Awl, s. BE Si, wees, a speaker, one fluent in speech. 

quai, s. Ajayi Sal, Sai Uma cents cain, commenting, ex- 

patiating, speaking disparagingly of others, 

ztaizefa, s. BB faCB aiatyl Sai, oral argument or disputation. 

SUA, s. CUIAT, SIT, SAI, IA, bol, a lump, a flake, a clot. 

ZAMGUA, a. DACIDAZ, cVIxs cyiaa, wagaterqa, lumpy, flaky &c. 

Quast, a GMM, dla Ue Sin AIS, eriza AIz Hiz 
wit Ufaaiz, the act of peeling or stripping off. 

aufaxis, v. CATs, aiefA atBT3, facaibiz, to peel, to remove the 

skin or covering. 

autifa, v. <tetri ofa, wei te a Tietze, to comment upon, to 

| applaud, expatiate. 

afetzi, s. faaft «ize, backstitching, (in sewing. ) ! 

IIH, s. Cala, <A, AvaIe Bb, the fibrous covering of plants, 

the outer Jeaves of palms. 

“ata, s. TIS caisl aor Sais efae, a paddy bird, a heron. 

aafuwM, a. atta aca frue fofem, long necked Jike the heron. 

AAAS, 8. BPA YR veg vsinfae vai wis fafa iz, a fes- 
tival held from the eleventh of Kati, during which fish, 

flesh, and sexual intercourse are prohibited. 

Za, a. ziti Bal, caTeT Ua ucq eel, faata ww, rolling, 
wandering about, frequently changing quarters or employment. 

IAB, ov. WG vitiete yas, cia vai’, afeai®, to roll, to 
| tuss about from side to side as in pain. 
2cfa, s. AS CORI aD, wa facaA, a peach, a plum, (applied to 

several kinds of fruit. ) 
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 astcatsu, s. zal? faa, afar scat, rolling or tumbling about. 

aaa, s. winals, catal facia, the arm, pit, a sleeve gusset, a kind 
y of small bag carried under the arm. 4 

| 401, a. FPA, MAH, cateata, fas, 24a afze, phideidanas fem. afst. 

AHiz, v. AHA Bola, 1S GMS eM St I ie to 

-.. ¢reep, to climb. 

 asrtayft, 2. um sit, atfa arf, chalk. 
afasia, s. fea, tin. , | 
afsrriafer, s. atfer firatie, ifranafie, 2. fad afte pipiens 

contention, strife, rivalry. 

aaa, v. By sfaaca =fa, to crawl, to)creep om all fours. 

AHAUCATAM, s- Bi sfaara wal, crawling, creeping. 

ACTS, s. THA AV AH, AHF VA, crawling, climbing. 

ZHAI, s. BRIS CHISA WA, AHIR CAH FA, a bungalow, the neg 

or people &c. of Bengal. 

Zme, s. cstiz, ae wale, 2.4, a generation, descendants, a family. 

ZRIA, s. ZH CHA Zi Bla cals, Bengal, the country or people. 

aaa, s. ZATA CHA, a porn relating to Bengal. 
afeai, s. see Zfem. 
ao, s. Safa faa ofa, witataa cee, the Orris root; an insect 

injurious to young betelnuts. 

Za, & BAl, 41H, ABA CATS Ai iW, a word, a dictum, a pas- 

sage in a sacred book or ina code of laws, 

Za, 3. AA AIS, HS, AYSSa, AH, a year. 

WACK ia, ad. 2fe aca, asfa zofa, yearly, year by year. 
ZbA5ICH, 

 «abaafar, a. SS A caricde acocass caret 21 wei, annual, 
abfacfeai, ? yearly. | 
apafaafa, } a. 2bCq aecaq coraifa scr wit, producing 

wafafaaia, § young yearly. 
asta, ad. 44 bie, atfs zsca, z5a Tica, annually. 

zbfam, a. 2IS CRIS, aba AafeT, of one year, relating to a year. 

251, 4. 1G A cam HG, aA ate, VT HAL aS 5ez, TIS 
| Afae, TIS Gift Si, Sta can wifw Sit Sist Sai, sorted, 

classified; s. a class of people, a species of fish. 
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asiz, v. atb ABS, Tisa cap aifR abate, causative of atfp. 

a fer, a. Fafa caters tee Siss wWaia wie al as, having a 
galled neck, (as of oxen.) 

Awa, a. Sicatas corice <a, worm eaten, applied to betelnuts. 

ACotcas, & KMAbq, one year. : 

accafani,s. Ate aay aie, waiter) a yearling; a. of one year. 

CISA, 2. CEN TSA Gla Going foral wore ofaa faa, 
a garment resembling a waistcloth, formerly worn by the 

Assamese nobility. 

ZGGHS, v. CoH CBT, qa aies cotel wea <fa, to have a sharp 

pungent taste. 

aafaai, s. mG Isl AS Visa GA fad, a species: of plantain. 

CHS, a. AHA, AHAD AG, AHIaa ANfsu, belonging to a ba- 
zaar; s. a shop keeper. 

zai,.s. Zins stfwa AA Td’, the sounding of a musical instrument. 

Zale, v. AHA AG SAiz, corm GtfH catatz, to sound, to play 

| ona musical instrument. 

aata, s. casi fea dt, criwia, Zta, a bazaar, a market place. 

aula, s. WHT, cazttfa, crtetfa, one who trades in a market. 

aaa, s. «fas zafaai AS Iz, a species of small bamboo. 

2GG, a@ AH, aifead, STAT, outside, relating to the outside. 

ACSTSa, s. ata wal, a performer on a musical instrument. 

ACHTSTS, v. Aw wats, the causative of ZuEtle, which see. 

acaraa, s. Aifaa Giaeiaa AH, the roaring of waves. 

au, s. Baa ae fama, faqfara faa, bast, a thunderbolt. 
THATS, 8 - wal, bat vial, the fall of a thunderbolt. 

aaittny s. 25 Ley del ua, Say, felria, aia, a hard miser, an 
epithet of Indra; Jit. the holder of the lightning, 

ZHIS, a FE Bia, niall fara fafoat, hard. 
zatant, a. $d aife citcesiata ae Bia cAIeM, caatcaceral, hard, 

tight, difficult to unloose, ( applied to a- knot or fastening. ) 

ZETUS, s - GH Wai, AHI caia, lit. the striking of a thunderbolt, 

hence sudden calamity &c. 

Zeal, s. Gini fe fant wai, va, deceit, fraud, imposition. 

aie, v. ba Siz, Mal biz, aia faat?, to deceive, to cheat, to 

delude, to impose upon; preceded by f¥x, to spend time. 
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afes, a. faanl cate 21 Gai, disappointed, cheated, deceived. 

zB, s. 24 95, the Indian fig tree, (Ficus Indica.) _ 

ai, s. Oteaina ats, fret, cola GiiwS 1s fast, a betel box, a 

quail; a. ground, powdered, twisted, (as a rope. ) . 

abifa, s. id catia Bz, a chisel. 
ais, v. fae, cota wife wert, ‘to grind by rubbing on a stone; 

to mix, to twist. ~ 

«bal, s. AStS 2d Bla, afd AS TUB, thread, a species of ae fish. 

Abalz, v. Za Shas arg fa qqarg, to thrust,the finger into any 

_ thing hollow or deep, 

«2B, s. atga, ZwSTA, Si ty, an officiating brahmin. 

| 25ers. wicatat sife cats cital, a small bag, 

| acbrau®, v. foicerai?, cola acereiz, the causative of afp. 

«Sd, 8. ALS CATS SFA BIA, Gia, an oar. 
aicitfem, a. zoia aifwfece, oar shaped. 

ae, s. “or af fea deal, taata ara, ore, witfefe, a censor, the 
foot piece of an instrument for cutting fish; shape, form. 

aisfen, s. wis bors coe costes Sfamt? care, Bats AIA AAT, the 
scoring of timber preparatory to hewing, the inserting a 
wedge as in splitting timber. 

23a, 3. sia, wy wifes facaa facia Ag®, a season, a particular 

time or period as of fruit, rain or heat &c; weather. 

| auaaifa, s. cafsa faa, the season for cultivating. 

ASAHHI, s. TAXA AAI, the lifting of the clouds, i. ¢. clear weather. 

«20, s. faa fac, wom aff, Sorte Sra Sa, coarse grass, uncul- 
| tivated land, repairing anything broken, a kind of small bird. 

avifa, s. zasifa, ze dei B13, atfeafa, a patch of coarse jungle, 

ASlz, s. aiz_,"wind, air. 

auife, a. Hate cect way, fem. unstable, light like wind. 
afuml, a. 2afas, agfe ata, thirty two. 
2wa, s. Fx, Gifs, face, countenance, look, expression, visage. 

afmu, a. Zwy Al, HM, charged with crime, accused, 

afwuia, s. <tfw, AWS Al Ba, a person accused. 

ays, a, caal, a, Gis, bad, dull, blunt. 

24, s.. oa wal, faa AA Sal, ZB, the taking of life, dita. with 

afa, to kill, to murder. 
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aac, s. Ata BOI Bal, ze wz, taking life, killing &c. 

adi, a. ale, ate fea, ata wai, forbidden, slain, murdered. 

adiafe, s. ATA Tatsfa, mutual slaughter. 

Zid, s. Se Scars, ae ifs, a murderer; v. to slay, to’ kill. 

‘aa, s. faa, atfa, @IN, CCanTe, SIG, grass, jungle, business, work. 

apa, a. Rifas wee BY, aAfaai, haunting or roaming the forest. 

Gafa, 2. aifaafa, aq etal FTF, a wilderness, a jungle, a forest. 

ZaAnts, s. Alas, Ata, the king of the forest, the tiger. 

aaatfa, s. ®t @iG, work, business, employment of all kinds. 

aaain, s. Btfas ai, a residence in a forest. 

aazifa, a. oxfa, atfas faata aceivi, residing in a forest; s. a 

hermit, an anchorite. 

aqcaini, s. aafeai arefa, a wild cat. 

CATT, s. & feea xia, > 4@fe, a garland worn by Krishnoo, 

pening hence his epithet aaqtfa, the wearer of the garland. 

aqiiqa, s 2a ding facHn, Rifaa atqe, the ourang outang Wc. 

aanifa, s. S) faa, a name of Krishnoo. 

aafa, s. aibfa, cann fa, an adulteress, (a term of abuse.’ 

aafan, a. aifaafam, afasy tai, aafom catcaten, wild, jungly. 

aacal, s. afaxcalats atefan fez, cexbIz ofa, a species of 
land animal with seales like a Moe fish. 

SAACHIS, 6. RSS Bata alata facsts, breaking cattle to plough. 

wagiafe, 2. caofa, a plant resembling the turmeric. | 

al, s. CTA Bein af BIvA Viagai, the pounding out of rice. 

Zale, v- ofa, ct gife, <a ante, xifS, to roam, to wander 

about, to pound out rice, to build, to make, to construct, 

aaifa, s. atfax GF, a jungle fire. 

afa, s. Gtafa, CRY, CAB, a cause, a reason. 

afaa, s. canifa, ateifa, xe, a merchant, a banker. 

afaz, 

afaaid, v. Ata ATs, Tice NICH AW CHICAIca oleate, Ticw Tics ahs 
ai fof#, to thin out (as grain,) to ripen or turn gray 

here and there. 

afacata, s. Sida CATS, CAS CATS, the making an excuse. 

aq, a <a Sal Ga, Aa Ble ASI, was FAA, industrious. 

aca, s. atfar Sax, Wl Had, a vegetable medicine. 
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afs, s. otf, Stfaer, aa, a lamp, a light. 

aua, Ss. CHA, ATSTS, salutation, worship. 

qual, 

wufar, a. CAT @faa Ast, PHT, worthy of homage or worship. 

aia, s. coats, wa, fea, a slave, a dependent. 

afwadi, a. ee za, Zea Sai, bound, imprisoned. 

aPucaD, s. csttatt atf#, win wtf, slaves, male and female. 

afacaien, $. CBA SA, CHAT wD, servitude, slavery. 

afuata, s. otf, Gey «fq Wal CATs, a prisoner, a captive, a 

prisoner of war. 

afunia, s. Gta Ala, Bibs, cHTs Ale, a prison, a dungeon. 

4%, s. 2s, side, facate, the act of binding, fastening, 

ZHea, confining, shutting up; a tie, a bond. 

2al, a. ate fem, site al cod corn, zcaren, cdi firm, bound, 
confined, fastened; s. voluntary servitude. 

wet, v. are feat?, oor cara athe astit, wrata of awe, 
wifa zl cSB cuter®, to cause to be tied or bound; to 

set (as a precious stone; ) to plate, to gild, to emasculate 

by pounding the testicles, to raise a road or embankment. 

aq, s. fafea, afer wife, quar, FB, feta, a friend, an associate. 

AH, 8. BOi eicg TH YTS CATR WX Aih, Tei, a person pledg- 

ed to serve another until able to pay an amount obligated 

without interest ; voluntary servitude. 

acetan, a. zie fade, WIA ter SacwiA Yu, HAAS Se AT 
acetal, wifa wife cetcaren, set, plated, gilded, emas- 

culated, raised as a road or foundation. 

Za, a. ASA cACATe, Ths, barren, childless. 

a1, } $. SYT AAS TAT BCH TACIT TH! ACTIAA, a vocative, 

aerncwe, ? a respectful address to a small boy. 

ayal, Ss. aqte CBS ATs, a vocative expressing pity 

aa ere, } or affection. 

actin, s. afee aq feta sf, a cannon ball, a bombshell. 
a, ) s. 254, feat Se, age, a périod “of life 
a, § 
aafan, a. GTA CATS, GAS AHA CRTs, of age, mature, aged. 
AR CUTS, } 
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4a, a. otra, ahs, Axia, cad, wal, Bifadin, to «fax, great, 
eminent, first born; s. a bridegroom, a blessing, a boon 

granted by a deity; the Indian figtree. 

ZQbiz, s. AAA WA TAS A aifat cats caist, the scald head, a 
disease of the scalp. 

aaqafam, a. acvica Sai ceisr’, emityy W4i, saucy, impertinent. 

aaqaivig, s. virfa Weta Years Bierg, a coarse cloth shawl. 

aq lz, s. @l2q Aas “fax, a gong, a brass metal plate used as a bell. 

Zita, ad. GIRats, US?s, Braz, greatly, exceedingly, unusually. 

aati, s. aqaa farsi, fas caret, the falling of rain or hail. 

Aqats, v. aaa faaiz, a41B, to cause to rain or hail. 

aa, s. Tis Mai GY, Aaya fH, a fish hook; v. to rain. 

aafasifa, s. aafa wai xifa, a fishing rod. 
aq4qa, s. fate, clad Alfa Aa, rain; with fw, or Wifa, to 

rain. 

Zante, s. «fae 47 WS, Ai AS, a species of fish. 

2qafa, s. aia wes faafas scot cota «aq Oifw, money raised 

by assessment. 

ATH, y s. afee cata, a kind of thatch. 
aqui, J 

aap, s. ofa atl waite facwa, a spear, a javelin, a lance. 

Wana s. casa, fataqaeaq Seite, a husband’s elder brother. 

aq fa, s. Ady fags, Fa Gia, cotsaifa, an elder daughter. 

aap, s. biaa afd, Urraib, a leathern strap. 

aacbiceian, s. «afae aq 5alF, a species of gigantic crane. 

4abIG, s. cota fafoal aq aiws fad, a kind of large drum. 

445, Ss AS, ACUIA, fasting, a fast. . 

aasiifa, s- afax Gor GAz alg, a species of plantain. | 

2afy, a. aaqfer, aziz was, cateinfarte afs afez, one who 

fasts; a parade of superiority or show of authority, a 

headman or priest of the Moamoria Muttucks. 

aafeai, a. CG gel, acaifam, fasting, one who fasts. 

za faa, s. aitfadia Sai, the bestowing ofa blessing. 

ZAHIM, s. WY, HAST AT! 4s ata, afae AS Td, a famous 
religious establishment of the Maha Puruhia sect near 

Nowgong, a species of fish. 
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aaa, s. aol oat ate fax fae af a color. 
| gafam, a. aaa eel, caw, colored; relating to an order. 
hi % GAT qara Anta fea? gra, viga ata, a tite of honor 

i bestowed in the days of the Assam kings. : 

«Wasi, s. Az alcraaq tufags, the wife of a father’s elder brother, 

 ZaIzt, } a. atx ars ai coge. mildewed. 

 FacqT=I, 

ara, s. afae fants ofey, a hornet. 
 «tafam, s. ors caren cote fas, a boring insect that infests timber. 

 aafafaafa, s. see asafanfa, 
| 2ai, s. crises conan: ieit Weis ie lara alien anc 

| fare feat «iz, a boar; an inferior officer appoiiited by the 
Assam kings over twenty peons, a species of rice, paddy 

ready for pounding. 

«Aart, v. aor, fart, was walt, far wai? to persuade, to in- 

duce, to cause to consent; generally used with Z5T?. 

aaifat, s. weotfa facaa, corarfa wife at wai cae, a wan- 

dering religious mendicant, an ascetic. 

_ -WatotBa, 5. afex ad) as 5TBH, a species of rice. 
 Saicetal, s. «ta atfaata wai, the cleaning of paddy from the husk. 

| eatfa, s: afex atefa catceret wilya a15, a species of fish. 
| watfaegun, s. @afe za afex, a species of medicinal plant. 

| 4aie, s. tai rata, fea.e false Bzsra, a boar, in hindoo mythol- 

‘ogy, the third incarnation of Vishnco in the form of a boar. 

«fate, s. afee @xfe faa, a species of medicinal plant. 

| afa, s. waza afm, aiefe af, fas a za ofa, ufea Te, a pil, 
a bolus, waste land ; v. to acknowledge subjection to; a. 

i subjugated, dependent. 

| afanfa, s. wafer, ae Aer aif, fallow Iand, land grown up 
| a second time to jungle. 

ai s. Tey My Stay eile feifafer feet, zi, 5a, one of the 
hindoo mythologicat divisions of the earth; a year. 

FSA, s. Ask si ve fac, an honorary title, given to various 
officers by the Assam Kings. 

| 44a, s. SAT AEste, afee a5, the Neptune of hindoo mythology ; 
a species of tree. 
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ata, s. sifa faricata oo aifea “ifs, a fringe of gold or silver 

to which small bells are often suspended. ; 

acate, a Sia a fxA Stats, subjugated, on good terms, 

Aa, Se ays Sai, A {Sit ST , abandonment, exclusion, exemp- 

tion, omission, 

Zhi, ’ BAS eal, facadt oa, “writer @ai, polluted, unclean, 

afas, § cast out, left, rejected. 

ais, v. «afa, a afa, facue ofa, to leave, to exclude, to except. 

ASqIa, a OST, AAS, ATS US, existing, present, extant. 

Za, s. Waa, BIS, Siza, color, hue, tint, a class, a caste, a tribe, 

a letter of the alphabet. | 

Zeal, 8. Tat Salat, faaaa, a description, a relation, a narrative. 

AATIA, 8. WIA AYR, B, a, Gift; TAB, qargyn sia, zim ofa, 
the alphabet, Jit. a garland or series of letters; v. to 

relate, to expatiate upon. 

aH, s. see 2fan, 

Ail, & see. Atha, 

zHisia, j | 
aifa, s. <a Stfe <eiz faa atfa, a rod used in pushing rice 

under the pestle of a foot pedal. 

axqUha, s. “fad Ib Ai Sia catia, the spathe or stem of a jungle plant 

used sometimes with ¢amul, to blacken the teeth and lips. 

Zi, s. 2s eis, carisie uafus, sis aif* ztata Basen, 
growing or increasing, lading out cooked rice; .a. exces- 

sive, beyond proper bounds. 

4zi3, vu. Giese Sa, ving Se, Haale, SIS Sfaewts, to advance, 

to lengthen, to increase, to dish out rice from a cooking vessel. 

aeiary, s. aiceca wal afaaiaih, crametg wat UIT Fei, mutually 
daring or defying one another. 

afem, a. Sit, Bsa, cab, excellent, very. good. 

AHI, s. Mun viRa Stain, Bixe acqinl, sis Sife Biagon, 
dit Site aafata copie firs, causative of <x, a length- 

ening out, advancing, increasing, growing &c. 

Za, s. AS, ACSA, ial, power, 'strength, ability, force, violence. 

ZAGfa, s. CCG, Caaf, TS TS Asi Sal, volubility, idle prate, 
gabble. 
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«4H Sai,s. ZCMtr al, the act of forcing or compelling. 

so wats, v. af, acHca Seti 7 %, to prate, to scold. 

aaR, $s. ACeTS SA CATA TS, an ox, a bullock. 

_ aad, 
ZAM, s. GS cHlAq cals, AY colHA GRA cats, a swelled tes- 

ticle; a@. having the above disease. 
aware, s. ad sifa Bar clea zaw af, an up country bullock. 

zaaz, a, 2fa, afeata, aiefy, strong, robust, powerful, 

ZaaTa, vigorous. 

a, s. AVA ca Sife fait a za fe fren oa}, lengthening out 

by pounding or forging. 

Za, v. CHT, HAA cSTS, HiAte few, let us go, ( imperative. ) 

amt, v. cn Sift faei®, a7 sar®, to forge, to lengthen by 
pounding, to blow, to breeze. : 

AUNTS, s. FA BA, violence, rape, oppression. 
afa, a. waas, afe eto, om of fot fraa ofz, ota aol 

Bit Sih, YA TH Asa, strong, powerful, mighty; s.a 

victim offered in sacrifice; the famous king Boli, who was 

tricked out of his dominions by the brahmin or Dwarf 

Incarnation; v. to lengthen by pounding or forging. 

aftatin, s. af obi cre, %yeta sit aife SPI WIZZ, one who 
slays a victim offered in sacrifice. 

afanai, s. Sica wwe kee cia Sefawi® zai atqz, among 
afasfan, the Ahoms a man who slays the victim with a club, 

afata, ad. HEIs, TLRs, BifAre, plentifully, abundantly, powerfully. 
tenia, s. zi fer, af tort sai, the offering a sacrifice or 

making an oblation. 

afanifa, a. cate fea ai, ary qafe, bountiful, liberal. 
afafan, a. sist Sif" wi, offered in sacrifice. 
afarai, s. «“¢ a5, a species of fish. 

afam, a. iste, Sas, AYR, mad, crazy, deranged. 
afar, s. sfixeifa, ata, mental derangement, craziness. 

afas, a. WES, 4 aie, Afeaia, strong, powerful, able, vigorous. 
GAS, s. Me Givifa, a sand bank. 

acai, s. a faa scare, aie ale fra <i Gal, forging, 
the blowing of the wind. 

50 
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qa, ss Wa, Vita Sa, Ufa, control, subjugation. 

ay Sqi, a. AN Sal, Sixt Sa, Wait Gi Sai, subjugated. 

axfs, s. ata, {el TF, a residence, a dwelling place, an abode; 

with @fa, to settle, to death 

ais, s. fe ae fax wie, re facam, BS <aiat Tag fay, the mea- 
sles, the small pox; the vernal season, from the middle of 

March to the middle of May. 

WISI, s. BA ATS Vila coal ALS, BS Ata, spring &c. 
afae, s. yfa facna, aaa fafa, the name of a famous sage. 

TY, 8. GPUS Vth se fey ws WM Bq crawl, MNS Aral, a 
kind of demi-god of whom eight are enumerated, hence in 

the hindoo symbols this word stands for eight. 

AYE, 8. @fgeua fofa, Bahoodeo, the father of Krishnoo. 

aqufs) s. aqaal, fafa, ofa, <afa, cafwfa, the earth. 

Ze, Ss. YO, caaifa, migra, sawia, an article, a thing, materials, 

baggage, personal property or effects. 

aa, s. @ivq, aaa, clothing, raiment, apparel, a garment. 

Zatti, & Bl SA cicaisite ew, aWA cata, beyond the 

usual period of puberty. 

Gass. CUSH] TST aie, a species of tree and its fruit. 

4251, s. wtyoaaq ofa’ Ti cater cate, afm facaH, a settler 

ees on the land of another, a land tenant. 

aq, s. see Fai, 

Waal, s WAN, CHR, Aiwa, affection, love, esteem. 

aafa, s. aa faq CANq alg, a species of hawk. 

aan, a. fafad, yara, CEI, “etic chia, broad, wide, spread 

out, extended; s. width, breadth. 

qanlz, v. 2aa ofa, fawifa, afee afa, to widen, to spread out. 

ARCH, s. Ake Bal, the act of widening &c. 

al, s. AG wife AS aa, afe Asi, a hut, a shelter, a sitting. 

Zatz, v. AQalz, oieiale, oS Gift wiatiy fw, to seat, to lower, 

to place a cooking vessel over the fire. 

aRit, s FOE WS Abaq AAT Wz, the first hindoo month, embra- 

cing a part of April and May. : 

Zarit, s.. cate cate cam faa wife, qaige care, a eran for 
supporting a palkee; produced in the month of Bohag. 
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afe, ». cat zHa fe, Tai tea Sal ote, aa ties fafy te, 
Bieta ts, an account book; v. to sit, to sink, to settle. 

afacaten, s. sfx eoray fem cool, acai Tq ASAIS care, an 
upright support in*a roof; eating the bread of idleness. 

7a, a. cae, feed, AAR, BCAA, much, many, abundant, 

Tas; numerous. 

Zeal, s. Seti caial H cate AlAs, Weas Ste al, an actor, one 

who makes sport; a. funny, comical, assuming many shapes. 

zeae, v. wlan Utils fats ware, sorat®, to cause to sit down &c. 

ZGCG, a. THESE cette, Sricatew, seated; s. the act of seating. 

zeea, a. feed, SPAN, Weas, many, much, numerous. 

zunfs, a. ta aitfa, afecefe, cfeata cate, observant, having fore- 

cast, experienced, circumspect, cautious, prudent. 

qzal, s. ataa zi Sifea saea, Ste catety zal VtAA, the prow 
ofa boat; the neck of an elephant; the seat of a native loom. 

2QAba, &. WASS FHS ATs, (in gram.) the plural number. 
«Ze eu, a. BcAe Said, alal Se, of many kinds, various. 

zsh, a. sife, xaate to dal, MCAS Bla! BiCAT!, garrulous, 

loquacious; knowing many languages. 

weyiert, | a. Bas Bota, als Boa, ta WING, expensive, costly, 

ways, ” of great value. 

28 SH, a. BCas Bata, atal fax, of various shapes, eniatifetiie 

wen, a. fesa, tam, much, many, abundant, broad, wide. 
ARH, s. stocarer, 5S Aife ares a1, the act of lowering 

anything or of placing a vessel on the fire. 

fe, s. wiz, FF, GAH, fire or its mythological deity, Ogni. 

Zl, con). Sit5, AZ, AHR, THA cas, either, or; s. wind. 

az, s. Faq Siras, Io Wile aif, ecacr Sate, wins zare, za 
@atz, an elder sister; v. to row, to plough, to play on an 

. instrument of music, to cause tu serve or work, to employ. 

Zlza, s. see Z1ay, 

aeaq, s. ey, ot) tes, zai, comment. 

ass, a. aera #2, twenty two. 

are, s. CHD Sfase GMiacaca Ts Acyiaa, affectionate address 

“aracrs, } of an elder sister. 

Zaza, v. ata ate, oie @fa, to mellow land by ploughing. 

4 
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atbfat, s. waa oleae utfea oafa, the first layer of thetch around 

the edge of a roof. 

atea, s. alex, afeaifa, insanity, craziness. ° 

atonal, a. afera, | atex, crazy, insane. 

atefa, a. <afam Bn fecate, Ol .xal cart cbcmyal, fem. of the 

above; s. tongs for taking cooking vessels from the fire. 

aisfa, s. <atfapfa, the upper part of the arm. 

aig, s. «iq afee, aatfe ath sia Zaye zal Sifax, a species 

of paddy; the rim or upper binding of a basket, &c. 

Ziesfa, s. Us caicaraite aAal @fa, an imperfect egg. 
Zigsfa, s. ale dae xt, land sown with paddy. 

Zigai, a. Sib at, b hota, apgivni, short, dwarfed; s. a pigmy, 

a dwarf, fem. aiefa. 

Zig; s. atq, SSSA, CAA, the left; with at, the left hand. 

igs, s. «ta Gal fafaai, an instrument or pole for carrying bur- 

dens on the shoulder. 

fies, s. Ba adi SUR ISNA, aw THis Ti, a ploughman, an 

‘oarsman, a performer on a musical instrument. 

aiesfar, s. wtexfeal, ate sina, on the left side. 

Zieafeal, u. Atexte cal, cacaal afear, left handed. 
ais, s. Sets wis cata Sy «fee, an imaginary evil water spirit. 

Slsqig, s. Biot Biot eel Alor “fa, a species of water snake. 

Zife, s Bacay eal, @iq, CHA 2&ei, a remainder, a balance, de- 

ficiency, arrears. 

aifen, a. <ife tel, cad! tel, WA A, wanting, lacking, deficient. 

aisha, v. ate wisfa, to scratch. 

ifs, a. Feta catcate arefs, barren. 

aifeea, Ss. qib ALT) VA, a blossom that produces no fruit. 

“ti, v. sit Sit Sia, SfxITz, to divide among several, to distribute. 

aie, s. U8, qt staal fas aft wife, vomit, vomiting, 
matter ejected from the stomach. ; ) 

Zitz, s. Siz 5, a bamboo. 

aiafa, s. Waa cifa, Acaw aig Asi F12, a bamboo grove. 

aifz, s. see qafH, yeora. 

ais, s. Ata, Ada, a word, utterance, speech. 

soya, a. Bale TA CHR, shrewd &c. in speech. 
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8 ow sifwa zaom, otefa, a flake or layer of certain 

kinds of fruit, a cover. 

AWSiB, s. SAPS, AH TSI, lit. master of speech, eloquent, fluent. 

Biz ABAl, Afe, Aafa a Biaafa, deserted, waste, grown 

up to grass jungle. 

q aefeamn, s. Giaafa, atfeafa, a patch of waste or deserted land. 

aisfa, s. isa wafeal Size, st5 Gia wriqe BIA, the scales 
of a fish; a rind; an integument or covering of fruit. 

Teen a. aiafa wea, aiefaca, having scales, husks &c. 

ue m5 v. bila, AS Bifta wai Sifts coat, to pour out, 

4 
to spill, to empty. 

aife fri, s. Zl, 5a, the act of pouring, spilling &c. 

f aay, s. Gell, ASA, ATS, a word, a saying, utterance, speech. 

AISA, s. Braye, Bceirfsela, conversation. 

ait, s. Giftal at site te yfaal Gea faa, wre yo ae, a 
generic name for several kinds of precious stones, also of 

several sorts of crystallized minerals used in medicine. 

AIAG, | a. Alte Acti, ornamented or set with precious _ 

aT aq, stones. 

aiats, s. so «aa ca siff,.a barn, a storehouse. 

Ss, a. Alatg HAA, adorned with or relating to Atta. 

anfy, s. aifaata asetica atfst fam, equivocation, a subterfuge 

to escape detection. 

asta, s. AG care, Sifseei, a tumbling; a rolling from side to 

. side; with z/%, and tf, to roll, to tumble, to toss about. 

aissaizinfa, s. affaraty, sate, a rolling, tumbling about. 

atta, v. zista wife, af wit, caiea uca aca af, to roll, to 

tumble, to turn over; with wie, to wander from house to 

house; to frequently change situations. 

 atfst, s. = afas, aface ti Hal, athe, wre, a species of flower; 

* aguESNe an artifice to escape detection, a side. 

_ aifstiest, fadl AS, CAISE ATS crcaisi, sti HIfe Sa, evasion, 
Beit trickery, clearing one’s self by implicating others. 

aifsteal, s. aH <u, rivalry. 

aifaaen, see atfst x1, 
aifaata, a. ati faa Sal, <s, artful, trickish. 

_ 
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aifetara, s. xuqafe, an epithet of Soroswoti, called the godess of 

speech and eloquence. 

ate, s. «fad faane ae, atz, a tiger; fem. atfPafa, a tigress. 

ATTSICBIA, s. SSS Ais afay, a thorny shrub, ( Pisonia Aculestia. } 

AUbSl, s. qe Bisq Fa BI*e, a mode of punishment by strikiag 

with the palms of the hand joined together. : 

SeyTeT, s. “fed Faq TST, a species of spider. 

aiasfam, s. aa wife Sai cate, a tiger hunter. 

AFSC, a. wie coal fate fAcHio Wire, com, cacHeeM, 
bad, useless, worthless, mean. 

UHisid, s. Wicettaie fiFs ceiaiz Sig caver, self flagellation 
or the pretence of it, the person who practices it. 

aixfax, s. wef arsfer eat, fax fex_ MHRATH, jargon, gibberish. 

aH, s ies fam cbicartal, wea fax foata, a package carried 

by post, a species of melon. 

zis, s. fa, fxxfa,*scent, perfume, mixture of good and bad. 

Abs, a. BET, ZHI GA, expressive of, expressing. 

Abeafawm, a. Sinzie sia, aifs caist, chosen, select, best. 

Zibs, Ss. TS CATRIPA, Wigt¢, a young calf. 

ais, v. faafa a1, wiv Sifwa atefa cAB aYSTe, to pick out, to 
select, to clean. 

ais cate, s. xcaca sta fasifa cate, selected, chosen, picked. 

ais, s. alfaq, Mian, ATH AISI, S[win, the outside; a. without, 

irrelevant, public, not secret. 

AiG eal, a. alfaq SQ, ASA Sa, shut out, excluded, divulged. 

aia, s. catiet Paw< Sift AiwJ, a musical instrument. 

Sea, s. Aifeq SX, WSs Sty, out-door work. 

afe, s. bide fean, tia wifwa aH bf, sleight of hand, leger- 

demain; v. to sound, as a musical instrument. 

aifaea,’s. Dibfsrt, sta farsi Scdisi, a conjurer, a magician, 

one who practices sleight of hand or legerdemain. 

<1, ; s. @ifasfe aaaxitz, an ornament worn on the arm. 

ATFs, | 

aics, prep. fara, afaca, Sra Geifa, without, apart, aside from. 

Aicwaice, ad. <ifacd Aaa, WCAC WicACH, ARATSMILS, out- 
wardly, in outward appearance. 
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tear, a. StH Sal, pi atest, desirable, to be wished for. 

Se, s. B51, WH, Ta, WPeata, desire, wish, will. 

 aif¥, s. see arf, B51 wie; v. to wish, to desire. 

| Oia, «. afsafse, atm Sa, GINA! Sai, desired, pleasing. 
: ais, s. wife, vet, faa, a road, a way, a passage, a hole. 

 atesiz, vw. %a ars, aca ofa, to wait for, to expect. 

_ AwCoT SU, s. ZF USI, ACHAT] ST, expectation, a looking or waiting for. 

aipafa, v. cam atfe, of ofa, to walk, to travel on foot. 

Avsai, s. ACD cetsi ons, “A¢G, a traveller, a passer by. 

aba, s. fam ABs Gal (scaly, steifa, a concubine. 

aba fe, s. cea otf a small clay ball for shooting from a bow. 
; ~ s. «Te MIA Ale, WeElae FE wis, fate a con sfz, 

Hole, CAtA Vi VI, Via Fz cAI, a drinking cup, the 

| fleshy part attached to the spine; v. to grind on a stone. 

afen, s. tre wfeata YU cam, the process of warping thread. 

abate, s. ase ee wafers sua faca, an imaginary oi 
sit said to infest high ways- 

218, s. Tee, 21a, fam carer uf, air, wind, flatulence; with cater, 

| rheumatism. 

ec $s. FAY, AH, B, Ai, news, information, intelligence. 

a. cofaa fats fécam, a kind of swectmeat. 

| zfs, otfe, serres sim ofa, a lamp, a light, a candle; 

v. to mend, to repair. 

 atea, a. afaat, Das, sre, mad, insane, foolish, crazy. 
' i. . see SITUA, news. 

| »% Mel Fe, GAs, VHA, Rate, a word, a dispute, a stain, a 

stigma, a bad name, a reproach. 

Zwei, s. BS Ba, Big Fa @ai, reasoning, argumentation. 

| Awfasia, s. eéfaee, X51 fasra facasai, an investigation, an enquiry. 

Sniass, s. atin ft aif ai, frees, a reproach, vilification. 

ainieain, s . Bvardefa, a controversy, a dispute, altercation. 

ZiWa, a. diet WIC, ACH, Grad, lazy, slow, indolent; s. a cloud, 

aimia, s. «faq wa, an almond. 

aife, s. saofam, @g¢'si, a complainant, a plaintiff; a. speaking, 

pleading. 
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Ziq, s. edi wtfwa fesea cota zeit, the covering of the 
pulp of fruit. 

tinfa, s. <ifs tf wal GB afae, a bat; a general term used 

: for the vampire &c. 

zinfasifa, s. Sie sifearg cata calisy fotiuta, a chande- 

* lier, a branched frame or support for holding many lights. 

atefaasiz, ss aa ta “fae, a padlock. 

aint. s. coin waifw aieai, an instrument of music or its music. 

Zi7ss3, s. aia fee WAI, a concert of instrumental music, mu- 

sical harmony. 

zine, a. facies, aie fie, afea fafwa, obstructive; s. one 

who prevents, forbids or obstructs. 

ain, s. faataa, ate, factHe, hindrance, prevention, obstruction ; 

with @/@, to hinder, to forbid &c. 

aia, s. Tat va, OTT, fax, TIS AM GIA, Sia, AIA AAx1, a flood, 

an inundation, an even texture, a contrivance for catching 

fish, a dart, an arrow; this word is used figuratively for five. 

Uas, s. CaS, TAT, aia, hire, pay, price. 

aiaatio, s. ata aot Zt, a brass vessel with feet attached. 

aiacife2t, Ys. GT alse, the season of floods. 

araaifan, 
ats, s. Sifea cy# ZHl HEA, a fetter for the feet of elephants. 

Gals, s. AAS, caine sieve afed, broadcloth, woollen cloth. 

aiaias, s. Alatafu, SiR cats, the sacred city of Benares, Kathi. 

aif, s. Gd, WB, Vise viatfa, alata wifs, xta afew, a voice, 
a saying, an utterance, a breadth of cloth, the sides of a 

boat, to clean rice from the husk. 

STASI, s. CAnTe, Cal, Hieta frail, trade, traffic, commerce, barter. 

AAS, s. CIS cata eetfei wi, the woof of cloth. | 
aicaaica, ad. face Tact, DICT DICH, Bicet Bice, in successive stages. 

aimq, s. Ataq, a monkey. 

aman, a. aiaea fda Sai, Atuza Ets <ai, ‘apish, monkeyish. 

aiufa, s. wtefe area, VIS alae asia xai, fem. of aiua, the 
es female monkey, a pulley in a native loom. 

AHRETRCSI, Ss. Tl tgs alaq ABTS ati, a species of nettle. 

<IM{CH Al, } 

— 
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armafapfan, s. zuaq faba WSIS, faifies he apish, monkeyish. 
ath, s. wif, cai, a female slave. 

 aifacntad, s. Zifwa ACAI AIPA CHA siti $*, an Assamese 
nf coin stamped by a maid servant. 

i ate,  s Fea, aiifs, a binding, a fastening, a tie. 

sare, s. @, BH anfer ats, Sea sds, a friend, am ally, 
 +STeHr, a relation. 

«areatfa, a. wats, fefefa, fea aia cate, tight, penurious, stingy. 
aiafa, s. Zie, otf, «at, a binding, a ligature, an incantation, 

aifs, v. wae , Tea aie, to bind, to fasten, to tie. 

| ai, s. foifa, caioi?, Fy aie sewaq acyiva, a father; @ title 
q given to several classes of priests. 

Ao SIF, s. ALFA Tt AcyIea, fathers and brethren, a. term 
| used in addressing a promiscuous multitude. 

ainfontcaa, s zowaa wile aife satin 2%, hereditary property. 

AIA, s. CHS UCACA WH) AcTIeaA, an affectionate address to children. 

Sty, s. FSi A AQHT AcyTeA, father; respectful address of a father 

. or of a brahmin. 

a anf, Ss. see Zl, QSq AAT ACW, 

{ Ziqcrs, s Qlyawe Ticaeq TH Acyiea, a term of cate address 

‘Bice, s. atcorfes, forete, a father. 

Zicera, , s. ife fra wv, ices, a father or asa father; a word 

| ‘aieerca, used in threatening, meaning | will beat you as your fa- 

ther did or without restraint; an ejaculation of surprise &c, 

 -aiz;, s. feat, v4, cab, Siqa, business, office, wages, a cause. 

| MAS, a. BIT A AS atws ale fox fim, marked; s. the plac- 

. ing of a mark, a tally. 

| -Riehs, s. porte, ret |caEM, cwIATi, a controversy, dispute, 
ae! mutual retort. 

atace, ad. c&Bte, Baca, on account of, because of. 

 -S-aata, s. SHR Aaqaa, rain and wind. 

atafa, s. afaye aI%, a species of edible plant. 

AISI, s. AIS wet afar GeIceiTs, a puffing or panting. 

trate, s. 45 ZG, SS, ANGIE, information, report. 

Sl 
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atfasfa, s. winafea eva 716 Sis, the shoulder blade. 

aifafax, s. afad aafe ta ab, a species of medicinal plant. 

az, s SF CAISQ ACV fara, a native gentleman, a respect- 

ful address equivalent to Sir, Esquire. 

alafaadi, a. ofa 5 fete ati, having the hair cut short. 

cena | 
aid, a. Ta, SatH, WS, SA caicats wif, shallow; s. land not 

overflowed, land in distinction from water, the left side. 

ainsfeal, a. ay BBS eel A cats, not subject to inundation. 

alia, s. fama A&T Wasa, ao, Zigai, the fifth incarnation of 

Vishnoo as a dwarf. 

aimiafa, s. ax aa, agige ate fac, a whirlwind. 
atfa, s. «fee fwum Tb, a species of fish. 

ava, s. slated, fas, faz, a brahmin; Jit. twice-born. 

AIVACSCSIAI, $. BHD CHIP ks Tq caw, a species of large 

frog, so called from having a spot on the forehead. 

aigia, s. aigad fevaivi, Zl Gag fZ, a woman of the brah- 

min caste, or the wife of a brahmin. 

ainfam, a. qTAg He fag, aIag LATS SAA, relating to the brah- 

4 minical caste. 

AlaH, a. CALAN, BISz, FAIA ATH, separate, distinct, disconnected. 

Qlqa, Ss. fam cai Sift aHiw a faAsig ey Ga, a player on 

a musical instrument. 

GH, s- 28, ATA, FX wala cats, air, wind, Bayu, the wind 
god or guardian deity of the N. W. quarter; hypochondria. 

Ie, a. AT a@faai, hypochondriacal, troubled with flatulence. 

AACA, s. Bsa afora yt fwH, the northwest quarter. 

AIS, s. Ryws, fey, an epithet of Honuman and Bhim. 

aia, s. faa, cafa, cea, Alaa Ola, ina, a wife ate faa, 
a day of the week; a time or occasion; a_ partition in a 
house or boat; as two syllables itis the numeral twelve. 

abl, s. a aiwa was fim 2IZ_Z GUI Sty, a support on 

which a partition rests. 

za, s. see wea, fachy Sal, aie, a hindrance. 

21444, } ad. Ua Uta, cafag cafae, ani, 78 WA, again and 

aiqalaq, § again, repeatedly. 
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a'aiafa, s. see atfa, atatay, Benares. 

 atfe, s. pier ai ceeai fam aatfea BI, Ba, AS Tifa, a com- 

pound, a garden, water, a staff, a stick. 

afaafan, a. afay cia, afae aster, joaesies to or produced 

in a garden. 

aifaz, s. sitaa cBcem facna, the head man of a village. — 
 atfaent, s. @aleta, the rainy season. 

aifant, 

 atfacsten, s. atfas za oa cata, afm, a gardener. 
ate, s. ola, HAT MIU, fasta cots mY, a shield; ad. very well, 

well done; a. good, excellent, nice, well. 

Asaf, s. Ws clas Hal CHS, WT AHA “cata UTqz, the bearer 

of a shield; a class of former Assamese soldiers, 

aia, s. oS staa fea acainfas 91 tae fufa facaH, a bath- 
ing festival in the month of Soot 

atcanifs, ad. aca 1%, Ateylz, AUCH, every time. 
aicaaica, ad. cafaaq cafaa, repeatedly, often, over and over. 
AUAISAl, Ss. WA FH SA) Gita, AAT, spelling, iby? 

atv, s. Sai, Zw, news, intelligence, information. 

«athe, a. zscaws caren, aq Wife, annual. 
aléa, s. Ze, growing or increasing. 

atefa, s. OF Hal Hea, athe Beal, a broom, growth, an increase; 
with *tfa, a rise of water, a flood. 

ae, v. ulaa ti wfee te, erate oases ore unife Bram?, waa 
WT, to grow, to increase, to rise as a flood, to serve up 

food ; s. interest on money. 

«Stes. aig wa ofaa Bat aTqye, a carpenter. 

Baiceceist afee sat, fahfarfats face aitit za afe eat 
atqz. a woodpecker, a penurious person. 

wae, \ s. WEA Hal, stata, Galas wal, a small child not 
 Ztcae,’ come to years of understanding. 

 ataceteta, s. feaa aal aaa ata, epithet of Krishnoo as a child. 

aim, s. atrel, fey acs Ye sat aea Alaeq aH, sand, gravel, 
grit, the name of a monkey chief, the son of Indra and 

brother of [ugriwo. 

aifavifan, a. wit aife zthaa fafsa cote, sandy, like sand. 
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aha, s. “Ty facnn, the mineral talc, 

aifasfe, s. zyiag Meas Atay Sai Ci irl afay Wey spe 
: a@ivizg, a kind of flowered silk cloth. 

aifasife, s. safe aq fed ajay, a ‘small stinging insect. 

aifantfe, s. wzafas vif, afax AS Dale, a species of bird. 

alfam, a. see if Bigat. 

aia, ss UG B12, Bitaa Wis, TH, a habitation, a dwelling. 

Alaa, s. Bale, SI, THA, Ths, destiny, fate, condition, portion. 

aAaiafaai, a. SHAD Udi, Soicatz Ceis1, according to fate, fated. 

aad, s 2H, AZaua, an epithet of Indra. 

aia, s. aly Sai, aicaiyi, zifs, dwelling, residing; used in comp. 

as QaaifH, living in a forest. 

atgfa, s. wlea <uiz ais, esa aiet, Bahuki, the king of serpents 

used as a cord by the OAurs in churning the ocean. 

AYCwa, So AACHIA MGs @[m@w, a name of Krishnoo. 

away, » ad. ASry, BUNS, ABILS, faBca, truly, really, in fact. 

atefae, § 
ata, s. see Sie, steam &c. 

Zig, s. bale Gila Ais IW UE Zz HF, His, Az ras SF 
Ziais, a nest, a temporary stopping place, a drove, a mul- 

titude, a brood, a litter, the shell of a nut. 

atae, s. Fes BAL T5, SIT Z$Sl, a medicinal plant; a carrier: 

ziza, s. BB sal wea, Aife catal ii, Gla, a vehicle, a con- 

veyance, any means of transit. 

AAAS, a. cad cats, abe SAas wis tiefa cate, collected 

in a mass, enclosed in a shell or covering. 

Zaz, s. Hl UM camiza Sainy eifeata Sai Hafenl Xa, a tem- 
porary house or stopping place for a king or priest. 

aife, a A caCRI, Vit fea FIs Sai Te, iain, not fresh, 
stale, withered, of the preceding day. 

atfamn, s. cat faa catcxien om, wit fearz cater om, the body 
bathed on the preceding day. | 

aaa, s. axe facan, tra AYE, TZ AAT, a legion, an army, 

a body of troops, a great multitude. 

ZR, s. WG, PSSe ARE, ASIF, outside; a. without, extended, open, 

not concealed; with 7%, v. to come forth, to proceed from. 
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 +aifed, a. ase, Slastfsal, THM, outside, distinct, separate. 

§ aifaca, ad. w5, Seitz, facut, besides, aside from, except. 

«Oe, s BAAR, TA WS Qe, afasia, the arm, a species of fish. 

 tte-wife-coie, s. wiz fe cera, Deze te carey, the raising of 
‘ » the arm in solemn asservation. 

i Waa, s. Bsa WH, MAHA, the strength of the arm, might, power. 

 «ttezia,a. afer, vizi@fs, strong, powerful, mighty. . 

aay, s. walla ext Git, Bist Gia, cifapia, the shuld 
joint, the arm. pil. 

tea, s. fesa, afus, acaz, abundance, plenty, variety, multi- 

plicity; a. abundant &c. with @C% or 7, ad. plentifully Xe. 

fa, prep. Borast fama, Sale Bits aA Gey Bis fantasy THz, 

Bol Sau, fafasd; farifas. faces; inseparable preposition, 

denoting variety, distinction, separation, division, equivalent 

to un, di, dis, &c. in English. 

| faxafs, s s. zfa, Zfa, twenty, a score. 

| faafeal, s. faa, aratn cea core, dislike, hate, aversion. 

| feat, a. cfs SE ast, CAcmaT_S, Gx SYA}, BT, hideous, 
distorted, frightful, disagreeable to the taste. 

: | fred, v. Far ceyais, to distort the countenance, to make grimaces. 

feaoiT, s. SYA LS, STAs x fz, a monster; a having  hid- 

eous features, 

feaem, «a. cafsata 2a, caisz afstm, saleable, ready for sale, 

| feaodat, s. fam, fastiy, otf fara, abuse, reviling. 

feon, a. wet cos, yzia, foal Fe, SIAe, Tata Zeiief, troubled, 

Ly agitated, decayed, impaired. 

fai, a. casi, fam? Gai, sold; s. the act of selling. 

feat, v. cai, RacATcE ATA ss igahaeee to sell, to traduce open- 

, ly, to. expose. 

_fesiz,s. aia 54, aBiea FAR Sai, Ba, ait Bie Slam carla 
: ya, change, deterioration, alteration. 

(fast, s. cub, a sale. “a 

frexiiaa, s. Sit sae eer fT ZB1q Ate, the name of a 

former hindoo sovereign, 

, a. (Oil SA, WSs, SSH, ill-shaped, distorted; s. altera. 
tion, deterioration, distortion. ; 
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faa, s. vta aifea canal, afara qt fac, pain, distress, ache. 

facation, s. facaten, faca «a, awl Ga, paining, aching, distress. 

Farts, a. AAs, ASA cats, ASCHTA Gai, named, called, de- 

nominated, renowned. 

fants, s. fawn, Sfefex, faaodar, reviling, abuse, reproach; with 

afa, v. to revile &c. 

fatis a. sinh om ae carcaten, seni, faewfaa, ill-shaped, 
deformed, ugly, despicable. 

aaa, s. fsvitfea ata facan, zafueyi, a bugle, a trumpet. 

fas, a. AHf3s, aha, qafe, wise, learned, skilled, experienced. 

fan, 
fais, a. Ba, HTS cate, fafes, known, understood. ¢ 

Tala, s. BS CACATS, Ata wea ass, wfss, the loss of presence 

of mind, perplexity, unconsciousness, insensibility. 

fasta, a. sartfa, af wf, ignorant, senseless, foolish, deranged. 

fate, s. aa, Fe, HTT, war, strife, contest. 

fam, s. wig fio oh oifaria, aA caiDl, Btab1, nearly half an 
acre (in land measure. ) 

feats, s. Btfa, tai, fexai, an impediment, a hindrance, injury, 

fear, 
fauigasa, s.’ Ra, aq otf, abusive language. 

fafafa, s. miow, fariw, wieriF, an obstacle, an impediment, an 

obstruction, a hindrance, an offence; with @fa, to offend; 

with @ats, to cause to offend. 

fasata, a. Uy, yw, good, beautiful. 

fasfa, s. a fea BoA, WA, a fan. 

FAK 2g, 
facoifacst, 

fasai, a. fasig ox, 25 CATS, inquired after, sought. 

fapat?, v. fasta watz, to cause to be sought. 

fascaten, s. fasta acaten, the causing to be sought. 

fa54, a. Bibe, Boia, @isa, difficult, intricate, uncurrent. 

fast, s. qe ati coi@ facan, fasfaca foie fai, a caterpillar; the 

act of fanning. 

fasts, s. canta, fini, faaie, sadness, dejection, offence. 

fasib asti,a. caate ast, faefe carey, offended, dispirited, dejected. 

hurt, destruction, murder. 

ad. WX WI, WCAG WelaAs, in scores, very many. 
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fasta, s. cate, facasal, 7H at, deliberation, consideration, enquiry, 

an investigation, a trial. 

fasiaewl, s. Galets, CAIM@ei, an investigator, an arbitrator, a 

judge, a magistrate. 

fasiacaibia, s. FES, SB, a thorough seep a strict 

search or enquiry. 

fastacdia, s. catea ore, aoife wa wif, a place of trial, a tri- 

bunal, a court house. 

fasiafaa, s. caiva faa, cate cortoa fra, a day of trial &c. 
fapiania, s. cald cos, FS, Z5718, an enquiry, an investiga- 

tion, deliberation. 

fas arf, s. wa aifH, the sign Scorpio. 

fasifa, v. fasta aja, facaoai ofa, aH tH, “late wfZ, to seck, to 
enquire, to investigate, to search for. 

fais, v. fasfaca ai f#, to fan. ' 

fafoq, a. Gor, Wwe, Seas wa ofa ees, alal cafe, excellent, 
beautiful, variegated, handsome, spotted. 

fagean, s. see faxar, 
fasfe, s. faa®, of¥ cacaten, utter astonishment, wonder. 

fase, a. fase, taraa, fasta, sfeH caren, surprised, elated, 
overjoyed, discomposed. 

fas, s. fast, 45, oa, af, afézi, seed, frvit, semen virile. 

fawtzfam, , 4. BIS aa, GcsT, BET, fasfeai, mongrel, bastard, 

out of caste, base-born, hybrid. 

 fasfasi?, v. wzefsca fS5fEIF, to itch, to tingle, to feel a crawl- 
ing sensation. 

faauai, a. 74 17, SA TH, without the power of procreation, impotent. 

) Teena, «. ALBA ata wats fefet, the tenth day of Akin or 

Kati, when the image of Doorga is thrown into the river. 

cee, a. CABcalon, for, cEACeSSI, glutinous, viscid, slimy, slip- 

pery; s. viscidity, slime, gluten. 

fast®, v. fas %z, to be slippery or slimy, to exude slime. 

feats, a. af CATCETS, SICH, SIA A As, disproportioned, out 

of order, not according to taste. 

«fase, s. fafa. cas qraten fafaeiaa ox, lightning. 
. fasfadiz, s. afee AG <iz, a species of bamboo, 
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TECH, a. SCGTAN, TTI CHa catcaten, out of measure, dispro- 

portionate, of unequal length. 

facaie, s. cacadt, fetes, qa, a.separation, a disunion. 

facma, a. COIS CAICST SN, SICRE RITA catcaten, afPw, odd or 
uneven, ill matched, mis-mated or without a mate. 

tram, «. afam fecna, fax, aes, argae oat ati, vile; abomina- 
ble, a term used in abusing brahdites; 

fabcata, s s. o@f@q @aAl cata, a kind of black rock salt. 

fasifa, s. fem. of fasfazi, which see. 

faBa,a ate, afar, SHEA, not exact, incorrect, irregular; 

s. inexactness, inequality, irregularity. 

f23, s. <a, Hetfs, wealth, property, substance. 

fFasss, 8. TEE Brisiia wiae Bsa, RF BS, a pair of spectacles. 

faga1, s. fal, otf, faa2ai, vilification; abuse, calumny. 

T{5S, a. GSH ACAI, CS Aa’, CHIH al, careless, unconscious, 

restless, disconcerted. 

fasaa, s. wile wai, fant frat, alms giving, distribution of char- 

ity, a donation, a gift. 

fasa, s.. #ata facaH, in hindoo cosmogony the second of the 

infernal regions. 

fasta, s. Iq BifS Aa, a large species of vulture. 

fags, a. SARS, cal cate, dissatisfied, displeased. 

facstora, a. Weg, Dex, Zq Sta, beautiful, excellent. 

faqrna, a. Orel Atel, faxfe, Bw, empty, stripped of every thing. 

fara, a. BH, Vid CIA, FISH CRN, Zam Ve CUTS, rent, torn &c. 
fanfa, v. sii, atid Cale, RETR 7, to tear, to rend, to lacerate. 

fai, s. fawn, euni facaa, 

fariz, s. caTaia RAAT, a farewell, an adieu, a ceremony of 

departure; with j#, to dismiss, to give leave of absence; 

with 7, to take leave. a 

faziaa, s. wat, foal, the causing to break, lacerate, tear or rend. 

fenifa, v. wife, fora, wea Ufa, Varia, coin, to cause to tear 
&e. causative of fexfa; with qa, to break the heart. 

fais, a. Boia, Bal, WTS ea, known, understood, revealed. 

fainn, so fauna wea Be, an intermediate point of the compass. 

fafa, s. see feat, lightning. 
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fagfasue, s) faafaa sai scare atfs, a flash of lightning. 
ferfaait, v. fayfeat?, faqfa aifa, to lighten, to flash. 
fac, s. *MacwH, a foreign country, another country. 
facafa, s. macafa, ata cafa, a foreigner; a. of another country. 
fan, s. fam, fan oe atfe TA, ATATZ, sta, learning, science, 

knowledge, art, profession. 
faasta®, s. 12) atfe, stea ath, a school, a college, a seminary. 

 «faarras, a. sifss, fon aei aifA qa ete, wise, learned, literary. 
faastfaa, a. faan ate, 521, iguorant, unlearned. 
fawn, s. fatty, fam, afes, farm, ridicule, mimicry, mockery. 
fomfe, a. <H Gifea cyte Bipai wa, rebellious, hostile, malicious. 
facyra, s. fami, cRTe, rebellion, hostility, hatred, spite, 

faa, s.. Sala, 21a, BIN, BIT, BIg, class, kind, sort. 

445i, s YRA SL, |G, Brahma, God as the universal law-giver, 
Providence. 

facfex, ) a. alata sia, sca fax, fafex, various, of different 
fafax, kinds. 

facax, s. faxst, Seqy, fie, Walia, apostasy, heterodoxy, 
fawafi, a Seay, qaibifa, cana ferifas wisai ox, apostate, 
faxfé, ) heretical, deviating from the rules of a sect or caste. 

_«feaia, a. tH oS Age, fazy, naked, bare, unclothed. 
faxat, s, aifa, fafaae wai fefa, a widow; a. without a husband, 

| «faaia, s. fret, ete, ean, fate, BFA, a statute, a law, a decree. 
featarfas, s. arta fafy Sai, a lawyer, a person versed in law. 

| dfafe, s. care, fra, fa, je wifes fu, fees, a law, a pre- 
f cept, an ordinance, a formula ; providence, fate, destiny, luck. 
aaa ad. fafea nca, frafas sce, according to precept or 
fafeacs, law. 

fae, a. «fs caicate, team, sais facaH, ceremonially unclean, 
| polluted, menstruous. : 
| far, s. apf staice zt cdiate wre Wits AH AS area afer, \ a single stringed musical instrument. 

Ee faat... Sighs, fiafs, sical cotetfH, humble entreaty, sup- 
feats, } plication, 
TAG SA, s. SATS Sa, we otf ora ofa cat Secs coretin 

SCHISM, abortion, premature birth. 

on 
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faa, s. sta ail? awwi, faatot, lamentation, wailing. 

faam, ’ a. Bil Sia, BI, ZZ, superior, nice, fine, excellent. 

faafont, | 9 
faanizata, s. TIM yt, Gas asta Yt, ara qaig aie Ges, 

perfect happiness, ecstasy, bliss. 

fanfant, v v. fantaate, Hafan coe eae cnt! eel, to go in 

and out in swarms; (applied mostly to worms and insects. ) 

fans, a. ATA, XH, BSS, perished, destroyed, ruined, lost. 

faai, s. faa, aay afad, caAICeTSIWS, CAITATSINIG, the Indian lute; 

; except, without, beside. 

fzatz, v. Gi Zale aifu, fasiot afa, to lament, to wail. 

faatqra, a. faq ta, fasten, Wiz cATA aAeGyi, faultless, guiltless. 

faaicata, s. Galceta, Sizie cATTRTS, innocence, guililessness, 

fare, ad. Uae, <a a cad fasts, freely, without price. 

faaicatca, 
faath, s. AD, MAH, Voa, ATA, destruction, ruin, utter loss: 

faatns, a. ABSITS, ATA SAIS, Wears, destructive, ruinous. 

faaifu, a. AD SA A AIM, Bars, air fe, wraUIfa, fend ofa, 
perishable, destructible; v. to destroy. 

faaryz, d. fare, Waennfaai, without refuge, litBrotected: 

Faatace, ad. ya cat ecivael Dale AAATA, WSCA, easily, without effort. 

faca, ad. aice, aifacz, Oxfa; except, aside from, without. 

fata, so <taq aoa fafa afae faa, faqe, a species of the tare 

or darnel that grows among grain and resembles it. 

facate,: 2 s. faainy Oa, F fa Fafa . @~vi, wailing, lamentation. 

faq, s. waa, cota ze CBIen ai wiawl, fess, the nasal sign 

(*,) a dot, a point, a very little, a drop, seed, semen. 

fanart, s. Waa cain “fae, fassrits catia, a disease of the uri 

nary organs, gonorrhea. . 

faxtaa, s. see famiaa, fatas TS Fatt B12, 
faza, s. fas, EPS, boring, piercing or perforating anything. 

faaai, s. faa far WE, cStza, any piercing or boring instrument. 

feafaapia, s. fans citoi faa cate, cutting, griping pains. 

faai, s. SAH, BH, cdi, AT esi, Wig via wiscHM USA, a 
hole, an opening, a perforation,. an instrument. for thinning 

out a field of grain. 
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Frere, v. fea! ori?, wot, featca “ta offeal?, to cause to bore, 

to perforate, to pierce, to thin out grain as above. 

faei zai, s. ad wa, G1 Wel, the closing up of an onsing ; ¢ 

_ elosed, stopped up. 

fare, v. wi, fear #, aa atfw cita1?, to bore, to perforate, to sting. 

facgisn, a. feel fam, BOM, featca aa 15 eiTscATEN, perforated, 
thinned out, (as grain;) s. the causing to be thinned. 

faraty, s. amp, afew, faafe, an enemy, an adversary; .a. hostile. 

faoif,, s. Siem, oxiw, Fat, calamity, misfortune, adversity, 
fasin, suffering. 

fexfas, a. cacast, ata aor, fea, ecetei, Tex, opposite, reverse, 
contradictory, delicious, 

faorn, s. orera fafa ofa sistz aster, a second of time. 

farie, s. 82 aastl ubal, teats Woda, cad, ATX1, embarrassment, 

an unexpected result or difficulty. 

fae, ». arqa, a Brahmin. 

fawn, a. cstid wea, aaa, fare, fruitless, barren, useless. 

fawca, ad. fafe carcetaite, wadets, frvitlessly, ineffectually. . 

fataa, s. fasts, DATA, TAA 151, SIFS 9151, a description, a history, 

a detail, an account; a. pale, changed in eolor, blushing. 

fan, a. fase, fasta, fasfe, disconcerted, confused, distracted, 
faain, s. WH 2] Selle SY, a dispute, a quarrel, wrangling, a broil. 

feat, a. weal, fate Gai, quarrelsome, contentious, litigious. 
fate, s. fay, a marriage, a wedding; with {#, to give in marriage; 

with @f¢, to marry. 

faatfes, a. fami acaten, caBet, married, wedded. 
fafax, a. ata Bata, wcaes fax, of different kinds, various, manifold. 

fafa, s. chtafa aries Si CSTe, incoherent talk. 

fefam?,s chines a afams SI ZAPS, to talk incoherently, is 

ia sleep or delirium.) 

faafe, a ; afe cacatan, fA@ots, at one’s wit’s end, without expedient. 

facase@, a. facasai acdiwi, fasta ofa Gis, enquiring, discrim- 
| inating, reflective, thoughtful, considerate. , 

. facasai, s. stra oem fasta Sai, Bicatoal, discrimination, reflection. 

«fess, s. aenhs, «a Bae, fesfs, substance, property, wealths 
power, dignity. 
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fast, a. cacast, fee, SitSz, separate, apart, removed. 

fasg, s. afs facy acaten, fanifa fam, ate ofa aacatuite 
watq cq *fq wei, sudden.or hasty flight or dispersion. 

fasts, s. Sit, GAA, a sub-division, a share, a lot, a part. 

fafssia, s. cA aa, ary eau, wfasia, fornication, adultery &c. 

fafestfa, a. ceanite, ad, #B, lecherous, adulterous, unchaste, lewd- 

fafena, s. aa frora am, alaag Ditas, Bibihon, the famous king 

of Ceylon, brother of Rawon;—mentioned inthe Ramayan. 

fasts, s. Heats, 2283, wealth, power, majesty, glory. 

fasfeata, a. caTqata, pals, QasTaifa, rich, opulent, majestic, &c. 

fasxa, Ss. SHA, AS, AASiE aiff, decoration, ornament, jewels. 

festas, a. fate tf “fam caTs, Silas, decorated, adorned. 

fasx, Ss. SA, afeatfe Se, an error, a mistake, a whim, caprice. 

faqa, a. frata, RAIS, TA TA, sad, downcast, perplexed. 

faqia, s. crasta ae, a self-moving car or chariot of a_god. 

faxwt, a. Tet PSs, Haq caicgie, having the face averted; 

averse, unfavorable. 

fares, a. fasta, USTAS, SS cacaTSl, unconscious, insensible, 

fallen into a swoon or trance. 

facaisa, s. see cHIba, 

“acuie, a. Bie wa catcoiien, faeoi?, faafe, without beginning 

or end, helpless, perplexed, involved in doubt or difficulty. 

fay, 1s: afsaty, 6TH, GAB, atfacaiail, a reflected image, a 

faz, shadow, a babble. 
faninacr, ad. && cacs, very swiftly. 

fafunl, s. o<tne, facasai, fasta, consideration, investigation. 

fax, s. cotenfa feat, Ang @ai, parturition, birth. 

faafa, s. “cee ai faaee Ye MQISA ACAILA, a son’s or daugh- 

ter’s mother in law. 

faani, ) a. Aifaa wea %e cote, af> wd, running, spreading; 
fermi, ; (as ink on paper or a report. ) : 

fant, , v. aifaa ace %, TEM tz, afd Bb, to spread, to run, 

faate, } to be generally known. 

faze, a. cai, farm, ayaf, vain, useless, inefficient. 

faufacant, s. SB coat, stcefa cam, fefh otfent, ane, the after- 

noon, generally reckoned from three o'clock’ P. NM. 
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fanfa ate, s. con atfa atefa aston ate, pulse cleaned from 
the husk by the application of oil before pounding. 

, 8. feate, marriage. 

faxieaa, s. St gute fren ais ciaiz fawn, aleaa, the 
science of grammar; analysis or taking to pieces. 

feaiga, a. wigs, wigd, fea, perturbed, perplexed, troubled, ~ 

| confused, disquieted, excited, distressed. 

| faate, s. win, sai? ore sfazi, a hunter, a fowler. 

| featfe, s. aift, $3 Bie caist, a disease, (applied mostly to 

faimria, cutaneous diseases. 

fame, a. avis, fe wei, pervading, penetrating, amu: ex- 
tending over ‘the whole of a thing. 

D asifer,:r v. Zife, ats te, HBCAIS Bfa, ABferw %e, to diffuse, to 
spread, to pervade. 

fatz, $s. CSS ai faaa RCHICH] AQ AST ACTA, a son ‘'s or dewghy 

ter’s father in law. 

fetedife, a. 4B as HAIR IE GIS AeA cacaten fSfa, barren 
after the first or second child. 

“faa, s. Outs, ta tia, za qarwfia, sim ein caisite aifa eafa 
COTS, AI Gifee cea, a warrior, a champion, a hero; a 

parting of the hair, a coil. 

faasis, , s. cepa, Bafa, BaACalA, disgust, aversion, dissatis- 

tafe, faction. 

| faay, a. Te cei, Biafe 951, ceased, relinquished, having 

» lost desire for. 

| faafs, s s. %51 91 fafafs, loss of desire, cessation. 

fea fom, s. bia aifw quinte wif fam, the act of parting the 
| hair or of making a way through a crowd of peuple. 

-feaea, s. CI@ Z%l, a coil, (as of a serpent. ) 

faaa, a. fasta, waraa, cote, alone, private, apart. 

featfa, s. crafa, a cat. 

faan, a. corcetei, fan, fazaa, insipid, nauseous, dry, pale. 

fat, s. cacat, Vtea, bereavement, loneliness, separation, ab- 

sence, (especially of lovers, as used in amatory songs. ) 

“faafers, s. waifm acre acta fora, farfaue tee 7% Us, a woman 

M separated from her husband or lover. 

4 ; 
A 

: 
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faa, s. ofag faa a eta, wta of¥eu cia ata athe, otfas 
UIs] BS «ufae, a single betel leaf. 

faaina, s. ofad wine wal cowl, a species of acid fruit. 

fezisfeni,: a. C21, CECBIS, curved, bent, crooked. 

fafa, s. sinfa, waeta facay, a neck ornament. 

fafaw, s. «fae ob, a species of tree. 

fafemi, s. fafan, afee conte faa, waste aife ecatat, a 
species of grass, oozing, percolating, dropping. 

fafafa, v. sate utfx @atz, to ooze, to percolate, to drop. 
fafan, s. cau aif"a acainn Tixtfe, aia aifeul Stes, a coil 

ef some soft substance used as a support for the round 

bottom of earthern vessel; a splint of bamboo used for car- 

rying burdens on the shoulder. 

fafextasi, s. ata aifma cra oi, fae aa, the act of ceil 
faert, a. SSri, aise, deformed, ill shapen, uncomely. 

facai¢, s. apste, wfas, wfya, disagreement, dissension, quarrel, 

hostility, animosity, opposition. | 

fasts, s. see fab, Aqi@y, 

fafeata, s. Git aa aia aig @ai atfa, a low class of artisans. 

in metals. 

faa, s. aH w2it dat aan w aifa, Acataa Seciee a lake, a pond. 

faant, a. fans, fees, cacaer, not’in contact, separate, parted. 

faacaisn, s. fanceaten, fatete wai, BlStats, the act of separating. 

feafanta, s. fase fas ui, afa, one who allots, or. ‘distributes. 

fans, , s. cafa, tafe, aaa, delay, procrastination, a putting off. 

Taay, 

fad, v. Sib fe, atzeifs fa, afte, yaa, feta, to apportion, to 
distribute; s. a portion, ‘fate; convisions 

fais, s. B.as ste siesfes wif stata catea awa, cathe 

cate we te ACTS Fay <a, any foreign country, mostly 

applied to England, Europe and America. 

fantfs, a. Faaiy HAS RIS A As, Rams wile cA, Rrciga &c. 
faatfs SUA, s. afed wafan wita, the potatoe, (solanum tuberosum. ) 

Tanto, s. faafa, Omi aalz oat, a wailing, a lamentation. 

Yaa S. 4H canta, Perel, Tz, enjoyment, sport, pastime, wan- 

faaiz,) tonness. 
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faatfe cacem, si feats cana afae caceal, the tomato. 

fata, . faat®, qt, fasifs, ill condition, destitution, want. 

facoia, s. faat® fam, the act of distributing. 
fad, s. cuba wy, wf, dung, excrements, ordure, anything worthless. 

fra, s. feeaq 4G ala, AtTatza, Vishnoo, the second person in the 

hindoo triad in the character of a preserver. 
fear,» s. st#1, AAw@ifs facaa, the Ganges, so called from nists 

sprung from Vishnoo’s foot; the sun’s entrance into the 

signs ‘Taurus, leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius, 

«fan, s. we sifea comm, fora fac, fae, pain, venom, poison. 
fan®, s.. om, a.ntfae At, 1, Brea, Sy, wealth, worldly or 

sensual pleasure, a subject, an affair, a matter. 

, fantcatst, s. Hvatfae Ye cSeist, the enjoyment of worldly pleasure. 

fara, a. AT CATCETSM, Cam, TH, bad, unwholesome, burtful, unlike. 
faam, s. fant ei, ate aft cern ce, the holding an office. 

a collector of revenue, a mouzadar. 

«fence, ad. Getics, @taca, ee, concerning, respecting. 

| «feast, s. FF fay, (2) carpe, the character (:). 

- fant, v. feat, cama ofa, faa UP, to ache, to pain. 
faniw, s. ceBta, Cats, BAcHH, sadness, dejection, distress. 

fama, a. fan em, za facaca, poisonous, venomous. 

famfa, a. facn wai, fanz, poisoned. 

fafas, a. Bex, za BIH, AB, fas, excellent, eminent, superior. 

faye, s. faa afte area, axa@ifs facHH, the equinox or the inter- 

3: section of the equator and the ecliptic. 

feqa caen, s. forfafea aes cast, the equinoctial line. 
facan, s. con, fea, a ae fax, Fox, a distinction, a difference, a 

peculiarity; @. peculiar, particular, excellent. 

} =—s ad. STARS, BIS Byars, coA?S, expecially, particularly 
facaaztad. 4st, 21Bay, truly, in reality. 

facaaa, s. 9 ZIG He, Torte, a distinction, an epithet, a pre- 
dicate, an adjective, a qualifying word or sentence. 

facaren, a. facarten, facH eal, aching, paining. 

(faaa, a. Deas, Tas, BAX, abundant, ample, much, many. 

- Feate, S. @8H, TBA, AGH, extension, width, breadth, < epeaking 

out, a making public, spreading abroad. 
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faaifa, v. zantt, cafH, ctaart ofa, to enlarge, to spread abroad. 

faa, s. wibfas, Tad, surprise, astonishment, wonder. 

fanaa, s. TEaa, GA, BT, forgetfulness, oblivion. 

faaia, s. fafa, ACSTIS1, cate, rest, repose, relaxation. 

faxtqaia, s. facaten faa, afaata, cHeaia, the day of rest, Sunday. 

faa, s. BXS, BRIS, AA, AST, the world, the universe, every- 

thing; a. all, universal, entire. 

faxaxt, s. fageax, castle wzfaee, a fabulous architect of the gods, 
fauate, s. faaqae aig, lit. lord of the universe, an epithet of Hiwo. 

faain, a. GAISIR CATcCRTS, corasfaai, insipid, without flavor. 

familia, s. Wer Well, WATS, sissy, faith, trust, confidence, belief. 

faninais,, a. Sfestfa, aAaeif, treacherous, betraying confi- 

faatnatws, dence; s. a traitor, treachery, breach of faith. 

faaifa, a. fanaa coins, ARID Fai, Fer, AAiw, faithful, 

trustworthy, houest. 

fas, s. fan, alam, Ai ATAS 7 “Tae, poison, venom, 

fazatl, a. safe fas, Sissi, very bitter, distasteful. 

faza, a. AiBfenl, wuts, fafea, destitute, bereft. 

Faaceicatal, s. aa facaca we «fax, a boil, a carbuncle, a tumor, 

faaciz, s. «fae fants <1&, a species of bamboo, 

faaqai,s. wfaq qafaml ab asia atiD, a species of tree and its nut, 

faanafa, s. “fad qafaal Waa Hi, a species of fern. 

fax, s. ofa a olfas cnta aan, woratea Ws SAT few, a 
score; the act of passing a sentence or of imposing a fine. 

faet?, v. omifas fax fa, Sel zaQate Zai%, to poison the water 

for the purpose of catching fish; to enlarge, to expatiate. 

fasta, s. ASS, Asn, the dawn, the early morning. 

fazica, ad. ASF, ABicy, cHlASICA, at dawn, early. 

fasta, s. faacsint, centfa, cata, <e Bian, cafa, play, sport, 

pastime, recreation. 

fafa, v. GDAaeCe 3 Wis fH, to decide according to law, to fine, 

to pass sentence upon. 

fafes, a. fos, afaa asl, fit, proper, legitimate, right. 

fafea, a. see faa, AtZieA catm, 
faa, s. 3S, Sf Wis Wa Wag Walia, H&, an Assamese festival 

of which there are three each year, the Bihoo. 
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 «fzesr, a. faez aufad, sate fax, relating to the Bihoo. 

faczisn, s. fan aiwy fae faa, Set Tate ASIA Gai, the poison- 

ing a étream or pond for catching fish. 

ZG, 5. a faw?, wa, TWIST: ald al the anne the bosom; 

. . the mind. 

ZSa', a. “ag oifaxia, Tatace@, breast-deep, up to the : 

TE coe, s. GIA a1 ote aiceta cota afew, a kind of jackets 

 «*aafa, s. Te core zeq wiota, eas fora TFT -ATS, the breast 

piece of a native jacket, a breastplate. " 

Za; s. sta, BB, fasta, 3, understanding, apprebension, an acy 

zea, a. Baz, Urea, {5 wiz al, WTA CAPM, come to 

zufac, } years of understanding, intelligent, grown. 

z rufa, s. @a| aya, fABPA, information, instruction, PUR ty 

ZH CHSM. a. SCHTM, SA, having knowledge of a matter, known, 

25 G, s. SB, zieitzs, Safes, definite iuformation, full knowledge. 

q asfesta, s . @e caren, coren feat, faczpal, investigation, enquiry- 

ZH, a. S CHTM, Ba, WITS carer, known, understood. 

Zale, v. care fa, sta fart, to explain, to point out, to show. 

zstefe, s. Bate Bia, BB facd fags, a mutual anderstanding. 

ay, v. ae ofa, wife, feczsai afz, to know, to understand, to © 
infer, to suppose, to imagine. 

afeathe, ad, tH AS afa, st? fsa, ataxtca, understandingly, 

 tferqfa, J warily. 

Zeal, s. sta fam, BATS, faye, the act Rae rch 3 Wo. 

,% Bietes fem Dig A, figures of Sab Fuaterda: cloth. 
fez, s. sate Zi YBie site we ee, embroidery ; a. embroidered. 
a. Bt, ae Ux ceicetai care, blunt, short, worn short. 

s. ae Tz, ree q Ay Basia, the planet Mercury, a sage 

of the Budhist’ sect; the ninth incarnation of Vishnoo. 

aeatq, s. sxe ate, Wednesday. 

| aie, s. sta, cait, ba, Bord, understanding, geuius, Judgment, 

sagacity, contrivance, means. 

«Sfers, ) a. cfs Sa, ah, cw, inane, ‘ibe Sagacious, 
| afer, Netra 2 “inventive. 7 * 

53 
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aaarz, v. Boer ser Seta Gist Baas, to speak indistinctly 

: or in a low voice, to divulge imperfectly. 

4Z-21al, 8. ATS Pal cas WAATS CBIBMIGS @q1, the talking 

over a vague report secretly. : 

Zq, s. CHUATA, GA, HifAT SAS CAICAIS, immersion, baptism, a 

; submerging, dipping, plunging, diving. 

aa, s. <8 Stine Bitq saiAq SfSaiH, a history, a record, 

a faa, s. Aras G4 feal, catcatal Tai, 91 CaTSn, the act of 

4q Wa), dipping, plunging or baptizing; a. immersed &c. 

aa faat®, v- za Taiz, cHitatal Taiz, to dip, to immerse, to 

plunge, to baptize. 

Za, a. fas oa caren, fax, aanal, tas, submerged ; aged, 

mature, ripe; s. an al man; a. old. 

zai wife, s. fearyia, ait miyfa, the thumb. 

Aare, v. oifrs wa fare, ¥zfaatz, to submerge, to overflow, to dip. 

Tai cwiai®, s. Boy ze fea Ga vixfania ATT 4HAT v7, the 
prime minister of the Assam kings. 

aaiqe, a, Fala qaa fafa Yat cats, having an old look. 

aa, &. zafaa fofa, “AIG Bal, afa, Sa ts, an old woman, five 

gundas or twenty cowries; v. to submerge, to overflow; a. old, 

afa ore, ) s. fora afe, atzi afe, afe focatsta Acqi¥a, a grand- 
“fare, mother, a term used in addressing an old woman. 

“fags, s. U4 fai, aq 1a, the act of diving or submerging. 

afanl?, v. ta aifz, to dive. ; 

ZSUT, a ATAS OA fata, Eqrasai, submerged, overflowed, 

immersed; 8. the act of immersing &c. 

zeta cua, s. Bima Yafa catg, old thatch of a former roof, 

qain, s. yet Bfaten cea, vifaa Gas otal Bs aA SD, froth, 
foam; with @:f& to froth, to foam at the mouth. 

2a fan, a. BOE DT aq =p Bul, bubbling, covered. with bubbles. 

aaa, \ Ss. CUI, TAT AS, walk, gait, pace. 

aata, i 
<afa singe, s. fesg 585 zm oiata abe ofa fem sicts, a 

rug or Carpet spread on a path for a king. 

zara aa, s. Bb uae vial fac) MQtA CHTS AS Uz, a small 
<aia bai, § house or covered pathway connecting two hcuses, 
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«TH, a CATH Bi, Gal, GA, trodden, walked, passed over. 
gat, vcore ait, part, tre aie ETF, cata oF cute att 

TR, to cause to move or pass, to make passes over the body 

i the hand. 

 Sfa, v. te, cats sif¥, to speak, to move. 
 afaal, a. cata fant, can acai, colored, dyed. 
TASH, s. SCHR, TS BSE, the act of moving or passing from 

one place to another, making passes with the hand, touch 

ing the keys or strings of a musica] instrument. 

a3, s. faes ra suis aiem «dal size a salrifaa a 
fa @ivicaca ASI BH Ua facaa, a place for the ceremony 
of bathing the bride and bridegroom at marriage. 

tu, a. faaifesffan wai, married, wedded. 

caecztui, a. faatfeu, fear acaren fecatsi, fem. of the above. 

C48, s Ba, Bis ay vifaqia, FF HTS Al cHIA, a measure of 

distance equal to 12 feet. 

Clea, s. FSSs car Cait, AAA Bla ASR ofy, ss atiie 
caren) whan Tis, Fe ats crate fa sifanta, sifa ate, 
a tumor in the groin, a bubo; a wedge toa plough; a rod 

in a native loom; a measure of above four cubits or the 

+ length of the two arms extended. 

tesa, «. aaheat, turned aside from a direct course. 

b, (2a, } a. CHla AICRIM, Bla eel, Shaw, crooked, curved, 

‘ bent. | 

carafe, a. CSyal coyfa, cacaial cagfa, having sev- 

4 eral curves or bends. : 

«BTM, a. coma qowtca, wry-faced. 

«3, s. cant? aifs aie cs, ae wea an facas, cane, rattan, 

| c&ufa, 2. aqete c€B stm 1%, a cane brake or thicket. 

n C4 cu, 8. Bid caal, qara CUTS, Yat cla, an opening, yawning. 

| Ges, s. we, fafes, Gata, expressed, made known. 

 ABASIF, v. CVAcSalt®, Bas Seti 7, to prate, to talk much. 

 caceticacate, a. qa tad) fast ea), astringent, bitter. 

CaF, s. fre ais, #2, cHIS, velocity, speed, swiftness, force. 

| «ANS, 8. FO STS Te Syl fate CHAE CHIN, Ud BZA 
sifaqta, a span, nine inches. 
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casifem, a. cate ofeataz, a begot or span in breadth, brief. 

CANT SCA, ad. fata, wate, sotface, quickly, speedily. 

cantcs, } 2: 
C44 <ai, 8s. wale cots, faa Bai, the doing or moving rapidly 

impetuosity, eagerness. 

CANIS, ) @ Capa, wAcatsa, swift; active, impetuous. 

catata, § 
CaN12, ad. ta afa, Pace, cancs, quickly, rapidly. 

Cattcaft, a. matafa, weacetai, quick, rapid. 

Cafst, a. C4oNCe, CAATT, WA, CSA, swift, rapid, impetuous. 

CL, S. Sata, CSS, a frog. 

CLF, s. COR frum? fr cure sei, ofe rice faz csticatert wife 
fara CATS, NIB afae, striding, standing on tiptoe, a species 

of fish; with cafe, to stride, to stand on tiptoe. 

aca, s. se aif"a azarae ots wtae gfam aat, the two hind- 
most claws of beasts that part the hoof. 

CacHal, s. fae wise, a brinjal, the eggplant. 

CacHaafaa, a. CacHA CafAa, SHA F4aa, purple. 
(25,8. Stato, FAT, Ze, ceceta, BA, Vea, tA, ey) price, hire, 

rent, wages, a reward; a. good excellent; es well done! 

sometimes used in derision. 

C45 cata, s. Bin aia ea cats, a hireling, one who serves for 

‘wages; a. hireling, mercenary. 

capi, s. fame wai, fai, a sale; a. sold. 

Cast, v. faat®, to cause to be sold. 

casi feai, s. wa faw?, sale and purchase. 

cafe, v. fame afa, fafe, zai, wife, to sell; a. excessive, more. 

Ch, 8. Seley Bins carl cas, pefam =i facaH, a kind of 

rheum or skin disease. 

cacoterté; s. Cab Catton al cate atqe, working for wages. 

(25, s. Tan, fofeuse, Sux Gal, a doctor of medicine, a physician. 

CEBE5, s. afax agtsi faq BS, a species of wild kosu. 

CRASS, s. aeta Tans, casa fanm facna, a head medical officer 

) of the Assam king’s. | 

C45CZG BCA, ad. ceceata Wea, Za TSI7S, with a smarting, bit- 

ing sensation, acrimoniously. 
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— ewpcafert, a. COIS STA AS, CATHAL AN, CAMAK Br xa, sharp, 
A corrosive, smarting, acrimonious, ~ 

Ceuta, s. feqats, BacetA, cal coi, disphonenrns with ast, 
out of humor, displeased. ee 

caatft, a. casa nafeu, Safa, teas ais facaa, iy to med- 
,, ‘deal science., ., | 

cxatfa, offal, s. Sat Ta wife otf, a medical treatise. 

cafe, a. awivia fam cm forse Aa, a needle for sewing. — 
cafafa, s. cama fecaisi, waa Gal fefa, a female physician, a midwife. 

CACHA1, a CABCASH, Is, BA cesta Atl, sharp, ine cut- 
ting, pungent, irritating. 

cacmatcacafa, s. CBB) CBLBIA, CULPA CRRA, crossness, snap- 
pishness, tartness. 

ats, s s, Wits, GIs cra fafa, a a servant or slave, a handmaid, 

Bs. =H silea sifea poife, tae gm fam, wate yas 
aoa) com, the calyx of a flower, the metal head of a cane, 

ZPaI, s s. cap 2%}, having the above calyx or metal head. 

amr, Ss BS Safa iit, 24 Vso HR, quiFss, an-evil spirit; 

veh (aterm of abuse.) 

ah s. afed zafanl a1z, a species of wild bamboo, 

Cacti, s CoA Cra) ea, a braided rattan hoop for expressing oil. 

CAcefacsiczrel, s. ace Beics ta te eal, WIdA anal Sei, repeat- 
’ ing again and again, 

| cactfaafeni, a. eatafen, ate afent,. OCS weirs afer tei, 
b, firm, unyielding, like the cacufa, which see. 

| (4tiys. WaT, cocas, Bifss, love, affection. 

| a Ati, @ Cyt AN, TAT As, zz, dear, beloved, esteemed. 

s. fay ouia pifa wa aif Ig, the generic appellation of 

the hindoo sacred writings, a Veda; science, 

CUA, 8. fax, frizt, m2, pain, distress, bodily suffering. 

Caarin, s. afa faca, an epithet of the sage Byah, which see. 

CHiF, s. wisqa silA Cara 52 By, a supplementary portion of 

the Vedas treating of the sciences. 

(AHIBIA, S. CRS WIAA, the practice enjoined by, the Vedas. 

(ZHi%, Ss. OG WBA Ag, cewa Hla aia fet, Mat. the scope or 
ad substance of the Vedas, a treatise on the above. 
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camifas, s. camisa ATS, a follower of the Vedas. 

caff, s. Sw Uifea cof, an altar, a mound, a platform. 

Cana, s. cea, ahaa, fear fee, trade, traffic, commerce. 

, casita, } Ss. (ACeoH, caiatia, ate, a trader. 

CACASS, 

C4aja, s. TS Bifea cacyafa, the bleating or lowing of animals. 

caatz, v. te sifwa caca afa, cacyfaat®, to bellow, to bleat. 

Cag, Ss. corte, TS cataiai, WHA, the act of bellowing, the 

loss of self possession. 

cacafaai7, a. Styaty, UTA, WItig, contrary to right or cus- 

tom, discordant. 

Casha, s. BAe SiN ace cag wai, BAA wAiF xa, per- 
plexity, embarassment, as by the pressure of work or business. 

cacafa, a. faxafa, raats, CHD CHIP CATS, mixed, scattered about. 

Cau, a. SEI, aids, wey, @, faas, bad, evil, inferior. 

C4, s. Aa, UZ Gis Wizaa, cle, HF AIST GiIcereia, a parti- 

tion or side of a house, girth or circumference, as much 

as can be compassed by the arms. 

C4apl, s. stabi, aq way fam titm sa a zg, the board 
or bamboo on which an upright partition rests. 

etal, a. CMa fam, cm fsace aM Sifee Sas fea! Gea facHa, en- 
closed, surrounded; s. a meial tripod. 

C2atz, v. cRale, caq fwat¥, to surround or enclose. 

cara, s. cate faaia, wage aire ates, cae ff, coed ft, vifas 
Sita SistfS, an iron chain, a ferule or flat ring around 

the handle of an instrument; v. to surround, to enclose. 

Kata <i, a. CAaiz Ca, Wiafaxai, surrounded, encircled &c. 

cafan, a. aefea te se WIS, irregular, one sided, applied to teeth. 

CACqiS, a. CHA tea, Sta faa, enclosed, surrounded &c. 

CAA ABCA, a. “Ait fe auf tare aca, cocefam, soft, 
cata aa, yielding like mud. 

C4El, 8. C2al, BifZ Qfa cats! Tx, a support for a metal plate. 

C44, s. Bea, afee td ai Sta Fd, the baal or wood-apple ( Argle 

Marmelos. ) ‘ | | 

CAACAATS, v. Waals wei ta, comcpals, CERTATS, to talk nonsense. 
CAmCafadl, a CAACTATE UBi, concofaai, foolish, nonsensical. 
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«aa, 8. caf, viz, Gicata crefanta fe cet cna oer ute 
: q1ga AIF, fasfas ata, time, the time of day, a kind 

: of silver or golden vessel, a particular time, 

 @afa, s. AST, ATF, Be, za, the sun, time, a time, a tarn. 

cafe atta, s. cocoa aife facam, aafam eta «fee, a kind of brass 
platter. 

| fama, s. tees gusta gto aft quia ace act ote ta oy 
Bal BA ofa, the sunflower. 

cafaaoifs, ad, %t 2a, Wa Wea, every time, repeatedly, 

cafaacz fa, i time and again. 

cacast, a. fetae, site, faast, separate, apart, distant, 

CAcanfor, a. cACATH Ue, CVE SAT FT CATS AHA, distant; 
applied also to remote relationship. 

Catt, v. carat ofa, feetat®, sitwat®, to separate, to remove. 

cacacat, ad. cacasite, wiuta, race, separately, apart, singly, 

cacactel, s. fancetren, fefete sai, the act of separating or 
removing; @. separated, removed, 

CAami®, s.. Big wis, fefy, a profession, a trade, an occupation. 

Caza, s. fare, faeta, a rule, a statute, an established usage or custom: 
C421, s. Gibaa, fafy, custom, usage, practice,sintercourse, con- 

duct, general behaviour. 

C2H, 8. SHA, SIS, Sw, dress, garb; with 4, to assume a- guise: 

(AACA, a, SIS 44, SH SH, disguised; s. a disguise. 

Can, s. ae, ainfe, falsstfe CATS, a harlot, a prostitute, a cour-- 

tezan, a. adulterous, corrupt. 

 « GRATITRA, s. CAAT] RAM, prostitution, whoredom, aduhery, 
CAATIA®, s. AD Ata, a house of ill fame, a brothel. 
caarifa, a. CoAT] Bing cota ae %a1, whorish, unchaste, adulterous, 

lewd; s. an adulterer or adulteress, a whoremonger. 
CAR, s. Carita, athe, casi fea, trade, commerce. 

Cate, s. can ofa, cals fafa, to traffic, to trade. 

«RI, s. HA, TS, AAP, things, goods, an article, 

cafe, s. com BIR cOcefaa eal Ga BSA, a small oil ladles 

(ARs. THe AAS 1S Ow fara, Fela Fel CHATS HH;-a phalanx, 
a line of soldiers drawn up in battle array. 
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CARS, s. CACIMSS, CAPA, Yew, a trader, a merchant. 

Cacanl, s. tas acute Ga facHa, a violin; fiddle. 

CACATM, 8. CL51 FSA, CARI SAI, merchandise, trade, buying and selling. 

td, v. | Sfem?, cate xfe, a atin fifo, za ofa, aivia if 
wife fasta afe, to bear, to flow, to sow, to work or serve, 

to weave, to braid. 

tS, sae, fax q “ix, the hindoo paradise of Krishnoo. 

Ta4tia, s. see Alzatta, 

tae, s. ats cazi, an evil quality; @. worthless, pernicious. 

%asq, a. 81H cats, working in the yoke; s. a working ox. 

Wa51, s. Atlee Ay Wai cate, rh aid, a ieee a ico 

-a time, a turn. 

Wasata, s. faye Hie Ay AS Cae, the hindoo Styx or river of hell. 

tam, s. see C&G, Tay, a physician. | a 

tine, a cama Hafea, Vedantic, pertaining to the Vedas. 

ta7BT, s. afd tz way faa, xfa facna, a gem, the onyx - stone. 

Waals, s. Braaseq farqae, a younger sister’s husband. 

waa, ss He, wha, farraty, an enemy, a foe, an adversary, hostility. 

laes, s. freq GES facnA, a votary, a worshiper of Vishnoo. 

2H, Ss faya,tafea GIG, the third hindoo caste, the trading and 

agricultural class. 1Ot 

ATS, s.. SIP Wie carsig cad, weaving; pay for weaving. 

CATS, s.. PA CIS, fad, Tq Sa; cH, Saag wit fasta wai, 
flowing, sowing, ploughing, carrying, weaving, braiding, 

playing on an instrument. 

CASS, v. Aare fF, Is wars, ward, ecHTSs,” causative of Zz, 

imifa, s. Wee sicqeq tafaas, a daughter in law; a younger 

brother’s wife. 

Catefa, ss. caiCaTH1, a small bag worn under the arm. 

CISA BMS, a | CATS CaCATSN, “STATA fan, unpleasant 
to the taste. 

CAMA, v. FAH Ce VS 7H Sai Ta, cna, to ieow 

to mutter, to speak indistinctly. 

Cael s. carafan wii, fe, mud, mire, clay. 

caiet fim, s. afta ea vaite catal Sai, cae THA, the wloas 
ing of wet land for the transplanting of rice. 
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carats, s. fads of fan creeita otf cate, a pack or 
sf - burden carried on the back. 

‘ cain cata, s. Passe gia CATS’, carrying on. the back. 

CSI, s. qzs % Sa cbiceial Sif@, a load, a burden. 

aia, s.  aicaca yia CAIs, {UPA cata, the act of gathering or 
Ke picking up; a. gathered, picked up. 

 « IMCATR, 8. ANT) CAIATANS US, CAI SH Al, taciturnity, reserve. 

| ceincatfaa,, a. ATS CAICAIM, HAS cQrqi, taciturn, reserved. 

CaS, ihe 
«it, s. TA, TH, BNA, knowledge, intellect, understanding, an 

opinion, an idea, an inference. 

| cinerea, a. afaa ai, tf crite, comprehensible. 

7 cmH, s. TS cara, a male cat. 

CATCHTSA, a. 66, AZEl, Fal, short, stinted, dwarfed. 7 

Catril, 8. nz) wifes TACMCA WS WIG, affectionate address of a boy. 

CRiot®, s. fare, Wieicws, ACS TAMA AT, HIS. WA AV, 
3 father, familiar address of a child; an exclamation of surprise. 

| cate wat, s. feta foryime, ancestors, progenitors. 
«tiers, s. AAS TAT Wiwcaca TS AIS, a respectful address of 

% the sons of the nobility. | 

ata, a. aifez catual, Sates, dumb, epeechlens, | 

 earcaiat, a. faafete céter caret, WAN! ZHI, BW VP Te Bazi, 
_ cicatet, ) pimpled, blotched, pitted. 

AMARA, » a. WAW BIBW catcztal cate, waaway, cov- 
| cxicatarcaicata, § ered with pimples or blotches. 
ta, afiz. TEMA TFA rane 4¥, a plural termination. 

«CATS, a. COICHTA Icvita cuter, Barete aca THe Boi, cosa, 
Bu coxa, pimpled, pitted, blotched. 

| GICATSICAICATS, a. CUTS HIE CBIATA RCA CUTS, covered with risings 
, or excrescences on the surface of the body. 

| ta, s. AAA, ISA, SAI, WB, a color, speech, a saying, an utterance. 

a cata fami, s. TAA ACH ZT am, caicaten, the act of coloring &c. 

CATAL, s. otf Hefa, Get aia, abuse, speech, conversa- 

cate, a. cate, afex wie, said, spoken; s. a species of tree. 

; CAS, v. Zea aay, fefe Zz, to dye, to color, to do im excess. 

54 
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CACTI, a. TAA ACHTS, Aqa ASS, 221, colored , dyed, increased. 

Ci, s. watqea tufaae, SIA caleq leq AtyIea, an elder 
brother’s wife. 

cata", Ss. @D Biiwe Hs cla stfa Z| Zi, the sheath or outer 

can, 
Gd, s. ACG ATA, AtPas, a Budhist. 
Caintora, s. @¢qq BSAA, iq 15, Budhism. 

aye, s. see 42, wasted &c. 

Ue, a. ASA, Bal, caes, falws, made known, revealed, manifest. 

afeey, s. waa aifea, fanfas as, fafeeu, imversion, contra- 

riety, deviation, variation. 

@wieaa, s. see feqieqa, AH AIS. 
artfe, s. see faaify,a disease &c. 

ain, s. fa fama, crea viettier cotet, Byah, the name of a cele- 

brated sage the reputed compiler of the Vedas and Purans 

covering of the sprout of a Ausu plant or of a palm. 

and author of the Mahabbarat; the diameter of a circle, width. 

qu, s. xdata sifas sins vai can, fanian aife fewa faa 
aia, Tea, the district about Agra and Mathura, the scene 

of Krishnoo’s sports. 

Zuate, s. f#eq OS AN, an epithet of Krishnoo. 

ZECUIRA, 
45, S. 2S, Vaan, nag faacqca SA) ACTA, a vow, a voluntary 

penance; any supposed meritorious act of devotion. 

aH, 8 WAT taa, faciatg stg, Brahm, the divine source and 

* essence of the universe, or the Deity divested of quality, ac- 

tion and attribute; when in action he is masculine, 

and is termed Brahma, which see. 

2HEY, s. CHS AA sca B12, fei facHs, a sacred spring, 
said in the shasters to be the source of the Brahmaputra. 

LAMIA, S-- AS BIB cid Sal Bia, the belief that the soul is 

identical with the Creator, the knowledge of the all per- 

vading Brahm; a supposed attainment of knowledge which 

causes all distinctions to cease and all things to be alike. 

CHATITA, a. aaa ITT tal, Syqase Bitatei, having the knowledge 

of the soul as one with Brahm &c. 

Sabie, «. «fax HauifH, an ascetic, a religious student, 
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wafer, ) s. Gers, TaHTy, the mundane egg of the hindoo shasters ; 

 wafey, ) the universe. 

CHYF, s. TH SII AT! Scat Aq ta, Tata YZ, the Brahmaputra, 
ZHrasia, s. AB <i yaa festa, a just decision, strict investigation. 
ZHI, Ss. CH SIA, TAT Sta, the crown of the head. 

TACAS, 8. ZH AS! “St, uf facna, the heaven of Brahma. 

aafy fe, $. FART, ars, the universe, the world. 

ZHl, s. HBA az, faxsi, Brahma, the first of the hindeo triad or 

= Rratin in action, the Creator. 

ove s. zaz fez, at%, fea, Brahma’s mundane egg, the universe, 

. . a, ami, a Brahmin. 

Fare: s. =tyfa, aIqAat fa, fem. of the above. 

feats, s s. 9b, Us, fafaet, a tree, a shrub, a plant. 

feuis, s. feaaa, Bieta, a cate seh, aia, a history, a nar- 
ration, a relation. 

ffs, s. faf¥, faleora Batt, ory Bre, a livelihood, a profession, 
an occupation, business. 

fax, s. EX, Baa, aged. 
| fexata, s. qaeie, faq saa, the period of old age. 

| fare, &. avi, wea 2x CHTeM, increase, growth, enlargement, extension. 

. fam, a . FE UAH, Gas, a thousand millions, many. 

! fami, ». feuz apa fecats, vats, the Basil plant, considered 

| sacred by the hindoos. 

 femiza, s. foe fare aie, fsef facaa, the name of the place 
where Krishnoo sported with the milkmaids. 

j fafs, s. Saya, rain; with wifa, or #fa, to rain. 

1a, s. SIA, yfea <ifs, a bull, the sign Taurus. 

FERB, a. TES, CHL, ASG, immense, large, great, important. 

; faamifs, s. AST Je, Cra Ws, the planet Jupiter. 

faawifucta, s. Mey Wa, Ts za, Thursday. 

fee, a. Bake, fas, Wotan, fane, useless, futile, in vain. 

S 

S, Bla, this letter is the aspirate of z, and is pronounced like bh - 

in cob-house. 

«SF, s. GIA, Ua, AAAZ, fear, apprehension, alarm, terror. 

 «~Srofen, a. Gena, Fam, cxPS Sell AEA, outspoken, frank. 
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SH, s. OM, WD, SH, symmetry, form, appearance. 

San, a. cesi, cba, ceyai, crooked, bent, curved, distorteil 

Sais, a . fart fam, faras, Vis ueoi, adulterated, alloyed. 

waa, a. Sata aygfea, relating to a storehouse or granary. 

Sai, s. Bisal Sai, fasi NS, the act of deceiving, cheating &c. 

wala, $s. Ma “ta Siif# colts Wa, a storehouse, granary, treasury. 

Safa, s. Sama wile as cictigi a1 Sie Sle CHI Ga, a store 
keeper, a treasurer, one in charge of a godown. 

SSE, 5. SH, HIS, WAS, FAQ Maile Bais, acgixa faecaa, 
a worshiper, a person devoted to the duties of religion; 

a term of familiar address among equals. 

SEsifa, s. BSA Big, devotedness, or the pretence of it. 

wars, s. see uw. 
Safpeal, a. Sey a Be Ayas, relating to worship &c. 

SHSS VA, ad. CALS BCA, BTA StH ( Aoi a ASI, ) exceedingly, 

very; applied to things white, bright, or glittering. 

ESSE, s COX CORTE, gz wBifwa catafa, a burning or smarting. 

SEVIS, v. THA Ts, KSCSIF, CORIOFIS, BAST, to glitter, to 
glisten, to smart (as a burn;) to throb. 

wasferi, « Wa, xan, faa, fava, simple, frank, guileless, un- 

defiled, clean, pure, shining. 

SIA MIT, s. ATMA CAA AIG, cocwal, SEA sei, a harsh, 
rough, anaes tone or language. 

TET, Ss. Qe Abe CaTSIfe, the young of Borgola fish. 

SSaicrit, J 
Sie, s. wats, SHG, Wal, Ciz1, attachment, derotedness to God, 

homage, veneration, worship. 

Sfeuita, ad. Sats Sica. Al Se, SIMCACS, TICAICS, reverent 

devoutly, with confidenee. 

Szy, a. ~ATS cats, atiwy, cats, fit to be eaten, eatable, edible. 

Suya, s. CATS, Corsa, a meal, a repast, the act of eating. 

Gia, s. UA, ESS, AS, Ain Fagid, coicm wieiny wala vai, 
expense, expenditure, political revolution, a removal, a retreat. 

wifanta, a. otfa- cate, Stoins Sitetta B12 Gai, fugitive, emi- 
grant, fleeing from place to place. 

Stars, s. auf, afl, otats, a goddess, Durga, Parboti. 
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7 esa, s. Baa, God... » 

Sst, as. CHIE cath caret, ST caren, u~tzb caren, broken, expended. 
eer) e. Sist ofa, ate, MH =fZ, to divide, to apportion, 

" wfsratz, J to distribute. 

Ad Sition, a. coltarpufa, Isai, Sif, broken to pieces; s. broken 

pieces, a break, a rent. 

, ofafa, s. zae Zz Sfaas, a sister, whether older or younger. 

feta, a. Bist afea, relating to a portion. 

ofiata, s. otfet, wafa, Fate, a sharer, a partner. 

 ofsraet, s. ana fafa asta fe, a king celebrated in hindoo 

| mythology as having by austere devotions brought the river 

Ganges from heaven. 

Sets, s- Sis SA, coral, dividing or causing to be divided. 

Siz, a. see. Si, 

 -Be, s. Stl, 51, Fal, a breaking, an interruption, a defeat. 

SF, s. GY Bal, was Gai, breaking or expending; a. broken, 

expended, spent. 

SHIP, v. SCAT, SIA SIF, HS ea AATF, Gat! fe I5d1?, to cause 
to break, exchange or expend; to coax, to entice away. 

ofa, s. ta StH, STs, gait, gesture, attitude. 

_—=«C@faru, s. fs wma con, forza coe, the close of a hymn or 

. stanza or of a musical strain. 

— SS, Ss. STH CMTS) CATS, a smoker of hemp. 

SRM, s. BIA Seriyl, AG va HcATH, Eocdre, aia a ST 

a wcaten, the causing to be broken, expended, or enticed &c. 

Ba, ) & see Boa, cance foot a Sette Ay, the sound of sud- 

 «+Bps, den breaking. 
BSS BWA, | ad. SHS Bea, cance, patdeto: hastily, inconsid- 

Satz, erately, at once, with a sudden snapping sound. 

Bis, s Chaz sy fare fez yo; anything given to make up 

a deficiency in weight. 

Cal, BetiAal, worship, adoration, service. 

Sanh by 2 
SH, s. SEX SA, Gil Ba, aa Ge fe a qatar cattaty fF 

CSIS, worshiping, adoring; a. fried, roasted, broiled, baked. 

«Bate, v. BHM, SHA SANE, fron-wait, Bry, es coe “TTI 
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fazat®, to cause to worship, to introduce into a religion; to 
reduce the temperature of hot water by the addition of cold. 

ofS, v. cHal ofa, Botan ofa, Faq ta, to worship, to adore. 

Se, s. Atay Weniy wal a Voie aH, Bow, the sound of 

plunging or of suddenly rising from the water. 

SPAUIVIF, Ss. War nar facna, fastfats, a muttering or continuous 

unintelligable sound. 

ob. s. COTA SS Vifw cancy fostia Ax, the noise of suddenly 

snapping asunder as of a cord or rope. 

Spaiez, a. Syofoal, Sasa cq fool, easily broken, brittle. 

SD, s. DIAaD, calaiq sifa, a baton used in a game of cricket. 

sprate, s. Bivats, “fad calaa yu, a small wooden ball for do. 

wipeai, s. hia CET, afsata CRIs, the going down stream 

or in a westerly direction, 

Sou, s. Baa wants wa fac, ware wal faye ae faq aM, 
a hymn of praise to God, the title of a book or hymn. 

ofa, s. ta ta coi wie, atufa, down stream. 

Beye, v. slieta tr, wafoata Tet, to go down stream or in a 

westerly direction. 

SPDs, s. 2cia “fas, afasa Gotia facan, an eminent schol- 

ar, a philosopher. 

SSA, & Hla, ACAI TS, a bull. 
SSIs, v. Visa qurg Ale ABS, to size thread for weaving. 

Seal, s. Seaeq A Blqeq WZCSS, a brother’s son, a nephew. 

SHM, a. SS Sid, Weyl, Styr isa, Giae ats, lit. rice 
eating, 7. e. knuwing how to eat but not to work; useless; 

with BIGH, rice for cooking; a species of wild vegetable. 

Swim, a. Aste we fan, sized, (as thread for weaving. ) 

wrafa, s. bale afas, a species of bird. 

Siwal, a. Sina, SIy WS cate, belonging to the month Bhado, 

or parts of August and September. 

SY, a. SST, SA, AS, good, respectable, honorable, estimable, virtuous. 

SHI, s. fae WS Al Gta Ad, a species of tree the seeds of which 

are used in making rosaries. , 

SAGA, s. Tift Bifwa cetacweiq Ae, a buzzing or humming sound. 

SASATZ, v. stastale, CotaCSTATS, to buzz, to hum. 
» 
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Sal, a. <bal SAl, CAA, composed, Written, uttered. 

«Bf, s. Bad sfria, apa ofa, aim, a younger sister 5 v. to com- 

pose, to utter. 

sfradrar’, s. athe atqaq sfaqeg faiqas, a woman’s younger 
sister’s husband. 

«SAU, 8. Me ABA BATT ATH, AW GMA cow, the name of an 
7 author or composer. 

«Bai, s. foai'Sal, TT, HAI, the act of thinking; a. thought of &c. 

Blas, a. Aisle cars, Wal aia, future; s. futurity, the future; 

4 in gram. the future tense. 

4 Sane, s Sista oat Atl wel SSS, a seer, a prophet. 

| BAS, s. RF A Wer AF aife castce Bei, the sudden rising of 

; anger, fire, &c. irritability, hastiness of temper. 

wae aca, , ad. ASA, CAIs, Wis, STSHsca, suddenly, un- 

 Syqaiz, expectedly, quickly. 

sruifa, s. az wifes cotafa cozfa, a smarting or burning sensation. 

STS, v. BIAS *tfa cst, to feel a burning sensation. 

| BUSS, u. SUAS, SIRAS, faas, frightful, terrific, dreadful. 

BAIR, inter], FAXS HATS ANA BPS TSI AWG, a vocative ex- 
| pressing pity or affection. 

SUEA, a A ARom, VATA, SA AM, Bact Biya carey, 

timid, fearful, cowardly. 

SUAS, a. see SRA, 
Sai, s. toute, aeea fat Ay eA, a plain, a valley. 
Sa, s. THAT afara, Bia, Ke cébi, weight, fullness, pressure. 

Sa, s. wae, uifa, fast sf, a threat, a menace, a vain 

saafa, § boast; with Ifa, to threaten, to boast, to vaunt. 

waa, s. <a Sue facaA, a kind of cooling lotion. 

(sale, s. yfer aaa, fasics xa watfa 2B caret, Biatayra, the 
| _ second lunar mansion; a filling up, the making up of a 

deficiency, damage or loss. 

waa, s. vifartt veel, completely filled, brimful. 
‘Sag, s. Als, casi, self possession, dignity, self respect. 

Sq, a. YA caren, SmS/Aiz!, full, filled; s. a filling. 

Saiz, v. AUF, Aa Said, Gaiavta Sai?, Yale, to thrust into, 
to cause to fill, to cause to make up a loss or deficiency. 
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Sia, s. a, DAA, ZUUs, Ye oa, Sain aa, the foot; v. to put in, 

to fill, to make up a loss or deficiency. 

ofa Aa, a. AA CRIM, Sid CATS, DAMdfeM, Fie a1, filled to 
overflowing, running over. 

SSA, 8. GIA, aja Sal, full, complete, loaded or covered with 

fruit or leaves; full as a house with people or children. 

Sa, s. ATS SST, wafa scars, the act of filling or of 

causing to be filled with or of making up a deficiency. 
OrSAla, s. TAtw CVA! Sai, loud boisterous talk. 

Sawn, a. see. Sr.oferai, : 

GASATH, s. SA SECS Ta?S cBIS, talking in a boisterous manner. 

wal, a. Stat BRS CIS CATS, Bal std fae, warped, turned or 
twisted by heat; a kind of tree. 

GAS, s. Zia fed, a species of bamboo. 

SA, s. FAAta, fz, the world, an epithet of Hiwo. 
GA, s. GA, BIB, ashes, 

SAT Udi, a. Aarts cam, Vas caren, az bi, rotten, putrid. 

Slaves, a. diz SA, SA Sal, burnt, reduced to ashes. 

BF, s. Bias acaiva, Bie, AIMate Acylea, a younger brother; 

familiar address among friends. 

Sisco, s. THE vifaria, Bicrsa CHB, STHIS, family relatives, a 

brother’s son. 

Bie catertig, s. Bigeg Tafa, the wife of a younger brother. | 

Slesra, s. {Ce Wseq aal commifa. sifa wiafa, a brother and 

sister by the sAme mother. 

SIS, Ss. TA, WI, SIF, cla, OF, AH, wots, price, value, attitude, 
gesture, pretence, natural disposition. 

visa, s. 1 fife sie rate Beps, ard fem, a masquerade, 
a dramatic performance. 

See s. PUNCH Tt cainfas you faa fae facaa, a wheel 
for spinning the Muga silk. 

Bei, a. SHA, WHT, Tawsti, Metfya, useless, worthless, un- 

skillful; fem. Srzfa. 
BISTSsia, S. BIAATSS Vitsa Cai YaYAin, tittilation, the sensa- 

tion felt when tickled. 

VISVSTI®, v. WIZete, MS Rltq AqeAl?, to tittilate, to tickle. 
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sip, s. frare, C@a1, CXS, an admixture or adulteration, an alloy, 

a crook or deformity; with ff, to alloy, and with ?&, to be 

bent, curved.or deformed. 

Sidi, s. Weetfes, a parrot. 
«6 Sifa, vo: Stew she, Ble Sia, BA wit, to deceive, to diame 

ble; with cats, a. deceitful; s.a deceiver, an impostor. 

Sifesai,s. aa fra, Sifewsi, deception, dissimulation, pretence. 

Sit, s. BAH, 3, a part, a share, a portion. 

% Bist Bz, a. WAR Bal, SIT ZI, Ze, divided, shared. 

«Sky, a. Sess Aw cere ays, versed in the Bhagowot. 
| sista, s. HI, Rx, AT, Wr7d, fatigue, weariness; with @ICs, to 

be wearied or fatigued. 

Brita, v. Ae te, Sistg 1%, to tire, to be wearied or fatigued. 

Bistal®, v. pili) wale, Sita AstlB, causative of the above. 

VITSH, a. SINT AP, HTS COTS, tired, wearied, fatigued, exhausted. 

Bitsy, s. fey sx Qs Sita AIA, one of the hindoo shasters. 

Gifs, v. Sta te, fas sik afe way Beta Br, oenF, aafhy, to 
break, to flee, to retreat; s. a partner, a sharer, a shareholder. 

Sista, s. Aces A SacwsT YCSS, a sister's son. 
sowrifaf&, s. zicrw <1 Sfacuea faces, a sister's daughter. 

Sifstafat, s. 91, a name of the Ganges, from king Bhagiroth. 

 «*SIT, s. Soa, wai, THA, Alaa, a lot, portion, chance, luck &c. 

«Biya, a. wefstai, yftai, «ay, fortunate, lucky, prosperous, 

Sinsata, 7 blessed, happy. 
ote, «. «fee aiferat 5, the Indian hemp, (Cannabis Sativa.) 

«Safa, s. Ste etal BB, wa oe fafa, a patch of the above; a. 

extravagant, (spoken of a woman. ) 

yaa, a. was Bat vial wiqu, Heats ua SiH esl CATS, 
 - Bel fe Vocdrsy, extravagant, wasteful; causing alienation. 

site, v. a8 ofa, 3S aie, dea af, eq Bia, ate Gif cata 
CBCBIA RCBiVirs, to expend, to destroy, to break; s. a 

kind of curved adz used in excavating boats &c. 

‘witelere, v. 3 %8 fe, to break in pieces, to destroy, to waste. 

SICHIA, s. WS afax, a species of fish. 
Sigia, s. Sifsa sal fee, stafe, a woman who understands the 

art of baking, frying &e. 

55 
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Stifs, v. anite zi cooace otfa fafarite fRatt, to fry, to parch, 

to roast. 

sis, a. atafa, “f*ox, down stream, Western. 

site cal. s. faafa cal, aicafa (aa, the afternoon. 

ois, s. AT a receptacle, a vessel, a pot, a cup. - 

SIs, a. Bisa wa, Sife cate, oo faa, deceitful, artful. 
ual, s. Sal, Gifs, BA, deceit, deception, artifice. 

sifs, v. sifa, sisal ofa, to deceive, to dissemble. 

Sis, s. facHIS SIGH, Sa, cooked rice, food. 

Biseirifeni, @ . Bis Siayala BISA Ad, working for food and clothes. 

SICacazal, s. fayi tacani, afer ASE ati, -tsfa, an edible vegetable. 

wisfual, a. ae Safe ob, a species of medicinal tree. 

Sitfeui, s. afay four sie, a bitter fruit, (edible. ) 
Sissifa, a. BHM, Wiis, sasifae, doing nothing but eating. 

sits, s. Giatfe wa af Fe SI SF fAcHH, a smith’s bellows. 

Sifa, s. GX SSF, Aceine, GCS Aievrisa NCIS, a brother. 

Gin, s. faq As AeA Tt, the month Bhado, (August—September. } 

Sia, s. Sw, SIA wifae Val Soi Lar, vapor, steam. 
Sin FIRS, s. SLICE SCHIST Vi HATS, a steamer, a steamship. 

wins far, a. site facsrsi, cooked or heated by steam. 

sid, s. foal, aan, Wl WhsetlF, thought, care, anxiety, mean- 
ing, sentiment, purpose. 

wiaai, s. feafa, saa, thought, eare, anxiety. 

wiafa, 7 
Sida; Ss. Bia, qvraits wurify, refuse, sweepings, rubbish, trash, 

slate, ; litter. 

wiaia, s. GR <iq wfax, a species of paddy. 

vifa, v. fois, fs, fay to think, to consider, te suppose, to infer. 

wiiaisrs, v. cate foal ofa, sifat @ifaz, ot? fife, to be anxious: 
or wary, to do cautiously or understandingly. — 

sifay, a. fohss, aafa ai, anxious, thoughtful. 

Sais, s. Ue facnn, ame, Hifs cami Wirae iets cei ta, a 
threat, a menace; a torch attached to a long pole used in 

driving wild elephants. 

Sidhe, a. qaife, siete, aqaife ace! Gal fee, ignorant or unskill- 
ful at work, a term of reproach applied only to women. 
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win, s Se aufam wtqea AcyTea, brother, (vocative.) 

Sid, s BA wifas FECA Cel LB, Sa, CBI, a burden, a load, a 

. heavy charge or responsibility. 

Stay, s. faqs ae ofaten Beary we, Fe wiasiiitherfamans 
is Sanserit epic poem usually called the Mahabharat. | 

 -wtawafan, , s. farpata, wa farig ae ws, India proper, Hin- 
«Blas, doostan, from king Bharot whose patrimony it was. 

Blan, s. Bia, zie, feet, hope, anticipation, trust, confidence. 

 ~Slaqu, s. Slay aH, BATS, Hindoostan, ignorantly the known world. 

4 Sifa, s. Sia care aye, a burden bearer. 

Ben, s. fan scaren fecatsi, Tafa, a wife. 
«SI, a. Bea, ¥, foaa, ats, CaS, good, excellent, respectable, nice; 

with 7%, v. to be in health, with @fa, to amend in health 

to repair anything; with ta, ad. well, thoroughly, nicely. 

winfa, a. sta “cere, fea cers, neale, restored, reconciled, 

received back into favor; with catat®, to gain favor we: 

wine, s. Zafani faxne we afax, fart, a bear. 
«Stat, a. sraatt, ces, aAze, several, many. 

 -Bicncs, conj. Sicece, ca? wyacace, therefore, for that reason, ° 

_ BSicace,’ § in consequence of. 

«Sta fra, s. wae Ha, ze fra, many days, a long time. 
Sicasice, ad. cam yee cet, weufer, cater acs, while in good 

condition, barely, in some way. 

| Scama, a. Bas, tgs, feyaz, much, many, abundant. 
 Siafan, s. Bera wai, an-actor, one who wears a mask. 

«Bia, s. fats, mista fasta, custom, observance, usage. 
Sl, s. CHa DMS ATS, CATS, a language, tongue, dialect. 

% ‘Brea, s. WRT, cafe, the sun. 

| feez, a. Gea, RIE, ATXH, poor, indigent, needy. 

fSatiss, s. ca God, Wort, a last means or resource; with 3{fst, 
4 to lose or expend the last means or resources. 

featiz,) s. aaiftata, catefaare, a mendicant, a beggar. 

fous, J ) | 
fSan, s. wid, aista, alms, anything given in charity. 

fem, a. fest, cael, wet, moist, damp. 

| fafa, v. fats, cafe, to wet, to moisten, to make damp, 
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festeia, a. Twzral, een, feratz, swollen, puffed out. 

fe, a. SF cos, Ucate, HatEe, frightened, alarmed, afraid, 

terrified. Is ioe 

fesa, s. Wie DIB, WzZ, WIE, WeTsa, the ‘middle; a@. inside &cv- 

fesfa, a. TICS, MABIUCH, AWA Ala, WA BA, secretly, privately. 

fessula, a. alstfenta, fesas det a wal, fesa aafea, having 
free access to or relating to the inside of a house; hence 

trusted, confided in. 

feuce feud, ad. WICH Tics, VWiCT Vics, coicd coc, through the 
middle, within, secretly, privately. 

fea, a cacan, fate, “ce caicaten, different, separate, distinct. 

fefafe, s. ateea fafaae, an elder sister's husband. 

facta feta, ad. cacace cacacat, Faace feletcs, separately, singly. 

fer, s. i> aisce fara wa, Siang AMAe com BWA, BAAS, 
the second of the five Pandoo princes, mentioned in the 

Mahabharat; a roller in a native sugar mill. 

fare, s. wiiial wn «fax, a species of large plantain. 

FSACHISI, s. STATS AH CACATSI TS, an imperfectly emasculated ox. 

feara, a. ate Guz, qqte eer, bulging, much swollen. 

fommca, 
fSrdin, s. Aya Tis cats afed sal val?, ufay Safe za, the 

Bhimra, a species of singing bird; a medicinal plant. 

fea, s. Sk, cHdI, cai, pressure, a bend, a curve; with 1%, or ta, 

to bend, to curve, 

FSacatai, a. Ral, cal catrem, bent, bowed, curved. 

fet?, v. crise, ame, calai?, yi yea Sie ace ACT FE, to 
bend, to curve; to bind the two feet of two buffaloes together. 

feat az utfa, v. Yofs zate aa aitfe, to run rapidly, to flee 

back, to retrace one’s steps. | 

feats, a. Ya cai, ASS GTS sxz, filled out, plump and heavy. 

fafa, a. Sathya, sing catcaten, cutaz aXe! Se, useless, un- 
serviceable; with $#, uncoined silver. ; 

faa, s. ates, fea ATS, causing to bend &c. see feats. 

fox, s. $6 Aisaq SSIS, Bhismo, the grandfather of the five 

Pandoo princes, famous in the Mahabharat. 

femrt, s. Tel sleoe AD 7, the sixth volume of the Mahabharat. 
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%, s. fefafe, Ae, cae, a4, 5f¥, the earth, understanding, 

knowledge, information, conception, consciousness. 

Sui, s. wife, oa, Sifeeai, deceit, deception. 

Sai f, v. oa ofa, wife fw, BAT®, to deceive, to impose upon. 
Se, s. Sis, cate fem fs atid, land, soil prepared for rice. 
Stan, s. of aen, fotfetfe wai, an earthquake. 

Skuta s. atte wie eters Aes statis, a large sprout from 
the earth. 

Stu, s. Bea cetaat wit sae aieafa Aun cate faa, a 
former privileged class of the Assamese nobility. 

SFawi, % Bs, an earth worm. 

Sa, ; wae SA SICH HICH THR Bd Bh, aanbey sift. 
Ca AS) Ta He CRIS HEA, a raft, a float. 

SS, 8. CHBS Wiis Siw cos we kw wire ale fac, the 
paunch, the belly. 

B2fe, v. wit, ofaty %ex, to break and flow out, (as a swelling ; ) 

jig. to become public. 

wafa, 6 get VIA ay, the barking of a dog. 

aie, v. Foca ze Ble, caleatwr?, to bark. 
SS, qfsaca wal 22uta, a blow with the fist. 

Sear, v. Bm ate, afica aria, to strike with the fist. 

Bist, v. CBT ‘of, ofa, Yl, cere Seals, to enjoy, to suffer. 

Sen, 5: ferfafe asa, the earth, the terrestrial globe. 

scota fawn, s. fafafea fazqag fawn, the science of geography. 

SoH, 5. mboe wa wa «afazd, a species of flower. 

dz, a. wWiSy G.I, terrestrial, moving on land; s. a land animal. 

SS, 8. WY, VS, VW, abe Ge site vifaqia, the hand, the arm, 
in mathematics the lines that bound a plane figure. 

SHR, 8. Galq ala, Ae, an expletive or word not necessary to 

the sense but used merely to fill up the measure; a serpent. 

SHAG, s. aed Tq SAE Tw, the bark of a tree used as a 
substitute for paper in writing. 

sare, v. CHI SUF, Aik, Fx Zot cots Taiz, to feed, to 
Siz, ) entertain, (as a guest,) to give pleasure or pain to another. 
Sis, v. ceiot ofa, az, Sfst, to enjoy or suffer, to experience &c. 

Brea, a. Sia, 65, faeai, short, dwarfed, stinted in growth. 
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Biz, a. cod HAT A Vig Tigea avez, relating to Bhootan 
or its people. 

Gpri?, ad. Beals, @ iT, suddenly, unexpectedly. 

Ss, s. forts, Deota, CAz, CHM Slay, TR cota, an eyil spirit, a 

3 devil, Satan, a ghost, a goblin; past time, the past. 

SoyAl, s. Sxfua ate afe<, an edible and medicinal vegetable. 

ua, s. fafafe, ©, the earth, the ground. 

efom, a. SS aIfex, relating to evil spirits. 

Sef, s. ger facets, fartfs, fem. of SS, which see. 

SS CHI, a. GCS {Al, SETS, possessed by an evil spirit, demoniacal. 

wxa, s. FAUT “CA1S1, ASS, a mountain; ( lit. sustaining the earth.) 

. s. wife atfes wa, @aeafa, a buzzing sound, a Jow 

Sans murmur. 

SASALS, v. Tifa mifea na She, SAGAS, to buzz, to hum &c. 

GATS, S. QR, fasts, fatfafaa afaxfs, a king, a sovereign. 

8 cara, s. 2m COTS yal, Gal, an understanding or kuowledge. 

Baa, ¢. <ml8, GIG, a sphere; one of three worlds, viz. heaven, 

% earth, and the subterranean regions. 

Sifaiai, s. cain PARatest, canifes cate, a bristling up or 
¢ the standing of the hair on end, horripilation. 

waren’, v. cats faaare, caretfee 7%, to bristle up or stand erect, 

as the hair, from sudden fright &c. 

DUR, s. ZENG, WelAg, information, news, intelligence. 

wise, s. Teiafa qm, Scstiet, the earth, the terrestrial globe. 

Sig, s. faethe, atit, ster, “the earth, the ground, dry land. 

=) «3 BrEr, fafafa gern, an earthquake. 

Ii, $s. SSH, TT Ais fasyietfa, the preface to a book. 

SiS, 5. YH, We, atta sie Ue ta etaist, a fountain, a spring. 

Sqeeyls, s. Gps aq, UA Ma At Veale coma, alvomnetrls 
hiding and showing the face. 

SyqrS, s. RTS WHat feu, suddenly appearing. 

Syren, v. Byte waa fi, Sis wif, to appear suddenly. 

GABA, Ss. Bois, Soy, Urata, lit. bending the eyebrows; 2 e. 

x turning the attention. 

SASUz, v. GIF AX Bq @, to speak in a low monotonous tone. 
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{ wasfan, a. yaRfasl, CeITA, soft, friable, ( applied >a to soil ; ) 

low, indistinct, applied to the voice. 

BA, ss MN castta Sie Gis AH Chee, Saat, a bag of 
sand or a small bundle of cloth, used in erie heat or 

4 ; dry fomentations. 

«Barats, s. Bfasal Gi AS ats, very small fish, (abltabeavely Fi 

 *Bssas ad. *%@et®, FAC, quickly, hastily. 

SER, Ss. each ae cocafa, For, @%, a small earthen vessel. 
waren, v. Sark, Baye, bz f#, to impose upon, to trick, to cheat. 

Bar, a. coisa, 1D, SCI CB, por bellied; fem, weft. 
Saul CAD, s. BaF s9a CAB, a pot belly, enlarged abdomen. 

«SA, s. Ral Bahl, SA, ATS caicarsn faa vith, WF, a mistake, 
an error, a blunder; with *1/, still or standing water. 

CASS, s. BA, a reduplication of SA; an oversight, a blunder, 

Bal, 8. VTRR, AMAA, ST Cais, a mistake, forgetfulness, deception. 

Salt, v. GA S412, ba Gia, reat, care @ai®, to deceive, to 
} lead into error, to mislead, to dupe, to trick, to inveigle. 

«Ufa, vo. oiafa, faaaa te, Sw te, cate Pe, to forget, to mistake, 
to lose consciousness, to be misled or infatuated. 

SAG, s. MRCATHM, CATE BAM, ST BACT, the causing to 

: mistake, to be duped or infatuated; @. mistaken. 

SAWSIANY, s. Treaty, ws wa fale aca tats Heats am, 
leoking this way and that, the doing anything listlessly or 

carelessly. 

Scars, s. NET CATS, FECHTS, the earth, the habitation of men. 

; a $s. Seeta CfA, FATS, ornament, decoration, embellishment. 

Sins, a a. wafers, ars, ACH, decorated, embellished, adorned. 

es, . SHa Sai aty, aq 75 afex, the bark of a dog; a species of fish. 

Fal, a. carats wal, cog, Bya!, mouldy. 
. Seal ati, a. Satfrr te ofa ede, mouldy; hence disused. 

cata, v. vafy, coaat aifet, afex fet AS str, to mould, to mildew. 

cogra ab, s. afax fest ae aii, a bitter medicinal seed. 

Sofa, s. we aati afee cS, caw, atoad ; (improperly a frog.) 
Safar, s. oe wie fofea cr + afzx, a disease of the throat 

cece, peculiar to catt’e. © 
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COB, a. AB ABA NAS, CSA, cRAIA, stupid, dull, ignorant, foolistz. 

coculsigal, s. fastftfote wai atx, doing in mere pretence, 

CECaIal, s. CR, CSSA, a frog. 

Ga, s. Gest, cool, Wye, Glos tam Hata Sai Boyz, a lean- 
ing against, a reclining, downward pressure, a prop, a 

refuge; making even the deficient side of a warp in weaving. 

cSs, s. BAe wet afax, a species of aquatic plant and its flower. 

Si, s. <a, wife, wn atfa, ae sary ws ifs, win 
CATS, cial, a dam or. embankment to confine water, 

enclosing or surrounding; .a. dammed up, introduced &c. 

Copiz, v. Alay Sale, caaie, «aq Aad, eafanl wa afex, to 
introduce to a superior, to enclose, to surround, to dam 

up, to hedge up a way; s. a species of wild flower. 

cet. v. cot fa, atenis ofa, cafe, wlan sate a fate otata 
fai <a 2%, to enclose, to dam or hedge up, to give a 

present or bribe, to introduce one’s self to. a superior; s. 

an altar, a raised bed of earth, a bribe, an offering made 

on visiting or. saluting a superior. | 

cote 28, v. fate ofaeta we 2a, to take a bribe. 

ce fam, s. fafe stata we faa, the giving of a bribe. 

Cova, a. cafsa asti, Codi, intended for a bribe. 

CSCS, v.. Vist SCAM, Ft cvites, CS PIS fw, to bring for- 
ward, to introduce. 

IBA, ad. GSAiCS A AMS CBAs Ber, FAS. Tdi, suddenly ; 

applied to stench or to the crying of a child. 

cefa, s. aias facuy, a kind of trumpet. 

CRUSE BWA, ad. Fats, CLACAA WA ZAI, boisterously, violently, 

loudly, applied to laughter. | 

ceatfz, s. ai, wilz, caceal, angry retort, snappishness, crossness. 
cugbifa, s. catia, coiwetz, Sign, buffoonery, jesting, mocking. 

CSF, a. Si, BIR US, CHceql, crooked, curved, bent. 

coyaiceyfa, a. cazitafe, having several curves, very crooked. 

CSReal, a. see CSYA | 

CSRCMibal, a. Wala, faren, fast, without foundation, ( applied to 

a report, ) fruitless, vain. 

Capi, s. ib afax, a species of fish. 
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could, v. vif wiiacr sietace few? a Haat, wis mnfas 
cho wifa faeen?, yoU Bia we Sis fi, to cause to be 

5 thoroughly saturated, to temper hot water by adding cold. 

cfs, v. fete, fete, ofa aifica coim, to wet, to soak, to saturate. 

 ceacalia, a. cate CHITA, COCD RM, MIA HATS ecw, ACH, Saata 
: WA CBTS, soft, saturated, swollen by moisture, pale, flaccid. 

| CRCBRI, a. see, coacuiia. 
oun, s. fsa, fotae, cacast, cord cate, separation, dintinesians 

difference, dissimilarity ; a purging by stool. 

 ceaicen, s. ad avoatca germ aa, com BIS BEM, fox ufea, 
fret sift, agreement and disagreement, differences, 

‘ . com, v. cofs, armtace caint?, wale, to penetrate, to pierce. 

 ceeafa asi, s. «fae Safea ati, a species of medicinal vine. 

| cami? ar, ! 
 ceaceafa, s. za aif wifwa cotaceiafa atz, any buzzing sound. 
 CBaceal?, v. wife Bifia caracatar®, to buzz. 
wea, s. Cues Boi afe, cea, corcwhe, the froth or scum that 

 cucza, ; rises on the surface of heated liquors. 

ea, a, SRA, ACH] AEA, B AMID yatta site UB, B ce 
cee, care, dull, stupid, in a maze? 

CS, s. TH, MISA, Wins, pride, arrogance, affectation, couceit. 

_cecabicecals, a. Ciawice fe, CoBICND, bent, having several curves. 

4 »%& see COCA. 

cpafa, s. carafa, ccaafa, Hae CSA asi BF, a morass, a fen, a 

i filthy place. 

cerisfa, s. see cocata. 

coaigte, 8. Sash, C4qifAs Big «al, jocosity, mirthfulness. 

| aigim, a cana, oi sei corey, jocose, playful. 
Cecael, a. Biba caicare, fom, soft, flabby, flaccid. 
‘cia, s. Als Ut wih TAS cz, hire, rent. 

 cocaifan, a. cocatca fam, cecata ast, hired, rented. 

CREA BCA, ) &@ CRAM ACA, cael, CATSIA_ACA, solt, rotten, pu- 
cere fan, trid, slushy, marshy. : 
(CSR, v. acs Baicw facaiy Sica aq aq Is sife, — 
b ai cocafa @fa, to speak in an angry fault finding manner, 

to grumble, to complain. 

56 
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cea, s. fag a dei afam, qai H, the dead human body. 

CSAS, s. AS “fae, a species of tree. 

CHAS GA, ad. CAACS ASS AT WAS, AAS Fai, with offensive 
smell; also spoken of the silly laughter of children. 

(SACS Bea, ad. Care ABs AN RAS, with a disagreeable smell. 

CHAS, a. Fa cafa br? el, wiaal, coat, foolish, stupid, dull. 

cocarae, , * SyHTas We, clwE AS, magic, jugglery, 

covafe ata, § sleight of hand. 

cecafe Wai, s. Saqotie Wy @H, casyz AIee7 Gai, the practice 

of the above, a juggler. 

COCA, \ a. St] Gf AGA, COT, foolish, ignorant, stupid. 

COCAF, 

counfe, s. wa tq afax,a species of deer. 

CSA, s. see CaH. 

Sz, s. Bid “fax, a species of tree. 

teutz, interj. CAfa2, CATSS WaCMCa WS! Zi Sofas Wal, a vocative 

expressing sorrow, affection or suffering. 

Sl, a. Za, BS, great, eminent. 

cetsata, ad. GSAS, cacy, quickly, at once. 

CSetTare, » ad. wes caicaiwns, wise cate, coal csttHts, with a 

CSICSlacea, humming sound, swiftly; with a bad smell. 

ceraa, s. faxal, cata nal, foal fea BEA, an awl, a drill, a punch. 

Coed, a. Tie sifa =i, ABiA cats, pierced or opened, as a 

swelling; become public, spread abroad. 

celatfa, v. fafa, Bs biz, AaiA GPa, to pierce, to make public. 

cela, s. awtiaa Bi, wei, a@fs, hunger, appetite; with bfa, to pass 

the usual time of eating or to suffer from hunger; with 

aifst, to be hungry. 

CST, 8. DTAM, cai, Fat Yat Bile Sar, Hasig GTS fea TA 

wtf, eating, enjoying, possessing; enjoyment, suffering; an 

offering of cooked food to the gods; with afa, to undergo, 

to enjoy, to suffer. 

ceiteal, s. aa! atl Ga ota fara, Stee, a kind of water ves- 
sel having a spout. — 

CUINfSa, s BDBte OS WAI, ATs att ofa, an aromatic seed, 

cummin seed. 
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catsaffzl, a. ASS, catcdi#, stout, corpulent, large. 

osiacatutts, s. whe ten afer sift, a fertile soil for rice. 

cuistafs, s. Tsife stat, the fabled Ganges of the infernal regions. 

einit, v. cot ofa, yt ofa, SFR, to enjoy, to suffer, to undergo. 

CSisttfa, a. yat Coit Mal, ASH wea BF, happy, prosperous; 
s. a place of plenty. | 

CSICHTH, a. Ax Cote SA, SM, possessed of plenty or happiness. 

CSse, s. Ula ASI, Zz cqH, a large assembly; /it. a large circle. 

CSIStSIS Bia, ad. see SSSS Se. 

CBICBIATE, ud. WMBRACy, cascH Boi A AD caren, suddenly; applied to 
the breaking of earthen vessels. 

cis, s. facan naica faxhas catea cotea, a banquet, a feast. 

CSIsa, s. Cus, Beta wai, the act of feasting, a feast, a repast. 

Corea Ha, s. caren fom, eating and drinking. 
cosfa, s. faa ase wie Gal ISA TIE Vile cola Ts, a 

voluntary religious offering of food. 

CBB, s. Boy caAt Bors es as aA Als wit, Bhootan, 
the Bhootanese. 

Cibaa, s. zaHtfa aai, a species of the castor oil plant. 

caivcertha, s. arfaa safe a¥, tas ae Seo ts aa, a rumbling 
sound of the bowels. 

CBIBcerst?, v. wae aw ofa, cottacettat, to rumble as above. 
Cottazi, a. ate afax, a hemp the leaves of which are edible. 

itafas, s. wafeq ASS Halse, a species of large red pepper. 
BID, s. UleT ofS, za Athan, a large lamp, a torch used in 

hunting at night. 

CBIbieal, s. Zq Val, Sizsfan Awe wai, a large star, Venus, 

the evening star. 

caret, a. Hata orcarai, caicatal, Byala wea, ugly, 
CBICBTRCDTR, coarse, large. 

CBCP IR ICSICIF, a. Aq SA QrVidl, catcsrwtcaicaty, thick, clumpy. 
CoIecary aca, ad. cafaqrfs, aca aca, again and again, repeatedly. 

Corel, a. CHR Zl Mig Adal caren, cetcsial, blunt, dull, 

CSIs Sia, s. oiler afax aq sia, a kind of cymbal. 

CSICSIal, a. ABS, UlHa, catcstal, large, stout, stubbed. 

COICSTS, a. see GSTS), biunt, not sharp. 
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CStml, a. WiEA, cSai, foolish, simple, not sharp or discerning. 

cCaintss, s. Za HPSS, a great pundit, a philosopher. 

caicatara, a. caTata, Boca, cain fafa et, baving a 
cuicaiai, heavy beard or long bushy hair, hirsute. 

ceIcate, s. wife ASAl HER CAICACA TA Siof, a ram. 
Coy, $ BET fafaaiba cats, the eye lashes. 

cotsafs, s. 6 afae, a species of tree. 

cuimtfa, v. Haars, aaate faa af, to transfix, to pierce through. 

ceicaial, s. Ufa Ua aR fax, “ize IH WMS aio, the large 
black bee ; a species of tree the seeds of which are medicinal. 

cotcaial, a. za foal cate, Baica faeicn Haai, Tia, pierced 

through, sincere, frank. 

coItBiaia, s. curacsta Aa, catacatiain, corimcerinfa, a ‘andidings 

a murmuring, muttering. 

cBicstatz, v. yzua fssas catacatatz, to grumble, to mutter. 

colin, s. afae aisha 1B, cata, ssfa, an edible vegetable; forget- 

fulness, infatuation, delusion, fascination. 

Cola, s. gfed t5 DIS atte, SUITE AGA we facnH, a species of 

tree and its seed. 

CBrASicdy, s. fax Boa Sicdi, a species of parrot. 

coimiaid, s. anifne, crfatata ater “os, an epithet of Hiwo. 

CVICATHI, a. CHCA (HRS SF Vics AAI, Gq, cictaw!, credulous, 

simple, easily deceived, of loose texture, thin, wide apart. 

coretreats, vw. caval ofa, uf, aate Fe wife tin BE, a 
fa, to bark, (as a dog;) to burn as with fever. 

Gi, s SA, HIRAM, ziva, a blunder, an error, forgetfulness, a 

mistake, a delusion. 

GAA, & Wl, FAA, a roaming or wandering about. 

aig, qa zwfe, to travel, to roam, to wander. 

as, “fey, fallen, degraded, depraved, corrupted, 

fafestiare fecaisi, cam fa, fem. of the above; unchaste, 
7 

fallen from virtue; s. an adulteress or unchaste woman. 

sel » S 

$l Gi 

yas a2 

wisi, a. Sle, ACzIWT, a general term for brother or cousin. 

SITS, 
—_ 

wits, BY, Hh@aa, a mistake, a delusion, an error, a going astray. 
a -— : 

3 

WIA, Zin, CHAS, feed, a servant, a dependent, a slave. 

. - ee 
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owzs. faafia eotaq cats, coatdfa, the eye brows. 
«HBR, s. GIL, a frown, an angry glance, a scowl. 

 g, N@tz, this letter is pronounced like the English m. 
RB, pron. aretia, wa, Bete AAS coe aca HSH zi faloa THF, 

431 waa, I myself; used also as an affix to nouns by 

which they become adjectives, as WIHT, mercy, WITIT?, 

| © merciful; s. the fabled artificer of the Danobs or demons. 
«Neal, s. bare ofa, a species of singing bird, the moina. 

NRT, a. Bieta WCECe Baw, saifea caicaren, TEetfS, self-willed, 
y obstinate, perverse, headstrong. 

 weatfa, 5. euethx, wUtdifa, wetfH, self conceit, obstinacy &e. 
«elie, s. Sim saa de fee, cate ois ae, cae we 
; State fafezi, a species of bamboo. 
Wasa, s. Zazafa, wamafa, cofieafa, a grumbling or threatening. 

WIISIF, v. CaeTBF, BoSTF, to grumble, to threaten. 

| Ned, s. ofee GA Hs, asta, WAT 2tfH, a fabulous marine animal 

P: variously represented; with a@1f¥, the sign Capricorn. 

| VS{H3A, s. BAT ora facua, a kind of ear ornament. | 

Nea, 6. | afee Bia zdiT COTS, a spider. 
Sq) BA, s. Teaqrd oz Bra, a cobweb, a spider’s web. 

Tara, s. ate afad, a species of bamboo. 
) 4 TEM, a. eth fate catcaten, half pounded, coarse, ( as rice. ) 

1 sialt $s. HG whom Shs alex, a species of large elephant with 
short tusks. 

| Rare, s. alae wieiz, velvet. 

RU, Ss. BTS, Ae, BM, ACS BBs coi weiF eta, eet, a word used in 
composition with nouns as an affix, meaning a herd, a flock, 

* a drove, a collection, a multitude. 
RY, s. Dasa aq as aifs, zon @ frente afae, a Mugh, a tribe 

of people in Arracan; a species of sugar cane. 

ATG, s. Rteq fovea fay, wy tina fam ifs, marrow; the sel- 
‘s vedge of a cloth or mat. 

TTA, $s. SQ Sie Tae cera, wa carey, 221, 751, immersion, a 
} sinking; a. immersed, sunk, overwhelmed, wholly absorbed 

in or devoted to. 
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atitzta, s. coriefania, feetifa, a beggar, a mendicant. 

utz, s. witas fgRzd SE “fad, an imaginary sea monster. 

ATST! fq, a. WHAT FZ esi, ornamented with the head of the Mogor. 

Wt, s. fad ATS, a species of legummons plant. 

TU, s. Glau cay, wil awa, oife fafam cis ative sim, a 
pointed stub or stump of a reed ; the tenth lunar asterism; 

a flat bludgeon. 

TAM, s. GaeAd 4a, Tit sae cate, a layer of the flower 

of the plantain; relating or belonging to the month of Magh. 

awa, s. fafsa a& 21 dia, Gna, tearta, YSiq_s staal, the planet 
Mars; Tuesday; prosperity, happiness, a calculation for 

ascertaining future events; divination, with 572, to calculate 

future events, to divine. 

AHAS, s/ THA CST Atqyz, one who practices divination. 

THAN, & BIS heal BE TD stcptal, the pawing or scratch- 

ing of the ground by quadrupeds. 

WH2Z, Ss. Wx, flesh, meat. 

WHAIA, \ a. TB, Caitaiel, fat, stout, fleshy. 

qa feaia, 
SbS, ad. TFS, BTSS, CB SAIS, (Ut. in the womb or germ, ) hence, 

in existence. 

apufa,s. afax waz als, AAS GIS WG AF Tw fecnay, a 
medicinal vine, a fabulous water demon. 

SBIR SCI, ad. FASA GIT, ATS Ail Sel A CMCAaMigq Awa UA, 
with a crackling sound, (as when chewing anything crisp.) 

UDA SAi, a. BAS AT, BAS, brittle, easily broken, dry, crisp. 

ADAIBSB, s. BATA Hac wad, fafax SAX, medicine in general, 

every known remedy. 

SATA, s. BAA, TMT Chas, afaai BIS, a Mussulman. 

Apa, «. Wathe @S, Aw, spice, drugs. | | 

Abi, s. fam, wise oa, ath Si cote, the act of wiping, plas- 

tering, smearing ; a. wiped, smeared, plastered. | 

WSit@ibi, a. farti cotisi, aicoten fefcstem, cleaned and plastered overl 

ats, v. fafer, xteia ofa, bie, to wipe, to smear, to plaster. 

aida, s. SbATIAT Aly Ua, a musjid or mosque, a Mussulman 

place of ‘worship. 
ec 

a a ee 
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WPA, a. WA HAPS, relating to fish. 

«NSA NE, s. afd ZHI Ts, a species of red pulse or lentil. 

j WSTSTe, v. WTF, cotarze, favit®, the causative of z/S, which see, 

— -MCBTSICHIN, s.  afae wa AI, a species of black venomous serpent. 
 +Fg, s. 15 ofa, a species of tree. 

«aaa, s. afae Sfeatz, SIS aBTy tise, a species of sugar cane, 
P a kind of jungle reed. 

 «NBPAM, a. AAAS FECA TBA, Tarfaral, middling, moderate, medium: 
TH, s Ua, SA HIM, care cSrS, a rubbing, sinking, an over- 

| whelming, fascinating; a. rabbed, overwhelmed, engrossed, 

a absorbed, captivated, fascinated. 

wee, v. wert, wa fawi?, cure faat®, causative of the above. 

aes, s. ze tafam az afae, the Indian madder. 

sanfsafam, a. sericea catcaten, waifte care fafoai, dyed with 
the Indian madder or resembling the color. 

Tayfets, ad. TCH VCH, TicH Aacu, cafeaial cefsaia, now 
and then, occasionally. 

agtafa, s. fanta ou ofex, a kind of venomous insect. 

ufa, vw. xy te, afa, ce %, to submerge, to sink, to be mentally 

absorbed in or wholly devoted to, 

ufenta, s Gita aaa faq fan? qua, a head writer or account- 

ant of the old Assam kings. 

afer, s. SIs caren BF, war aim BF, a dining room, the mid- 

dle apartment of a house. 

TFS, a. see, THAT. 

Ws, s cUBisfam, ata, Muttuck, a district in upper Assam. 

HOI, «ys CBI BAT CacPicarery BW As, coica Ge) Say 
ababfa, afm Tate TS asl, a crackling sound. 
THA Bea, ad. caNcy BATA AH, BAVA Bee, witha dry crackling sound. 

NSABIF, v. THIS AW Sia, to make a crackling sound. 
Ttaftr, a. xoNd AH Isl, PAB, qara, having a crackling sound. 
_baaca, , ad. Faar®, sori fotrs ava AWTS, with the sound of 

watz, snapping or breaking. 

. IT AN, s. wofee Ale, peas. 
TA, a. BWA CAAT, ASHI, AST, FAH, coarse, large, stout, stiff, 

unbending. 
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sfeai, a. xia fafoal, like earth, mixed with earth. 

Wd, s. WA, Niwa, 17, CdR, WF, a temple, a monastery, a pagoda; 

with ufe or 4a; v. to he sulky, sullen, morose or obstinate- 

W551, a WB, ASS, alee <a, stout, ane coarse; s. a species 

of paddy. 

Wassia, s. sifersistet, Oferta, cect £ Bate ty, a vipat 
bickering, disdain or abuse. 

wafer, v. sei, ccd Satz, to bicker, to tio angrily &c. 

Ts, a. weal, fase caicatien, aloft Bifaca TAI Sal, coarse, rude, 

not gentle; smoothed. 

WHISIF, s. Kit alex, a species of paddy. 

wsafa, s. FHS DVSSlAtS ceis Sei, Titafa, the act of defying 

or speaking disdainfully. 

sm, v. cata aéifsasa ofa, afeaie, cect faz, to smooth, 
to plane, to defy. 

aisai, s. xiive sttetfa, Za cost, a large earthen jar. 

3%, s. SIq, SIS Bifwa AA A CHA, starch, rice gruel. 

WIA, 3. HH Dye ifaca ciel ahae Aa, AAA, CMA, BH, SHS 
afacaca fan qe yDS be fac, a circle, an orb, a 

sphere, a disc, a halo, a small circle marked on the ground 

in a dwelling on which offerings are made to. the gods. 

WeaNeiz, y @ Walaa, cotteti@fys, spherical, round, globular. 

smifafs, 
q3fa,s. WafAUls TATE, LA, ATS, Pew wig Hels Aetaza AT, 

ht. sitting in a circle, hence, an assembly, a church &c. 

US, s. fa Sifeca wal fats facnH, a kind of sweetmeat. 

WS, s. Wiaz, sa, fas, Sista, wan vie, sot, fafoai, a dis- 
position of the mind, a particular sentiment or belief, a- 

way, a sect; subjoined to other words it means, like, similar, 

TITS, a. ASS, WiFzZ, stout, large. 

W5td, s. WzEI<, W2eauifa, self conceit, self will. 

Woz, s. Sux facaa, STaiw, acharm or medicine given to be- 
Wai, witch or to gain the affections. 

Nofa, s. state Stais, atatfa, one who administers. the above. — 

Was, a4 we Bike Ata <a, ACSIA, 9H, drunk, intoxi- 
cated, as with strong drink or hemp. 
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7A, s. Wb, fase Aety Davia, a fish, the incarnation of Vish- 

noo in the form of a fish. 

Wi, 2 SSH, COTS, farga Bal, Cala catist, a male; the act of call- 

ing, inviting, or of begging pardon; a. male, called, invited. 

UU, s. see Sule alatcace Sai | Fa cegtie, a kind of fire works. 
: RUF, v. catare, farga Saiz, cag carsr®, to cause to call, to 

invite, to beg pardon. 

ufy, s. aa, aie, Sint, F51, mind, understanding, disposition 

desires, inclination. 

acuiata, a. see TafAR. 
Ueiaq, s. Wel, qa sfaatn stifea aifw vides stirring, churning. 

aga, a. seta safea, fececa sce, relating to the above; with 

wifg, a churning stick. 

Tae, s. Naka Bal, tifate Vtfw cardi, the act of churning; a. churned. 

NeiBie,, s. aera ovifa cotta saa tag wifsa aut Gila, va, an 
aatfe, } embankment. 
xfat, v. seta ofa, cata afz, to churn. 

TAT, s. fed facen, wan aaia asta, Mathura, a town celebrated 

as the birth place of Krishnoo. 

8M, s. STE siftca wal aiferaim 25, ZAI, corte, BHz, arrack, 
spirituous liquor. 

WHA, s. Blacwe, Bi, the name of the hindoo Cupid; lust. 
WA, s. Hefea Sicd} afex, a species of parrot. 
af, s. satfe, Aa) ofa weeis, a drinker of arrack, a drunkard. 

| RNS, a. SHIA SISA WA CBN Zl Zaza, soft, wood without heart. 
Suid, s. Wala Fears, the coral tree; (Erythrina sieges 

,% see aafet, a drunkard. 

— «=RX1, s  -BS1, cote, a large bundle, an armful, (a3 of wood &c. ) 

WeTACe, ad. cote ‘cola, Ricsraicn Bicareca, bundle after 

bundle; in bundles. 

We, s. cat atfarq <a, cat, honey; a. sweet, melodious. 

Ti, s. BSA TST ASA Ala cyleta, the heart of the plantain tree- 
TEAg, s. Ussii afaata corcBren sttferz cit aife, a religious offer- 

ing of milk and honey. 

wey, a. CII< WA caTatw, cat Ca, sweet; honied, mellifluous. 

aq, a. cata, fas, qafers, sweet, luscious, pleasant. 

57 
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xéfaqig, s. wafad atte SWS Sq 5, the guava tree and its fruit. 

Wg, s. WE, Naz, jose, A271 facHa, the middle, an interval, 

the centre; a. intermediate, medium, central, ten thou- 

sand _ billions. 

Tq, a. WEfam, Tifss, middling, intermediate, central. 

Ws, a. Ws tei, esfaai caicaia, ATIFA, standing between, 

intervening ; s. a mediator, an umpire. 

Ws, s. Raq cant, fwaa fora Sista wee Si, noon, midday. 

ua, s. sfs, fos, calacwIA WTA, S51, BIAS, the mind, the heart, 

the conscience, desire; with @fa or fH; v. to give the 

attention; with %f, to wish or desire; with *fq or aifs, to 

be contented ; with “12, to know or understand another's 

heart or inner feelings; with *{fz, to sympathize with an- 

other’s distress; with Tf, to be attached to another. 

TAS, a. TWAS WAS, SS, a1, it. situated im the mind ; desired, 

wished for; s. a desire, wish, design, intention. 

Tal, s. TAPS HTS, BWies Sai, WAT A Ais Wait Sal, FSH, 

betd oa, @i<i, a regarding, reverencing; acclimation, 

clearness of perception, interdiction. 

Wat?, v. Wa Saiz, the causative of sifa, whieh see. 

WASH, s. Fate AHGS fad aafeal Gs, a species of wild Kosu. 

afa, v. Ue, fafaua ofa, Foul cateia aie ferAe WABI, BSE 
WiEZ GA, to discern by looking attentively; s. a gem, 

a pearl, a bead or string of beads; the pupil of the eye. 

sfasta, s. IODC! “ia, “fad bare, a kind of paddy, a_ species 

of small bird. 

WAS, $s. AT UA FIG AG] AGI Ba, a small house attached to 

a namghor, where the ido!s are worshiped. 

wid, s. TAT, WR, man, mankind. , 

afapta, s. Z1Bdi Ah A GIA 5, a species of tree and its fruit. 

 afaae, s. xfa faa apa, Stuq ne afa “fax, a string for beads; - 

the cords attached to the pedals of a native loom. 

ufq7fa, S. SAT HA afatal BiAZ GS CHA, the country of Munnipoor. 

aiarifen, «. aia cad, afa%faa, of or belonging to Munni- 

poor; Munnipooria. 

Aig, s. ea 4fa¢, a speeies of flower. 
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he $. fama ae «if Wz, ane 2 Gi iT Fa afa facan, Monu, 

the famous hindoo legislator and the supposed revealer of 

the Indian code of Jaws; a Monu or president of the 

universe of which there are said to be fourteen in every 

kolpo or interval from creation to creation. 
«ART, s. see Tf{5, man, the human race. 

Waeaq, s. BWA OSS, a species of plantain. 

Taya, ad. AjcH Wcs, frwcH, secretly, privately, quietly &c. 

WA, s. zafani fee ale fee, ata scare, a kind of bitter 

wild vegetable; the causing to observe or regard. 

NCAAs, a. zifS cals, s1Sy Ga, elected, chosen, approved, 
wished for, acceptable. 

Wcawae, a. F513, VAX HCA, according to desire or wish; mental. 

WaAlae, s WAA Bisa, B51, desire; it. a vehicle of the mind. 

 «MCAIAN, a. TH Asti, LAAT, HRA, agreeable, lovely, pleasing, beautiful. 

«Mase, a. TA CUR, TA Bal, ravishing, charming, captivating. 

WH, s. HEV Waal Fs As, STIs Bile yA, a mystical 
formula of invocation to the gods, an incantation, a spell, &c. 

Tq Sai, s. BLiBS SA, $a AIS) Wi, pronouncing an incantation, 
* the use of magic or enchantment. 

afm, s. Bias Scaiy, eheas, aera Sata oa, counsellor, adviser, 

the king’s prime minister. 

a%, a. aul, S, bad, evil, vile, 

wHa, s TRalsa, safe eB, the fabulous mountain Mondor, with 

which the ocean is said to have been churned by the Odurs, 

in order to recover the sacred things lost by the deluge, 

 *FHIT, s. see TWIT. 

ape, Ss. CHaTA?, TE, PAT Gial BAi Lia, az, a temple, a shrine, 

a place of worship. 
| “RST, 8. GS GA TA cei fA, 94> TEI Her, in hindoo chronology, 

a period of time consisting of 71 jugs of the gods or 306,- 

720, 000 years of mortals; fourteen monwontos constitute 

a kolpo or a period of creation and destruction. 

| We, s. cat fad, beeswax; with aife, a wax candle. 

UT SCA, ad. FEIRSCA, ATHCS, fragrantly, sweetly. 

RTS, s. CCAR, TEA, Fiz, affection, compassion, pity. 
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waa, a. warfan, zits, siafa, fragrant, favored, esteemed. 

wz, s. wal bate, the peacock. ; 

IgG, s. Tile, Wida, Gal Wi, SATs A Grates Bs ae, mor- 

tality, plague, pestilence, contagion, an epidemic; the sound 

of sudden breaking or of crushing with the teeth. 

Wes, s. ZZ qian sia afad, am emerald. 

wafon, s. catea stara Ga Rie Ue aha oa fart acAte, 
ploughing two days for the use of a pair of bullocks one day. 

TASioAl, s- alee Aa W721 casa, an imaginary evil spirit said to 

destroy little children. 

TASvi, s. cag aida Gifs alas USI Biz, refuse straw, thatch &c. 

Tao, s Wi91, Bia WA, scarcity, dearness, high price. 

wafera, s. wax, Bra wae, high-priced, costly, dear, scarce. 

Way, s. caibad Wa, Sfa AS cxTS UA, a privy, a necessary. 

way OTS, s. Aaa aif, CCbia, a mehter or sweeper. 

Waa, s. fags, Wai, ata facut, death, demise. 

wqaan7i, s. afax Safe aw, a species of ginger. 

Wai, s. TS TS Bifaca way aifaata 31 xia Sifw, the tread- 
ing out of graip by cattle. . 

Tao, s. cal Uife wai Bea, Ss facax, a kind of file or rasp. 

Wai Big celia, s. Tata ace Afe Ai, ASH cHtai, a state of insensi_ 

bility or the pretence of it. 

TIT, Ss. CCAS, C@2tl, UTS, affection, tenderness, compassion, sympathy. 

TANS, v. YSIA CH SINT A SH TS GUAIMF 7m SB, to make 
a rustling or crackling sound. 

Taqfan, a. wauvfaa, Fea, Waa Haw Asi, very dry, having a 

rustling or crackling sound. 

me ak a. COAX Sal GA, WaT, TAT aks, affectionate, kind. 

Uda, s. BY Wid lag cifata vwi wafasi Siz ai ysA, a halo, 
a von around the sun or moon. 

udfaai, s. afad aie Sis afex sb, a species of edible vegetable 

Tafa Fiat, s. wafed Hie, a species of snake. 

wafacia, s. wafa niora fafsa ote, a coil, a winding or tortu- 

ous motion like that of the above snake. 

WaAa, 1» s. cal Sal, cain feaist Sai, ARl, forgiveness, forbear- 

qaxi, § ance, endurace. 
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wafa, v. cam afe, cata fa, afe, to forgive, to forbear, to endure, 

aqei, a. fax CRIM, Ysta, vidi facaH, old, dried up, shriveled, 

faded. 

ware, v. faa te, qait, faqa2z, to dry up, to wither, to fade. 

Tq, s. taal bal?, afae eq asi Sis, waa staa AB Ace few 
@laq cHiAl cata, a peacock, aspecies of elephant; a tuft 

of thatch bound on the ends of the ridge of a house. 

Ta, a. fa cATM, Te Sai, azia Sai, AATIiwA Alb ACgT SM, dead, 
beaten, struck, thrashed, killed; s. the act of beating &c 

qatz, v. «la Bifea a1 Hale, Aelia Bale, ae waz, to cause 

to be threshed or trodden out as of grain, to cause to 

beat or kill. 

Tala, s. WHS A casinfan cats, the Muttuck district and its people. 

VIIA, s. Tal IST BIRT yw facaA, hemp, jute, (Corchorus 

Olitorious. ) 

waisfe, s. featiefa, sfaatnfa, Saeaibefa, a mutual striking beak 
and forth, a scuffle. 

Wary, s. wala ya fasia wai wie, Bea ejaa ate fea, the point 
ofthe compass, (N. E.) towards which the head of a 
corpse is laid. 

TaTyS, a. TA qe el, pertaining to the N. E. as above. 

«NATE CHAT, 8. HATH CUTS coral, TANT cial, a coffin. 
ufa, v. fryy %z, to die, to be extinct. 

u-fz, s. afee com, afze cre, a species of citron, a kind of 
trumpet. 

afalw, v. atfe aff anit ta, arf aff sf Zt, to cut jungle pre- 
paratory to planting the following year. 

wfas, s. see Safeql. 

afapi, s. afee caren ate, are fasaq sina fac, a species of 

edible vegetable, verdigris. 

afani, s. forsa aces as BIS wiqz, a class of braziers. 

 xfaat?, v. Da faai®, catat®, to beat, to strike, to cause to be beaten. 

ee ae ed 

a 

sfanifa, s. xfante faces, fem. of afami, which see. 

ufantsfe, s. see qaiafe. 
_-xfarita, Ss. Mal CHS a cotta Bie, vtaanifa, a graveyard, a 

burial ground, a cemetery. 
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WSs, s. Gatai wiih, Ba Aus BTS, a dry sterile soil, a sandy desert. 

WSU, a. We Asal, ofa ATs =H, sized, unwashed; s. a spe- 

cies of fragrant flower. 

NCIS, &. Sele Seales, a wcwta, «i wee ati acateat, 
the causing to beat, kill, thresh; a. beaten, killed &c. » 

T4{bz1 We, s. cay wa, afea afaata qs, the sickly months. 

HSI, Ss. Qa, Te, Rika, AAA, SIA ata, honor, reputation, 

Wats, 

WSS, s. Tra UGA! Sal a1 eel, respectability; a. respectable, 

estimable, honorable. 

IZ, s. AA, WAT, TA eal, frye wea, a mortal, a man; a. 

earthly, mortal, dying. 

wate, s. fafefe, WAT CATS, Zacmie, the earth, the abode of 

mortals, mankind. 

Wa, & CUisal, citoz, fara, Wai, WHa, the act of grinding, 

rubbing or pounding, a trampling, a subduing. 

wiz, s. ufee za qa faa, ASIA GH SHTS A CHUATHIS V1 Ae, 
marble, any crackling or rustling sound. 

Wala, 5. GAH GAs Sia adi BF, c@ITA BF, any vital part: 

WHaq, s. see AAA. 

wfH, v. see WapH. 

Wa, s. afa, Disa, gm, SAT AS aia, dirt, filth, excrements, or- 

dure, a fruit germ. 

Tt, » s diafaq Serasfaai BI’A, coarse rice that remains in 

TAY, the sieve after sifting. 

swasfstfa, a. ta, bIxe, BPS AB, large, stout. 

TAR, a. cSow, Taal, stiet BF coticarst, wai, mildewed, ferment- 

ed, mouldy. 

ware, v. Tafa, ti Si, wife, to ferment, to sweat, to mildew. 

NABI, a. NI, CbIsI, rubbed, wiped. 
Tab, v. Afb, fe, to rub, to wipe. 

War, s. Taz SA oifa, fata oifa, still or standing water. 

VAT, s. aafer car, a1 wifes fafa faal Sax, a salve, a plaster. 

TAI aca, ad. wis Are StH, foeq Stet, fragrantly, smoothly. 

sasfem, a. woh, fragrant. 

TAWA, s. ZS] TF, an intercalary month. 

respect, esteem. 
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yan, s. BPS eva aeia, qorfe wis facay, the upper regions of 
space; with 5a, sandal wood. 

 «*RAQTSA, s. Slay wig TAM AIA “i HLS, the Malay moun- 

tains answering to the western Ghats of India. 

) wen, s. afeq g fan, aa corns te afae HeE asta, a 
species of sugar cane, a kind of large jungle reed that 

grows near water. 

gat, s. cured, da, ae be, BA Thy MT sat AIM, the dissolving 
of a substance by maceration, a small earthen vessel, a 

chaplet, a garland, a wreath, a rosary. 

 -watss, s. AS bo, Sdfaa WI, SS BiG WAI, an earthen vessel 

larger than the above. 

’ Taisen, s. TAI aica aly 21 TH Be SAI, the ere of the 

names of the deities on a rosary. 

nafs, s. cna cata wifica sia frante fofas fore af, a 
necklace of beads, 

WATT, a. TAA Za wei, 2am Wferai, broad faced, like the mola, 
af, s. gem, bbfa, an, ufe fas ofa, teres sa arfe, dirt, 

filth of the body; v. to rub, to press, to. squeeze, to 

dissolve by maceration. 

afea, a. ibia wei, Ti Ee, cHTe, feraa, dirty, filthy, faded, 
afam, $s. Wetsfetl 2 wa fof% Gal CATS, one who prepares garlands, 

afamt, v. BT wifna mA afa «fa, to set, (as young fruit. ) 

RAS, ¢. OIA cana Ba cosh, THETA, sti yet «al, a pecu- 
liar kind of binding used in securing the ends of a native 

drum; a. fleshy, having a full face. 

afaqe, a. ufeqa, offs, 55 tx, SXiaatA, broken to atoms. 
‘Bet, s. ya, faa, Teh, the head. the top. 

ss, a. FAG, 2A OHA, large, stout, gigantic, 

TS, 

TA, s Ala ATA Tal “Bt, a mast. 

Ta, s.. ufex, a buffalo. 

33, s. CORLCUTS MEH QFAe, a musquito. 

TEP, s.. T& ZBl BF, a place where buffaloes are kept. 

TAY, s. Te Afez, a keeper of buffaloes. 
“TRF, s. Tl gqa care ae ard facaa, a class of people 
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W271, s. see TAF. 

TRH, a. afr, RHA CHIG Al {*, dear, scarce; relating to the 

above class of people. ” 

WEoAI2, v. SADA, Hare CUSITSs to trample sa and destroy 

| cultivation. 

TaS, a. Za, VIFS, Wal, Vr, Ata, great, important, chief, noble. 

Navifa, s. Wired Slay Sal ceatasifa, WEI, a show of great- 

ness, display, ostentation. 

VSS, s. VASA, CHISTES, caATHTS, tt¥a, a religious teather: 

Was, s. TS Sifra We cattats a, the sound of chewing. 

WQS SCe, ad. WAIR HAS, Bprs AAs StH, like the above sound; 

sweetly, fragantly. 

Tash, s. WATAT <IT Wit Veqisi Fa, Lamhe the founder 

of the Mussulman religion. 

wala, s. siete, fete, faetis, a writer, a scribe, a clerk. 

WEA, s. AAA, CMH, a district, a division of a province. 

Teel, ss ATA cata, famste afew, ata, proof, trial, examina- 

tion; with 7%, to examine as of a school. 

TRA WS, s. GAS Sal, counseling. 

qafam, s. sea aaiace Tifa Histine cabl cantifa, TEAS ASI, 
a wholesale country trader; a. belonging toa Jaa. 

Wl, a. Axia, cz, 1zs, fife, sife wa, fife wz, sifRaee 
fetfaae, great, large, excellent; s. silver coin worth four 

annas, four annas in weight; the husband of a mother’s 

younger sister. 

Tateta, s. fRae ain facaH, Trey, an epithet of Hiwo, death. 

wRieifa, s. ayia cafiaifa, an epithet of Durga. 

WRF, s. TRS, AX, Via caviife, an eminent saint, a religious 

teacher, a merchant, a money lender. 

Taiafad, a. Watea asfsa, relating to the above. 

TST, s. xfau, Aste, waleaq, majesty, glory, divine power. 

W2tSa, s. AlTSta facHn, one of the hindoo infernal regions. 

TRIAS, s. Sy, amifaz, Hoda Hiwo. | 

Tai cafa, s. tds, cstintfa, Parboti, wife of Hiwo. | 

2a, a. Axia, cay, Tay, grand, great, vast, important. 

72) farm, Ss Ta, fTSI, lit. the great sleep; death. 
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watfas, s. afae few sts, fay few, the Nimtita tree. 
a2] fax, s. ate fas, stfant, cata fam, the dead of night, midnight. 

Tare, s. areas, Frey, a highway, death. 

12) al, a. BAT cSeal al, fazaa 21, slightly mouldy or defaced. 

TBI HTSS, ys. ZA Mito, fay acy za ae Ailw fio fee aT, a 
TS) i171, heinous offence, one of the five highest crimes. 

Tal isis, ) a wen Tel efor, <q otf, guilty of the above. 

wei rife, j DP 
TAIASA, s. fan cata, Anz 4, @ ae (WZ, a saint, a great man, 

a nobleman; a title given to Shri Honkor and Madho Deo. 

TAA, s. Sts, oleeaa aa, fe qaae wisy ace caattfec, 
| Zq Siri", a dissolution of the world, occurring according 

to hindoo ideas, every 421,000,000 of years; also the great 

dissolution of the universe, commensurate with the life of 

Brahma, when saints, gods, and Brahma himself will melt 

: away and vanish. ( Wilson. ) 

 watfanife, s. ze fextsta, ox cate tf, an incurable or mor- 

fal disease. 

«waifaya, s. zeta ANaths, sea fee, the day on which the sun 
passes from the last to the first sign of the zodiac. . 

AUS, . 2QSs, fofatfa, wa, MIs, Aly az, a? oe Sy, a pri- 
wit mary element of which the hindoos reckon five; viz. earth, 

water, air, fire, ether. 

waisfer, a. za afeatee, afayata, most noble, illustrious &c. 

Wei, s. Wala Anta, met, worldly illusion, the he A of the 

j world; an epithet of Durga. 

Wawa, s. @q WAS, Tita, Bela, arefeiai, a pestilence, plague. 

Tray, a. Bl TA, 7% ufam, precious, costly, high priced. 

TRG, s. ST IH, ascwS, a great king or sovereign; an’ ad- 

dress to royalty equivalent to “‘ your majesty.” 

afe, s. ferfefe, the earth. 
aie, s. foutfe, «ry. aie stcaren ofa, ink, an earthen vessel Bao 

. for fusing metals, a crucible. 

ufapei, s. tanta, fafeate «fe foatfe cette 1a, am inkstand. 

afasiia, s. ami, fatfafas oncatei aa, a king, a sovereign, lit. a 

preserver of the earth. 
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qfaqi, s. aste, 2ass, ABTA, greatness, glory, majesty, dignity. 

wfeai, a. fafaita, staq anfea, eoiaq ofaasa, of the value of four 

annas; pertaining to a month. 

ufafu, s. zara Tafa, = safe, oicbafa, a queen consort. 
Taal, ss MicnH Sifwa caas frai Side Ow facHH, Steg aata Fa. 

aia SSS cate FBI; the rods of a bed railing; a quill or 

reed on which thread is wound for the shuttle in weaving. 

WCRy, Ss. see 3a. 

Wan, s. Haifa, walcwa, an epithet of Hiwo. 

wcaufa, s. wef, Durga. 

WATSS, s. “oteta IIs =a AZ, a great festival. 

mz, s- catutcae@a tafa, a maternal uncle’s wife. 

wie, ss usa fanta sisa aifa, am itd, the axis or axle 
of a native spinning wheel. | 

sisfa, s. fsfe, fe, at, a woman, a mother; a. female. 

mife cata, s. wie Sie Asla, Bai ai cataq aife val sits, 
a mother and her children, a die for stamping coin. 

atzqfom, s. wfed <1%, a species of paddy. 

miacaty, s. «faq fafeaa <ia, a species of Mikir paddy. 

Way, s. AH BMA BP ctr Hit Ming te facaH, a kind 
of gold or silver plate used only by the king and his nobles. 

Wit, s. CKCAT ACL MItS ee vifaata Sify, a family group, a club. 
Wes, v. ace aca atife, to dwell together. 

MSS, s. SIS <fete, an elephant driver. 

Wise, s. Bafa Cait, Tae, the cholera, pestilence. 

TSA, s. We zicne wa, fais wife faa, an orphan, deprived of 

one or both parents; a. orphan, bereft. 

TINA, S.. see THR. 

Tes, s BARA Wd, siae Safer ob a 1, a species of medi- 

cinal tree and its fruits. | 

stare * s. wifa nzfet fefet, a festival held on the seventh ae of the 

moon’s increase in the month of Magh. 

wisfafaa, s. @afea ne fan ofaq Sie Sia 5, a large climb- 

ing shrub and its seed, ( Dalbergia Marginata.) 

Tics’, s. SSA THA SAE CAIM SFA HSH, a weaver’s shuttle. 

Wits, s. aifatae aell Aa, butter. 
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xifat, s. oye facnn, a fly. 

wifuns, s. fees TS caczimi afae AS W5, a tree the twigs of 
which are used to drive home the cows on the Bihu festival. 

aifatsta, s. blaad Sviaat aATSa BIA, the upper or scarf skin. 

aTawca, s. wfae AS ce, a species of small. honey bee. 

aif, s. wtf Sits, a female elephant. 

wicaiisten, a. 2@t WA Catcettal sta, having large cheeks. 

Wista, s. Feat SAl, carrer, caicarsn, begging, asking, soliciting: 
wistfa, s. catrafanta fefa, a female beggar. 

atfef, |s: ane, fen =fz, cottar®, to beg, to ask, to solicit. 

Wicsta, s. see WSsfa. 

wre, s. faye WaT Wie, the tenth hindoo mdatite being parts of 

January — February. 

aifanaix, s. see safe, aaa am AB. 
U5, s. wea, faa, a fish. 

Tieseyi, s. ofa wafa BICACT Sicate carey afte 55, species 

of tree. 

widhs, s. ab afem, wae ais «faa fai, expert at fishing, 
Theatre, 
Tisufanl, s. ws Tal cats, Bicatwt®, a fisherman. 

WPA, # CBcKTA, WIA, postage, fees, taxes. 

wig, s. xa, feu, Naz, the middle, the centre, an intoaynll 

among, in the midst; @. intermediate, central, middle. 

wiesixfa, a. warm vlwa (fefa,) having a large waist, ( fem.) 
ateferi, a. ies cars, wre, between, iv the middle. 

THT, s. wag oma FS Sista AIH Si, SUA Gist, the middle 
portion of one side of a thatched roof. 

qreifa, s. TTHs tsi, Tie Sis, a middle piece; a. middle. 

ncaa s. U18Acb1, Tiafsa, a middle or second one, (applied to 
F children in a family. ) 

argfa, s. Wyre taa ates ear oteifa, Boifwx, an island. } 
TICK Tice, ad. qicaiw, We sew, wHNfata, hihi es 

through the middle, now and then, sometimes. eh 
TRAIL, ad. Bist HF STs, Beye alBfentte, heedlessly, care: 

lessly, without looking to the result. 
af, s. ofa, fares, earth, soil, ground, wm | 
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WibSsta, s. caECSs Sd, the pine apple, and plant. 

aiiberinfa, s s. afee Cais ale, $Sai Cof#a wiz, a species of 

edible vegetable. 3 

sibs, s. fania ata ofax, a species of venomous snake. 

wifoatz, s. «fae aai giz, a kind of/pulse, (Phasulus Radiatus.) 

wifputfa, s. ae calt afeey wife atts, a species of small: bird, 

gentle, tame. 

Nicviacbial, s. «fae asi facaa, WMTSASI, a species of medicinal 

vine. it 

Nicia, s. Stcatta » CBI HAT SAS G1 Wa, the sound of any- 

thing cracking or breaking. 

wd, a. FA, cum, slow, indolent, inactive. 

stofa, s. fare @zi HS Zefa, a smoothing hammer. 

wif, s. stsfaca ania ofa, fase ofa, afax ate stistfe, to smooth 
with the above hammer; s. a large earthen Jar. 

WFBHBl, s. see NICHSCBISI. 
Wid, s. AH, Aa, SIA, cHATSaia, sound, voice, language, speech; 

with qifz, to put to silence; with astiz, to speak to; with 

wip, to commence to articulate. 

wis Sai, s. mBa1atsi, tifa Aeifa, conversation, abuse; with are, 

ats Cala, ‘ to receive abuses with @fa, to converse, to abuse. 

Nidi, s. Tie, aifa, Safa, wis, mother. 

NiSiqs, s. Wag ats, SATS, a maternal grandfather. 

Wows, s. Visa TMs, araute, a maternal grandmother. 

ais, v. af, te, fafeat?, wreta ai faraa ofa, cas sifst, zfs, 
to speak, to invite, to call, to beg pardon; a. female. 

TICSACG, ad. GATE wars, Scat wet, afaa Arifqa, word for 

word, abuse for abuse; tit for tat. 

Td, ad. wtcatta, cea, cofsai®, only, merely, as soon as, im- 

cal mediately. 

wifa, s. sit®, X1B1, mother. 

wat, s. Yel, Te, faa, the head. 

Witata, ad. Wie, ceaa, only, merely. 

winfa, s. fafa; sfaa stee ae) ofan vine sfx Tacaa, PParde bead 

or neck ornament, which with medicine enclosed is worn 

as a charm or amulet. 
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agra, s. ofa Taq SIefey cate AH, a species of grass. 
‘gqitw, s. <atfa, autre & aia, a queen, a king’s consort. 

wit Wa, s. Aa DicHlaA, BE Wz, a mauling, a blow with a pms 

qi¢s, s. feeq a@ ay, an epithet of. Krish née | 

weary, s.. ufex ay wie tia yafe wa, a species of vine 
which bears a fragrant flower. 

Wa, s. WYA, ASH, Ell CHA A BA CATS, honor, respect, obedience; 
Burmah and its people. 

wiafa, s. ata afe faa ai Bist Sai ze, utaa feta, regard, respect, 
the giving anything in token of respect or of religious 

homage; a Burmese woman. 

wiafaz, a. WUT, ASM, Ifat Ast, respected, honored, bind- 

etiegra ing, obligatory, | entitled to respect. 

TAs, s. fH GAMA SA 21 Bal Aca, Ticw it, the act of She yitiah 
respecting &c. one who respects, venerates or obeys. 

wiafet, a. TRA, ATS Aafsz, mortal, relating to man. 

qian, s. waa foal, 2) Siz, B51, a thought, a wish, a volition. 

Wa AESia, s. GFA ADia, Ti WIG, respect, reverence, honor. 

Wiafas, a. wita AUfez, MAS ez}, relating to the mind, mental, 

ideal, imaginary. 

ifs, o star afe, ais orf, aie, ofeal’, fa, aaa corera, 
to esteem, to honor, to respect, to observe, to obey, to 

agree with, to suit; a. well proportioned, comely, fitting. 

mfas, s. sfeq fea wifes tn fofawh, ce yfam ay fara, 
a spark of fire struck from iron or steel, a ruby. 

ufafexd fz, s. waf{e AS Bel wa, a species of paddy. 

aifan, s. ate fam, aia fam, midnight. 

Waa, s. WR, AZ, man, mankind. 

are, as farcarers say fey cele, Bart safe cael, 
-) /) «recovered from emaciation; having a competence. 

atoerfi, Ss. 2 GATS cea HATS, manliness or the affectation of i it; 
a parade of wealth or greatness. . 

areas, s. sawtca AWS caren, fas cats, mutual consenty’ "= 

Uifs, s. %aNta, ANY, assent, agreement, willingness. vir 

Tay, =. Wied, WA, HS, honor, respectability. 

atuafs, a. wt dei a afae Aa fs, (fem. ) honorable, Manectablo. 

. 
Pd 
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Wises, 7 @ Siwafea, ata ks) ai Sez ti, honored, venerated, 

saver, J : 
wind, s. cl Sif*s <ai 1H, rust, oxide of iron, . 

sisfa, s. «fad piae cats, a kind of cutaneous disease. 

Witd, s.) CaCaGS Tiewa, alee AS AA GicTiA, a species of wild 

betelnut. ) 

Wiel s. bw, VA, Clive ATEe, cais cate Aifw, TAH, cata, illusion, 

magic, fascination, worldly illusion, affection, love. 

sigtata, s. crs cate wifwa cea, the net of worldly illusion. 

sigifvi, a. Sigal asfea, aifaed, RAS, magical, worldly, illusive, 

fascinating; s. a magician, a juggler. 

Mid, s. Waly, DiewIa, Is, Size TAA, Y cH ats, a blow, 
rice starch or gruel; with aig, a raft made of two or 

worthy of respect. 

more boats bound together. 

wig %, v. wy te, cacHa ts, yfs, Ais tz, to set, to disappear, 

to evaporate, to dry up, to become calm. 

Wt GIS, s. WS cHiwM, WH Bile Fai, cH, ATS CRTs, the set- 

ting of the heavenly bodies, evaporation; the. subsiding of 

anger or of a tempest, cessation. 

Wigs, s. Zq Uae FAT TA, SYA BA, a portico. 

wate, s. Asia eras vin al fran <iz a Sid, Sie sid a5 
afa4, a transverse support of a roof restivg on. the posts of 

a building; a species of tree. 

wiiq,v. wa aia aia faratn clea Gia, sfami?, Brie, ae 
aia, wfaate, afraTiz, Zifa, Safa, to beat, to strike, to 

shut, to kill, to shoot, to destroy; s. a rod, a stick, a 

mortal disease, as cholera. 

sifaqas, s. Bafa Siw, cholera, a pestilence. 

WAG, s. TAA GAT Wisin, BD, ferife, adeadly blow, a fatal calamity, 

WISI, s. qo faces frm ain 41 {iad SIS, broken rice or 

paddy, boiled and used for sizing. 

TIA, s. 1] Gels, TA, a wrestler, a boxer. 

WAG, Ss. TCH Sal |e, wrestling, boxing. 

wats, s. ystte Bai 4afed, a species of fragrant flower. | 

WAcsit, s. fad cia, oa afad, cafes ate facHH, a kind of 
paddy, also of plantain;-an edible wild vegetable. 
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Weal, s. see Wa}. 

wifa, s. atfacota, EA Coa 2 spat srqe, pe A Seite 

aspecies of fish fem. sft, a woman who prepares garlands. 

Tifa, 8. BAA THAI, feos HoTF Satia sty HT, the art of dissem- 
7 bling, feigning or pretending; pretence, dissimulation. 

MIR, 2. Het, CUT Sha fara HAW, MiG a1, lw VFA, oe STAs 
ate afae Cotcei=zl, a month; a caudal name for several 

kinds of pulse; a wart. 

» & weafe, We cata 313, a field of pulse. 

,s wee Sfage, afetz 31%, a maternal aunt, a stepmother, 
wfeed, s. «afa ym SifRs sifera consnta ceten, a small worm 

the egg of which is hatched in the cocoon. 

uifeta, ad. xtc&® wits, atte ifs, monthly. 

nteff av, s. ofa Sauda AB, a species of medicinal tree. 

aicefem, a. wagfem, axte cate, of one month, a month old. 

Nee wice, ud. Ahs atce, wiceefy, every month, monthly, 

fafaa, s. “éfeai orfe facaa, Mikir, a Hill Tribe on the southern 

border of the Nowgong District in Assam. 

ones fi fas ofetm, sersvztfe, a liar, an untruthful person. 

fastatir, 
fas, a. GHW, WASH, aes ars, rer ares HefaBso afent- 

aa fas yar facHa, false, untrue; s. a species of fish; a 

kind of sweetmeat. , 

fast?, ad. syarite, fastfafste, falsely, untruly. 

fasta, s. fast wet, warsy, a lie, a falsehood, an untruth. 

fafsfem?,, ». way ai ofa, fafas aca E1fS, to smile, to look 

fafofem?, § pleased. 

fafsfeni t1fe, s. fafafem fe, a smile, a look of peibitta or 
of approbation. 

fafsfa, s. wa «zfem ofe facua, Mishmee, a Tribe of mountain 

people on the N.' E. border of Assam. 

fafsfa fou, s. w«afae fafsiz orna feu waz, a medicinal bitter herb 

found in the Mishmee hills, Mishmi Teeta. a 

fafefa, s. afax cofa facaa, sugar candy. 
fafsymste, a. wIfeTel, FACHIATS, ACTS rat so motiou- 

ed, slow paced, lazy, sluggish. Ws 
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fafa, a. fata, site, ot ofaa clisal, short, below the average 
heizht or size, dwarfed, 

fate, v. ifm, to be reconciled, to make up, as a. quarrel, 

TARP, s. FASTA wistig Sie SwIg 4447, a crackling sound. 

Rim, a. “pRB &taq A Si, crackling, snapping. 

fidi,. a. fre, CAS, FAA, ATA, quam, sweet, pleasant, agreea- 

ble; s. sweetness, suavity. 

fade, s. sofaa aid Ais, ARVlZ NI, a species of the hemp the 

leaves of which are edible. 

fasinfa, s. cisim cai afax, G4, AS, aspecies of fruit resem- 

bling the citron;.a. cool, dispassionate. 

Tats, s. OR fadisite Bfwa als, J€, treacle, sweetmeats. 

fxs, Sdifa, s. AS Sit cHiHi Sife,, a small sharp pointed knife, 

TTS. wi, s. CHlx1 Ww “fad, a large knife similar in shape. to the above. 

fawi,.s. ate ala carey acgina facna, afaa fafoal, a familiar 
address equivalent to friend. 

fafofa, s. fusia tafa, 7%. fefae fasi, fem. of the above. 

farsa, s. faa, aba, 33, a friend, a connexion. 

fafsaifa, s. apaita, fafsaq Zig, friendship. 

faa, s. see fafse. 

faaitia, s. ana fs rind CHAS US GCS Wotaae woieta, rhythm, 
rhyme in poetry. ” 

fueta, s. fafsa ary, GE, the sign Gemini, the Twins. 

—_ s. win atfa, wtb, the sign Pisces, the Fish. 

faafs, s. faafs, stats, fanz, a supplication, a request, a prayer, 

a petition. — 

faal, s. Gita ons ax fal aioe fafom ao facua, enamel. 

fim Sa, a. Clad Saag wifns fiaica fou fefsa Sai, enameled 
or the act of enameling. 

_ frafna ota, ad. fran ate, ats Atte, RAS gently, by degrees: 

fafa. s. oifs «fax, a tribe of people in upper Assam. 

fafaafa, s. fafaa fecatsi, a female of the above Tribe. 

fofaai, s. afax Cow, atfH cAI, a kind of acid fruit, a species of fish. 

fafamtz, s. ea als, a kind of pulse, ( Cytricus Cajau. ) 

faa, s. ace cai, facaie ate, aacute, an fatfe, agreements 

union, harmony, concord, contact, reconciliation, 
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faaa, s. fra caren, Boursin, Deria, eatery, coming into contact, 
union, being reconciled; acquisition, gain, profit. 

faafeat?, v. fase aan focata tz, sf %a Te, to fill out, to recover. 

faafafean, a. wat se ae a1 fecata caTS, grown fleshy. 
fam, « fax cats, crits, united, reconciled, obtained.. 

faem®, v. ast coten?, aafethe wart, ab1F, Deora Saiz, to unite, 
to join, to reconcile, to bring to pass, to match, to acquire. 

faenfaf, s. fafa =m ccaceca ai, peace, amity, concord, unity. 

. fafa, vw ast afer, fam 72, aft, e11%, to match, to agree to, to 
obtain, to happen. 

fafaawaca, » ad. Ban atte, fafsaaca, smilingly, in a sim- 

fafafam?, pering manner, 

facace, ad. act Stes, cocae fajfsca, with one accord, 

fuenfeitoce, 4 affectionately. ) 

fad, a. see fax. 

fax, s.- fzfH, a mixture, a compound; a. mixed, 

fares, a. frafa cate, aa, AB caren, mixed, compounded, 

incorporated; with @fa, to compound, to mix. 

fanfa, a. fafys, cafecerie, mixed, mingled promiscuously. 

faxar?, v. fafys sha, to mix, to throw together promiscuously. 
fafa, a. fans, fon, easel cticeta, fine, smooth, minute. 

ae . Hays Bay oii wife aria, Serre cxrers ast cacti, 
| to mix any powdered substance with water to the consist- 

ence of dough; s. vertigo caused by the excessive use 

of tamul pan, 

yaa, a. LAH, SIS Aq ALS, THA CAICATM, BAF, loose, untied, 

open, uncovered,, unenclosed. 

yqafayqfan, a. tas afam, afer, 45y, free, unrestrained. 

yes, s. Taq BAA, fafaie, a crest, a crown, a diadem, a tiara. 

Tat, & NAS a fca aqi Bw, a blow with the fist on the cheek, 

wafeai?, Dv, a3 wifa, to smite with the fist on the cheek. 

Tayi, s. 7] yfaa cw facHa, a pearl. 
was, s: ofagia, fawta, <2, Bata, deliverance, freedom, 

salvation, final beatitude or the deliverance of the soul 

from matter and from the necessity of successive births. 

TH, a. ISS, Baia CHS, acaTsn, saved, delivered &c. 

59 
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ufentsi, » « wee fwes, ata Uae, a deliverer, a saviour. 

afentza, J 
ufenia, s. afefate, fan, an agent, an attorney, an overseer. 

Tt, s. aA, Aate wife eal Fag, Rist RA, WA Via ta wtfny 
“Aai Bt, the mouth, the face, front, entrance-or opening, 

a river's mouth; with @fa, to look, to hold intercourse 

with; with 512, to show partiality; with f#, to take sides 

in a quarrel or dispute; with Z&Tz, to join in a dispute; 

with aifs, to be affected by an evil.eye; with wife, 

to remove the effects of the evil eye; with wifg, to put to 

silence; with xfa, to be silenced. 

T7tgi, a. Ta TA, oo TIS TCS, cPH1 ATS f#¢Bi, uncivil, abusive. 

Wt, s. AS Tt, Steal Bifws qty feral col, a mask, a disguise, 
qaiigy, s. wofe, wale qty fouls cdig ai FF, fire placed in the 
i inouth of a corpse on the funeral pile. . 

TATft, s. Aawtca care Wey ea, ANTS, craticwfer, an 
: interview; with @@, face to face. 

ww, 7» a. Axia, eq wheal, Tw, chief, principal, head, leading, 

aferaia, S prominent. 

afer, uv. catatia fr, sata aie ft, freeq af, to give the first 

binding to the edge of braided work; to put to silence, 

qfeta, a. Far tei, cate THR ( qwt,) having a face; over cooked, 

applied to a silk cocoon that has been overboiled prepara- 

tory to spinning. 

atl ad. Taiyfaes, qoraies, face to face; full to the brim; 

in every one’s mouth. 

TT, a. see TWA, AXA, chief, supreme. 

Uo, s. ofa ra Ute Te ae, zea facHA, a mooga silk worm 
and its cocoon, mooga silk; a light brown color. 

THrisfea, s. WsttcotrsS eel Wye, xeti <fatai, one who: tends. 
the movga silk worm; a. relating to the above. 

WIT WS, s. see UAT WHAl Scare costs. 3 
Voll FSi, s. Westie Ala wal ao Ws, the mooga thread. 

Wfet, a. wot Cacaqtq Mh. of the color of movga, as a cow &e. 

Wott, a. see WD. 

HUA, s. see sTartfey. 

ee 
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U5BS. s. BSA, WS, FETT, a swooning, fainting, loss of sensation, 

U5fs, v. CUICSIB wie, Te wie, His afe, to turn, to sprain or 

dislocate a joint. 

U5ufSai, a. CANCy Sift corer, brittle, frail, euity broken. 

uofa, v. catetfa, swat afa, “#@T?, to wring, to wrench, to twist, 

to fasten the ends of ratans &c. by twisting together. 

af, s. @taq wfe, the bud or young fruit of the Jack tree. 

Ufscor®, » v. abdica afa «fa, to set; ( applied only to the fruit 

afoure, of the Jack tree. ) 
qfouta, s. Stara Bly Seats, Swtsta, a tanner, a shoemaker &c. 

qa, a. &&i, Zife CATR, bored by insects, blighted, blasted. 

» v. wsfe, CUicBizs wT, to bend, to sprain, to dislocate. 

wGfeq, a. "ares zife caren, aur fat SIs wIfE, ae igs imper- 
feetly cooked, small and slender. 

TS, 5. CUTS, CSTD, are, ANCA, the sum total, substance, amount. 

TICS, ad. CACY, USB, cuca®, by wholesale, as a whole. 

WIA, s. xf Tq Hey, are SFA ofaqta, a measure of length 

from the elbow to the lower knuckle joint of the little finger. 

THfAM, a. TIA ofafrs, relating to the above measure. 

ai, s. (zatbl, Btie, cota, a large bundle, as wood, thatch &c. 

TTT, &  GCAS TH, CHTAICATA, CBIBICSTS, many bundles; with 

> gfe, to make up into buudles. 

xfs, s. aq a3, car aie, 1 Fa ofauia, tcatars BIH ATH, the 
clenched fist, a handful of reaped grain, a handful; the 

hilt of a sword; with gtfa, to clench the fist. 

uffait, v. pfani wife afaart, xf atfa xifa, stfrat®; to lay in 

folds or plaits; to squeeze into balls; to boast, to vaunt. 

xfiai, a. aie aft, carstcats, sca, in handfuls, abundant. 

5, a. faced, atel aaa, af, BOL foolish, stupid, ignorant, 

xoafs,) clownish; s. a fool, an idiot. 

7,3, 8. Ha, faa, aiev, a head, a skull. 

FIIs, s. Wyse FAT AH Tie, a garland of skulls. 

qS, s. Asif, xy GS, TH, urine. 

TBs. Ay Cs Bal, HS *tfa cote, the discharging of urine. 

sf, yp. 2G Cais fa, to urinate, to make water. 
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TQAi, a HUCT aS wei, Wy Gis fq tel, discharging urine 

excessively. 

TG, s. see NS. 

Tati, s. Gd AR “faq coticeits) aay a species of grass used for 

making mats, and the roots of which are fragrant. 

aii, BR sim aeviten, fax, aid, the act of closing the eyes; 

an otifice, an opening. 

a2, vs BE BIA AF, BITS <fa, to shut the eyes; to» close, 

% or cover, to be oppressed with sleep. 

TATA, SHS ATs fam sa, ea coicmion, the act of closing or 

esattiiby up; bringing to! a final end. 

afm, v. BS SAF, 5S IA wars, to close, to shut; a. aii &c. 

ATS, s BS BIA ABS) shuttmg; a. closed &c. 

az, uv. be SUriTse, the causative of uff. 

st, s. ALBA, IFA CALL SS, AWINS, AIPAH SAl CATS, a merchant, 

se a. trader, a) banker. 

WHI, 6 CUA Biewin fam, Tht cise! afee caist, a mace, 

a weapon, a kind of urinary disease. 

Yl, s. wigina six fawn, cia soi wifwa caiag,. talking by 
gestures. with the fingers; a coin, a stamp. 

Ud, ys FHL, 42 wa ciara qiae Tras cIai, the ridge of the 

rab, J roof of a en 

readbi, s . Baa Uda TighAs Acti 51, post that sustains the 

ridge pole. 

meaqtefa,,s. faced Wag aS fa Ay Al. Gy, a ridge pole. 

qa, Sx ‘See Te. 

ACTS, a. fataifous, ateiam,. renowned, ancient, venerable: 

Tia, 8 Wa zp ifs fafs, seria, cia 74, a hindoo sage or 
saint ;! au. inspired: writer, supposed to have obtained more& 

or less, of the divine nature by profound abstraction and® 
meditation; an ascetic, a heruiit or devotee; preceded by: 
We a1 fefa, a place’ where two or three roads meet. 

Tit, 4. AS, ARAL acatw, weal, alas wa ate, hg Bot 
SfAS ACS, SH aiface visi AG facia, having av 
imperfect’. kernel; dwarfed; a maund: in weight; a  smalF 

ornament on the top of a japi. 
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sfasfa, s. can ef, AST ANz, twilight, between daylight and dark, 

ee the evening twilight. 

gfas, s. TU, YA, MAT CUBT CAVA CA BA AY, a man, a 

male, a laborer employed in transplanting rice or in har- 

vesting; with f#, to assist in gathering in a harvest, 

FLU Mal, s. Sata aha FAS xa, vertigy occasioned hy the 

excessive use of tamul pan. 

ya, s. faa, wife, cra, the head, end, limit, boundary; with fa 

or afa, to be completed or ended. 

Jzss, ad. GRAS, Hi5%, fiually, in conclusion,.at last. 

yazfen, a. 42 Aaa, Za GRA, lit. reaching up to the head; 

; hence, fig. heavy, large, important, as applied to work &e. 

yale, s. afas oraz it) TI5, a species of carp, (Cyprimus Chry- 

soparius. ) 

Ta caTat?, v. 14 ovale, Sain fa, to bow the head, to salute. 

74 wata, s s. Wa qsval 21%, BSRIe, giddiness, vertigo. 

x axfani, a. C4HCy SN, Sab faa, @q cers, britile, er broken, 

wai, $. Taq Alecera, a skull. 

rast, 
qaiwint, s. 9% qa facua, a kind of vegetable perfume. 

qargfa, Ss. BYWSY, S5aiesfa, CHA, nearness to completion, an 

impending crisis or event; @. near, adjacent, at hand. 

qaifa, «. FRB Qs AW, Ta HAS TAI Ba, an epithet of Krishnoo; 
lit. the destroyer of the demon Mur, 

ufans, s. fame wa sant yas foe serfs facan, Tes 
wifazi, an ornament worn on the foreheads of the bride- 

groom and bride. 

. afaxfa, s. Tia ZT 21 Bist, waste land adjacent to pottah land, 
or the outer edge of a piece of land. 

fem, a. we ANAM, BH A IAA ATTA CATS AI Via BT HT, 
ticerere wiffa ate, relating to the head; as bigh as 

the head, even full, (dry measure); s. an adz handle. 

yata, s. aife, ziwy facaa, a flute, a fife, a whistle. 

WAS, ad. @Ita Gita, ANA cHiets saaf, catca ws, Wha 
2fF.a, by exact measurement barely, in some way, scarcely. 

Taf, a. wots, M41 ABA, stupid igaorant, foolish; s- a fool. 

50 
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1, Ss. SCA, TRSS, syncope, fainting, a swoon, insensibility. 

IfBS, a a. IB, fasta 72 HA, BCSSA CATS, fainted, swooned. 

sate ati? ad. zate aibats, weeurt aife, wae zie te 
atife, repeatedly, as speakihg, driving or urging to work. 

uf, s. Sala, oa, Afesi, form, shape, an idol, a statue, an im- 

q age, a likeness, a resemblance. 

qfas, ) a Wale As, Aleta, ae aie, wey SAS cate, 
xfeaia, embodied, having a visible or corporeal form, personified. 

TEA, s. Za afad, a species of grass. 

Tei, s. Boi wa aha, afae ceva Higa Sai Htaa, the stump of 
a tree, reed or bamboo; a-stool made of bambou and cane.’ 

qaifa, 3. RAS Tz ae} STF, a place abounding with stumps. + 

Wm, s. fart, STA, a fa, aif" oetaa, 2Xia, a root, origin, cause, 

source ; a. principal, original. 

Ia Giga, s. aifw @iqa, the first cause. 

TA La, s. Ws alata faai <a, Aisa wa, capital, stock in trade. 

Tai, s. Gir vai afad ate, Bas ASG, araddish; the nineteenth 

stellar mansion. 

Teac, ad. TA <Aq Ai HiAS ATA, ALS Ala, at the original cost, 

without interest or gain. 

IU, s. Cab, Wa, Sig, cost, price, value. 

afe, v, cate ofa, afew, to charm, to captivate, to fascinate, to de- 

lude, to impose upon. 

Wray, a CATR cars, faxaa cats, deluded, charmed, infatuated &c. 

TQWy, & (tte, Hiaaia, fad colcad Ditt “sit, a very 

IVS, short space of time. 

TAU, ad. facz, CAC, SSifate, quickly, in a very short 

WZ, space of time. 

Tain, s CeIsad Ait Fa At Sal VITA arity ya; anything 

used to sweeten the breath after eating. 

ciaifa, s. “fat ab SIs Sta Gd, a-species of tree and its gum, 

from which a valuable varnish is made. 

cr@fa, s. faaifea, a cat. 

caafeafanl, s. a1 <faata mala tig val fox facnH, a dimple, 
cerapiia, Ss. <4 AS Bis Big ote, a species of vine and its 

bark, used sometimes as a substitute for tamul pan. 
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cuca, s.. FEcaisia Bedizy. bib S74, a narrow skirt worn by 

. Assamese women. 

cuca, s. afax iif cam aa, a species of grass used in mak- 

ing mats. 5% 

Gia, & iat, HALA, a uh wipe 
CUUaIR, is. CU Wa, cocaafa, thunder. 

auasaia, ) 
cauaafani, a. cua zataca, cloud colored, dark. 

cuut®, v. crm 2a, Gtaaiz, to cloud up, to become cloudy. 

GUMS, s. TA CRIS, Glacara, ecw? ceicAtsi, being over- 
cast with clouds. 

GIs, s. Ga, Sis, Ti Bata zal, a bend, a crook, a curve; with 

43, or 7H, to bend, as under a weight. 

canaaeca, ad. wife fares aca oa, wien? sale FFM Ay, 
very, (applied to black.) 

cascufsal, a. cUbCNS BSCa wal care, brittle; very blaek. 

Gs}, @ We za, 7e By, fear Sew, bent, bent backwards or. 

downwards. 

cIsif, s. st “uty, wy afax, a species of tree; a species of 

wild animal; see CHC5@I. | 

castcafs, s. CSB CIS, Coca! cecafS, curves, crooks, windings; 
a. curved, winding, curling. 

cifs, s. cast fecatsi, fem. of capi, having a curved spine. 
CIs), s. zafanl Viel ce we ofax, a species of wild animal, _ 

cle, s. aa ar, eu feat facaa, a table. 

craizfa, v. ofex Tt] A FS, MSS TS, BiRtera 5, a kind of silk; 

a species of tree. 

cufe, s. cua wis aifea oi wa, fees cota atafa, a stack of 
wood, straw, or unthreshed grain; a pile of straw burnt 

as a festival amusement at, the end of harvest. 

ARGC, ad. ASCE ACPA ARS CHI, T¢a Ser, with asnap- 
ping cracking sound, = 

qiocafon, a. cacba catba HeK Ul, <q Ba, having a. snapping 
sound; with Sta, a heavy burden. 

CURACHIS, s- CAB CAP AH Sl, a crackling or creaking sound. 
cdi, a see iyi. 
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Cabal, s. CBI, KUT TAG GxRl, a tumor, a swelling. 

cabaicabre, s. BAG FFs cata cubat, a collective noun, signi- 

fying several swellings or tumors, 

cacbai, s. afed ofa qa, a species of aquatic grass. 
cipaisia, s. GLb Wel ZF, a place abounding with the 

cubatfa, . 
CUCDa, s. Bia ze SATS TI A¥, the sound made by the breaking 

of a hard substance. 

aUbfa,s. clasia, ccwat ai sfanta catesial, cone oon siina fat, 

that part of the edge of a mekhela or suriya that is tucked 

above. 

} in at the waist; the cork of an oil vessel. 

cICBIacMtbia Gea, ad. ANCA Ae, face face, slowly, gently, lazily. 
cd, s. wlee oiza nica faa ties cei, Mest, a small present 

given with the hope of gaining some request, or of ob- 

taining something of greater value in return; with cofAl1z, 

: to present the above; condition. 

caafa, s. Zay carte frie Ba entay matifate faa <a, a 
woman's skirt that is worn over the breast; with q1fa, to wear 

the same. 

cuxfagi3, v. cacan afa, ams afa afa, to delay, to loiter. 

aucyla, s. alee adatom a cafam! Hee we facHH, a species of 

wild mountain cow. — ‘ 

CHS, Ss. at S01 eifa, a scavenger, a sweeper, a mehter. 

cusafa, s. casaa fefa, fem. of the above. 

Civ, s. sfa, cottwia, lees, settlings, sediment, scum. 

cia, s. cobain, lees, sediment. 

camuyival, a. <sracefaa, coe, slow, inactive, turbid, roiled; not 

well baked, (applied to ‘pottery. ) 
CHAl, @. Tid, CIPI, COIS! CAICRTSM, CBA slow, inactive, dull, stupid. 
cafafa, s. f2tfetfa, Sfx, the earth. 

CURA, & HBS, AD, zq fax, stout, fat; with Bare, very rich. 

CHUMia, s. cBaa ositafe, the sediment of oil. 

cHmAS, s. afeq Taq facHH, a species of grass. 

‘sig, s. fama oz cole caitaiza Gale, one who collects the.an- 

nual taxes exacted by hindvo priests from their disciples. 

cial, + ecatsl fafa a2, a buffalo that has drooping horns. 
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quart, v. see coat. 
cafa, s. cuaia fa, the fem. of caal. 

cuca, s. “fam, coftcaten Are, the coriander plant and seed. 

cucnal, a. fasai, cocami, lean, spare, emaciated. 

CHA, #. CUA, CAA, MTS, HIG cia UTM cats HSA, a sheep, the measure 
of girth, a twist, a receptacle for grain; with 7%, to roll 

or coil up. 

CHACHTS, a. HTS corse, Fal athe ASI, tortuous, winding. 

cla Bist, s. see cqH, a sheep. 

clapal, s. afar wala bif~, 5% al, a round sitting mat. 

cia ti, s. faa zai, fea athe ata’, a coil or the act of coiling. 

caai®, v. afam®, soit, stfag wica czfz, to roll up, to 
cafaat®, ’ encircle, to surround, to wrap around. 

lt, # FIG 4%, the famous mountain Meru of the shasters, 

which according to hindoo cosmogony forms the centre of 

the seven continents; in astronomy, the North Pole. 

CUFFS, s. AHS, the spine, the back bone. 

AeA, © CUBA, TTS cars eq CHAI, a wen. 

cisfami, a. EA eal, crefan, having a wen. 
cacabicacate, s. sm oifefsfe ean, s-af@, the act of stretching 

the body, (as when weary. ) 

CHATS, a. CHATS caren, Afae, cecate, wound or wrippes 
around, enclosed, surrounded, encircled. 

CH, # CHIMCHIS SAl AIS, Hei, a council, an assembly, a jury. 

CUA BA, s. Bel] HS, aay wal, cae Festa, consultation, deliberation, 
auafa, x. «fe fiz, um aal, fawiF, release, friend! dismission. 

CHA HS, s. Hecois wiaata wal, Gel ATH cars’, presenting a 
subject or appointing a council for deliberation and enquiry. 

QA iM, s. cel Zw He fawifs sai, the closing of a council or 

the settlement of a question 

qractiam, «. caycefem, camcafaat, delayed, put off, deferred. 

Ga, a. Te ZI raha wai, cater fam, opened, loosed, unbound. 

cuatfa, s. see orefa. 

craigal, s. of atte fansta wife ofFesn, the act of hurling or 

casting from the hand as of a missile weapon. 

canifs, a. ZF, GEER e, broad and shallow. 
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Cifa, v. Zea TSA af<, caicaiat?, Pate, Zeaiz, to spread out, 

to open, to loose, to untie, to stretch forth. 

case, s. cat Sf Bal CAIs, a member of a council. 

caqe, “ 
CICAG, & see CHS. | 

CA, s. cia Bit, Ady atfR, a sheep, a ram; the sign Aries. 

cracs far, a. KORA, Asien catcatst, lazy, indolent, dull, inactive. 

Cla, s. ABS CATH COTA; an excrescence on a tree or plant. 

Glafanl, a. cl@aq eel, having the above excrescence. 

tq, s. BIg Tiv ANIA Sz1 GEA, the native: harrow. 

WS, 8 Ws Hs Var Sicwivi kei sife wa <a, a bamboo pole 
split at one end, by which a harrow is drawn in muddy soil. 

tapi, s. Wife wai ctibi diza fea Getai fac, a single bamboo 
used as a ladder, the knots serving as steps. 

wala, S. fawia, Sq CRIS, copulation, coition. 

Ww, s. WS AIS Sol BA «fad, a kind of knife used for cutting 

fish and vegetables. 

Camis, s Sanfas am Wiss wa, the mound of earth raised over 

a grave, a grave, a tomb, a sepulchre. 

tamista, s- Tawa ate) STB, a graveyard, a burial ground. 

Walz, v. sce wifp Agta @fa@, to level with the harrow. 

taald, s. 3S 5x1, an inkstand, 

CIs, s. «fed AS Td, Gfad AIA Als, a species of fish; a kind 

of sweet, potato. 

CUBA Wal, s. Gal ate cater, feeioa Tl, the losing all hope, 

chance, means or resource. | 

chsifz, a. crea xa, fefa cuca, ( St A ata, ) coined, 

(applied only to gold and silver. ) 

CUSWISIE, v. CAIRCaeiz, Fas Sis wiwca Sai 7, to. speak 

indistinctly, to mumble. | 

GuaKal, s. CtIbd, Mintaws Sai wie caine fasta, a law suit. 

CUieH, a. Tefei, clear, open, unenclosed. 

CUISABA, 5. Gals Bali, axa =i, evacuations by stool. 

GUCaTB, s. GUICBIZ, cqitBTSt, Givi, a bend, a fold. 
CUCSICBISH, s. CUICSIbIS catteu, Sifat cate, bending or folding. 

CUICSIGI, ss TA SU Wala, a large mouthful. 
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ctfa, s. ois sufwa sa catcatcatete care ae, the tucking 

in the ends of splints to secure the edge of braided work, 

cUiati, s. Ta Tal, cataha cars, the binding or dines: the edge 

of a mat or other braided work. 

CHCA, s. TST TA fam cava zie, a muzzle for oxen. 

caiey, s. facta aie, fasta, Axia, sz, beatitude, final emanci- 

pation of the soul from matter; a. principal, chief. 

Git, s. Ga toe Bante ecaien fea, cspiz, the flower bud of the 

plantain when it first sprouts from the tree, whiskers, 

caisa, s. =f, Wa, wea, liberation, deliverance, forgiveness. 

GUGAl, ¢. CURA, Wea SA, ACB, a wringing, twisting, squeezing. 

GUb1, a. Cote, C@IS cats, curled, contracted, applied only to thin 

substances, as the ear, paper, leaves of plants &c. 

CUICSISI, 2. CUICBTSI, 1%, a bend, a sprain. , 

GUCBIZI, s. ete gal sf afax, a knot made by twisting together 
the ends of a binding. 

GUB, s. cold, TB, sta IM, SAH, BAA caia, the sum total; a 
leathern bag or skin used for carrying water; the skin of 

the body considered as a case; the cast off skin of reptiles, 

careaai, a. za stfeaq wie uty (atfe,) dense, thick, impenetrable, 

as jungle, forest &c. 

cubicwiat-«. ware stata sifea carats sag oF wfe care, 
the widening of a basket near the top. 

CaICB, ad. =cd, Agfa, Hecate, all together, in the whole, in all. 
CUICBISI, s. see CHICBTBT. 
care, s. cal al fen fe Mata cata aie aul, cara firm, a piece 

of iron or steel welded on an old implement to renew it. 

cCUIMi®,v. CHITA Malt, Yaa was ca feal wert, aya wate, to 
renew an old or broken iron instrument, as above. 

CUICKISI, a. Coit inal, Yala core wofwa UAE acuiAa coal feaI, 
welded, renewed, repaired. 

cata, s. 4Ofa Cian aS Cale, BIE AIA, a maund, 80  fouaae 

ciial, s. fur CRICATH) 2 Zee, a bag. 

cura, Ss. UTQM, Wet SSicAS Al Sicaqsw, a maternal uncle. 

CUINICHS, 
cae, s. (ifacrs A tease catstFas, an uncle by marriage. 
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cia, s. cain FacHa, ST we, faz, a disease resembling cholera ; 

the end of a thread or rope; the beginning or root of a 

matter; the pronoun my. 

cuicalefa, s. tb Vita Ta His, “CIS ATfAE Gi 51s, a circular 
motion, as made -by fish in water; a whirling or eddying. 

CIH, s. TAT, W7, value, intrinsic worth or excellence. 

cATAT2, v. 2% MIA HA BIG Bie, cantata fafa, to fix a price 

or valuation; to buy for resale. 

cqiata, a. ala, af, vara wie fecHH, faded, pale, soiled, dis- 
colored, sad, downcast. 

CUICATS, s. CUTATS cHTSr, cavitata feal, A Sai, the act of barter- 

ing, exchanging or fixing a price. 

CHIR, Ss. TA, CSA cA, WIT, CATS, fascination, enchantment, 

infatuation, delusion, natural affection, avarice; with 79, 

to be charmed; with aff, to desire, to covet. 

CNTZa, s. CYR CHS, WS, fascination, &c. an epithet of Krishnoo. 

| cliafa, s. cule wal afae 3g, a charm, an incantation. 

calgrasiy, s. Toy Six «afax, a kind of hemp, strongly narcotic, 

used for smoking. 

clad, s. 1a, Poa, HIST Tai SA cata Bifw, a seal, a stamp, 
a coin; with qifg, to seal, to stamp. 

CUA, s.. Ws, Acwa afe Sai, CLIBT, Ae, a rubbing, dissolving 

a substance in a fluid by squeezing or maceration; pul- 

verizing by rubbing in the hand, 

CMAN, a. Tat ati, AS q“a, desirable, lovely. 

[2i, s. CATR zi, a yellowish brown color, infatuated, enchant- 

ed, captivated. 

CyTatfa, v. ure, SiCScsy af afd, sf, to rub, to dissolve a sub- 

stance in a fluid by squeezing or maceration, to pulverize 

by rubbing or wringing, to squeeze. 

eufafa, a. cats fassn (f%,) fascinating; s. a fascinating woman. 

Ci}, s. qe, Cll cata, BES facun, honey, the nectar of flowers, 

reckoned as one of the five sweets. 

Ce aq, a. Garfe agen am, athe gcatm, hanging down like 
a swarm of bees; applied only to a swelling. 

CAICBIN, s. CZ KR ai, a honey comb. 

OC —— ———— 
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Gis, s. Ua, 9a, afta «fe ta tz esi, a maltitude, an assem. 
blage of people; stupor from opium &c. 

GUSl, s. AAA, TAA, a division assigned to one. native collector. 

caleiata, s. cuista auia fans, sisania, a revenue collector. - 

aigfan, a. cit cana faisa, cal aaa 2zafaa, like honey. 
Gicuia, s. cla aa, a4, honey. 

Giifeas, s. «afee cats za fas, a species of fig. 
catforai, s.. afaet baTz, a species of bird. 

cifasfa, s. cila qa wata aifea Stet, a portion of honey comb. 

calatfar, s. cli atfat, a honey bee. 

cuaaifa, s. «fee atfay caren aa, a kind of aquatic grass. 

fast, s S afaal wife vz, a deer, a stag, an antelope. 

fasrafs, s. @efa, street, the musk of a species of deer, musk. 
fxsra, s. @ wal, feta, hunting, the chase. 

Fanfaai, s. ee wag, the fifth mansion of the hindoo soifians 

fas, a. ai, *acHts cate, dead, deceased, defunct. 

fase, 
fase, a, ca Wa cars, nearly dead, at. the point of death. 

fufasi, s . aif, ofm, earth, soil, ground. 
,%. aa, ota faceisr, BA, death, bodily dissolution, decease, 

demise; Jom, the regent of death. 

faye, s. waae facadtet, faz, conqueror of death, Hiwo; im a 

nobler sense, Christ, who was the first that rose from the dead. 

UWe, s. afad aa, fa¥®, an oval shaped drum, a tabor. 

fanfen, a. fare acSTS, fanaa fafsai, a drummer on the above. 

fam, a. cals, fafa, mild, gentle, soft. 
Wiad, @ see CUA. 

CAS, a. Gatstfa, GAS, caMistaA Ayal, barbarian; s. any person 

heterodox as regards the hindoo faith; a barbarian. 

iq, is 

XZ, Isle; a? Birag Balan sats (&) fafsarte acs; fos wie 

way Bd aifaca, (x) Fa, a? wer Boraq 225 coca, fre- 
SIAN, SITE, el Bie; Wa Wet ATS colt AA 

(1) a2 aco facet; coca way, ater atia. In Assamese 

this letter is usually pronounced like the soft or Freneh J, 

-and should therefore be written &, but when written with, 
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a dot underneath, thus (z) it becomes y. When @ is 

combined with a preceding consonant it takes the form(7) 

and is commonly pronounced as if 7 were inserted before 

the consonant; as S{19{Ji, azya, pronounced aigya; <a, 

dhonyo, pronounced dhoinyo. 
106 

4, aata, qa fam, this letter is pronounced like the English r, 

in real; combined with a preceding consonant it is cx- 

pressed by the mark (.) placed underneath, as f2fS, love; 

when preceding a consonant it is expressed by the mark 

(“) called reph, written over the consonant, thus 2%, 

porbot, a mountain; the imperative of tz, to stand. with 

. _. &ti; a. fixed in astonishment. 

azai, s. C@eicaial, Wola. be aifaa aifa ata Goa, a wooden imple- 

ment used for deepening the channel of a river. 

Ga, 8. ASR, (AAA SD Ai Sig Az, Bicpcaics Vi aa, 
any gnawing or scratching sound, ; 

AGig, s. { Hix, the letter g, or any character representing it. 

ay, s. CoS, efaa, Ciifae, <e", blood ; a. red, crimson. 

Aepqra, ss ZH) BUA, red sandal wood. 

aETS, v. CoRg fais, coaarz, bloody, like blood, crimson. 

Haid, s. CSHHI, a disease in which blood is discharged with 

urine; (Hamaturia. ) 

Gui, s. Ie Sal, cars, HAA Sal, atfat cats, ocaTs, the act 

of keeping, preserving, tending; a. kept, preserved, tended. 

Avie, v. Sel SUF, cates, Hea Sets, ScATATS, to cause to 
keep, preserve or tend, to restrain. 

afa, v. a2 ofa, wife, ata fa, oe fe, <b Be, to guard, to 
keep, to tend, to wait for. . 

afaa, s. aft ae! aa, vifaml, ts Wife baig si, a keeper, a 
‘watchman, a tender of cattle. 

Zaye, s. <aicatsi, qty) Sei, a keeper, a preserver, a deliverer. 

quasi, s. fasta, vara, etal, WTAE, aie, fSefa, preservation, 
protection, rescue, deliverance, relief, mitigation. 

ata, s. ola cata sifwa wats, saa cad, BS, GS, He Wis © 

facHa, the quick beating of a drum; elation, excitement. 
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au, s. GAY IS, ATI SSIS, a species of tree, ( Nauclea Cadamba; ) 

a name of the grandfather of Ram. 

ABI, $ ASA VIA CRI let CHICHIRI 5, a species of par- 
asitic plant. 

4%, $- FRA, AA, afan, ceatia, Iza, joy, jib delight, 
mirth, fun; paint. . 

AACR, s ASF, ata Zaa, gaudiness, gayety of color, shill 

aacfan, a. foarafsa, AlAl Fae Bl, AHISH1, gaudy, showy, 
gay, variegated. 5S 

ARI, a. Bar axi, of a reddish color. of 

aatoui, statin . 
A95S, a. GAA #1 2afaui, of a light reddish color. 

T4355, a : 
azafani, a. faaiafan, Sar TH, of a dull or faded color. 
4FGHA, 8s. AF BAS, BAM, play, sport, merriment. ! 

ami, a. cayfea, coma caf, red. ; 
aH) win, s. fee cOSIE care Bie, stfaw wr, a species of red 

potato, ( Conyolvolus Batatas. ) 

amIa5al, a - see LHS AAI. 

awifa, a. csticbt a4 cate, atai, carat, red, reddish, illu- 
minated, lighted up, as of many lamps or an extensive fire. 

afwata, ) a. cainfam, «9% afe eel, sportive, mae: sexs: jocund, 
ayaa, ) playful, jolly. 

ABASS, s. AHS, TIGHISTS «a ala 11 ila ei a vain, /- 

or trifling manner. 

ase, a. asafs, <4 xifa of came wale, giddy, faaning, vain, 

lightuniadeds s. a flirt, a coquetie. 

Abw1, Ss. see {FOF- 

ASS, *. CATH, THU Aiea coticBrei ATA, daily. rations, provisions 
_in general for an army. | 

abal, s. ate atfe feat, literary composition, fabrication, orderly 
arrangement. 

dl, s WF, HE, Asal Sai, fart, + rope, a cable; «compose, 

written, fabricated, 

afs, s. Bf, CGA, BS, <parafa, Tat cont fate, ote a rope, 
a cord, a string; v. to write, to compose, to’ fabricate. 
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aies, s. “a wife cotetia Arta ofa, a written receipt. 

aud, ) s. aisfue da; fefa Aeta saz yiea fa, in hindoo 
ast, philosophy the second of the three inherent natural qual- 

ities, active power, passion ‘or activity. 

SES, %. GA, silver. 

{EAGA, u. BAGS, calfoe, otatyts, Hocata Fal, Lilitn, made 
public, spread abroad. 

ARaM, a. SO CATS, fasata cots, menstruous. 

aBil, s. SrTs, ACEAS, base, fants, a king, a monarch, a sovereign. 

4alz, v. Hw, to dress or adorn another, decoration. 

aie, v. qe, wifatz, fafa, to conform to, to suit, to agree with, 

to be consistent with; a. suitable, fitting or appropriate. 

48a, 5. Saw fee Si, Sia asi, pleasure, the giving of pleasure &c. 

ASS safes, a. aq cate Galae CAIs, overjoyed, transported. 

Abia, s. Ce@Atseafa, CASfa, the cawing of crows, garrulity. 

4b, s. Sidfaq cBACBcatS, Casi, cawing, being garrulous. 

aib, v. caaceat®, afe, anfe, to caw, to talk much, to babble. 

<-15, s BS, calAa, HECHICS Ain, rumor, publicity, notoriety ; 

with at, or Wis, to become generally known. 

Acpicpl, a. Wa cag ANSI; OH, CbitBT, wide open, not inclosed &c. 

4858, 6. AVS, ASH BAF, demolition, confusion, disorder. 

4u, a. winfe cers, wine, ais cate, devoted to, delighted — 

with, enamored. 

aga, s. see <q: 

avafen, a. mi aifre ca sate eatg cots, just ready to bleed ; 

as of a bruise or wound. 

afs, s. wate, 7 win, wifss, tarat a, aia, attachment, regard, 

sexual intercourse, sensual enjoyment. 

afea, a. ae aife afantza, of the weight of one ratz, or about 

two grains Troy weight. 

aq, ¢ feal sife <e afasi ufa, qea,a gem, a jewel, a precious 

stone, anything valuable. 

AYISE, 5. Hite, AQ erate WF, fey ToT arty yet, a mine 
of jewels; the name of an Assamese book. 

agicta, s. 494 Tel, faq Tea gua im fel, a string of jewels, 

the title of an Assamese shaster. 
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at, s. tifa facnH, a carriage, a chariot, a car, a wheeled vehicle. 

aueial, s. Btride <a Bal Bepe, the festival of Juggernaut. 

afe, s. awe UP Al A) AA Sal CAG, a charioteer d&c. 

Qe, s. ysre faaa ai tte, solar heat, sunshine; with ff, to shine. 

anute, s. aat@ aw ai StF, a hot sunny place. 

aaiz, v. ame ff, BSIt SiS Zale, to sun; to dry in the suny 
awa, a. ANG fan, qBse BIAS qos, sunned; sunuing &c. 

aa, $s. §4, fase, AIA, ANN, war, battle, conflict, a fight, contest. 

AACHIAI, s- fatae qa cutai, the hammer of a gun-lock. 

AACHS, s. Anz Wis, the excitement or enthusiasm of battle. 

aafami, s. aaa fasta, a war trampet, a bugle, a war conch. 

QTM, s. AA SCA, Fels, Aa AIS, a soldier; a. relating to war. 

Tea, s. faa wal, facaten, the preparation of food, cookery. 

4%), 
aait, v. fayar?, cateq e2att fire saiF, to cause to cook &e. 

afd, s.. 387, cafa, the sun. 

afatta, s. cwetia, HeMIea seta zz, lit. the sun’s day or Sunday. 

Tye Te oe, As aH wcafem ASI aa, afte sife wife, 
a temporary house prepared with one roof. 

ax, s. fae a Sia oS, indigo or the plant. 

anaure, a. feofas, catfes, dressy, showy, wearing ornaments &c. 

ana, s. faci, fast, sport, play, sensual, pleasure. 

aufa, s. fa, stem, oifafa, fecarei, a wife, a beautiful woman. 

quaufa, s. utae wifaa cvitafa, the burning sensation or taste 

produced by spices and aromatic substances. 

anaqi®, v. wate coitafag «fe, to feel the above. 

aafaut?, v. ales sitfea w aw ofa, a, to make a loud caw- 
ing sound, (as a flock of crows. ) 

aarfa, a. Foy AAAS SIF, Sra B17, pleasant, agreeable, attractive; 
s. a delightful place. 

ar, a WMA, Walaa, agreeable, pleasing, charming, lovely. 

GAT, a. BS Asti, 51S Ta tel, fastened to a spot, enchanted: 

Ti, s <8, AS, col, CHS, y WE, ofan ary facaa, juice, liquid, 
fluid, sap; taste, flavor, savor; carnal pleasure; literary taste 

or Sentiment; used also for the numeral six. 4 

aaa, a. ATSTAL HBT Set, the lowest of the seven hindoo hells. 
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aAia, a. fan, TA UB, Alsat, juicy, savory, fertile, moist; 
aaifa, J sentimental, full of feeling. ; 

aus, a. @AFH, FAH, sentimental, witty, jocose, amorous. 

afa, s. fear, casts, fafa, brightness, effulgence, a ray of light, 

a sunbeam. 

aa, 8. Qa, juice, fluid. 

CRATH, s. TS TZ GBlfeg is Say, HAkiq eal, i Spe dai x 
of quadrupeds. | 

A241, s. cata C@ig, Cee Bata Biz, iicad comb. 

S2fWM, a. SAS AB, TH xal, fully: ripe, juicy. 

aia, ss VIA, IH, Biss Acti a Vise, color, varnish, paint. 
CEQ VA, ) a TH AS, Qiiz, GAT cow el Gitsiz, sweet 
azafeni, and juicy, delicious, applied to fruit. 
42q,s. Gian, aH, cea, CBYSS, pleasure, sport, fun, frolic. mirth. 

aii, s. CSIs OA, CATS, a fainting or suffering from hanger; a 

remaining or coming to a stand; @ faint, famished. 

aia, v. ea fa, ta, core bis, miata cant® om can ofa, afeas 
cafeata gaicetet ofa, @featze cagl AH, to ripen, to 
remain; to faint or suffer from hunger; s. mustard seed 

pounded ready for pressing; the expressed juice of sugar cane. 

afas, a. caicatsn, fea, destitute of, without; used mostly in comp. 

as Taq Apes, 7. e. without death, immortal. 

afam, a QR ei, ae fea, juicy, ripened. 

@2az, s. Teta, Bis eew, cq witas, a glutton. 

aiEx, s. T2I1, FTA, protection, rescue, deliverance, relief, mitigation. 

Aish, s. see <tay. 

AHS, 8. CSS AHA FLAT Ti CRCARCITA, BIBH1S, faintness, 

vertigo, giddiness. . 

altvfam, a. aiavina faisal, AS CHI ie Sift, acta 
ataufazai ath Wiqz, relating to or like the raidang ratan; s. a 

kind of japi used instead of an umbrella; a class of people. 

alsutx, s. afax oixe ces, a species of large ratan. 

alsa, a be cial, war fH afae carat, fatafermi, envious, 
atsis, s. aa fora, az ais, 4biz, a loud cry, a yell, a scream. 

aig, s. ae ate, fora, @rwa, a loud voice, shout or cry; with 

gfe or atfe, to wail, to lament, to cry aloud. 
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aera al) Sri, bet aNfAtacs GEIS Ta Gel, (cai te 
stf#,) quarrelsome; having a bad mark or sign, ( applied 

to cattle. ) 

ateate aca, ad. «a Hacaca, with a loud sound or as of many 

voices in concert, loudly. 

ais, s. SISA AS Bae cars ZlSa BIA, the reed or a native loom. 

Zisons, s. «fax cataa fax, a species of grass used in dyeing red. 

atfa, v. ami ofa, sifa, af, = GATS, to keep, to preserve. 

atcata, s. see <i. 

qMmIH, &. TIE aie cats cate, a cannibal, a gormandizer, a 

glutton, a monster. 

aivifa, s. areata, fem. of the above. 

ais, s. fsx Wa, Wzy ws, a tune, a note or musical measure; 

with f or ¥f, to pitch a tune or lead in singing. 

aifet, ss wa Sife Yara Bia, af, Baie, the intoxicating quality 
of spirituous liquors or drags; attachment; with ¢@, a. in- 

toxicating, exciting. 

aise, a sm ote aie afer <a ze caren cate, atfor atest, 
wefaai, addicted to the use of intoxicating drugs or spirits; 

intoxicating, stimulating. 

aracatfa, s. za catfH ats, a species of fish, (Siluras Pilorius. ) 

<TH, s. ary facan, Bical Aiecs Zars Cal Faqa, tin, per the 

color of tamul spittle. 

aFgra, s. afae zafant ferme Soa, a wolf, a wild Sy 
aime, a. TFA, SHB, (fH,) volatile, lively, fickle, (fem.) 

QHAS, s. Zan ASH VPS wis ars, tin-foil. : 
atytanl, ad. frfafa aca, faxfafem, cites, very, applied to thinness. 
aga, s. afed «HI A, a species of red flower. 

atefa, a. <Hizaiant, aztfa, red; illuminated, lighted up. 

Us, s. CH A WS, cata Ashes, a prince, a king; a@. royal, king- 
ly; used generally in comp. with other nouns, as <{@Ts 
i. e. the king of justice, or the just king; ats fefaie, the 
kingly crown; @t® @iery, a royal mandate &c. 

| «STHSE, S. AIHA, AiG, revenue, tribute, taxes. i 

asta, \ s que afafs, MiFcwe, a princess, a king’s daughter, 
areeaifa, 3 
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QS ST, s. <H SIN SiG, the business of government &c. 

aisfafa, » s. AH Yeq AA, LH BFri,.a royal crown, a di- 
qisqss, § adem. — 

aise Sid, s. QTSHlg CUM, Tew, aifa, a queen, a king’s consort. 

aiseata, s. Qa1q JS, a prince, a king’s son... 

aincaisig, ner 
qsectts, ss BMAX qasgiz wo afax farm facay, an office held 

under Assam kings. 

Aisne, s Qa zit, elevated table land. ~ . . 

aia73, s. AIG UA, ARIE oa aifs, aie arate, a penalty or 

sentence according to law, a royal sceptre. 

AISCHIR, s. <Hle a <ieye VRS Bisa, fac#ie, high treason, 

conspiracy against the king or government. 

arecnifa, a. aaig BUD -foae, cinfasfs, treasonous; s.-a traitor. 

SAA, s. CHT FSI, L1H ASI, the king’s gate, the royal levee. 

ained, s. «te fafs, ante ofa a1 Gi, the duties pertaining to 

the kingly office. 

imei, s. are aAtz, aH Aim Sai BiB, a capital city or seat of 
government. 

a1Siars, s. Aisy scaien fefe, Ais <q, political science, royal ethics. 

awerit,, s. ii <3, aH NifA, a highway, a public road. ) 

See 
areriit, s. zara aife, ate fAAgtAA, a royal throne. . 

aif, s. Ta stife cater, an epidemic, the cholera &c. 

aisyfe, s. <8 atz, a royal city: 
aigaan, s. Aaig ten a afaata, a royal family or race. 

aiseta, s. Qs Teg, cea fee{s, <1 Berl, political revolution, 

the overthrow of a government. 

qinafy, s. <ala Axia afy, a king’s minister or adviser. 

ZISWiS, s. THI AiG, a king’s mother. 

ais Awa, s. Zale fa, a sign or insignia of royalty. 

QiGAsTi, s. CHle GLE Bal, AGA CAA, a royal assembly, the 

king’s privy council. 

qisniaa, s. Agietiaa, kingly government, sway, rule, dominion. 

AGA, s. THA Ma, MHS, ATH, government revenue, royal tribute. 

alee, s. see AIS. eet 
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ainasse, s. aise ons Z1 CHR, public duties and obligations in 
distinction from private or domestic affairs. 

aisziz, s. een, afad za S1e, a goose. 

aiwetz, s. fot ae x1<, sw, the back bone, the spine. 
aisfsssfs, s. aifea cadi a cee, public duties and obligations. 

Ase, a. ater afes, Uixefsai, appertaining to the people; 
in common. 

ais, s. see Hi. 

aaife ms, s. 2 TH, ZHICAl TH, a king of kings; an Emperor. 

aintefa, s. aera ary fae aantefa, as cfs, a royal genealogy 

or pedigree. 

ais, s. Oe Aye, Hafan cats, a kinigucuie the commonwealth, a 
nation, an administration, a community, the public, domin- 

ion, sway; with @fa, to reign, to rule, to govern. 

aifs, s. fan, as Bare st wae qs wary ofauta, night; 
a goldsmith’s weight equal to two grains Troy weight, 

aiferjen, s. yon cam, ATSA, HBTS, the morning twilight. 

aid, s. fHaq Qaa) STS, the favorite mistress of Krishnoo. 

atfes, 
alfa, s. asta tefa, cdufa, wit, a queen, the wife of a king. 
Aleaaiea, 8. eee) Say, the preparing and serving up of 

aicaHiazicaia, ? food. 

Asia, s. STRATE, ACHTS, TSI, a cook; the act of cooking. 

arafania, s. Siwa, ie aa, atefa wa, a kitchen, a cook house. 

atfe, v. fart, ete ofa Bear?, to cook, to prepare food. 
aim, ». oe, afs, Bs effort, application, attention, regard. 

@-a, s. Bata, Biswe, Bras, perplexity, care, anxiety, solicitude. 

Qiaoy, s. (eH a HAY Wawa, WHataMaA HA 4, the seventh 
incarnation of Vishnoo; aking of Oude, the hero of the 

Ramayan. 

awe, s. fed CeC@lal cacstal AB, a species of vine. 

Aqsa, s. geez qa fen Uta, a rude cymbal made of bamboo. 

amgara, s. afae asthe gafH, a variety of the basil plant, (Ocy- 
mum Gratissimum. ) 

atatey, s. cA cdg, lit, Ram’s bow, the rainbow. 

aiqaafy, s. ina aa fSfat, the birth day of Ram. 
62 
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Ania, s. tad c@ins ae fae pats, a species of bird. 

ATTA, s. AT. Master wal sia fa, ww ~afeaia, the Ramayan, 

a famous poem which treats of the birth &c. of Ram. 

aaa, ss ABA HPS, WAAA, AteAe ze aaa, Rawon, an ancient 

/ king of Ceylon or Longka. 

aia, s. ovtfufaa afey fea faeta, em, Ga, the lewd gambols 

of Krishnoo with the milkmaids; deficiency, decrease. 

ai-aal, s. «fed wit, “fae Alef, a species of fish; a kind of snake. 

aifa, s- Ga fe Sift 52 <tfH,-a sign of the zodiac. 

aifaoe, s. <i WA, the zodiac. 

alfa, s. fai, safes, faz, fats, wi, Zi, abundance, succession, 

income, agreement; a. continuous, abundant. | 

aifeaia, a. Hae Cte, Ze1, Hibfeata, prosperous, increasing. 

18, s. Soy “{&, the eighth planet of hindoo Astronomy; in mythol- 

ogy a Moityo or demon, with the tail of a dragon, whose 

head Krishnoo cut off; but being immertal the head and 

body retained their separate existence, and being translated 

— 

to the stellar sphere became the author of eclipses, by 

endeavoring to swallow the sun and moon. 

AQIS, s. WIAs Mal, 5A TAA AM, let. seized by Rahu; eclipsed. 

aigain, s. <2tqa foe, Tza, an eclipse of the sun or moon. 

faa, s. faye aaa cam, the first of the four Veds. 

feaiin, Ss. CACASM cars ATs, 72H, a support for the hooka. 

fax, s. foaa, QbtzZ, Bf, a loud call, a scream, a yell, an 

fare, : outcry; with wife or <fz, to call out, to scream, to yell, 

fasfafen. a. sits, foife(fam, light, thin, spare, sparse. 

famccian, s. cea, fora foafa, ais, Bc fed facxTen, an 

outcry, an uproar, a call. 

fafata, s. feta, abi athe qs, a call, cryiny aloud. 

fafam®, v. fafa xifs, acbfeat?, tfeat?, to call out, to cry aloud. 

fasiz, v. faa3, QA Sie, to compare, to estimate a thing by 

comparing it to or with another, to liken. 

fey, a. fafa “fai, Aaa, equal, corresponding, alike. 

fat, s. stb «fax, a species of fish, (Columba Indica. ) 

fae, , s. fanaa, fafs, Stptz, custom, method, an established 

fats, J usage or observance. | 
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fa¥, s. @ns Bifw oe Sim, aNaAl cate, a season, any one of 

the six seasons into which the hindoos divide the year; 

menstruation. 

fazaia, s. otefafam wa ti cxTS, BF caATea ceren, monthly 
ablution at the menstrual period. 

fant, s. 2%, fea, wa, fS¥, the breast, the heart, the affections. 

faa, s. <ia, BS, a loan, a debt. 

faacstal, a. ufay, APS yfata, poor, indigent, destitute. 

fafafafa, a. Bay Sarita, fafes aco, (7a FHA, ) in- 
fafafefafates, ’ distinctly, imperfectly; (of seeing at a distance. ) 

fart, s. aw, Tafa, a foe, an enemy. 
faye, s. sfam, satxcsten, TSE, a spy, a secret informer, an 

emissary; with caf@, to send a spy. 

facfaafa, s. warts zcaten (zest, ) a gentle breeze, a light wind. 
faafaart, ve wat wae zete za®, to breeze, to blow gently. 

fafa, s. af, weifH, a saint, a sage, an ascetic. 

fan, s. facatsta ste coat? caren eva siez, watenta fafea 
Were 5 fax, a light scarf wom by women; a species 

of hemp from which superior cordage is made. 

SU, s. wart sina fea fre wtfw, the rafters of a roof. 

ot, v. catora ofa, sfe, fe, eter wha, to plant, to set in the 

ground, to set, to fix, to place. 

ofs,v. ufs, $f Ff stk, wait, to gouge, dig or scoop 
out; to scrape. 

SSin, s. Few GEA Sts, an epithet of the goddess Lokhmee. 

Safar, 

pe a. BY, BSa, Sdietai, wanting, deficient; s. deficiency. 

47, 3 

oferm, a. cate vel, ofan, afan, diseased, sick, ill. 

oofa,) s. wfent fate, aa cater, Sta asm, a liking, a relish, 

ats, } hunger, appetite, desire, taste. 2 

afem, a. catea aafex, care cater, relating to daily provisions, 

afte, s. fost fac, bread. — 

Sy, s. fia, TatcHT, A\RTAS, an epithet of Hiwo; a. nario: wrathful. 

SAU, s . CHid uf¥, faaa salae afe, Moha Deo or Rudro, in 

his terrific form; applied also to a furious person. 
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SHIT, s. Tal siti fad toa ate, a seed used in making rosaries. 

afua, s. cos, cafes, blood. 
Sa, s. wWta Stn Bia ws, the cooing of doves or pigeons. 

Saya, s. FAFA BARA AH, a tinkling or clattering sound. 

afuafa, ad. wafers, cate, SfSA® Stet, luxuriously, voluptu- 

ously, as of eating to satiety. 

SH, s. AH, pal, Sifefs, cate, fafsat, silver, a coin, a rupee ; 

shape, form, mode, manner; in composition, as the last 

member of a word, like, resembling; with «fa, to assume 

a form, to become incarnate; with wifg, to coin money. 

SAT, s. fee HS Ais, a species of small fish. 

exay, a wufa, qafa, safe, fem. elegant, beautiful, handsome, 

having a beautiful form or figure. 

GAs, a. Hua, faceivia, focsia, beautiful, good, nice. 

enfg, a. anafe, qufe, quia, aie <iq alae, fem. of the above; 
S. a species of paddy. 

sine a. aifasie, catenfs, catora Bai, planted; s. rice land. 

erste, a. Sa, SIH Sa, Safa, made of silver. 

Stn, affix. feu facanaa rahe wan, wea, ica, fafsatte, an 
adverbial affix signifying in this manner, thus. 

Soeufa, s. Gils Atfaa awataafag aw, the roaring sound of water. 

CASH, s. GAAS AAA Wars agi faa a ad, aifa ova faa 
ai aia, filigree work, a sand shingle. 

CSU HS, a. Bastay wale sal Dai a HHA AB, ornamented , 

with filigree work. 

CASCASIF, v. CBABals, eafs, cawcaeiz, to talk in a loud and 

boisterous manner. ; 

cari, s. is, sid, fea, a line, a mark, a streak, a stripe; in 

Geography, lines of Latitude and Longitude. 

Cau, s. “fad ata, a kind of large fishing net. 

Cau, s. Satas cate aatfa cars, foa, “tb, a hindoo sectarian 

frontal mark, a line, a mark. 

CARTARSCA, ad. SSCA SATs wea, Salem farwic cal AAR, 
the barking of a dog, a harsh voice, 

CAHCATR, a. SEAL HA aiz eal (fz), having a harsh voice, fem. 

CARlaTHU, a. CAR, Bq, of loose texture, having interstices. 
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 camit, v. chal Catt, iaaa aS Waite az eats, to be 
separate or not joined, to shine out dimly. 

CCHIT, s. Darite aa faa, WR TCH CHCAM! CRIM, a partial or 

occasional shining of the sun, sparseness, looseuess. 

caq, s. faa, fax, aia vifasta, a grain a particle, an atom. 
cami, s. Ik fayR Gai afae Hy, a carpenter's plane. 

CH, s. GZ ifs “icacd Val UA, Ai SPifaca xai wel, a down- 
ward and drawing stroke with a cutting instrument. 

canta, s, acm caf tei, waifea waht, Seti coicarsy, the act of 
drawing an instrament back and forth with a downward 

pressure as a fiddle bow; saying the same thing over and over. 

Cro, a. Sy wifaca Wie Wel, drawn hack and forth &c. 

caivi, ve. Ge Bifwa aicact Bie, ace Gaic@ ta aif, to draw 
back and forth with a downward pressure; to say the same 

thing over and over. 

CaS, s. WaAt arias far a wate a? ( ~) f5a, the symbol (~) 
for a, placed over another letter. | 

cazfs, s. CHA ABZ, 29 weg, the last lunar asterism. 

caata, s. afae za (BH, the pumalo or shaddock ; ( Citrus Aecumana.) 

ta, v. aif, xa aaha, wafe, ZIP SIF, to stop, to wait, to re- 
main, to come to a stand, to expect. 

tata, ad. aba eco, wfears, plentifully, abundantly. 

tans, a. silt fof qafa wai, afta, cleared, as a path &c, 

carafa, s. zofm caren fefe, a woman who transplants rice. 

CATH, 8. CAMA SA, CHB, CUTS ACMA CATH VTAT 515, Ca eles, 
¢zi, the act of planting, waiting, stopping; corn in the 

blade; g. planted; left, (as a remainder.) 

CASS, s. CaTHA SCAM, 15 Bile coicsre, causing to be plan- 
ted or fixed. 

catafa, s. atfaan wtit cartel Ba, an instrument for scraping 

caitatal, } cocoanut pulp. 

Catal, s. Sfe tl, CUS, gouging, digging, scooping or scraping out. 

cate, s. afaai, atfe, disease, illness, sickness, distemper. 
CAICSISI, Ss. DAT Ui, BAA fo, a slight wound, blemish or defect. 

cals, s. ate, fasr ateta, fa, daily provision; with «fa, to 

supply with daily provisions. 
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Cais, s. stfazia ay, a mussulman fast. 

cat, s. faai, cei,a hole, a perforation, an opening in a sore &c. 

Catia, s. sila cats, the hair of the body. 

calgiaz, s. tia cain faarat, tte ca ceicatel cats, horripilation, 
a bristling of the hair. 

calm, s. a2, C&ItSIA, AATS, a noise, tumult, confusion. 

cata, s. FATA, Wea, wr, coolness, reserve, dignity of manner, 

anger, passion. 

Cate, s. Cd2, TA, QTE, sullenness, pouting, resentment. 

caifafa, s. Beet a4, the fourth lunar asterism. 

cat, s. «fae aq Zid, a species of fish, (Cyprimus Denticalatus.) 

CSTSUICEI RI, s. Wu Afeula, S12, Seta, quarreling, contention, 

CQRACRIA, 
caical, s. SSqq SBia, AIS facHa, the bark of a dog, one of 

the hindoo hells. 

Calcagnie, v. catcatace ofa, zee Tate Aafs, to make a loud 

noise, as of a dog barking or of angry dispute. 

a 

a, Rela, Hata cS@tal, this letter corresponds with the English J; 

the imperative of ta, to take. 

as, s. faa, ace caren, fax cats, dissolution, absorption, a solution, 

| a mingling or melting together. 

aia ai, v. aay af, viz? aife, fee ofa, abies <fe, aq ta, 
to see, to observe, to notice, to discriminate. 

asaed, s. atfaferai, afa caie, wfastae, camp followers, atten- 

dants, domestics. 

aaasaca, ad. face face, catte, (atfx Ael,) rapidly, quickly; 
(applied only to growth and increase. ) 

Harel, s. cate, BS Boi, cats, aiata a afaata Az Vote, 
a craving, a strong desire, an ardent wish, covetousness. 

AGASS, v. Cale CHS Sia, Foi It, WA aifz, to desire greatly, 

to covet, to be bold and grasping. 

aap, s. «fae fea, a species of coarse grass. 

aefs, s. ateq caisga Wisife, a young bamboo shoot or twig. 

ASUlseq, a. eeqaed, sia, tottering, trembling, unsteady. 

ASAASA, a. CHICAS chicnie, ACSeEZa, loose, unsteady, not firm. 

noisy dispute. 
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at, s. 45, 7a, afFa, seed for planting, origin. 
aie, ' s aly sya QRA Bluse, a brother of Ram Sondro. 

AR, | 

afafa, 4 s. fama Aaa sisi, ners fees crf, wa, the wife 
areal, of Vishnoo, the goddess of wealth; grain, substance. 

afufy wal, s. Matted ta wiz cH GF Ga, the bringing from 

the harvest field the last’ bundle of grain of the season. 

Buty, a. Alert, GA cara, fq, BAIA, a fac, one hundred thous- 

and; a view, an inference. 

aya, s. fa, STA cata farsa, ZSts, a mark, a sign, a token, 

an indication of a good or evil disposition. 

axtyfaarty, @ BWAz, Were, aetfeatet, countless, innumerable. 

ast, s. catst, fi, AH, contact, conjunction, union; with TF, to 

overtake, to meet; with «fa or ?&, to follow after. 

antfeta, ad. Canc, face, Yacs, quickly, speedily, instantly. 

astfaatra, s. aeter |e Acre Zsa wie, kindling wood. 
ata, a BoiSm, Caled Sel casey acaien wa, atafea, 

whispering, backbiting; s. a slanderer, a tale bearer. 

astfanl, s. AFH, ace Acs esl 2) SA), ANAT, a companion, an associate, 

aTATe, v. Acca Vel, arse ast Bia, to place together, to unite. 
Atl, a. Minha, eA val, afer tar, Stcatefag, wtfya, bearing fruit, 

adhering, needful; s. a surety, security, bail. 

anit, v. ork, cast Salt, Ba wait, faar?, carea facatce Sa 
7%, to fasten, to cause to touch, to bring into contact. 

Ate SIB, v. CHS Sei carey Ya, Boatfa sfa, to slander, 
to talk in a backbiting manner. . 

ANS, a. HIS, BS Edxq ATH es, related or connected; s. 

a connection, a relation. 

ania, a. ebaitsfa, BIAS, adjoining, near to each other, 

adjacent; s. nearness, contiguity; with %@, ad. at hand. 

afe, s. wee ofa, 1Se Aaa CACAO Ba, 1S BIT Ba, a bam- 
boo pole used in propelling boats; the placenta or after-birth. 

afm, sufix. «ya oe facaa, feara foes const aca Bes 
Zi Asti THIF, a participial suffix, used after verbs in the 

future tense to imply necessity or obligation, as az Gia 

afera, L must go. 
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afsatafs, a. sce astafer. 

ATS, s. Stara, faferai, faat?, a personal attendant. 

ayaa, s, AIST Vix, personal service or attendance. — 

Maal,“ s. alaqCy Tore ayia ql; a Wa, the brahminical sacred 

thread, worn by the higher classes of hindoos. 

adadits, s. fazey wal sais aq sai TH aa siete, the 
marriage knot. 

aya Waa, s. AWA AGS ata fwai Sax, the ceremony of invest- 

ing a person with the brahminical thread. 

Seta, s. ACH Sal, fAcAToN, IIS, caisq SACS Gall cor, 
the act of joining, uniting, touching, fastening, backbiting 

or of tale hearing; a. joined, fastened. 

ACH MSHI, s. CHTSA SLi BIG Tig te eal, slandering, back- 

biting, mischief making. 

at, a. as, fra care, cla cate, aifHa WHF, adjoining, touching, 

joined, united; s. a junction, the time between the rising 

of a sign of the zodiac above the horizon and its being 

completely above it. 

ada, 7 s. Galata, GeratH, Fe, fasting, abstinence from food. 

acuta, 3 . | 

ag, a. Asa, TA catcaton, GTA, light, not heavy, unimportant, 

trifling, trivial; with @fq, todisesteem, to disregard; with 

“2, to feel light or relieved of bodily or mental suffering. 

acuifan, s. satetfa, UaattH, aefeai, one who fasts. 

azi,s. farza fan, alana own, the island of Ceylon or Lonka; 

in mythology, a famous city, the capital of Rawon. 

ay, s. won facna, “fad GA BIS Bie 5, the clove tree and 

its fruit; a fragrant flowering plant, ( Eugenia Caryophillatas. ) 

asa, s. JACI, cosa, AfeHT Sai, Ais SHI, Acaia, the going 

beyond a limit, a stepping over; the transgressing of a law. 

ALAS, ad. AdSWxSSree, <q wife Seta fastate, in a bustling 

hurried manner; with joyful haste. 

ASASTS, v. BEAR, GHAR, cact Beta faetate wie, to bustle 
; about, to run about restlessly here and there. 

baie, ad. castcs, facy, Ina, quickly, hastily. 

ARM, a. TH Aw, aAEsfaat, bashful modest, retiring. 
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aaa, s. baa, ate, shame, bashfulness, modesty. 

Aer, s AH BA, Beta, AA SA, abuse, reproach, disgrace. 

AS, a. Ma, AAY, ACS Ast, united, connected, in contact. 

Abad, s. oI, Bal BWiCwAl, the act of pulling or shaking about. 
abuviz, v.. difa sirefa, UAdTE, to pull about, to vex, to trouble. 

aprrpr, a. ala eel, DARSAR, SCAICMICAI, swinging, dang- 

ling, shaking about. 

Abas, v. fat ave afa, abdeley ca nat, FR sf, to 
mumble, to roll the tongue in chewing as one who has 

no teeth, to act with levity or wantonness, to strop a razor. 

abot, s. at “cate ote, Fo! Fela, a razor strop, an unchaste 
woman. 

abetem, «. fax aBxidIF asl, FST sal, rolling about the 
tongue, ansteady, unchaste. 

apacera, s. fea Acaia, STAT YT Hl, qoifA wai, the act of 

mumbling or of stropping a razor, wanton behaviour. 

afel, s. sata caaq aifea wien cel Aare a faz coms, the 
palisades in a partition, fence or railing. 

afpait, s. see AbNB. 

ABABA, a. NTS Biles art faq, tHe, WW, destitute of clothing, 

naked, empty handed. 

Aywi, a. Gla, ABS, large, stout. 
AvHIASF, a. AS ZEA VIHA, AST ASS, coarse grained, stout. 

avai, a. itfar of wife zee, destitute of hair or feathers, bald. 

atfan, a. soifan, «fee, weaafam, working for food and clothes, 

living at the house of another in hopes of marriage &c. 

ad, } a. TST AIS Aleem care, Per, without foliage or 
adsiqor ’ grass, bare. 

ada, s. sor yak com fem aifa, af Fes eoica fer Bote, sia 
faai, a lever, a pry, propelling a boat with the steering 

oar, using the end of the boat as a fulcrum. 

acyiaal, s. Diceta 2al atcy fax «ta, a species of paddy. 

ALS3, s. ALKA UiHAtiR, I3Se, ALTHTAI, confusion, disorder, 

ruin, overthrow; with %a, ad. scattered about in disorder. 

asi, s. aatz caren faq facaa, a vine, a climbing plant, a creeper. 

asTaiatha, s. fad 5, a species of valuable timber tee. 
63 
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Avitsias, v. ABiz WS ZTis Wt, to creep, to twine, (asa vine, ) 

to spread or increase, to overspread, to run in all directions. 

Asibin, s WHR SHAT WH SIA, the under skin or cutis. 

AyISTH, s. Aiea TS, HA ertey tel efax Bla stb, a species of 
tree, ( Ficus Infectoria? ) 

asifa, ss Zz AY AS BF, a place abounding in vines. 

ASAT, s. abate, Safeint Yo, Say ALS aw, things of tri- 

fling value, odds and ends; a. remotely related. 

asinfania, s. aifea afed YI SI air, a grape vine and 

its fruit; with @H, wine, with caffe, a vineyard. 

acgixteta, s. tou Uyiata afaz, a wild animal resembling the panther. 

asifad s. Tit HS AS cateel faa, the small veins and muscles of 

the body. 

aS, s% Slat SA cailH, the lobe or lower part of the ear. 

afer, a. TiS AS att? cHtsl, creeping on the ground as a vine; 

applied particularly to a species of the betel vine. 

afuate, v. aifet xife, to kick. 

aml, } s. FIR SUAS cHrid AHI SoS, a lump, a solidified mass. 

aff, 
auinn, s. bMaibeiad, AAataa, in lumps, lumpy. 

aal, s. Teaa CSIvl, Sta c2tt*1, a long bunch or cluster. 

aaa, s. cateicetet, cHTbicHTB, hanging in clusters or bunches. 

afa, a. Wha, Fafa, Sia, well proportioned, comely. 

AM, da. EVITA, YAH, soft, tender. 

aan Gla, ad. wate qt aAcaaig Ae, with a mumbling sound 

or a rapid indistinct utterance. 

Saas, v. wale qa wars, (cota a cattsti, ) to Phufnbas to 

talk rapidly and indistinctly. 

ana, a aiaits akal, aoe fITs <a Sai Te Asi, mumb- 

ling, talkative, prating. 

aot, a. aye, otal, we asfer, fas] Sei cata, toothless, 

false, prating, speaking regardless of truth. 

aorieet, s. Waite Wal aise Siz, a light blow with the open 

hand, a slap. 

Hel Ais, s. “fee catia ate, a species of edible vegetable. 

af, v. wit, Ate ts, ais afa, to get, to gain, to acquire. 
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as, a ota afer, ais, atefs, obtainable; s. gain, profit. 

avafia, a. tite gam, hanging down, pendent. 

ab, a. see HAF. 

ws, s. «Hi, “ai, the act of possessing, (as evil spirits. ) 
afs, v. «fs, «fa, to possess, (as evil spirits. ) 

ana, s. featfea ate, atfa, the English word “line” Indianized, 

applied to barracks or rows of houses for soldier or coolies. 

FIATH, s. “acs, atacaiba, alafaata, diversion, pastime, 

Aq, &. casti® caTS saa, cacast, fea Sts, running, swiftness; 

difference, changeableness, instability; a@. swift of foot, 

different, unlike, altered, changed, unstable; with f@ or atfa, 

to run, to flee, to speed. 

Aqeeqs, a. form aicatai, afraufea, Bata fata, loose, not 
firm, unsteady, not exact, irregular. 

AAHBIF, a. APHSH, dangling, swaying to and fro, shaking about, 
turning this way, and that. 

maa, s. Sifseui, Voter, moving about. 
aaa, s. eafa, sare faoinhe ole acate Bea, a number of 

small splints bound together, used in stirring grain &c. 

while parching. 

RAeA, s. Kaw, SOS, Fela perata aa, a tossing or turning 

) from side to side, a flouncing straggling or springing about. 
AAA, v. CARAFE, SHBSIB, to toss, to struggle or spring about, 
Aqaal?, v. wawal?, forafeiait, caf aifwa yas zeri?,-to 

creep, to crawl. 

qi, ss AA Tal, cHleta catten, atfeca acetal, wfaa, cote, Hala 
cate, the act of running, shaking, trembling &c; a. un- 

steady; slightly putrid, changed. 

aa, s. AS, Corl, TAB, a boy, a son. 

Hae, v. CHB Yore, Bre wifeca avait asaqit, aafa cf, 
S51 wile Hate, to shake, to stir or move about, to alter, 
to change. . 

aatecaiz, v. wife cafe, aftat ataiz, afarta Brateia “ia, 

to move about, to turn over, fig. to wait upon. the sick. 

aates, s. catcs uife fart aia, seifae qaa, lit. the swiftly 
pursuing Jom; sudden death. , . 
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AqSSai, » a. wzacaty, Aatafa, SHitSal, quick, rapid; with te, 
aa1qviqi, j quickly, rapidly. 

aaiminfa, s. see aaiafa. 

eateef, s. Asta wal fScatei, a mother. 
aaiafa, a. see AQiSeai. , ' 
aaiefe, Ss. Fai wista, afs nafs, the children of a family male 

and female. 

ofa, v. aa sifa, caiata wis, af, wife te, wafa Ta, tf afs, 
cafes, to run, to shake, to tremble, to change, (as the 

mind or features, or as fish in the first stage of putrifaction ) 

afauta, s. «afad as vale, w*ifacatai, a species of bird. 
Aeufa, s. “fad AS Vis, a species of fish. 

aASaz, v Ad watz, Catt cate faaté, to cause to run, to 

drive with speed. 

ASO, s. ACUCeM, aq few, the causing to run; a. rapidly 

driven, chased away. 

ACTH, s. Mee faa, CRIs, Sct, Freca alow fem, 
WAM, the act of changing, shaking, trembling, turning 

or stirring about; a. changed, shaken, moved abont. 

Asi, s. sioicaca vif” @fa qtqe wife Gal gle, a person carried 
in a cloth as a load on men’s shoulders, 

ACHTAF, Ss. see GSS%. 

AAfem, a =z ai, Sig aged, stricken in years. 

FAIA, a. GATET, ceisiceicd eAfX aei, slovenly in dress. 

Aap, s. BATA, Rut, (HH, Bitaj, fate, destiny, distress, affliction. 

aa, a. aap SB, 42x CATS, afars, distressed, afflicted. 

aas, a. TASTE A AW cain Tn, AWA, cheficba, reduced to 
jelly, (as by beating; ) tender, ( by boiling. ) 

aaga, s. faeta wail 42% 744 Aix, the twin sons of Sita. 

Aga, & Cala, salt. 

Agana, s. cata nite, faq Wy aay ater, the salt ocean, the 

first of the seven circular oceans of the hindoo shasters, 

7, s- see 2. 

aged, s. «fee Tal ATS, a species of hemp the leaves of which 

are edible. 

FARRAH, a. AQaia, MUA OiFe, tall, stout and well proportioned. 
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AA, Ss, BR, USA, fas! Wi, false inducements, flattery, 
ARAZ BWA, ad. ARAVA BWA, ATAT aca, Caney, (zu, ) rapidly, 

(applied only to growth.) 

AQAfen, a. wAefemn, Ae wile castes wei, ooriahings increasing, 
rapidly growing. é 

ARI724, a. WHAIA, Arana, fat, plump, full. 

AeAz Bea, ad. see AAMAS Bea. 

a, s. Al HASSE cola GH, lac, stick lac. 
Ae, s USA AT CHM AIA, GHP, VA, TAY, Sata, ate afey, 

boldness from the example or influence of others; a. priu- 

cipal, chief, first. 

MIG, s. Wad Aula €B1, Stetcy coir “31, a principal post in 
a house, and set in the ground first. 

altaiafa, s. afea @afea are; a species of medicinal plant. 

aes faa, a. @GHielSa cada faioal, greenish. 

Sk HF, cv, AS mF, BAT WTF, Taq 1%, totake courage, to be 

emboldened by influence or example; to find favor, to 

be indulged. 

ae ty, ) 3. afad Ate, a species of vegetable or greens. 

mPHIS, 
ale co, s. why cocaea cl, a favored or indulged son. 

Sle corse, a. VAT Ai Ae cots, encouraged by indulgence or 

by example. 

arated, a. wanafan, ae wPST, alone, only one, solitary. 

Siecast?, a. c@esH Wi, only two; (applied to things. ) 
ay, ) s. afee av SA GIS Gis 615, a pumpkin plant and its 

ate, ! fruit. 

aisars aca, ad. whys cacst, (at cST=1,) rapidly, as of growth. 

atecatial, s. Zea alse catia, © rq catia, a gourd shell, the skull. 

aigcate, a. le wien, ass aH Gay vie AeA ZA AUS, 
very poor, destitute, Jit. (having only a gourd ‘shell. ) 

ateufe, s. «fad “ta, a species of paddy. 

aiensi, s. fad AS WS, a species of small fish. 

alebetets, s. aY7ia, AAS, odds and ends, things of little value. 

AISHis, a. CBA Asia wales cetisi, done in the rough, 

slightly done, unreliable, unsatisfactory. ‘* 
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ABAS’, Ss. atte afb, mag cantfaa wed Sai, childish play, trifling 

or playing at work. . 

aiceriite, ad. ACscATSca, fastd wst?, caital 2fatca, in some 

way, by some means, in some manner, after a fashion.” 

att, a. AT, 6A caRiz, one hundred thousand, a lac. 

aiatfania, a. Atala, SHAN, 45s, wtae, thousands upon thou- 

sands, innumerable. 

aivtiaiaa, a. 1 AG, SU, StS TS aisfari Ba, brisk, lively, restless. 

Tai, Ss BSS cat sifa, HS cdicaia, a staff, a walking stick, 

ater, ) @ atatefax, wet, stare, wiTofaqig, necessary, 

itera, § needful; s. a favourite. 

atta, a. atl, tie val, ceTcw Fe Asti, bearing, producing fruit, 

readily burning. 

aistfrtfe, s. FF actiel Yatra ate wiles whe, dry fuel. 

atais, s. bw Tz, Sistaha, Faw Si, fH, symmetry, relation, 
connection, order. 

aft, v. ora ous oie wife, stata wis. WcHit te, Ad xfs, 
fafaaces sta cre, to hit, to strike, to adhere, to stick, 
to unite, to bear fruit; @. pleasing, fitting, favorite. 

cifras, ad. aco @fa, ZA VIE Haz fF, in concert, together, 

mutually aiding. 

ay, s WOT Tal aati, Shs Ataz wat sifa, bars in a gate- 
way or in a pen used for confining wild animals. 

alwioy, s. Lifer Sigfs, veiceTZ, an iron goad for driving elephants. 

aistaatsfa, s. aha “ibfa, 45fem aa, light domestic work. 

MFA, a. BASBWIG, AGG, done in the rough or slightly. 

SRA, s. ZiPS aha wal amet fez) wa, a pen for confining 

wild elephants, 

ARs, s. Caqs Hatfate feat of.9 A Hatz, a horizontal support 

to a partition. 

TUAANR UiHAH, 2. ATSS, Vivian, separated, scattered about. 

airy, s. «fax ats <a faam ota, a kind of fish net. 
a5, Ss. Sar fefam A CA Aiwes UM cal, cass AP coisa, 

a bending as of ripened grain or of a pole under a burden ; 

the swinging of the hands in walking; with 2t®, to bend. 

ACU, a. CH AlS cats, fea carer, bent, curved, bowed over. 
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atsfastisfa, s. see atafacitafe. 
aifsatfs, v. aifs sife, slacal Stach festfe, to pick out the 

best, to cull; ad. by selection or choice. 

atfex, s. «fae wis, a species. of fish. 

ait, s. «fax sife os, the hill Kosu, (a species of Arum. ) 

As, s AH, O47, GIA, shame, modesty, shyness, disgracey 

Als wel, s. WAST Balt, fants #nM, cami TIS, obscence language. 

alBate, s. @lB BIN, CHB STS, modesty, self respect. 

meee, 
areefani, a. Bal UB, Za BAS Sai, bashful, modest, shy. 

Aleeal, s. see AWA. 

ATS, s. GAB, BB, Ale, HAT, a tail; a. continuous, consecutive. 

ald, a. MA, AAT, 1d ysiz CBie¢|. continuous, unbroken; s. the 

tow or coarse part of Silk. 

Aals, s. Qed ZA HIS, a species of wild esculent plant. 
Aone, s. Bale opah, az Siz, asfan 2%, things of little worth, 

’ odds and ends. 

atefa, s. In Ze As a1 cBrett, the refuse or tow of Mooga silk. 

ate fh, s. atfenai, aati wiqhas wal canifa jacaa, childish play, 

frolic. 

mnfiz, ) s. Aale eqal Sika Zs, a spinning top. 

mits, § 
Mom, «a. ATS SH, aaa Wea CHS ZH, lit. like a top, hence, 

lumpy, coagulated, 

ee ad. Ale Als, 6A) Seitz, in lumps, in clots. 

s. Diefes aifbata wifes aut cate «ofa, a distaff for 
spinning the refuse silk of a cocoon. 

Ass, a. Zas Sf ats, Bar, bald; fem. aidfa- 
ans, s. ata, ws, a walking stick. 

at-tol SFA, v. By Vata fa, Try Hare fe, to render slight assistance 

atstafz, s. fae, faataty, a bachelor; without wife or children. 

ATQARTA, 5. afee aoe off sate 515, ae Tifee cate caret otf 
afa¢, the seed of the Abrus, used as a weight by goldsmiths 

anfet, s. fete ai sfaa atate, a kick backward. 

am, s. waa feel, Stfee aa eats, animal plane? a load or 
burden carried by an elephant. 
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atfe, o. wea sa fess: ofa, StfSe caval fr, to void excrement; 
te jut a load or burden’ on an elephant. 

aia, a. carafe, AIP, continuous, successive, unbroken. 

aia, s. eats, Atha, caicadfa, CRIB? ce@T@l, a line, a row, a range; 

a joining, a hanging down in clusters. 

Sl-ASsl, s. A VIaa wal afar AB, the lac insect, (Cocus Ficus. ) 

IR, a. WIS Alem, cate, Al, toothless. 

Fie, s. Ble, CSS, ria? Goi uief, a jump, a hound, a leap. 

He, s. Vara, aifa, “zits, atti, profit, gain, advantage; 

with 2t, to acquire gain unjustly; with #{T2, to gain. 

MNase, s. see AI@P oteie. 

ATAISD, 

afta, ) v mal? aie, fafafe fanife, BE caf, to move about, 
atfastfa, j to stir together; the latter form used adverbially. 

airaate, a. MasaH, SAG, Meta, good for nothing, useless, 

aS, 5. AA Tol ar sifeca cai fats, a kind of sweetmeat. 

MS MS, @ GVCAS AS, TWAT, ( CHIS CHTS GTPH, ) in heaps, plen- 
tiful, in swarms, as of insects or maggots. 

aia, s. wtf fal Alea ara aden BoA fae, a basket with a 

handle used for baling water, 

aia, s. caatsib, qetq cata aif, slaver, spittle running from the 

mouth, drivel, 

alnaia, a. SS atafent, fase, faa 2t18, insensible, unable to 

| move, almost dead, 

ata, s. see 141. 

Sina, s. Sia, Anis Simian are ai, affection, friendship. 

aiafaa, s. ala, aE wine fasis, phlegm, the white of an egg, 

semen, 

aia, s. zd Bifer acti az, Flam ga, athe, aif, cacafa, 
treacle, molasses; a line, a row, a joining or tying together. 

ai-fafsai, s. see fq cHIeq AsneVa. 

aaAs, s. Cegiaa cvieifa faczia, a tadpole, a frog in its 

aTare, f first stage from the spawn. 

AAR, 8. GAT HAD AS 4B Hifs, Lalung, a tribe of people. 

ata, s. fa facaa, a precious stone (probably the chalcedony.) 

altasita, s. AS Wind Bart youd sfa, small porcelain beads 
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alcatel, s. cote fawai Wb, a species of shrimp. 

ata, s. cae, CBINA, fat, WU, lit. saltness; loveliness, ami- 

ability; a. soft, tender, gentle, amiable. 

AlnCzA, a. see HEATH. 9 

AR, 5. <a cob, stT< FPS, show, parade, ostentation. 

wets, a. fam, of Biz ae wal fSfa, ostentatious, vain. 

alta, s. sife ufani Wicains acwa, nerfs facwH, one of the four 
leading classes among the old Ahoms. 

aiafa, s. cocafe, Waa ATG, a particle expressing endearment. 

aife, a. AS, $1 TSA, CABS, thin, slender, flexible. 

atfe «ia, s Bal Bif* Bicstcx a1 ne fae “a, a general name 
for several kinds of fine paddy. 

AILarS, ad. f¢.q feca, SArite, tT caiceterte, slowly, by 
aicaaice, ? degrees, quietly. 

faacol, s. amta een acy fanata way ADI 13S, a class of labor- 

ers whose services were given by the Assam king to his 

officers for a longer or shorter period. 

fast, a. fSaol, caced, cca ota aca fafosti aes, tough, 
elastic, not easily broken. 

faafafem, « fasfafem, siartfem, frafafem, long and slender, 
applied to reeds and bamboos. ; 

faaa, , s. fafea wu, facetie, safe siete, a writer, a scribe, 

farts, a secretary, a clerk. 
fae, s. wieta fan, fea Sal, a writing, the act of a or 

| _ painting; a@. written, painted. 

fart, v. caleaq agur® Bieta finlt a fda wal, to cause to be 
written ot painted. 

fafa, v. siete fe, foq sha, to write, to paint. 

fafta, s. adia cateq Brea Rista «al ie, Badal, a house 
servant or personal attendant of the king and nobility. 

fafsfa, s. eta catea atavai fefa, fem. of the above. 

fax, s. ena oe, Uiseq we awe Bfy, the penis or male 
| organ of generation; in gram. the gender of a noun. 

faxtafen, oc. fia SIS 1 HS, long and thin, ae > (applied 

only to hair and vegetation. ) 

fateefa, a. as Bbal, ayaa, nie ‘fac, very small, may 
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fatal, s. Saaa aifee cease far fala Siem cig Gta, the upright 

outer supports of the sides of a granary, 

fasi, a. aife, 1B Caicatsi, thin, lean, slender. 

fea, a. at cate, faa cats, absorbed, commingled, dissolved. 

faon, a. ls aiff wifw aa, CAs frail, wiped, smeared, plastered. 

fANCHIB!, @. ASI AAl, Wests: Fxicwiwi, swept and plastered over. 

fafa, ov. aps, aie fa Atia, cas fi, to wipe, tov smear, to plaster. 

fafa, a. CS, OF, fey, an occasion, a chance, a fault. 

faTas, Ya AE <a, ANA te alist wal, fa TR <I, joined, 

. fae, united, in close contact, adhering. 

fafa, v. aca aca 5% aife, to turn over and over in the hand, 

to fumble about in search of anything. - 

faa, s cautfa, feu, feats, play, sport, pastime, dalliance. 

facia, s. GAS FAT MHS ZSq HA ASE FSF AHI, an auction sale. 

fafaata, s. cate aint line tig a faa caletafa, the tortuous 

motion of reptiles. 

fafams, v. cote siiwea om ai faa mate, to move as above. 

faefafem, a see faatafert 
fafefaciten, § 
fafafacation, s. cast? cal cattaii, a particular mode of knotting 

the hair low in the neck. 
Hay, s- <q alw, gmt, a name of a portion of the Brahmaputra. 

ase, v. Big ta, cacwati %2, catia Bia, to hide, to secrete. 

agai, s. af" mal facan, a slave boy. i 

ASlSs, | 8. AAI ceatia facaw, the child’s play of hide ‘and seek. 

aarafe, J 
ASisys, s. are qa crn fw sata ASoa, the play of bo-peep. 

afeaiteml, s. TS Aicay, afar cody cars 2a, internal boils &c. 

agai, & CHiAA Sal, SIT Sal, CHACHA, the act of hiding or 

secreting; a. hidden, secreted, concealed. 

aPaiz, v. cxita Sia, Biz ofa, to hide or conceal anything. 

aaa, s. Bbifeafanl Bicaigge cata, one of the four principal 

divisions of people among the Ahoms. 

AAA Gla, ad. BSA, WA WA ufe, stealthily, quietly, noiselessly. 

ARARs, ve qa aca fasife wie, AeLaiz, to search for stealthily 

er quietly; ad. stec\thily, quietly. 
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axafen, a. cotaaaca wa wa faoifa eee pensters sly, 
stealthy, wily, insidious. 

apa ay ad. C@xCB, zeate, at once, catalan waiting, 

af, s. la, ofS, atera, side, direction, a turning over or whoa 

with 2T?, to turn over. 

apy, v. ata, TA ena Bla, erste’, vafant®, to turn over, 

to upset, to turn about or upside down. 

aburai, s. ataicistia, tere fase, a turning from side to 
side; with ta, ad. from side to side, 

ay, ad. sirzarefats, cate tifde{F, importunately, with 
earnest entreaty. 

Abxybe, a. BARSD, afore BU, BVA, BATS, rolling 
about, ie a boat. ) 

apRtfan, a. sennfenl, cee arefeu, fraty®, alone, solitary, 
unprotected, shelterless. 

nvfarytefa,, a. catatca cafoceiS care, daubed, muddy, draggled 5 
AyaTSa, ibeve the act of draggling or trailing in the mud. 

aya, a. orm fasta eal Zi cate Wom CA TR STH CRT, 
dainty, squeamish, luxurious in habits or in eating. 

aaa, s. otis facstan farsrsfa, rice flour gruel. 

mufe as, s. afee oS WIS, a species of fish. 

AFAYAA, a. AD, catcAtsi CACATSI, fat, stout, fleshy. 
afam, a. Cala |e, salt, saline. 

As, a. CHIM CATS, WSN, aitfeai cate, disappeared, disused, 

obsolete, vanished, extinct, gone out. 

af, 1 4 CS as, aa yo aie viata aly Fl way, 
afem, § covetous, avaricious, grasping, fem. Asia. 
Aye, «. capi, att XE aly est, lascivious, lewd, lustful; s. 9 

libertine, lewdness, lasciviousness. 

afa, . wal fe, aft, afe fastfa, as eta, cate; to pillage, to 
rob, to plunder; to gather firewood; s. a small drain, a 

drill for planting seed. 

Al, a. caleq yatte be fastfa ai, intrusive, meddlesome, 

officious; s. the act of meddling, intruding de. 
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FSS, v. waaay feu citer yotfa oie fasife, to meddle, to 
intrude, to be officious. 

Asi, a As; <ik sife aifea caisai, atqiav, small, dwarfed, stin- 

ted in growth, inferior, ordinary. 

AL HALF, a. CBS fos ale, wWeanfezi, destitute and friendless. 

aa ate, ad. see AQHalz. : 

aa fant, a. AA fez, aged, infirm. 

afeai, s. «fad faa, catcatal, cate “tq fata, a’ species of grass, 

an iron pot. 

afaaifa, s. afeqi aa 181 FTF, a place abounding in the above grass. 

cae, s. oala fata facatsn GID, paste. 

CABAL HBS, Interj. Zz fat AFM AS, coe GF CHB cay, a 
word expressing the utmost contempt disgust or detestation; 

begone! for shame. 

CAVASH, a. Elan, caricafaai, of the consistence of thin gruel. 

CASAS, a. CACHE, Tayi Calcaienl, cafa fas cofa cai, 
flexible, pliant. 

CHS, s. Car, Cl Giles aiface faa cate, any substance used for 

smearing or plastering, (as lime for whitewash. ) 

Isai Bz, s. catei of wal aida, paddy that is sown for 

transplanting in wet soil. 

CAGBTS, v. CBACHATS, C@ACSATS, to talk at random, to prate. 

caacafem, s. cHacnett tei, soit fate Te eat, the act of 

prating or talking at random; a. prating, babbling, 

CASS, s. CSIlAl SING Ait eats cost WU, CHA, suffering or 

exhaustion from any long continued exertion. 

CABS Ati, a. ANS FITS cars, exhausted, prostrated by fatigue. 

CAST, s. catare FAs HF scaisi Ava, a bridle. 
CACeiS, s. bal, Zaz CHH, a bamboo twig. 

CaAceisul, a. cocafoal, Siate ad caAicRIsi, imperfectly ripened. 

CACeiSAlS, v- cCOY(SATS, MAAS cataiz, to limp, to halt in walking, 
cacadi, a. .faati, fsedi, tough, tenacious. 

CASA, a. CABS SI, AiSatl ASAI, craicac*tai, long enduring, 
tenacious, persistent. 

cat, s. Waal, AXA, an account. . 

GRAS, s. calls, cat ScaTyi, a scribe, an accountant. 
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caufa, s. sie, sas, aheqq fos <al yf, a pen, a pencil, 
a hair pencil or brush for drawing. 

CAM, s. AAT! BA, taal BA, feati, a reckoning, a counting; a. 
counted, reckoned. | : 

CAUTE, v. Saal BetB, HA) SAF, to cause to be reckoned &c. 

CHUTCHIA, s. CHa Se Sai, the making up of an account &c. 

cafe, v. cat afa, sth, eafaq ofa, to number, to count, to 

reckon; gs. a louse nit. 

cafete, a. aya, Bay, fafoai, like, similar, thus. 

CANT, s. see CASI. 

caw, s. «fee catst, a kind of pulmonary disease, consumption. 
cays, 9. CaCH vara wee Bra eae fart a wee CATS, suffering 

or emaciation from hard work. 

CAHCSTaE, a. Ti ASSWM, tl core, Fesferiereri, foppish, vain. 
crate, s. afar, calaaq Ba, a very narrow waistcloth. 

Camco wa, , ad. fans BC cHHIZS, CGSCAS sea, in length, 

CARCAR ex} in height; (of anything long and slender. ) 

coacHfern, a. fawn, ex, c@acefSa!, cam, long, tall, spindling. 

caecat aa, 
cami, . a. comcafeent, fra ext, (954 wz, ) long, tall, ( applied 

care, } ouly to trees, &c. ) 
CHCHSLHCHA, s. acoA, CHCRaICCMEs, Sa Biles cocae, fond- 

ness, a fawning manner, (as of dogs. ) 

CARA, a. crxttal, fa SN, cricwHal, lame, halt, crippled, fem: crc#fa. 

CACHATCACRTS, Ss. CACHACHICHa, the act of fawning or cringing: 

CALS, s. Ad, BISA, HHI, FX EPS facam, embarrassment, 

difficulty, perplexity, trouble. , 

CASI, s. CACSAI, CSIGI, a bunch, a hank, a tress, 

CASTS, v. eqs Als Caiatfa, maiz, to swing, as the arms in 

walking, to shake, as a burden carried on a pole. 

Casifa, s. Ma ow facHH, STS CHa, a poetic measure or metre; 

v. to swing the arms in walking. 

CASICAS, s. c@tsicets, foatfsa, bunches &c. ad. in bunches. 

cafom “ia, s. Stel Zeta «ia, half dried paddy. 

CAPM Sz, s. ABCA THE EB ATA Ste, ae ral sie 
a burden: carried with a pole unequally. 
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CAB, 8. Sin, oa, Sy, WIE CHIN, chance, means, fault, offence. 

CACBa4l, s. see CHDBI. 

CACDAl WIR, s. Ad Asi Sts Sta b%, a species of bean. 

cacra, s. che dia foibare <a wit, avin autate cabal xia, 
the gleanings of a rice field; a bundle of the heads of grain. 

cata, s. ats Sife cateife cate, the swinging of the hands 

in walking or the springing of a pole in carrying a load. 

cams, s. wiiby acotie «fae cay, a species of ratan. 
cay, s. fwan cute, afo, a long rope or cord. 

cays, a. Fr Bite 4d asi we Bifacn cays wea fran 2a 
CBiMt, stringy, ropy. 

CAD, , v1 atf#s cate atin aati, daub, plaster, mud; with 7a, 

cae, § to daub one self, to wallow in the mud. 

ABCA, a. see cafcat. , 

CABCHBIS, v. Catal wife aifa, fuente, to daub, to draggle &c. 

cabl, s. Zo wtfer ataq fouas wsl cote, cores fafor Sas, 
the chrysalis of the silk worm. 

Cable, v. cabcalt ofe, fram?, ofam aii abs ctctat3, c- 

BIzS Aol ta, YS cats BSA, to bedaub, to dragele, 

to reel thread preparatory to warping; s. a-kind of reel. 

CAvIGwT?, v. Tol Gifwa cad DIN aife, lit. to form a cocoon, 
hence to surround one’s self with perplexities and difficulties, 

CABIN, s. Ofad foul AD Bie Bia aft, a species of vine and 

its fruit, medicinal. 

cAbtah, a. caBcaD, agfe eta, daubed, draggled, mixed up. 

cafat?, v. cap 2~aiz, frxats, the causative of cABTE. 

carat, s. aaa, fazcaten fazfa, a mutual daubing, a mix- 

ing up of different things together. 

CACBSI, a. fHBdI, tough, not easily broken. 

CACES, s. afad cattat atib, a species of acid fruit. 

CACVSA, S. Fe Ia Biles vfae BS caiat, a disease of the eyes 

peculiar to animals.. 

CACBRCHTDR, a. see cnecafeai. 

CACDR I, ! 
CUI, s. Fa, cass ital, fRecatat, caBIRS Zatlenta, the 

act of daubing, mixing or of rolling thread ; a. besmeared &c. 
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CRs, o  SUA, GAA, coy, fey, difficulty, embarassment, fault. 

cateat®, v. aly acaite catea tite wi? cam cofazi®, to throw 
blame on another by hint or innuendo. . 

cafsatcatd, s. cof cofm, Bcite facbia sta crm CATE, a 
mutual recrimination or shifting of blame. 

caters, a. faa te ez, laid aside for a season, delayed. 

CALLBSSA, a. fon, faaAe, sticky, slimy, viscid. 

CAUCaTSea, 
CAYAG, a. CABASH, Fam carcaziel, cafa faa cofa fra al, 

flexible, pliable, easily bent. 

CALTAcHCea, 8. Hla faefa, cocatacstiaa, catcabicatcale, a blend- 
ing or mixing, uucleariliness, untidiness, disorder, 

CACSAI, a. CAUCE, GECAA, CBC AI, untidy, slovenly, disorderly. 

cacsfa, s. cacafa, cacaft, fem. of the above. 
cacafa, s. mim, wat, atfz, a row, a lines with af, to form 

mto a line or row. 

CaMCaR act, ad, 44 21 wfsar, ( st¢a@,) very, applied only to weight. 

caacafeal, a. t¢a, heavy, weighty. 

cau, «. wa ZH, Bia ei51a, filth, excrements of the body. 
CHAN BSG, v. Afar wifes Via Boi5Ta “fa, to minister to the sick. 
CAdl, a. CID, Caml, st¢€a, heavy, sluggish, slow motioned, 

CAMtays, s. afaq. ATTS, a species of shell. 

CACKM, @ CAYI, Tea, CHACAfAT, ponderous, heavy, weighty. 

CHa, s. c&ratfa, Awa Aces, importunity, teasing, importuning. 

CAAC*Ia, & see CACHE CHCHA. . 

cafani®, o. casita ofa, yay att, wins Ast, to tease, to: im- 
portune, to flatter in order to obtain a favor. 

CA, s. Has, Ua, Pathe, a pair of tongs or pincers; a. thick, dense. 

cast wie, v. fafers ati, cater a1F, to be closely joined, or united. 
cam cater, s. fafors caren, cetet cetrer, closely joined or united. 

Arica, a. Za Wa, HTS WT Asp, dense, thick, in close contact. 

canara, a. COIs CA, CABcAee, Baa, of soft consistency, 

easily compressed, moist. 

CACHHICACHH CLS, s. Tae Bay cate, fra cate, a stride. 

CACHE, v. atfor «fa, cacete «fa, to stick or adhere close- 

cacafan®, ly together. 
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CACHBI, s. STF TTS Saari crime ZeI, sitting with the feet curled up. 

caceiba, a. CESAR] Sa Al cals, AicAWCd cats, cacicaceral, 
flat footed, compressed. 

CHE FI, s. fea atis, an envelope.* 

CHACAAIS, v. CHATA FCA Sati 7a, to lisp, to articulate imperfectly. 

CAG, a. Cis, SATS Gell Sd AGA A catwal, having an imper- 

fect articulation. 

CH-@12, v. ae Z1 AS] ATiz, to creep, to spread, as a vine or fire. 

CAC, a. ais xfsa, cocaat, left-handed. 

cacaaiafen, | 
caucus, a. carcafaa, vife tel, cACbel ast, left for a time, 

: delayed, put off. 

Coigl, $s. CHba “ca Taua, ocuai, fas sfaaq aula, one of several 

united strings of beads. 

CASS SB, s. WRaA SB, prominent lips. 

CAAA, a BF AAI, Bare CHI, wilted, withered, dried up. 

cacafa, v. Be *ifZ, are faaaa “fa, to wither, to wilt, to fade. 

CHACHA, a. COR CEH Alsfew, afeeta carcsiw, cacafa, mixed, 
without cessation or interruption, without order, scattered. 

canis, v. faa Bare cee, creitib Bisa, to loll, to drool. 

aati, s. aap, qq ara fas, saliva, spittle, drivel. 

cafa, s. aif, cacefa, alfa, a range, a row, a line. 

cafacacefa, s. fafsor fea wife, a long unbroken line or row. 

CAtasaage, s. anife wee a, a species of grass.. 

Cabm, a. aad Bis tel, cFfA, suffering long, distressed. 

AI, s. aS cats, cicate, the act of drooling or lolling. 

Ca, s. <fawi, femy, Se, fafes, fe, a minute particle, an atom. 

CAG, s. “fae Za, a species of grass. 

CHQEl, a. Ae, ASA, cacy fea cals, ASS al Tyo crcRien, 
thin, flexible, yielding to pressure. 

cafe, s. alae ofa fal ara afex, cafaal ofad ate, the tri- 
7 angular shaped baling basket, a species of wild vegetable. 

 cafem, s. Ate fecaigta wea bail eH, a hermaphrodite, a eunuch. 

cacag, s. cafe, vind, waufer caicara, OE, procrastination, delay. 

CALSA1, a. TAIAS, nee, WAS, incompetent, weak, inefficient. 

CURIS, s. AR S41, C4 @fa CRIM, a swaggering or pompous gait. 
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ta, v. ota @fa, fa, to take; affix. to, unto; emph: tare, 

tata-Taltel, s. za Aeifs, faethe, ata atom, misfortune, calamity. 
CH, s. CAR, Fea AIA, CAG GA, CATS, iron; a tear, tears. 

cis, s. cate faafa, gua eal, fam, an iron fetter or chain; the 
act of taking; @. taken, received, accepted. 

carer, o. fon she sifs, oga ofa exit, cinimainadl to 
brown flour, to shed) tears, to cause to take, to erect 

CATRIB, s s. @ala alaq cata cSq, the dross of iron. 
CATHTa, s. FA, Co, CATSA, a chance, a favourable Suan * 

CAUSA, a. CAFS, cAcz Sai, iron, made of iron. 

cateel fraista, s Se fei ofa, browned rice flour. 

CATS, s. Sit BA, BTS, Ga, another person, people, a world. 

Caretta, s. wei, Syife wn fastotte, a sovereign, a kings . 

CAISTSa, s. MTGA, TzA, another world, death. 

CAISIMTA, & AAT Mit, Bind saa facHA, a species of pigeon, 
a kind of ear ornament worn by men, 

Creare, s. fay wy Ay Hitaa afecq crate aa ey, fet 
fufea fam, esta, according to hindoo cosmography, 

a mountainous belt surrounding the seven circular oceans 

and forming the boundary of the world; darkness, obscurity. 

CATH, s. CATa, wits, cows care, a deep ditch, a low place. 

catat®, v. cate avifa, ne tite atifa, to dig a drain or deep hollow. 

cas, s. faca vetfaa aire afafas aiff, a measure of land 

eight cubits square. 

CUBCIE, a C&S AE eal, AW TE fai, subdued, humbled. 

carpi, s. fa caten eta facta, a metal drinking vessel. 
CAIcet#1, a. see AH. 

CAlSS, s. Bq Aha, CH, a tear, tears. 

catecetfen, a. see cHerafen. 

CSA, s. BA, Gla, @laa, a chance, an opportunity, a cause. 

cCarcatricainy, a. <q THR, 1B, very fat, fleshy, plump. 

CAICRTACHICH IS, a. WRATH, CATCHTATCHICRTA, stout, corpulent. 

CAICHTS, 

CAICHINCHIN, » a. Tl UlRZ, CATA ats GTAits aif eal, eor- 

coca, pulent; hanging on in hope of obtaining some favor. 

Cala, s. ga, fasyet, salt. 

65 
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cata, a. afaml, cata At, TAT CATSIF kz, salt, saline, briny. 

ain, s. faaa, aa, SfyAT cats, a lapse or disappearance, dis- 
continuance, erasure, abrogation, rescinding. 

CATeITaIA, a. see caicalivitaiy. ~ 

Cire, 8. CH Use, zee f af fartae asia corn, 
the testing of am accused person’s guilt or innocence by 

the application of a hot iron to the hand. 

Cus, s. HAA <a SifRtA B51, covetousness; with afer, to covet. 

CUTS, a. afoal, CAS BLAIS, covetous, greedy of gain, grasping. 

cua, s. wtf, aif Bleta am fea wa, asmall drain or outlet. 

Calai, s. afte Sal, Cai fF Dal, zig Cab, a pillaging or rob- 

bing, the picking up of firewood. 

CIale, v. Aete Baie, Wit ENF, gefealz, to cause to be 

stirred up, searched for or investigated. 

cia, a. foal, Six watz a ai, loose, not fitting closely. 

GUAITHIAL a. see AQGECS. : 

carat, Ss. C@l, Iron. 

UREA, s. Ge SA, CHIT BIZ, Sag facHH, a medicinal prep- 

aration of iron. 

caratas, a. coe faoat, ca Bia, CeBCSD BA F1a, hard like iron, iron. 
CAICRIATHTCRIZ, a. CAIMTSZ7CRIA, THR, fleshy, corpulent. 

CAICRIAICAICRIA, 

caicatal, s. cata oft facnn, ceaife, a small iron cooking vessel. 

IS-Aot, a. B5a ASA, BASSAS, deceitful, untruthful. 

Gifee, a. pias, ane val, feata, aifealy, popular, commonly 

received or practiced, vulgar. 

CHiceace, ad. ARAR Gla, CAVS, ( ZI, ) quickly, rapidly ; (appli- 

ed mostly to growth and the rise of water. ) 

A 

3,4, 2 fea Sietae Wier Saf SAS ete carey 
CGI HAA ACHIGA 1 4, FH, HU WHAL AAT HiT aA 

B StH Vilas 8; cola Sd, aie, fy, GIR 1 AT eA 
as cae fact 4 St Usifas aF; cata, wi SiR Ta 
CH2i, Ib @fa. The pronunciation of these three letters 

being one and the same in Assamese, the latter character 4, 

h, need only be used. When combined with another conso- 
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nant it has the sound of s, as ATy, hastro, scripture; FRA, 

hishyo, disciple. ‘The character reph (~) over the 4, does 

not change it to s, as Wa, dorhon, sight; s. a carcass, a 

dead body; a. a hundred; with sf,a hundred fold; ee 

cated it means many hundreds, manifold, very many. 

aBfan, s s. 4H aifaa geiaa fanz, an officer over a hundred men. 

HPc4, ad. fsa, wm fe, now, presently. 

Hea, s. Wa, APS AZZ, a soldier, an army. 

wea, a. fafsal, ca? oer, afya. like, similar, analagous. 

Fx, prep. Tacs, alas, fea om aifea aters cate caren Bors 
facam, with, along with, together; used chiefly as a prefix 
to verbs and verbal derivatives. 

WSs, s. crite, ysT as aire oa ota atta coat fea, 
the last day of the month; in astronomy the day on which 

the sun passes from one sign of the zodiac to another. 

FAY, s. Hits ATS face, a% wz, a conch shell, used for fiba- 

tions or as a blowing horn; a. an hundred billions. 

FAANCAUTA, a. ASAT catcarat, ay, brief, short, concise, laconic; s. 

an abridgement, an abstract, a compendium. 

ANTUICH, ad. GHAI, BIS, AWA cATaTairs, briefly, in a word. 

Fv, s. cae, fast, taal, WS, a number, a reckoning, a quan- 

tity; a numerical figure. 

ANH, s. HH, Aa, faqe, fighting, conflict, war. 

FARR, a. Ail, AAT, fae, conjoined, united to, connected with. 

FACHIN, s. At, FIA, CHITA, conmection, contact, union, junction. 

FARB, 8. THs, Ala, SF, doubt, uncertainty, fear, hesitation. 

wat, s. ast, fa, Ay, AeA Sal, tq, union, junction, inter- 
. course, cohabitation. 

FAR, & BTS, Staw, fank, farafs, the world, the mundane or 

present state of existence, worldly concerns. 

aantfa, a. Wale AIfwsaA, pertaining to or engaged in worldly 

axntfae,? affairs, worldly, secular. 

FAA, s AC SA, AYX Al, a cleansing or gumbo of defects, 

a revising, correction. 

FAB, s. ensica 121 faare Aiies Sal SAI, Fx SA, any purifica- 

tory rite, any ceremony of initiation or of marriage. 
~ 
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FATSL; s. Faq caleq FA Aye aiff Simi, Sanscrit, the sacred 

-and ancient language of the hindoos.. 

a fa fom, a. Fr fese, Fr~ fas Bini Gai, Sanscrit, learned in do. 

arate, v v.. faaia are, Da are, a¢ aia, to destroy, to ruin, to kill. 

FRAztg, s. faata, aan, ANF, destruction, ruin, devastation, used 

especially in reference to the end of the world at the 

expiration of a kolpo. 

HS, s. WE, AAT HAA, a numerical figure, an era or a year of any era. 

Hod, s. Bieaise eal afae ata, a species of snake. 

sal atfeta s. ofan atianteai B fs aie, a kind of snake considered 

to be of ill omen if seen only. 

Fut, s. Altea Aye PacAH, HX, a conch ‘shell. 

aifetd, a. aoifafan, eawfan, < siafam, luckless, ill-fated, un- 

fortunate, wasteful, prodigal. 

HS, s Bez, ait, Bly; seed for germination, race, offspring. 

Stee, ad. see ACSF, TAs. 

cul, ad. SCSI, FSCS, in embryo, in the germ. 

Hpi, a. BSA, CHIBIZ cltten, Afes, cis efe aif cata, true, 
stored, accumulated; s. accumulation, alvine ablution. 

Wold, ss CAS Sifw THe Sal BHA, Sai, a lock, a bolt or any similar 

fastening ; with aif, a key. 

ASiHis, a. SlS ASH, $s, ABI, true, exact, certain ; s. certainty, truth. 

sfo, v. cis efa otf 2H, to perform. alvine ablution. 

ASS, a. Ada, ADtA cats, kept for seed, produced from seed, 

of legitimate birth. | 

Aw, s. fautH, vifexa, AGIG, trust, confidence, belief, credence. 

Was, s. CBA Stig Aaa esata ocstai feats qtqzZ, a con- 
fidential person sent to ascertain the facts of a case. 

Foe, s. Ta, FAS, Tala, a revival to freshness, (as a plant,) se- 
cret conversation or plotting. 

Waits, v. oar 7X, to be renewed in flesh after sickness, to re- 

kindle, to renew a fire. 

aga, s. Sea, Sy Bie Sal Gea a Vers, wiafet, an itipiee 
ment, a tool, a utensil, furniture., 

AOlZ, v. Fale, ate ta, feal®, fayiga fa, to cool; to tranquilize, 
to rest, to take one’s ease; ad. leisurely. 
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Fcstat, s. Fa Sal, facaton, faq Gai, the act of resting or of 
doing anything leisurely; @. cooled, rested, refreshed. 

HUA, s. Bid Wifes AVA TA CM, SIT GG FTA ats, a kind of 
betel box an inferior angel, of Jém, the regent of death. 
Has. Bea Bifwcs BAA ASM, ALGS fs caisi Asi, the act 

of sweeping ; a man degraded in caste by an unlawful mar- 

riage ; a. swept. 

Hainifa, $s AUSS ASS cata cats, a class of people degraded 

watq fa,’ by marrying contrary to the hindoo law of affinity. 

aziz, s. CoC, CAM, Bf aifq, a pair of pincers; the two long 

narrow splints of bamboo used in securing the top of a fence. 

sutfa, 8. Ws VITA, Bisara, RIA, a surmise, an intimation, a 

conception of the mind. 

WAGS, a. Gie4, {<2%, wo, i Bia, large; strong, stout, fat, firm. 

ASILS, ad. GiHats, Brats, largely, firmly, strongly. 

WGA, a. BubTF, coTICBe, ALA, aw, all, whole, entire. 

ABT, s. CAaHIe, SIT BB, Scutsa, business, work, personal con- 
cern, aflair, necessity. 

ASIe, s. wrefa, Bata, ATS, AT, 7a HH, leisure, rest, intexral, 
cessation from rain, alleviation of pain. 

afoai®, v. coal ote ofaata wala #, ais a coma cory 
cCAle@q Bite cife #, to forewarn, to give notice, to threat- 
en before witnesses. | 

nfs, s.. Hats, 4a, AlIaet, CH, power, strength, might, ability. — 

afers, a. ta afe dei, eaiw@is, 2Az, strong, powerful, 

afeata, § valiant. 

afefan, a. Rafa, facta, wBriiae, weak, feeble, impotent. 

aft, s. awe facna, 2%, 2B, fZ%, an intimate friend, a companion, 

an associate; with @1f#, to form a friendship. | 

wears, s. «fee 5aiz, a species of bird. 

AIT, Ss. FSI ZARA AFA ZH, the name of a fabled king of Oude 

who is said to have had 60,000 sons. 

are, a. stifefa, on afan, sti tafam, pregnant, with ehilds 

AIA, Ss. Tal A cata ware afex, aA sia, a carrion bird, a 
vulture, fem. 4s}fq5 a hundred times. 

HIT AS, s. Bill AB, a species of vine, ( medicinal. ) 

¥ 
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FACTS, y 8. ACB cata, a kinsman. 

Act fa, f 

Wa, a. BTS wa, close together, thick, impervious. 

wWata, ad. war ute, cafaa cafaa, Aiagte, frequently, repeatedly. 
HB, s. Bim, feaw, Coe, misfortune, calamity, danger, a. strait. 

ASG, s. Tatcwe, aaifha, qatetafaa so Been Ga, a name of 
Hoda Hiwo; Shree Honkor, the founder of the Maha 
Puruhia sect. 

Hew, s. Walq Sai, F4ala Sal Afsei, intention, will, volition 

a religious vow. 

AB, s. A\HZ, SF, Wiaw, fear, danger, suspicion, doubt, mistrust. 

WES, s. Bie, SfHS, foata, a signal, an allusion, an intimation, a 
hint, a nod, a wink. 

Ae, 8. St, HxAT, chit, fia cats, association, company, in- 

AAS, 

wre, s. aNfeai, Wats, arafet, a companion, an associate, an attendant. 

Aeaf{, v. see AvBfE. 
ASTSS, a. GCHrsaia, Atadta, cautious, vigilant, watchful, wary. 

WF, s. Aza, SSH cats, the rite of initiation’ into the hindoo 

religion. 7 

ais, s. Baya Sis, the wife of Indra. 

afoats, s. Bey, Indra. 

ACSA, a. CBSA AS, Ala cots’, ARiTg, living, animate, vigilant. 

WG, a. Olea, 4G, AA, Ay, BST, good, well, pure, excellent, select. 

WETS, , ad. Sit SCH, AWasts, Hx Seri, well, in a suitable 
AK Str, §- manner. . 

mea, a. sSimie, Sta caicata, restored to favor or esteem. 

We, a. Sai, fasta Sai, cvtafam datza Az, cwzl, made, con- 

structed; s. the act of making &c.; a bird’s cage or coop. 

WEIS, v. iz, fawia saz, sre ofa, te af, sae casita, 
to cause to be made or constructed; to dress or adorn 

another, to prepare or get ready, to destroy virility by 

pounding the testicles ; s. a traveling trader, a pedlar. 

Wel Sati, s. fA Galt, acaca Aifs cas Sell, a fabrication. 
AGitd, a. Ate eel, Hatfa ta asi, watchful, vigilant. 

ARiAa, s. Slo ate aifwa qa, handicraft or workmanship in wood 

a 

tercourse, society, junction, union. 

~~ 

ee 
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ACH ACS, ad. Sica StH, cal AICATAING, in “good order of condi- 

tion, while well off. 

FACETS, 2. FHCBIM, LA AWATM, BAM, TS Ace, the act of 

_ dressing o: adorning another, the causing to be made &e.; 

the destruction of virility by pounding the testicles. 

FCHMM HATS, &. WISE call BW, Pras teur, efay wai, the act 

of making chads garnishing or preparing; u. garnished ean 

ACH, s. fas, a fasting, a fast. 

Ae, s. cata Bi atte arf, sifa aft, a native bed, a sleeping mat, 

Hat, ad. HDI, stored away, collected, kept. 

wCae, ad. Wr, ware, completely, entirely. 

FBS, 3. ART, SBF, BH WA, trust, belief, confidence. 

Hate, s. see HBSS. 

Ap, s. wafad add ZA, a species of plant from which an alkaline 

seasoning for food is prepared. 

Abas, » ad. cases, xrts, forfaar®, quickly, hastily without delay, 

Apale, at once. : 

Ava, s. Ava BTF, the alkali produced from the above plant. 

ADAV, s. EAST SIMBIM, Fcwtca Safa carcaren, craczafa, flat- 

tery, adulation, cajolery, obsequiousness. 

HVAT, v. CHECAAT?, Adifaa ofa, qcerg fas cHa®, to flatter, 
to cajole, to be obsequious. 

HY, a. FS, we, deceitful, insincere, knavish. 
astfaa, s. YS te, yera fHfea,a false or pretended friend. 
ate, a. fast, wer, exact, true, certain. 
afate, ad. fascax, wert, fFote, exactly, truly, certainly. 

ALM, a ABA, HITS CRPM, pertaining to or produced in the three 
daysofthe month Akar, supposed by the hindoos to be unclean. 

FY, &. Ta, 351, CH, FHA Sida vial Sal |sthe com facaa, <its 
ofa, wish, desire, essence, juice or moisture, a perfume 

extracted from the sandal wood; a. one hundred. 

WTSI, 8. SUiWad, WHA, respect, honor, civility, politeness. 

woRCHA, s.. fase colathy fam, ear coz, Ste cHral, the feigu- 
ing of physical inability or prostration. 

AUfortaw, s. MAT ZA, an epithet of Deity, it. he who is the 

source of being and happiness. ’ 3 

eo 
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aufeni, s. coifas aaa, the twenty fourth lunar mansion in the 

hindoo zodiac. 

HAG, s. see Caacaata. 

AGIA. s Vs SHfe W5I far, BIS Sta oS, a species of medici- 

nal plant and its root. 

aufa, a. fsfa afa ws, safe fof, seventy; s. a walkers woman. 

HBAS, v. State Catate, Zatw Ws, to prate, to be garulous. 

ASAGA, s. aifeq Hacm fatfa 2%, one’s whole property or en- 

HEAeE, 
HS, s wrafa ACATS Hea, an earthen Jeach for making lye. 

af, s. afvasl, ute ary feels coal fefe, a wife devoted to 
her husband during life, and who burns with him. on the 

lire possessions. 

faneral pile; with sf, to burn on the funeral pile. 

afeia, ) Arty; fafacaeaq win fectaizi, one of the several 

afsta, § wives of one husband. 

afefastia, s. Boat ZOU Xai uta, a stick in a native wheel band, 

afsfaate, s. ufefaa santa faxni fates, animosity or ill feel- 

ing between the wives of the same husband. 

afwaafts, ss wai afe, azia, coil fa, offspring, children, progeny, 

descendants. 

wea, s. AFA Ste, ra, APs, enmity, hostility.” 

AB, a. WS, Adi, true, real, certain. 

AW Sai, s. AAT Sai, cay foaiz cern, the act of affirming on 

oath, an asservation. 

AT Fat, 3. fax Icy bifa Earq Lely ©, the first of the four hin- 

doo ages of the world, comprising 1,728,000 years. 

ae aie, a. wer Stl Sgui, fNSi catceten, speaking the truth, 

truthful, veracious. 

WS CHa, S AST ATA, fee Z Ei facam, a religious ceremony 

in honor of Vishnoo. 

aces, ad. yet, FASS, Bale HAD eal, Tyo Afeai, verily, 

truly; s. a term of asseveration, an oath. : 

WG, Ss WI WGA Ala way Aas ay sai ata, the head 
quarters of any leading hindoo priest and his attendants. 

waifeaia, s. HR saife, Bfeste Tze, a head priest of the above. 
Ffan, a. AFA, AA Aafsr, of or relating to a hotro. 
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nw, s. wfa, tafe, facate acatsi, an enemy, a foe, an adversary. 

am, s. Afefea fora saa aife Ta. the first of the three inherent 

, qualities of matter; (see fa.) ; Einits 

WH, a. Sie, Ba, AB, good, excellent. 

wae, a. WIR, wafsara, Peare. , kind, merciful, compassionate. 

anofs, s. Heels, Seta cats, a virtuous life, prosperity, bliss. 

Had, s. AleExtfa, the place where government is administered. 

arasifia, s. cresifa festa wai ae fara facHA, the judge or 
chief native officer of a sudder station. 

anf, a. gatas, Bal BAI, ARAT ASI, public, known, dwelling 
in or belonging to a sudder station. 

awi?, ad. Hémi®, face}, aca, always, continually, stivaspar 5 

aWTeITA, ? constantly. 

ARITA, s. HTH, Zw, a traveling merchant, a trader. 

AIGA, s. AK SISTA, FSAI, Ale cequla, good conduct Ke. 
awisifa, a. AK Bisaq Scars, qaty, well conducted. 

away, a. HCH Aft, AMIE wiafHy, ever-joyful. 

WRTACHIE, ad. ecag Ie, AAPSSIA, HAIF, always, continually. 
aNifag, s. WEA, TeIcwS, an epithet of Hiwo; Jit, always prosperous. 

acHt, a. ABCA, Bitz, all, the whole, entire. 

FATS; ad. ¥PA fs, afem, now, at present. 

CHT, 
fy, a. fafsal, Ata, GA, like, similar, resembling; s. likeness. 
a«fas, a. ASAI Hal, Safes, generally known, spread abroad: 

Adal, s. Gals, frfaas ee fecatsi, a woman having a husband. 

A, a. Alea Sai, fare oa, fae, «iaq oe afore wa Arie cati- 
&i, asked for, desired, accomplished, instructed, demanded. 

Ha, v. Alea Salk, fafe sar, faare, caisq TYR 1a afst- 
; Hl “tq caters, to ask, to accomplish, to teach, to break 

in, as oxen &c.3 to demand through a second person. 

ACTH, s. Aiea Beta, fafa scare, facste, <iq caviar, 
the act of asking, accomplishing &c. through another, 

7A, s Aft TS BMS Wd Sia Sat FSI, the Siam hema il 

and its flax; (Crotolaria Juncea. ) 

FAS, ve. WH BAG carats aA acti ay Ax BE, to aie: a 
rustling sound as of silk worms among leaves. » 

66 
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Fata, a. walaatfa, Fre Usl, SAQA YS Aly, sing everlasting, 

an attribute of Deity. 

Fal-faieal,. a. wig face Peo wie faacatisi, bruised and mixed, 

as the ingredients of sauce Condiment. 

wate, s. cote facan, citatfe, catcy Az Big BI, a species of 
worm; @. consumed, wasted. 

afa, ss ABT at, the. planet Saturn, 

afaafani, a. afaatce cats, produced on or relating to Saturday, 

afaata, s. ABA Ma, Aft Wee fea, Saturday. 

Actas, s. atrs fea, .<caren, fracatet, ucats, the act of 

whetting or sharpening, mixing smearing; a, sharpened, 

mixed, smeared. 

Ws, a. Fe, <afa, good, virtuous. 

nafs, s. watafa, afsaafs, col fa, a child, children, off- 

Fala, spring, progeny. 

AIA, s. CATS, Caw, TAT FA, anguish, sorrow, remorse, woe. 

nai, a Agitrita yfats, ale cvs, filled with anguish, distressed. 

ASD, a. |e, faz, afHs, satisfied, pleased, gratified, delighted. 

ACSIA, s. of, Faiz, oH, Slaw, satisfaction, gratification, con- 

tentment, cheerfulness, pleasure. 

Hfare, s. bifeafani aicatra ates, one of the four principal 

classes of the old Ahoms. 

Acns, s. coal cofa aifwa fats facna, a kind of sweetmeat. 

ACHR, Ss. GIASI, eta, HAHZ, hesitation, doubt, mistrust. 

afe, s. fia, cHlal, YSR!, Wietaq AAcHtef, a junction, a joint, 
a fissure, an interstice, the permutation of letters. 

Area, s. aaa, TIA, Ais asl, evening, twilight, 

Wai, s fa, ks yvifam wie aefr Sal atae Seite facaa, 
the twilight; a religious ceremony to be performed by brah- 

niins morning, noon and evening. 

AUS, 1 Ss. BWaTfs, Ta, assent, agreement im opinion; a. acquies- 

nafs, § cent, willing. 

AVIA, s. Ta, Bing, HEBTA, respect, veneration, honor. 

Wa, s. Hatha, wath, catfet, wee, a religious mendicant.. 

AAG, s. <i fori? cote, aw wifRetz, an oath, asseveration; with 

~i2, to swear, to take an oath. 
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HAS, s. Wisoifa Bia GiB, a flaw in the blade of an instrument. 

nosinehs, s. canta nervy frati#, a mutual declaration upon oath. 

avifa, s. sift, ate, abusive language, reviling, cursing. 
nvifaaica, ad. afaaica aafeacs, with all one’s family and attendants. 

AAA GCA, ad. ATAT BeCy, AUPTEAT SIS, thickly, (like drops of 
mist or rain. ) 

aanfem, a. arafrm, wists fax ate eal, thickly falling, thick. 
Hv, s. tifa vial, Ale faz, abusing, cursing; a. abused, reviled. 
afo, v. stfa otf, to abuse, to revile. 

nfo, s. ATS and fevas wai z#e, a kinsman to the seventh 

| generation in descent from a common ancestor. 

afofs, s. ascafeni, 2524 yay Sai cos HIe facH, a ceremony 
performed on the first anniversary after death by the rela- 

tives of the deceased. 

Acta, s. Hates, wet, a dream, a vision. 

A, a. ATS, seven. 

ABI, a. AS AXA] SSS WH, the seventh. 

nafa, s. waa nay wal, fera fafa faca, the seventh day of the 
lunar wane or increase. * 

Ate, s. wtlfea, a week, seven days. 
xaifas, a. atfafam, weekly, of seven days. 
agua, a. ata gat eet, having proof, self evident, au- ~ 

nautfasw, 4 thentic. 

WEA, a. Ales, SA «al, Ale, effectual, advantageous, successful. 
WZ, a. AGA, WIPE, qa cz, the whole, all; s. a dead body. 
WAAcH, ad. ZxcH tHcy, ZAR Bahay, with one's family or tribe. 

Ae, s. “fat, WIS, Bal, AB, Wise AV Avo Bets ats, a 
aw, sound, a noise, a roar, a voice, a word; a noun. 

naftata, a. fatsfern, astfa, famous, renowned, celebrated. 

FA AS, a. SAS, ASCAS AS, smallest, least of all, youngest. 
ATZH, a. AAA, HS] ANf|T, belonging or relating to an re 

Fae, s. AYR ccs wal ufe fesa, public worship. 

AS, s- AVE, CA, an assembly, a society, an association, a club. 

asiaifs, s. axtaq afeata, the president or chairman of do, do. 

ASM, s. AIFS, MAST, ASTe cals, a member of an assembly 
or society, a courtier. 
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AS, a. Hota cain, He, S~, civilized, polite, polished. 

WW, a. HIta, Ace, Has, level, equal, like, similar. 

WIS, s. Caml, Cota, oir, faafis oz, time, period, leisure. 

AGH, a. HUH afar, ea ais te FAA Bcats, belonging 

to an-assembly; s. a mediator, a reconciler. ' 

aufact, ad. tHcy, acest, in accordance with, with. 

AMAT, a. ANta aafaa, AMtaT cafe, equal in age or rank. 

ANS, Ss. APB, Ast ON, DISIAT WS ae Sige, affiliation, con- 

nection, relation; (in gram.) the possessive case. 

aaa, a. Fras al, ATH ati, related to, connected with, 

aalez, 
WIG, s. ee, FAVA, Aa, conflict, battle, war. 

Wi4-Fi,s. Fad Wg, aigfSaia 2%, a weapon, any implement. 

ara, s. Ae, wig, col, «faa Aa, ANae, ability, sufficiency, 

strength; a. able, sufficient, adequate, capable. . 

belonging to. 

ANA, s- CHICXTS, making over, dedicating or committing to another. 

Wa, s. atafay, cats yas, goods, provisions, eatables. 

ANfAM, s. ATA cHistts si, one who supplies provisions. 

AIA ca, ad. AS A Aa cBInitS Ala AC, in small drops, as 

dew or mist. 

FAIZ, a. ABCA, BBIS, caicss, ayate, all, the ‘ule. entire. 

ATTITT, & Cart ca fat, SS] CHS, an interviow, a a ea a com- 

ing and going, a concourse. 

aitista, s.. a1, SB, Walw, news, intelligence, tidings, 

As, s. see ASI, an assembly &c. 

ATS, s. see ACoA, a dream, a vision, 

AURA, s. GWiwa, Wala, veneration, respect, honor, reverence. 

FUN, @ GAT, MS, <1 BH carcaiw, weaida cicats, like to, 

uniform, equal, level, even. 

ALIA, y@ eq Ai, CHA CRIS, WS Gazi, Gamandedy ‘ended: 

axtz, § finished, completed. 

ALAA, S.. CHA, BS, SI Al, Aly, sate end, completion; a 

atts, finishing, finis. 

wa, s. faca adits qeaig RIF cat, a second or cross ploughing. 

AT az, } v. {acd aaifaa aim a=, to cross plough. 

mutha, 
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AMR, s. Basle om coriviz {te wai, the forming of compound 

words or sentences, a compound. 

afasta, s. Gua, pets an answer, a reply. 

afaeaa, 
afad, s. fad GAS Atl tS, a species of iNanity tree the wood 

of which is used as fuel in offering sacrifices. 

aia, s. 8%, BY, nearness, vicinity, contiguity, proximity; a. 

proximate, near, contiguous. | 

AX, s. JAC Bist, AMIS, Bist wire, presence, front, opposite. 

AYCAe, prep. FAl~wzyicS, before, in presence of, opposite, over against. 

mata fat, s. yagi, etanta creticafet, a personal interview; 
with a, ad. face to face. 

wise, a. GRIST, SARS, Shoe, fit, right, proper, suitable, appropriate. 

mW, a. see HTB, the whole &c. 

, % Wertz, the sea, the ocean. 

wIACe, ad. TH tT, CHAP, WIPE, (it. with the root, ) 

wholly, entirely. 

Hufa, a. QBS, ALB, ABA, cories?, coat, ATATw, all, the whole; 
ad. root and branch, completely, wholly, entirely. 

WIE, s. GLAS, UA, THES CHISA FA, a multitude, a crowd; a. many &c. 

, Ss. “at 2%, Gass, fees, wealth, property, substance, 

FA, s Yt, HS, FAT SM, ae prosperity, affluence. 

HPs, s see ALR. 

FHS, 6. ANS SATS, wie fale weds, Aiea Bal, effecting, 
completing, or managing; an editor, a manager. 

wer, a. ifaryx, Sara, ta care, fale cater, full, filled, com- 
plete, perfect, finished. 

wmifs, ad. afezi, AFH, Gife aifH, uow, at present, now a days. 

Fr HTH, 8 . wit, Sein, oreifa fim, wieqaa sce syfefa fa- 
oe, bestowing, giving in marriage; the dative in grammar. 

AYA, s. WA, ahaa, a fall year. 
AWW, s. see AH. 4 

ACA, s. CHACHA, DSAA ACT «eu weer a mode of ad- 
dress, the vocative case in grammar. 

HSS, s. We coi, 2a Hal, fesfs, Lass, probability, possibility, 

livelihood, wealth, means, resource. 
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Wid, s. 2a ua aie Bal Zi Sz, the deeming a thing pos- 

sete, | 
Asta, s. see AIA 

ACHAT, s. CUTS, SBI, TAA, enjoyment, possession, sexual intercourse. 

wa, s. CAS, fix! Sai, BN, lying down, reclining, sleeping. 

waa, s. «ste fas face afte cai, HFaal avi, the ceremony of 
choosing a husband as was formerly practiced by the 

daughters of the kings. 

FAAAA-AIA, s. ARAYA] MS STF zi ws, the house where the above 

ceremony was performed. 

wa, s. sta, qafer ap, aie, ortfraq sina, afae ore, an - 
arrow, a foot path, the cream of milk, a species of deer. 

Haz, s. AB, Aitwaiate za cate fa facaten, siy Tata, relief 
from labor or responsibility, leisure, assistance, help. 

WASAl, Ss. BIH AS Baz GUA] Sle, cracks in the feet. 

HAs, s. Aafe ceil, Baca cated fava ecater, the act of 
passing through, going between, or transfixing; a. pierced &c. 

AASlz, v. BseilcA Arse faeca Ufaare, causative of do. 

wafe, v. Seiad wal fasion gate, to pass through, to go be- 

tween, to transfix, to pierce through and through. 

AaRia, a. cHcawi, foal ei, having interstices or holes. 

AAS, 8. fay facaa, wifea Ife, September and October. 

ALCGSA CHIT, a. Wissla Sa, FAN Sis «faq Asi, ear caial, 
turning a deaf ear or pretending not to hear. 

ACM, a. AAT aafaz, Wale, relating to a Shradh or funeral. 

AA, s. BAB, SSS cary, Anis fe a Yfasiaz Baa SA Ais, 
 Heate al caafetace y ASAE SIG, an asylum, a refuge, 

protection, the taking the initiatory step to becoming a 

disciple, a exclamation or appeal for justice or protection, 

a period of six days in every month when hindoos are 

prohibited from building &c. - 

Haat, s. Ul IM Fela A cata, new dry thatch. 

waa faa, s. HIT ASS A VA ANS Cicwiare fea, appealing or call- 
ing for justice or swearing in the name of the king or gooroo. 

HAA CATS, Ss. SBSH CRIM, AS SH, becoming a disciple; the act 

of worshiping a gaoroo. 

sible or probable. 
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FAAS, » a Bly Sal, AACA vi!, having taken refuge or 

waa aa, become a disciple. 

wafam, a. cHafeay, wig? tH eel, discipled, having become a 

worshiper; s. a disciple, a worsbhiper. 

ACA MAI, s. aye @z1, the act of taking refuge &c. 

FAH], s. MAG, AACA SF BAI, cet#1, lazy, slothful, indolent. 

naritha, s. acnas, feferifa, laziness, slothfulness, indolence. 

HAZ A, a. facs® AYA, CHIT A, quite new, brand new. 

AAazHIA, a. FSH) Bal, ALS, omniscient, all-wise. 

AHA, 
wat aie, a. HocAtca wy fafa vai, conciliating, agreeable to 

all, popular. 

Fee, s. HBA Btls, ALF, one’s entire possessions. 

Aaa, s. “fad Bohs 5, cota, SHewa, GHIz, a species of pine 
tree; (Pinus Longifolia) a. straightforward, simple, frank. 

Faaly, s. ist c#ie, the goddess of speech aud eloquence, said to 
have invented the sanskrit language. 

7am, ) . AHS, Faea, BCA, wfes, much, plentiful, abund- 
wafem, § ant, many. 

Ws. fF wi a? vata oa, aha ota a1 nafs a, 
ADS Bis wk wfaa oa zen corn, caw) a aeface 
Sa Sie ASsai, wifes wes ee wry atfa corey, 

- dropping off, escaping from an enemy or from evil; the 

sudden descent of fish from the surface of the water. 

wae, v. gf Si asar® wate cork, aan coreni®, B/M, to 
cause to fall off or to escape; s. a kind of stand or tray- 

Wale, &. FATS, funeral obsequies made to deceased ancestors. 

Hac, a. VWesten facets, wsicsist, cleared and swept. 

Hae, s. Balea a athe stfeata Bafa vitfa Fai, the shedding 
of the feathers of birds; with f#, to moult. 

naifa, s. area fafsai eitfaa vai® af, a species of water foul. 
ufa, v. aziz, vata fa, to become detached and fall. 

afaafa, a. afqa, fafsa, SCAs, Batt oat, like, abundant. 
wfaae, s. CoM CHa IG fae Bis Be 15, AA, the mustard 

plant and seed. 

HfaA, s. CARI, BF, BF, M1, the physical. frame, the- bidetha als 
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AS, a. Ay, GSA TA, Sfas, ATA, small, little, minute, younger. 
HHBMis, v. Gy coatsiz, foty vata cocatare, af ofa oiafa, 

as fee aAw, to cause to escape or to.fall; s. the chick- 

en pox. ° 

ne-Tifaqia, 5. ofa eufed qafaal Als, a species of wild vegetable. 

He-TACweIe, s. afax ais <a, a species of paddy. 

“e-nifa, s. «fae aq dla, a species of paddy. 

Hrd, s. «fae wars Ib, Bid, a species of tree and its siesta 

‘caret, ¢ 4 afb Sif Ssuis, SAA CACATS, GTZ faa, the caus- 

ing to become detached and to fall, as ripe fruit; filtering, 

leaching or sifting; @. dropped off, filtered, leached, sifted. 

wcaiza, s. faa, galae facaA, a lake, an inland sea. 

AUS, Ss. UAL CHIT), WoT AHA ACTA, lie. Lord of heaven, ad- 

dress of the Assam kings, equivalent to ‘‘ your majesty.” 

aatfan, a a. wife, qa fa, WICATRUIR aAxwi, complete, perfect, want- 

ifig nothing. 

Hef, s. see AIF. 

Ha, pro. HBcHice tao Ha AIT AH, all, the whole. 

WeGie, s. AK] Sin, HAT, all times, all seasons. 

yaya, ad. cag, fecal, waz, at all times, perpetually, always. 

WAT, a. HATHA, omniscient, all wise. 

weartia, 

FSIS, a. AAG Sete AIM, Aecatcy val, ty fecwH, known to 
all, public; s. a kind of charm or incantation. 

ACfESIA, s. ecag ata, aicagis ata, all time, forever. 
Aza, ad. HBvAl M183, bifas cotica, every where, all around. 

eae 
ami, °y ad. fach, fecal, natal, Ate, every day, perpetually, 

sent®, J | 
wala, s. Bieaae ace Sifa |x ify Az, a pronoun. 
AEA, 8. BBVA Az, Hate a, total destruction, ruin. 

WAI AHAB, a. AS Wita ata 2i@i, omnipresent, all- per tanees 

Haart, § universal. 

adafeqia, a. wece ae tel, Howl @fea Al, all seecertits al- 

mighty, omnipotent. 

HUH, s. see HVACR. 
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FAH, % HfaTd ABCA TH AWW; cHec¥F sti, the whole body, 
every member of the body. 

3 ACaley, a. Hacatete Tox, wis sie, supremely good, best. 

ACAIMfa a. HBCHICA CAA, AGCACSS Awa, above all, supreme. 
wa, s. 44 faa, Bsa FIT OATS AcaTMS Tor aM, a rust- 

ling sound. 

ava wea, ad. FR Adaits, BPS cacstcaz, Atente aca, (wal ca 
Si,) without hesitation or difficulty, readily. 

aAate, v. weak, yor yaa erase fad vee acta aw 
BP, to make a rustling sound. 

FAlEa, a. Alaa, SACS Fas Wel, Basis, fluent, glib, flippant. 

wa, s. wtb afae, a species of fish. 

Haat, s fee @Isa ATT, a species of tree and its timber. 

AA, s. AWA, Cle, Als, the bar of a gate, door or ores: a 

shaft, a pin or fastening. | 

FAT, $s. Sel corey a eF al Ase cat, Sra wa, Star 
(ata, assenting, commending, praising. 

FATS, v. STA cAcatsis, Stara Bare, causative of Harfar. 

FACHTS, s. STA CAICHTSS, the causing to be praised or commended. 

FAY, a. ce Ast, AVF, united, joined, connected, adhered. 

wanifa, s. wera corfertfe, the young of the Aol fish. 

waaiaata, s. HOATSafa, AAAAfs, mutual exchange, barter, a swop. 

waa, s. abte yr Ala adi, ofefafe, a substitute, an agent, @ 
deputy, a change; with @fa, to change, to alter, to substi- 

tute; with @t*, in the place of, instead of. 

waaifa, s. tea fofes fir gufaa faa aha, the bows or pins 
of a native ox yoke. 

wayofen, s. weiss sty, half cooked, (appliea only to rice. ) 

wAAfeaal, a. cota, concer, Via cacetal Aetat, long and slender, 

straight, not obstructed. | 

val, s. cal ee Sifea qa cate Ae af, ala woets om ale 
faz, & ActtS, Ala qa, zfs, an iron or bamboo spike 

or pin, a spindle; the act of varnishing with lac; the 

fastening a handle with lac; the wick of a lamp; @ 

fastened with lac, asa handle or as the bottom piece of a 

brass vessel. 
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wae, v. Fafa ala, ai ae a AA Tal, to exchange, to substitute, 

to cause to be overlaid. with lac, to secure by lac or by 

a peg or wedge, as of a handle or the bottom piece of brass 

vessels. ; 

aaiatfa, s. af, afew, faatati, a lamp wick. 

AAI, s CHeIA We, Tq CATS, gratitude, thankfulness, acknowl- 

edgement of favors received; with ta, to express gratitude. 

waif, v. aavta, Sie afa, aa a2tifa, to commend, to thank. 

AAA, a  coPsil aa, oats CAICRTSM, caITA cafe, sie fra 
BIS, aprouteds swollen, (as a bud, ); s. half cooked rice. 

AAA, a. oR, CSA, cunning, crafty, artful. 

Hataa, a. aati fafseti catid cid, whole, unbroken, as rice. 

fa, v. Cate GAas A ule, Cie Biles doi cativi tha, to. apply 
Jac varnish; s. a roundly shaved splint of bamboo &c. 

nfasi, s. sifeaq antetfa, the wick of a lamp. 

WfaM, a Alaa Asay, AAS TH Ws Asi afae wing arya, be- 
longing or pertaining to an instrument or machine (see 

Hie, )3 s. a species of rat. 

afafarta, «. aaa, Gal Well, CbHS, arrived at years of understand- 

ing, knowing, discerning. 

ANS, s. Hala SA, AA FoR Did 4d1 CATS aI fast the act 
of exchanging or bartering 3. a. exchanged, bartered. 

Haq, s. A, Wai cai, a dead body, a carcass, a corpse. 

ADA, a. see aia. 

afs, s. BRA HY Sala faa, Sia, the sixth day of the moon’s wane 

or increase; charge, responsibility, trust, 

WAH, s. AlAcAA, AAA AD, CoTatg, an utter end destruction. 

afa, s.. 6%, Cala, the moon. 
FS, a AA, Hid, Ae, Hae, fafa, light, alleviated, chomnce 

Als, § comfort, relief, alleviation. 

Ww, ; s. catfea ea CRIS WD, anything produced by tilling. 

Wz, the ground, as crops or fruit; grain, harvest. 

FAAS, s- see ASS. 

FARE, s. GSAS CRIM, Foe, oF, Wis, ease, facility or skill 

acquired by practice, habit. 

FRG, ad. DATA, FIT Sex, easily, W ith facility, from. habit. 
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H2a, ss FX SDS ile curt Sha tai, ets cata atca aca afy 
tal, patience, forbearance, endurance, long suffering. 

qauel, s. calbl sitfwa AG fae, a small hole or perforation. 

F27, a. CVBlq, WE A, one thousand. 

Hal, s. af 1A, HFA SAI, ahare; the act of forbearing, endurance, 

Hate, s. wIezz, Bastia, Arafat, assistance, help, an assistant &c. 

FRSA, a. Al ACO SA HBT ACT CAI YA, GARG AS 
cats, quick of hearing, easily awakened. 

afe, v. %a, AeA Ba, to bear, to forbear, to suffer, to endure. 

Hfas, prep. TACs, Aca, with, together with. 
yaa, s. fatfaaa a tafaaea Aces, a father in law whether of 

the wife or husband. 

ACRINA, Ss. ACS Nifaa al erm, cata, aNifS St Sia, one 
of two or more born of the same mother. 

mi, s. yet yefate gai s, a forcible expiration of breath. 

ATW, s. 3th, ARtsta, a wholesale trader, a banker, a merchant. 

Wig, s Alef, oat WASrA cal Ate) A) Sitefai, acurse, a mal- 

ediction, an imprecation. 

Hisa, s. Hea, eae syet We, Haun, the fourth hindoo month, 

corresponding to parts of July and August. 

ats-aofa, s. ate fe ofai sttf, cursing and reviling. 

Wishts. wea, ad. cacstca, ANaeca, (cHTe,) rapidly, smoothly, as 

of crawling or gliding along, 

Al, s. ATA, Alatx, Ws, destruction, end, conclusion, termination. 

HIS, s. cada Sit, wea “ala WA, mucous matter. 
AS-i, s. wee “al, dysentery or bloody flax. 

Hie-zafan, a He taaa, afe om zi zn catcatal meow aH, 
dark, (applied only to the complexion. ) 

ath, s. 3th, carat, a joint of the body. 

wife, , a asta, se sofa, Geornfes ain afax, fem. un- 

atfatha, } lucky, unfortunate; s. a woman in whose hands nothing 

prospers; a hag, the female of the Hoksur snake. 

Htcs, s. Bia Kies ota eata fai ota aif, a foot bridge. 

HIcsren aifa, s. casi aifa, scsi ate aecs vai wife, BsaT T- 
ee fea cocetdi atfa, a hand rail for a Dneas the lower 

piece of a native spinning wheel. 
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ato, s. fea, sia, bal By, a sign, a mark, a blot, a scar, a mould 

for casting; with aif@, to make a mark, stain or scar. 

Hohe, s. atfoa oral fScatst, a provident woman. 

Hibfeata, a. af cater, afe, boarded, accumulated, laid up. 

wipfSaia, . s. HSTS, ABE acatyl, wa atfaa aa atqeZ, one 
aipfaata, who can accumulate, a provident man. 

Fiza s. Abi, He, frugality, economy in expenditure. 

His, v. ave ofa, aniafe We, Sag bua 5, to collect, to hoard, 

to accumulate, to lay up; s. a species of tree. 

Wifs-1s, s. Aifs vine fata ATS, the bark of the above tree, used 

as a substitute for paper in copying the shasters &c. 

witsaice, , ad. fea vita, ace fecaz, lit. with mark and seal, 

HICKCA, ; hence undisturbed, (as a house or other property left 

for a season by the owner.) 

ACSA, s. Adi, AMAA, AAPA cattil, acquisition; a. acquired. 

Wis, s Wasi, Wasa can, feng acanra iaia, evening twilight, 
one meal, food for one repast. 

Ach, a. AGA, CR cuca, fay aw aefa ot catcxten, fresh, 
not stale, having the body unwashed at the evening meal. 

WOM, a. Hide HAST, Hid Sal A H1da, producedsin or relating 
to the three unclean days in the month of Ahar. 

HI, a. Btls, choi, Fa, cool, calm, quiet, tranquil, dispassionate. 

Hifs, s. atfs, faafa, tranquility, calmness, peace, rest, quiet. 

wigia, ov. ainfa, wis Vs Sfaaca Vievifa BH Bla, to swim. 
Hits, s. ifs ae sfaeta atevifa erife wal, the act of 

swimming; with caf, v. to swim. 

His, s. piefa, Siwina facHH, a cover, a lid. 

wiea, a. fate, ea val, atee, efficacious, effectual, fruitful. 

Htfe, s. Bae coral, a joint of the body. 

ata s. TAauies ofa faal GSai Ts, a bull let loose to roam with- 

out a keeper; a. free, unrestrained; with cyfa, to turn out, 

to roam without a keeper. 

HiSCECHSI, «. DSA falOM MS cation eottag Aisa fa, a cowlic 
or reversed tuft of hair on the human forehead. 

if, v. aaa. wiface alae aIBT3, nate fafax, to sweep; s. a 

woman degraded in caste by unlawful marriage. 
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Hifaat, s. faxzas qwizt ottay zate faa! cls, volunteer labor- 
ers for gathering in the harvest. | 

wis, s. MF ae SI Gta cris faa fac, edible vegetables. 
Asia, a. BiBiq ASI, RFE, embodied, having shape or form. 

Alfa, s, ATA, Hr WYN, BIITT BIS eel, evidence, testimony, 

proof, a witness. 

FITTS, s. CSP, Wa, cat cafe, presence, interview, a visit. 

Facey, ad. cHxCS, Bites, HYZC2l, in the presence of, in sight, 

manifestly, evidently. 

WITT, &. ALY. AVA facun, the sea, the ocean, one hundred billions. 

wistania, | s. qafe ata, ufex aif «ra, a species of paddy. 
aivacafa, j 

aistcéia, s. afae eat, a species of plantain. 

AIstcreat, & ATAcea, oar eliza 5, a species of cactus. 

Hitn ein, a. Aistaa fafo, za stfea, broad, expansive, deep. 

HIT, a. lA, cried, ( fia,) the whole, entire, livelong. 

AIF, Ss. see FT. 

AMS, s. Gow SA TiAcy eve Hw CATS Sie, a burden sus- 
pended from a pole and carried on the shoulders as above. 

Hifym, a. aifate fae ora, atfea anfez, capable of pele car 
ried as above; of or belonging to do. do. 

wigta, v. ABI ace ats BFF, to tie loosely together, as cattle. 

ACHR, ad. Site ial ifata, Bicwsierica, completely, entirely, 

wholly, from beginning to end. 

AHI, s. CRIB, Ast, HOTS Fie fea) ats, union, a joining, a yok- 
ing or tying together. 

alcatal, s. wera cave, cHibi, ABI@ ast Aste zB, the act of 
yoking or tying together; a. yoked, joined, tied. together. 

HicHtal Ae, s. CHIBI AR, Aaewice AICHIA, intimacy, in- 
tercourse, associating. 

wie, s. ace cafg fore orn sfanl aife siera, aales fra YO, 
a suit of wearing apparel; things offered in sacrifice. 

ntfs, v. fatia ofa, aft facan, acti calea ACqI4a, to make, to 

construct, to build; s. a term used in Upper Assam in 

addressing Nugas. 

athe cota, a. aca AIFS cata, invented, false. 
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aife-otfe, ow fafatfa, ais aifaa za afz, to be attired or in 

readiness, to finish a piece of bamboo work. 

Wes, a. cares cain, of exact measure or proportion. 

FIGS, a. chlSo, Hiites, fara, abl’, clever, skillful. 

Hid, ) s. fay acs fafatia Baio cars fea, yas, the name 
Hid, 4 given to three days in the month of Ahar, from the seventh 

to the tenth, in which the earth is supposed to be menstruous, 

during which time all agricultural labor is prohibited. 

wie, a. feta ofa, sixty. 

Wis, a. FAB, seven. 

HISA, Ss. Bit aio, Bit ae, % fH, the beginning and end; all 

sides of a matter. 

ais yafaai, ) @ WAS jefaa, ABT eram ancient, of seven 

wists siaai, § generations. 

nigned, a. foia ofa CAITSZ, sixty seven. 

WISAQS 7 8s Ral AH, A tafa, a mortal enemy, a deadly fue. 

HIDaR, 7 
Hisare Bia, s. His cafeai Sta, a necklace of precious stones con- 

sisting of seven strings. 

HISis5, a. efa Ais, twenty seven. 

ASIA, s. ATS SA, ATS Ale, seven stories or steps one above another. 

HIBIAASIA, s. ATS WSR, the seven lower regions. 

Aisiaga, a. SIC caitsa, fifty seven. 

HICSATICS, ad. ace atice, Sq faq tacy, with trifling affairs, 

' FILTHATSta, } with this and that. 

Hiez s. Ait Sui, ap S@yi, Eeqi facan, a riddle, an enigma. 

Hing, s. cagdti, Taq, Bina, affection, esteem, veneration. 

windininfa, s. cocaatcocafe, vigaicg gx Sal, mutual affection 
or esteem. 

winfa, a. st aie, saftaia, Sine Taq afa, ( fem.) gracious, ten- 

der hearted, benignant, pleasing; v. to be kind hearted &c. 

Hifwa, a. ATS Tra, WATS, seven days, a week. 

wif@fan, a. ate feaa, ate fea cata, of seven days, seven days old. 

mies, a. fate acaisl, fra cae, Hieai SCATS, effectual, accom- 
plished; s. a worshiper, one who obtains an object through 

acts of devotion. 
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Fldal, # «“Statezi, ZtW1, entreaty, solicitation, worship, the accom. 

plishing or effecting of a desired object. 

ntiefa, s. Cheittat GA zis Hei PAA, a tax collector 

nidfaria, ; under a mouzadar. 

Hidida, a FSA, ANT, WHAT, ASCAICS FAI, common, general, 

usual, ordinary. 

ifs, v. fafe ofa, aratfe, aie Gfe, xict fal «a Te ATG, to 
perform, to accomplish, to worship, to ask for, to demand. 

It, a, “afi, AB, Boa, AS, righteous, good, pious, honest. 

WI Bel, s. Forse, BSAA, AH Safi, a fable, a story, an allegory. 

wid, a. ‘“ifea ofa, af, Atae, accomplishable, possible, able; s. 

strength, power, ability, possibility. 

Ala uta, ad. Hicanica, Afs z=) Borne ettcs gtca, as much as pos- 

sible, to the best of one’s ability. 

Hla, s. wi apifa «caren fama Bea, a grindstone; with f#,-to 

sharpen by grinding. 

via ifm, s. te zion aifH, coarse sand. 
niafsefa,a. wa frefa, cater, mixed, blended or jumbled together. 

aifa, v. fazed, dfs, astt®, to mix, to blend, to sinear, to anoint, 
HS, a. Af, 54, feta, ata cHTS, calm, tranquil, peaceful, ap- 

peased, soothed, allayed. 

WA, 6. Gra, Osi, oe Bias ceca As Sai, comfort, 
consolation; with @ca@iSl, a comforter. 

wife, s. Fife, faqra, wy ott? GAH wifece wai oifaa foo, fe. 
331, (f%,) peace, tranquility, rest; sprinkling holy water 

as a purifying rite; a. chaste. ( fem. ) 

AS Bay,«. aan fafacy wal fa cats GTA, propitiatory rites 
for the averting of evil or the obtaining of good. 

aif fem, s. sis fam, fas faq, the final ceremony of marriage 
on reaching the age of puberty. 

aifenta, s. Ath wai vith, holy water. 
APRA, s. GS) TSA AM) alfa zw watz, the coarse flour of 

parched rice. 

arwear, a. alweaq, made of parched rice flour. 2 

AiR.) s- tS, CASE BIZ, GIS, midst, a place ‘oacsismable® or 

nite, ) very difficult of access. 
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HI, s. HH, AZ, a snake, a curse, a malediction, an imprecation, 

aifa, v. ate fr, to curse. 

Flap, s. Sicatuta, sifera, a clasping, embracing or hugging; 

with sifa, to embrace, to clasp, to hug. 

Hizb, s. wicatata sifa cal, ifawaA Ba, cata, the act of em- 

bracing &c.; a perpendicular support to a partition; a. 

clasped, hugged. 

aepintate, s.. Mearca VifAseaA Sa, mutual embrace. 

nia <fz, >. sitetstta sttfa, to clasp, to embrace, to hug. 

HIT, a. ATS, HIT, Ay, fafsa caw. alleviated, lightened, subsiding, 

as of disease; with @Tib, to subside, to be alleviated ; s. 

the third of the Veds. 

wInft, s. Se CARA, AAA, Y2T, articles, goods, materials, pro- 

visions, things, 

aitad, a. wine, caiasta, of, afe, able, rich, wealthy; s. abil- 

ity, power, wealth. 

aiqaa, s. aisfe cate, Watt cette, the act of keeping or laying 

aside; a. reserved, kept, laid aside for future use. 

wind, s. ainfa cats, IPA cats, Tie cHTS, a keeping, a laying 
up, a drying up, shutting up as a flower. . 

Higfe, v. ANTE, afb, Wa Bet, to put inside, to lay up, to hoard, 

to put back in its proper place, to dry up. 

aire, ) a FAeIaA, Sua, faz, atfes, common, low, vulgar, 

aia, § inferior, ordinary. 

Hine, s. “iftq oy facaa, a shell, a snail. 

WASSH, s. AS cats afew Baiz, a species of heron. 

ainfeni, s. fae ofex cate, cacma fix atid fax, a disease of 

the bottom of the feet; a kind of knot. 

WIRE, a. see RisA. 

Wld, s. UWF, TS, oA TGA Dia Sit, afae WA cata, cttag Vie, 
CSSA, the essence or essential part, quintessence; the heart 

_ of a tree; a disease of the urinary organs; manure, sensa- 

tion, wakefulness, vigilance; a. awake, radical, essential. 

alaeioia, s. coisifaa asiee fasts frail aieta, cloth given at 

marriage by the bridegroom or his parents to the mother 

of the bride. , 
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niafe, s.° at parg si, azt®, fers «at, a coachman, a helper, an 
assistant, a co-laborer. 

Haat, 5. sf, mist fe, wet bias, the particulars ofa matter, way 
ot manner, usage, attributes. of character. 

ale oF, vv. Siler, cosA ATF, CBT Sift, to wake. from: sleep, 
to arouse from indifference. 

Ala cote, s» CIKifa Sol, COTA cote, the act of aw atch from 

sleep; a. awake. ig 

nifa, v. aan vifa, ate aifae arate ear?, aif, ayia, rected 
gutter Big, to escape, to rise to the surface’ as fish; 

s. a range, a row, a line; with #1f%, to place in a row &c. 

a fa crm, s. aya MeL OMe CHT, AN TE CHEN,’ Te cars, 
the act of escaping; a. escaped. 

ASU, a. HlaT Tl TER! WH, Alaa, rich, fertile, durable or ppt 
ing to the heart (as of timber.) © 

aitaw, s. «fax salt, fea cay, a crane; the bow of Vishnoo: 

ALA UB, s. Bile esi, Are Te eal, Taisra, wakefulness, vigilancey 
watchfulness ;, a. watchful, wakeful,. vigilant. 

aaa, ad. Sts cacst, faqrmacw, very swiftly, with velocity.’ 
Acar, s. SAT SS CHAS al cay ifs caicarats Boi aw, the 

noise of sipping or drawing liquids into the mouth by sue 

tion; the concussion of the air in whisking a ratan &e.< 

nite, a. waists, fast, Fa, fea, certain, positive, exact, true: 

aide, a. Hien, fax, mdse, to the purpose, effectual, profitables 
AIA, & Tet CCAD! SIS Alaa ify, Ba, facep aia wife saya 

catal wife za dit, ofae wis, afee ots zm ald, a wood 

-en wedge or pin, a machine, an engine, a workshop, @ 

place where a machine is set up; a valuable timber tree; 

a species of fish; used also im composition, as Zf*xia, a 

prison, Catal Ala, @ stable, aaa alm, @ blacksmith's 

shop &c. 

Hasler, a. coridl Alea, cottcate, area side, well proportioned 
comely, good looking. 

RIgia, s. sfes cers fara fea_vfe facae, the Halogram or 
sacred. stone, said by the hindoos to represent Vishnoo. 

AIASyu, a. ABCA fofaa Zfsa rial, of quick observation, sagacious. 
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Hees, ss we Sfx Wace sifsq ANZ, mutual address of the 

husbands of an elder and younger sister. 

Harta, s. Tq ete fax, a small pimple. 

wie Wife, v. aife asre, aha, bifs; to wedge, to pierce, to transfix. 

ata-aifa-<a, s. 29 fade cats sai cama, atf vai, sharp 
cutting pains in the chest or bowels. 

wianafa, s. AAAAAA, oe ATS, exchange, working in turn. 

wife, s. dia afed, 1 wiface ary waife arene, ata aifa, 
Difs, cBical Bale cHAY caTT Bc Be coz, coca, afe- 
HIfa, a species of paddy, a place; v. to wedge or pin, 

to transfix, to fasten a handle with lac. 

aifaaia, Us. ATS AS daiz, the Halika or mina, a well known 

aifaei, 4 bird, (‘Turdus Halika. ) 
aifasfa, s. ofas wat, cetatfe, a field of rice land. 

FAST, a. AYA, AA AC ATS View, (store) new, just 
from the loom. 

Wadia, a. AGA, Gerata, GS; careful, cautious, prudent, wary, 

s. care, caution, d&c. with 7%, to take heed, to beware. 

AlAcAA, s. AIA, HH, a1 If Ast, completion, end. 

FID, a. ADI, EAs, fata, Aledta, ready, prepared, alert, wary. 

Hina, s. ZA Sal, WIA, AG AAA, subjection, control, government- 

ainania, s) sfantfe, a place for burial or for burning the dead, 

aiaanitea, s. Sfanifas esi OS facaa, name of a fabulous 

WICH AAA, 
FAItAIA, s. see AICRIA- 

HTB, as see HB. 

AifS, s. W8, TS, Bis, fSAty, punishment, distress, torment. 

Wiz, s. TS, CH ata Site 9 fat, a sacred writing or bouok of 

authority on religion, art, or science; scripture. 

AlBAVAts, ad. CHCA CHCATG, CHICA] NCH, in some way or other 

some how, by some means. 

Aiea, a. wtea, Hie ANfea, relating to a sacred book or code of 

law; legal, scriptural. 

‘He, s. woe, aia, a arite wae conn Sit, fas, fad®, the 
marrow, pith, the kernel or meat of fruit; pluck, courage, 

evil spirit supposed to reside im burial places. 

eee 
.¢, 

boldness, intrepidity, confidence, assurance. 
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AIStey, & ARF, Borata, afer «fa, assistance, help, aid. 

aifenta, a. Ate det, Tors, fas, bold, valiant, courageous. 

Ale, yo" fafaae a tafaaeg aie, a mother in law. 

AQIS, f 
Areas, a. alee ATH, under or relating to a mother in law. 

aiceta, s. wets, AlcATA, property, substance, wealth. | 

fH, pron. fafea fenq ae aa, ca?, cafe off, faafa athe, 
the pronoun he, that person or thing; v. to sew, to stitch. 

faxetiot, s. Gia Sawa sacra cate afae ob swiviaz, a kind of 
cloth ornamented with gold and silver tinsel. 

fare, s. yates, conta, vey aim, wate ainda cinta facna, a 
lion; the sign Leo; used also as a title expressing valor &c. 

faveaaia, s. fare athe cate FEITz, a gateway surmounted by 

a sculptured lion; a royal gate, a main entrance. 

faa, s. farsa sea, the roar of a lion. 
faantaa, s. fare fe Ae ate BAA, a throne, a royal seat sup- 

ported by sculptured lions. 

fasta, s. stfa fais ota, fast, a kind of scoop for baling water, 
the baling out of water. 

fri5i, s. seen, cxrd coribte corcaren, cate, otf sedan, the 
act of sprinkling, scattering, sowing broad cast, or of bal- 

ing water; a. sprinkled, sown, baled. 

fais, v. Sibart, ta, coti¥ coribta cormt®, oifa s151%, to sprinkle, to 
scatter, to sow broadcast, to bale. 

fae aca, ad. see City Bez. 
fazat®, v. cata faa ofa, ya faasi®, to horripilate or bristle up; 

to sneer, to make up faces, to show contempt by look. 

fitufa, v. cain faa te, can Szfant®, Sfe, fuafwar®, to make a 
wry face, to mock, to sneer, to ridicule. 

fHacate, s. fizat® eat, qa feechren, horripilation, grimace, 
the act of showing contempt by look. 

fiztfe, v. coxfsait, ya fess? Boreia sf, to make up faces 
in mockery or dédlaiba 

faadiz, v. qt fasdt®, to make awry or distorted face, to sneer. 
Fraction, s. sat faacbren, rt Bar fred eal, the igene of ° 

the face, sneering. 
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faafa, s. . fRatn, zfs, Bo.7H, instruction, advice, teaching. 

faaz, s. gata sifta acta foray stata aa cation facHH, a cake 
of baked potter’s clay, eaten by Assamese women during 

pregnancy. f 

faafa, s. fafafa, cate, a chain, a fetter, a shackle. 

fawi, s. faa Sai, WotA wai, the act of learning or receiving 

instruction; a. taught, instructed. 

faate, v.. fRern fa, asia fa, HAxiF, to instruct, to teach, to train. 

fara, s. bifa wa, 121, fae ofa, mena afa, aia, four annas, 

the fourth part of a rupee; to learn, to learn by experience. 

fafeion, a. afazi, sifa <fam, four annas in price. 

fafem, s. ufaq eal via fan aza, siaifa facHH, a contrivance 

made of rope for carrying burdens suspended from a pole. 

 fafertaitfe, ) s faferis art? sia wai ataaifa, a piece of 
fafericies, ) split bamboo from which the above is suspended, 

fasion, s. fet scat, Set Staite, BoicwHA fen, 2AM, 
the act of teaching, instructing or training. 

facatats, v. caieg ataiz fale, to cause to be taught or trained. 

THs, ’ s. AT8s, Baio, eal, fRet fFEUi, a teacher, an 

faxze, § instructor, a schoolmaster, a preceptor, an adviser. | 

fae, = <taa Sifea ofre wal sts facia, |Fz Te, a knotted 
tuft of hair, worn on the crown of the head by brahmins 

and some other castes; a flame of fire. 

faufafa, s. free sisn, wate, fasie wi fora, a female 
teacher, a preceptress, 

fHetn, s. see nara. 

FRAT AS, s. Geis, BrirwA ETAIS Ys erie faceren 1, a 
tutor, an instructor. 

faa, a. 2a, cafe, rapid, quick, speedys.., 

face, ad, $4, catiz, wate, quickly, soon, speedily, hastily. 

fay, s. te xe Sifha was ste cate) wy facnH, fara, a horn. 

fara. s. wis «afax, a species of shrimp, 

fayainfant, a. faxfaryni, warite ae di, fixate aca 74 
gzi, irritable, cross, having a head like a shrimp. 

faxfa, s. «fax oe. oftfra aw facaa, a species of tree, an es 

culent plant and its fruit. 
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fanfa wa, s. fafa wictca AB BAT aH) WPScAS cate wa, a tem- 
porary structure in which the Assam kings received coronation. 

furl, s. saa faaa as aay facaH, coe Sd GEA, a buffalo horn 

used as a cupping instrument or for blowing. 

fares, s.. afaa zafam Safe za, a species of medicinal plant, 

fagta, a. fax dei, wwe fafem, horned, having large horns. 

fafan, 
fafe#, s. fama ais afte, a species of fish, ( Siluras Pungentissimus.) 

fafaufa, s. afae fax, WIS Vit so, ast Bigiaa cain facna, 
a species of poisonous plant; a felon or malignant whitow, 

fafyafe coal, s. adta r4 ahs MAGA TA ATM CHA, SBA CHI, 
a joining made by dovetailing. 

fasafs, a. cscafa cacafe, crib atica cate, scattered about, 

fas'z, dispersed, 

fas, a. faq CATS, ZH, cooked, experienced, mature. 

fam?, v. aife, ste ofa, to cook, to prepare food for eating. 

fafs, v. fam te, awa 7%, to become soft by cooking. 
fag,s. sfex sife fafa &\25. 95, a species of cactus. 

facateu, s. wei, fast? cette, cookery; a. cooked. 

favi, s. an cofe cae Bizz, refuse fibre from which the juice or 

oil has been expressed, 

fA¥, s. Bla, cold; with eta, the cold season, winter. 

frase, s. fac? fafa sta, wafem a ez1, an impalpable powder. 

faza, a. fas, cd51, smooth, cool. 

faze, s. ze wife cat we wefe =feors crfa, the goddess 
supposed to preside over small pox and kindred diseases, 

fasfa, s. sta wilwe siete orai wtfs, the pieces of split bam- 
boo placed Jengthways over the rafters of a roof. 

fasfam, s. otaz cater facaa, a disease of the betel leaf and vine. 
fazi, s. aas ya Sisal, Bats, awa fran, Hita, the wife of Ram, 

fas cea, s. mie ofa ecaiet afax cea, earth oil, petroleum, 

fase, s. TA sits eel wie, the head of a bed or sleeping place. 
fataa®, ad. 42 fafa fana act? a feisa, cae faale, 
fafwaicatca?, ) on that day, the other day. 

fax, a. Hiea, 2e cote, ze, fas}, accomplished, finished, ful- 

filled, cooked. 
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fax, s. COSTA, Wake wifwe wats fam asa, a general 

faxtonts, § term for provisions supplied to ong one outside the family. 

facta, s. Uva, afabte, an answer, a reply, a decision or settlement 

of a question, a fogical conclusion. 

fafa, s. wcerws, ATEN CATS, %jaq CRTs, completion, success, 

fulfillment, accomplishment; with a@fa, to fulfil. 

fafwen, s. ww uit az wal, a vowel, the vowels. 

fats, 2. coIcCa WAY CAAA CAaE WH Mai ZB, a breach or hole 

in a wall made by burgfars. 

fafa fa, 0. coIte Was cateiala caagq wea ots ~tifa, to make a 

breach in a walf as above. 

fafe nazi, s. fafaafe nae, ootae aif ma ats, lit. crawling 
through a breach, a thief; a burglar, {used as a term’of abuse. ) 

ine, s. FWY, faysiag afex fayta ao afk, the lIadian Ocean, 

the river Indus. 

fasta, a. fartey ¢@i, belonging to the other side. 

faen, s. fan, fyarifaa aie, wtf Siea, a root, origin, cause. 

fos, v. Tao cafa, faatz, to take root, te become established. 

fata, s. ta Siffa Sa aia, the farther or opposite side. 

fafeifa, s. state ze aifve am fefa, ais, are caret fefe 
a woman skillfal in weaving, spinning &c. 

Tafrica, » ad. sin coisa, Bm wits, fete, yonder, on the 
facerica, } other side. 

fafa, s. faerie, «aata, the next world, an after state of existence. 
TacaTs, a fan cm, fan <a, rooted ; s. taking root. 

faeta, ad. ala wR, faatp, in that direction, on that side. 

faa, ed. facafa, =ta aie, another time, next time. 

rafaate, pro. Cogfamie, Miafaatae, they, others. 

facefa, ed. aia cafa, faate, another time. 

TLaie, pro. cHRcata, CAP faais, (TS a TWyR, ) they, these. 
fayai, s. see fam. 

faz, s. Qale 15 “fax, the cotton tree; ( Bombax Heptaphylla.) 

fet eal, s. FAIA dq att, the cotton pod of the above. : 

at Oril, s. fay ISI GA OA, the cotton of the Himolu tree. | 

fafa ace, ad. fafete act, fag orate we, lightly falling like 

dew or mist. 
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fanafam, a. fafeifam, fara woe vai, light, misty, ( applied to rain.) 

faut, s. 2%, WS, Wa, WS sifea aim fox, boundary, limit, end, 

| border, frontier, a landmark. 

fasta, a. feata, CH? Hata, so much, the correlative of feta. 

fam yfanta, a. fale S5<S AGI, adjoining another’s boundary. 

fafa, s. cafe abate fier corti, cata facaa, sewing, a stitch. 
fam, s. cafe sai, fart, the act of sewing, a root; a. sewed. 

faut®, v. faafa fee®, faen <a, to cause to be sewed, to take root. 

fara, a. wa, <a, THA, artful, cunning, sly, knowing. 

fata, s. fasta, a jackal, a fox. 

famaadtfs, 2. fara yea cots, odor of the urine of canine avimals. 

farts sm, a. fantaa sitma aca even stm, time cats facaa, 
having prominent cheeks Jike the jackal. 

faata cafen, s. afae za, frag crea FCA, a species of grass, 

faa, s. qa, afanq cee om aM a alfa, cia «a As, OFS >TTA 
aifes Bn fra zm «ta, the head, a nerve, sinew, tendon, 

bloodvessel, vein, artery, the pulse; the corner or sharp 

edge of a board, timber &c. 

faaeti, a. faafam, cocres CATcersn, long settled im a place, 

not dependent on others. 

faa, 3. IRA CATRIS cetmRd cata, a furrow made by ploughing. 

aaa, a. sTaeté atreei?s cet, ploughed but not harrowed, 

fafarz, v. fax corata xti?, faafastt, Bf, 10 shiver, to be 

agitated or suddenly angry. 

faa, s. cates fecaa, fras caren cena, a kind of muscolar disease 

fraryfa, s. faa tifa «al, an involuntary contraction of the niuacles. 

fafa oa, , ad. Sous (fae afe,) afana wim cate waa 
fafaar®, caizta facaH, suddenly awinging, ( of muscles. ) 

fafafem®, v. cad Sicwta oficHta aia qua m1fR ea®, to cruciate 

acid matter from the stomach. 

fafari, s. antfaca cate wate Us Haw, the sound produced by 
the concussion of the air in striking with a whip &c. 

fafaofa, s. coafa, as asifa, a switch, a smal) whip. 

facatatsy, a. Has ofa az am, lit. placing on the head in token 

of respect; worthy to be respected, obeyed or regarded. 

faa, s. ida, fam, a rock, a stone, a hail stone. 
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faacetcrial, s. «fax fra catcatet, a species of gourd. 

faa jf, s. we THA, a small stone, a pebble. 

fanft, s. faa tei sTe, a stony or rocky place; a. stony, rocky. 

farfafamn. a. feafan, oisifas fais wista AS Ve cats, long, 
siender and tapering like a switch. 

fami, s. see fax. 

faniateat, ) s. fHRa Sait eal CHT@, a stone cutter, a stone mason. 

fare, § 

faninqal, s. «fad cast, a kernel or hard concretion in the flesh. 

fang, s. faa ora Zaza, a hail storm. 

fafaati, s. afagfra, exnfet os a ait “fed, a species of myroba- 

lau; the tree and its fruit. 

Tafaatinta, s. fafaeg wretice safe facaa, feotte afa, a kind of 
bead resembling the seed of the above tree. 

fariear, s. fog sift sai Za, a work of art, handicraft. 

fart faan, s. AM Fa fear, foa attfw aa fans, the mechanical 

arts, handicraft, trades. 

faz, s. waitwe, scan, Za, Hiwo or Moheswor, the destroyer; the 

third in the hindoo triad. 

faaaitfa, s. BIAAT feaui poafa fefat, the night of the fourteenth 

day of the moon’s wane, in the month Fagun sacred to Hiwo. 

frafay, s. sri aiffa aa faa, face foa facaH, the phallus repre- 

sentation of Hiwo, extensively worshiped by the hindoos. 

faacaia, s. tansin, faaa atta, Koilah the heaven of Hiwo. 

fuai, s. aol, awifaza Stes, ate fs, Durga, Parboti, the wife of Hiwo. 

Paani, s. ifs Usfaata wate Do Haw, the simmering sound 

of water when near the boiling point. 

fafaarz, v. fafnaS onfe, ate atfet, to make the above sound; 

to shiver, as with cold. 

Pry, Ss. HAS aai cotsifa, an infant, a ‘child under eight years. 

faqoia, s. afae ary eteia tex wide fax, fare ze eal Toy 

4a, a kind of silk fabric, an ‘ancient’ king slain by 

Krishnoo. ; 

fs, a, SY, AS, AK Aidaa @taiBi, polite, well behaved, mannerly- 

fadisia, s: Boa Midi, politeness, civility, good manners, etiquette. 

fam, s. siva, fas, cafe, Sas, a pupil, disciple or worshipet 
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faa, s. afee carina uty faa, lead. 
fass, pron. faczia, they, (inferior. ) 
fasta, s. ne far, oTetam Past, wa, a branch of a bulbous root. 

fan, s. wetetia, fen, a lamp wick, 
fae, s. wa ey facaa, Fe, a fresh water porpoise. 

ya. Boras, aa Sties Ht AA YS, GA, Tex, AR THF, an 
inseparable prefix meaning excellence, ease or facility; a. 

good, excellent, easy, agreeable, fine, handsome. 

yar, s. Grete fac, borax. 
qa, a, SAM CATS, sweetish, slightly flavored. 

qafa, a. fas, oafaaiz, dirs, caiata Sta, handsome, beau- 

tiful, comely, pretty. 

Awa, a. Sls zat, Sia, Ff Al, awa, excellent, pleasing. 

Walz, v. ATA Saez, core Walk, wifA zl RA cHeri®, to put 
to sleep, to be becoming or appropriate. 

ABA, wv. <A case ay ot qua Me, By com a way 
zifé, to improve in looks; to grow beautiful. 

yates, a. wzerfer, atfst, (fH, ) beloved; a beloved wife or woman. 

Aas coe, s. RATS HABE vift cot, a ceremony of dip- 
ping up water from a river, performed by the mothers of 

the bride and bridegroom on the departure of the latter 

from his father’s house, and also on his arrival at the 

house of the bride. 

qt, v. fay ofa, ara ofa, orf te mifa aris, to Ssheaguaneslicn 

Aza, a. yu, Aw, fey, We, void, empty, vacant; s. a cipher, 
the atmosphere, empty space, a vacuum. 

ATA, s. ZAle cars, AWA Scary, Ysa te wai, the act of 
putting to sleep; a@, put to sleep. 

y ofa, v. Nas “fa, aqafa, to recollect, to remember, to recall. 

4%, s. sbafa, £8, a strangling or choking from rapid swallowing. 
Af, s. «ta, tat AS Git, a small branch or arm of a rivers 

4a, s. tiffs ala, ofan ate ile AD Sal cite, a proboscis, an 

elephant’s trunk; a species of destructive caterpillar. 

yfa, s. faye afa« fea are facaa, a low caste of hindoos, 

qxfa,s. carafe 261 @is, subjection to the control of. a father 

and mother in law. 

) 69 
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qe, s. @iwa CTs, ase Tia, the celebrated hindoo sage 

Fors, ; Huk and son of Byahk. 

ya, s. Weata Ws, dried fish. 

Ysa, s. WAZ FSH, WM atte ASU waz, the healing or dry- 

ing up of a sore, any medicine used for the above purpose. 

qaafs, s. «fee Saxe 5, a species of medicinal tree. 

neat, a. fafeq, sede, wivin fefufa cacatet, secure, with- 
out difficulty or obstruction, prosperous; s. security, freedom 

from care, danger or anxiety. 

F BACT, ad. fafaty, sicace, safely, easily, without difficulty. 

Rae, v v. faan 22, fray tz, fate, «ta oii® awe fz, to become 
dry, to become lean or emaciated. 

Hats, a. FASS, AG, (GIS,) good, sound, (applied to timber. ) 

a aifsze, a. Bis fara STS HATH, very expert, wise or skilled, 

(used by way of ridicule or abuse.) 

ASMiA, a. faan, Ceol caicaten, feta, dry, dried up, lean, emacia- 

ted; fem. H@iTa. 

Asia aa, s. of 4 aie CSIs Sa] BIH, a muntro or incantation 

supposed to occasion emaciation of body. 

a fa, a. fas, Witataiz, Zz, one’s own, separate; with te, 

¥ fen, } separately. 

afer fe, ad. st2ofe a fem cate, separately, belonging to each. 

ASUi, s. faqaH oa, 4 ate CSIG, AVIA CATS, the causing to be 

dried; a. dried. 

, vo. Hateta fa, Hata ofa, faa Sia, to cause to dry. 
saan & qguiz Catt St, caren @ai, the causing to be dried. 

Bua, a. <q ceive, far, very soft, tender, delicate, bland. 

Wa, s. ay 1%, y=, the planet Venus. — : 

Yseefemi, a. WS Acq cats, produced or born on Friday. 

APSA UA, s. HBIRT AD Az, AFUE, Friday, the planet Hukur's day. 

ASeH, ; a. €@91, <8, AFI, white, whiteness; fem. HOfa. 

aR, | 
AH, s. See APE. 

HFHAT, s. by fgfxa ata, the fortnight of the moon’s increase. 

Fat, s. KA CACTI, ASIANS, APA, happiness, contentment, enjoyment. 

AACSTN, s. FAA SH, Ble al, the enjoyment of happiness. 

: 
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Afet, a. {uy Ui, pale, Sites, 2a cate, SIATHS, rich, 

afea, opulent, happy, joyful. 

x feraths, Ss. ABA, AA, ASA Slt cate, fame, celebrity, 

quits, j renown; a. celebrated, famous, renowned. 

Few ACT, ad. Hoa ABA, feat Fox, Sica Sica, happily,contentedly. 
Aw, a. wars 2% facbe AS, 4nam, fine, minute, delicate. 

AthS, s. AR TiS, Ye, a happy state, final-emancipation. 

ATs, s. FAM, BIA CHS, TAI Sa, fragrance, perfume, odor, scent. 

qtfs, a. YA tz, wafer, fragrant, aromatic, sweet scented. 

Arta, a. Biata Wi Sfaata Bia, Uy, SAH, HSA, easy, accessible, 

facile; s. ease, facility, convenience. 

qxfa, a. cA ais, State wal, frustf, faultless, well exe- 

cuted, applied to work; with tz, satisfactorily, well done. 

ytfa ra, s. afed AS 1B, a species of short horned deer. 

ast hK, a. 24 Hala, xfs, cafazta AMZ, AIA, beautiful, 
mates, handsome, good looking. 

afitm, @ . calt efa eal, ae Gai, downcast, dejected, of sad 

countenance ; fem. #s{f%, a woman of sad countenance. 

AIA, ss AK TA, FHA, SAA, a good quality, praise. 

afta, s. 2ty byA ARIE cers ai zimaa aw, Hugriwo, the 
name of a monkey king and ally of Ramsondro, when he 

fought with Rawon, king of Ceylon. 

Awa, Ss. see Fe. 

AM, &. CHR TEC Hist Sis, fasta zi via SGA cata, Sia Gar, a 
prickle, a point, a sting, a bristle, the beards of grain, a 

slight intimation. 

AM cos, a. Slit Bat TH corre, having an intimation. 

AF ATi, a. AR Awl, prickly, bearded. 

HMARIE, v. feafeat?, wy AR vifa wR, to feel an itching 
or pricking sensation. 

{AAA s. ai facaa, a species of wild vine. 

HHI, & Wa Sal, CUS CATA, the act of smelling; amet: 

AMIE, } v. CATS CATR, BA SAl¥, to cause to smell. 

AAA, as 
aie, v. iat ta, baTSa sla Galax, to smell, to inhale by the nose; 

$- vermin that iofest fowls. 
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qs, s. olHa CTs, aa Tia, the celebrated hindoo sage 
Fors, , Huk and son of Byah. 

qo, s. Wata Wb, dried fish. 

yaa, s. Maes qe, m1 Sir YSU az, the healing or dry- 

ing up of a sore, any medicine used for the above purpose. 

qaats, s. afex @A<q 55, a species of medicinal tree. 

WAT, a. fafez, wasoe, sivin fafufa ‘Carcatet, secure, with- 

out difficulty or obstruction, prosperous; s. security, freedom 

from care, danger or anxiety. 

FSA, ad. fafétx, sicace, safely, easily, without difficulty. 

5 ai, v. faaR 22, fas tz, faat?, «ta wife awe fiz, to become 
dry, to become lean or emaciated. 

His, a. AtSs, A, (S1S,) good, sound, ( applied to timber. ) 

A aifsze, a. ate fara Sig crx dS, very expert, wise or skilled, 

(used by way of ridicule or abuse.) 

Hsia, a. fAaH, Cab) cticsten, feta, dry, dried up, lean, emacia- 

ted; fem. 4 @ifa. 

a aia gq, 5s. Fl 413 CSI S41 SAX, a muntro or incantation 

supposed to occasion emaciation of body. 

4 fe, a. fas, Bicatatz, Zz, one’s own, separate; with te, 

x fori, ; separately. 

x fora fe, ad. s120f% a fem caret, separately, belonging to each. 

ASUl, s. faqaH oa, FSIS CET, ASIA CRT, the causing to be 

dried; a. dried. 

,v. Hateta fH. AeA az, faa afa, to cause to dry. 

sig . Zseaiz cotter, FRA @zi, the causing to be dried. 

Yer, a. <q cena, far, very soft, tender, delicate, bland. 

WS4, s. AY Fz, |e, the planet Venus. _ | 

Yseerem, a. YS Acq cats, produced or born on Friday. 

APSA A, s. HBIRT AY Ue, AHA, Friday, the planet Hukur's day. 

ABA, ; a. @91, <8, HF, white, whiteness; fem. AoTa. 

a7, ; 
AS, s. see ASA. 

FFA, & BH fgfea aia, the fortnight of the moon’s increase. 

AU, 8. HACC, ASVIAT, AIA, happiness, contentment, enjoyment. 

FASTA, s. At SH, Way wa, the enjoyment of happiness. 

: 
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aft, a. Aly UB, 52fS, SitTIs, ANS, Was, rich, 
nfea, opulent, happy, joyful. 

HferaitS, » s. AGA, AA, ASHE Stet cate, fame, celebrity, 

quits, renown; a. celebrated, famous, renowned. 
Aca ACT, ad. Aca Aa, fel Fox, Sica Sica, happily, contentedly. 
Am, a. Gly ay, foe AG, Aww, fine, minute, delicate. 
aay, s. HR TiS, Yfe, a happy state, final.emancipation. 

ATs, s. FAIA, SIA CHS, TATA Bla, fragrance, perfume, odor, scent. 
ythe, a. AAA we, yasfe, fragrant, aromatic, sweet scented. 

AIT, a. Barta Wi Sfaata Sia, SH, Galata, Apa, easy, accessible, 
facile; s. ease, facility, convenience. 

ana, a. BiH Vis Alsi, Slate wal, faustfa, faultless, well exe- 

cuted, applied to work; with %@%, satisfactorily, well done. 

asthe 1%, s. fad AS BZ, a species of short horned deer. 
asthe, a. wa Hala, sforu, caftata awa, ATA, beautiful, 
HAfes, § handsome, good looking. 

afm, a. calst sfa eal, arte wal, downcast, dejected, of sad 

countenance ; fem, #9{f%, a woman of sad countenance. 

AIA, s AG WA, HHA, SAA, a good quality, praise. 

feta, s. Iq DHA ARIE cote Pi zimaa awl, Hugriwo, the 
name of a monkey king and ally of Ramsondro, when he 

fought with Rawon, king of Ceylon. 

Aga, Ss. see Fe. 

AM, s. CTH VEC Hist Sit, fasta zi Kia SGA cata, Sia Bar, a 
prickle, a point, a sting, a bristle, the beards of grain, a 

slight intimation. 
AM cars, a. Belt GAY TH corres, having an intimation. 

AF ATi, a. HAR tel, prickly, bearded. 

AMARE, v. fenfeart, wy AR vifa wT, to feel an itching 
or pricking sensation. 

qaafen, s. ai fac, a species of wild vine. 

Hl, 8. Ua SA, otis CATH, the act of smelling; smell. 

ARTS,  v Cale carer, aA Balz®, to cause to smell. 
oe 

ayare, J | 
afe, v. gla ta, balsa tia gaia, to smell, to inhale by the nose; 

$+ vermin that iofest fowls. 
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Wal, ss STIS, sifsai, mectar, ambrosia. 

fe, v. Oa ate, ZH ta, VAS Wiles WIT AL cata fa, to ask, 
to enquires s. ceremonial purification after ‘a birth or death. 

Aa, a FIA Sal, GIA! TA, HSH, ‘heard, obeyed; s. the act. of 

hearing or obeying; a hole, a perforation. 

wate, wo. Het BAZ, HANS 2G, to cause to hear, to proclaim. 

AMSA, a. GS CHS, Ae SAI, heard and known. 

Ffa, ve Hat Sia, FA afa¢, to hear, to listen, to obey; s. a 

species of flower. 
AVIA, 8. FAA BCAA, AAS, the causing to hear; proclaiming. 

FASS, v. CHBVT ABS AATS, to cause to hear. 
AM, a HA aufa, cafaata Sta, beantiful, handsome, elegant. 

ania, a. erate, Rota, fem. of the above; s. a beautifal woman. 

HABA, s. THIF, alafa, a cook, a butler, ( often used in ridicale. ) 

Aviat, s. AG Ha, “x 2b, a goud road, a Virtuous course of conduct, 

AnH fora, G- CAICAHISICAICHIS, caTTA, soft, (as cotton, ) spongy. 

fH, a Cait, Side ferfa, all, the whole ; used as a particle after 

nouns signifying the whole of anything that remains. 

AIGA, Ss. AG Bai, STA AS, good language, eloquence. 

Haat, s. Gata, gold, 

HANI, a. CaTaITe, catCACe ABH, golden, made of gold. 

xfer, a ¢cAice «al, catetafeta, dropsical. 
nate, se UBT are, AG GAs, a good understanding. 

qafaas, a. Tifa, Hare ai, wise, intelligent, well informed, sensible. 

ACTA, a. BTS Bia, foceta, excellent, very fine. 

AS, a. Sl, WHA, Teryta, good, happy, auspicious, favorable ; 
s. good, happiness, good fortune, welfare, prosperity, luck. 

ASATA, 8. STA AXZ, HH cata, a favorable or happy moment. 

ASH, a. wistats, aif, favered; s. a beloved wife. 

years, s. fafufy caicere Biel, a prosperous journey. 

FSU, 8. AAW, AE fag fase aiat? enve faaiae yim, good 
tidings, the Gospel or news of salvation by Jesus Christ. 

ASafa, s. AAS, AG Beli, an auspicious or good word. 

ASIAN, s AR Atal, good fortune, prosperity, happiness. 

YBYZS, a. STA Cea, HVBAS, good or bad, auspicious or inauspicious. 

Hate, s. Hats, Haifa, excellence of disposition; a. well disposed. 
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FT Uai, s. cow ae, an orange. 
aufa, v. caralaa afa, to recollect, to remember. 

Harz, v. AA Balk, fesay %el, AINfa, SatF, to cause to en- 
ATSTe, ter, (0 introduce, to put into, to fill er thrust into. 

Ase, s. fSsqy cater, Atwa), the enteriag or causing to enter, 

yoIs, s. cae fafa, BwACSy, the fabulous Mount Meru, the centre 

of seven circular continents; the north pole. 

Yt, s Has, wa, forse BIS A ais, a hindoo demiged; atune in 
music ; with Bifq, to sing in tune. 

AANA BA, ad. AC AICAIANS, Yes wea, ustca, easily, readily, 
Aanat, v v. SSssyie, wis ars fica auaula Bf, to feel a tick- 

ling sensation, to tickle. 

AAAfaw, a, GBP SAA al, VE ACA, WTA CAPM, cata cats, 
subdued, brought under control, broken in, (as cattle.) 

Fal, a. wa wisi BiH, spirituous liquors. | 
AaTAA, s. CHIG] BIS BAA, demigods aud demons. 

“fa, v. sitfaa wa za wife sf5t®, aIfe facta, to clear away 

aqatic grass from the surface of water. 

FSBSA, a. tT caAICAT Ets, castes, without being observed,quickly. 

AGB) Il, 8. 11 HABE Wa aay TS CHM, YAS Al, cHicaTs] 

wai, the slipping away unobserved; preceded by 15, the 

holding back from any work or project. 

HafSn, a. AS, cB, wale wiz oral, narrow, (as of a road.) 

ASH, s. Baw, fee, gal, a hole, an opening, a perforation, a 

crack, a fissure. 

FSS, s. see ABT. 
qouanifa, s. afae sa sicatafa caist, a headache that .comes 

and goes with the sun. 

qeugiem, a. cafaren, era gfatai, turned towards the sun, 

Was, s. cafe, afe, the sua. 
qesats, s. fax af, a kind of precious stone, probably the jasper. 

qsvaifa, s. aera fafote, afee wa, sunshine, a species of flower. 

BSIYVA, 8. HABITS Stat® pal, aE tH, an eclipse of the sun, — 

ABTVIN, s. cafe Tit, aw, the heat of the sun. 
FSAI, s. YB cottateta ete, the orb or disc of the sun. 
qerafa, s. g37q gaia, feaa, a sunbeam. : 
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Aste, s. cafa sia cSisi, sunset. 

BCS, s. DEeatH?, cafa gts, sunrise. 

AS, s. DIGS a, witzfe, consciousness, self-possession, leisure: 

qfeaits, S. SEaife, acto are, leisttre and repose, self-possession. 

yvifscia, a. Haasan, wate aa vial, of ready speech, fluent. 

WA, s. GA, GH, CABS caist facan, forH, a sharp thorn, a kind 
of spear; a colic or any sharp cutting pain; a sharp stake 

on which criminals were formerly impaled. 

qafe, v. sata tz, ait onfa 2s, 2af, to be unbound or loosened. 

HAA, 8. Sia HA, AK AWA, abfag, a good sign or distinguish- 

ing mark. 

FAA AM, a. WAAA ATI, haying auspicious omens, ominous of good. 

que, a. BT ACAMS Ala AT, TAT CUTTS) easily ob- 
qa, tained or procurable, easy, feasible. 

yWaras, a. Wa, % faata Sia Atl, sweet, melodious, musical. 

Rea fast, a. ofan, CASCAUS, of soft consistency. 

HA, s. WA Axi Cais, a chronic looseness of the bowels. 

Hal 2941, 8 AA @fstai, a person having the above disease. 

a fa, a. aivifa, wit aefeui fete, toothless; s. a toothless woman. 

af, v. see 4 fz. 

afiwa, a 2 Cbb1, <a fase, very cool, very smooth. 

FEI, a. Cait alsfeni, facatfat, 4%, healthy, well, in good condition. 

ufea, a. faz, bem caicaien, af, firm, stable, steady, settled. 

ata, a. asia, caftata Sia, pare looking, comely. | 

AapAI, s s. i fESE, SGAASIA, CSB, service, attendance; with afe, 

to wait upon, to render personal service. 

aie, ». aia, ZA Bifa, YSIF, to suck, to draw into the okt to 

dry up, to evaporate, to absorb. 

Yes. see TAZ. 
yafe, S. Ami que cea facaa, a whistling sound made ity the mouth. 

Waren, v. yqata sitfa, to whistle. 

Wau, s. aq fre, 2%, SH, afet wif, a friend, an intimate aie 

CR, pron. FiANS A RAS asi Sei aes ad ain facaa, cas fe, 
that, even that, that person or thing; . to. apply heat. 

CH2u, ad. GATS, yonder, there, in sight. 

tiem, a. 13 waa aefaa, of purple color. 
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Caurs, s. afae astfe GA, species of fragrant flower. 

Gig, s. FF A GAS ufa wifaca fem 2 cater eter, Be caucer. 
Sl, Ax, the heat of fire when applied either directly or by 

heated substances; a. too slanting or oblique, as the 

handle of au implement; subdued. 

sti, s. atsa ofa fasi soa afau, fecarsta sfa AeA Say 

fsa facaa, a bamboo scoop for baling water from a, boat, 

the parting of the hair on the head. 

CHSAl, a. Za CHE 71 aofaa, ais, very slaming or oblique. 

CANAAN SCA, ) a. CSG, CACHD, MTS, without warmth, as of a thin 

CANCALHR J cloth, cool. 

Heel, s. ysit ofa wea cai, the middle parting of the. hair. 

CHCA BOA, » @ CBINA, BisgF si, (Fe wis arfH, ) immature, 
caacafeni, soft, ( applied mostly to wood, ) | 

Caal, s. cas fam, ya, ee, the act of warming by the fire, or of 

applying heat; distress, trouble, suffering. 

cafe, v. cH®, ster fw, to warm, to heat before the fire, to roast, 

to receive heat from the application of any heated substance, 

CHBBI, & see CBICBIZI. 
CHYA, 8. ACS fe stats eifa, mucous discharge from ie nose, 

cayfan, a. cAyYA cha, “fax s15, snotty; #. a species of tree, 

CHOWDI, a. BAT CCAM! Al, C551 eal, benumbed or stiff from cold, 
caowbicacals, s. Stas wit cacwdi, being pinched with cold. . 

Gam, s. ta, wife Auta wiz, ta wie ale cars ZB, the 
main current of a river; a new channel or path, 

CAS, 4. ZH, <A, white, whitish, 

CAz-Boal, s. Safea faa facuH, a species of grass used asa fobrifage 

caBaceit, s. afed zm acm}, a species of white dove. 

crucenifa, s. @afea mei facaa, a species of medicinal vine. 

CUAL wa, a. FACRR SCH, CHACHA CA, pale, wan, sickly. 

CATH, a. faAcaa, coe Sq AURIS ZH, pale, wan, of 

Sl, } bloodless appearance. © 

CASICACTAT,. a. CAA] CALA, CHILAT, Bea ast, pale, wan 
AY, 5. aif, HICw, <a, 4TH facwa, a dam, a dike, bsnl 

metalic amalgam. | 

CARB, s. wie AS] GAZI cats, a disease of the ache on the feet. 
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Ay7e', s. Sifa zat, ayy aes fH Aaa cat ory a aria, the 
_ ridge of rocks extending from the southern extremity of the 

Coromandel coast towards the island of Ceylon, said to 

have been formed by Honuman at the command of Ram as 

a bridge for his forces to go against Rawan. 

cam, 8. afeq pats, a kite, a bird of prey of the hawk kind. 
CHACHISN, s. SHIT VITS CHa caf eH CHAGS acai TAR, a 

, class of people employed to train kites for the king. 

ial, s. ta, featfe, ape, |xTS an army, a soldier, a warrior. 

caaiaifs, s. taua afeata, a military commander, a general. 

Gia, s. AB a clied AS ia, the stem of fruit or grain. 

cad, s. farqa, fecaiei? cid cate ami sife afax, vermillion. 

cama, a. 4391, CMSA fafsai, red, like vermillion. 

anfain, s. wis aH, afed 71 TG, a species of Poma or Toon 

tree, (Cedrela ‘foona. ) 

omen, a. GiMege “CA EFI, deep red. 

cay fanizan, s. «fae caa, a kind of wasp. 

CAM, s. ae, at, ywtq etaten vifa, saliva, spittle. 

CAIs, a. WF faa, fafa, afeai, swallowing the spittle, used 

by way of abuse to mean, grasping, niggardly &c. 

CACIG, a. GAT CSS, aief <al, damp, moist. 

CALISIE, v. GAAS coai®, sfiet wate, to dampen, to moisten. 

CASS, 8. GDAATS CHCSTS, sICriTST, the act of dampening &c. 

cacaie, v. cafe, stiet atfst, to be damp or moist. 

acaicncafa, s. ates afte Za Sain fasta @ai, the turning of 

the face this way-and that from shame or timidity. 

CALA, pron. CASCBIA®, that very person or thing, the emphatic of fH. 

cia, s. bifa ofe Bai afantaa cate, feaa 7 a1, a seer, two 
pounds avordupois, equal in weight to 80 rupees; with 

tz, to fall prostrate. 

CACCHIA, s. HSH cola, CAIdCMID Te Hal, the falling prostrate, 

as in pretence of utter inability to work or bear a burden. 

cacaeece, ad. ofa cea, cataia atefeai, without flavor. | 

ACcfan, a. cae, catenin atfSy, “faz, insipid, tasteless. 

CA, s. 201 Bate waifH, cBlAS THI Fd, a cotton roll for spin- 

ning; a ridge or protuberance as from the blow of a ratan. 
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cnatafa, s. CNIS] Cina wzfa, large unsplit fire-wood. 

CHAMAS, 8. BAG cal, CBA Fal H15 THI, having numerous 

scars or ridges. 

cafaml, a. acne *faataa, one seer in weight or measure. 

cae, a. fefaa aa, governed by the wife, henpecked. 

CHCA, a. see cHacafaz. 
CACee, a. Giefay, TSA, Bq, loose in texture, not dense &e. 

CHCA, a. Bats Hise caicatia, foateifSn, ag vifeut, 
cicaniafanl, § slack twisted. 

cHCam, a Gd Ma, Ba age, wife ofa aaty cacdral caren, 
benumbed by cold, wrinkled or contracted. 

cacti, s. CA cate, cad coreat® & sha cure, the act of crouch- 
ing like a beast of prey. 

cam, s. feu galt am aceiral wa facan, aieraa srifa, a 
pike, a long spear or javelin; an ornamented selvedge. 

cHacnafa, s. mua, comcaafa, levity, frivolity, idle prate. 

CHACHAIE, v. CRCTAI, AVTSIF, adik faoi® zfs, wo be light 
minded or frivolous, to prate. 

cxacafami, a. see coacafati. 

came, s. fat TAS Zi col BE SUMS CRI 2a zl ofA 
cAme®, § facHa, moss, a species of lichen. 
CAB, s. BY CSP TAT BTA, the edible root of the CoB, bhent, 

a species Lotus. 

canfen, a. CHABA ACA CHINA CRIM, ( GicHIA,) soft by lying 
CACASS, » in water, applied ouly to betelnuts, 

CACM Sta, ad. Mawis wry zfea aie, cancs wis Sfaw?, show- 
ing the teeth as in laughing. 

CACAS! WEI, a. CHCaH Heal, etfAaz TI, having the teeth promi- 
nent and widely apart, (a term of abuse. ) 

CaCare, s. Scala 2%, giddiness caused by eating tamul pan. 

CAIs, } s. Wiha, rv, BSs, Botns, fosa, an attendant, a 

caafaa, ’ servant, a disciple, a worshiper. 

Cal, a. Bidleal, SSA, Vertaal, Ys, Gd, Sais, worship, bom- 
| age, adoration, salutation. 

male, a, @Gfefea, destitute of veneration or devotedness to God; 
s. the neglect of divine worship. 
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cHalfa, s. «fad wa, a species of fragrant flower. 

aid, v. caal @fa, Sf5, Atatfe, to worship, to serve. 

CAA, s. Ss, ea, fas, fos, the end, conclusion, last, final. 

CHASIA, s. SEGA, Weta Sia, the last time, the latter end, death. 

cACH, ad. AICS, AST, CHAS, FASS, lastly, at last, finally,.in conclusion. 

caafem, a. aipfsa, Hae, Zsfaz, last, after, youngest. 

casfa, s. Safa, errata ob 2, a lower portion or remainder. 

CHR, v. YAS HAT eaAlD APAlls Bate ta, Yeas WIS TEI 
wifS, to breathe forcibly with the mouth open, as when 

burnt with pepper; to speak in a low tone or whisper. 

CHE, s. Wea, atfa, loss, damage; with cate, to cause damage &c. 

CHEM, a. see cHAfer. 

CARTS, s. Bata cotafrrs yor cafe acy tate cats, the breathing 

forcibly with open mouth, as from the burning of pepper. 

tH, s. MIS cate, fe, Fuata TE Tiss Gia, acknowledgement, 

confession, : agreement ; v. to bear, to sustain; to set apart 

a religious offering; with @tf¥ or ta, to confess. 

THLE, prep. Hfacy, Acs, with. 

TAA, s. see Aaa. 

Wet, 8. HWS calla, AApsa fae cata, rock salt. 

Tasta, a. Az, wifes cats, patient, forbearing; s. agreement, assent.” 

tan, s. sift, wtfrate (a-fa caty,) ca Dia, (cata afa,) 
WA CAVA, a partner in a certain native game; a. hard, 

(applied only to eggs used in playing a game; ) a. aslant, 

out of square. 

CaATSaa, S. ANt SA, fay Sai, “fz eet; the act of sleeping or re- 

cars, ? chining. 

CUS Ue s. AYA Sal UA, a dormitory, a bedchamber. 

cATSte, ad. wars, MITA AIC, ART Hits, slowly, leisurely, as 

can be borne. 

caraiw, a. fxd, T¢q, ule <4, sweet, well gtd Ss. el 

flavor, taste. 

Cat, a, ate wing fReia, afta, the right, in opposition to the left. 

CHIMAA, s. LAS Wal, AIA, recollection, remembrance, ‘reminiscence. 

Greats, s. wa afaet, yea Sate faa, cot atte, a horoscope, 
a reminder, the recalling to mind. 
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cAtHal, a. TAS SA, Waa Sai, remembered, recollected, called to 

_ mind; s. the act of remembering &c. 

CHIMIAB,-v. TAS coats, Wea Satz, to put in mind, to remind. 
CHIMIR, s. faets, cra a came faifse fam fans, ofes fea 

fac, a decision or final answer, the settlement of a ques- 

tion or matter of dispute. 

Gd, s. Afsea, Wiaig a Uysiag ace Wise a BHaig sal, 
recompense, retaliation, the giving like for like, 

cAI cirecatau, s. Afeey fea, Bile csr, the rendering of 

recompense, retaliating, taking revenge. 

Gly, s. AAA CAH, HIS, AISA CHA Tsay Ts Haw, a cur- 
rent, a stream, the noise made in snoffing and in blowing 

the nose 

GATS, s. 2q taa Ate, *tfra «tz, the branch of a river, a creek. 

CH] 1%, Ss. Gil RISA WSS Ts, a turning or screwing to the 
right. 

Git Bia, s. Ze Bema Ba wa, afeta wie, the right side in 
opposition to the left side. 

GH) ZHH, s. AL CHA, WR AAA, middle age. 

Gil ate, s. fe Z Aq ATs, the exact centre or middle. 

Gil afaca, ad. afaca tace, aafacaca, with the whole body, in 
person, bodily. 

CH) BIS, s. Se Ala Bia ary, wfeta eTy, the right hand, 

CATS, 8. AIH, TAT HA, AAI, grief, sorrow or distress of mind, woe. 

CIBISA, » a. CHIE fanten, GAICSCA ATYA, overwhelmed with 

cateten, 5 grief, exceedingly sorrowful. 

CHICSTSI, s. FSS) TATA YBa HT, the dried leaves of the hemp plant. 

Cis, s. Gace, faa, oat ANA x TAa B51 ACB caCHTAI 
@@) caHTA, an offence taken, pique, umbrage. 

GAicstial, a. afstal, (Zai,) dissatisfied, woe-begone, a term of abuse 

applied to old men. 

CAICHIZ] BISA, s. SY BIBA, rice suitable for boiling. 

CAIBCRIB, a. ysfe aiafe cite] @ai, crumpled, drawn into a heap, 

wrinkled. 5 

GBI, s. eta cata wilaca ae atefa facaa, WE Az Bea, a broom 
made of straw or thatch. 

71 
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CHICBISI, a. CHICMTSL, YSIS HICH IA AR’, cacaai, wrinkled, shriveled, 
withered ; s. a furrow or wrinkle.’ 

catvafarm, a. afaei, dropsical. 

GSI, 8. GHG As soe Mist qe, Bat Face aubad 
CATS; Her afaa catwal, lit. carried to and fro like a kosu 

in a current; hence, vacillating’, wavering, withont endur- 
ance, soft, weak. 

cata, s. cHritee st Gerar cater, a dropsical disease. 

CHIma, s. “te wieaq coi ai fH, an own brother. 

Gait, s. cla, fasta, a suit in Jaw, investigation, inquiry. 

CdSS s. Caidte, fasta Scaisi, a judge, one who _ investigates: 

Gia, s. Ye eal, fan siine oH aie A AAR sis Bia sal, 
cai<i, the correcting of a writing, emendation, inquiry. 

CCACHIDA, Ss. CHIRCATD, Giafe wihRSe Gal VWinenine, a cordial 
welcome; the reception of a guest with demonstrations of 

affection and respect. 

catdi, a. fasta eat, AX Sal, TH cata, investigated, inquired 

into, asked, questioned, 

catatz, v. fain eal’, fasta Sait, Geof aia, TSTB, to cause 
an investigation or inquiry to be made; to deposit, to make 

over or commit to the care of another. 

GUIdie, s. cate acatsi, fastasifs, a judge, one who investigates. 

caicxts, a. fait Stats, acts, asked, made over, deposited. 

Giicaige, s. aie scaten, fasta Seater, weiq Scare, the 
causing to ask, investigate or make over. 

Gala, s- yan, Gi, (aq, gold. 

GATAScaton, s. aif xz cata fase, the washing of sand. for gold. 

CUASia, a. AGIA, fay, early, soon, betimes. 

Catateu, s. Afad cata aaae cvite, aspecies of insect the gold 

colored dorsal scales of which are worn as ornaments. 

CAIAAS, s. ABCA SS crit Boy FT. afad @G, a species of kosu. 

calacHalate, v. TASA VT aif, to whine, to whimper. 

Gilel, s. see qeet. 

CHIATz, s. ABA Wika ATS cocaga MY, GHAISN, GaAe Yas, 
sais faz, lit. precious gold, a term of affectionate address 

to children. 
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CHAI ye, a. BST, (TGA Zi B1F,) pleasant, agreeable, (applied to 
the weather and to a place. ) 

UAT, 8. catate, wat cafe WA Fist, lit. a golden face; a 
term of endearment. 

caratfa, ss Gala SAT BIT BWA, a wibdeniiiines 

armifate, a. ata, carfrata, handsome, ware) pretty. 

CATATS, s. afee: 5, a species of tree. 

Caifas, s. com, blood. 

CAcaATsia, s. cata wears cata, a gold washer; a class of people 

in Upper Assam. 

CAicataihe, a. CHlae TA VSAl, CATA ACSTSY, ornamented or over- 
laid with gold. 

cari, s. fae oa, a species of plantain. 

carel?, v. «ofa aafe ofa, to impregnate with spoke | 
CAICHTS, 5. ea wifva atar® aafe @a1, the act of the above; 

a. impregnated with smoke. 

cien, s. Ben, siore oifaca zB wal, cortcBren wea sist, cote, 
“azfy wa, a heap, a lot, a parcel, a cork, a stopple; used 
also as an affix of quantity joined to nouns. 

carstifon, a. waif, za aifas Bra cticetTe, shiftless, ineffi- 

cient, feeble. 

Cate] HA, «. arte Tal, acme, fet wai, lazy, indolent, idle; 
corked or closed with a stopper; s. the act of closing with 

a stopper. . 

caicenatcatcHia, a. calcstatcatcRia, carericate: cars, gathered 

or wrinkled up. 

caveat, d. atHferH, cera, soft, porous, spongy. 

cata, s. wafae oi Bate cater, a kind of dropsy... , 

Cala, @. yfen, CATS «a1, dropsical. 

CHISMACTAS, @ see CAYICACTAS. 

Caisa, , s. Hers, fare, otf, wate, wa, iaiehinean splendor, 
casi, § beauty, brilliancy; a. shining, splendid, pleasing to the sight, 

Ceieia, a. cals Sal, fest sa, eoraa radiant, resplendent, 

bright, beautiful. 

Gifss, a . BfHB, GTS Sat, beautified, adorned, andihiid 

Gila, s. 6H; “the moon. | ysie 
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auaan, a. catrvata asfex, of or relating to Monday. 

Cag, s. ABR Zia ate, Monday. 
GUqay!, s. afeq Avi, the moon plant, (Asclepia Acida. ) 
Gas, v. Aca ofe, feats Bei, to enter, to go in. 
CAICHIS, s. ACCA Sai, fesqta cHTs; entering or going in. 
cid, s. viv, tafatata aptfag cat facam. a narrow foot path | 

in the jungle; a game played by eowherds with whips. 

calacatal®, v. WAT SAICG aif”, to cry at every little provocation, 

CHACHICATS, s. CHTACATATE GH, the act of erying at everything, 

CHICAI@] Tl, s- see HSS Wai. 

CAICATM, a. ACHAT, cXim1, Age, lazy, indolent inactive. 

caicainifa, s. ate, Hee] cHtgi, cael, laziness, indolence, sloth. 

caia, a. Harty facHH, sixteen. : 

call, a. wie alefem, aie, toothless. 

catcay. s. «fad Cbal, a species of citron, 

cents, a. Biba cicaion, fom CHIC, not tight, loose- 
ly bound. 

caivatel, a. ate qa care, “tqTsi, loose, untied; s. the act 

of loosening or untying. 

caicatat?, v. HB wife couteate, cafe, xatz, to untie, to un- 
bind, to loosen. 

Gaitatata, s. cecefaal @etxaq AAW, CAH FAM, any roaring or 

rushing sound, as of wind. 

catcatat®, ve. nical Aan ary, to make the above sound. 

caicateta, ad. CBCer BCA, CHITA! HAA, sits cacst CSIS AAcHCA, 
with a roaring or rushing sound. | 

caiafa, s. chte, afe fart, viva few aR, the act of sucking, evap- 

orating or drying up; a species of large gnat. 

calai, a. af fam, caivil, dried up, evaporated; with aifa, to draw 

into the mouth by suction. 

catat®, ad. castt®, state, quickly, speedily, 

calarfate, ad. caica cote fra wfyate, (cats) euttptr%, lav- 
ishly, greedily, vauntingly. boastingly. 

il, y ad. Slay Flas AAT Sl, CHI, a particle denoting 

caren. J direction, in sight but distant, yon, yonder. 

el, s. afee cay, a species of ratan; with cifa, to make -use 
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of an enchanted ratan to point out a thief &c. 

ahatctix, s. afae cst ate, a species of venemous snake. 

cafarfacs, } ad. cae pecs, at fetfacs, there, in that place, 

calfarcs, yonder. 

cals, s. Gfa BIS cata, caieaA wai, the natural evacuation of 

the bowels. 

cifem, a. see cafaat. 
Carica, } ad... GAYSIC, yonder, in that place. 

CAICHITA, 
cainiafers, s. SISIT CHAT ANGY Ale, the name given in the 

_, Puthis to that part of Assam extending above Bishnauth. 

BSE, } s. Ofy, otal ZCATSH, BAA, praise, eulogium, applause. 

fs, 
ua, s. feats, Sixta, the female breast, nourishment from the breast. 

Bs, 5. 401, BS, a post, a pillar. 

fa, s. see fofa. 

fafew,s. wisaa acy fefa caine 4%, in gram. the fem. gender. 

aa, > * see 2. 

“a, § 
Wa, s. ot cate, Ga wifece wai alana geyiaa, bathing, 

washing, ceremonial ablutions. 

aqua, « case fins scratea qfee aia wate dese, the 
annual bathing festival of Juggernaut. 

Cie, s. COCAS, Way, WIFI, cas1, love, tenderness, affection. 

CASATA, a. COCAEA CHIN, TAWA 1G, worthy of affection, loveable, 

amiable; s. an object of affection, a favorite. 

fre, s. alfants, caste, P51, Feet, earnest desire, a longiny, thirst. 

4, a. Hfem, fast, Biceia, own, self, one’s own. 

wocmM, ad. Bitxia Bice, Hct, at pleasure, at will, easily. 

“ats, a. cre afia, ace wtua, of the same caste; s. a 
person of the same cast. 

ava, a. BBR; wafag catcatet, atfea, free, independent, 
asa, unrestrained. | ’ 

WRA, s. DICH CHA, one’s own country. 

aCH A, a. icra cafa, fae cana, of one’s own country; s. a 

fellow countryman. 
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eet, a. fad, wea, as, fas “i, true, real, right; s. one’s 

own religion. 4 

Wa, s. see ACHia. 

2, s. af, ofas, afals, siférs, nature, disposition, natural 

temper, propensity or quality. 

Beat, ad. ASAT, GATS, naturally, by nature, in reality. 

Ewes, a. BWStets caro, aT Ta caisi, natural, inherent, innate. 

War, pron. Biryfa, Tas, self, own self, ( indeclinable. ) 

ZIYI, s. *see AA_ZAl. 

YS, a. fa Ris, win Toe cata, self-existent, we GRGIEOR 

WW, 8. Bwi wife fafa sare Sivta;) <fa, sty, Aa, a vowel, a 
sound, a voice, a note in music, a tune. ae 

ast, , s. faqace Pyrife art, ravi dal BF, Baaa aifeq aTAz, 
at, the firmament, heaven, the habitation of God, of good angels, 

and of the blessed; the third -hindoo heaven, called the 

paradise of Indro. 

again, , s. wat dia, Sgaq vifagq SAS, heaven, the dwelling 

ain, } place of God. ! | 

ugaifa, s. weifa aifa, ara atfa, a heavenly voice or message. 

aaicaiaa, &. Waxes 2d, ata aaa on “fat, lit. the ascending 

7 to heaven; the title of an Assamese poem: 

afta, a. waste, wate. aafea, heavenly, celestial, pertaining to 

heaven. | 

aft qi, s. 3% arta way <ul, lit..a celestial king; a title given 

| to the Assam kings. 

4fisfte, v. acne Te, to-obtain the heavenly abode, to ne ( ap- 

plied al to a king ) 

Tet, 8. Gia, Aza, gold, 

4fZ, part. “stadia apa, an indeessranee wae icles sci inva bene- 

. diction er blessing; hail, may good attend: you. 

Gm, s. see cHTSR. 

Gita, a Wea, independent, free, uncontrolled. Sy 

alfa, s. sifeaifa, rai, ‘fafags, vfs, tae, owner, lord, Linstead: 

aim, s. DArR, Weis caist, breath. 

Waa, s. Ia, recollection, remembrance, memory. 

tafe FlH s. qq Sift wfaq4 eal Daas sift, smriti or the hindoo 
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- code of law, as delivered originally by inspired legislators 

to their respective pupils and by them committed to writing. 

ayia, ss) fee, om al yaa waa, a dark blue; a, dark-colored. 

wisi, s. wife estatfa, Doorga, the black goddess Kali. 

WA, s. fae eal, HH; fafarfa fasfia =azi, the act of Bn: 4 

or producing out of nothing; creation. 

yaa as, s. ata, fae @catwi, God, the creator of all things, 

aul, s. fhe wat, faite: @qa7l, creation; a. created, made. 

qfe, v. Aaa afa, to create, to make ont of nothing. 

AM, s. CbvAe, TAR, wifae, love, affection, reverence, confidence. 

3.7, 5. He, “fear, Bsa, fatigue, toil, labor, effort, exertion. 

afy, a. yauaife, aqua, Bzazifa, laborious, industrious, sedulous. 

Wea, s Fa, the sense of hearing, audience, perception of sound. 

Heal, s. ATA facun, the twenty third. lunar: mansion of the. bin 

doo zodiac. 

zim, s. ACI¢, SIT, solemn obsequies and offerings to the manes 

of deceased ancestors. 

AIS, a. Siew, FS, weary, fatigued, exhausted. 

Wea, 8. see FTSA. 

fy, s. afea, xfs, oor, fam atqea ater sisty fen Bratz, the 

goddess Lokhmi; fortune, luck, prosperity, beauty; as a 

prefix to a person’s name it means honorable, renowned, 

illustrious. 

fee, a. Afeage, afet, ware, illustrious, excellent, eminent; 
faye, ’ a prefix used in writing the name of a superior or equal; 

fem. Saxe or Assi. 

fra, s. afee cza, a species of the Beel fruit or wood apple. 

Fastras, s. feqa ae guia Ae, the Bhagawat, a hindoo 
FANS Sreras, shaster. 
faafe, a. strats, fee, prosperous, illustrious, &c. ( fem. ) 
fay, a. Sigts7s, Pres, prosperous, lucky, fortunate. 

fAATA, a. Pafatrs, Sistvata, illustrious, fortunate, an affix used in 

writing the names of inferiors or equals. 

frafige, a. Oty afar, ye1 La8qa, SY, most excellent, 
fyafres, J most honorable &c. an honorary prefix to the names 

of eminent persous. 
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fae; s. HARIZ, STS AEA, formation, creation, the world. 

Hie, s. cem, BFS, the hindoo Veds. 
cata, s. Haifa, AifA, a row, a range, a rank, a class, a tier. 

CHS, a. TST, Axia, best, chief, prime, pre-eminent, 

SI, @. AAAS coi, BAvafag, praiseworthy, laudable, deserving 

of applause. 9 

cae, s. AxPS) G ABS Vit, COICAIS, “AJ, a stanza, a couplet, espe- 

cially the epic. stanza, consisting of two verses of sixteen 

syllables each. 

2 

&, watz, zata fai, the last consonant of the alphabet; it is a 

simple aspirate and pronounced like the English 4 in hand; 

the imperative present of the verb 72, to be. 

2B, ad. BEA, fADB, GA), FSH SATS AAT WTS, yes, truly, certainly, 

the indicative third person singular of %a, to be, 

age, ad. B2tH CSTSI, ae, the imperative of 72, to be, often used 

adverbially for well, very well. 

BAR, s. see ale. 4 | 

2B, voc. AlNtal Feasts WS WS, Waal, a term of familiar address 

to woman of equal! or inferior caste. 

RG, afix. Si yfe nue feala Piss Asi Ty] WAAHT AW, a 
particle often affixed to the first and second persons of verbs 

to denote plurality, there being ordinarily no distinction 

in the form of the plural aud singular; when affixed to 

the first person in the indicative mood it forms the first 

person of the imperative, as Btat2%, let us do it. 

ZS, affix. Qe, TWA THM Aeay Ay, fra, YSIS CHIT, an 
affix joined to nouns and pronouns of the third person to 

express plurality, (inferior ;) a. lean, thin in flesh. 

Sti, voc. see S2. 

acai, $ 
2a, s. athe tn, aim ea, fawi eal, cotfa Sa, laughter, ridicule. 

SRI, s. BT Vis Sti csion, wa Mea a face Gales eal, 
coquetry, flirtation, any undue familiarity with the wife or 

husband of another. 

Sqalz, v. Aife coratz, to excite laughter. 
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ES, a. HS, FSH, true, right, just. 

USSG, s. Fats Hay a Afessis Wy AF, the sound of violent 

laughter or of vomiting. 

RBA BWA, ad. ZatG, HLS HUIS, (FSi TH EfSeui,) violently, 
loudly, (applied to laughter or vomiting. ) 

Elo, s. WAT WH BB, CHTPICTIEN, mutual contention, bicker- 

ing, disputation. 

awl, s. GS oa, an farts ou, ofa BIS cars, the evacuation 

of the bowels. 

TBS, v. ofa sts cxlar?, ails @at®, to cause the above. 

Rtg, a. UA etfer efzi, having looseness of the bowels. 

aE, s. Bifa FAA Za, THT SH, any manual labor performed 

for the public. 

CEA, s. Sifa, oes, GH Bai CANS, @fa, public laborers, a class 

of people in the days of the Assam kings. 

Byaiia,s. cate caaat®, the office or work of the above laborers. 

apfa, s. stfaea, fa, com cat, reproof, rebuke, reprehension. 

avi, ». sthaxl wal, fw Sal, AIS CeIceTsl, the act of rebuking 
or reproving, a retreating or going back. 

apis, v. stfaual Sate, ets CeICeT@te, to cause to be reproved, 

to cause to turn back. 

aft, v. stfaei afz, com afa, #15 wafe, to rebuke, to reprove, to 

retreat, to move backward. 

Baie, v. ATSSIF, CRICRIBIE, to cause to retreat or move back. 
any, ad. Sexy, EYatt, Aare, suddenly, unexpectedly, 
Edissica § immediately, forthwith. 

By, a. AW, Ax CoM, destroyed, ruined, killed. 

avfsta, » a fF aD cater, afezte firm ate, lit. bereft of beauty 
aera, and prosperity; a form of curse. 

zur, v. CRESTS, Vtceca Ste eile BarfE fi, to assist a person bear- 

ing a burden on the shoulder by raising the pole. 

astfaasife, s. see Fatqsr. 

Rwiary, s. Acy Vics wal aa zi feafSfH, hand to hand conflict 
or joint work. 

RfSm, a. BAST AIA coteta, ate eat, of one cubit in length ; hav- 
ing hands. 

72 
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RQ, \ prep. 21CSte, CATSTAIZ, by the hand of, by, with, 

REE, 
AGi, s. AAU, 44, ATA ATA Sai, slaughter, murder, killing. 

an, s. fawi, <a, boundary, limit. — . 

Gal, s. tad HIST Aw, QsAtA BIA CATS, Bla Wet, the dash- 

ing of the current of a stream against a bank, a leaning 

through, by means of. 

to one side; the act of piercing; a. pierced, speared. 

afagen, s. caticoTen, Sta Aceteu, the causing to be pierced &c. 

afaaiz, v. Bal ta, aps, Zifa, to press or dash against, to pierce, 

to stab, to spear. 

BITS, qin cota afad aq aia Fon: a black faced mon- 

RATA, § key, Honuman, the fabled monkey chief, who assisted Ram 

_in the conquest of Ceylon. | 

ace, prep. faface, Siaca, tz, for, on account of, for the sake of. 

QHizA Bea, ad. Score aicvita aca, FHRTE CaIATSa ACA, by suction. 

xan, ad. feala HAs wfrasz tS AAAS AY, possibly, proba- 

bly, used after a verb to denote possibility or probability. 

as TH 2am, t. e. probably he is gone. 

afan, 8. ib THF CATS AS HB ATS Sal ZW, the eating of food 

considered sacred, that is of aria rice and ghee, once in 

twenty four hours during a shradh or season of mourning. 

RUABCS, , ad. COCA BCA, WEARS cSttal yang fasta ways 
aqate, vifa, suddenly; applied to the recurrence of any pain- 

ful recollection. 

Qiaifa, s. <a “idifea, Tad cotafa, a painful recollection ex- 

treme anguish of mind. 

RIRWU2, v. Ta Whe, coital Neue fanzta way vife canta 712, 
to suffer anguish from any painful remembrance. 

Ra, s. fae, T2l CHS, a name of Hoda’ Hiwo. 

RqRSAS, a. CAlaaati, Deadsa, false, flattering, regardless of 

| truth. 

RG, Ss. HEE Sit SA, FA A VA fez, (in Arithmetic, ) divis- 
ion; theft, pillage, rage. 

ead, s. OSE WAI, the proper worth or value. 

SaCiiza, a. Seda, aimtfa cRiey, a vanishing or disappear- 

RAS, ing. 
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2ai, s. Ria BA, Fowl, Udi, fast, (in Arithmetic, ) the act of 

dividing; the infliction of injury by drugs or incantations; 

a. defeated, divided. 

Ratafa, s. Sealy, Ziaifa, Lal SAT SCAT, one who infli cts in- 

jury by incantations or drugs. 

fa, v. carafe, 5a a Ual fr, Aeon te, wea sit ofa, feast 
AB Ay, to steal, to rob, to ravish, to disappear ; (i a Arith- 

metic, ). to divide; s. Hori, an epithet of Vishnoo. 

afasfe, s. fafReti, a species of tree and its fruit, (medic inal Ter- 

minialia Chebula. ) 

afeata, s. «ae feea ats, Hurdwar, a place of pilgr image in 

Hindustan. 

afaam, s. Raaia, aifadina oics foufa cata Bqaa Aim, a si 
multaneous shout of the name of Hori. 

afaa, ! s. @ afes, fast, a buck, a deer. 
afaa, 
Rfafa, s. sxtBfe ore, fem. of the above. 

afan, s. see Ux. 

afanin-fanin, s. ae Baca, like or dislike. 

TSAle, v. USBF, SF Salk, to cause defeat, to overcome. 

ay, s. Gian, aH, afan, joy, pleasure, delight, gladiaess. 

aay, a. fan ast, wafas, oats, glad, joyful, he.ppy, delig’ hted. 
Qayeay sea, ad. faeuntas, ( catie wife,) cacettatcacerets, with 

long strides or steps. 

are, a. oteata, mate, (fa, ) tall and well proportioned. _fem. 

zasl,s. atlee ate sife Sista asic, *f15 S21, in land measure 
one fourth of a Poora; 80 or 87 cubits square. 

wafagi, a. apfani, Shea, awrata afA az, aslant, oblique, -aslope. 
CAA BA, ad. ARKE Bea, CAIs, (zei,) rapidly, vigorously, 

applied to growth. 

anafen, a. sasfam, waefdai, artless, frank, simple, 

aa, a. othe caren, la catren, cea scare Sina fetzte cater 
3/8, slanting, leaning from the perpendicular; s. a bunch 
of reeds or split bamboo inserted into a braided partition &c. 

Rae, v. ils ofa, waz, catat?, fearz, to bend, to bow, to 
east down, to prostrate. - 
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2qzA, s. Binad, aq fas, OAIDA, a deadly poison. 
aia, v. sifa, aofae ts, wifes, to incline from the perpendicular, 

to lean. 

-Sfastfa, «. fami fafs, atatats, iajenaty} familiarity, friendly in- 

tercourse. 

afan, a. gfem, Zia ANfez, one ofa pair, relating to a couple. 

sca, s. “fae ami atwa, the Holow, a species of monkey. 

Rca, s. Sie coat, sofrm “fee fram cim, a kind 
of long native coat. 

mmecheca, ad. aifas fun funte, beara @ej,) with long 
steps and a splashling sound as when walking in water. 

Qu, Ss. see 219. 

AGteA, s. ASS <ai, feai, the taking of the hand, marriage. 

afu, s. see Sifs. 

afar, S. SifSa aiy,. an elephant’s tusk, ivory. 

fafa, s. xtefe aifs, aiafe, a female elephant. 

atam, s. otf on, tata ate 7a cee Bla Zi CHIT, the impetu- 
ous rush of an overflowing stream or newly formed channel. 

ate, s. ' @atg, ToaZ, Able, a noise, a scream, a yell, tumult. 

Litem, s. foxqarera, c@eixta, the tumult of a crowd of people, 

uproar. 

Zleoass, s. <F camfa, coai ata ae Wiaw, merriment, sport, 

joviality, enjoyment. 

Z2ds, s. afax atafam oat®, a species on bird, green-dove. 

aradi, s. see fa pia. 

_aTauta, s. afasra, stafeai zeaq qe ofa¢, yellow arsenic, or 

pigment, 

Rre ate, interj. fanin <FAi AS, GH, alas! alas! oh! 

RISA, s. UA Cyto ales Bri ze aq HH, the sound of 
belching or vomiting. 

ZiBeAiTy, Gra, ad. cxtcatacaicats wea, FEES Gea, with the 
above sound. 7 

aisha; s. cota, atfe wa, af zm AtBfe, a homestead, a house and 

grounds. 

sive, s. ata waifma Goarse «facta vai foaa, the t geil of a 
tiger when seizing prey. 
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S-S1, interj. Ziel TRS ATS, take care! beware! an exclamation 

of warning or prohibition. 

RselF, s. Qoata Bre Bai cater facma, VreiF, asthma, any 

, chronic difficulty of breathing. 

Steafa, s. atua foua, the cry of u tiger. 

Sigwig, s. 7a tfaq FSH awl VHE facH, Tare we, the lungs. 
Siefasife, » v. courte atfa, ae aifta cocefa faca, to ery 
Siefealz, as a tiger, to utter a loud out ery. 

tieiafaaia, s. eattata fafecta apie state Rw, BB, the suffer- 
ing and anxiety attending want. 

BISo, s. Bushs, Bits cacafeaits eel Vie, a hooked instru- 

ment for plucking or palling down fruit &c. 

SSIs, s. 2S Gal ofS iets, a hook for suspending articles. 

RBaecsIa, s. ABS ceqie, Sasicag, a craving desire. 

aie, s. Soy cata zz Vryfayg Bicais A BHM Bea, Sica ze 
AS WICTISi, a small cloth used for holding T'amul Pan. 

Lips, s. HBTS ASA ACH AAHIS Zl SCAT, a sneeze; with 
aifa, to sneeze. _ 

Sifs, s. 2af%, 1%, an elephant. 
Stfecacaai, s. zafani afte BIFEZ CBcaal, a wild vegetable. 

aifedea, s. «fax Skiba Faq AIS, a species of thorny vegetable. 

Sifeais, s. afes wa, Zea WIS, an elephant’s wsk, ivory. 

Sifzal, s. wala AAA at CSTS BA, a native blacksmith’s bellows. 

iifes, «. aifs corm ab, wa vara wife facaa, sraina for 
31, a wild elephant path in the jungle; a line of stars, 

a constellation. 

aifsgia, s. <a fax cogfa sb, a species of thorny shrub. 

arefa, s. MT Sid Bina afada Hea, a hammer. 

SUSIE, s. AS IS, BS Bis facaa, a small adz. 

SCV, s. AA SIS Bie Hea Gist coy, the fore paw of quadrupeds, 

SHARK BWA, ad. see Ufauria BWA. 
STS, s. *dtlaq ee cate, Sis, a knoll, a hillock, an ant hill. 

Sif, ad. Hate, FEI CAICATST?e, fearlessly, confidently, boldly. 

RBA, s. ABT cen, Hale c@taita ary cafe caren, stica coral 
cast, a throwing the body forward with arms extended. 

21S Rl acai, s. wma fax aceit BaT®, a species of large dove. 
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Ste, s. ZEtiz wife an, a goose, a gander, a duck, a drake. 

Stafa, s. see SFR. 

Bis, interj see CRE. 

Zlei Sia, s. wt, Dein Kara, care caraia GB, poverty, des- 

stations want 

aixiaia, s. farina «fa, wat BTeATS Sai c@igia, lamentation, 
wailing, a cry of distress. 

Sifz, v. 21h, apy ofa, wiaw ofa, fate, fafetait, to laugh, 
to smile, to rejoice, to ridicule; s. laughter. 

aifafa, s. aief ate, axfafa, the feminine of tz, which see. 

Sifeaty, s. ATE, Sasify, shame, ill fame, a bad reputation. 

Bie, s. ate, facue, faatea, prohibition, a forbidding, remonstrance. 

RiwAaiaa, 's. see Slain faate. 

aicate rica, s. wieeta facstz, a scrambling,or struggling to 

obtain. 

aivfa, s. aca ons afe aai, a looseness of the bowels, diarrhaea. 

aife, v. sa feat ofa, cals ofa, Sfa ZIe 4%, to ‘evacuate the 
bowels. | 

Rigni7, s. <eatptet, fanta cai eal atfents, an overlooking, 

superintending, oversight. 

aif#, s. aifet, ster «al, feats, rivalry, emulation, strife. 

aifauiatte, s. zfesafs, afaatafs, varice Sit <i, mutual 
contention, strife, rivalry. 

Rares, Ys BIE atfaa eras fanzi, an overseer or officer 

_ etefafsa, ) over a thousand. 

anita cami, s. AY culm, sai %efaal qo effete ars, a Maha 
Puruhia hastro; so called from its containing the thousand 

names of Vishnoo. 

Qh, s. sqexsq gata catasz ain, Hazoo; a hindoo shrine 

near Gowhatty. 

ap, s. faaiis ancy fai capi wai StF, a stated local market, a 

fair; with @f@, to buy or sell in a market. : 

RIBCATSM, 8. aiba wid cota statfe, an officer in a market ae 

collects Government duties. 

Rivas, s. avifaasifa, fan careia Baas, intercourse, mutual 

exchange. 
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a1vSal, a. Vid nyfsz, BIba, relating toa market or fair. 

ap, s vita Wis say aiffa ea AA we, aline or row of 

houses attached to a religious establishment or sclwol for 

| the residence of the disciples or pupils. 

arate, s. Zbs eel wyfa fecaH, a feinale goblin said to nH 

market places. 

aly, s 2B, G4, cifas SRA ofanzta, the hand; one cubit or 

eighteen inches in length; with *1f%, to ask for, to select. 

USSU, s. VBA WA, aceaica HF Aicsq cain Bile aye, 

the act of taking in the hand; the beating a drum with 

hoth hands simultaneously, 

wiscealzs, s. afax ae Fh cel cara Bea, handcuffs 

BS ana, s. wacura, fasrafa, FF eS CRIA SAI, the joining the 
hands as in supplication or in the act of receiving anything 

from the hand of a superior. 

ate faz, s. Ble Aces, 1) Bal, the giving the hand or the laying — 

on of hands. 

BAIS KA, a. CLA, MALS AAS BAI, VIS “x, difficult, requiring 
close application; economical in expenditure, 

Eitfa, a. AMIE VITA ebaG US, in frequent or. constant uses al- 

"ways at hand. 

aivfacra, s. ca wife ae Shae qywit esi As cial, a 
small cash box for constant use. 

RIS BAe, v. wicwa 5%, coin fa, Bhs ofa, to stroke, to manip- 
ulate or make passes with the hand. 

RVAGA, ) 8. FLAT al WSs Alse BW! facHa, the beckoning with 
ernanitflisk the hand while calling to a person at a distance. 

QS Tainfs, s. eeare «ig sts a afer Gai, the acknowledgement 

of a debt or giving a pledge before witnesses. 

UEAC, a. cole BStS @l, light fingered, given to pilfering. 

RS AG, s. Ai Ka aifea ver ye cars, the escaping from 
any danger or difficulty. 

Risifa, a. Aa cota facHH, a game of toss and catch. 
Ricwaif sy, ad. ofS atcy, in every hand. 
RICECHICS Xl, a. FA BCAICSE wea Wes val al, caught in the 

act of stealing. 
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Rate, a. ay, afta arefeai, without a keeper or guardian 

Sintis, ‘ unkept, at large. 

QiWiT, a. SCAG WA, WA, much, abundant, plentiful; s. a heap, a pile. 

Qzi, s. Adtiaate Sati feFA, investigating a slanderous report. 

Raine inivfe, s. cyparere, ace facd Sali faye, the investigating 

a matter by confronting the ‘parties. 

amig, v. see wie. 

Ziq. s. tag cats, Wea, a stab, a thrust, injury, loss. 

aifa, s. wea, 21s, 2, acace fate, cote, harm, loss, damage ; 

v. to stab, to pierce. 

aay, a. AS ABA, coal, Being, simple, stupid, dull of 

comprehension. 

Sizietta, s. wih aAfaqTys ZZ Bitz, exhaustion from great effort, 

fatigue; with 213, to be fatigued or exhausted. 

sizidfean, a. FiSyS, CZ SITS, wearied, fatigued, exhausted. 

atfe, s. @afa, Blafa, saw, stagfa, a jungle, a wildernesss 

aifeafe, 
Sifaafam, a. aifas ee, cafazi, wild, jengly, living ma jungle &c. 

Zifexta, s. aca atqa, a class of peopte. 

Rifeaz, s. cRATz, {q Ae, fart, =i, intense desire, a craving, a 

longing. 

Lizfeal, s. ZzHE LSI cats, a class of people. 

Rss, «. if ce aI MY asl He cep afax, a kind of 
earth worm. 

RTAAs, v. Ath ate Fat calcasi wie APs, to fall heavily 

on the face. 

Sivate, s. BPS cAcqcez Giisaaq Sai, a fond recollection. 

RITA Ese, j : 
QTqaig, a. see BiWiz. 

RITASta, ad. AER, HITS, plentifully, abundantly. 

zinife, s. ale, can, caia, Ag, tardiness, slowness, procrastina- 

tion, delay. | 

Rita, «. ofa Vie SAS rt Gif eats AA cates, Paya, 
a yawn, a gape. 

aifaten, s. eifadiz eet, sf gai, the act of yawning or gaping. 

aifeaiz, v. aif atfa, to yawn, to gape. 

a place covered with litter. 
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atfaa, s afae coal, a kind of acid fruit. 

sicate!, a. «asfeal, ats, aslant, leaning; with 21%, to lean. 

ICM ASIUCI ALS ad. CARICACHAS, cancafats, Telreztz, 

stcatasicatate, quickly, eagerly, earnestly, 

sicatafa, s. atfaaceas aty fam, the whirling or eddying of a current. 

aia, s. wha, fofes fara oor catag coitti fra facaa, a bone; 

a gold or silver chain. 

Blaqa, s. IS, WES Fal GF, a divisor, (in Arithmetic. ) 

aasivaa, a. Sittin arena, face wet sf Bi, acquired or 
produced by personal labor. 

stqwtaife, a. se alten, fasmanfs, aIGaDICH, emaciated, re- 

duced to skin and bones. 

atacatefa, s. «fax com cath, platting with five or seven strands 

atascaie, see fase. 
Basie, s. ATSTS A, a species of fish. 
awa, s. MAA CATRA1 CHT) Zl) WAN, SAAS, an unavoidable incum- 

brance, a dilemma. 

tia, s. cafe, xtaa fees cortal Sd a aal Wifea wa, a stack 

or pile of wood or straw; a stack of straw and wood burned 

at the end of harvest. 

aiaifa, s. see eal Safe. 
Sighs, s. attais, alata, great weariness, fatigue, exhaustion, 

trouble, vexation; a. jaded, harassed, fatigued, much troubled. 

alfa, v. alle, orarat tz, feqa as fea HIG, to be defeated; s, 
alow hindoo caste. 

aife fe, v. 154 bifas wien Vile ai BTA STF, to girdle a tree. 
aif atfa, v. HB COR Bh, cortdi athe, to fetter animals by binding 

the two feet together. 
aicasicH, a. BIA Gls STA gla, fata, only skin and bones, emaciated. 

are, s. Blacecd Ai WS, a dividend, the number to be divided. 

aia, s. cela, AT ATI ai, staca ate oxi Bea, a pair, a plough ; 

with af®, to plough; with cate, ploughed or ploughing. 

RIASI, s. see BAI, fea. , 
ante, s. «fee aba, afayt, turmeric. 
RAAT, s- AMA, SHS Vifwa SSS Tal cal fos A, 2 cor- 

ner piece or clamp of iron or brass. 
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aif, v. xf, 7a ataa sifa corcate GEA, to lean, to slant; s. 
a rudder, a helm. 

stfasifa, s. Beton faarca ofa, aisfantdie, a swaying back and 

forth, a swaggering; used al8o adverbially. 

atfan, s. afe¢q Si Ale, garden cress, ( Lepidium Sativam. ) 

aicnaice, ad. di HABITS, cBtaceiate, two and two, in pairs. 

Sita, s. HouR wife fats ala capi caviife, a confectioner. 

atcaren?, 
Scars, @ «8st CATS, IA ayfaz, relating to a plough; s. a 

ploughman. 

aicats bai, a. cafan, faen wei caatfa ata aie cattery, at, 
knowing only how to plough; unlearned, rustic. 

ataanta, s. fsotfea ow om facHa, a Havildar or native sergeant. 

alta, s. grata wife ASea wttza cam facaH, a kind of fire-works. 

atw, s. 8i, Stfe, laughter, ridicule. 

fa, feuta cas coit te BRT aats, a contraction of the verb 

aTf, joined to verbs to express the act of coming prior 

to the act expressed by the verb to which it is joined, as 

~tiafz, he will come and eat. 

faa, s. wfan 52 si, 1571 facHH, assafetida. 

fans, a. frafan, feratefam, fava a@caldi, malicious, injuri- 

ous, hurtful. 

farni, s. . fatata, waa, Tafa Ste, Gicats, malice, hate, hurt, in- 

jury, spite. ) 
faantgfant, a. see FEHB. 

fanfes, voc. TS Sifes TS Wty, a word used in calling cattle. 

feafa, s. cdoicéts, fSafa, a crowd; with at, to crowd together. 

faxfex fabian, s. cabcadfa, cacbacucea, continual fault finding, 

fretting, scolding. 

fexfafea, a. cabcacttel, faxfaxtt ata, fretful, fault finding &c. 

feya, s. ZH C4Aq 1G, afa, CRea, vermillion. 

faores, a. 4Hy AHS, wWAWA, much, abundant, many. 

fauna, s. «faa stb, a species of tree. 

fAGRBA, s. cosi Ate Boi cas Haw, Gvavia, a cltehitg sound. 

f25, s. Boata, qs, ay, Hale, Uoiatfa, benefit, advantage, profits 

a. beneficial, profitable, advantageous. 
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fesautfa,) a. Fes Bais, Baatfe, beneficial, advantageous; s, 

fata, a benefactor. : 

faciocea, s. ota faafa, arta avfes Pete effet, salutary advice, 

useful instruction; the title of a hindoo book on moral science. 

faa, a. altfem, ax, faz, destitute, bereft, deprived of, low, mean; 

used in composition, as fefa faa, bereft of a father. 

fafm, s. faqaing sini, Hindee, the language of Hindustan proper. 

farq, 8. CRM, CAH ACY ATS cals, a hindoo. 
faaqata, s. Glas zfan, fay cate eta, the country of the hin- 

doos ; Hindustan. 

feqaifa, a. feyataa Hafez, belonging to Hindustan. 
iza, s. U.% fana, frost, snow, dew, mist, (a general term. ) 

fers, s. atfea fast, afe fang, elephant semen. 

faata®, s. Stay aia Use faaia ferme 4s, the Himmalaya 
mountains. 

fam, s. 2%, faw®, xa, f5¥, the breast, the heart, the mind, the 
affections. 

featatfa, s. ee wtay, the fleshy portion of the breast. 
fanidrafa, v. Caalas qe ssare, feare siete atfa, to smite on 

the breast in token of grief. 

fantfafeutfa, s. tafafeala, afer ( wai, ) a wailing and swaying 

to and fro of the body. 

fea, s. oF A yn Scicye ecaTe Sts a ye, 2 fibre, the 
threads of a cocoon; with f#, to unwind the threads of a 

| cocoon in spinning silk. 
fea, s. catal, cea, gold. 

fra afar, s. a Bing ¥® twsy aoa, the name of a fabled 

gigantic demon, to destroy whom Vishnoo assumed the Noro- 

hingho incarnation. 

fea, s. fea afasa sicae, the brother of the above demon. 

feafec, s. eaeafa, farfefafa, any roaring, rushing; rumbling 

feaftafa, ? sound. 

fea, s. afax Bua aieta, be tel aathS Sata, a diamond; a 
low class of potters. 

feta, s. sifa wal oy facaa, a gun; with aifz, to discharge a gun. 

fetatta, s. wattata, fata xai ze, ex, gunpowder. 
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fetant, s. <a bra aff, fata wai feea aS HS GG, a bullet. 
fztantfa, s. foorifa, won auta fata wicgisi aces wWiqyz, a soldier 

armed with a gun. 

fatasai, s. fataca aie TZi ATS HX SAI, the discharge of a gun. 

a, inter. Barz =I $feteq eal sie an interjection expressive 

of contempt or derision. 

QAM, s. cHmriia, wuiepi, confusion, hubbub, loud wailing 

or lamentation. 

ZB, s. Ble, 2%, a noise; v. to be. 

Z, s. Tad Ges cate CHS ste, Zifeaia, a sigh, a stifled 
groan or expression of sorrow. : 

a ata, v. of Bie, aan ste ais foafa, to growl, to bellow. 

ao sfactio, s. bea fans cia aiie ta ace ata ifadin Te 
ain cats, the going in procession from house to house 

with singing and musical instruments during the three 

days of Sué Bihu. 

Qoi, a Gliceina, Bra, capa, Sicha, not soft, hard, obsti- 

nate, self, willed. 

@ ow, a. tH ez, highest in the middle. 

Sows diy, a St via, GAS wAAlaw Asi, undulating. 

afrH, vw. Bre fesata tatz Difa fa, to suck, to draw into the 

mouth, to inhale. 

@ ate, v. ATSB; fasta ter, dm, inavel backward, to retrograde, 

to retreat. 

QESEs, s. fase, Teaoratoy, atecetai, bustle, hurry, haste. 

Qres ata, ad. qate, BieAz Scr, (Swi, ) loudly, bitterly, ex- 

cessively, ( applied only to crying. ) 

ale, s. CBs, AHS ACHCA Tai caCHA1, angry retort, cross and 

cutting words. 

afaten, s. Ceaife Tal, csttHAi Wat, the speaking crossly or snappishly. 

olen, v. cocafeaté, wztewta caceal wife, to speak crossly &c. 

QI, s. Biel, AicwH, faata, a verbal order or command. — 

Ql, s. TS <4 BEA, afae feral, a contrivance for catching fish, 

Qs, s. cag fea, WAS BAT HHA, a pressure of work, urgency 

of business. 

Qs, s. WhA2e EA, FA, a multitude, a crowd or throng of people. 
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Zbav, ) Ss Dia Tey Bcd fad coal catiate srty a xis 
apzbia,) Tdi Beas Fam, apqave, sicala Stcatz, the sound 

of beating or striking hard substances together; clan- 

gor, clash. 

qvavis, v. wbap new afe, to clash, to strike against with noise. 

Qva, s. erat TATE BHT A cos catrars V1 Haw, the sound 
of sudden striking breaking or clashing. 

ors, s. «a Aca 3, a bill of exchange, a draft. 
Boies, $s. see Q@E5aer. 

asia, s. FF, Gis, fire. 

ostfaa, } a. aeRayfant, THA, ge “faa, unlucky, unfor- 

esifafani, ? tunate, evil-omened. 

a7, 8. 2a cel “fae, a screech-owl. 

@a, s. wea, atfa, failure, diminution, loss. 

aq, ad. cecal, (corruption of qceti, I hear,) used adverbially equiv- 
alent to the phrase “as report goes” or “they say.” 

ounifa, s. staztfa, wesrd, obstinacy, self-will. 

2125 farfsfa, y s. Claq za sttefa,a roaring or thundering noise. 

emai, j 
SICH, ad. Ace Act, Boacs ast te, together, in concert. 

afiss, s. afsaia afaata aate vile fem, sfaata afein 
facaH, the threatening of revenge. 

efaait, v. afeata afaata Staats vifa f¥, to threaten retalia- 

tion or revenge. 

aqyfante, s. ata fata, @, a sigh. a long breath. 
Qa, intery. BB, SATE catAl At, a vocable used in frightening 

away birds; shoo! 

Qqawtl, a FT Sti, Sth care, scattered, dispersed, fleeing 

panic stricken. 

Gal, a qa Atom, waty, wr, (zGz,) dry, arid, without rain, 
Gaz, v. Saez ativa ate Bie, to frighten away birds, 
Zaisaig, s. Aarts Gui, Aigyfa Sw, aloud cry, lamentation. 

Zatsaica, ad, 4a GQaicatad, (sw) loudly, vehemently, (applied 
to crying. ) 

aang, s. fentfefa, eH a, oa, an afiray, uproar, confusion, 
tumult. 
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ofz, v. ststfe, to be wearied or fatigued. 

efasifa, v. 2 fe aa arfa, to rush upon with a loud ery; ad. 

noisily, clamorously. 

Teas, vy. see Tae. 3 

TSal, s. catisat, VHAl, a stirring up, a loosening or scratching of 

the soil; fig. the investigating or stirring up of an old matter. 

gate, v. swift stfw asfa, tarfe, to stir up, to investigate. 
wou, s. fafax, wwe @e WAaty Udi AH, the sound of anything 

falling heavily. 

GLA, s. AATSsta, cHIPITAID, unjust force or coercion, violence, 

compulsion. 

ae 4, s. see faafea. 

ae aim, 
Ze az, v. Baa Ota, fafeats, to make a rumbling or roaring sound. 

ZAZfaai, a. Beriby, cavy Gai aarti, srefym, frank, out- 
spoken, unreserved. 

Ss. lab, cate, WA, a thorn, a sting, a prickle, a sliver, 
a goad; with DifS, to meditate injury or harm to another ; 
with qIfq, to pierce. 

ZAUA, Ss. COANE, TST, AETYAI, confusion, tumult, up- 

g roar, a habbub. 

24, 

Zl, 

ZASoa, s. HA Te Seal al acaten, thy x corics yw ta Be 
fwai, the stirring of a liquid; the oozing out of a liquid. 

zafen’, ». cota we Suifz, wife ai coce Be fe, to stir up, (asa 
liquid; ) to ooze out. 

S2aAwti, @ see SEZ AN. 

az, Ss. Zaqr~e Bost Ex | Haw, the roaring of fire. 

aZaim, 
CR, interj. Zid] TAA Sei, ACAMAT AI, fase aH Haahy aa, 

a particle expressing prohibition; a vocative used in ad- 

dressing equals; oh, oh you; when an affix it expresses 

the strongest certainty or emphasis. 

coat, s. aie BS ferHs ai cats A, a hiccough. 

Chabad, v. coed Gifs, to hiccough. | 

can, s. frau, a ate qart wit afa cel fea, alex 1, 
a callous, a scar, a species of tree; a. scarred, cauterized. 
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cafemi utz, s. «fad zafaai a1z, a species of wild pulse. 

CESl, s. CAB, HfaAa TA CHA, AF, great bodily suffering, distress, 

CH@I®, interj. Ca ACSA THA Sai, CQC@1, SIA SH, an exclama- 

tion expressing great satisfaction equivalent to ** very good,” 

. “just right.” 

CACSETSS, 5. CAD, CH#1, SSA, Qzam, perplexity, difficulty, trouble. 

cRceal, a. DA CAB), CBS, BISA, out of square, oblique, 

ctewant not parallel, winding. 

pes soins . ALBIS, AAAS UB, CHP, cowl, tecovea 
| shaking about as anything loosely bound; s. difficulty, 

trouble, embarassment. 

CHCHANSCSA, 8. CRCEBUBCAS, CLBiCaPS, a waddling gait, ob- 
liquity, crookedness. 

chcmaicécafa, a. cecael cecals, 2x1, waddling, out of square. 

CRCBCHCSUS, ad. Aca Wea TPS, ( akcHce cBTSM ATG, ) repeatedly call- 

ing; used only wheu irritated by being freqaently spoken to. 

CEcel, interj. see CoeT®. 

caofa, s. facaca cao! fra, casi wife «ai @%, a weight for pressing. 

Cabl, s. Sa, wate fam fea, cotste Crm, weight, downward or 
side pressure, a push, a shove. 

hemos s. comcafa, feafa, were es cord corrats carey 
sckti, $ CS@tcofs, a mutual pushing back and forth, swaying 
daa and fro as of a dense crowd of people. 

cafs, v. ces! f, wats oa fx, com, C&S, to press, to push, to 
shove. 

caafe, v v. cof, AcACe CReISTB, to push, to shove, 
CRCLSIS, s. CBM, CBI, CRICSIceTSN, a push, a shove. 

cabyfan, a. asfam Ya tsi, having an ill shaped or dispropore 
tionately large head. 

CRBICNBI, a. COICBIE] al, CRCABICECRS, cABICAfS, dented, of 
_ uneven surface. 

COBRGI, 5. afaq Gat¥, a species of bird. 
chai, s. waste, TS VimeM UT Sei Hea, Hee Wis asda 

NIf, a spoon, a ladle; the handle of a spinning wheel. 

CRCWA, «AGA, SY sina fiwata foow ae we, ain affix used in 
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forming the subjunctive mood. 

CS, s. crgfaa faibal qa GY afae, a species of wild cat. 

CHATscelriie, ad. BA CBAs, CRATScSRTS, with palpitation or 
rapid breathing. “ 

cScoriafeibl, s. qouce caceita caccitate fads ceicazin, <az. 
acm calsife aif aei, self flagellation accompanied at 

each stroke with a sound from the mouth resembling that 

made by the stroke of the whip; the tugging at a work 

that is beyond one’s strength. 

coufx, s. aie, wifa, a prohibition, a forbidding; with qifa, to for- 

bid, to threaten. | 

ceafa, s. Caitate ats, the whinnying or neighing of a horse. 

caacaafa, s. catpcmisfa, ace Seite UlCA CHIBI, the act of teas- 

ing, importuning, fault finding. 

CABCASIZ, v. cCUpTASTS, ACA CVICAI SAI %@, to tease, to leicibatee 

Caaia, s. Borate afe carsacata, the taunting with, or frequent- 

ly reminding a person of favor conferred; with *1f4, to 

taunt. 

C2mnTe, s. Zute ty say facHA, a small sword or rapier used by 

the Assam kings as an insignia of royalty. 

CRRTHSTE, s. BEA Bais, ofad fan Hale, a a basket used 

for catching fish. 

CRIA, s. GAS, qa catcatats ay «fa wal cami, a remiss- 
ness or loitering at work. 

camta, s. cite wife aaiete ae zfs faa crea fac, a 
temporary fence made of whole bamboos hung on posts. 

(ayia, s. «fan Tran SEA, a species of dog. 

Cayga, s. amyl CAAT AIG 4fa4q, vermillion. 

cag fen, Ss. Qm1, CRYA Ca4aa, red, like vermillion. 

c2nid, d HQ AH, ABA, a thousand. 

CREIaCawIa, a. GAG caeid, WPS Ae, many thousands, mul- 

titudinous. | 

cacteraai, a. Camids, of a thousand, of the value of or contain- 

| ing one thousand. 

Css, v. Sia Bis zcwa Baz fF, to ease a iain on the 

shoulder of another by raising it with the hand. 
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CaBiarial, s. ACedl SECe CSBaBical Aata griai svifa Sal, the 
scrambling of several persons for anything. 

ceuiaife, s. Here vita Bets vfe cate saifa, a hand rail of 
a bridge. 

cefemt, v. ao waite fastfacta oiifay aicuce cafe, to feel 
fur fish with the hand tinder water. | 

CRE, s. Blea, fA TS, HFA, origin, cause, reason, motive. 

CRELS, ad. BIigca, fafacs, stay, wherefore, for, for the sake of. 

CAcsIe, s. atcsca Sta Bihe Barts fm, the assisting in shift- 
ing or carrying a shoulder burden. 

camif@, ) a. Grate cam, afetai arBfai, free, loosed, without 
camtfa, ) a keeper. 

C2Wid, a. see ZIWIR. 

cantfaaicaia, s. Bata vipa cas @icxiafa, after-pains. 

cantfeste, s. wifaca cicawits CATS 5TH, a hanging bamboo shelf. 

cantfeoia, s. aifaca cacawite cats wag sta, a roof in which 

the thatch is laid on braided bamboo splints instead of 
bamboo rafters. 

CRA, cony. ACA, arya, like, such, as. 

CRAB TA, con. cece, Ritca aif, at FARIS, therefore, 80, for 
this reason, with this understanding. 

CRACTA, con. ACA CHCA, ATS Siqs, so and so, this and that. 
CRcCa conj. see CBq. 

cay, s. see fay. 

cayfa, v. calaa ofa, oft, effet, to swing, to vibrate, to oscillate, 

to toss, (as waves, ) 

cacmiata, s. cataa, ofa tei cacmerfx, oscillation, swaying, 
CoCHTA, vibration, dashing of waves, 

CLCHIPLATON, S. WECHIO, BCHE Al, GA |eria caTS, oscillation, 
vibration, a swaying to and fro. 

cam, s. fansite ats cae, with cafe, to stretch out the hand toreach. 
CRHTR, s. QBIR, Aifeate, Foi, eager desire, craving, longing; 

with #aT®, to gratify a craving desire. 

cafrys, a. coceBTAS, thin faced. 
CREMTALUCMTA, 8. ABI FHCSIB, AA cAI Sigs GR asi, 

the striving to do beyond one’s strength. 
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Caa1w, a. Coal, Wtaty, Afe faa, stupid, simple, not quick of dis- 

cernment. 

caatatfa, s. see atatefa. 

cazicaal, s. feateaa, Bal SOA cattststi, trouble, perplexity, agi- 

tation af mind § with TS, to be agitated. 

cays, s. Tay facaa, Hicata Ie we, the cold’ season; the two 

months Aghun and Puh, or about Nov. and Dec. 

cathe, s. cae, 1 tea, AACATS calcarem, slackness, dilatoriness, 

remissness. 

C2ai, ) Ss. NSA TG, the voice of a bovine animal, a low. 

cacy, ) ; 

CAcyafa, s- c&yl c&yi Bal, the lowing of bovine animals. 

CRCafaae, v. cacy ofa, Tea TPS, to low, (as cattle. ) 

C24, interj. AtItUS TS1 TIS, Hollo! used in calling to in- 

CRCRT, ; feriors. 

CRAl,! inter}. TCUCT ATTA FSi Hts, Hollo ! used in calling to equals. 

Cate, v. atefeat ta, fasifa cAATZ, to loose, to cease to have 

in possession. 

aais, v. c@lcal carat Ai aids afe ear aatfase we om, to 
find anything that has been lost. 

CRAHIS, 8. CBICA CRCATON AI aids afe ael watfis we cots, 
caiua bidaa xia afes, the finding anything that has 

been lost; a kind of rice eaten without cooking, 

csataifs, s. see atainifs. 

cafe, ad. call eA ATT AAAS Al YAS qaty cSIS Ay, a 
word equivalent to “what do you call it.” 3 

C&-fe, interj. ZICAITE TH ACYT<a, a term of familiar address to 

friends and superiors. | 

CSSSl2, v. Baa eTaiate caats, to lose or cause to be lost. 

CREB, inter7. Biea AlWCAcCe AS ACYTXaA, a vocative used in ad- 

dressing elders or superiors. 

cacaviia, a. cttertte, cab 1a ( atfa, ) dense, interwoven as of jungle. 

CRAM, a. CHUMBI Te Mia, GILT al, cave, prostrated, (as 
grass or grain.) 3 , 

cacantfani, a. saigstfasi, apfaai, (aift,) sloping, applied only 

: to Jand. 
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Cacaafa, s. see caravifa. | 
CBcatS, s: CRATE Gata, the act of Leciing 5 a ‘tam : 

cacefBi, a. see CaCayil. 

CRAB, s. pee ate oe ig a species of acid fruit nitiawioes. 

caafad, a. afa tai, safea, oblique, aslant. 

Caml, s. cane Bigeia, Gayl, disregard, indifference, ape 

, neglect. . 

Caareceere, ad. see pe he 

CAAISBL,, ys. eats, sa fe ASAI, idleness, indifference: or lois 

CRAIC, } tering, at: work. 

ASA, s. BIA SA, Sa? Sai, ya fafa, the act of trifling, 
disregarding, or of treating with incivility; @. disregarded &c. 

CRATAICH, ad. AAAA, ACs FX CALAIS, Waiacy, without 
difficulty, readily, easily. 

COLABIAS, a, CAICAIS coICAIS, ants oi? ACAI, not firm, 
CAcCAaCAfSal, shakiny, loosly bound. 

CRCARTACAR, a. CSISS Al SIaAS tl Use ai, weak, tremb- 

ling, Rico by excessive fatigue or hunger. 

Cacia, s. Mifxa Aiea, cacwiafa, the dashing of waves, 

cacafeicecafe, ad. c@ical zay 20a catefa afer ath, with re- 
peated and fruitless effort, vainly striving. 

CRCR, interj. Ze FFA ITS, Stel, an exclamation of prohibition 
or warning, equivalent to “‘look out!” ‘‘take care!” _ 

tz, v. Ut, ufa, at, sazee Ae, CHCA cata te =z cata Fafa, to 
be, to exist; s. a cry, a yell; instead of, in the place of. 

25, inter}, CATS ce AAG BAS TI 31S, all together, a word 
used in pulling and hauling. 

Oe s. mala ceaifa facaa, a kind of child’s play. 

tan Hfal, 

texin, s.. Site P05, Bal Beefx, Bfaxfa, a loud invocation 
of the name of God; hosannah. | 

tami, a. see Coteal. 

care, s. % cai, fataa zy, being, existence, completion, the 

cry of a jackal; @, being completed. | 

catates, ad., R20 SA €ei, approaching completion, nearly 

finished. 
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Cai, voc. ALIAS fee cate Wis, here, take it, have it. 

CIS, 9. <A cute, CATS carer Bea, a hubble bubble, a native 
| smoking apparatus. 

critetafa, s. atu ste oiler neq ferafa, a roaring or bellowing as 
of wild beasts or cattle. 

CaUsigi, s. Fare wg, bellowing &c. or above. 
CRIM, s. calRl, cote, fesata Bate Fifa ferti, a sucking or draw. 

ing into the mouth. 

CRICRI@I, s. HIStA CHS, Pi, a retrograding or going back. 

CRITSIBIZ, v. ABA, ota faats, 1B, to cause to turn back. 
catacatafa, s. SIAS Faq) tiafa wifes crtaaf, the grunt of a hog, 

CUBS, v. eal tafe aifwa zfs, to grunt (as a hog. ) 

CRICBTHI, a. HBY, <q rea fra, tall and stout. 
CUS, a cHAAM, BilSRS aga, catacate, artless, plain, 

unsuspecting, simple-hearted. 

CRISS, ad. BSG, CAcz, UGSaca, (Al a Hai,) suddenly, 
quickly, (as of pouring or falling. ) | 

CATS, s. CRIN Bal Atya, a sacrificial priest. 

catcetta, s. cate yates Bst Haw, the sound made in sucking &c, 

Calg, s. HVE fas vif aa Be, a burnt offering; the casting of 

clarified butter into the fire, as an offering to the gods, 

accompanied with incantations. 

CRla, s. CSACSPaAl cate, CATS, Bcawe Bina Bia, ZS, mire; 
revenge; pressure of work. 

Gaiafa, s. coacefam catata 313, cSafa, a muddy or miry place. 

catia, s. ati sifma we Sal BSA, a basket carried on the back. 

cataicaita, ad. zeEte, wfeete, much, abundant. 

Caitaiel, s. caibal, Gaal, the act of stirring up or mellowing, 

(as of earth. ) 

caicaien, a. wie ata Sata efacHiai, sunken in the middle, concave. 

cicata, s. otfa ai caters sifecn To Haw, the sound made by 

plashing in mud or water. 

cattata a@tz,) ad. catcata Aacwca adie, Weitz, with the above 

cuicatat®, sound, suddenly, unexpectedly. 

CSICEI“N, a. COCASI, TI VIHA (ca, ) large, corpulent. 

CRIACHIB, a. see COIG. 
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caiai, s. sidttaa fawn zam wate, a long deep hollow, a ravine. . 

CSICATS awa, ad. see cCoTyace. 

carmen, s. pABhR, AIR A Way YI ATA we AIF VW, 
BY, the dashing of waves, spray. 

CRICATH, a. 2A VINA, Tawfstfa ( aa Ale 15 Gtiw, ) large, great» 
(applied to boats, houses, and wees. ) 

CRICATHI, ¢. We Tq HIF aiaq Sta wif, a sharp pointed bamboo 

‘pole used i carrying cut grain &c. on the shoulder. 

caTcaraicnia, s. 2a Alef fax, a species of large snake. 

catcateinfa, s. feu coe! “x, a species of acid fruit. 

caicel, s. Z@Sleaq Aq Haw, the roar of a tempest. 

carcarafa, 
cercerats, v. calcul naw ofa, to roar, (as wind.) 

calcat, s. wtfa wife cate erate, the gushing or gurgling 
cercerafa, of water &c. 

cecayen®, v. ceycal af, to gush forth,to bubble up as a spring. 
UH, a. & {F, Stora, AE, short, low. grave, depressed in scale of sound, 

24 Patz, «. Si a aq Parq coca (f) the letter & or its 

symbol ( fF). 

ta Baia, «. Ee x ston Baia, cacw,(_ ) the letter F or its 
symbol (| ). 

aq, afa, shortness, diminishing. 

ant, s. see faxt. 
‘3 

®, 

=, mata, this Sanskrit compound is composed of @ &, and @ sh, 

but is pronounced #y khy, and in Assamese is often soft- 

ened to #, kh, as in the word wpa akkyor, a letter; 

Assamese Stata akker, or Sata, aikhor. Hence this 

compound character is unnecessary in writing Assamese. 
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APPENDIX. 

Sy 

Wale Has, ad. Hele Barz, cate waiz, evasively, circuitoasly. 

wfeae, v. catea val Sify ware, atfe arf af, to separate 
the several clusters of a bunch of fruit. 

Wty, a. see “tay. 

wiataiim, s. cael cacafa, C@Lba CHC#4, crossness, uncivil 

or angry speech, 

Sate, v. GBcataie, TA Ars, to cause to bring. 

sarsicn, ad. FF Bila wie ai corafa carcatenitae, without heat 
or pungency. | 

afartufa, s. see Stsatatefa. 
wofsia, s. afectia, wIitiA Awa, the being without a pro- 

tector or nourisher. 

wzfan, a. see wlepfaai. 
afafy, ». waipta, afafy, improper conduct or usage, lawlessness. 

wf, v. wofa ofa, cata? fa, axe, to dedicate, to offer in sacrifice. 

GAH, a. Aaa BAhS, Wein, unfit for, interdicted, applied to food. 

BRE, v. BSte wa, TTS, =p CAICATS, without trace or ves- 

tige, imperceptible. 

Sl 

Stesfan, a. Wicstatca cote, cam wie, clasped or embraced 

in the arms, as in measurement; inauspicious, ill-omened. 

Brea, v. xF, ofaife, to wash, to rinse. 

ais, v. ot?, cata ofa, to boil, to melt; applied only to milk 

and metals. 

Gierifa, v. hrs ate ofa aai®, cures sivia GIR catia, 
to paddle, to move anything back and forth in water, to 

strike out with hands and feet as in swimming, 

wish, v. wiefs, faifteca sa f¥, to lean against. 
wife, v. ¥fa, Bak, to suffice, to be enough. 

CicwHIe, s. CUR, Weisz, avarice, niggardliness. 

STs, s. Bins fax tetera fafam, ab cop, the going 
Bist cSbi, J in front in order to stop or oppose. 

wing, s. faferte qqben oife vfs cot, yee, Heng, wiatiae, 
7 
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a contrivance for carrying or hanging up earthen vessels; 

a. previous, former. 

BWitgona, s. see BTS. 

Sida, s. afd za ate, fafaai, a species of edible wild vegetable; 
a circular wisp for the support of earthen vessels. 

site, a. sqafa, stats, ill shaped, ugly. 
Baars pie 5. Gal “~TS{ Gist Stet, the upper portion of a 
sinta ats, plantain leaf. 

wit, a. fefHtace cats, full to the neck; applied to water 
vessels. 

withasi, s. are tai, me aa, Seca, a fragment; what is 

left after eating. 

Sinta, al. fosta, ofearsta, FASS, Bist Stta, hereafter, even- 
tually, in future. 

SIMITAA, s. Blistst wie, (Sai a Sida, ) origin and subse- 
quent history ; full account from first to last. 

BAe a. cease fad aTy fracas, composed of several 
BRASS, ? metals mixed. 

SUCHIAAITHIA, s. see Siteasftea. 
SAGA, s. coteotta, feria, aera stew, nurture a caring for. 
DCATACHBI, a. Sita fate ST Fer Sts fata CATS, greedy, 

voracious, avaricious. 
Siefaate, v. see SIZE. 

STA, s. tz Se ae cate afey ae Hes, a species of 
red ant. 

atta, a. 4 dttz, sticky, clayey. 
Saba st, s. Gdice xf, extq qt, clay, potter’s clay. 
Wee, s. BIPAtrs, SSNS, Hath, a guest, a visitor; with cate, 

to entertain a guest. 
GIGI, s. Cte cop ASG, cqCATL, the not asking, the not 

obtaining permission. 
Bears, v. Mee, wf Bex @fq, to finish up a work; to make 

empty. 
RIRCATSH, s. see DTSCAtSHy. 
SIR, v. Wifes te, esq Sif, Aas 7%, to come, to arrive, 

to draw near 
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| $ 
SpiafH, s. BtatiF atari BF, a place where clay for brick is dug. 
Bbiatfa, s. Bb Ae BF, a place for making brick. 

B 
Uo, s. Fas, caist Uti Yaar® zeit, a breaking forth afresh of 

pain or disease; used with f#, to break forth afresh. 

tayats, v. Vaxafaa «fa, 11919112, to feel a burning suffoca- 

ting sensation. 

etfs, v. gui, fefe, to enlarge, to swell, to become turgid. 

Bais, v. Bars ye Ta a1 cqai®, to wind thread on the ugha, a 

kind of reel. 

BstfH, s. wa ze faafa, exciting or encouraging by words. 

Bros, a. fafes, wit, coi, ofa As, fit, proper, morally right, 

suitable. : 

tea, s. ez, FFq Bis wai Betta, a bubbling or boiling up. 

Suerte, v. Bea wats, fast®, W1®, to cause to boil, to cook by 

boiling ; to excite. 

Bes, ad. catcataite, aqeite, without asking or speaking. 
si, s. waa FP) YS ster corn, acaca Sell Hal, the planning or 

rearing of a superstructure; fig. contriving, scheming. 

tafe, s. cortetfa afrata vata ofaq eray 2fe fiz SIM Za te, 
incubation, warmth. 

taut, v. Taft ta, FFa Ting %e, to sit on eggs for hatching; fig. 

to warm one’s self by a fire. 

tarsBaiz, ad. aca atce, (FF asti,) slowly, gradually, as of a 

fire in kindling. 

BHA, s. Way Ty, a gentle heat. 

ty, a. see teu. 

4 

OG ZA, s. WistaA WS pia zyeal atv, the singular number 

in Grammar. : 
autfate, ad. cate, wftat ace, exceedingly, greatly, (applied 

to increase or diminution. ) 

ARCSACABCSA, 8. aASHTSR, ceatcaptfa, delay, loitering at work, 
~ 

busy about trifles. 

OHA, s. HS kei afae Fe, a species of ground rat. 
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am fant, s. cain facnn, sy 72 cHTM BM, a kind of scrofulous 

disease. 

Hata, s. BWEete, darkness, gloom; fig. ignorance, mental darkness ; 

a. dark, obscure. ? 

MSTaIeiz, s. Weta, darkness; a reduplicated form of expression. 

Mats, a Deeg ge, fares fea, dark, obscure. 

NESH, 8. Hie oie Qfat cait, Biel cottal, (atfa,) a disease 
of the skin; a. charred. ; 

4AQiqi, Ss. see SITAin: 

8 

emi, s. gfe eel, the act of floating or swimming; floated, 

borne on the surface. 

enwis, v. see Yaz. 

a 

SEASA, a. yt ACATS, CORA COcaa, (ATS,) sharp, piercing, 

causing pain; applied to tone or language. 

apifaa, s. see @pTey. 

Svifay, | 

BEA, s. COS Bile ATi Coa <afaal afee Sts AP; Stemaw cater 
afae Aare soa fHeti, a substance resembling amber of 

which beads and ear ornaments are made; a fragrant shrub, 

the root of which is eaten with tamul. 

eat, s. otfas action «fax aafexi Ate, a species of edible 

aquatic plant. 

aife, s. fagen «ica ea) gaia *ifa, a cooling medicinal drink 

made of the water of boiled paddy fermented. 

sizfaaal, s. alas cats ste, a disease of the arm pit. 

olniaani, 
Btifosl, s. atasfars, stafa, dilly dallying, loitering. 

atfstfan, a. ifs ties fafou; Siotee SAS cate fee wa, 
afeq Za, notched like the edge of.a sickle; s..a kind 

of flower woven into the border of a cloth; a species of 

wild grass. 

aitsiqettatg, s. see @baaityta. 

Bib, v. on ofa, alfa aifwa Yo! Bea, to cut; with chee 
spin, to draw out and twist into thread. 
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Psentbi, ¢. sits ates fan aaa, three or four day’s rain in the 

month of Kati, or the latter rain before harvest. 

SiRBT, s. HI GS FIA AH, one of the fabulous messengers of 

death; a co-laborer with HBA, which see. 

aifafay corcntai, s. ofaq Bax csicaiay, a species of black bee. 

@ ofa, s. Cais Risa Scare, a woman of the Kuns caste. 

asfafasi, s. atai fax aif astface frm ars, indignity, shame- 
ful abuse. | 

SSSHSC, ad, (Aas Ace Alcs, (care @icyiai,) unceasingly ; 

applied mostly to the griping of the bowels. 

Svavaca, ad. Bay GBA, (SPI A Sicatai,) gently, continu. 
ously, as of gnawing or a steady pain. 

| SHAS, s. famn eal ofa cee, a species of mollusk or 

SUGASS, § slug. 

xs. see Ufa. 

Bare, v. iifF, GA, to suffice, to be abundant. 
GAs, a. cata, Sb, sufficient, abundant. 

CBRCSHA, s. wtcHCE Te awl As, sharp angry speech, irritating 
language. 

Coq, ad. f@ @*, c@cH, how? what manner or kind. 

COCA, 
CBAMafA, s. see CSAS. 
ceacnalz, v. HIM Bifwa ceqcra sfx, to move in a tortuous man- 

ner, as of reptiles. 

cea, s. cata afee 2% 971g, an iron cooking dish. 

cenrifam, a. see CGlAS. 

catcaial, s. see tata. 

catcaral, s. faefsaly fata, aversion, dislike, repagnance. 

COWIA, s- see Cala. 

CSIACSIA, s. TX NIB, Copftcstafa, a humming, buzzing sound, 

as of musqtitoes, 

CBIACSIAIZ, v. CBlacela AH Be, to buzz. 

celts, s. Bewla fafoar afax ss, a species of the fan palm. 

Lo) vay 

UTZ, v. AIBA Se, eq waF, to employ in service, to cause 
to work. 
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YO, v. Gaste aes cat oa ABT, atte, to set or inlay as a 

jewel; to apply as suitable to another. 

acuta, s. GQaAele wifes cata a Sr ABM, acetten, the act of 
setting or inlaying or of applying, a saying or parable as 

suited to another; a. set, inlaid, applied to another. 

2TH, s. HS cBiy facaa, a contrivance of loosely braided splints 

for holding or carrying small parcels or fruit. 

~titasife, s. afax AS Tb, a species of small fish. 

faieafefon, a. wits fa afea caterai, stinted in growth by the 

thickness of surrounding plants. 

fatfas, s. see fatfae. 

AS, s. faq qafaal Ate, a species of wild edible plant. 

asfau, j 

CArcaBCACDS, a. SHicaia, BS Aga, Was, plentiful, very abundant. 

5 T 

jd, s» cattdl, ctor feat, af atfe faa, a knitting or stringing 
together; a. knitted, strung together, in order, plaited. 

Tdsta, v. cattdfa feat®, ufa faate, to cause to be knit, strung to- 

gether or arranged in an orderly manner. 

daa, s. see TI. 

qafa, s. stan eel fefa, a woman who has goitre. 

tfaufa, a. stife rai a tei, (stad, ) barred, woven with alter- 

nate rows of coarse and fine thread. 

THIUCBIO, s. CAD QcBPATe UIA Sal HifAa afaxAs Ge, a kind 
of small water animal. 

TH, s. see cots. 

ot fea, a see wafaai. 

sfafa, s. «fea «taq ate, a species of paddy. 

avaqts, s. see ttaqfs. | 

sitfat, o. casa &, afa wtf fH, to knit, to string together, to plant. 

sifefa, a. +8 caten, (atehe ae wife,) with young; applied 
mostly to cattle. 

fetata, s. see otyta, knowledge, wisdom, &c. 

faatfe, a. see sitfx, having knowledge, wise, &c. 
avuinife, v. Be He oe Ow M, ala fe a Atfa, to fetter ani- 

mals by tying two feet together. 
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sifaga, a. ate ofal zi Pas, over-ripe or cooked to a jelly. 

coret®, v. ctfaata fa, “5t?, fad aT, to cause to rot; s. a 

species of pulse. 

csttzatetisal, s. afae AS pate, a species of bird, the Hoopoe. 

- esttacay, s. wa tel afex HTD Stora, a kind of figured silk cloth. 
la, s By, cate, faan, 65a, wisdom, understanding, knowledge, 

iden , sense; with f#, to instruct, to advise, to counsel; with 

“1%, to from a conception of, to obtain knowledge; with: 

“fz, to come to one’s self, to be conscious. 

smtafes, a. otfa yfa Gai, knowingly or intentionally done. 

q1tas,) a. yfacafe, afeaus, faartas, ferata eta, learned, wise, 

sifa, intelligent, knowing, clever, shrewd, sage. 

_ wicafaya, s. catcePega BTS BS, Sia, AS, fez, sta, the or- 

gans of sensation; viz, smelling, tasting, hearing, seeing, 

feeling, to which is is often added thinking. 

SCARE, s. STA Seta caren, ferataA ecatet, the rise or dawn 
of knowledge. 

@ 

waren, s. AxcIwe was cotatfate seri, stfeat, a son in law 
who lives in the house of his wife’s father. 

ay fear?, v. ufarife, METAS ad fasta, to grope about, to feel 

one’s way in the dark. 

ufs, s. cas, afaq ww, a division in a necklace of several strings. 

cavaifa, v. caretfa, adadt®, aigfa ofa, to teaze, to harass, to 

vex, to annoy. 

cafa, ». cafe, wiafa, to surround, to encircle. 

: B 

Bays, s. Ui, fafaafa, fefeafH, a sudden start, as from sleep ; 
glitter, twinkle. 

Bepaal, s. afex cote, iq fF cafeta catetai, a-species of an- 

noying insect; fig. used for an envious person. 

siext®, v. sife stfa; ffs, to splash, to dash water, to sprinkle. 

Bw, s. BA, STS, disguise, an assumed form, deception. 

DAPA, a. see Fw. 
Bafa, a. BATS, Sale wal, (viata, ) pasturing, grazing. 

sfaai®, v. 5a xifa, pai, to smite on the cheek with the open palm. 
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Bais, s- aczist, ALTAS WS aif ute ASS, bq Wai, excess 

in weight. or measure; the driving to pasture; the smitin g 

on the cheek; used as an adjective also, 

diacatay, S. @OlaS ye wifsa cain, vitfa StH, the part of the 

SIacrtel, } abdomen on both sides below the spurious ribs. 

otafeai, s. afanica axica afsat fra, the propelling of a_ boat 

with the steering oar using the stern as a fulcrum. 

stefantfact, s. rea faite cal eon as fat, faefe, a 

branch root. 

sifantfa, s. Stee atufa <a atfa, the pole from which a native 

_ Joom is suspended when being worked. 

fsearz, v. see fSaaTS. 

focal, interj. see fbx. 

fofa, v. cota sift caicuiete 7%, to part asunder, to break as of 

a cord or rope; applied to the drying up of a channel, 

the closing of an investigation, and the breaking off of a 

friendship. 

fsafrate, ad. Barite (cotetfa,) gently, applied to slumber. 

oaia, s. Abcqara wzlgial fe ati carata fade, the sub-renting 
jand by an under tenant. 

batceq, Ss. Bleiz ca#q, a crossbow, or bow placed athwart a 

stock. 

S2f4, s. GAS eparenfarts ATi WA, sig a Bixfa, Sf, a clus- 
ter of houses built in near proximity. 

BR, wintery. CBICal GS cacwTS NTS, a vocative; Shoo! 

CSiia, s. Batya afed Baata, a large bead used to unite the 

_ several strings of a broulet. 

CORLAF1, a. see CEOCAR!, 

Catal, a. Be fasz cats, safe aor, fata catet, settled, deter- 

mined, finally disposed of. | 

ccafacacafa, a. aiRatR, atiaatta, catBCatt, scattered about in 

disorder. 

COARCATSH, 8. see COACUY. 

w 

HSHt Bed, ad. wher scr, (Rie erAtsi,) exceedingly; applied 

to extreme emaciation, 
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Biter, s. FAA Bits aw we, feaq as Aig, a brick building 
attached to the front of a temple; a name of Khrishnu. 

GIS, s. HS, wy, He, Sufea year facaH, wrath, rage, frenzy ; 

a medicinal substance. 

Safe, s. Hert FSA Ba, the aril of the nutmeg, mace. 

SSH, a. see firm. ) 

BIA, &. Gra, Ez, HTS, a journey, travel, a march; preceded 

by f¥ef, a pilgrimage. 
Bifas, s. sates, Zipoesn, Bal Seats, a traveller, a pilgrim. 

BAIS, s. Awa as taxa, faaty ate, Jambuwonto, one of Ram's 

famous monkey generals. 

Ses, a. stat axfer, Ste sifaa; relating to or produced in 
the cold season, 

Stas, ad. feata viata, ca? oteice, while, as long as, until. 
farfaw aca, ad. arfenite, (@I2B,) greatly, applied to any 

pricking sensation. 

faxrfafani, a. <q Std dat, faxfeett dat, pricking, annoying, 

irritating. 

gata, s. see Sfsttte. 

BTS, vv BTS afa, cate wfa, Bs, to make ready, to prepare. 

Oly, s. careata, cUrstt ai Sats Sta, flavor, taste ; with 51%, to taste. 
Bx, s. see HS. 

CHAD, a. acai eal, GBF eal coat, adhesive, sticky. 
cate, s. aida, Aol Stes en sf, a snarl, a tangle. 

GHBIFG, Ys Ace es sai Ha, SHcatatetisfs, a scufile, a 
caiBicetbi,? tumultuous broil or fight. 
calqata, a. safe, afar, Hipyas, rich, wealthy, opulent. 

B 
Baal, s. see drefe. 
B-Daca, ad. Stq Bla, ABA Seo, brilliantly, with twinkling. 
Brae, s. ate, atei, facax, refusal, denial, prohibition. 
tra, se. see orsaatfe. 

Potoace, ad. WSAE Seo, zates, (xHi ai ate Bi,) very, ex- 
ceedingly; applied to redness, and anger. 

Bafan®, v. cBieq Tifa, adi aiafaca aif, to snap or tap with 
| the fingers, ) dis 

76 
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SPs, v. wiea ofa, BAZ, to cause to reduce, lessen or diminish. 
Be, v. fx, Stee 2, BS vife, to lessen or diminish; applied also 

to the drying up of a stream. - 

Soraca, ad. Ate TAITR, caACS, ( cats ai fate, ) at one mouth- 
ful, at once. . 

Calz asa, s. Sia AGA, Ta fale, Alssta wai, the not giv- 
ing ear, utter indifference. 

CBisinsal, s. afad ASAig ATX, a species of ant. 

cintfa, v. ata @fa, to watch for anything; to hope for. 

5 
yaifaat?, v. saiafe sife, oid ora cela since calate, 

to slap on the head, to break clods of earth by pounding. 

sta, s. see ok. 

scala, s. via Sife Stl a ete Hw, -aicbla, a sharp sudden 
sound, as of anything bursting or breaking. 

Basi, a SAATS Sti (ATA Bifw,) brittle, easily broken; applied 

to earthen or glass ware. 

OTA, s. CHTSHTSMISRIS, GE Vidata wai sti cami, in 
disposition of body, slight disease or illness. 

OARICSCAR, a. Tlagia, caice caice tei <a al, scattered 

about in confusion, thrown down in disorder. 
. 7 

Gazi, a. wis, THAta, thick, stout, fleshy. 

tinvfawl, a. cacaxi, “ATS, of loose texture, not dense, applied 

to cloth or braiding of any kind. 

fexfcigm, a. see oxfam. | 
cesvtafa, s. Gad atafa, atcaifacai, uneasiness, restlessness, ex- 

citement. 

G ) 

paaforie, v. sieata sintaiay ofa a wale Difax, to gasp for 

breath as when dying. 

bf, v. cast fatfe, to swallow one’s spittle; with 12, to reach. 
a a 

SS4, s. see ard. 

Sais, a. see BoP RI. ; 

24H ACAIAI, &. sta BIA GATS CHS, CTD acaten, the shedding 
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of the skin of the body or the bark of a tree. 

way, a zy, Gz, shallow, shoal. 

Wein, s. see Of. 

CSAS, a. Tele wana sa, ( TIAz wtiz, ) olive colored: 

cyaafea, § applied only to complexion 
cunfsate, s. coma Oe", an oil stain. 

CUIn, s. Gatcace cacawite cate 1a, a contrivance made of 
loosely braided splints, lined inside with straw for holding 

or carrying grain &c. 

¥ 

anngaca, ad. fRrante, (cas ae) ) Bacew, with long strides ; 

immodestly . 

azazaca, ad. Aaa ADTs, firmly, steadily, unwaveringly. 

AACATH-CACMIACAIA, S. WAT AHS AALS CUTS CHIBlA, AZ cis 
Huts, the wave-like motion of a bog when agitated ; 

hence fig. the swaying to and fro of a large crowd of people. 
waa, s. wafas det afae He Gate, a species of small fish-bird. 

faunfs, s. sea fees ee carat sti corata fam «fax sts, a 
species of tree the twigs of which are used in the religious 

ceremony of the Hindoo in washing their cattle at the sué 

Bihu. 

qatfota, a. wal wtoa fora wea ae et CATS, ABR!, concave. 
CATS, ad. Aaa, FATB, again, repeatedly. 

CATS TZTa, 
cal, s. FSa, CIS, ATS, a bowing, a bend; with et®, to bend, to curve. 

catsisfaat, a. cHlfafen, wet aet® caren fitsferm, double tongued, 
not true to one’s promise. 

< 
“fam, s. cared a> 21 95, coriander seed and the plant ( corian- 

drum sativum. ) 

fesforfem, s. fefsei te Bai ces, a young man_ who struts idly 
about. 

wnesiiafa, s. see cyentata. 
«fa, ee car FAAATi, ten billions. 

cereticarreny, s Ss. EHTS CUTS Ha, CIs, the Huka or smoking 

apparatus for drawing tobacco smoke through water. 

= 
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CxIm, y @ AMS!) A AVA, afa cote, ace, unemployed, idle, 
ceimi, § slothful. 

culmIsaty, a. cHINtTte wird, Wz HSY, (WZ TS l,) of ex- 
| traordinary size. ? 

caTCHT#1, a. AST, VIFA (4 A AAR,) stout, large; applied to 
the body. 

caiw, & IOS catcaty, son fe ortfa cote aid, a cavity in a tree; 

a fissure. 

a 

alecpicaial, a. eet Ale Etats, having a prominent navel. 

fated, a. >° we At, a hundred thousand millions. 

fatatz, v. cdi catcaten @fa, to pour off liquid from a substance. 

faction, , 8. Sf, Tie THR GMS FASTA ACH Sal ACAIA, ab- 

facia, , stinence from flesh during a shrdadh. 

faainfam, a. fratate HIfSzx, pertaining to the above. | 

Bion 
7 s. cafa, alfa, ofp, a row, a line, a path; jig, a pre- 

“amis, ) scribed course of action. 

sifenia ofa, v. wisiuta ofa, tf af, to nourish, to provide 

or care for. 

ites, a. see ote. 

aAtfarafa, s. see Tafel Ato. 

fate Uo, a. cole tora carmel, arifeatca afe BSS, utterly remoy- 
ed or cut off, as of the death of a whole family. 

arta, s. APH WHA Bai Taela, sodomy. 

svtqata, s. AATAM Stats, a sodomite. 

fa, v. set ofa, Gal a@fz, to offer in sacrifice, to worship. 

eget, s. see Haute. 

= 

Sl, a. SACL aq “ai, taken effect, as of medicine. 

SScatai, a see STR CHT. 

STs, s. FA, ABA, trickery, deception, imposture. 

eta, s. fea vette wy cote, an average (in land measure, ) with 

wifa, to strike an average. 

wicafy, a. wife fim, ba sal, (aIAR,) deceptive, trickish. * 
fem cats, a. SetH ia, Babfam CATS, inflated, swollen; tensely 
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drawn, as a skin over a drum head. 

WHARF, , 4 fivi, faea, copcefsai, vain, futile. 

CBIBSIS, § 

aiem, a. BF gst, cBicara,, pulpy. 
qa 

wABIAs, s. «afet Safa Za, a species of medicinal plant. 

zivifas, ys see THAIS. 

ztatfas, / , 

fefexataia, a. oH WX APfan, GH, ceq, ill looking, ugly. 
fexfeqzinay, s. ATH AS Ti CATSIM, unintelligible talk, gabble, 

jargon. 

faxfant®, v. faxfax atyateH Sq, to talk unintelligibly, to gabble. 

fasfeaoie, s. cam Sete, ZS Sete, refuse cotton. 

cafantcaizs, s.. foie feafam ate cattet afax paiz, a. species 
of fish bird. 

cafariaia, s. wafax Ase Tb, a species of small fish. 

Cawleta, s. SiH tei Bre, an inferior kind of bell metal. 

cataafwa, s. see catel fez. 

Ss 

tam, s. tq tag vial Seats AS ALS, a small inlet from a large 

stream. ; 

Siafesasi, s, wie fax SAzi Zitz, a species of large bamboo. 

(SIcsial WG, s. wea SfSs sri fM, vile abuse. 

COMAISICSICaIS, s. cercata oistfera site cette, the animal fetor 

of male goats. 

a 

IT, s. Wott BAl, WIA cats, to beg, to ask alms. 

TMG, s. GUA cHIe, a wal, honey comb bee bread. 
TICACHA, a. Tai Att te fetcatei, wasted away, emaciated. 

TaCHCIa, | 

wfaafy, a. taal sife Bitia Beis gs, dead and dry as of 
wood and reeds. = 7 ' 

CER, s. afax As, a species of edible plant. 
CUCBIACACHI, s. Cale See es Sfay Bei AF, a snapping noise 

of the ancle joints when walking. | 2 

* RAS, a. fea, aD, aa, “idfeq 1%, placid, serene; $s. name 
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of the mother of Parboti. } 

crgeygaca, ad. win aifm warty c_ oat Boi Az, with the noise 
of sudden breaking. ; 

caacyat?, v. claciq afz, to make a breaking, crashing sound, 

as of the falling of a tree or heavy branch. 

CHCETSCICHIS, a. see COCSAA CHAT A. 

CUCAS, a. Bil Bites eta AMT, not well seasoned, unsavory. 

cats, s. 2s wifes fea acafeut fox, a mark on a weaving reed 

placed at every on hundred splints. 

cufeiz, s. as pale 4f@¢, a species of small bird. 

< 

ayoiia, s. ae Ae BIB, a sunny place. 

a : 

Meare, a. aie afae cana, (atqz,) belonging to the Lak- 

long Khel, a division of people in the days of the Assam kings. 

aretifafa, s, 2 fH, atei ofeie, odds and ends. 

faxfarfa, s. cate aifea sts, fafaara, the tortuous motion of 

reptiles in crawling. 

fastay aca, ad. see CHSCHS BE. 

fafeeifafae, a. A HS, (atb GTfw,) very small, applied to fish 

and reptiles. 

APIS, a. Toy ort wafam, round like a top. 

apm, § 
FH 

Ssaa, a. Haifa, aS1 cate, truthful, mostly coupled with fap- 

faai, and used in language of abuse. 

Fal, a. fant Sai, CADCACHIS, HI, mixed, smeared. 

Faiz, v. faxatd, cavceicd se, walk, Atas fRATz, to cause to be 
. mixed, smeared or ground. 

ACafeal, a. 4Aa, relating or belonging to a hundred. 

HY, a. BE AAU! AAS GH, sixth. 

acnifaa, a. fara, AitS, SACS Gal, skilled, accomplished, expert. 

REcCHtfaH, a. Ate Act, ate Gtacdca, all together of one accord: 

HAivsaca, ad. cancy, cbtS Beta, suddenly, with a rush or spirit. 

WA, s. FR Tata Baa faa, BURT CSA SISTAS Sai ATH 
AIC CRA CATT] Atesttd catcH, a law of nature, natural 
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_ instinct. 

wife, a. ace ih. gea, WHR aes, Bec ae by a pole 

resting on the shoulders of two persons. 

fafan, a. fae ASI Ai Ul, cornered, having angles or corners. 

Hea, 8. ZHI MICSca aaa aq IS, a species of the Indian fig tree. 

z 

SQacasi, s. BAC Tat cal, the last layer of thatch before cover- 

ing the ridge. 

epai, a. fawn urea, very tall and large. 

SPHIAVH, a. ASS YlRA, BealoHa, ( 214, ) brawny, large boned. 

SAEGVSVS, a. HATZ Biacwca esi, ever joyful, serene, placid. 

acalacall, a. see CxCqecsces. . 

Stfsafs, s. @feq Safica Za, a species of medicinal plant. 

arom, 
eicfacal, s. ae ya ZA yt AM Sal cyeritaia, excitement 

at witnessing another’s adversity or good fortune, 

aiafen, a. atafea zafrm, yellow. 
cocefanl, a. cesta aafez, relating to a thousand. 

CRAG BI, a. DASA ACA CAICUTS, (ATS, ) i incorrect, appli- 
ed to accent or pronanciation. 
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ERRATA AND EMENDATIONS. 

Sy 

S, is also used as a vocative; as Sf cataitz, O father! 

sfesai, a. add tothe Eng. def. s. the act of striping, marking &c. 

GSA, a. for Sa ya, read Sa TA care. 

wgiba, a: for Bene, read seate. 

Se, for a. read s. 

SwvtAy, a. omit caatfa, in the Assamese def. 

asx, s. omit Sea. - 

scsets, for s. read ad. Substitute for'Eng. def. through the whole 

mouth and throat. 

 Ssortta, s. omit Staiy. 

safs swan, for ad. read a. 

siatfa, ad. for previous, read previously. 

suifariet(, a. for length and breadth, read transverse, across; 

with 7, ad. transversely, irregularly. 

SAMS, for ad. read a. 

 Sifags, add to the Eng. def. s. irregularity, lawlessness. 

Ssqs, ad. add, at a distance from, separate from. 

Brag, a. for waq cal atefemi, read Taq caat Aas. 

wena, for ad. read s, 

wtegia, a. add, unaccustomed to bear a burden. 

sfafs, a. read wiiafs, and add qda1, cafe AGA, > uncultivated, 

waste. 

Biss, a. omit wfsefs. 
Se, s. omit Biz aa. 

‘ait, a. omit the comma between AVicta, and Seta. 

sq, ad. read s. see Stag, and the Eng. def. 

Sew, a for Ss sei, read fFa. 

SHeta, for s. read a. add, not to be seen or found, very scarce. 

BAGS, a. for caHte, read casie corse. 

wefan, ad. read mafaca, and afeera aisfenita. 

sceiyenta, ad. read wcel aentce. 
ST 

BSSHSTI, s.. read SNE HS. 
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Wgupal, s. for RUbal, read ae Bat. 

wlecaten, s. for “etgat®, read wigel® cette. 

BISIM, s. for Misr Sal, read Bipqy Scare. 
wrote iste, v. for Stcstai, read Bicstaz Atha, used also adverbially. 

isha, 0 v. for Sicsta read Stcsta xife, for qa wfase, read 

wfaate. 
SNE, s. read Bly. 
ATECBTRIR, v. for BIE SHAT TA SA, read Ticayeg Sty orate. 
Sitfem, a. for CrTe, read corTceTe. 

Bias, for s. read a. for BtcatcsitH, read Wiestcsften. 

sain ofa, v. for arentey oa atte, read afz. 

wins «fz, v. for cof «a, read céfe «fz, for sta fafem, read 

aia far. 
BATES, v. read Wis are %at ai wife, wir stor whe. 
Sistifa, s. add the top or upper portion of a shrub, branch, tree &c. 
SBSaraisifa, v. for cecws1 cocels, read cetcest catcafs. 
Sista, s. GRA, a slap, a stroke, a forcible dash. 

Histawtts, v. read for def. forsatett?, and carafe are. 

wisfan, for ad. read a. 

wifaatfa, for ad. read s, 

area, for v. read s. gesticulation, speaking by signs. 

wrgfa, for v. read s. retching, gagging. 
Sigiza, for a. read s. 

aiafaten, for v. read s. the being satiated, surfeited, disgusted &c. 
winfas, for s. read a. 

Sryare, v. for wrafasen wife, read wtafawt, afasi tx, fa- 
afe ater. 

wicaia, s. aH, read By. 
wicaiat?, v. for fata aor, read fanta atfer, for fray CHAT. 

read fqatA HIST. 
Singa, for a. read s. 

aramtata, for s. read a. 

wariecafata, for s. read ad. 

Sita, a. omit Amt. 

wraxal, s. for faxed, spell fara. 
Strats, for s. read ad. wifes wast, read ates annite. 

77 
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aitaita, s. for wa, read’ we. 

SATASICAS, a. a comma omitted after cstibistcas. 

simafaain, s. omit #fSesar. 

SATA, a. omit the comma between the words WIqAq, and Hafez 
wicainadtfe, s. omit the comma after STeq. i 

Bifee, a. omit the comma after faca face 

coe 

35, interj. omit the comma after Boga. 

SHAD, s. read FylTe. 

tT 
Gwasita, for ad. read s. bustle, hurry, haste: 

Tats, v. for FoF, read sfo12, to boast, to vaunt. 
Gite, s. read Uist. 
Gs, a. for fax ua, read fatz. 

$x, for a. read s. warmth, gentle heat as of the body. 
Cfartfa, v. alter the Assamese def. to diafte alefentte afe: 

Beal, a. omit <tf>, and substitute, fertile, arable. 

Baars, v. for was TH Aca VA, read Was ay Hale, Sapare. 
Gaile, for v. read s. and substitute the Eng: def. for detraction, 

reviling, the treating with disregard or contempt. 

4 

etcafani, for ad. read a: often written @tfafetat. 

aaia,s. for iain, read wien | 

ota, s. for foza, read foxa. 

ayiz, v. read &512, for BIS erate, read #1bi ane, oaia fF. 
QEIS, a. omit HRS, add fixed, undivided as of the mind. 

AMCBIBI, a. omit ai. 

45TH, s. read one quarter, one direction, ab1t#, ad. in one quarter &c. 

Gtacsta, ad. omit the comma between 426%, GHE SH. 

gta, a. for YSIm, read: YSItT ASK. 

NT, pron. for acxz, read. Stq2. 

42fsal, for ad. read a. 

§ 

anieaifa, s. a comma omitted between statf@, and Sei. 

Sai, s. add to Eng, def. as much rice as is parched: or pounded 

at once.- 
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& 
2, add to the Eng. def. an interjection of calling, he! what! 

s 

Senwia, s. read won wie. 

avifa, a. add Zsts7, fortunate. 

ofa, v. for eof, in def. af. 

zafam, s. read afaz. 

apabfa, s. add irritation, an itching sensation. 

SsISy, a. add very many, abundant. 

SEzi, ad. read BEATS, for &S2i, read SEAS. 

afaafa, a. read afaafa. 
aafaut®, v. in the Assamese def. for BA, Cara, Asti, read whe, 

te, anfet. 
wax, s. add filth, squalor. 

aia, ad. for, from what place, read of what place. 
Bdlaceicatal, for ad. read s. i.e. somebody of some unknown place. 
SETS, s. omit the second Eng. def. 
GABAA, s. omit the comma after Atwz. 

weet, s. for Brohmo, in the Eng. def. read Brahma. 

wfa, s. add to the Eng. def. a knob; also fun fSfa sfaai wife, 
a gusset. 

Sab, s. read Bas. 

Zifs, v. for wre RW ssi, read vite fe ari, add a. not well cur- 
dled, applied to milk curds. 

Siva, a. read SAS. 
iezi, for ad. read pron. the Accusative of CeTaai, somebody. 

SiSSFSi, a. omit the last Eng. def. 
atanufaai, for v. read a. 

atfa, s. add oa fecatzi, a blind woman. 

atfam, for v. read a. 

Sau, s read Sau. 
cafa, cefae, cafaai, these three words are adverbs. 

te, v. add, seq ofa, afH. 

CSrataca, s. read celataa. 

catfe, for v. read a. 

fee, s. for Ga, read SH. 
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at 

~w~xGi, for s. read a; for BABA, read BasyifaH. 

“wetfeai, for ad. read a. 

atfaq, s. used also as an affix, expressing diminution or affection, 
as Tet 2th, dear little face. 

2afs, a. for mB, read ae Sai. 

w@i, s. omit the comma between @fyq and stra. 

“afazi, for s. read a. % 

“id, for v. read a. 

214, wise, wife, read thus, vtec, ettes, ettfz. 
~rafa, s. read 2tinfa, and omit the last Assamese def. 

~to, s. omit the last Eng. def. 

~TSai, s. add atAysi, a thin piece of metal. 

fafsaté, for v. read ad. 

fetantsta, s. for hindoo, read Hindoo, (capital H.) and so through- 

out the book. 

wgemi, s. read a emi. 

asa, a. read at Bal. 

~ To, for s. read v. 

afe, v. for Btytea, read tm ofa. ps 

(wtattfa, catate, catceibal, catya, caluquize, casfa, these six 

words are without the nasal sign. 

cated, s. add, the turning a matter over in the mind, forecaste. 

CUTS, cateivisi, catibz, these three words are without the nasal 

sign, and cefipg is an adjective. 

C2ttzi, s. omit the comma between c&iqi and fRazi. 

I 

s{, add to the Eng. s. haughtiness, contempt, scorn. 

stead, s. for daa, read aa. 

soai, a. for caim Ha, read cate Wal. 

sitptwi, a. add made over, or s. the making over to another at a 

fixed valuation. 

s{%, s. for aH, read saa. 

TaA7TS, s. omit the first Eng. def. 

TAs, v. omit BUCA. 

tf, ve for facepat aifa, read facapal ete: 
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sinstfazmi, a. for Syea, read cate. 

za, a. for fafesaa, read fafaq aa. 
waa, s. for tfeaa, read tfea; for qaeaa sat, read Hatq star. 
tid, s. omit Stfa. . 

21, s. read {S. 

otf, s. add A 7k, cazi Te, to be spoiled, to become bad. 

7531, a. add spoiled, become bad. 

aibSaia, s. for fF read stfb. 
sal, s. add any powdered or pulverized substance. 

cac#fa, s. read, the act of snarling or showing the teeth. 
ccna, s. read cstcatsti; for cofaata, read cotfeata fran. 

cHTCHTSTS, v. read csftcstret?. 
csttatfoornfs, csttatfa, csttat®, these three words lack the nasal mark. 

con, s for Tt, ABA, read zal, Awa. 

cata Zi, s. read cst. 

cottfeei, s. for palate, read uvula or soft palate. 

cateare, v. for ace acet®, read ace ast te. 

cata, s- omit the last two Eng. def. 

cHlabal, s. read csficatbal. 

crtefoeia, s. for qicace, read Bicacd. 

esta, s. omit the comma after tafe. 

stenife, s. read worship designed to propitiate the planets. 

. @ 

HSIH, s. omit the comma after Pf. 

ubi, a. add overcome, defeated, conquered. 

UBlz, v. for sews, read F|ore, and add to defeat, to conquer. 

ui, s. add a comma after facHa. 

ulfe, s. add v. to be defeated. 

BICBIBIA, s. misprinted, Seats. 

waa, and qafapl, read wan, Hafan. 

Cats, s. read cup. 

Capia, s. read cupia. 

Caras, s. for calm fe U1, read cata Bratyi. 
fxs, s. add ghee. 

be, a omit Baya. 
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5S, BS “Al, BS, of these three words omit the last, connecting 

its Eng. def. with the second word used as an adjective. 

BBi, a. lacks the nasal sign.” 

Bai, s. add an illusion. 

Ba, s. omit the comma after Satay. 

BStAtei, s. for BS SRA, read BS Dai. 

boa. a. read shrewd, cunning, sharp. 

a, 

Beata, for a. read s. shrewdness, sharpness, cunning. 

b*1, a. add approached, s. the act of approaching. 

BU, s. omit the over csxfiziz, also the comma after Hawi. 

Bini, s. for ota fafoal, read big fafoal. =. 

bife, v. add piafa wifMs ASR, He Se, cz. 
Bite, ad. misprinted ptt. 

DIbS, s. read restlessness, tossing about, inquietude. 

bia, s. add com cHaqi SA Sl, AHZal, the lower part of an oil press: 

fsiSa, s. add a bounding or flying off. 

feo, s. for cutter, read cater. — 

fai, s. omit the Assamese SiS AS. 

fofasi, a. for wm, read 27. 

Befaal, read pafeal; for s. read a. 

DESSITISS, for a. read ad. 

Bib, a. add s. speed, applied to quadrupeds. 
cbbfa, s. read cosfa. 

oefadl, for v. read a. 

coUbalcstial, a. read GStbal cota. 

CBtHa!, s. omit the comma between ¢5*i NIfa dai, and Hq. 

cbUeai, a. omit the last Assamese def. 

cbacey, s. for atfe, read Htfs. 

chibi, s. for pfs fami, read o fs fam. 

cbipinifa, v. for wife facy, ead wis facy tr a sitfk. 

cbisiaate, s. read coiyta “aie. 

Chtaa, s- read chtza; for bara, read Bafa. 

coTRIs, v. a comma omitted after aife: for fa ate} read ® atifS. 

ci, for, CECT, read cEcBIM, used also in setting on dogs. 

gg 

Bea, for ad. read s. 
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GPapl aai, for s. read a. 

Sara, afaten, afta, usta, wufacete, Brags, these six words 

are printed without the nasal sign ~. 
Betta, s. read, the act of awaking or causing to awake. 

wart, s. for fe sara Satz, read fe BEA Sal? 
Bai, s. omit old age in the Eng. def. 

. Sfa,s. add v. fanfe, cBtetcRIca sife, to ooze, to percolate, 

to drip. 

Bcatsi, a. add egotistical, self conceited, boastful. 

Sta, omit Ba catia. 

GIB, a. for Speqi, read SPaa. ' 

SI, BISA, Bie atfa, these three words require the nasal. 

Bist, s. add the application of smoke to riper fruit or drive away 

musquitoes. 

Sia, s. add the knee. 

wafanrifa, for s. read a. 

c&tal, s. add to the Assamese cBI4. 

ei) 

4, read #. 

, 

Bia, s. Bifa s. read Bra, Bifz. _~ 

father, v. substitute in the Assamese def. cafsa zt ue miface 

afte av ofa, 
Om foxre, v. add to halt. 

cBcbiaviga, a. for cBua, read céea. 

cBicbial, a. for cACam, read cACaAl. 
CBI, s. omit the comma that divides the Assamese def. 

z 

siafhe, a. for faamy, read faafas. 

¥{6, s. omit the comma between facs® and wife. 

cxrBi, s. for SIs fam, read fat sw, a ats cHtcata catcatteat 
G 

6b, in Assamese def. omit the comma between c&feti and cB. 

Boal, a. omit FHS Wal Siete. 

paate, ad. for SIbiRcaiq read Hits BIca 
pat’, for a, read v. 
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Bist, for a. read v. substitute for Eng. def. to lean, to incline. 

cba, s. for the last Assamese and Eng. definition read cpsfis 
suifba catcets, flabby, flaccid. 

CAST, a. for Assamese def, read” oS AN SIT GHA cis. 

Cota, s. omit the last Assamese def. 

G:1c*itsei, for s. read a. 

cbitpieca, ad. for Assamese def. read cata Big aq a UH. 
) | % 

we2tifoi, ad. misprinted for Satter. 

CAsgta, s. substitute for Eng. def. the knowledge of first principles. 

taf, for ad. read con). 

Sq, s. as an adjective read thin, not close together. 

Sayfa, a. omit fifa, in Assamese def. s 

Tai, s. add a species of plant, deliverance, escape. 

Gal, s. add H5ta, to Assamese def. 

Saisa, s. add to the Assamese def. Ry mcs fafsa aze. 

wiaafe, v. omit the last two Eng. def. 

States, for a. read ad. 

fSTiEA, s. omit comma after medicinal. 

fsa, s. for an mark read a mark; omit the last two Eng. def. 

Bowie, v. for fax fru ofa fais, read fix fay afa fat. 

fats, s. for |B, read vie. 

af 

auf, v. for tata, read ta arf. 
21%, s. omit the last three Assamese def 

aif, v. add to pat, to make compact. 

cUCSATATS A, ad. read cacegcqsats. 

cacqgi, a. add unsettled, as of an investigation. 

cata, s. omit the comma after afesat, in Assamese def. 

caracata, for s. read a. 

a 

“Sia, in Assamese def. omit Ute. 

nia, s. for ey ASP! Bal Ha, read eH Afey Sai Ria. 
wfetfam, for s. read a. 

wsfau, a. omit the comma between Atfag and. cats 
te, | | 
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fay, a. enclose Biwza in brackets. 

wUuaI™, ' s. for cattei cate, read ctdicatsi. 

wuie™i, ; 

was, for a. read s. 

wyaiasfa, for s. read a. for Eng. def. read having numerous bloictes 

es or swellings. ) 

wanzl, s. for atfaat, read atfefe. 

wasiwata, for ad. read a. 

afaxinfa, v. read ufaaiafa ofa. 
' WaTIAH, for a. read s. 

wal, s. omit last Assamese def. wtofaq Affe. 

witfa, s. omit female in Eng. def. 
wiaAista, for a. read s. for the two first Eng. def. read a kind of 

Hindoo alms-giving. 

fz, a. omit the last two Assamése def. 

Wala, for. a. read 5s. 

yafa, s. add to the Assamese afay «ta. 

"ae, a. read wae, in def. for Yq Ole, read 24 Utwa. 

cHtTaT®, v. omit the last Assamese def. 

HB, v. for Assamese def. for cast, read cafe. 

cata, s. omit cata, add Drun, a sage of King Durjudhon. 

< 

«qa, a. add to the Eng. s. a paramour. 

“Ulex, , for a, read s. omit Fate, 

ares, J 
“aq, s. add a. holy, sacred. 

aw, } cb 
eal, s. omit #31 afae, add to Eng. a. soundly beaten. 
“fa, v. add to Eng. to beat severely. 

wjfe, s. omit at im the last Eng. def. 

«urea, omit the word. see 4qiqq. 

“Y, @. for cuicefaa, read cette cafe, 
cecnatcecate, for a. read s. 7 
46%, a. read $4. : 

job ¥ i: 
=, add to Eng. def. new, nines ©. bbs 

78 
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at, s. add the spur of a mountain. 

aatfa, s. add a wonray of the Nora race. 

ait, s. omit 2th, in Assamese def. 

atbfa, s. add afae mou. 
aifa, s. for fem. of wa, read fem. of aa. , 

fafor, a. for BYY AST, read wz Asal, add unceasing. 

fasfem, a. enclose Bawi facHH, m brackets. 

fasted, s. omit Gata cate, 4 cote. 
fafea, a. for syates, read wetey, for sfea, read cate Tz. 

faatf, s. for BIq AIS, read Wile AAs. 

faq-@et, a. omit the last three Assamese def. 

faaafantfa, u. add fig. applied to a miserly person. 

fasta, for a. read s. 

facuta, for v. read s. 

faféate, a. for immovable, read immutable, uniform. 

fami, s. omit tafe, and the Eng. def. turmeric. ’ 

CAacafem, a. for <q Sig, read t¢, heavy applied toa burdew 

or to rain. 

cacoa, for a. read ad. 

ot 

atatfani, s. for tai faa, read tatfee sfaiz SA ACTS, the 
affixing a base. 

ai, s- lacks the nasal sign. 

wei, a. add Sfawifa an wai. 
Huy, s. add a. wholesome, salutary; omit a. 

ABS, s . for Assamese def. read Gi Sal soz FAS. 

7m, s. add in gram. an inflected word, an article of property. 

omidfenn, s. for fate read fate. 

Anivia, s. for catia fam, fonts cate feai, add Saye fae Pqi- 

aq, s. add AX! facaH, ten billions: . 

“i, a. add plucked or picked off, as fruit from @ tree. 

Hatq@, for s. read a. omit the second Assamese def. 

afafas, s. for coicarfes, read “Pex cots M1 Sai, omit priest. 

“fess, a. for FACTTA, read AGU. 

“fafa, s. omit the last Assamese def. 

“ferme, a. add mature, accomplished. 
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<ifiai, s- add a watchman, a sentinel. 

“fafas, a. read “fares. 

“canatfa, a. read catvatfe. 
HIVSCEIAI, ¢. cut out AIA Bis, substitute for Eng. def. the 

Hornbill. 

aisifa, v. alter Assamese def. to cxTel Ue Bie code a1 
Ciaa® cotarz. 

Hiseai, s. omit alg facaa, and the Eng. def. a curse. 

*1¢, s. before the last Eng. meaning for s. read a. 

1g, s. add aata afq facna, cats, a minister of state. 

oitafa, s. add a dark grey color. 

*ttfa, v. add to the Assamese def. atfz. 

*iTe, s. omit the last Eng. def. dice. 

“TEBd1, s. for carving, sculpture, read the notching of a border. 

fe, s. omit the last Assamese def. af# sat®. 
faerfam, for v. read a. 
foortfH, a. omit wa. | 
forma, s. add to the Eng. enrolment. 

forate, s- for faaii read faxt. 
Torte, a. for fariry.z, read faxtea. 

forafs, s. for last Eng. def. read the edge of the eyelids. 

A, omit cata Bifea SIs, (see oH.) 
*taceilatfe, for a. read s. 
ay, s. add righteousness. 

oayeei, s. add ofuas Salsa 
%a1, s. add a. fall, complete, entire. 

iam, s. add SAX HAT CA THe AM. 
“Mq{ATaca, ad. omit Ace Acs. 

sifanl, a. add s. a small packet of vermillion, medicine “° 

“ey, s. in Eng. def. for esta ex, read rife se" 

waASasta, s. in Eng. def. for a ‘Nor King, read No» Hingho. 

ARS, a omit aeeT, add corm wife zeae oat ATA, 
OCATAIIA, ¢. read CHPttaTta. 

cHael, s. for facate, read facyta. 

cHBI, a. add used in comp; as faan cardi, Lng bellied, qicri1a 

CHB, greedy. 

/ 
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cantata, a. omit fifa Btfra Tete, add whimpering. 

7HfEs, a. omit Blase A afar. 

cots, s. read cota. 

CHTSaval, s. for @erx, read afirw. 

cata, a. omit Baty. 

cata, s. add a term of affectionate siddeende to very small children. 

cHicriteece, ad. omit bba, BC. 

cata, s. add a bundle; for casi, read c@tbi: 
caTattazl, s. alter Assamese def. to afq tH tifaao eat stifaz 

fe 2t&i; and omit daily in Eng. def. 
efexsa, ad. omit the last two Assamese def. and the last Eng. def. 

afeyi, s. add consecration (as of an image. ) 

AMAAA, s. for the last Eng. def. read, self evidence. 

Awa, s&s. omit Ge ats. 

aaa, a. for Tq am read aq afer. : 

Acza, s. omit Wife cota. 

AAT, s. omit the first Eny. def. 

Seite, add cami a aye. 
23, a. omit cot. 

faz, a. omit atfa. 

cawaim, s. for hindoo styx, read Hindoo Styx. 

\ 271, s. omit ats, and its Eng. def. advantage. 

WH ufHA, a. for daylight, read, clear, translucid. 

: omit Sta wifwa co# fa, and its Eng. def. a root branch. 

Ss. omit the first Bahuki in Eng. def. 

sted a. for Hala STB, read qata. 

SECA, s, for cocctatetl, read cBececatart. 
wie, s \dd an instrument through which Wire is drawn. 

aie, \mit sia fa wT. 
restfara, fora ill-favored woman, read an ill-favored woman. 
Tava, for S\read a. 

9 & 

m5, a - adda Ferforation. 
Geib, omit the las, Assamese def. 
CEST, s. add a elyh screen or partition.” 
CVSIACSITA, for s, read a. 
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GECS%i, a. in Assamese def. insert Sttxta, in brackets, 
CBCDR, a. for CSAAR, read cRycHHI. 
cefazi, a. omit the first Assamese def. 

z 

éfem, a. add to the Assamese def. etetewi ai. 
zwei, s. add a siab. , 

ZR, s. omit the last Assamese and Eng. dal 

Z5a, s. omit AT. 

Z51, a. for SST HATES Baa, read sifeq acwtA TiAe, omit the 
last Assamese def. 

zcpTeta, s. in Assamese def. for Sfaql read cam, in Eng. def. 
for waist cloth read skirt. 

aaorthe, s. for @&, read 25, cut out fea, afsa, and. its Eng. 

def. a hard miser. | 

Zaqe, a. read zaxe. 

ZHIaty, s. read ASTETS. for ZH wai read zB Wai. 

ut, s. add ae vale afad, a quail. 

AST, a. for 2q Gal Ba, read za wai, laborious. 

zafe, s. omit comma between afa and cotatfe. 

zale, s. cut out ora , and write zate, witha circumflex 

over the @. 

zalqret, s. these two words are printed together by mistake. 

zat?, v. 
2a, s. omit CHa. 

zaycrg, s. for Bahoodeo read Bohudeu. 

zecate, for s. read a. ) 

Zante, a. omit cate. 

Bie, a. for aferat Bei fEcatsi, read “_ Bas ( fecatzi- ) 
atfa, s. omit eat. 

ZifS, a. insert at#f%, in brackets. 
ABSSq, a. omit &c. in Eng. def. 

Z1FSA1, a. omit Brat. 

atefax, a. for last Eng. def. read wished for. 

aife, s. add wv. to twist’ (as of'a'cord. ) 
ait, s. for Mtoe AX, read teq Ra2ni. 
Tift FV, s. for Sse cata, read Stew cater. 
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zisib, s. omit 8a ZINE FCITAA. 

zimttws, s. add to Eng. def. used to brahmin only. 

ZICHS, Us. omit the def. an ejaculation of surprise. 

zicaa, ! 
zit, s. for the two last Assamese def. read fass fai sivtaa wfe. 

Eng. def. thread from the fringe of a cloth, given at a 

shradh, in honor of the dead. 

ZtQq, s. omit FARA. 

Zifs, a. omit 2%, in the second Assamese def. 

aifas, s. for cae fwal cAICETSM a1, read caIceTel 41. 
fafes, a. omit the last three Eng. def. - 

facaia, s. add preceded by @ia, death, dissolution. 

fami, s. used for faati, which see. 

faanufanta, s. omit the last Assamese def. 

faafaaté, v. omit ai, in Assamese def. 

faatfR, a. omit Biz. 

fasy, omit ay Sia AqcATMItse Nala wCa “ite tei. 

faaat, a. read fare. 
fatadtfe, a. omit fSfz, and write wtefe in faecal 

faz, s. for ofa casi came wife eam cote, read ofa wifee 
eEIIte wifa aip fate, add, a division or parting, 

applied to the hair, to dense jungle, or to a crowd of people. 

faai, s. add, a pointed splint of bamboo for carrying unthreshed 

: grain, an imaginary water demon. 

feats, s. omit the last Assamese def. 

faqai, a. add, a species of bird. 

Iq, s. omit the last Assamese def. 

za fami, anfa, aafa aiota, anfa wa, aafa dai, these five words 

are misprints for 4a faz, aaa, outa ainda, aate ag, 

cafe bal. 
afa, v. read fe, for cate aife, read cattmatfe. 

CoH, s. add 1S woe GZ CATH, unable to articulate. 

Camifas, s. for Eng. read Vedantic. 

cCaiai®, v. for to do in excess, read, to be in excess. _ 

Cai, s. for qtee fecatsia, addressed often to respectable. women. 

Caix, s. for Assamese def, read @¥ Fly Aal cats, a Boodh. 
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Ss 

fsa, s. for Hts xiteaz, HIS mised, add very large, used in comp. 

as fea, fox Ata. | ‘ 

Bai, s. omit S2a. 

cee v. add aq BME gure cota are. 

ceyaca, ad. read CS¥, Ba. 

cCeaceaace, ad. insert $21, in brackets. 

CBate, v. omit the last Assamese def, 

cecma@aca, ad. for Assamese def. read C€itCy, BBA, (caitlH.S,) 
comreraca, ad. for Assawese def. read 2qre, canitz, (ast % oY.) 

cuvafe, s. for Assamese def. read atef na oe. 

CIB, s. add yf faata am coi Bez wa, a pile of unburnt brick. 

CSIBIZal, s. add Aw sf%, also the morning star. 

Coral, s. omit the last Assamese def. 

qT 

qa, s. in Eng. def. for fa or atf& read ofa or afe. 

Tq, s. for the first Assamese def, read fary 24414 Aly 7H 2fR awe. 
af#, s. add to mix treacle and tobacco for smoking, to scour. 

1#%, s. for Eng. def. read, a hath where Naga salt is sold. 

arefeai, a. for ag, read aT¥. 

wiwafs, a. fy, shut up in brackets. 

Wa, s. omit 9. 

castefa, for v. read s. 

CAS, s omit Basl, condition. 

CRIS, s. omit csftz, which is Bengali. 

a 

<Y{HTS, s. for Juggernaut, read Jagannath. 

auuai, s. omit the last Assamese def, 

qisqata, s. for the royal levee, read a royal levee. 

aigtza, s. add to the Eng. def. contention, discord. 

a 

asifaa, s. omit cacdat. 

Aa, s. eal, with circumflex. 
ate, s. omit ate afad, see ATBatS. 

CABCSS, s. omit the last Assamese def. 

CA, 8. omit faatfa. ae : 4 bi is 
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F 

Agia, s. omit 4Ala, and the Eng. 

HSifa, a. omit Bure fsfe, and its Eng. a talkative woman. 

afsfastfe, s. read for Eng. def. a stick to steady the band of a 

wheel. 

Hz, a. omit Tai c#z, and Eng. def. a dead body. 

Haifa, s. for foul, read fowl 

Hif#sia, s. in Eng. def. omit the words as above. 

atfaa, for a. read s. B 

Hifa, v. omit the last Assamese def. 

fay, s. omit faqte. 

fRaedI, a. read, faawi. 

faafa, s. for ptetam fuer, read ptefami fast. 
ATs, s. omit TAT Bez, which is ad. 

WoTigi, s* omit wz iis caip Wl. 

Yfa, v. add sist aia. 
CASSI, s. omit the last def. in Assamese and Eng. see cH ui 

caintafas, s. for Bishnauth read Bishnath. 

aiagiqgn, s. for Juggernaut read Jagannath. 

4iH, s. omit last Assamese def. 

zg 

@aa, s. for rage, read rape. 

SAcuiQa, } a. read &q clea. 

BLAS, RqAS. 
sais, v. for cataie, read catet®. 

Sumi, s. for eal, read Sal, with circumflex. 

acmlacmiaca, ad. for catta Sei, read catte at. 

aie, s. for fda, read feud. 

atefa, s. add to lean, to incline from a étpendiddlar. 

ste farts, o. semit the Tast Assamese def. 

Btifa, s. omit coTsys. 

feta, s. read fata yal otfer. 

cRcea, omit the comma after Hay. 

cucsitacecatia, s. for Gf tet, read ‘gfe IB. 
@e,v. for 2, read a. 

Saal, s s. for or above, read, as above. 










